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Five Powers Present Plan for General Disarmament
as Ten-Nation Disarmament Conference Convenes

The Ten-Nation Disarmament Conference ^ con-

veixed at Geneva, Sioitzerland, on March 15.

Following is a toorking paper on general dis-

armoment released on March 14 by Canada,

France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the

United States, together icith a stateinent made at

the opening session on March 15 by Fredrick M.
Eaton^ U.S. Representative to the conference.

FIVE-POWER WORKING PAPER

Press release 120 dated Marcb 14

A. Tlie ultimate <roal is a secure, free, and
peaceful world in which there shall be general

disarmament under efl'ective international control

and agi-eed procedures for the settlement of dis-

putes in accordance with the principles of the

United Nations Charter.

B. The task of the Ten Nation Disarmament
Conference should be to work out measures lead-

ing toward general disannament, whicli can only

be attained by balanced, phased, and safeguarded

agreements.

C. All measures of disarmament must be ob-

served and verified by an appropriate inter-

national organization.

I.

The following mejisures are projwsed witli

the recommendation that they be undertaken

forthwith

:

A. The establishment of an International Dis-

armament Organization bj' progi-essive steps

following a joint study of the composition and

' For background, .«ee Bulletin of Seiit. 28, 10.")!), p.

438 ; for names of members of the U.S. delegation, see

i6M.. Mar. 21, 1960, p. 46G.

functions of such an organization and its relation-

ship to the United Nations (taking into account

previous expenence in this field).

B. Prior notification to the International Dis-

armament Organization of proposed launchings

of space vehicles and the establishment of co-

operative arrangements for communicating to

the International Disarmament Organization data

obtained from available tracking facilities.

C. The collection of information on present

force levels (active uniformed military man-

power) and on armaments pertaining to land,

sea, and air forces possessed by the various

powere. The collection of information would be

based mainly on declarations by States accord-

ing to predetermined and mutually agreed

criteria.

D. The coordinated reduction or limitation of

force levels and conventional armaments upon the

establisliment of agreed arrangements and pro-

cedures for initial and continuing verification by

the International Disarmament Organization as

follows

:

1. Initial force level ceilings to be

:

2.5 million for the Soviet Union

2.5 million for the United States, and agreed ap-

propriate force levels for certain other States.

2. Each State party to the agreement shall jilace

in .storage depots, within its own territorie.s and

under the supervision of the International Dis-

armament Organization agreed types and quan-

tities of conventional armaments to be set forth

in lists annexed to the agreement and bearing a

relationsliip to the agreed force levels.

E. Tlie submission by the various states to the

International Disarmament Organization of data
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relating to : the operation of their financial system

as it affects militaiy expenditures, tlie amount of

their military expenditures, and the percentage of

their gross national product earmarked for mili-

tai-y expenditures. The data to be submitted will

be drawn up in accordance with predetermined

and mutually agreed criteria.

F. Joint studies will be undertaken immedi-

ately on the following subjects

:

1. Measures to assure compliance with an

agreement that no nation sliiill place into orbit

or station in outer space weapons of mass destruc-

tion, including provision for on-sit« inspexjtion.

2. Measures to assure compliance with an agi*ee-

ment on prior notification of missile launchings,

according to predetermined and mutually agreed

criteria, and on declarations to the International

Disarmament Organization of locations of launch-

ing sites, and places of manufacture, of such

missiles.

3. Measures to assure compliance with an agree-

ment to discontinue the manufacture of fissionable

materials for weapons purposes.

4. Arrangements required to carry out an agree-

ment to transfer, mider international supervision

and control, fissionable material from past produc-

tion to non-weapons uses, including stockpiling.

5. Measures to give participating States greater

protection against surprise attack with effective

verification procedures including aerial inspection,

gi'ound observers at agreed points, mobile gromid

teams, overlapping radar, notification of aircraft

flights, and apjiropriate communications facilities

and arrangements.

6. Measures to verify budgetary information

submitted by the various states to the Interna-

tional Disarmament Organization.

7. Means of preventing aggression and preserv-

ing world peace and security, as national arma-

ments are reduced, by an international organiza-

tion, to be an organ of, or linked to, the United

Nations.

8. Timing and manner of extending a disarma-

ment agreement so as to include other States hav-

ing significant military capabilities, with a view

to the holding of a disarmament conference.

II.

The following measures will l>e imdertaken as

rapidly as possible upon successful completion of

relevant preparatory studies outlined in I

:

A. The prohibition against placing into orbit

or stationing in outer space veliicles capable

of mass destiiiction to be effective immediately

after the installation and effective operation of

an agreed control system to verify this measure.

B. Prior notification to the International Dis-

armament Organization of proposed launch-

ings of missiles according to predetermined and
mutually agreed criteria, and declarations of lo-

cations of laimching sites, and places of manufac-

ture of such missiles, with agreed ^'erification

including on-site inspection of launching sites of

such missiles.

C. The cessation of production of fissionable

materials for weapons purposes unmediately after

the installation and effective operation of an

agreed control system to verify this measure, con-

ditional upon satisfactory progress in the field of

conventional disarmament.

D. Agreed quantities of fissionable material

from past production to be transferred under

international super^-ision and control to non-

weapons uses, including stockpiling, immediately

upon the installation and effective operation of

an agreed control system to verify the cessation

of production of fissionable materials for weapons

purposes.

E. Establishment of appropriate measures to

give participating States greater protection

agamst surprise attack, including aerial inspec-

tion, ground observers at agreed points, mobile

ground teams, overlapping radar, notification of

aircraft flights, and appropriate communications.

F. A disarmament conference with other States

having significant military capabilities, called to

consider their accession to the disarmament agree-

ment, including their acceptance of appropriate

reductions or limitations of their respective force

levels and armaments.

G. Force level ceilings for all militarily signifi-

cant States and appropriate inspection and verifi-

cation measures to go into effect simullaneously

with the establishment of force level ceilings of

2.1 million for the US and USSR. At the same

time, each of the States par(ici])ating shall agree

to place in storage depots agreed types and quan-

tities of armaments in agreed relation to the force

level ceilings.
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ir. Tlio ostiihlislinient of measures to verify

builjietaiT infoniiiition.

I. Flirt lier projji-essive development of the In-

terii:itii)nal Disarmament Or^jaiiization.

J. Initial establishment of the international or-

ganization to presers'e world peace.

III.

The forejroing represent measures which should

be neirotiated and put into etl'ect as rapidly as

possible, lielow are additional measures wliich

are regarded as necessary for achieving the ulti-

mate goal

:

A. Reduction of national arme<l forces and

armaments by progressive safeguarded steps

(after such further joint studies as may l)e neces-

sary) to levels required by internal security and
fulfillment of obligations under the United Na-

tions Charter to the end that no single nation or

group of nations can eifectively oppose enforce-

ment of international law.

B. Measures toward this objective, phased to

coincide with the build-up of international law

enforcement capability to preserve world i)eace,

and with the extension of the International Dis-

armament Organization to provade necessary

inspection and control, will include:

1. Prohibition of production of nuclear, chemi-

cal, biological, and other weapons of mass destruc-

tion.

2. Further reduction of existing stocks of nu-

clear, chemical, biological and other weapons of

mass destruction, further transfer of fissionable

materials to peaceful use, and further steps, in

the light of the latest scientific knowledge, to

achieve the final elimination of these weapons.

3. Measures to ensure the use of outer space for

peaceful purposes only.

4. Control of the production of agreed cate-

gories of militaiy missiles and existing national

stocks and their final elimination.

5. Establishment of effective international con-

trol over military budgets.

6. Completion of the establishment of inter-

national organizations and arrangements to pre-

serve world peace.

7. Final reduction of military manpower and

armaments to the levels required for the objec-

tive stated in para. A above, including the dis-

position of surplus armaments.

8. Control over the production of all remain-

ing types of armaments to ensure that production

is limited to that i-equired for purjioses specified

in para. A.

STATEMENT BY tVIR. EATON, MARCH 15

Press release 120 dated .March l."!

I wish to express my tlianks, and that of my
Government, for the hospitality which is lieing

afl'orded to us by the Federal Government of

Switzerland, by this city, and by the Republic

and Canton of Geneva. We are most grateful to

the Secretary-General for the facilities made
available by the Unite<l Nations. It is appropri-

ate that this conference should convene in a coun-

try which for so long has l^een at peace with the

world, whose people enjoy those freedoms which

we hold sacred.

We share a heavy burden. We must, in the

words of the foreign ministers of September last,

explore through mutual consultation avenues of

possible progress for agreements and recommen-

dations on the limitation and reduction of all

types of armaments and armed forces under ef-

fective international control.

We must patiently address oui-selves to the task

of designmg a workable plan of general disarm-

ament in a world in which man can live at peace

with himself, where freedoms will flourish, secure

from the fear of invasion by forces of oppression.

A world of peace under law—this is the goal;

disarmament, a means of achieving it.

There is throughout the world an all-pervasive

yearning for security and peace. But peace,

merely the absence of armed conflict, is not in

itself sufficient. My country could have enjoyed

such a peace during the last two wars. It chose,

rather, to fight to preserve our freedoms.

These past wars and the fear of nuclear war

tend to distort our values. We must be ever-

mindful that a disarmed world is not necessarily

a secure world—a world in which man's way of

life shall be of his own choosing, where thought

and action and expression shall be determined by

each individual, limited only by those niinimmn

restraints necessary for the preservation of those

freedoms, a world in which the right of privacy

is respected, in which the individual can pui-sue
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his own life unhampered by the intervention of

the state, a world which venerates the dignity of

man.

President Emphasizes U.S. Desire

for Progress on Disarmament

White House press release dated March 12

The White House on March 12 made public the

following letter from the President to Fredrick M.

Eaton, U.S. Representative to the Ten-Nation Dis-

armament Conference.

Mabch 12, 1960

Dear Ambassador Eaton : The ten natiims which

will begin disarmament discussions at Geneva on

March 15, 1960, have both the opportunity and a

great responsibility to serve mankind. The inter-

est of the United States in disarmament and my
own strong personal feelings on this subject are

well known. I want to take this opix)rtunity to

emphasize that the United State.s is prepared to

explore every possible avenue to find a way toward

general disarmament.

We must not be pessimistic because of the lack of

success in past disarmament negotiations. Nor

.should we necessarily exi>ect immetUate, dramatic

and far-reaching strides, although we would cer-

tainly welcome such progress. Rather, it should

be our objective in these negotiations to contribute

by carefully balanced, phased and safeguarded arms

control agreements to the ultimate objective of a

secure, free and iieaceful world in which inter-

national disputes will be settled in accordance

with the principles of the United Nations Charter.

As the United States Representative to the Ten-

Nation Disarmament Conference, I know that you

will exert every possible effort to reach agreement

on measures which will lessen the danger of another

armed conflict, ease the burden of armaments and

thereby contribute to the attainment of the ulti-

mate goal of general disarmament and a peaceful

world. I should like you to convey to the other

delegates at the Ten-Nation Disarmament Confer-

ence my eame.st hope that the Conference will dis-

charge its solenm obligation to mankind and thus

contribute to this goal.

You may be assured that you carry with you my
complete sui)port and that of the people of the

United States.

Sincerely,

DWIGHT D. ElSENHOWF.B

The Honorable Fredrick M. Eaton
U.S. Representative to the Teti^Nation

Disarmament Conference

American Consulate

Geneva, Sivitzerland

Task of the Disarmament Committee

We must design a plan broad and promising

in scope and yet realistic in conception, a plan

which moves by measured, safeguarded steps to-

ward an attainable goal, not one which raises false

hopes of a sudden and easy solution to one of

mankind's oldest problems—the problem of abol-

ishing war among nations—but a plan wliich will

bring to a lialt this frightening race to create even

more massive means of destruction.

Existing forces and armaments must be grad-

ually but surely reduced, under proper safeguards,

until no nation shall possess the power to destroy

its neighbors.

Althougli we have a great distance to travel,

the initial steps must not be overly ambitious.

For, until there is some greater degree of confi-

dence and experience with arms control, onlj'

carefully measured first steps are feasible. From
these can come some reduction in the tensions,

for which the world so anxiously awaits.

Effective verification will be required. Tliis is

a difficult problem—more difficuU for some than

others. It Itas been said that there must be no

inspection without commensurate disarmament.

Conversely the security of the world requires that

there be no disarmament without commensurate

inspection. We must patiently find our way
througli tliis difficulty. Our speed will be deter-

mined by the willingness of states to permit veri-

fication of fulfillment of their commitments.

We would only deceive ourselves and those mil-

lions who are himgering for peace, for relief from

the liorrors of a possible war, if we were to place

our names on some grand but hollow design, some

ambitious but unenforceable scheme, some un-

real istically timed program of disarmament.

Initial Steps

Our most urgent task is, therefore, to sort out. to

define, and to agree on those initial steps wliicli

will bring increased security to each nation, steps

which will provide the experience and evidence

of performance that are essential to the more far-

leaching measures to come.

We must determine those arrangements by

which military forces can be limited and reduced.

We must arrange for reduction of armaments

as forces are i-educed.

We must find means to iialt tlie iminliibited

growth of nuclear stockpiles.
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We must take inunediat© action to prevent the

extension of tlia arms race into outer space.

Wo must ihn clop arranpcn^ci'ts to all'ortl picalor

protect ion to all states ii^ainst surprise attack and
to lessen the ilan<rer of war by accident or

miscalculation.

We must iiynw on measures which will reduce

tJie thi-ejit of missile attack.

AVe must establish an international disarm-

ament org:anization to sujjei \ ise and verity the

performance of these arrangements.

Final Measures To Attain Goal

AMien these first steps have been agreed, we
sliould then proceed to design those final measures

necessary to attain the ultimate goal. National

armaments and forces siiould be radically reduced.

The pi"oduction of weapons of mass destruction

should be prohibited, and, so far as scientific

knowledge makes verification feasible, we should

move toward tlicir final eliminaticn. Ofl'ensive

military missiles should Ix' biouglit under control

to the end of their elimination from national

arsenals.

As arms are reduced international arrange-

ments must be strengthened for settling ditHculties

among nations in accoi'dance with the principles

of the T'nited Nations Charter. Cei-tain mii-

versiilly accepted rules of law n)ust l)e established,

backed by a universally recognized international

court. For, althougli in the time of those now
alive general disarmament may bs achieved, dif-

ferences among nations will remain. The call

to arms has been tlie historic means of settling

such diU'erences.

There must therefore come into being, as na-

tional armaments diminish, an international foi-ce

within the framework of the United Nations to

pi-eserve the peace, a force to insure that seeds of

conflict not mature to the point where small na-

tions less endowed with the elements of national

power, or even large nations, would be threatened

by a more powerful and more highly organized

state.

The establishment of such a force will be

fraught with great diflicultie*. But how much
more difficult and nnhafpy tho alternative, the

continuing, mounting diversion of the efforts,

energies, and lives of men to the production of

the means of their own self-destruction.

These problems affect not only the 10 nations

assembled here in Geneva but all of the United

Nations. Ilaipily ll'e w )rld is not without a

foundation on which to build such indispensable

machinery. The United Nations Charter con-

tains this maiuhite:

To miiiiit'iin intcmatioiial ix-ace and .securit.v. imd
to that miJ : U> lako cflVtlive Cdlleitive aieasiues for

the prt'venlion ami removal of thrtals to thi> jK-ace . . .

and ti> liriiic jiboiit . . . ndjiisriiicnt or sctt'cini'at of

international disputps or .>-iluatliins which might lead
to ;i l)rt»nch of the peace.

For the past 14 years the United Nations has
been gathering valuable experience in these

fields.

This Disaimamcnt Conuiuttcp, comprised of

only 10 of the mc.mb?rs of the United Nations,

cannot finally decide upon matters relating to the

improvement of the international peace-keeping

machinery of the world community as a whole.

It is, however, cur Lask (o help identify the kind
of international imichinery necessary for the

settlement of disputes and for the safeguarding

of the peace in a disarmed world.

With the reduction of expenditures for arma-
ments ever-greater mp.nns Cim be devoted to

human welfare and to the fiuther development of

those new and growing nations of the world which
are so in need of assistance.

While we aie engaged here and until, hope-

fully, tiie agreements which we shall set down are

implemented, my country will continue to main-
tain the strength nccessaiy to assure its security

and to meet its commitments to the world. Past
experience has taught us the tragic lesson that

to relax prematurely, to pennit an imbalance of

military power, is not ccnducive to disarmament
and to the just and secure, peace which we seek.

Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty, our

most precious possession. AVe shall not let our
liberties erode, nor shall we bargain them away.

We shall proceod CiircfiJIy, lost in the course of

our quest we lose those freedoms which we
cherish more deeply than our lives.

The United States is consciou.'- of its respon-

sibility to the peoples of the world who share the

connnon hope that in ourdaj* the course of events

can be turned in the direction of peace. Tho.se

assembled here have the opportujiity to contribute

to the fullillment of this hope. If each is faithful

to this task, measuies cf far-reaching consequence

can be taken toward attaining the goal of a se-

cure, free, and jjeaceful woi-ld in wliich there shall

bo general disaimament under efiective inter-

national control.
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President Charles de Gaulle

To Visit United States

The "Wliite House announced on March 15 that

arrangements have been completed for the visit

of Gen. Charles de Gaulle, President of the

French Eepublic, President of the Community,

who will visit the United States tliis spring at the

invitation of President Eisenhower. President de

Gaulle will be accompanied by Foreign Muiister

Couve de Murville.

President de Gaulle will visit Washington, D.C.,

April 22-26 and then will begin a tour that will

include New York City, San Francisco, and New
Orleans. He will leave New Orleans for French

Guiana on April 29.

America's Debt to Greece

Address by Secretary Herter ^

It is most gratifying to see around me the faces

of so many of my friends and former colleagues

in the Congress. On an occasion like this it is a

little hard to believe that I have been away from

the Hill at all.

It is indeed a pleasure to attend the national

banquet of AHEPA, membership in whose Boston

chapter I am proud to claim. Because I think of

myself as one of you, I take this occasion to an-

nounce that I plan to make a visit to Athens

within a few weeks. I expect to stop there on the

fifth of May, following the NATO meeting in

Istanbul.

Greece is a land of many beauties, created both

by nature and by men. The genius of the Greek
people is expressed not only in the monuments of

their culture but also in their friendliness and

charm. Not least in these endowments are their

gracious and devoted King and Queen. I look

forward to a pleasant and relaxing opportunity

to renew my acquaintance with a beautiful country

and with many good friends.

I am here tonigiit to acknowledge a debt. Not

'Made before the 14th AHEPA (American Hellenic

Educational Propressive Association) national banquet in

honor of the U.S. Congress at Washington, D.C., on Mar.
20 (press release 140 dated Mar. 19).

to pay it, because that is beyond my power, but

to acknowledge it and thereby give an indication

of its nature and magnitude. The debt is the debt

America owes to Greece. It is a debt of many
aspects, intellectual, artistic, political, human. It

is a debt not alone for knowledge and ideas but

above all for inspiration, for examples of excel-

lence, beauty, and courage.

The United States has been very much aware
of its debt to Greece from its beginnings as a

republic, for the Greek tradition is the wellspring

of our own freedom. Thus we have sought where
we could to offer repayment. Since I happen to

be a graduate of Harvard, I think particularly of

the efforts of Edward Everett, a Harvard man
who like myself was an editor, a Congressman, a

Governor of Massachusetts, and United States

Secretary of State. Edward Everett was for a

time professor of Greek literature at Harvard,
hence he enjoyed a full awareness of the glories of

that legacy. It was he who led the widespread

movement for American popular support of

Greece during her War of Independence. From
1821 to 1830 there were contributed from all over

this countiy clothing, medicine, and financial sup-

port to relieve the suffering of the rebirth of free-

dom in the ancient nation where freedom was

born.

It would be an error, however, to think of Greek
sacrifices in the cause of freexlom only in terms

of events a century or more past. The fierce and
courageous dedication to freedom displaj'ed by the

Greek people during the Second World War and

after it was both inspiring in itself and important

to the broader effort. Here again M-e sought to

help in what ways we could, in gratitude for the

contribution in blood and gallantry being made by

the Greek people to our own security and freedom.

Moreover in the time since then Greece has

played and continues to jilay an essential role in

the strength of NATO as the shield of Europe.

Just as the size of a nation in area, population, or

resources does not necessarily determine tlie mag-

nitude of its contribution to ideas and cuKure, so

the size of a member of an alliance does not in

itself give a measure of its value to the alliance.

Interdependence creates an eijuality among part-

ners which our Nation gladly and, may I say,

humbly acknowledges.

The contriI)ution to the life and achievements

of this country by Americans of Greek descent is,
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like tlie contributions to freedom of Gi*e<^co her-

self, not only a mutter of the piist but of (lie present

and future. Two symbols of this are the presence

with us toniglit of a yoiin<; meml)er of Confri"ess

of Greek descent and tlie rwent announcement of

plans to found a Hellenic Univei-sity of Americn.

And the ideas of the ancient Greeks, like the

descendants of the ancient (Jreeks, have tiieir con-

tribution to make to events today. The Greek

orator Isocrates, addi-essing the Olympiad of 380

B.C., said, "The name of the Greeks is a symlwl

not of who we are but of what we are. He who
shares our culture is a Greek." Since the very

essence of the culture to which Isocrates referred

was political and intellectual freedom, his words

apply today. He who shares the love of freedom,

with all that freedom entails culturally and polit-

ically, is today not alone a Greek, nor an American,

but a citizen in full standin<r of the conmiunity of

the free. That is the animating spirit of NATO
and of other associations for the defense of free-

dom. That must be the governing spirit of this

country's relations with any nation which has

freedom or hopes to gain it.

It is clear that this same spirit is reflected in the

ideals and service of AHEPA. It seeks at once

to promote the better undei-standing of true Hel-

lenism and to encourage loyalty to the United

States. It was founded by and for Americans of

Greek descent, but its ranks include leaders in

American life from many backgrounds. The
causes served by AHEPA over the yeai-s have

ranged from relief to victims of flood and hurri-

cane in Florida, Mississippi, and Kansas City to

war and disaster relief and health and educational

support in Greece and other areas of the Middle

East.

The annual AHEPA excursion, which sails for

Greece tomorrow night, is a useful means of

strengthening the bonds that exist between the

citizens of the commimity of the free. President

Eisenhower said last year that today the country

needs more individual diplomats from Main

Street traveling abroad as part-time ambassadors

to help build understanding as a foundation

for lasting peace.^ I particularly congratulate

AHEPA for the 25,000 volimies of American

books collected by its chapters, which the excursion

' For text of the President's remarks before the Third

National Conference on Exchange of Persons, see Bullb-

TiiN of Feb. 23, 1959, p. 260.

will take with it to give to the people of Greece.

Even this impressive contribution is, of course,

only a token repayment of the debt of culture the

world owes to Greece. But it is an important

token not only of gratitude but of bonds that

remain strong.

So I offer all good wishes to the members of

AHEPA at their Uth national banquet; I con-

gratulate you on the usefulness and success of

your program ; and I urge you to continue, in the

future as in the past, your contributions to Hel-

lenism, to Americanism, and to the cause of

freedom.

Secretary Herter To Attend

CENTO and NATO Meetings

Press release 131 dated March 17

The Department of State announced on

March 17 that Secretary Herter will attend the

Ministerial Council meeting of the Central Treaty

Organization at Tehran April 28-30 and the

spring Ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic

Council at Istanbul May 2-4.

Secretary Herter will leave Washington on

April 26 and arrive at Tehran on April 27. Fol-

lowing the CENTO meeting he will fly to Istanbul

on April 30.

President and Chancellor Adenauer

Hold informal Talks

Following is tlie text of a joint statement issued

on March 15 at the close of talks between Presi-

dent Eisenhoioer and Chancellor Konrad Ade-

nauer of the Federal Republic of Gerrnany.

Clumcellor Adenauer visited Washington March

15-17 en route to Japan.

White House press release dated March 15

The President and the Chancellor have had a

pleasant and fniitful exchange of views on a num-

ber of subjects of mutual interest. Secretary of

State Herter and Gennan Foreign Mimster von

Brentano also participated in the convei-sation.

The talks were completely infonnal in nature

and did not involve negotiations of any type. The

participants believe that the exchange of views
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which occurred has resulted in a further coordina-

tion of the positions of the t\YO Govermnents on a

numbsr of common problems.

Among the subjects touched upon in the course

of the conversation were the current disai-mament

discussions in Geneva, East-West relations in gen-

eral, the pi-oblem of Germany including Berlin,

and Eiu'opean economic integration.

The President and the Chancellor reaffirmed

their determination to continue their efforts to

achieve the reunification of Germany in peace and
freedom. They fiu-ther agreed that the preserva-

tion of the freedom of the people of West Berlin,

and their i-ight of srilf-dDtermin^tion, must under-

lie any future agreement affecting the city.

The Chancellor and the President discussed the

general situation with i-egard to European eco-

nomic integration. The President reiterated the

support, of the United States Govermnent for the

goals of the European Communities, and for a

strengthening of Atlantic economic cooperation.

They welcomed the prospect that the United

States and Canada would soon join more closely

with the European countries in a reconstituted

Organization for European Economic Coopera-

tion. In this connection, they discussed the recent

trade proposals of the Euroiiean Economic Com-
mission. Tliey noted that, should proposals along

these lines be adopted, the result would be a major
contribution to a general lowering of world trade

ban-iers.

U.S. and Spain To Establish

Project Mercury Tracl<ing Station

The Department of State and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration announced
on March 19 (press release 137) that tiie Tainted

States and Spain luul announced on that date tliat

the two nations have signed an agreement to

cooperate in tlie establisinnent of a Project Mer-
cury tracking station in the Canary Islands. The
station will be one of the 16 located throughout

the world which will comprise the Mercury
tracking network.

Tlie Canai'y Island facility will be used solely

for nonmilitary scientific purposes. The Mer-
cury program is a large step forward in the scien-

tific effort directed toward future interplanetary

travel and exploration of the solar system. The
project is designed to put a manned satellite into

a controlled orbit around tbe earth, return both

man and vehicle safely, and investigate the capa-

bility of men to withstand the space environment.

The overall progiam is under the direction of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

the U.S. agency responsible for the peaceful appli-

cations of space research. At the Canary Islands

facility the activities will be carried out in col-

laboration with the Instituto Nacional de Tecnica

Aeronautica, technical agency of the Spanish Air

Ministry.

The Mercury cap ~ule will be Inunched into orbit

from the southeastern coast of tlie United States

by a powerful rocket. Current plans call for

flights consisting of up to three complete orbits

around the earth at altitudes between 100 and

150 miles. The space capsule and its astronaut

will land in the Atlantic Oc^an wliere ships will be

waiting to recover it.

An indispensable part of the capsule recovery

operation is the Mercury tracking network.

Ground stations locatad around the world will

keep an ax-curate record of the capsule's orbital

flight path using radnr. Tliese stations will also

receive telemetered scientific data on capsule per-

formance and astronaut reactions. In addition,

gi'ound equipment will include communication

links with the astronaut and facilities to command
the capsule to reenter the atmosphere and land.

Results of this research project will be made
available to the worldwide scientific community.

Tests are now underway to guarantee the reli-

ability and safety of the rocket-satellite system

before manned orbital fliglits are attempted. The
seven young men wlio have been chosen to make
the historic flights into space are now under-

going intensive training to prepare them for tlie

scientific adventure.

Tlie Canary Island station, like the others, will

have the important responsibility of tracking the

Mercury capsule in its area, gathering data tele-

metered from the capsule on the astronaut's phys-

iological condition, performance of the life-

sustaining system within the capsule, and measure-

ments on the cajisule itself. The facility will be

in direct conlact with the astronaut by means of

ladio \()ice communication. 'I'he station will cost

approximately $1,.5()0,0()0, and construction is be-

ginning this month.
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The United States and Latin America, a Maturing Relationship

by R. R. Rubottom, Jr.

Assistant Secretary for Inter-Am^eriean Affairs *

It is highly significant that this forum is em-

phasizing United States relations with Latin

America. During the past few montlis no less

than six conferences on this same vital subject

have been held in regional centers crisscrossing

our countr}'. The capstone of this surging na-

tional intei-est was the visit of President Eisen-

hower to four coimtries in South America,^ and

it was my privilege to accompany him.

Search for Understanding

By this visit tiie President expressed our affec-

tion for and tie to all of the American Republics.

He also drajnatized our own unceasing search for

the knowledge on which real understanding be-

tween the American peoples must be erected.

In Puerto Rico, speaking to the Caribbean As-

sembly on his return trip, the President remarked

:

I found, too, inescapable evidence that many in every

country knew little of our record and more who misunder-

stand our puriKJses. But identically the same can be

said of North Americans in their ignorance and mis-

understanding of Latin America.

With these words the President has placed his

finger on a sensitive area. That misunderstanding

does exist, as he says, is an inescapable fact. Yet,

with all that we share in history and destiny with

the other peoples of our hemisphere, with all the

intellectual curiosity that is bom of the frontier

origins we hold in common, with all the emphasis

on advancement through education that we
mutually cherish, surely there should be no room

'Address made before the Fourth Annual Institute on

U.S. Foreign Policy at Milwaukee, Wis., on Mar. 12 (press

release 117 date<l Mar. 11).

' For backKidiind, see BtTUiTiN of Mar. 2H, 1!K>(), p. 471.

for ignorance and misunderstanding of each

other.

The United States is actively seeking to over-

come this problem. I can speak for the effort of

the Government, but I'm convinced tlie same is

true of informational media, business interests,

labor gi'oups, and cultural and educational sec-

tors—all of us. One example of our own initia-

tive in this direction was tlie appointment last

November of the National Advisory Committee
for Inter-American Affaire.'' This Committee,

which is chaired by the Secretary of State, with

myself as vice chairman, is made up of distin-

guished U.S. citizens who have lived and worked
in Latin America. They, of couree, do not become

involved in operational aspects of our relations

with the other American Republics, but their ad-

vice and counsel is of great value to the Depart-

ment. All six of the members, whose backgrounds

include diplomacy, business, finance, education,

cultural affaire, and labor organization, accom-

panied the President on his rec«nt trip.

There is also encouraging evidence of the steps

being taken by Latin Americans to find out more
about us; witness the more than 10,000 students

from that area being enrolled each year in our

American univorsitie,s. Yet both sides should

strive harder for underetanding.

Diversity and Commonality

But any ap])r<)ach to the subject of Latin Amer-

ica as a uiiifoiin entity would lead to miscalcula-

tion at the very outset. Speaking of Latin

America means sjjeaking of 20 separate entities.

Each country has its own distinct character

" For background, see ibid., Dec. 7. 19.59, p. 823, and

Dec. 21,19.59, p. 904.
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responding to its varied aspir.ations and needs, its

own separate identity as to national origins and

motives, and its own self-determination in the

fonnulation of political and economic

institutions.

Here perhaps we encounter one cause of mis-

understanding. No two governments of the

Americas are alike, even though there are great

similarities. No two sets of jurisprudence are

alike, though they are based largely on the Na-
poleonic code or the conmion law or both. No
two electoral systems are alike, in spite of our
conmion devotion to the right of the individual

freely to choose those wlio woidd represent liim

in government. Our standards and our ac-

complishments, both as nations and as individual

citizens, should be measured against our highly
diverse backgrounds.

Yet, and this is one of the strengths of the

inter-American way of life, we agree on certain

immutable principles. We believe that the in-

dividual citizen should be able to live in freedom
and dignity. "We believe in the realm of law
where government is the servant of man and
where institutions cannot be uprooted by a tyrant's

whim. We believe in representative democracy
based on free elections, not in government impo.sed

by threat or intimidation. While none of us has
achieved perfection, we of the Americas can take

pride in tlie steady progress being made toward a

political way of life based on these principles.

Moreover, I would add this declaration of

faith: The character of the future growth in

the Americas will be harmonious with our almost

universally held belief in God. This is our
highest common denominator.

Nonintervention

At this point one might ask : "Does our common
devotion to freedom with justice and democracy
permit one nation to interfere in the affairs of

another where such principles are judged to he

violatexl?" The answer is clearly, "No." While
the idealist and the pragmatist may never cease

arguing this point, government rejiresentatives

faced it once again at the Meeting of Consultation

of Foreign Ministers in Santiago last August and
again decided that the principle of noninterven-

tion was clearly inviolable." Clearly eacli nation

* For a statement made by Secretary Herter at Santi-
ago nnd text r>f the Declaration of Santiago de Chile, see
ihid., Sept. 7, lO.jO, p. 342.
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must find its own political destiny without outside

interference. This ban on intervention is just as

applicable to forces from outside America as it is

within. As the President expressed it in his re-

port to the Nation

:

... If a tyrannical form of government were imi)osed

upon any of the Americas from outside or with out-

side support—by force, threat, or subversion—we would
certainly deem this to be a violation of the principle of

nonintervention and would expect the Organization of

American States, acting under pertinent solemn com-

mitments, to take appropriate collective action.

Collective Security

A half century ago the view prevailed that the

United States would undertake by itself to deal

with threats to the hemisphere's security fi-om

abroad, and the ^Monroe Doctrine Mas advanced as

the basis for such action. Today that doctrine

has lost none of its validity insofar as telling out-

side forces, including those of international com-

munism, to stay out of tlie Americas. However,

the collective strengtli of the hemisphere now
stands against any aggi'essor. We have proven

multilateral machinery for dealing with emer-

gency situations of common concern to the Ameri-

can Eepublics. For example, article 6 of the 1947

Eio Treaty provides, in part, that if the sover-

eignty or political independence of an American

state should be affected by any fact or situation

that might endanger the peace of America, the

Organ of Consultation, i.e. the Council of the

OAS or the foreign ministers themselves, shall

meet immediately in order to agree on measures to

be taken. This treaty has on several occasions

been invoked and its instrumentalities brought

into rapid action within a very short time, thus

demonstrating the capacity of the OAS to act

quickly in case of need. In addition, the charter

of the OAS, signed in 1948, makes provision in

article 39 for holding of meetings of consultation

of foreign ministers for considering urgent prob-

lems of common interest to the American states.

Then, the American governments at the 10th Inter-

.\morican Conference,'^ held in Caracas in 19.54,

directly condemned the activities of the inter-

national Communist movement "as constituting

intervention in American affairs" and declared

that the "domination or control of the political

institutions of anv American State bv the inter-

" For l)arkgr()und, see ibid., Apr. 26, li>ij4, p. G.34.
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national communist movement" would constitute

a danger iixiuiring joint action in accoi'danc© with

existing treaties.

Economic Progress

rpperiuost in tlie minds of our Latin American

neighl)oi-s is the quest ion of how to achieve faster

economic progress. They want to have a better

way of life, in freedom. In all of the countries wo
visited, and elsewhere in the Americas as well,

there are splendid human and material resources,

although the natural wealth varies from country

to country. Brazil is carving a completely new

capital for itself at Brasilia in the State of Goias,

this effort symbolizing a national movement to

take advantage of the vast interior frontier of this

country, which is larger than the United States,

excluding its -iOth and 50th States. Argentina is

carrying out a mighty effort, one which does honor

to all of its citizens, to rebuild its national econ-

omy, which was almost completely decapitalized

after the Peronist dictatorship. Chile is slowly

but surely bringing under control the unbraked

inflation which after 20 years carried the country

to the brink of economic disaster. Uruguay, al-

ready hurt by reduced markets for its exports,

nearly all agricultural, is striving to overcome the

effects of a disastrous flood last year followed by

drought.

Quite properly, in my opinion, heavy emphasis

is being placed on obtaining the latest technical

know-how. The United States is cooperating

through its Government program of technical

cooperation, through the splendid work of private

industry, and through educational exchanges of.

all kinds. These efforts are helping to lay a solid

foundation for faster growth.

But there is also an insistent demand for addi-

tional capital to speed the process. Great oppor-

tunity exists, as well as urgent need, to mobilize

• For texts, see iiid., June 30, IO.jS, p. 1090.

' The Committee of Nine, composed of Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, the United States,

and Venezuela, was established liy the Special Committee
of the Council of the Orgiuiiz.ition of American States To
Study the Formulation of New Measures for Economic

Cooperation (Committee of 21) during its meeting at

Buenos Aires Apr. 27-May 8, 19.59. The main purpose of

the Committee of Nine is to maintain contact with OAS
Inter-American organs in connection with the progress of

the Committee of 21 and to receive and give preliminary

study to any new proimsals in this regard which might be

presented by governments.

large amounts of domestic capital in the countries

concerned to do the main ta.sk. However, the

United States desires to help, within the limits of

its capacities, and will not be found lacking. In

fact, as the figures below will bear out, the greater

the need for Latin America the greater is our de-

sire to help, and this desire is already being trans-

lated into action. The capital of the Export-Im-

port Bank has been increased from $5 billion to $7

billion. Our contributions to the AVorld Bank and

to the International Monetary Fund were in-

creased last year as follows

:

World Bank—an increase of 100 percent

—

$3,175 million;

IMF—an increase of 50 percent—$1,375 million.

The new Inter-American Development Bank
should begin actual lending operations later this

year, and its staff is now being organized under

the direction of its newly chosen President, Don
Felipe Herrera of Chile. Incidentally, the newly

appointed Executive Director of the Bank, Gen-

eral Robert Cutler, was also in the President's

party on the trip to South America.

The flow of new private investment from the

United States, coupled with reinvestment of earn-

ings, has averaged approximately $600 million per

year for the last several years. The total is now
over $9 billion. "VVe hope that the opportunities

for investment throughout Latin America will

continue to attract private capital at an even faster

pace, since local funds do not exist in the quanti-

ties necessai-y to fulfill tlie need. Private invest-

ment funds obviously will be attracted to countries

where a favorable attitude prevails, as it does

throughout most of the hemisphere. But we must

take note of the fact that punitive action against

foreign investments, especially expropriation

without prompt, equitable, and effective compen-

sation, is not likely to encourage the vital assist-

ance that foreign investments can render.

In June of 1958 it was my privilege to deliver

personally President Eisenhower's I'eply to Pres-

ident Kubitschek's letter which set in motion Op-
eration Pan America.' This constructive idea for

economic development is based on cooperation

between the American states. President Eisen-

hower had an opportunity on his recent trip to

discuss Operation Pan America directly with

President Kubitschek. The United States is

prepared to meet with the other members of the

Committee of Nine ' at a mutually convenient date
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to review tlie progress of tlie studies and other

projects being carried out under this beneficial

cooperative concept.

Trade and Common Markets

Buring our recent trip we also discussed our

mutual interest in increasing trade, since this is

a necessary ingredient to sound economic growth.

The four countries visited by tlie President are

members of the new Latin American Free Trade

Association established in Montevideo only a

month ago.* These seven member nations are to

be congratulated for their forward step. We were

assured that this regional trade group, an expres-

sion of the desire of all of Latin America for a

common market, is designed to reduce barriers

and increase trade, not to restrict trade. We were

asked, in turn, about the impact of recent devel-

opments in Europe on trade in the Americas. We
assured them of our common interest in expanded

trade opportunities with the "Inner Six"' and

"Outer Seven'' and explained that the visit of

Under Secretary Dillon to several European cap-

itals in January " liad as its main purpose keeping

trade doors open.

Arms Limitation

During our visit to Chile discussions centered

on the constructive initiative of President Ales-

sandri in proposing that the American Republics

undertake to reduce arms expenditures. His pro-

posal was immediately supported by President

Prado of Peru and by President Eisenhower.

Since then most of the other Latin American

Governments have expressed approval of the Ales-

sandri initiative. The reason is clear. Annual

expenditures for Latin American armed services

average as high as 20 to 25 percent of the respec-

tive national budgets and even higher in a few

cases. Although definitive figures are difficult to

obtain, it would appear that as much as $1.5 bil-

lion is being spent to maintain the armed forces

of the I^atin American countries. As reflected in

the Alessandri proposal and oflier statements,

there is a widps])i-ead feeling (liat this may l>e dis-

proportionate in terms of the amounts needed for

"The nionitiprs of the Latin .Viiicricau Frco Trade .Asso-

cialion are Arfjentina, Bolivia. Rrazil. Chile. Paracuny,

Peru, and rrnsuay.
° For background, see Bulletin of Feb. 1, 1!)G0, p. l.'$9.

economic development, housing, education, and

the well-being of the citizens of the countries.

We are prepared to join with other governments

in the type of study, examination, and action that

would insure against impainnent of economic de-

velopment by unnecessary arms expenditures.

In order to clear up another misunderstanding

regarding United States policies, let me say we
do not encourage inordinate military budgets in

Latin America. We do have agi'eements for

hemisphere defense with 12 countries of this re-

gion, but, as is well known, the grant funds in-

volved are relatively small. Of couree, there have

been several instances where governments, in exer-

cise of their sovereign rights, have purchased mili-

tai-y equipment elsewhere when the Ignited States

had turned down their requests. We hope that

effective steps may soon be taken whereby the

American Eepublics, defended b\' tlieir common
sense and common shield, the Kio Treaty, might

reduce their hea\^ outlay of funds for armament.

Interdependence—a Mature Relationship

The conclusion to be drawn from the Presi-

dent's trip is that the American Kepublics are

interdependent, sensitive to events in one another's

country, and vitally involved in the process of

solving each other's problems. Hemispheric co-

operation is the natural outgrowth of interde-

pendence; and, fortunately, the diversity that

once would have made hemispheric cooperation

unworkable is now re-formed into a mature rela-

tionship that views our separate identities as one

of the sources of mutual strength. Within this

framework of cooperation, the countries of the

Americas should forge steadily ahead, even during

tliis period of drastic change occasioned by rajiid

expansion of ]iopuhition and growing awareness

of tlie individual as a factor in shaping the eco-

nomic, social, and political destiny of his country.

The Ignited States will not be a bystander since

we ourselves are equally involved in this era of

change.

Our own security, and that of (lip otlier 20

Ivepublic.s, is inextricably interwo\on into the

skein of e\ents in the liemisphere. Tlie jireserva-

tion and perpetuation of the democratic way of

life is our joint task. The T'nited States may not

have sought of its own free will to Ijo tlie champion

of human rights and individual freedom in a
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world wlnM-e tliese ossontinl elements are tln-eat-

ened, l)Ul we iiave shouldered I lie responsibility

in the hope tlial we may continue to support

others toward the <;oal of peace, freedom with

justice, and well-being for all mankind.

U.S. and Brazil Review Progress

on Operation Pan America

Ilorac'io Lafer, Minister of Foreign Affairs of

Brazil, made an informal visit to Washington

March 18-20 at the invitation of Secretary Herter.

Following is a joint commwnique released mi

March 10 at the conclu.non of his talks ivith Secre-

tary Herter, together with a list of the members

of his party.

JOINT COIVIIVIUNIQUE, MARCH 19

Press release 139 dated March 19

The Minister for External Relations of Biazil,

Mr. Iloracio Lafer, and the Seeretaiy of State,

Christian A. llerter, continuing the talks wliicli

they had when the Secretary visited Brazil last

February,' had a most cordial exchange of views

March 18 and 19 on questions of common interest

to their two Governments.

During these conversations, they reviewed the

work which is going forward in the implementa-

tion of Operation Pan America^ and expi'essed

their conviction tliat these common undertakings

will have important results for the Hemisphere.

Reference was made in this connection to several

subjects which they considered of special im-

portance, including commodity pi'ice problems,

education and technical training, teclinological

research and productivity studies, and assistance

to agriculture, food supply and processing. The

role of the newlv created Inter-American Bank in

financing Latin American development was like-

wise discussed.

Minister Lafer and Secretary Herter reiterated

their keen interest in the economic surveys of

several Latin .\meiican countries now l)eing car-

ried out by till' Intel -VniericiMi Economic and

Social Council of the OAS and agreed on the

desirability of an early meeting of the subcom-

mittee of nine,' the conclusions and recommenda-

tions of which would be submitted to the

Committee of :21, the rpe^'ial policy gi-oiij) estab-

lished under Operation Pan America.

The Foreign Minister and the Scxiretary, mind-

ful of the gieat benefits which have acciiied to

both countries from the fiiendly undci-blanding

and cooperation which cliaracterizo relations be-

tween Brazil ami the TTnited Stales, and the

growing impcitanc* of this relationship in hemi-

spheric and world aff'aii'S, consider that their con-

versations were especially fruitful.

MEMBERS OF OFFICIAL PARTY

The Department of State announced on March

17 (prefs ivlrnse 1^"2) that the following pei-sons

would accompany Foreign Minister Lafei'.

Spiihora Lafer

Waltber Maroira Snlle^s, Brazilian Ambassador to the

t'nilJid Stjitos

Seiihora Morelra flallee

Gen. Nelson de Mrtlo, Head of the Military Cabinet of

tlie President

Saulo Rjunos. Member of (Jio Senate of Brazil

Raymundo Padiiha, Chairman of Uie Foreign Relations

Committee of the Chamber of Deputies

Celso Souza e Silva, Head of the Cabinet of the Minister

of Foreign Relatiou.s

AA'ilsou Aguiar, Head of the Press Departmeut of the

Minister of Foreign Relations

Paulo Tarso Flecha de Lima, Second Secretary

Ambassador Bonsai Returns

to Post at Habana

Department Statement

Press relense 1.S4 dated March 18

Ambassador [Philip "W.] Bonsai was called

to Wasliington for consultations some weeks ago.'

Charges had been made against the Ambassador

by officials of the Cuban Government, and
' Se<-retary Herter accDnipaiiiod President Eisenlinwcr

on a 2-week visit to South America Feb. 22-Mar. 7 ; fur

background, see Bulletin of Mar. 28, 1960, p. 471.

= For background, see ihUL. .Tune 30. 19.")8. p. 10!)0.

' See p. 521, footnote 7.

' For background, see Bulletin of Feb. 15, 1960, p. 237,

and Mar. 21. 1!M;0. p. 4-10.
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charges had been published in the newspaper

Eevolucion, regarded as the official spokesman of

the Cuban Government. The Cuban Government

has conveyed assurances to our Govermnent to

the effect that it has no charges against the Am-
bassador and has informed us that opinions

expressed in the newspaper Bevoluoion are not to

be considered as having an official character. In

view of these assurances and of the importance

which our Government, for its part, attaches to

making every possible constructive contribution

to the conduct of our relations with the Cuban
Government, Ambassador Bonsai is being in-

structed to return to Habana at an early date.^

Mutual Aid Through the United Nations

by Henri/ Cabot Lodge

U.S. Representative to the United Nations ^

It is seldom that I speak to an audience which

knows as much about the United Nations as you

do. You and I have certain experiences in com-

mon. We have watched the United Nations

closely. We realize its limitations. We know
that it lacks any of the powere of govermnent and

that it dejjends on the willingness of member
states voluntarily to live up to the charter. But
we are also aware that the United Nations is a

unique and practical device, a great center of in-

fluence, and an extraordinary engine for mobiliz-

ing world opinion. For 14 years it has struggled

with big events and has tried to bring to bear on

those events the standards of conduct laid down
in the charter.

The successes of the United Nations have also

been successes for the United States. During my
service as United States Representative in the last

7 of these 14 yeare, I have seen the security and

peace of the United States served by many con-

crete United Nations accomplisliments. For

example

:

• At tlie end of the Korean war the United Na-

tions insisted on an honest peace conference and

rejected the attempt of the Soviet Union to sit at

' Ambassador Bonsai returned to Habana on Mar. 20.

' Address made at the Tenth Annual Conferenee of Na-
tional Organizations called by the American Association

for the United Nations at Washington, D.C., on Mar. 7

(U.S./U.N. press release 33G7 dated Mar. 3).

the peace table in the guise of a benevolent

"neutral."

• Wlien the Communists were trying to subvert

tlie Monroe Doctrine and take over Guatemala,

the Security Council defeated their attempt to

make the United Nations an accomplice—and the

subversion failed.

• When Red China held back 15 American fliers

in a giune of political blackmail, the General

Assembly demandexl their release^and that reso-

lution played a decisive part in bringing them
safely home.

• Wlien the Suez crisis threatened to touch off

a big war, the Assembly's resolutions for a cease-

fire and withdrawal of forces were carried out and

tlie United Nations Emergency Force was created

and put into the field in a matter of days.

• When the Soviet Union tried to frighten tlie

free world by complaining about American
bomber flights over the Arctic, we proposed in the

Security Council an Arctic "open sky"' inspection

plan which got 10 votes in tlie Council and was
vetoed by the Soviets—thus causing tlieir propa-

ganda drive to collapse and proving our sincerity

to the world.

• When the Communists were trying to take

over Laos last year, the Security Council scored

a major breakthrougli by sending a subcommittee

to Laos wliich tlie Soviets could not veto and

wliich lielped to stabilize the situation at a critical

moment.
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The United Nations was useful to us in all those

conflicts—none of which wo started, but with all

of which we had to deal. It has also been tre-

mendously useful as a center of creative

coofjeration.

Pi-esident Eisenhower's atoms-for-peaco speech

at the l-nited Nations in 1953 resulted in the crea-

tion of the International Atomic Energy Agency,

with the Soviet Union as a member.

In the same spirit we have created a United

Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer

Space, which we hojie will meet soon with the

Soviet Union present for the first time.

Advantages of Multilateral Economic Aid

Now let me talk about the economic side, which

has gi-owii in urgency as the number of independ-

ent—and underdeveloped—states has increased.

There is the technical assistance program, be-

gim in 1950, which has grown steadily in size and

in effectiveness.

Then, to spur investment for economic develop-

ment, we started the United Nations Special

Fimd, which, under the direction of Paul Hoff-

man, is cari'ying out indispensable preinvestment

surveys and technical education in 50 countries.

This year we are founding a new International

Development Association, which will be affiliated

with the World Bank and will thus be a part of

the United Nations family, with an initial capital

of$l billion.

The advantages of the multilateral way are

clear, and I should like to list them

:

1. In these programs our dollars are more than

matched by the dollars put in by those countries

which also contribute.

2. Then the countries which receive make fur-

ther matching efforts of their own. Thus we get

more for our money from both contributors and

from recipients—sometimes as much as $7 for

eveiy dollar which the United States puts in.

3. The necessarj' experts are recruitexl not

only from the United States but from scores

of other countries. Well-qualified experts can

often be obtained outside the United States at

salaries half that which it costs to get an Ameri-

can expert.

4. These progi-ams are so obviously insulated

against political manipulation that they are wel-

comed in places where bilateral programs—how-

ever unjustifiably in our case—would be suspect.
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Thus there is less risk of having our [lurposes mis-

understood and resented. Instead we get ci-edit

for helping an altruistic United Nations program.

5. It is also true that you got more for your

money when the recipient nation feels that it is

participating in the planning and carrying out

of the program. This was proved time and again

in tlio operation of the Marshall plan when the

Organization for European Economic Coopera-

tion formulated tlie plans which wore then car-

ried out by the members.

6. Nor should we lose sight of the fact that the

United Nations can push a recipient government

in a way that no sovereign government can ever

push another. No consideration of prestige is in-

volved, nor can the cry of "imperialism" or of "in-

tei-vention" be raised when it is the gentle friendly

pressure of the ever-helpful United Nations

—

particularly when the recipient nation itself is a

member of the United Nations.

7. Decisions must be taken in operating any eco-

nomic program which disappoint or displease.

How much better it is for us not to be the ones who

cause disappointment or displeasure and for this

to be done by an international organization which

is not a "foreign country."

8. There is another selfish reason, from the

United States point of view, why reliance should

be placed on an international method of operation.

As Paul Hoffman recently said, "The countries

of Western Europe, now fully recovered, are able

to invest more in imderdeveloped areas than thej'

are now doing. Their gold and foreign exchange

holdings, as well as their capacity to earn more,

are increasing. The United States, on the other

hand, is facing a continued deficit in its balance

of payments, and its gold stocks are declining. It

is clearly to our interest to spread the responsi-

bility for investment in the imderdeveloped areas

and to induce other countries to make their maxi-

mum contribution." The way to do this is

through the multilateral economic programs bear-

ing the United Nations label.

9. Finally, because of the major pait we play in

these programs, we are fully protected against im-

sound use of the money. Some very intelligent

and well-disposed people have not understood this

fact.

I^et me illustrate

:

I have actually heard some persons say that our

funds, when put into a multilateral United Na-
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tions program, would be subject to the Soviet

veto—or that they would be subject to an adverse

vote ill the Greneral Assembly. Nothmg could be

more wildly inaccurate and more totally impos-

sible. In the World Bank and in the IDA, for

example, voting is on a weighted basis, according

to the capital subscribed. In the United Nations

Special Fund the governing body is so constituted

as to make impossible any action opposed by the

nations of the free world. The same is true of

United Nations technical assistance.

Now there are enough real complications in the

world without manufacturing extra ones which do

not exist. The influence of the United States and

of the free world in all these multilateral pro-

grams is such that, while they cannot^and should

not—be used to promote our special interests, it is

absolutely impossible for them to be turned

against us. They do, obviously, serve our long-

range interest in a jieacefid, more pi-osperous

world.

For all these reasons it is in the United States

intei-ests to use the multilateral aid of the United

Nations to the maximimi, and I believe this will be

done increasingly in the future.

It is significant that to date the Soviet Union

has made only a token contribution to these United

Nations aid programs. TMs is not good for

humanity in general and for the underdeveloped

countries in particular, because multilateral aid

fi-ees a weak undei-developed country from the

natui-al fear that it wdl become a battleground for

politics between the superpowers. As long as the

Soviet Union refuses to support these programs

wholeheartedly it will be suspected of using its

economic aid for selfish motives—for attaching

"strings" to its aid.

Prune Minister Khrushchev said to the General

Assembly last September that the United Nations

has a duty to "contribute to the utmost to the eco-

nomic advancement of the new states which are

rising from the ruins of the colonial system, to help

them speedily to develop their national econo-

mies." And he said that this must be done "with-

out any political or other strings attached." But

the Soviet Goveniment has not yet carried out

this policy.

If the Soviets should ever choose to compete, not

for political advantage but for the honor of hav-

ing done the most to help peoples wlio seek a better

life, the United Nations oli'ers them an unmatched

way to do so. They could, if they chose, con-

tribute many times more to United Nations teclini-

cal assistance programs—and in convertible

currency. They could even joui the World Bank
and the Monetary Fmid and the International

Development Association.

I do not expect them to do these things soon,

but, imtil they do, the nations will inescapably

judge for themselves whether Soviet aid is disin-

terested or not.

Growth in U.N. Membership

In the midst of all these events the United

Nations has continued to grow. In fact, that

growth—from 60 to 82 membere—is the greatest

single cliange in the United Nations in recent

years. Still others will join this year, mostly

from Africa. In another 10 years the Organiza-

tion may well have 100 members. It seems as

though everyone wants to get in and no one wants

to get out.

Now there is no need to pretend that this growth

in membership has not caused more work for the

United States. There are more people whom one

must try to pereuade, and that means more work.

More i^eople are trying to pei-suade us. It is

certainly harder now for any nation to muster a

two-thirds majority in the General Assembly on a

controvei"sial question than it iised to be. But
this may not be a bad thing, because an organiza-

tion as influential and as weighty as the United

Nations should not express itself too glibly.

As we look ahead it seems certain that the

United Nations will remain what diplomats call

a "power fact," with which countries will have to

cope whether they like it or not. There is cer-

tainly no reason for the United States to fear its

growth. For us it is a priceless asset and an un-

ceasing opportunity. Neither we nor any nation

is so powerful that we do not need friends or that

we can with impunity disregard world opinion.

Indeed, as a wise Englishman wrote 50 yeare ago,

the .sheer power of a great nation will only "in-

spire universal jealousy and fear" unless its

policy is designed "to harmonize with the general

desires and ideals common to all mankind." Our
United States policies have been successful be-

cause they do so harmonize.

The United Nations has always been important

as a great center for that harmonizing. Now it

is more so than ever. To an increasing number
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of new nations membership in it is tlie j^rcatest

tangible proof to tlie world that they are now
sovereign. Tluit is the nuiin i-eason why they at-

tach such gi-eat importance to it. There is no

better way for the United States to keep their

contidence, and to prove that we ungnidgiiigly

and wholeheartedly welcome their sovereignty,

than for us to work with them through tlie TTnited

Stations.

Our foreign policy must have more than physi-

cal strength, vital though that is. It must also

have great and magnanimous purposes, and it

must find ways to express those purposes so tliat

the jieoples of the world will understand and wel-

come them. Economic cooperation through the

United Nations is, preeminently, such a way. In-

deed it can be one of the indis])ensable ingredients

of peace on earth.

Views Invited on 1960 GATT Talks

on Import Restrictions

Press release 125 dated March 15

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

The Conunittee for Reciprocity Information

(CRI) on March 15 issued a notice inviting the

public to submit views in connection with con-

sultations scheduled during 1960 imder the pro-

visions of articles XII, XIV, and XVIII :B of the

General Agi-eement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT). The consultatioi\s will be conducted

by a panel of 13 counti-ies, including the United

States, at three different meetings in May, July,

and October and will relate to the use of import

restrictions for balance-of-payments reasons by

the following countries

:

October

Australia

Burma
Ceylon

Chile

Indonesia

Japan
New Zealand

Pakistan

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

The consultations will afford the opportunity

for the panel to review the economic and financial

situation of the consulting countries individually.

May



Closing Dates for submission of written statements

:

April 15, 1960, for May consultations ; May 15, 1960, for

July consultations; auil August 15, 1960, for October

consultations.

It is the intention of the Contracting Parties to the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to enter into

consultation with certain of the parties regarding their

application of quantitative import restrictions imposed

for balance-of-payments reasons, under Articles XII, and

XVIII :B of said Agreement, and regarding discrimina-

tion in the application of such restrictions under the pro-

visions of Article XIV.

The consultation will be conducted separately with each

consulting country during 1960 by a panel of thirteen

countries, including the United States. The consulting

countries and the expected timing of their consultations

are as follows

:

May



The biliitiMiil uir transport services agreement

between tlie Unitexl States and tlie United King-

dom provides the basis for a joint roview of inter-

national air services conducted by airlinas of the

two countries on i-outes to and from the United

States and the United Kingdom. The consulta-

tion wliich was ivcessod on March 16 was one of

a series of meetings between i-epresent at ives of

the two Governments since the agreement was

concluded in February 1946. The last meeting

prior to the consultation in Barbados was held 3

yoai-a ago. Since tliat time both sides have wished

to discuss a number of questions arising from air

services over tiie routes in the agreement, and

considerable progress has been made.

The delegations have returned home to study

the pro|)osals made by each side before the con-

ference resumes.

THE CONGRESS

Department Supports U.S. Membership in International Development Association

Statement by Under Secretary Dillon'^

I welcome the opportunity to appear before

this committee to urge favorable action on the bill

before you [II.R. 11001] to authorize the U.S. to

accept membei-ship in the proposed International

Development Association.^ The Department of

State fully suppoi-ts the proposed legislation.

In his statement to j'ou Seci-etaiy [of the Ti'eas-

ury Robert B.] Anderson described in detail the

structure and functions of the International De-

velopment Association. I should like to talk

about the relation of the Association to our for-

eign policy objectives.

The basic premises behind the idea of the In-

ternational Development Association can be stated

simply and briefly. The less developed countries

of the free world must have a satisfactory rate

of economic gi'owth if they are to maintain their

freedom and develop into stable, effective, respon-

' Made before Subpommittee I of the House Committee
on Banking and Currency on Mar. 17 (press release 130).

'For President Eisenhower's message transmitting a

special report on the IDA to the Congress, see Bulletin

of Mar. 14, 1960, p. 422.

sible societies. It is an important objective of

U.S. foreign policy to help these countries achieve

adequate economic growth.

Cooperative Approach to Development

But the job of helping the low-income countries

is not one that the United States alone can accom-

plish. It requires the combined effoi*ts of all the

economically advanced nations of the free world.

It is right and proper that those nations whose

incomes and savings are high should help the

developing countries to economic and social prog-

ress. This has been the normal pattern of the

past. Our own growth on this continent was sub-

stantially aided by other nations economically

more mature than we.

Today in a world community in which two-

tliirds of the world's people are striving to throw

oil' the tyranny of poverty, disease, and illiteracy,

it is imperative that all free nations help, lest

these peoples, overwhelmed by massive problems,

exchange the tyranny of poverty for the tyranny

of the all-pervasive, all-controlling state. We,
who value lil)erty, tolerance, and the free and
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open exchange of ideas, owe it to ourselves to en-

large the eoninnniity of nations that can meet the

aspirations of tlieir peoples for economic and so-

cial betterment in an environment of freedom.

Thus, the first basic premise of the IDA is co-

operative sharing among all free-world nations of

the responsibility for helping the less developed

countries, a task to which all contribute but to

which the economically stronger members make
a proportionately larger contribution.

In the IDA the economically advanced coun-

tries would subfcriba 76 percent of the capital of

the Association, and their subscriptions would be

freely convertible. The low-income countries

would snbocribs 24 pei'cent of the ca-pital, but only

10 percent of their sllbscriptio]^s would hz in con-

vertible currencies. Ninety percent of their sub-

sci'ljitions would be in national cunencies, usable

primarily for development projects in their own
countries.

External Capital on Flexible Terms

The second basic premise of the IDA is that

the less developed countries need external capital

on flexible repayment torms. Dsveloping coun-

tries need to import from abroad the technology,

the industrial materials, and the capital equipment

on which gro^^ th depends. For this purpose they

can use theii- export earnings, they ca.n encourage

the inflow of private investment capital, and they

can bori'ow on conventional terms from existing

public lending institutions.

For some of the low-income countries, especially

those which have a.lroady achieved momentum in

their development, these three sources are adequate

to permit a satisfactory rate of gi'owth. But for

many other developing countries, additional

sources of capital on easier terms are needed. In

some of them export eai-nings can barely (uiance

the import of essential consumer goods; there is

little left with which to finance imports of capital

goods required for growth. Private capital is

slow to move because underdevelopment is itself

a deterrent. Tlie low level of labor skills, the

limited local mai'ket, the absence of basic facilities

such as roads, jxjwer, and communications on

which private enterprise depends, the uncertain

political climate are all obstacles to a gi-eater flow

of private funds.

Many of the.se countries, of course, obtain loans

from the International Bank and the U.S. Export-
Import Bank. Both institutions have made sub-

stantial sums available for imports of capital

goods. But the borrowing capacity of the low-

income countries is limited. Ix»ans from the In-

ternational Bank and the Export-Import Bank
must be sei-viced in hard currency at rates of in-

terest determined by market conditions. The need

for capital imports of many developing countries

far exceeds their capacity to service loans on nor-

mal banking terms. Many projects that are sound
in conception and basic for gi-owth cannot be

financed by conventional loans.

Therefore, supplementaiy funds are needed to

provide capital on easier terms for the multitude

of projects and programs that cannot otherwise

be set in motion. This is the job of our own De-

velopment Loan Fund. It is also the job envis-

aged for the proposed International Development

Association. The IDA can be most clearly

gi-asped if it is thought of as an institution with

the same basic purpose as the DLF but, by virtue

of its international membership, one in which

others can participate fully in doing the job that

must be done. The IDA, like the United States

Development Loan Fund, woidd provide growth

capital for meritorious projects on terms that do

not overburden the economies of the borrowers.

The IDA should not be thought of as a substi-

tute for the Development Loan Fmid, nor should

its establishment be the occasion for any lessening

of our national effort. The need for develoj^ment

capital is too great for that. The United States

must, moreover, have economic instruments of its

own which will be responsive to national needs

and foi-eign policy considerations. The IDA
should be regarded rather as an additional source

of capital, an important addition that increases

the total flow of deveIo])ment funds from free-

world sources and one that helps thereby to ad-

vance an important objective of United States

policy.

Affiliation With International Bank

The third basic premise bcliind the IDA is that

it should be closely afliliated with the Interna-

tional Bank. The IDA will be iinancing much

the same type of project as the International Hank.

Both the parent ami the afliliate will be examining

development programs, determining priorities,
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jud'iiug tlic tec'luiii'iil iVasiMlil v ami (Moiiomic

soundness of speoiiic projects. Tliis will be their

day-to-day work. The esseiit iai ditlVri'iice will not

be in this day-to-day function, ll will be in the

repujment oblifjations imposed on borrowers. It

is entirely lojrical, therefore, that the IDA should

be closely tied to the Intei-national Hank.

The International Bank lias had more llian a

decade of experience in linancinj; tlie development

reqnii-einents of its members. If has .sound niaii-

agemeiit, a skilled stall", and sinfrle-minded devo-

tion to ])romotinf!: economic jrrowtli. It enjoys

the confidence of its tiS members. The afKliation

of the IDA with the IBRD will assure that scarce

resources are put to optimum use.

Tl'.ese then are the tiiree basic ideas behind tlie

International Development Association: to enlist

the participation of all free-world countries in

providing growth capital to the less developed

areas, to provide this capital on flexible terms,

and to assure sound management through utiliz-

ing a tried international institution.

Relation of ID.'l to Other Development Institutions

The IDA will be one of several development

institutions, each fa.shioned to do a jiarticular

job and to meet a particular need. Let us see

how the Association relates to the other institu-

tions that are now engaged in providing capital

for economic development.

We have two national lending agencies. First

there is the Export-Import Bank, which promotes

the trade of the U.S. Export-Import Bank loans

must he repaid in dollars on conventional bank-

ing tenns. Then we have the Development Loan

Fund. The Fund finances development projects

that cannot meet the repayment criteria of the

Export-Import Bank or other hard-loan institu-

tions. Its loans are made on flexible repayment

terms, many of them carrying a lower rate of

interest and permitting repayment in local cur-

rency. These two institutions complement each

other.

We have recently Jieljied to establish the Inter-

American Development Bank to promote eco-

nomic growth in the Americas, where we have

especially close, historical relations. This institu-

tion will have two departments: one to finance

development projects on normal banking terms

as in the case of Ihe IHKD oi- llu- l^xpori- Import

Bank; I lie olher to provide financing on more

(Icxible terms as is done bj' the DLF and as is

proposed lor the new IDA. Its creation has stim-

ulated the more developed Latin American coun-

tries to contribute capital for the gi'owlh of those

in the Americas wlio are much less (levelo|)ed.

The responsibility for management and for allo-

cation of resources among competing claimants

will be a responsibility of the Latin American

countries themselves. The institution will in-

crea.se the total flow of capital, give cohesion to

the Americas, and impetus to development. Thus
it performs functions over and above those per-

formed by our national financing instnnnents.

Then there are the international institutions.

There is the International Bank that provides

loan capital for development ])rojects. It is sim-

ilar to our Export-Import Bank in that its loans

are hard loans. But the IBRD was created to

enable many countries to pool their resources and

share the burden. It gets the bulk of its funds

from the private capital markets of the world

with the help of the guaranties of its member
governments.

There is the International Finance Corijoration,

an affiliate of the International Bank. Its pur-

pose is to stimulate private investment in the less

developed countries by associating its capital

in private ventures. Its resources have been

subscribed by government meml)ers.

There is, however, no widely based interna-

tional organization that pools the resources of

many countries for the purpose of providing

development capital on flexible repayment terms.

This is the function that the new IDA will

perform.

The IDA will not duplicate or compete with

other lending institutions. It will increase the

total flow of development capital to the newly

developing areas. It will provide financing of

a kind not now available from any other free-

world multilateral institution. It will perform

a valuable service in promoting not only the

growth but also the cohesion of the countries of

the free world.

I urge this conunittee to take early favorable

action to authorize the United States to join with

the other free-world nations in the establishment

of the Association.
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The Mutual Security Program in the Far East

Statement hy J. Grahnm Parsons

Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Ajfairs ^

I welcome the opportunity to appear before you

in support of the Mutual Security Program. My
responsibility has to do with the Far East and

extends from Japan and Korea on the northeast

tlirough China and southeast Asia around to

Burma and down through Indonesia to Australia

and New Zealand. Well over a third of the peo-

ple on earth live in this area, more than 650 mil-

lion in Communist China, north Viet-Nam, and

north Korea and 350 million in 13 countries of

the free Far East. These free countries are dis-

tributed on islands and peninsulas around the

central heartland of Communist-controlled China.

This fact is a constant preoccupation for all of

these countries as indeed it is for us too.

It is our aim to help preserve the hard-won

independence of these countries and to assist them

in their aspirations for a better life for their peo-

ples. We have long considered these aims to be

important in our own broad self-interest, but we

also value our cordial and cooperative relations

with these peoples for other, less materialistic

reasons. The harsh reality, however, is that they

are menaced by the overbearing presence of Red

China, whose leaders are dedicated, in the words

of one of them, Liu Shao-chi, "to . . . trans-

form the present world into a Communist

world." ^ Given the disparity in population, the

peripheral position of the free countries of the

area, their lesser material strength, and, for most

of them, their newness, it is obvious that a grave

imbalance of power exists in the Far East. It is

our countervailing presence which redresses this

balance, and it must contiiuie to do so. Nowhere,

' Made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on

M.Ti-. 8.

'Liu Sliao-clii, Ilnxi^ To lie a Oond Communist, 1951.

I venture to say, does the presence, prestige, and

power of the United States play a more vital role

than in this area. A key instrument, in fact the

indispensable instrument, in our relative success

to date has been the Mutual Security Program.

A Turning of the Tide in the Far East

In this pivotal year, at the close of a turbulent

decade, I would like briefly to look first at the past,

to see where we have come with the help of this

program, and then at the future in an effort

to foresee something of the nature and dimensions

of the challenge ahead in the 1960"s. We might

take this look in the context of a question, "Have
we reached a turning of the tide in the Far East?"

Looking back to the early 1950's, the picture was
anything but promising. Following the conquest

of the mainland by the Chinese Red Army, there

were the devastating war years in Korea and on

the Indochina Peninsula, where at one time it ap-

peared that the Communist aggi-essoi-s would

greatly enlarge their area of control. The tur-

bulence of those years was also marked by Com-
munist terrorism and armed insurrection in such

countries as Indonesia, Burma, Malaya, and the

Philippines. Prospects for the Government of

the Republic of China were precarious, and of

course Japan had not yet recovered its vitality and

strength. These were the unpromising circum-

stances which faced the forerunners of the Mutual

Security Program. The atmosphere was one of

crisis, and the constant threat was direct and in-

direct aggression. Hence the emphasis of U.S.

policy was on security, to l)o attained througli fho

support of local forces, through tlie creation of a

defensive base system backed by our mobile

military power, and through the negotiation
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of bilateral treaties of mutual security and the

multilateral ANZUS f Austral ia-Xew Zealand-

United States] and SEATO [Southeast Asia

Treaty Organization]. These countermeasures

followed rather than preceded the repented ap-

gression of the Communists on both the northern

and southern flanks of Communist China and in

the Taiwan Strait.

We take satisfixction that there has been no
furtlier alienation of territory to the Communists,
that Communist probes in 1958 in tlie Taiwan
Strait and in 1959 in Laos were damped down,

and that Communist terrorism in the countries of

the area has been largely eliminated. Although
the activities of Communist China in all border

areas indicate that stabilization is inimical to its

objectives, stabilization 1ms nonetheless been sub-

stantially achieved.

The checking of the flood tide of Commimist
territorial expansion w;is accompanied by im-

portant political and psychological changes in

many countries of the area. At the outset of the

decade, former colonial i:)eoples looked askance

at the Western Powers, whom they identified with

their former exploitation, and felt a certain af-

finity for the Communist powers, whom they

tended to identify with the cause of nationalism.

In the last several years, however, the Chinese

Communists through various ill-judged acts, in-

cluding their political and economic interference

in Japan, their belligerent action in the Taiwan
Strait, their utter suppression of Tibet despite

written guarantees, and their pressures upon

India and Indonesia, have cast away the favorable

image of themselves which the new countries of

Asia had previously held. Increasingly the prop-

er distinction is being drawn between the motiva-

tions of the free world and of the Communist
world. None of these countries would now vol-

untarily accept Communist solutions. Since the

Quenioy crisis the governments and, to an in-

creasing extent, people in the Far East have be-

come aware of the relationship between American

policy toward Red China and their very survival.

The presence of the United States, its readiness

to meet its commitments, and its demonstrated

ability to do so promptly have helped to instill a

new confidence. This has brouglit a degree of

consolidation and progress which would have

seemed foolishly optimistic in the early years of

the decade.

The Mutual Security Program has been a vital

instrument of policy during this decade of crisis

and survival. At the close of the decade we may,

I think, affirm that there has been a favorable

turning of the tide in the free countries of the

Far East, both from the standpoint of checking

Communist expansion and from that of the psy-

chology and attitudes of their peoples.

Chinese Communist Objectives

These developments have, of course, implica-

tions for our future programs which must and

will be considered. However, it is first necessary

to consider whether within Red China and the

other Communist-controlled areas there has also

been or is in prospect a turning of the tide in our

favor.

Let us ask ourselves if there has been any altera-

tion of Chinese Conununist objectives or any

mellowing of its methods. At Warsaw, in our am-
bassadorial talks, there has been consistent refusal

to renounce the use of force in the Taiwan
Strait. Over Peiping radio there come repeated

demands for the United States to leave the western

Pacific. There also come repeated heated charges

that we are seeking to create "two Chinas." Re-

peatedly the Chinese Communists revert to tactics

of bluster and threat as they did in January when
the Japanese signed with us the new Treaty of

Mutual Cooperation and Security.^ We may in

future expect tactical shifts from time to time,

but any fundamental change in Communist
strategy is unlikely. We should recognize that

there has been no favorable turning of the tide

in Communist Asia so far as intent, attitudes, or

methods go and none is in prospect.

Looking ahead it is also pert.inent to assess,

first, the solidarity of the Sino-Soviet alliance in

the light of their respective national interests and,

second, the prospects for continued growth in the

military and industrial power of the Red Chinese

regime.

On the first question, it seems evident that up to

the present the forces making for continued

solidarity, a common ideologj', the shared goal of

Communist world domination, and the advantage

which each partner derives from having a power-

ful ally at its rear are of overriding importance.

Although Moscow speaks currently in terms of

' For text, see Bitlletin of Feb. 8, 1960, p. 184.
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"peaceful coexistence" while Peiping talks in more

bellicose accents, the Cliinese Commiuiists continue

to recognize oi>enly Soviet leaderehip of the (Com-

munist camp. Thoy continue to derive new in-

crements of niilita.ry and industrial stren^h from

massive Soviet assists nee. However, the frontier

between Russia and China is not like our unde-

fended border with Canada; the ancient Great

Wall of China may one day have implications in

the modem world, wliich also has its barbarians.

Recent tactical and doctrinn.l differences are in

fact an interesting subject for discussion, particu-

larly as projected toward the future. It would be

imprudent, however, to plan on any asiomption

other than a continuanco of the present solidarity

of the Sino-Soviet axis.

Prospects for Growth of Communist China's Power

It is when one considers prospects for further

growth of Communist China's powea- that the con-

tinuing importance of the Mutual Security Pro-

gram becomes yet more evident.

A comparison of Communist China's growth
with that of the Soviet Union during their first

two 5-year plans—1928-37 in the case of tJie Soviet

Union and 1953-62 in the ci!i« of Communist
China—is enlightening. Toiiil Soviet industrial

output in the d&^idc of its first two 5-year plans

increased by about 130 percent, while, on best

available estimat-c.s, Chinese Communist output
will have increa;«d by 300 pei-cent during a com-
parable period. Growth in Soviet steel produc-

tion was fourfold to 17.7 million tons while the

comparable increase in China is about eighteenfold

to a projected 25 million tons by 1962. It seems

clear that in the years ahead, in terms of overall

economic growth and especially in heavy industry.

Communist China could become one of the major
powers.

While many other factors enter into an estimate

of national power, particularly in relation to

capacity to wage modern war, the foregoing pro-

vides sufficient indication that the free Far East

will continue to live for an indefinite period in

proximity to a menacing neighbor with a for-

midable growth potential. It would be prudent

at the least to assume that the imbalance of power
will, as in the 1950's, have to be redressed from
outside the area.

Now the prospect outlined above is not neces-

sarily one which will actually be realized over the

decade. There is without doubt great weariness

among the overworked and overstimulated masses

of rural and urban China. There is discontent,

there are dislocations of production and distribu-

tion. Above all, agriculture lags behind even the

regime's revised figures. The food problem may
well vex Communist leaders for as long as they

retain power, and when one considers that the Red
Army is derived from the peasantry, the poten-

tial threat to the regime becomes evident. Here
again, however, it would be folly to base policy on

an assumption of collapse.

Inasmuch as Chinese Communist leaders clearlj'

anticipate success, it is not to be expected that

they will soon desire to reach any form of accom-

modation or will see any need to modify, except

momentarily, their harsh attitudes. We must in-

stead anticipate that the Chinese Communists will

resort to force whenever it suits their purpose and

that the threat of force, sjwken or unspoken, will

remain a major instrument of their policies. The
rigid ideological conformity and discipline of the

Peiping regime can result only in the maintenance

of pressures and tensions and will inhibit it from

seeking genuine compromise on international

issues.

During these past several years Chinese Com-
munist leaders have amply demonstrated to us, to

their neighlx)rs, in fact to the whole world their

arrogant and aggressive attitudes. Whether in

the Warsaw talks or elsewhere, they confront us

with only two alternatives of policy toward them.

Either we must continue to do what is necessary

to deter or defeat their aggi'ession, or we must

make overtures which would be regarded by them

and by our allies as an indication of weakness or

weariness. It has, I think, become clear to most

of us that this latter alternative would have the

most grievous effects and would jeofardize all

that has been gained in the free Far East in the

19.50's, where, as I have said, we feel that there

has been a turning of the tide. There has been

no ebb in Comnnmist Cliina, nor can we safely

proceed on the assumption that there is one in

prospex^t.

From the foregoing you will note that out of

the experience of the fifties we believe we are con-

fronted with two somewhat contrasting situations.

The situation of the fre« countries has improved,

our relations with them have generally become

closer and more understanding, and the outlook

is promising. On the other hand the situation
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with respect to Communist China is just as in-

tractable as bofoip, iiiui w\' must I .< picpared for

tlio |)ossibility of continuinix and p rhaps iiiciTas-

iii<r cliallenf;:e to us and to the free-world countries

of the aiva. At the heart of on*- task, then, is a

continuintr examination of the implications of

both these situations for the future of the Mutual

Security Profrram. We endeavor to keep this

continually in mind in our lonirer term considera-

tion of MSP planning, which is more than ever

i-equired if we are to meet the challenge of the

sixties successfully.

tMutual Security Proposals for Far East

Inasmuch as I am bei'tue you today to support,

tiie julniinistration'a i-oijucsL for MSP authorizing

legislation for fiscaj year 1961 only, I will now
devote the remainder of this statement to our

current needs with but limited reference to longer

term implications. A full exposition of the de-

tails of the mutual socui'ity proposals by country

will be found in the Far East regional book and

the worldwide book, which have been prepared

with gre-at care to provido classified and nonclassi-

fied information which we believe the committee

requires.

For the Far East. tho. total request is $1,231

million, of which $692 million is for military

assistance and $539 million is for economic and

technical assistance. Of the latter amount, $493

million is for defense support, predominantly for

Korea, Viet-Nam, and Taiwan to maintain their

defensive strength.

For economic growth we are relying primarily

upon the Developmoni Loan Fund, which in 2

years has approved lonn- fot^ding $196 million

in the Far East. The DLF expects to approve

a substantial number of loans in the area in fiscal

year 1961.

More than half of the military assistance is

directed to Korea and Taiwan to maintain and

selectively modernize forces which are essential

to the forward defense strategy of the United

States. This selective modernization is urgently

needed and is overdue.

In the face of demonstrated Chinese Communist
aggressiveness, there continues to be a threat to

survival in the Far East. Accordingly there

must in our opinion continue to be heavy empha-

sis on the military aid and defense support sectors.

I will be prepared, along with my colleagues

from the Department, of Defense, to answer ques-

tions as to thf rationale for IcVfl.s of lo'al forces,

both in tho divided countries (Korea, China, and
Viet-Nam), where large defense forces are clearly

needed, and in othci- countries, where the utility

and relatlonslilp of Iwal fon-i'*, lo overall needs

is less apparent.

At this point I would like to emphasize that the

conventional fon'es of our I'nends and allies in

the Far Eiust provide an important measure of

immediate deterrence to Communist probe.s.

They are, moreover, necessary if we are to con-

tinue to have a capability for flexible, graduated
response to Conunmiist probes such as we have
witnessed these past 2 years. They provide a
time cusiiion not merely for the interval until

mobile United States and other fiee-world forces

can be brought to bear but for the effective use

of diplomatic and psychological deterrents. In
the absence of such a Lime cushion the reaction

to a Communist pi-obe would be a choice between
withdrawal and holocaust. But with ready,
trained, conventional forcps present, the means
are available to make a gi'aduated flexible re-

sponse until the degree of risk becomes greater
than the Communist aggressor is prepared to

accept. We thus believe that the miintenance of
these conventional forces is an important element
in free-world efforts to preserve its integrity and
the general peace.

In the execution of the militaiy assistance pro-

gram in the current year, and in plans for fiscal

1961, stress has been given to dex-entralization of

dex^isionmaking authority to the country team and
regional unified command. Another noteworthy
development has occurred in the counti-y of our
largest MiVP program, tlie Kepublic of Korea.

A determined effort by the Korean Armed Forces

has resulted in marked improvement in supply
and logistic management. The planning and
initial efforts to remedy weaknesses that were dis-

cussed with the committee last year, plus a dedi-

cated effort by Korean and American service

people, have resulted in standards of performance

tliat approach our requirements.

An important segment of aid to the three

divided countries of the Far East is in the form

of defense support—56 percent of the global re-

quest—to help those countries carry the costs of

their heavy military burdens. It is in these coun-

tries, witii their former internal economic struc-
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tures fragmented by demarcation lines, neutral

zones, or tlie Taiwan Strait, that support on a

gi-ant basis seems unlikely to be wholly replaced

by loans. Nonetheless, even in Korea, China, and

Viet-Nam, evei-y effort will be made to emphasize

economic reconstruction concurrently with the

provision of military assistance.

Economic Support

We have long realized that mere survival is not

enough for the free peoples of the Far East. They
need to develop a vested interest in their future.

Social and economic progress, rising standards of

living, plus mature and stable national institu-

tions, are all necessary if their aspirations are to

be met and if the Communist forced-draft

methods of production are to continue to be re-

jected. Governments and peoples must be en-

abled to make progress adequate to maintain faith

in themselves and in a society with traditional cul-

tural and human values. Particularly in the light

of tlie efforts which these countries are making to

insure survival, the United States should continue

to give emphasis to the other major objective of

the Mutual Security Progi-am, e<?onomic develop-

ment. Such an emphasis should be related to the

turning of the tide in the free countries of the Far

East.

In the 1950's the character of our economic sup-

port programs was strongly influenced by a recur-

rent "crisis" atmosphere. Governments were new,

and conditions were so insecure that there ap-

peared to be constant danger that in some way or

another communism might take over. Improvisa-

tion and what we have called crash programs

could then be justified, and they did, by and large,

achieve results. Today, however, improvisation is

less justifiable. Henceforth we can, I hope, relate

our actions less and less to immaturity of national

institutions and fear of imminent economic or

political disaster and more to growing stability

and the long haul of patient economic develop-

ment. Our programs in the Far East, now
bolstered by the new instrumentality, the Develop-

ment Loan Fund, henceforth will be considered

more and more in this light.

There are certain situations where impact proj-

ects are still necessary to assist govermnents in

convincing their peoples that free-world aid, in

distinction to available Sino-Soviet aid, is helping

tliom and does produce rasults. By and large.

however, I believe that we should increasingly pay

attention to basic undertakings which will help

goverimients, now fully alert to the dangers of

communism, to make economic progress at a pace

which will remain ahead of their people's material

expectations and will not tempt them to resort to

revolutionary social changes. We should, of

course, spare no effort to develojj our programs in

a manner as responsive as possible to local psy-

chology and needs. This requires unremitting

effort on the part of our officials to understand the

viewpoint of local leaders. The effort can be

aided at times by institutional arrangements

which give a true partnership flavor to our pro-

grams. Quite apart from concrete results of these

programs in improving the well-being of Asian

peoples there is a byproduct of incalculable value

if they come to feel that we are truly interested, as

I believe we are, in their aspirations and in their

success. They devoutly aspire to economic inde-

pendence as well as political independence, and it

is our aim to help them in this regard.

In planning economic support we should re-

member that there is a basic difference between

our past efforts in Europe and our current efforts

in the Far East. In Europe the task was re-

habilitation. In Asia it is a task of creation. In

Europe we worked with mature, advanced nations

in a well-integrated central region. In the Far
East we are working in what is not truly a region

at all and chiefly with new countries who have had

everything to learn for themselves.

Program for Taiwan

Considerations such as these lead to a conviction

that our aid concepts in the Far East in the period

ahead require careful review. This process has

already begun. One place where we are ready to

agree to a new approach is Taiwan, where the

Republic of China has made such notable progress

that, despite the inescapably heavy defense bur-

den, new strides toward economic viability seem

possible.

On Taiwan a sound economic foundation now
exists and provides a basis for major economic de-

velopment. The population is literate, energetic,

and resourceful. A good transportation system

and improving power supplies are available. The

Government is especially aware of the need for an

economic breaktlirough both to maintain political

stability and to demonstrate what can be achieved
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by free Olunoso in conti-ast to tlie totalitarian

mainland i-ej^rimo.

Tlie proposetl economic aid progi-am for fiscal

year 1961 combines the use of defense support
grants and DLF loans to help the Chinese Gov-
ernment put into etTect tlie dillicult economic de-

cisions required to accelerate investment while at

the same time maintaining heavy militai-j' bur-

dens. These decisions include close scrutiny of

the military budget, adoption of noninflationary

fiscal and credit policies, tax reforms to encourage
investment and savings, uniform and realistic ex-

change rates, liberalized foreign exchange con-

trols, and a reduction of governmental activities

competing with private enterprise. This Chinese

action will contribute significantly to the estab-

lisliment of an investment climate attractive to

domestic and foreign capital and will make possi-

ble greater growth than Taiwan has thus far

achieved. As free China develops greater

strength, it will be able to carry a larger share of

costs both of its military establishment and its

civilian economy. This will permit reductions in

U.S. defense support aid.

In another country, Japan, we are phasing out

the limited, but valuable, programs of technical

assistance which helped over the past 6 years to

add new dimensions to the growing ties between

Japanese and American industrial, labor, and

professional leaders. We ask this year only the

amount required for an orderly termination of

this program in fiscal year 1961. However, I

should like to note here that the past year has

witnessed the negotiation of a new Treaty of

Mutual Cooperation and Security, which, when

ratified by both countries, will be the tangible ex-

pression of a voluntary and longer term relation-

ship between Japan and the United States. At
the same time military aid to Japan is becoming

more selective and limited and includes cost shar-

ing and sales projects in the current year. Note

should also be made of the fact that important

Japanese a.s.sistance is being extended to countries

of southeast Asia both in the fonn of reparations

and special assistance. We will in tlie year ahead

lose no opportunity to encourage other countries

and the United Nations as well in appropriate

ways to add their assistance in increasing measure

to that which comes from us.

Finally, in closing, I should like to revert once

again to the central preoccupation of all of these

countries and of ourselves in the Far East, namely
the implacable Chinese Communist regime. Over
recent montlis we have seen in varying degrees, in

all the countries of the free Far East, apprehen-

sion lest steps taken in our unremitting search

for a decent peace should be the precursor of some
form of compromise with the Chinese Communists.
Accordingly in the Far East we will be concerned
with assuring that the efforts being made to

achieve a detente with the Soviet Union shall not
unsettle and unbalance the Far Eastern region,

where in 1960 the situation is so much more prom-
ising than appeared possible only a few years ago.

It is our conviction that the maintenance of our
effort and our basic posture and policies in the

Far East is essential. Only thus can the countries

there be assured that they can count on us in the

face of Communist threats. Such confidence on
the part of nations of the free Far East is a pre-

requisite to continued relative success in the 1960's

for us and for them.

In the years just ahead we can be certain of one

thing. The free countries of the Far East will de-

pend for their survival upon the continuity of

U.S. policy. This means the continuation of eco-

nomic and military aid to help them resist Com-
munist attempts to encroach upon their freedom
and frustrate their peaceful economic develop-

ment. Our policy can continue to succeed if we
persevere in our chosen course of action and make
adequate provision for its support. In our view

the minimum adequate provision would be the

sums which we are requesting for the Far East in

fiscal year 1961.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Calendar of InternationaG Conferences and Meetings^

Adjourned During March 1960

Five-Nation Disarmament Committee Washington Jan. 25-Mar. 2
U.N. Commission on Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Re- New York Feb. 16-Mar. 4

sources: 2d Session.

ILO Governing Body: 144th Session Geneva Feb. 22-Mar. 4
FAO Consultative Subcommittee on the Economic Aspects of Rice: Saigon Feb. 22-Mar. 1

4th Session.
ICAO Special Communications Meeting on European-Mediter- Paris Feb. 23-Mar. 14

ranean Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control.
U.N. ECE Conference of European Statisticians: Working Group Geneva Feb. 29-Mar. 4
on Statistics of Financial Assets and Liabilities.

U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Human Rights: 16th Session. . . Geneva Feb. 29-Mar. 18
International Bureau of Education: 37th Meeting of Executive Geneva Mar. 1-2

Committee.
IMCO Council: 3d Session London Mar. 1-3
Found.ation for Mutual Assistance in Africa South of the Sahara: Tananarive, Malagasy Repub- Mar. 2-3

2d Meeting. lie.

Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences: 5th Meeting of Lima Mar. 7-11
Technical Advisory Council.

IAEA Ad Hoc Preparatory Panel on Third-Party Liability for Vienna Mar. 7-17
Nuclear Shipping.

UNICEF Executive Board and Program Committee New York Mar. 8-16
Development Assistance Group Washington Mar. 9-11
U.N. Ecoiif)mic Commission for Asia and the Far East: 16th Session. Bangkok Mar. 9-21
UNESCO Intergovernmental Advisory Committee on Extension of Mexico, D.F Mar. 14-19
Primary Education in Latin America.

GATT Committee III on Expansion of International Trade. . . . Geneva Mar. 14-25
FAO European Commission for Control of Foot-and-Mouth Rome Mar. 16-18

Disea.^e: 7th Session.
5th ICAO North Atlantic Ocean St.'itions Conference The Hague Mar. 17-29
International Study Group on Lead and Zinc: Standing Committee. New York Mar. 17 (1 d.iy)

U.N. ECE Inland Transport Committee: Working Party on Con- Geneva Mar. 21-25
struction of Road Vehicles.

ITU CCITT Working Party 43 (Data Transmission) Geneva Mar. 21-28
UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference on International Oceano- Paris Mar. 21-29
graphic Ships: Preparatory Meetinc:.

U.N. ECAFE Working Party on Small-Scale Industries and Handi- Singapore Mar. 24-31
craft Marketina/f'aiining and Bottling of Fruit and Food in Co-
operation with FAO.

U.N. ECLA Committee of the Whole: 7th Meeting Santiago Mar. 28-30
International Sugar Council: 6th Session London Mar. 30-31

in Session as of March 31, 1960

Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests . . . Geneva Oct. 31, 1958-
U.N. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Terri- New York Feb. 23-

tories: 11th Se.?sion.

Ten-Nation Disarmament Committee Geneva Mar. 15-

2d U.N. Conference on Law of the Sea Geneva Mar. 17-

ICAO Legal Committee: Subcommittee on Aerial Collision . . . Paris Mar. 21-

' Prepared in the Office of International Conferences, Mar. 17, 1900. Following is a list of abbreviations: CCITT,
Comit6 consullatif international t<''li''graphique et t(51<5phonique; CENTO, Central Treaty Organization; ECAFE, Eco-
nomic Coniniission for Asia and the Far East; ECE, Economic Commission for Europe; ECLA, Economic Commission
for Latin America; ECOSOC, Economic and Soi^i.'il Council; FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization; (i.\TT, General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; IAEA, International ,\toniic Energy Agency; l.\-ECOSOC, Inter-American Economic
and Social Council; ICAO, International Civil Aviation Organization; ICEM, intcrgovcrnnienlal Coniniiltee for European
IMigralion; ILO, International Labor Organization; IMCO, Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization;
ITU, International Tcleconiniunicalion Union; NATO, North Atlantic Treatv Organization; l'.\HO, Pan American
Health Organization; SEATO, Soullieast Asia Treaty Organization; U.N., United Xations: UNESCO, United Nations
Educational, Scientific and CuUuraHJrganization; UNICEF, United Nations Children's Fund; \\ MO, \\ orld Meteorological
Organization.
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Calendar of International Conferences and Meetings—Continued

In Session as of March 31, 19S0—Continued

I'uris M;ir. 21-

Rio de Janeiro Mar. 21-

ICAO Legal (\)niinitteo: Siibcoiiiniittfeon Hire, Charter, and Iiitor-

chanee.
U.N. KCOSOC Latin American Regional Conference on Narcotic

DruKs.
GATT Committee II on Expansion of International Trade ....
GATT Intersessional Committee
U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Status of Women: 14th Session . .

UNESCO Executive Board: 56th Session
UNESCO Meeting of Administrators on Technical and Vocational

Education in .\frica.

IAEA Board of Governors: 16th Session Vienna Mar. 29-

Geneva Mar. 28-
Geneva Mar. 28-
Buenos Aires .Mar. 28-
Faris Mar. 28-
Accra, Ghana Mar. 28-

Scheduled April 1 Through June 30, 1960

F.A.O Desert-Locust Control Committee: Special Meeting
International Study Group on Lead and Zinc: Statistical Com-

mittee.
U.N. Economic and Social Council: 29th Session

U.N. ECAFE Conference of .\sian Statisticians: 3d Session . . . .

International Wheat Council: 29th Session
Executive Committee of the Program of the U.N. High Commis-

sioner for Refugees: 3d Session.

U.N. ECE Working Party on Standardization of Conditions of Sale

for Cereals.
Foreign Ministers Meeting
IC.\0 Informal Southeast .\sia Regional Meeting on Air Traffic

Services/Communications.
U.N. Trusteeship Council: 26th Session
Meeting of Experts on the Inter-American Telecommunications
Network and ITU-CCITT Plan Subcommittee.

U.N. ECOSOC Committee on Illicit Traffic of the Narcotic Drugs
Commission.

U.N. Economic Commission for Europe: 15th Session

U.N. ECOSOC Statistical Commission: 11th Session
Inter-American Seminar on Strengthening of the Family Institu-

tion.

IAEA Scientific Advisory Committee to Board of Governors . . .

FAO International Meeting on Veterinary Education
PAHO Executive Committee: 40th Meeting
ICAO Panel of Teletypewriter Specialists: 4th Meeting
ILO Petroleum Committee: 6th Session
WMO Eastern Caribbean Hurricane Committee: 5th Session . .

U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Narcotic Drugs: 15th Session . .

U.N. ECAFE Committee on Industry and Natural Resources: 4th

Session of the Mineral Resources Development Subcommittee.
CENTO Ministerial Council: 8th meeting
U.N. Scientific Advisory Committee
FAO Group on Citrus Fruits: 1st Session
NATO Ministerial Council
GATT Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions

U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Commodity Trade: 8th Session

International Fisheries Convention of 1946: 8th Meeting of Per-

manent Commission.
13th World Health Assemblv
ICEM Council: 12th Session
FAO Group on Coconut and Coconut Products: Working Party
on Copra Quality and Grading.

FAO Interim .Advisory Committee on Freedom from Hunger . .

GATT Committees I and II on Expansion of International Trade .

UNESCO/ILO Committee of Experts on Neighboring Rights . .

IAEA Symposium on Fuel Element Fabrication With Special

Emphasis on Cladding Materials.

UNESCO Symposium on Arid Land Problems
8th Pan American Highway Congress
FAO Group on Coconut arid Coconut Products: 3d Session . . .

Meeting of Heads of Government and Chiefs of State

U.N. ECE Working Party on Agricultural Statistics

GATT Contracting Parties: 16th Session

IMCO International Conference on the Safety of Life at Sea . . .

ICAO Panel on Origin-and-Destination Statistics: 2d Meeting . .

International Cotton Advisory Committee: 19th Plenary Meeting.

Rome Apr. 4-
Paris Apr. 5-

New York Apr. 5-
Bangkok Apr. 5-
London Apr. 5-
Geneva Apr. 7-

Geneva Apr. 11-

Washington Apr. 12-

Bangkok Apr. 13-

New York Apr. 14-

M6xico, D.F. Apr. 19-

Geneva Apr. 19-

Geneva Apr. 20-
New York Apr. 20-

Caracas Apr. 23-

Vienna Apr. 25-
London Apr. 25-
Washington Apr. 25-
Montreal Apr. 25-
Geneva Apr. 25-
Curagao Apr. 25-
Geneva Apr. 25-

Tokyo Apr. 26-

Tehran Apr. 28-
New Y'ork Apr. 28-
Valencia May 2-

Istanbul May 2-

Geneva May 2-

Ncw York May 2-

London May 3-

Geneva May 3-

Naples May 5-

Rome May 9-

Rome May 9-

Geneva May 9-

The Hague May 9-
Vienna May 10-

Paris May 1
1-

Bogoti May 12-

Rome May 12-

Paris May 16-

Geneva May 16-

Geneva May 16-

London May 17-

Montreal Mav 23-
Mexico, D.F May 23-
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Calendar of International Conferences and Meetings

—

Continued

Scheduled April 1 Through June 30, 1960

—

Continued

U.N. Tin Conference
ILO Governing Body: 145th Session
SEATO Military Advisers
U.N. Special Fund: 4th Session of the Governing Council ....
ITU Administrative Council: 15th Session
International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property: 24th

Congress.
International Commission for Northwest Atlantic Fisheries: 10th

Meeting.
International Commission on Irrigation, Flood Control, and Drain-

age: 4th Meeting.
International Statistical Institute: 32d General Assembly ....
SEATO Council: 6th Meeting
13th International Cannes Film Festival
2d UNESCO Meeting on Salinity Problems
FAO Group on Grains: 5th Session
International Labor Conference: 44th Session
World Power Conference: 13th Sectional Meeting
U.N. ECE Housing Committee: 20th Session (and Working

Parties).

7th International Electronic, Nuclear, and Cinematographic Exhi-
bition.

U.N. ECE Working Party on Construction of Vehicles
International Conference on Large Electric Systems: 18th General

Assembly.
International Whaling Commission: 12th Meeting
U.N. ECE Coal Trade Subcommittee
FAO Working Party on Mediterranean Pasture and Fodder De-

velopment: 6th Meeting.
10th International Berlin Film Festival
ILO Governing Body: 146th Session
WMO Executive Committee: 12th Session
GATT Working Party on Polish Participation in the Tariff Confer-

U.N. ECE Steel Committee
International Wheat Council: 29th Session
FAO Committee on Commodity Problems: 33d Session
lA-ECOSOC Permanent Technical Committee on Ports: 3d Meet-

ing.

Permanent International Commission of Navigation Congresses:
Annual Meeting.

7th International Meeting of Tonnage Measurement Experts . . .

UNICEF Committee on Administrative Budget
UNESCO Intergovernmental Experts on Discrimination in Educa-

cation.

New York May 23-
Geneva May 23-
Washington May 25-
New York May 25-
Geneva May 28-
London May 28-

Bergen, Norway May 30-

Madrid May 30-

Tokyo May 30-
Washington May 31-

Cannes May
Spain May
Rome June 1-

Geneva June 1-

Aladrid June 5-

Geneva June 6-

Rome June 13-

Geneva June 13-

Paris June 15-

London June 20-
Geneva June 20-

Rome June 20-

Berlin June 24-
Geneva June 24-
Geneva June 27-
Geneva June 27-

Geneva June 27-
London June 28-
Rome June
Rio de Janeiro June

Brussels June

undetermined June
New York June
Paris June

Current U.N. Documents:

A Selected Bibliography ^

Economic and Social Council

Statistical Commission. Recent Basic Industrial Inquir-
ies. E/CN.3/257/Add. 1. January 20, 1960. 50 pp.

Statistical Commission. Methods of Obtaining Industrial
Statistics. E/CN.3/257/Add. 2. January 20, 1960.

34 pp.
Statistical Commission. Proposed Methods of Estimating
Housing Needs. E/CN.3/274. January 20, 1960. 45 pp.

Commission on Human Rights. Declaration on the

' Printed materials may be secured in the United States
from the International Documents Service, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 2060 Broadway, New York 27, N.Y. Other
materials (mimeographed or processed documents) may
be consulted at certain designated libraries in the United
States.

Right of Asylum : Comments of Governments. E/CN.4/
793/Add. 1. January 20, 1960. 8 pp.

Commission on Human Rights. Declaration on the Right
of Asylum : Comments of the High Commissioner for

Refugees. E/CN.4/796. January 20, 1960. 2 pp.

Commission on the Status of Women. Women in Public

Services and Functions. Report by the Secretary-Gen-
eral. E/CN.6/354/Add. 1. January 20, 1960. 15 pp.

Statistical Commission. Progress Report on Balance of

Payments Statistics. Memorandum prepared by Bal-

ance of Payments Division of the International Mone-
tary Fund. E/CN.3/278. January 21, 1960. 11 pp.

Commission on Human Rights. Freedom of Information.

Memorandum by the Secretary-General. E/CN.4/792/
Add. 1. January 21. 1960. 3 pp.

Statistical Commission. Progress Report on the 1960

World Population Census Programme. Memorandum
by the Secretary-General. E/CN.3/276. January 22,

1960. 13 pp.

Economic Commission for Africa. Work of the Commis-
sion Since the First Session. Part I. Report of the
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Executive Secretary. B/CN.14/4C. January 22, 1960.

22 pp.
Coiuniisslim on Human Rights. Review of the Human

Rights Programme. Memorandum by the Secretary-

General. E/t\\.4/797. January 25, 1S)C0. 3 pp.

Commission on Human Rights/Commission on the Status
of Women. Advisory Services In the Field of Human
Rights. Report by the Secretary-General. E/CN.4/798.
January 2o, lOGO. C pp.

Economic Commission for Africa. Report of the Com-
mittee on the Programme of Work and Priorities to the

Second Session of the Economic Commission for Africa.

E/CN,14/47. January 20, 1900. 7 pp.
Economic Development of Under-developed Countries

:

Water Resources Development Centre. First biennial

report. E/3319. January 28, 1900. 38 pp.

Statistical Commission. Input-Output Tables and Anal-
ysis. Memorandum by the Secretary-General. E/CN.
3/266. January 29, 1900. 44 pp.

Commission on the Status of Women. Nationality of

Married Women. Memorandum by the Secretary-

General. E/CN.6/254/Add. 6. February 1, 1960. 13 pp.

Statistical Commission. Handbooli of Sample Surveys of

Family Living Conditions. Methodological guide for

multisubject household inquiries. E/CN.3/271. Feb-
ruary 1, 1900. 5 pp.

Statistical Commission. Progress Report on Housing
Census Activities and Plans. Report by the Secretary-

General. E/CN.3/272. February 2, 1960. 10 pp.

Economic Development of Under-developed Countries : Co-
operatives. Studies made and assistance provided by
the United Nations, the International Labor OflBce, and
the Food and Agriculture Organization. Report by the
Secretary-General. E/3321 and Add. 1. February 2
and 8, 1960. 42 pp.

Statistical Commission. Classification of Government Ac-
counts. Progress Report on Classification of Govern-
ment Accounts and Summary of Comments Received
From Governments. E/CN.3/279. February 3, 1960.

10 pp.
Teaching of the Purposes and Principles, the Structure

and Activities of the United Nations and the Special-

ized Agencies in Schools and Other Educational Insti-

tutions of Member States. Report by the Secretary-

General of the United Nations and the Director-Gen-

eral of UNESCO. E/3322. February 4, 1960. 140 pp.

Question of a Declaration on Freedom of Information:

Comments of Governments. Report by the Secretary-

General. E/3323. February 5, 1960. 17 pp.

Economic Development of Under-developed Countries

:

Petroleum Resources. Report by the Secretary-Gen-

eral. E/3324. February 5, 1900. 16 pp.

Commission on Human Rights of Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minori-

ties. Report of the Twelfth Session of the Sub-Commis-
sion on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection

of Minorities to the Commission on Human Rights, 11

to 30 January 1960. E/CN.4/800. February 8, 1960.

113 pp.

Trusteeship Council

Examination of the Ajinual Report on the Administration

of the Territory of the Cameroons Under United King-

dom Administration for the Year 1958. Observations of

the World Health Organization. T/1499. January 23,

1960. 4 pp.

Conditions in the Trust Territory of Ruanda-Urundi:
Interim Decree of December 25, 1959, on the Political

Organization of Ruanda-Urundi. T/1501. January 28,

1960. 27 pp.

Conditions in the Trust Territory of Ruanda-Urundi.

Statement of the Belgian Government on the Policy of

Belgium in Ruanda-Urundi. T/1502. January 29, 1960.

9 pp.

TREATY INFORMATION

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Agriculture

Protocol of aniendnicut to the convention on the Inter-
American Institiite of Agricultural Sciences of Janu-
ary 14, 1944 (.58 Stat. 1109). Oi>ened for signature at
Wasliington December 1, 1958.'

Ratification deposited: Guatemala, March 10, 1960.

Telecommunications
North American Regional Broadcasting agreement and

final protocol. Signed at Wasliington November 15,

1950.'

Ratified hy the President : March 9, 1960.

BILATERAL

Australia

Agreement providing for continued oi)eration in Australia

of tracking stations established daring the Interna-

tional Geophysical Year and tlio establishment of

tracliing facilities for Project Mercury and deep space

probes. Effected by exchange of notes at Canl)erra

February 26, 1960. Entered into force February 26,

1960.

Chile

Agreement providing a grant to the Government of Chile

for the acquisition of certain nuclear research and
training equipment and materials. Effected l)y ex-

change of notes at Santiago July 23, 1959, and Febru-

ary 19, 1960. Entered into force February 19, 1960.

Mexico

Agreement concerning radio broadcasting in standard

broadcast band, and six annexes. Signed at Mdxieo
January 29, 19.57.'

Ratified hy the President: March 9, 1900.

Peru

Agreement for the loan of three U.S. vessels to Peru.

Effected by exchange of notes at Lima February 12 and
26, 1960. Entered into force Februai-j' 20, 190<).

Turkey

Agreement approving the procedures for reciprocal filing

of classified patent applicatiims in the United States

and Turkey. Effected by exchange of notes at Ankara
March 17 and September 10, 1'.>.59. Entcrwl into force

S«»ptenilier 1(!, 19.59.

Agreement amending the agricultural commodities agree-

ment of February 13, 1959, as amended (TI.\S 4175

and 4272). Effected by exchange of notes at Washing-

ton March 10, VJOO. Entered into force March 10, 1900.

' Not in force.
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DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

American Legation Opens at Sofia

The Department of State announced on March 14

(press release 123) that Edward Page, Jr., had presented

his credentials to Diniitur V. Ganev. President of the Pre-

sidium of the National Assembly of the People's Republic

of Bulgaria, on that date as American Minister to Bul-

garia. With Mr. Page's accreditation the American Lega-

tion at Sofia is now officially open for business, ending the

suspension of U.S.-Bulgarian diplomatic relations since

1950.'

Peter G. Voutov, who presented his credentials to the

President of the United States on January 15, is the

Bulgarian Minister to the United States.

Reciprocal Trade. TIAS 4379. 27 pp. 15(f.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Switzerland, amending agreement of January 9, 1938, as
supplemented. Exchange of notes—Signed at Wa.shing-

ton December 30, 1959. Entered into force January 1,

1960.

Air Force Mission to Venezuela. TIAS 4380. 3 pp. 54.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Venezuela, amending agreement of January 16, 1953, as

extended. Exchange of notes—Dated at Caracas March
31 and April 29, 1959. Entered into force April 29, 1959.

Naval Mission to Venezuela. TIAS 4382. 4 pp. 5(J.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Venezuela, amending agreement of August 23, 1950, as

extended. Exchange of notes—Signed at Caracas March
31 and April 29, 1959. Entered into torce April 29, 1959.

Interchange of Patent Rights and Technical Information

for Defense Purposes—Filing Classified Patent Applica-

tions. TIAS 4.'?86. 15 pp. 10^.

Agreement between the United States of America and
France. Exchange of notes—Signed at Paris May 28 and
July 10, 1959. Entered Into force July 10, 1959.

PUBLICATIONS

Recent Releases

For sale hy the Superintewlent of Documents, U.S. Gov-

ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, B.C. Address

requests direct to the Svperintendent of Documents, cjt-

cept in the case of free publications, lohich may be ob-

tained from the Depiirtmciit of titatc.

Peace and Friendship in Freedom. Pub. 6939. General

Foreign Policy Series 148. 23 pp. 25<t.

A record of President Eisenhower's visit in December

1959 to 11 countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa, which

includes addresses and remarks by the President along

with comnuiniiiues relevant to the visit.

Scientific Technical, Educational and Cultural Exchanges.

TIAS 4362. 44 pp. 20«'.

Agreement between the United States of America and

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Signed at Mos-

cow November 21, 19.")9. Entered into force January 1,

1960. With memorandum signed at Washington Novem-

ber 24, 1959.

Economic Assistance to Libya. TIAS 4370. 6 pp. 5(f.

Agreement between the United States of America and

Libya. Exchange of notes—Signed at Benghazi May 21,

1959. Entered into force May 21, 1959. With related

note signed at Benghazi October 13, 1959.

Mexican Agricultural Workers. TIAS 4.374. 31 pp. 15<f.

Agreement between the United States of America and

Mexico, amending' and extending agreement of August 11,

1951, as anieiuled and extended. Exchange of note.s

—

Signed at Mexico October 23, 19.59. Entered into force

October 23, 1959.

' For background, see Bulletin of Dec. 14, 1959, p. 866.

Checl< List of Department of State

Press Releases: March 14-20

Press releases may be obtained from the Office of

New.s, Department of State, Washington 25, D.C.

Release issued prior to March 14 which a|)|)ears

in this issue of the Bulletin is No. 117 of March 11.

No. Date Subject

120 3/14 Five-power wi>rkiug paper on general

disarmament.
*121 3/14 Visit of Brazilian Foreign Minister.

tl22 3/14 Development Assistance Group com-
muuique.

123 3/14 Lei;ation at Sofia opens (rewrite).

tl24 3/15 Trade agreement consultation with
Venezuela.

125 3/15 1960 GATT consultations on import
restrictions.

126 3/15 Eat(m: statement at Ten-Nation Dis-

armament Conference.
*127 3/16 Cultural eschanse (Brazil).

tl28 3/16 Polish officials visit U.S. (rewrite).

tl'2!> 3/17 DiLUin : expansion of U.S. export trade.

130 3/J7 DiLlcin : U.S. participation in IDA.

131 3/17 Herter to attend CENTO and NATO
ministerial meetings.

i:i2 3/17 Itinerary for Brazil Foreign Minister

( rewrite )

.

133 3/17 Civil aviation talks with U.K.

134 3/18 Aiuba! -iidor Be i>-:it rt 111' lis ti. Cuba.

*i:^.5 3/18 Oviltural txclianjie (Iran).

tl36 3/18 Progi-am for visit of Spanish Foreign

Minister (rewriie).

137 3/19 Tracking Station agreement with

Spa in.

tl38 3/19 Ilrrler : imi:ris nn;ent of Bishop Walsh
by Chinese Conimunitts.

139 3/19 U.!i.-I'.ra:al joint conmninique.

140 .'4/19 Herttr: HthAHEPAnationalhaiKiuet.

*.\ot printed.

tllold for a laier issue of tlie BuujEtin.
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ence Convenes ( Katoii, text of working i)aiier) 511
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Proposed mutual security programs for fiscal year 1961 are out-

lined in tliis 125-page pamphlet prepared jointly by the Depart-

ment of State, Department of Defense, International Cooperation

Administration, and the Development Loan Fund. The booklet

is a summary of the annual request for funds submitted to Con-

gress for its consideration and includes the text of the President's

message to Congress on the program.

Part I of the pamphlet reviews proposals for major aspects of

the progi-am, including military assistance, defense support, spe-

cial assistance, the Development Loan Fund, technical cooperation,

the contingency fund, and other programs. Part II discusses the

program by regions. Part III deals with such related matters

as free-world cooperation in assisting less developed areas, the

surplus agricultural commodity jirogram, stimulation of private

investment in the less developed areas, and the impact of the

Mutual Security Program on the U.S. economy.

The pamphlet is illustrated with charts, graphs, and photo-

graphs. Copies may be purchased from the Superintendent of

Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, for 55 cents each.
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Secretary Herter's News Conference of March 25

Press relense 155 dated March 25

Secretai-y Ilerter: I liave no opening statement

to make.

Q. Mr. Secretary, there Jiave been reports of

very suhsfant'ial differences between the British

Government and the United States Government on

nuclear weapons testing policy. I wonder if you
would assess the extent of those differences and
also the prospects for the talks betioeen Mr.
Macmillan and President Eisenhower.

A. Yes, I would be glad to comment on that.

Tliere have been no exclianges of views bet ween

ourselves and tlie British since the Russian pro-

posals were niade.^ We have each been studying

them, and we will be engaged—the President and

Mr. Macmillan will be engaged—in convei-sations

next week to see how close their points of view

are as a result of those studies.

Q. Mr. Secretary, my question concerns the

Soviet proposal on nuclear tests. The proposal

seems to have evoked a ivide variety of assess-

ments. Some people, ineluding Senator [Clinton

P.] Anderson, say if is a phony. Others see in it

a moderation, possibly a concession. Do you in-

cline to the latter view, and, if so, do you think

that it offers sorne possibility of progress in this

field.'

' The Soviet Union on Mar. 19 expressed its willingness

to reach agreement on the following basis

:

Conclude a treaty baiting all nuclear weaiwns tests in

the atmosphere, the o<'eans, and cosmic space, and all

nndersround tests of seismic magnitude 4.75 or more
;

Agree to the I'.S. proiK)s!il for tlie carrying out of a pro-

gram of research and experimentation among the I'.S.,

U,K„ and I'.S.S.R. with all parlies to the treaty under-

taking at the same time an obligation not to conduct

any nuclear weapons tests during this iieriod below the

threshold of seismic magnitude 4.7i5. '

President and Mr. Macmillan Discuss

Nuclear Test Negotiations

statement hy James C. Bagerty
Press Secretary to the President

White House press release dnted March 24

Following exchanges between President Eisen-

hower and Prime Minister Macmillan, the President

has suggested that the Prime Minister should vis-it

Washington to discuss with him the latest phase of

the Geneva nuclear test negotiations. The Prime
Minister will arrive on March 26th.

A. Well, I would be unwilling to characterize

it in any veiy simple tenns at the present moment.
The oti'er, as I see it, recognizes for the first time

that we are unwilling to put a ban on explosions

which could not Ije detected and wliich are con-

ducted underground. It suggests that a ban
treaty be concluded which would cover all ex-

plosions including underground explosions up to

tlie threshold which appeared in our proposal^

and that there then be a moratorium on the under-

ground tests below that threshold for wiiat in

effect seems to be an indefinite perioil of time, since

4 or 5 years has in one place been mentioned and
then it has been suggested tliat that miglit be ex-

tended during furtiier di.scussions as to what
should be done next.

I miglit add tiiaf this recognizes for the first

time wiiat our scientists have been saying for over

a year, that with present instrumentation there is

no c^^rtain method of ascertaining wiietiier an ex-

plosion or an eartlKjuake l^low a certain level of

magnitude is one or the otiier.^ That factor is a

» BuLLKTiN of Fd). 2!). 1!)C0, p. .327.

' For background, see ib'ul., Jan. 2(i. 19.50, p. 118, and
.Tuly C'. l!)-"'9, p. 10.
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very important one. The other factor in connec-

tion with tliis has to do with continued investiga-

tion by scientific experts of better methods of

detection. All I can add is what has been said at

the \^1iite House, that this matter is under veiy

close scrutiny by the administration.

U.S. Policy on Disarmament and Testing

Q. Mr. Secretary., can you accept a Soviet jrro-

posal or any froposal for a moratorium without

first estahlishing wJi-ether or not the Russians are

willing to accept an adequate number of on-site

inspections of suspicious events?

A. Well, I would not want to be specific on any
particular matter, but, as I say, there are a good
many matters still unresolved with respect to a

treaty within the threshold limitation, entirely

aside from any question as to what should be done
for those explosions below the threshold.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you unilaterally—
coiild this adminiMration unilaterally agree to a

moratorium and have this moratorimn hinding on
the next adininistration from a legal point of
view?

A. That is a legal matter that I would not want
to give the answer to at this time.

Q. You haven't investigated it?

A. It is being looked into.

Q. Mr. Secretary, Trevor Gardner said this

morning that he had ashed the Department for

information on the Soviet offer and he had been

told that some parts of it were being kept secret

by agreement with the Russians. Can you com-

ment on that?

A. That is entirely incorrect. What happened
was that the first cable we got on the offer was a

very brief one. Mr. Wadsworth [Ambassador

James J. Wadsworth, U.S. Representative at the

Geneva Conference on tlie Discontinuance of Nu-
clear Weapons Tests] asked the Soviets for an

amplification as to what was meant by it. We
have received part of the answers, but we liaven't

received all of the answere yet. That is the cor-

rect situation.

Q. Mr. Secretary, as I understand general

United States policy on disarinament, it is that ^ve

canH accept any agreement with the Russlnn,s

either on disarmament in general or the test ban

in particular without substantial inspection and
control and that it is that point whleh gives us

pause on the moratorium aspect of their proposal.

But isn't the sincerity of that position gravely im-

paired by the fact that many people In the Penta-

gon and the AEC \^Atomic Energy Commission^
are pressing the President to renew tests?

A. I am not going to comment on any attitudes

outside the Department. I can only speak for my-
self here. The fii-st part of what you have said

is entirely correct, that our differences, our major
differences, to say nothing of minor differences, in

setting up an inspection system always center

around this question of adequate inspection. It

is the same basic principle that has led to the

failure of earlier disarmament conferences as well

as the nuclear testing.

Q. What I was trying to get at, if I may just

follow up on this, is the problem of the sincerity

of our stand. Regardless of the merits of the dif-

ferences of opinion within the administration,

doesn't the fact that there are differences of this

kind make it terribly difflcult for us not to be

questioned seriously in the sincerity of our overall

stand?

A. I don't think so. I think whatever attitude,

whatever position, the President takes in this mat-

ter will be one of complete sincerity.

Q. Mr. Secretary, do you think that it is pos-

sible to reach, if v:e decide that they are sincere,

to reach some compromise on the two crucial

questions of the term of the moratorium of some-

where between If. and 5 years or 1 or 2 years and

the question of on-site inspections as betiveen the

20 we have suggested and the undetermined few
that they have mentioned?

A. I would rather not speculate on what might

be compromised and what might not at this stage

of the game.

Q. Mr. Secretary, going to a 7nore basic ques-

tion, if I may, how would it be possible to accept

or even seriouily consider a Soinet proposal which

calls for any cessation of testing on a basis of

faith rather than insured inspection? Would
that not itself be a violation of the position, the

policy, you have stated many times?

A. It would. The question of a ban, a treaty

ban, on that basis would.
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Q. Mr. Secretary, then if follows, does it not,

that the present Soviet proposal in its exiating

form is unacceptable:^

A. I am not sayinjr that it is completely unac-

ceptable or completely acceptable. I say tbat it

must Iw studied. I tiiink you can <ratlier from

what I have said that there are parts of it that

would not be acceptable.

Q. Mr. Secrefari/, a Princeton physieist has an

article in '''Foreign Affairs'" * .saying that the

United Stutes and Russia are on the verge of dis-

covering a cheap ri-bomh that cannot he detected

at long distance. Now what I would like to ask is

whether this has been taken into accownt, whether

it is known to the Government and has heeii taken

into account in the fonnuJatioii of the proposal at

Geneva.

A. The scientific community has been very

fi-eely consulted in all our deliberations.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the Chilean. Government ap-

parently has no^w decided to fake the matter of

partial disarmament in Latin America to the Or-

ganization ofAmerican States. Th e ChUean posi-

tion was apparently strengthened by the recent

border agreement with Argentina. Could you tell

us what our attitude is toward a partial disarma-

ment for Latin America.

A. We would be verj' glad to cooperate in any

wa}'. As you know, we have told the Chilean

Government and the Peruvian Government tliat

their initiative in this matter was a v^ery welcome

thino:,^ and we thought it was a desirable thing to

pursue further. I might also add that it is very

gratifying to see that the Chileans and the Argen-

tinians have reached a methotl of finding a solution

to their border difficulties.

Status of Planning for the Summit

Q. Mr. Secretary, there seems to be some differ-

ence of opinion about the question of the status of

planning for the summit, partly as a result of you/r

session the other day. I wondered if you comM

clarify just what you meant in answering this

questi/yn on the status of planning today.

A. Yes. I think I ought to put my answer of

the other day into the context of the questions as

tiiey were asked." I was asked wiiether or not it

would he desii-able to have Senators accompany

the I'resiilent to the sununit conference. I pointed

out that it is often very desirable to have Members
of the Senate accompany tlie President when the

negotiation of a treatj' or a specific agreement was

envisaged but that I did not envisage anything of

that kind being done at the summit itself, that

there was no fixed agenda for the sunmiit meeting.

When the question of planning is raised, that is

a different matter. We have been having discus-

sions with our allies on a contingency basis, so to

speak, on questions that we think may bo raised

at the simimit or that we might want to raise at

the summit. Those conversations are still con-

tinuing at the working level. There will be at

least two meetings of the Foreign Ministers before

the summit and probably a third. The first one

will be liere beginning April 12; there will be

another one in Istanbul at the end of the month

;

tliere will be another one in Paris before the sum-

mit ; so that from the point of view of planning,

insofar as one can plan without a fixed agenda, we
are doing the planning.

Q. Mr. Secretary, would you say what you con-

sider the proper role for the United States to be

in helping Korea and Japan reach a settlement of

their longstanding problems. You had I'emarks

to make earlier on the desirability of this. Shmdd
we play a caretaker role or a good-offices role in

seeing that this is brought about?

A. No. We have never at any time ofi'ered

our good offices. We have expressed a great inter-

est that the matter should be settled between the

Koreans and the Japanese, and the news of the

last few days is most encouraging in that respect.

Q. Mr. Secretary, are you satisfied with what

we are doing to tell the American story to the

Cuban people? In other words, are you asking

that things be stepped up in terms of broadcast-

ing oi' bringing the story to the Cuban people to

counterattack the Castro governmenfs prop-

aganda?

A. Well, as you know, the Voice of America has

resimied an hour of its program beamed to Latin

* Froenian .1. Dyson, "The Fviture Development of Nu-

clear Weajions." l-'orrii/n AlfairH, A]>ril 1900, p. 457.

' For a Department statement, see Bdlleti.n- of Dec. 21,

lO.-.O. p. 007.

" Secretary Herter testified before the Senate Committee

on ForeiRii Relations on Mar. 22. For text of his prepared

statement, see p. 566.
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America, and I think that is probably a good

thing. The question of getting our stoiy over to

the Cuban people is like similar problems in other

sections of tlie world. There is very little diti'er-

ence when there is a degree of control over the lo-

cal press and over the local broadcasting system.

Q. That was my qiifstion. Are you planning

to step it up? Are you planning to increase this

program in any way?

A. We would go as far as we can within en-

tirely projjer means.

Q. Mr. Secretary, in answering an earlier ques-

tion on the test ian business, you said it would
violate your fundamental policy to have a?i agree-

ment with the Russians on this test han affair

taking—involving a matter of good faith. Do
you draw a distinction hetween a continuation of

the unilateral mo7'atorixim which this country luis

given for the last 16 months or so, which might

he continued for some further period, and writing

such a moratorium into a treaty as the Russians

are accepting?

A. I do draw a distinction.

Q. And did your reply earlier apply only to

icriting if into the treaty?

A. It certainly applies to writing it into a

treaty. And it might well ajjply to a longer

moratorium.

Q. That is the unresolved question, is it, a.s of

noiv?

A. One of many.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could tve assurne that the

falling off of diplomatic relations hetween the

United States and Cuba is due exclusively to the

method of economic compensation which is given

to United States citizens for properties expropri-

ated in the agrarian reform program, or are there

other factors of equal importance?

A. I have tried to make it clear that insofar as

the agrarian reform program is concerned this

is entirely an internal matter within (^ubn. Our
quarrel is not with tliat. We liavc liad some quar-

rels with regard to there being a lack of

macliinery for adequate, just, and proin]it com-

pensation, which is the usual international law

governing the seizure of projierties belonging to

other peoples or the confiscation or expropriation

of properties. I think our differences with Cuba
have come about much more because of the very

hostile attitude of the Cuban Government towai-d

us, the remarks that the}' have made toward us,

their indication of real hostility to the United

States.

Q. Mr. Secretary, do you anticipate dhcussing

with the Prime Minister any subjects other than

nuclear test suspensions?

A. I don't know of any. Certainly no agenda

has been fixed, and I don't know of any.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you discuss with us

the middle ground hetween accepting and turning

down the Russian proposal on tests? Where does

it lie? Does it lie in the area of getting some

inspection helow the threshold? Does it lie in

getting international ohservers on suspicious

events in the Soviet Union, such as explosions that

they claim, are nonnvclear and ire don't know
about? What is the middle ground?

A. May I say that insofar as the details of

our negotiations are concerned, I have gone about

as far as I can, because I think the time may come

to talk to the Russians about that and we are

going to be talking to Mr. IVfacmillan about it.

And I would rather not speculate any further as

to our ])osition.

Talks With Brazilian Foreign Minister

Q. Mr. Secretary, following the talks with For-

eign Minister [Horacio] Lafer of Brazil,^ Brazil-

ian officials indicated that the United States now
appeared icilling to press at the next GATT meet-

ing that the Europeans might loioer their duties

and internal taxes on Latin American coffee ship-

ments. Would you care to comment on that, sir?

A. Yes. I am not quite clear where that report

came from. Mr. Lafer, during the course of eco-

nomic discussions, indicated that one of the diffi-

culties that they were having in connection with

their European sales was the high duties that had

to be paid on coffee, and that he hoped very much
that in fortlicoming economic talks they would

have an opjioi-tunity of presenting a case so as to

get tliat <|uite severe inij^ediment to their sale of

cotl'ee removed.

' For background, see Bulletin of .Vpr. 4. litGO, p. ."2.3.
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Q. Well, •<h\ could you tell tix whether toe arc

.sympathetic to that Brazilian position/

A. May I say I am not poiii<; to pick out any

oiu> oomnioility. Wo aiv syiiii):i(lietic to a posi-

tion of fiver traili' all the way aloiifjf the line.

Q. Mr. Secretary, do you expect that tlie

United States position on thisi nuclear test ban

question within the f'.S. Goveiiiment itself will

he resolved before the meetings with Mr. Maomil-

lan, or during them., or afterward? {Laughter)

A. I would say that in jreneral our position is

pretty clear within the United States Govern-

ment. Clearly, if we are frointj to discuss it with

Mr. Macmillan, we are not going to announce it

until after we have discussed with him his posi-

tion, to see to what extent our two positions are

reconciled.

Q. Mr. Secretary, Israel ships and ships of

other mi fions cai-rying Israel goods still are barred

from transit through the Suez, despite the best

efforts of the Secretary-General of the United

Nations. Are you considering noiv taking .some

initiatire in persuading the United Arab Repuh-

lic to operate the Suez in accordance with inter-

national law?

A. No. I think that our position is the same

as it has lieen right along. And I don't feel that

the Secretary-Generars efforts have been con-

cluded in this matter.

Situation in South Africa

Q. Mr. Secretary, the State Department earlier

this week deplored the violence which resulted

from the police action in South Afinca.^ And I

think the South Africatis deplored your de-

ploring. (Laughter) But now the Asians—

' Ou Mar. 22, in response to a query from a news cor-

resjiondent, Lincoln White, Director of the Office of News,

made the foUowinff statement

:

"The United States deplores violence in all its forms

and hopes that the African i)eople of South Africa will

be able to obtain redress for legitimate grievances by

peaceful means. While the United States, as a matter

of iiractice, does not ordinarily comiiicnt on the internal

affairs of governments with which it enjoys normal rela-

tions, it cannot help but regret the tragic loss of life

resulting from the measures taken against the demonstra-

tors in South Africa."

so?ne Asian and African nations have aaked the

Security Council to put this on the agenda for

consideration and action. Mr. [Henry Cabot]

Lodge has .said he will luive a. meeting .soon. He
is the chairman this time. Does the United

States Government favor putting this on the

agetula for discussion and action.''

A. Yes, t he I 'n ited States favors putting this on

the agenda for discussion. Tliis has been our pol-

icy with regard to apartheid for the last 5 years."

So that that is not a new position in :iny way. Am-
bassador Lodge will be chaimian of the Security

Council during the remainder of this month, and

I understand that he expects to receive a letter

from quite a large group of nations asking him to

call the Security Council meeting at the earliest

moment and that lie is likely to receive that this

afternoon. I presume that he will be calling such

a meeting in the comparatively near future.

Q. Mr. Secretatry, to clarify an answer' you just

gave about nwclear test bans, did I understand you

to say that the United States Government has

agreed upon a position or an answer to the Soviet

propo.sal on nuclear test bans, tchich you, will dis-

cuss with Mr. Macmillan lohen he cames here?

A. I would say that we were in agreement on

a position ourselves but that we will probably not

convey it to the Russian Government until we have

had a chance to talk to Mr. Macmillan.

Q. Mr. Secretary, does it follow from, your an-

swer on the Afi'ican situation that the United

States would not oppo.fe the putting onto the

United Nations agenda of a situation, should it

occur within the United States, similar to the kind

of .situation- trhich this Government protested in

South Afiica?

A. May I point out that tlic situation, if it arose

in the United States, would be likely to arise from

an entirely ditl'erent cause. In the United States

we are doing everything we ciin to defend the

rights of minorities. This is a matter that has

been a subject of considerable discussion in our

Congress quite recently. I think that the other

" For a statement made in the t'.N. Spe<ial Political

Committee by Harold Riegelman. U.S. Representative to

the Ceueral Assembly, see IUllf.ti.n' of Dec. 28, 1959, p.

948.
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nations of the world are convinced that this is our

attitude, that we are trying to do this. That is

an entirely different situation from that which has

developed with respect to apartheid, where a very

different situation prevails.

Q. Mr. Secretary, referring again to the United

Nations, has this Government replied as yet to Mr.

UairymarskjoMs quei-y ahout the request of the

22 Afro-Asian members for a special OeneraJ, As-

seinbly session on the Sahara testing situation?

A. No, we have not replied to it. As far as I

know, very few nations have replied to it.

Q. Are you prepared to say anything about ou/r

position on this question as of now?

A. No.

Q. Mr. Secretary, I understand that we have

been investigating the tivo Americans loho are be-

ing held in Cuba for having been apprehended in

the latest plane incident. Can you give us what

you know about the background of those men?

A. No. I think until that investigation has

been completed—and, incidentally, the Cuban au-

thorities, I think, are assisting in that investiga-

tion—I prefer to say nothing.

Q. Mr. Secretary, does the U.S. position on

testing accept the conclusion of the Berkner report

that 3 years would be required to perfect a detec-

tion system? ^°

A. I don't think it necessarily precludes any pe-

riod for that.

Q. Mr. Secretary, in your answer to my pre-

vious question, did I understand you correctly that

you believed that action will be successful through

the U.N. in opening up the Suez?

A. I can't say that I believe it will be successful.

I have repeated many times that I think this is the

avenue that is most likely to lead to success and we

are supporting Mr. Hammarskjold in his efforts.

Mr. Khrushchev's Visit to France

Q. Mr. Secretary, there has been quite a bit of

attention recently to Mr. Khrushchev^s so-called

ivartvings in his French visit about the dangers of

" For biukground, .see ibid., July 6, 1959, p. 16.

revived militarism in West Germany and so on.

Have you given any thought to why he would be

stressing this point at this time?

A. I would rather not speculate on the things

that he is now saying in France. The conversa-

tions are now going on between himself and De
Gaulle, and I think that probably there will be

time enough for that after he has concluded his

visit.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the former Secretary of State,

Mr. Acheson, made a remark today to the effect

that there is total lack of leadership in foreign af-

fairs in the administration. I wondered if you

would care to respond to that.

A. I will respond to it only that this is Mr.

Acheson's own view. He is entitled to his own

view. I don't agree with him.

Q. Mr. Secretary, the other day before the Sen-

ate Foreign Relations Committee you said the

su7nrtiit conference coining up would be a gamble.

Do you think that Mr. Macmillan is worded about

this? Does he want to talk this over?

A. I have no idea whether he will be raising that

question or not.

Q. Do you think the British are worried about

that position or your estimate of it?

A. I don't know. I would think perhaps "gam-

ble" is the wrong adjective to use. If one says

it's uncertain as to outcome, it's perhaps a better

definition, and I think Mr. Macmillan would prob-

ably agree with that.

Problem of Berlin

Q. Mr. Secretary, according to United Press

dispatches. Mayor Willy Brandt of Berlin believes

that Berlin u actuully a minor world problem and

useless as a key for solving basic issues which di-

vide the East and West. He said the problem of

Berlin loas a symptom, rather than a cause of the

cold war and it indicated that more vital problems

should be the concern of the nations that icill be

meeting at the summit. Would you care to com-

ment on his appraisal?

A. Well, we have always taken the position

that Berlin should be considered in the context of
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the wliolo (lonnan prohloin, which nic^uis tho fu-

ture of Eiist (Jerniauy. We liave never ininiuiizeil

it as being a problem. It's a i\>al problem. As
you know, t'liam-eUor Adenauer has also taken the

position that ilisarinament is the key and most

important problem and ought to be given priority

in any discussions. I don't think we are neces-

sarily weighing them one way or the otiier. We
expect that probably both of these pix)blems will

come up for discussion, and they are both very

important and serious problems.

Q. Mr. Secretary, in that connection, the Chan-
cellor suggested, ^chen he was here, a plebiscite in

"Went Berlin before the summit meeting. What do

you think of this idea?

A. Well, as you know, that proposal came
rather as a surprise to us. We feel that it's essen-

tialh' a matter for the people of Berlin themselves

and their local government to make a determma-

tion on.

Q. Mr. Secretary, Vm ashing this question in

behalf of the Cuban newsmen icha are here. They
want to know tchether—it has been said, or at

least there is some information, that there is some

labor difficulty in the naval base in Guantanamo
Bay in Cuba. Now, does the United States con-

template any further, any action on that matter—
since ifs international?

A. No official representations have been made
to us of any kind on this matter. A few days ago

four individual labor leadere asked Mr. Bonsai

[Philip W. Bonsai, U.S. Ambassador to Cuba]

if they could talk this matter over with him. He
said that this was entirely a matter of local ad-

ministration, that if they wanted to talk the mat-

ter over they should talk it over with the Navy ad-

ministration at Guantanamo. Yesterday the

Cuban Secretary of Labor indicated that the

labor on the base should come under the general

labor jurisdiction in the mainland of Cuba. As
far as I know, however, no official representation

has Ijeen made to us on that matter. Those have

only been statements that have been made.

Sugar Legislation

Q. .Mr. Secretary, Brazilian sugar interests,

which now have no quota at all, are eager to get

not part of the Cuban basic quota but to come in

on some of the shortfall or annual increment in

the United States market. And tliere is some
sympathy for this position up on the Ilill. Would
the administration be prepared to go alang with

ameiulinents to the act if these were suggested by

Congress?

A. Well, as you know, the administration bill

makes no changes in the quota. We had hoped to

get this matter up last year before Congress, be-

cause if you're going to have any changes of quota

you have got a lot of pulling and hauling that goes

on for a very considerable period of time. I'm
hopeful that in this session of the Congress some
legislation will be enacted. If they begin de novo,

opening up the whole quota question and its dis-

tribution among countries, I'm afraid it will be

a very long-tlrawn-out affair, and, of course, we
are entirely dependent on the Congress, which has

to take the initiative in this matter because of the

expiration of the act at the end of December.

Q. Mr. Secretary, I get the impression from
your previous answers that toe don't kmow mxtah

about ichat Prime Minister MacmAllan is going to

adva7ice lohen he gets here. You say there will be

som^e exchange of views on the last Soviet test

offer, and you don^t knoio what else he is going

to talk about. Is that a. correct impression?

A. That is entirely a correct impre.ssion. I

think they have been studying the matter, and we
have been studying the matter, and we are going

to exchange views about it.

Q. How does it come abotit then that the Presi-

dent has invited him to come?

A. That I can't tell. It's an exchange between

the two of them.

Q. Thank you, sir.

Letters of Credence

Iran

The newly appointed Ambassador of Iran,

Ardeshir Zahedi, presented his credentials to

President Eisenhower on March 23. For texts of

the Ambassador's remarks and the President's

reply, see Department of State press release 147

dated March 23.
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United States Releases Document
Defining Special Status of Berlin

The Department of State released on March 24

{press release 152) a photographic copy of the

original English and Russian texts of the agree-

ment hetiveen the Soviet Union., the United King-

dom, and the United States concerning the areas

tohich their respective militaiy forces would oc-

cupy in Germany. Folloioing is a Department

statement and the English text of the agreement.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT

During recent jiionths it has been evident that

representatives of the East German regime have

been endeavoring to implant through various

propaganda means the notion that Berlin is "part

of" or "on" the territory of the zone of occupation

allocated to the Soviet Union and hence "part of"

or "on" territoiy of the regime in Eastern

Germany.^

Since the matter of the nature and definition of

the areas of Germany to be occupied by the Allied

Powei-s has thus been made a matter of public is-

sue, there is released herewith a photogi-aphic

reproduction of the original English and Rus-

sian ^ texts of the agreement between the United

States, United Kingdom, and the U.S.S.R. con-

cerning the areas which their respective military

forces would occupy in Germany. The documents

make clear that the Berlin area was not "part of"

or "on" the territory to be occupied by any of the

powers under the agi'eement. Rather, the agree-

ment clearly indicates that Berlin was designated

as a separate area to be jointly occupied. The
Allied military forces have remainetl in Berlin

without relinquishing the rights derived from the

military defeat of Nazi Gei-many. There is, there-

fore, no basis for suggesting that Berlin has some-

how been mysteriously merged with or placed on

the territory of one of the occupation powers.

The documents and accompanying map ^ were

signed in London by John G. Winant for the

United States, by Sir William Strang for the

United Kingdom, and by F. T. Gousev for the

Soviet Union.

(Note: Blanks in paragraphs of the agreement

describing two zones and two sectore were filled

in with "United Kmgdom" and "United States

of America" on November 14, 1944. On July 26,

1945, the agreement was amended to include the

French Republic. The American and British

sectors of Berlin and zones in "Western Germany
were subdivided to provide appropriate areas for

French forces. Neither action affected sector or

zonal boundaries between Western and Soviet

areas.)

TEXT OF 1944 AGREEMENT

PROTOCOL

between the Governments of the United States of

America, the United Kingdom, and the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, on the zones of occupation In Ger-

many and the administration of "Greater Berlin".

oOo

' For background on the problem of Berlin and the

question of the rights of the Allied Powers, see Bulletin

of Aug. 24, l!».-".l, p. li(ir>.

' Not printisl hero.

" Not printed here; copies (jf the map are availatile upon
request from the Office of Public Services, Department of

State, WashinRton 2.^), D.C.

The Governments of the United States of America, the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have reached

the following agreement with regard to the execution of

Article 11 of the Instrument of Unconditional Surrender

of Germany :-

1. Germany, within her frontiers as they were on the 31st

December, 10.37, will, for the puriioses of occupation, be

divided into three zones, one of which will be allotted to

each of the three Powers, and a special Berlin area, which
will be under joint occuiMition by the three Powers.

2. The boundaries of the three zones and of the Berlin

area, and the allwation of the three zones as between

the U.S.A., the U.K. and the U.S.S.R. will be as follows :-

Eastern Zone (as The tenitory of Germany (in-

slieicn on the an- eluding tlie i)rovince of East

)ii\r>(l map "A") Pru.ssia) situattnl to the East of

a line drawn from the i»oint on

Liibeck Ba.v where the frontiers

of Sclileswig-Holstein and Me<-k-

lenburg meet, along the western

frontier of Mecklenburg to the

frontier of the province of Han-

over, thence, along the eastern

frontier of Hanover, to the fron-

tier of Brunswick ; thence along

the western frontier of the Prus-

sian province of Saxony to the
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Xortli-Wcstcrn Zone

(as ulivini on the uii-

nercd map "A")

Soiitli-Wc^tcni Zone

{an sheicn on the an-

nexed map ''A")

Berlin Area (ag

shewn on the an-

nexed 4 sheets of

map "B")

western frontier of A ii li ;i 1 I ;

thence iiloiiu the western fron-

tier of Aniiiilt ; tlience iilon« llie

western frontier of tlie I'rus-

siiiu province of Siixony inul

the western frontier of Thu-

ringlii to wliere the latter meets

the Biiviiriiin frontier: tlience

eastwards along the northern

frontier of Havaria to the 1!>37

C'zecliosliivakian frontier, will he

(H'cnpitMl by arnitnl forces of the

r.S.S.R.. with the exception of

the Berlin area, for which a

special system of occupation is

provided below.

The territory of (Jeniuiny situ-

ated to the west of the line

detined above, and bouudetl on

the south by a line drawn from

the point where the western

frontier of Tliuringia meets the

frcmtier of Bavaria : thence west-

wards along the southern fron-

tiers of the Prussian provinces

of Hessen-Xassau and Rhein-

provinz to where the latter meets

the frontier of France will
be occupied by armed forces

of

All the remainiuK territory of

Western Germany situated to the

south ()f the line definetl in the

description of the Xorth-Western

Zone will be occupied by armed
forces of

The frontiers of States (Lauder)

and Provinces within CJermaiiy,

referred to in the foregning de-

.scriptions of the /.ones, are those

which existiMl after the coming

into effect of the de<-re<» of 2."ith

June, 1!»41 (published in the

Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, Xo. 72,

3rd Jul.v, V.Hl).

The Berlin arcii (l)y which ex-

pression is understood the terri-

tory of "Greater Berlin" as

detined by the Law of the 27th

April, 1920) will be jointly occu-

pied b.v arme<l forces of the

U.S.A., U.K., and I'.S.S.R., a.s-

signed by the respective Com-
manders-in-Chief. For this
purpose the territory of "Greater

Berlin" will be divided into the

following three pjirts:

—

Xorth-Eastcrn part of "Greater

Birlin" (districts of Pankow,

Prenziaucrlierg. Mitte, Weis-

sense<', Fricilrii'lishain, I>ich-

tenberg, 'IYei)tow, Kiipenick)

will be (M-cupie<l by the forces

of the r.S.S.U.

;

Xorth-Western part of "Greater

Berlin" (districts of Reinick-

endorf. Wedding. 'I'icrgarten,

Charlottenburg. SfKindau, Wil-

mersdorf) will be occupied by

the forces of

Southern part of "Greater Ber-

lin" (districts of Zehlendorf,

Steglitz, Schfineberg, Kreuz-

berg, Tempelhof, Xeukiilln)

will be occupied by the forces

of •.
. .

The boundaries of districts
within "(Jreater Berlin", referred

to in the foregoing descriptions,

are those which existed after

the coming into effect of the de-

cree published on 27th March,

1938 (Amtsblatt der Reichshaupt-

stadt Berlin Xo. 13 of 27th

March, 1938, page 215).

3. The occupying forces In each of the three zones into

which (Jermany is divided will be under a Commander-
in-(Miief designated by the (jovernment of the country

whose forces occupy that zone.

4. Kach of the three Powers may, at its discretion. in<-lude

among the forces as.>;igned to occupation duties under

the command <if its Commander-in-Chief, auxiliary con-

tingents from the forces of any other Allied Power which
has participated in military operations against Germany.

5. An Inter-Allied Governing Authority ( Komcndatura)
consisting of three Commandants. appointe<l by their re-

spective Conunanders-in-Chief, will be establishetl to

direct jointly the administration of the "Greater Berlin"

Area.

(!. This Protocol has been drawn up In triplicate in the

English and Russian languages. Both texts are authen-

tic. The Protocol will come into force on the signa-

ture by Germany of the Instrument of Unconditional

Surrender.

The above text of the ProtiKol lH'twe«>n the (Govern-

ments of the United States of America, the United King-

dom and the Union of Soviet SiX'ialist Republics, on

the zones of occupation in Germany and the adminis-

tration of "Greater Berlin" has been i)rei)are<l and unanl-

mou.sly adopted by the Kuroi>ean .Vdvisory Commission

at a meeting held on 12th September, 1944, with the

exception of the allocation of the Xorth-Western and
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South-Western zones of occupation in Germany and the

North-Western and Southern parts of "Greater Berlin",

which requires furtlier consideration and joint agreement

by the Governments of the U.S.A., U.K. and U.S.S.R.

Lancaster House,

London, 8.W. 1.

nth September, 19U.

Representative of the Government of

the U.S.A. on the European Advis-

ory Commission

:

John G. Winant

Representative of the Government of

the U.K. on the European Advisory

Commission

:

William Strang

Representative of the Government of

the U.S.S.R. on the European Ad-

visory Commission:

F. T. GousEV

President To Visit Portugal

White House press release dated March 17

The White House announced on March 17 that

President Eisenhower has accepted an invitation

from the President of the Portuguese Kepublic,

Americo Eodrigues Tomas, to visit Portugal.

The President's stopover in Lisbon, during which

he will be the guest of the President of Portugal,

will take place on his return trip from the sum-

mit meeting, which opens at Paris on May 16.

U.S. Protests Imprisonment

of Bishop Walsh

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY HERTER

Press release 138 dated March 18

It is with the deepest regret that I have learned

of tlie sentencing of Bishop [James P^dward
|

Walsh to 20 years' imprisonment by a Chinese

Communist court in Sliangliai. Risliop Walsli

served the Chinese people for 30 years. The
charges that he also served in any way as an

American spy are totally false. His sentencing

is inexcusable.

I find it difficult to emphasize sivfficiently the re-

vulsion that I, personally, and the United States

Government feel today. I am instructmg our

Ambassador at Warsaw to lodge the strongest

possible protest with the representative of the

Cliinese Communist regime at their next meeting,

Tuesday, March 22.

I am certain that the rest of the world will

join me in condemning this action taken against

an innocent citizen of the United States and a dis-

tinguished member of the Catholic clergy. His

only mission was religious, and his personal de-

votion to the spiritual welfare of his fellow Cath-

olics was so deep as to compel him to remain on

the Chinese mainland despite the pereecution of

his church by a godless regime.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT

Press release 144 dated March 22

Ambassador Jacob D. Beam in today's meeting

[March 22] at Warsaw with Chinese Communist
Ambassador Wang Ping-nan strongly protested

the trial and sentencing on March 18 of Bishop

James Edward WaLsh of the MarvknoU Fatliere

to 20 years' imprisonment for alleged esjiionage.

He told Ambassador Wang that the accusation

that Bishop Walsh was a spy for the United

States Government was totally false and that the

Government and people of the United States felt

deep revulsion and indignation at this inexcusable

act.

Ambassador Wang attempted to defend the

Communist actions by repeating charges of espio-

nage M'hich had already been broadcast by the

Chinese Communist official news agency. Char-

acterizing these charges as a tissue of falsehood,

Ambassador Beam accused the Chinese Commu-
nists of sliowing complete indifference to hmnani-

tarian ]>rinciples and callous disregard of tlie

universally accepted standards of international

law and behavior among civilized nations. He
pointed out that for 17 months the Chinese Com-
munist regime had held Bishop Walsh incom-

municado, refusuig repeated requests made at the

War.snw mootings for information concerning liis

heallli and the details of tlie charges against him.

Ambassador Beam described the treatment of

Bishop Walsh as one more step in tlie systematic

persecution of religion in Communist Cliina.
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Polish Deputy Prime Minister

Visits United States

Tho Depuitiuont of Stnte iinnounccd on

Miircli 1(> (press release 12^) that Piotr Jarosze-

wicz, Deputy Prime Minister of Poland, accom-

l)anie(l by Stanislaw Miernilc, Vice Minister in

tho Polish Ministry of Cheniioal Industry, Boh-

dan I>ewando\vski. Deputy Director in the Polish

Ministry of Foi-eijrn Affairs, and Bohdan Suchow-

iak. Director of tlie Central Board of Heavy
MachineiT Construction, was scheduled to arrive

in the United Staters March 2:^. The group came
on the invitation of the U.S. Government under

the leader program of the International Educa-

tional Exchange Service, Department of State.

The group will spend approximately 2 weeks

in tho United States. They will meet with high

U.S. officials in Washington and will travel to

various parts of the country. Their travel

will include visits to a number of manufac-

turing plants illustrative of America's industrial

economy.

ing TT.S.S.R. forceps. I have heard little disagree-

ment with this evaluation.

Critics of the program generally question

whether our deterrent will continue to 1m^ effective

in (lie future. If we were to remain static, without

improving our military strength for several years,

I do not doubt that the U.S.S.R. could seriously

challenge us. However, we are continually im-

proving our military posture. New weapons sys-

tems are l)eing added to the Strategic Air Com-
mand, and this effex-tiveness is iK'ing improved.

Hound Dog air-to-ground missile is an example.

Polaris-carn'ing nuclear submarines, with their

inherent mobility and concwilment, are l>eing

built. Tlio Atlas missile is l>eing deployetl, and
the Titan and Minutenian missiles are progress-

ing rapidly in their development. A missile early-

warning-system, BMEWS, will soon begin its op-

eration. Thor and Jupiter missiles are being de-

ployed to our allies, our deployed Army, Navy,
Air Force, and Marine Corps, and their readiness

wherever located plus our planned strategic-

weapons systems insure that there is and will be

no deterrent gap.

Secretary Gates Answers Questions

on National Defense

Following are the replies of Secretary of De-

fense Thomas S. Gates to questions on national

defense submitted by the television neiosreels.

They were filmed on March 10 and released later

the same day.

Q. Some antics of our defense program, say the

administration is gambling with our very survival

by limiting defense spending. Are you person-

ally satisfied that this country now has the neces-

sary arsenal to deter a poasihle aggressor, and will

we continue to have it in the years to come?

A. Nobody is gambling with our survival. We
and our critics are one in our determination to

maintain a first-class defense. Tho oi>jective is

to provide proper defense most efficiently and

without waste.

The T'..*^. twlay has such great military power

and long-range striking capability that no nation

or combination of nations could afford to attack

us. This judgment is based upon the known state

of our own forces and an assessment of the exist-

The Nation's Defenses

Q. Could we improve the Nation''s defenses by
adding a couple of billion dollars to the budget?

A. The U.S. must be prepared for both general

and limited war. The best judgment of those of

us wjio are ])lanning for the defense of our coun-

try, incUiding the President of the United States,

is that at this time our present program provides

the amount of militaiy power required for na-

tional security. New developments can change

this picture at any time, and I will never hesitate

to recommend increases when events warrant,

eitlier a change in the threat or a teclmological

breakthrough on our part.

Q. Could a sneak attack of 150 Russian ICBWs
and 150 IRBM''s destroy our ability to counter-

attack?

A. This arithmetic has been used in di.scussing

strictly hypothetical situations. I would say that

any implication that our total deterrent strength

would ever be so vulnerable is unrealistic.

This hypothesis was based upon a number of

assumptions:

1. It assumes tliat our strategic retaliatory
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forces would all be located at 100 unprotected

fixed bases at whatever time in the future the Kus-

sians had the prescribed number of missiles and

that the Russians would know exactly where each

of these bases was.

2. It assumes that they could prepare to launch

all these missiles—in other words, go to war-

without any intelligence of this being acquired by

the free world.

3. It assumes that they could get off all of these

complex missiles with such success on launching

and such accuracy on arrival that they would land

on targets simultaneously in many parts of the

world—with no warning.

The hypothesis ignores among other factoi-s the

micertainties of warning, accuracy, reliability,

and salvo capabilities—and the state of our forces

at any given hour. Moreover, it ignores the Po-

laris submarines, which we will begin to deploy

this fall, each equipped with 16 nuclear missiles,

the nuclear punch of our Navy carrier aircraft

deployed at sea, and Air Force deployed fighter

bombers. It ignores the development of the mis-

sile early-warning system. We will have some of

this warning capability this fall. It also ignores

our capability to institute airborne alert. We
have no intention of permitting our deterrent

strength to decline to such a position where the

U.S.S.R. could even contemplate such action.

Q. Should loe have a M-hoiir airborne alert of

SAC hombers?

A. A considerable portion of our strategic

bombers are held in a position of ground alert-

able to take off on 15 minutes' warning. This

would provide an adequate measure of immunity

from surprise attack in the face of the current air-

borne tlii-eat. The danger of attack without warn-

ing will increase as missiles become available. We
must be ready to adjust to it in order to maintain

our deterrent ability.

One action we could take would be to keep a

sizable number of bombers continuously airborne

at such times as the Joint Chiefs of Staff' sec a

need for such action. Some $140 million has been

provided to prepare for this alert capability this

year and $90 million more is in the new budget.

Additional money would bo made available if

needed. The Joint Ciiiefs of Staff confirm that

there is no need for an airborne alert at this time.

Q. The Army has urged more money for the
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Nike-Zeus antimissile frogram. WiU thi^s be

granted, and ivhat is the general status of this

weapon?

A. The Nike-Zeus has promise as an antimissile

system. We do not want to start a production

program on a point defense system totaling many

billions of dollars without greater confidence that

it can contribute some solution to the missile de-

fense problem. Several exhaustive detailed stud-

ies have been undertaken and a full-scale test

arranged, costing several hundred million.

These studies provide only partial answers to

certain significant doubts about this system. De-

finitive information will be obtained from the

test program.

The need for better answere is the reason pro-

duction of Nike-Zeus was not authorized by the

Department of Defense at this time.

This is not to he construed as a criticism of

Nike-Zeus. The Army and its contractors are to

be commended for their effective exploitation of

the most difficult scientific and engineering tech-

niques inherent in this weapons system.

We intend to continue research, development,

and test at liigh priority.

U.S. Military Assistance Program

Q. Will you give us your views as to the neces-

sity of our foreign military aid?

A. Tlie tremendous military might of the Sino-

Soviet bloc requires free-world military forces

strong enough to deter aggression. No nation

can alone maintain these forces. Contributions

to the common defense are required by e\cry mem-

ber nation in free-world alliances. Our military

assistance is the cement for these alliances. We
provide the equipment and training wliich the

countries cannot provide for themselves. The

military assistance program makes possible the

maintenance of adequate common defense.

I know of no more forceful way to emphasize

tliis than to cite tlie Joint Cliiefs of Staff, who

said tliat they would not want one dollar added

to the Defense budget for 1961 if that dollar had

to come out of our recommended military

assistance program.

Q. What will recipients of military aid contrib-

ute toward the secunty of th^ free xoorld?

A. The benefits wliicli we receive from military
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assistance to over 40 free-world allies fall into

two major catefrories. The lirst is made iij) of all

that those allies eoiitrihiite to the forward force

which is an integral part of our total stratejry.

The armies of the countries to which we are piving

aid have increasetl from ."U/o million to ;") million;

their navies have increased from ahout 1,2(K) to

1,800 comhatant ships: their air forces have in-

creased from al)out IT.tKH) to over 20,000 airplanes,

al)out half of which are jet; and all of these

forces are now better trained and better e(iui])j)ed.

The second beneKt is what our allies contribute

to the deployment of our own forward forces in

overseas bases and forces to protect them. "With-

out access to our installations abroad, our own
deten-ent power could be seriously weakened.

As our allies grow in military and economic

strength, they contribute more to the collective

effoi't. For example. Germany, the United King-

dom, and Canada are iKuuing the entire cost of

their contribution to the defense of the North
Atlantic Treaty ai-ea and of the free world. They
also are furnishing military aid to other countries.

Other countries have joined with us in bearing

the cost of defense. Cost-sharing arrangements

for tlie production of missiles have been conchulcd

in the European area, and negotiations continue

concerning the joint production of modern air-

craft and naval vessels.

Q. Serious questions have been raised about our

inteUigence estimates and why certain informa-

tion did not go in to the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs. Can you clarify this?

A. Neither General [Nathan F.] Twining nor

I has been deprived of essential elements of in-

telligence, nor do I believe that our testimony

indicates that we have been deprived of such

essential elements.

Knowledge available this year made it possible

to introduce an additional factor in preparing

the National Intelligence Estimate concerning So-

viet ICBM's. In this year's estimates the intelli-

gence communit}' therefore presented one set of

figures regarding numbers of Soviet ICBM's
which reflected this factor.

The CIA [Central Intelligence Agency] re-

cently prepared for Congress a chart that applied

this factor to the figures of a year ago. General

Twining said he had not seen this chart. There

was no reason why he or I should have seen it,

since it represented merely the application of this

additional factor tu last year's figure for com-
parative purposes alone and did not in any way
alter the NIK for last yeai-.

The flow of intelligence information and its

assessment by the intelligence experts is a continu-

ous process. General Twining and I are kept
constantly informed on imjiortant developments
in tiiis area.

The intelligence community of this Government
has a solid rec-ord of seeking and interpreting the

facts without fear or favor.

U.S. To Send Grain to Lebanon
Press release 154 dated March 24

The Department of State announced on March
24 that the United States will send H),(m) tons of
wheat and feed grains to Lebanon to alleviate

sliorlages which ha\e resulted from drought and
insect infestation.

The grain will be provided by the International

Cooperation Administration under emergency
provisions of title II, Public Law 480, the Agri-
cultural Trade Development and Assistance Act.

ICA is now making ari-angements to ship the

grain to Lebanon at the earliest possible time.

Trade Talks With Venezuela
Press release 124 dated March 15

U.S. representatives will begin consultations

with the Government of Venezuela on March 22
to study the effect of certain import restrictions

recently imposed by the Government of Venezuela
on traditional U.S. export trade with that coun-

try. These consultations will be held at Caracas
and have be*n requested by the United States

under tlie provisions of article XVII of the

bilateral trade agreement.' The restrictive meas-
ures date, for the most part, from July and
Noveml)er 1959 and affect, among other things,

cigarett&s, wheat flour, automobiles, cameras,

canned food products, copper cable, and numer-
ous luxury and semiluxury tyixi goods. Similar

restrictions applying to imports of radios, phono-
graphs, and television receivers have recently

been lifted.

These consultations do not involve any revision

or modification of the existing bilateral trade

agreoment.

TA Stat. 2375; Treaties and Other International Acta

Series 2565.
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U.S. Announces National Program for Expansion of Export Trade

On March 17, in a special message to the Con-

gress, President Eisenhower announced a national

program, to promote an increase in the volume of

United States exports. Following is the text of

the President^ message and statements made on

March 17 at a jrress conference at the Department

of Commerce hy Under Secretary of State Doug-

las Dillon and Under Secretai'y of Commerce
Philip A. Ray, together with the report of the

Interagency Export Promotion Task Force.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE TO CONGRESS •

To the Congress of the United States

:

Because inci-eased exports are important to the

United States at tliis time, tlie acbninistration lias

developed a program to promote the growth of

our export trade. "V^Hiile most of the public steps

to be taken with this end in view can be accom-

plished under existing legislative authority, the

cooperation and support of the Congress are vital

to the success of this program.

Expanded exports can add substantially to the

millions of jobs already generated for our people

by export trade. At the same time, our export

surplus contributes significantly to our capacity

to sustain our expenditures abroad for investment,

private travel, maintenance of U.S. military

forces, and programs of foreign economic coopera-

tion. To support these essential activities, which

are reflected in our international balance of pay-

ments, we must, as I pointed out in my state of

the Union message,'' promote a rising volume of

exports and world trade.

Unlike the sellers' markets of early postwar

years, when productive capacity abroad was lim-

ited, world markets have recently become highly

'H. Doc. 359, 8Gth Cong., 2d sess.; transmitted on
Mar. 17.

" Bulletin of Jan. 25, lOGO, p. 111.

competitive. To expand exports in these circum-

stances demands a more vigorous effort by both

Government and business to improve our capacity

for international competition.

Through the trade agreements program we shall

continue to work with other countries toward the

removal of unnecessary obstacles to international

trade and payments. The discriminatory restric-

tions that other countries imposed at a time when
they had serious balance-of-payments difficulties

have been especially burdensome to our exports.

Economic improvement in many countries has

removed the justification for such barriers and,

with the assistance of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade and the International Monetary

Fund, much has been accomplished in eliminating

those restrictions. We shall continue to seek the

elimination of the discriminatory restrictions that

still remain; we shall also continue to seek the

general reduction of quantitative controls.

To assist our exporters to meet current interna-

tional competition in export financing arrange-

ments, the Expoi-t-Import Bank will inaugurate

a new program of guarantees of noncommercial

risks for short-term export credits. The Bank will

also expand and improve its existing credit facili-

ties for medium-term export transactions. These

steps, which can be taken under existing statutory

authority, sliould improve the ability of our ex-

porters to compete in %vorld markets. These ar-

rangements will be designed and adiniiii.'^tered to

encourage full i^articipation of commorical banks

and other private sources of credit and guarantees.

To lielp our exporters in the development of

tlieir foreign sales, we should improve tlie numer-

ous Government services now available to business

firms and especially useful to our smaller pro-

ducer. These services have been available all

along, but we must infuse them with a new purpose

and strengthen them with additional resources.

Accordingly, I have directed comprohonsive

steps

—
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To strenptlien tlio trade promotion services of

the Department of Commerce, including: its (ield

offic<?s kx-uted tliroui.diont tlie United States;

To expand and {rive higher priority to tlie com-
mercial activities of the Foreijni Service;

To oxpuiid the a^rii'ultural trade promotion ac-

tivities of the Department of Agriculture;

To place greater emphasis on the prompt re-

porting of information useful to American
exporters;

To establish new overseas trade centers

;

To make fuller use of international trade fairs,

trade missions, and other promotional means to

stimulate the interest of foreign buyers in U.S.

products while continuing to emphasize the basic

objectives of the special program for international

understanding; and

To emphasize the promotion of tourist travel to

the United States.

Tlie details of this program will be presented

during the congressional hearings soon to be held

on the expansion of U.S. trade and in connection

•with a forthcoming request for the supplemental

appropriations necessary for rapid progress in the

export promotion program. Government promo-
tion, however, can be effective only to the extent

that it stimulates and encourages private business

efforts to expand .sales abroad. Government can

help enlarge export opportunities, but it is Ameri-

can business that must supply and sell the goods

that world markets demand.

To this end I have asked the Secretary of Com-
merce, in cooperation with other department

heads, to enlist the efforts of the business com-

munity. Consultations have already been held

in connection with the preparation of this pro-

gram. In addition, a group of business leaders

will be asked to organize an export drive by busi-

ness, to enlist the active support of existing na-

tional and local business groups, to discover the

sectors in which better results can be obtaii:ed, to

assist and encourage businessmen newly entering

the export field, to strengthen contacts with busi-

ness groups abroad, and to develop an organiza-

tion structure adequate to these purposes.

The individual steps in this export program are

modest ones. Their cumulative effect, however,

will be substantial if Americiin enterprise will

make the ne<*ssary effort. With the support of

the Congress, this Government can both facilitate

and give continued impetus to the expansion of
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our exports as free world economic progress con-

tinues to eidarge the potential for international

trade. The rising tide of [)ro<luctivity and pros-

perity in many nations creates a timely oppor-

tunity for mutual benefits from expanding world
trade. By pursuing this opportunity, we can pro-

mote vigorous economic growth both at home and
abroad.

DwiGiiT D. Eisenhower

The WnrrE House,

March 17, 1960.

STATEMENT BY UNDER SECRETARY DILLON

Press release 129 dated March 17

Until very recently we ha\-o not felt that our
foreign policy, the forwarding of our worldwide
interests, carried with it a requirement for greatly

increased efforts to maximize our exports. Today
the situation is quite different. A substantial ex-

port surplus is now vitally important in the na-

tional interest. It is for this reason in particular

that we in the Department of State are joining

wholeheartedly with our friends and associates in

the Department of Commerce in a common effort

to stimulate and increase our exports.

Today any businessman who works to sell

American-made products abroad should know
that he is contributing directly and importantly
to the national interest and the national good.
Because of this we have no hesitation in asking the

full suppoi-t of American business in this effort.

Once the situation is fully understood we are con-
fident that business will respond to the very best

of its abilities.

Tlie maintenance of substantial American
military forces abroad and the continued opera-
tion of our economic foreign aid programs are
essential to our national security. Both of these

are an absolute necessity today if stability and
progress are to be maintained in the free world.

Both of these require for their proper fulfillment

a continued and substantial United States export

surplus.

In the years immediately following the war
there was no problem about exports because we
were the only large-scale producers and our sales

were limited only by the availability of dollars in

other countrias. Today the industrialized free

world has recovered. Our friends in Europe and
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Japan provide strong competition for our efforts.

In some areas their prices are much lower than

ours; in many others this is not the case. But
they work day and night to increase their ex-

ports. Tliis is the normal situation for an in-

dustrialized country such as ours. The time has

come for us to give exports the same sort of

priority and atteiition as others do. In addition,

of course, we must also consider that we are

faced by an increasing aggressiveness on the part

of international communism in the field of foreign

trade.

In the field of trade, during the past year, our

friends and allies dismantled their barriers

against dollar imports to a considei-able degree.

This trend is continuing, and by the end of this

year quota discriminations against dollar imports

should be almost a thing of the past. This opens

up substantial opportimities for additional

exports. But the day is past when our goods will

simply sell themselves. Botli Go\'ernment and
business must make additional efforts if we are

to obtain the beneficial results which are promised

by the ending of dollar discrimination.

We can be confident that other countries are

workmg with us today in this great effort. We
no longer stand alone. But unless we as a na-

tion reestablish and maintain a substantial ex-

port surplus, we will fuid it extremely difficult to

continue the efforts we must make to keep the free

world free—efforts, mind you, that are essential

to our own freedom. Today, as never before, we
need to increase our exports not solely for com-

mercial reasons but as a means of retaining our

position as a leader of the free world. Our goods

sold abroad not only act as ambassadors of the

American way of life but will do yeoman serv-

ice in helping us to meet the political, military,

and economic challenges that lie ahead. This is a

task for American private business; we in Gov-
ei-nment intend to do everything possible to help.

STATEMENT BY MR. RAY ^

A national program (o promote an increase in

the volume of United States exports was an-

nounced by the President in a special message to

the Congress today.

A rising tide of prosperity abroad has created

'Mr. Ray is chairman of the Interagency Export Pro-
motion Task Force.

new opportunities for the sale of American goods.

The President's message initiates new action by

the executive branch—especially the Departments

of State and Commerce and the Export-Import

Bank—in a series of coordinated measures to im-

prove and expand Government services to private

industry in the development of world trade and to

enlist increasing cooperation between Government
and business in finding new markets overseas.

We expect the program will stimulate more

production, more sales, more jobs, and more im-

petus to economic growth. Our exports also

should help raise the level of living of our foreign

customers.

Characteristics of the program include high

priority in Government policy henceforth to be

given to export expansion, a higher plateau of

interest and activity by respective Government

agencies, and a broader participation in export,

promotion by private enterprise on a sustained

basis.

Government can assist—and will assist more
than ever—but in the last analysis, business itself

must make and sell the goods.

The program is the result of several months of

intensive survey and study by the executive branch

of current trade problems and foreign trade

opportunities.

Reports and suggestions were received from
authorities on trade in the private sector and from
Government officials at home and abroad. From
preliminai-y research stemmed the establishment

of an Interagency Export Promotion Task Force,

wliich continued studies and consultations with

private and goveriunental experts and recom-

mended specific plans for a step-by-step program
to increase United States export sales. Detailed

research and proposals for the task force also were

developed by an Intei-agency Steering Committee.

The interagency task force, under whose direc-

tion the program was developed, consists of the

following members: Under Secretary of Com-
merce, chairman; Under Secretary of State; Un-
der Secretary of the Treasury; Director of the

Bureau of tlie Budget; Ciiairman of the Council

of Economic Advisers; Chairman of the Council

on Foreign Economic Policy ; and President of the

Export-Import Bank.

Its recommendations have been accepted by the

pertinent executive branch agencies, and they now
are the basis for the national export expansion

program, which the President announced today.
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REPORT OF INTERAGENCY EXPORT PROMO-
TION TASK FORCE

A National Pkoq&am To Expand United States Exports

The program Is the result of several months Intensive

survey ami study by the Exin-utive liraiich of curront

trade problems and attractive overseas sales opportuni-

ties. Reiwrts and suggestions were received from author-

ities on trade in the private seetor and from government
officials at home and abroad.

The Interagency Task Force under whose direction the

program was develope<l consists of the following members:
Under SecTetary of Commerce, Chairman ; Director of the

15ureau of the Budget; Under Swretary of State; Under
Secretary of the Trea.sury ; Chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisers; Chairman of the Council on Foreign

Economic Policy ; and, President of the Export-Import

Bank.

In addition, other interested departments and agencies

of the Executive Branch were consulted. Tlie detailed

research and planning together witli recommendations for

action were devel<)pe<i for the Task Force by an Inter-

agency Steering Committee, with the As.sistant Secretary

of Commerce for International Affairs as Chairman.

To the extent possible parts of the program have al-

ready been put into effect. In order to make further

progre.ss toward a fully effective program as rapidly as

possible, however, a supplementary appropriation request

will be forthcoming.

The program recognizes that business development is

essentially the responsibility of private enterprise.

With this in mind, the Executive Branch has consulted

with a broad cross-section of the United States business

community. Moreover, it is projwsed that there l>e est;il>-

lished a compact organizing group of business leaders to

plan and promote an export drive by business, to enlist

the active support of existing national and IcK'al business

groups, to find sectors in which better results can be

obtained, to assist and encourage business groups abroad,

and to develop an organizational structure adequate for

these purposes.

Fundamentals of the Program

Progress toward the achievement of an expansion of

United States exports in growing world marliets is de-

pendent on vigorous, imaginative and enthusiastic under-

takings at home and abroad. United States business and

industry must bear the principal responsibility for a more

vigorous and effective commercial effort but, at the same

time, the United States Government can and should en-

courage private enten>rise to undertake the effort and

provide facilities and services to promote their success in

the national interest.

Our studies and field reports clearly show that addi-

tional U.S. Government efforts in the export promotion

field can be fully effective only if private enterprise can

be stimulated to take a much more active interest in the

export field. It is believed that the recommendations in

this repfirt collectively provide real hoi>e for the future

and represent a course of action which should be initiated

now.

The following are the fundamentals

:

1. The Esccutivv Branch loilt give priority to the pro-

motion of V.S. cdportu ax hcintj in tlic national interest.

A sense of urgency, national puri>ose and dedication of

intellectual and physical resources to this end is required.

The Departments of Commerce and State will accord this

program high priority.

2. An integrated export promotion drive, at home and
abroad, would be initiated immediately and developed a«

rapidly as possible.

a. The Department of Commeree would undertake to

.stimulate the interest of V.S. business in eicport trade

through a variety of vigorous promotion programs. To
achieve a major increase in exports, firms new to the

trade and those already exiwrting should be made aware
of the value of export markets, the importance of ex-

panded exports to the national growth of tlie United States

and of the facilities made available by the Government to

assist them. United States businessmen should be so

stimulated and oriented toward foreign market oppor-

tunities. Particular attention would be paid to the needs

of medium-sized and smaller business firms.

b. The Department of Commeree would improve and
expand its export trade serviees. Included in this pro-

posed improvement and expansion are : The preparation

and dissemination of foreign market surveys on a specific

product and country basis ; improved techniques for dis-

semination of trade opportunity leads, analysis of major
competitive weaknesses of U.S. exports, information on

foreign economic and trade conditions and practical ad-

vice designed to help American firms get into the export

business ; and increased efforts to improve personal con-

tact with American businessmen through domestic field

oflices. A significant increase in Department of Com-
merce personnel will be required to carry out these

functions.

c. The Department of State would cstabli.sh a vigorous

re-emphasis upon trade promotional activity on the part

of the Foreign Service. Greater efforts would be devoted
to assisting U.S. business to find and comiwte for export

markets. To this end. Commercial Ofliccrs have been

directed to travel more widely in their area of assign-

ment, give more personal attention to visiting business-

men, attend bid openings to the extent practicable, and'

encourage use of U.S. standards and specifications.

d. The Department of State would effect significant

expansion in the number of Commercial Officers and staff

assigned to export promotion work as required. Such
expansion would be kept in balance with development
of the program in the United States, domestic facilities

for dissemiuatioa of Foreign Service reports and the

increasing demands for services abroad. I'ersonnel for

this program would be recruited among exiierienced busi-

nessmen, the present Foreign Service, and younger men
and women wishing to qualify for a Foreign Service

career.

e. The Export-Import Bank would provide export

guaranties of noncommercial risks for short term trans-

actions. Additionally, the Bank will undertake the ex-
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pansion and improvement of existing credit and compre-

lieusive guaranty facilities for medium-term export

transactions. Tliese new facilities are needed to facil-

itate an expansion of U.S. exports and will be supplemen-

tary to and will not compete with private banking

institutions. The details of the new program are to be

announced by the Bank.

f. The Department of Agriculture would expand its

agricultural trade promotion activities to increase the

sale of farm products abroad.

3. Promotion of travel to the United States will he

given additional emphasis.

Background

The revival of free world industrial strength, particu-

larly in Western Europe and Japan and the increase in

the participation of these nations in the world's com-

merce, together with necessary expenditures abroad to

meet the national security and foreign policy objectives

of the United States, have resulted in a large deficit in

the U.S. balance of payments.

It is now U.S. policy .to bring the balance of payments

situation into "reasonable equilibrium", and possible cor-

rective action is being explored on many fronts. It seems

highly improbable that our present balance of payments
deficit can be reduced to an acceptable level without an

energetic and sustained export drive by private enter-

prise, with the help of the U.S. Government.

These circumstances present a new challenge to U.S.

interest in international trade. The economies of the

industrially advanced countries have not only recovered

but have reached unprecedented heights. Increasingly,

their products have entered the international market in

competition with those of the United States. Further,

recently intensified efforts to encourage greater trade

liberalization by countries abroad have had a salutary

effect.

If the U.S. is to maintain and increase its exports in

growing world markets, it is in the U.S. interest to embark
upon a national program to increase our trade. Foreign

policy, fiscal policy, and business reasons require, in our

national interest, that we place high priority on selling

United States products and services abroad. In this way
U.S. business can be encouraged to meet this increasing

competition and to take advantage of new export oppor-

tunities now ari.sing as a result of the general elimina-

tion of trade and currency restrictions on American
products. The encouragement of tourist traffic to the

United States is of similar importance.

It is to this end that the Executive Branch of the

Government has developed a program for Government
action to assist in the expansion of U.S. exports which
will enable the Government to fulfill its responsibility in

this respect to American business and industry and to

the nation as a whole.

The principal burden of preparation and implementa-
tion of tills program devolves upon the Departments of

Commerce and State.

The program calls for joint efforts at home and abroad

and requires an integrated and coordinated effort. The
program will be initiated immediately, first efforts di-

rected toward major markets having convertible curren-

cies, and continued on a sustained basis over the longer

term.

Bearing in mind the consequences of our export efforts

upon friendly countries, the proposed program has been

designed to

:

1. Maintain the United States position as a leader in

the promotion of mutually beneficial international trade;

2. Strengthen the balance of payments position of the

United States to assure its continued ability to purchase

supplies from abroad

;

3. Extend the benefits of trade to the American people

generally, by stimulating in U.S. industry an increased

interest in export trade

;

4. Assure for American industry the full opportunity to

share in the expanding market in the industrially devel-

oped countries of the free world

;

5. Increase private U.S. business participation in the

economies of less developed countries, and thus assist these

countries in their development efforts

;

6. Enable U.S. business, both large and small, to in-

crease their sales abroad and thereby add to the growth

of the economy.

As presently constituted the Government's services to

business are designed i^rimarily to iirovide information re-

lating to domestic and foreign trade and to facilitate com-

merce. Activities have been primarily factual, analytical,

and of a service character rather than advisory with re-

spect to foreign commerce. Resources have been inade-

quate to permit the undertaking of programs designed

primarily to enable U.S. industry to enter into competition

for export markets. The Government's role has been

primarily one of facilitation.

The U.S. will continue to press for trade liberalization

actions by other governments. It is expected that the

U.S. program to increase the number of countries with

which it has Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navi-

gation will also serve to infiueuce favorably the position

of the American exporters.

Description of Program

The purpose of this section is to present the Task

Force's conclusions as to the major features of the pro-

gram and how the program should be launched and car-

ried into effect. Detailed budget justifications for the

supplemental appropriations required for the full devel-

oi)ment of the program are being prepared and will be

submitted to the Congress in the normal manner.

1. Utilization of Present Resources

The Task Force concludes that the importance of the

export program requires maximum effort in tlie use of

existing resources of the Department of State and of the

Department of Commerce so that the program would not

be unduly delayed until new funds might bo appropriated.

To this end a number of steps have already been laken or

are in the process of being put into effect.

Until additional funds become available these efforts

should produce a number of tangible benefits to United

States exporters. It is the opinion of the Task Force that
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the recnstiufc of existing programs is of great importance

but that this alone cannot provide resources necessary

for an effective export program of the magnitude envis-

aged.

2. Stimulatiny Business Interest in Export Markets

In order better to alert U.S. Industry to the opportuni-

ties for prolital)le business in foreign markets, exti>nsive

efforts to stimulate interest in experts should be under-

taken throughout the country inimcdiately.

This calls for careful planning so tliat the promotional

work can be undertaken in those cities of the United

States where goods are produced that are likely to prove

attractive for marketing abroad. Contact with U.S. busi-

ness already is indicating the types of services by the De-

partment of Commerce and the Foreign Service of greatest

value in expanding trade.

The stimulation of business Interest in exports is a

day-to-day function of the Department of Commerce.

The export program contemplates that additional direc-

tion and support will be given to such efforts, and that

primary emphasis would be placed on personal contacts

between the staff of the Department and businessmen and
trade association leaders.

To the maximum degree possible business, trade groups,

banks. Chambers of Commerce, etc., will be urged and
equippecl to point out the opportunities in foreign trade

and otherwise to play an increasingly important role in

the national export program.

3. Improving Trade Services

Improvement in U.S. Government trade services for

U.S. business involves three main lines of effort— (a) bet-

ter quality, greater depth, and more specific detail of a

practical character on a product basis; (b) wider dis-

semination of trade leads, together with greater "pin-

pointing" of opiMJrtunlties for U.S. firms likely to be able

to use the leads; and (c) increased output of the Foreign

Service in terms of trade leads developed, representa-

tional efforts to be undertaken on behalf of U.S. business,

and related services to assist active foreign sales efforts

by U.S. business.

4. Foreign Service Trade Promotion Activity

The program envisaged by this report calls for an ex-

pansion of Foreign Service commercial activity and an

increase in the effectiveness of existing activities. For-

eign Service OflBcers engaged in commercial activity will

work in close and frequent association with business,

trade and industrial groups, as well as with similar offi-

cials of other governments.

5. Increased Participation in Trade Fairs and Trade

Missions

Past experience has demonstrated that U.S. participa-

tion, both by private industry and Government, in trade

fairs and trade missions can have Inunedlate and prac-

tical results as a means of stimulating U.S. exjwrts.

Greater emphasis, however, now will be placed upon

the i)romotlou of United States exports than has been

the case in the past. With additional emphasis on follow-

up efforts to assure exploitation of trade leads generated

by trade fairs and trade missions, the results in terms of

new business should be further enhanced. An expaiidcHl

trade fair and trade missions program will be a siguiUcaut

factor in a successful export drive. Trade fair participa-

tion by the U.S. Government therefore would be pro-

gressively increa.sed and the number of trade missions

would be expanded.

6. Pilot U.S. Trade Centers

There would be established on a pilot basi.s, two per-

manent type U.S. trade centers to operate as an intensified

extension of the Foreign Service commercial activities

:

one to be located in an industrially advanced country

;

the other in a less developed country. The exhibit opera-

tion would be under the direct management of the De-

partment of Commerce exhibit manager, and provide a

means of displaying U.S. products on a continuing basis.

This is designed to provide an ever-varied display of U.S.

products of interest to potential foreign customers.

7. Improving Overseas Gommercial Facilities

With a view to improving the trade promotional ad-

vantages of commercial libraries and reading rooms at

posts abroad, it is proposed that they will be better

equipped, better staffed, and better located where needed

so as to serve business.

8. Expanding Promotion of Travel to the United States

Increased emphasis would be placed upon promoting

travel to the United States, with programs and materials

being prepared in the United States and increased activ-

ity undertiiken at home and abroad to forward the pro-

gram. A detailed program is being prepared by the

Interagency Travel Committee.

9. Supporting Activities

The export program being recommended herein by the

Task Force has taken into accotmt the need for improved

supporting services, such as recruiting and training of

new Commercial Officers to be assigned overseas and

Department of Commerce trade specialists to serve in

Washington and the field offices in the United States.

These services would be phased in accordance with the

substantive requirements of the programs they are de-

signed to serve. Present Department of Commerce and

Foreign Service personnel would be given training to

supplement their background and knowledge relating to

trade promotion. Improved communleatlona between

overseas posts and the Commerce Department have been

planned and already partially put into effect
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THE CONGRESS

The Mutual Security Program for Fiscal Year 1961

Following are statements made hy Secretary

Herter, Under Secretary Dillon, and International

Cooperation Administration Director James W.
Riddleberger before the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations in support of the Mutual Secu-

rity Program, for fiscal year 1961}

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY HERTER, MARCH 22

Press release 146 dated March 22

I am pleased to be here as you inaugurate your

annual review of the Mutual Security Program.

It is indeed fitting that we jointly engage in this

periodic assessment of our national interests

abroad, of the factors for good and for evil which

confront us, and of the policies and programs
which we should pursue in these circumstances.

The examination of executive branch conclusions

and proposals from the perspective of our elected

representatives in the legislative branch is a

healthy process and one which has proven its value

many times.

I would like to speak briefly this morning with

regard to our assessment of the international scene

and the importance of the Mutual Security Pro-

gram as an essential instrument of our foreign

policy.

As you know, we face in the coming months a

period of negotiations of critical importance. The
extent or degree to which these negotiations may
succeed in reducing international tensions or the

" For texts of President Eisenhower's message to Con-

gress on the Mutual Security Program for 1961 and state-

ments by Secretary Ilerter and Mr. Dillon before the

House Committee on Foreign Affairs, see Bulletin of

Mar. 7, 19C0, p. 360; for statements by Mr. Riddleberger

and Vanoe Brand, Managing Director of the Development
Loan Fund, see ihid., Mar. 21, 1960, pp. 445 and 453.

burden of military expense cannot be predicted.

We must and we shall continue to demonstrate our

will for peace and the peaceful solution of inter-

national conflicts.

The fact of discussions, of negotiations, is of

course a hopeful portent. However, it is not a

fact which of itself alters the basic conflict of ideas

and ideologies. Nor does it warrant any relaxa-

tion of oiu" efforts to safeguard ourselves and our

friends and allies from the menace of international

communism.

Goals of Communism Unchanged

For we must look at the world as it is and

at the realities with which we are confronted.

The harsh and basic fact is tliat we live in a

world ill which but a fraction of the world's

peoples enjoy both freedom and prosperity.

The harsh and basic fact is that approximately

a third of the people of the world live imder

tlie domination and control of a Communist dic-

tatorship. The harsh and basic fact is that out-

side the Communist bloc hundreds of millions

of people in the world today are struggling to

rid themselves of the curse of poverty and that

these peoples are greatly concerned to find the

shortest and most effective way to imjirove their

material conditions.

Most important, there can be no doubt that

the goal of conuniuiisra remains unchanged.

The Communists believe that it is inevitable that

the capitalistic system must collapse and that

it must be succeeded by classless, socialist socie-

ties. They believe that those who understand

this principle of historic inevitability have a

right and an obligation to impose their views

on others for the furtherance of the cause.

These men believe that any action which advances
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thoir cause is mot ally right. They believe tliat

totalitarian government under the control of the

Conununist Party of the Soviet Union is the

right, necessiiry, and natm-al form of government

until the capitalist states of the world have been

brought into the fold and capitalisni eliminated

from their livens and minds. Ultimately, they

believe, a world of freedom and plenty for all can

bo attained in a statele^^s and classless Communist
society. No Commimist leader denies this creed;

on the contrary, its promulgation is constantly

reiterated.

We are also seeking to employ the program to

promote achievement of international understand-

ing and cooperation and thus to relieve tensions.

A settlement of the long dispute between India

and Pakistan over the complex question of the

use of Indus basin waters is being greatly en-

couraged by the asstirance of our willingness to

join with other nations in helping to finance the

development of the Indus basin.''

The Communists do not just talk about their

ci-eed. They use the resources, human and mate-

rial, of a great empire controlling a third of the

people of the world. They have great military

strength; they are well organized; their progress

in educating and developing their people has been

truly remarkable. These very real powers sup-

port and are fully employed to advance the cause

to which they are dedicated. This powerfiil, cru-

Siwling, and dedicated force is indeed a threat to

our security which we cannot ignore without the

gravest peril. We must continue and strengthen

our efforts in union with other free men to safe-

guard our right to progress within institutions of

our own free choice.

U.S. Responsiveness to Needs of the Times

Our belief tliat the Mutual Security Program is

an essential instrument for peace and progress

does not mean that we should or do assume it is

an instrument of either a static or perfect design.

Every effort must be made to assure its responsive-

ness to the needs of the times and its effectiveness

in meeting these needs.

Thus, for example, we find it possible to adjust

our assistance downward as the capacity of recipi-

ent nations to pro\nde for themselves increases.

Economic assistance to most of Europe is a thing

of the past; military assistAuce is no longer rc-

(piired by a numl>er of our NATO partners. In-

deed to an increiusing degree those nations which

have benefited from our help in the past are not

only assuming a greater share of the common
defense costs but are also aiding in the meeting of

tiie needs of other nations for economic

development.

Similarly, the Congi-ess has urged and we agree

that our prognuns must be and are dynamic in ivd-

justing the flow of resources to those areas where
the requisite determination and capacity to em-
ploy them fruitfully exists. The program is and
must be responsive and selective in this respect.

In Africa the program proposes a new response

to the needs of the emerging nations for educa-

tion and training. Through a special fmid, iden-

tified with the region of tropical Africa rather

tlian with specific national states, it is our hope
and belief we can foster and help common ap-

proaches to the meeting of basic needs for devel-

oping human skills.

We have also given and continue to give atten-

tion to the wisdom and necessity of providing

grant economic assistance to other nations. The
amendment of the Mutual Security Act stemming
from this committee—section 503(c)—was a wel-

come stimulus to a careful and objective reap-

praisal of these programs. Our report of plans

for progressive reduction and eventual termina-

tion of grant economic aid,' where practicable, has

been provided to you, and Mr. Dillon will be pre-

pared to discuss these plans with you in such de-

tail as you may wish.

Wliile it is not necessary for this committee to

authorize funds this year for military assistance,

I believe you will be interested in the fact that

we envisage a lov^er level of deliveries of military

equipment in the future than the average delivery

levels of the past several years. Also of interest

to you is the fact that programing of military

assistance is being revised to assure more effective

foreign policy guidance and a greater degree of

participation and responsibility on the part of our

ambassadors abroad. Both of these actions re-

flect responsiveness to the expressed views of this

committee.

' For background, see iXnd., p. 442.
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' For text of a general snmmnry report on grant eco-

nomic assistance relating to defense supijort and special

assistance programs, see ibid., p. 4C0.
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In sum, while the detail of the program and of

its coordination can be best provided you through

other witnesses, I am personally satisfied that it

is being continuously improved in both concep-

tion and administration, that it is a dynamic and
flexible program, and above all an essential one

for the protection and promotion of our interests.

Reasons for Mutual Security Program

In the world today, the fi-ee nations are faced

with both the threat of communism and the ap-

peal of communism. Those nations which enjoy

any measure of prosperity and freedom are

threatened with its loss. Those nations which

have little are promised easy and rapid advance.

The objective of international communism is the

same in either case, to bring them under Commu-
nist control.

Against the threat of Communist expansion by
force or threat of force we and other free peo-

ples have constiiicted a barrier of defensive

strength. The preservation and maintenance of

that barrier is a matter of fundamental and pri-

mary importance to our security. Tlie Mutual
Security Program is essential to this task.

Military strength is an imperative not only to

prevent expansion by force but to create and main-

tain an atmosphere of security and confidence

within which the basic problems of human bet-

terment can be tackled.

The United States is a prosperous and for-

tunate nation. Yet few, if any, in this coimtry

would deny the need and opportunity for im-

provement in the status of millions of our own
people. How much greater the need and the op-

portunity for improvement of the status of the

many hundreds of millions of people outside the

Commimist bloc who are struggling to rid them-

selves of the cm-se of a poverty we find difficult

to imagine.

Why is the welfare of other peoples a matter

of concern to us ? It is true, of course, that ignor-

ing their problems and their needs would inev-

itably leave them no alternative but recourse to

the Communists. It is also true that their absoi-p-

tion into the Communist fold would confront us

with a grim, if not hopeless, security position. Of
these aspe<!ts we are well aware and must take

measures accordingly.

Yet our interest in the welfare of human beincs

has a deeper and more meaningful basis and justi-

fication tlian merely protecting our own posses-

sions and fi'eedom.

Our efforts to defend our way of life, to pre-

vent the spi-ead of Commimist power, are not

efforts to impose our views on others or to require

a conunon fealty to the United States. The ef-

foi-ts we make to help others to defend themselves,

to achieve progress, are basically and fundamen-
tally a part of our own creed.

We believe in the right of all peoples and na-

tions freely to choose their own ways of life; we
believe in cooperation, based on respect, with other

nations ; we believe in the dignity, rights, liberties,

and importance of the individual man, the sub-

ordination of the state to the interests and will of

its citizens; we believe in decision by discussion

and dissent, in tolerance, in governments of laws,

not of men, and in peace with justice.

These are the beliefs on which ovir Nation was
founded, on which it grew strong and great, and
on which its future strength and gi*eatness depend.

It is these beliefs which motivate us to join with

others in the defense of them. It is because we
believe in these concepts that we wish to assure

that other men may have the opportunity to enjoy

the blessings of life in a free society.

Thus our efi'orts in the Mutual Security Pro-
gram have high purposes. We seek to defend our-

selves and to assure our own security; we seek

equally to support the right of every nation freely

to determine its own system of government; we
seek equally to help in the progressive betterment

of human beings. It is for these reasons that we
have had a Mutual Security Program; it is for

these reasons that we should and must continue it.

STATEMENT BY UNDER SECRETARY DILLON,
MARCH 22

Press release 145 dated March 22

It is always a pleasure to ai)pear before this

committee and particularly at this early stage in

your consideration of the Mutual Security Pro-

gi-am for fiscal year 1961.

We are asking reenactment of the basic Mutual

Security Act, with relatively few modifications.

These are intended to facilitate effective admin-

istration and to relax certain requirements which
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hainix»r our capacity (o cope witli such s])ccilic

challiMif^es as the luilus Kiver basin development

aaid tlie needs of tlie Palestine refugees in the

Near East.

The sum requested is $4.17.") hillion. Altli()ii<;;li

it is a somewhat larger amount than was sought

last year, it will merely permit expenditures to \»

maintaineil at about current levels. The bulU of

the increase is concentn^ted on the military as-

sistance program, which has been squeezed to the

point where exiJenditures in the current fiscal

year will decline to about $1.8 billion—25 percent

less than the average annual rate of the past 5

years.

I shall confine my discussion to certain elements

of the program whicli I feel will be of particular

interest to this committee. They are:

Fii-st, the prospect for reducing gnmt aid;

Second, the possibility of accelerating the eco-

nomic development of Taiwan;

Third, the opportunity for progress in South

Asia;

Fourth, the need to make a start toward dealing

with the requirements of tropical Africa;

Fifth, the situation of the Palestine refugees;

Finally, the impact of the program on the

United States economy.

The Prospect for Reducing Grant Economic Aid

A report was transmitted to the Congress

March 4 on "Grant Economic Assistance Relat-

ing to Defense Support and Special Assistance

Programs." Prepared in accordance with section

503(c) of the act, it is the condensed result of a

4-month review which enlisted the elforts of coun-

try experts in Wa.shington, as well as country

teams abroad.

The purposes of the review were: first, to in-

sure that proposed grant aid programs were at the

minimmn level consistent with United States na-

tional security and foreign policy objectives;

second, to meet those objectives through loans

rather than grants wherever feasible and apjiro-

priate: third, to insure that the programing of

grant aid for the coming fiscal year represented a

firm step toward a definite longer range goal.

Most of our present grant aid programs were

created to meet political and military emergencies

in the Far East and Near East—either in response

lo direct (^)inmunist aggression or to crises at-

tending the birth of newly independent nations in

conditions of instability and insecurity.

The situations which led to the inauguration of

our pi-ograms are still largely with lis. Tiiey

constitute valid and compelling reasons for con-

tinuing grant aid. However, improving condi-

tions and rising national incomes will permit

most of the recipient nations to finance more of

their needs out of their own resources. Tliey are

making suilicient progress to warrant our envision-

ing progressive reductions in grant aid without

jeopardizing our objectives.

Tlie plans for such reductions presume that

rising national incomes can be maintained in

recipient countries. They also presume tliat grant

aid will be continued where essential needs cannot

be met out of rising incomes. However, where aid

contributes directly to economic development and
thus generates income with which to repay

borrowing, it is presumed that essential needs will

be met increasingly through loans.

These plans are designed to accelerate progi'ess

by providing more development assistance and by

encouraging recipient countries to make better

use of their own resources. They do not con-

template either the abandonment of our foreign

policy objectives or the substitution of loans for

grants where loans would not be appropriate.

We therefore seek continued authority for grant

aid, although we shall strive to keep such pro-

grams to a minimum. The committee will note

that reductions are proposed for fiscal year 1961

in 12 out of 22 existing grant aid programs, in-

cluding of the 12 defense support progi-ams. Of
the remainder, 3 are proposed at tiie current level.

Minor increases are proposed for 3 others. The
situation in 4 special cases requires increases.

As for future years, these plans envisage pro-

gressive reductions in most of the present grant

j>rograms. "We have based thase plans on what we
now consider to l)e reasonable anil realistic pre-

sumptions, but many of their elements are dif-

ficult to predict. Among these elements ai'e po-

litical factors, economic policy adjustments, the

state of export markets, progi-ess in improving

internal administration, plus other intangibles

which are beyond our control and frequently

beyond the control of t he governments of the re-

cipient countries. "We expect to carry out these
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plans to the best of our ability. But we would be

less than candid if we did not clearly point out

that future developments could invalidate the

presmnptions underlying these plans.

In short, we are completely in accord with the

objectives of section 503(c). The program pro-

posed for fiscal year 1961 represents substantial

advances toward these objectives. "We shall con-

tinue to exert every effort to reduce grant aid.

But it is obvious that a prerequisite for progress

in this field is the availability of adequate financ-

ing for economic development purposes. We
have presumed that our friends in other indus-

trialized countries whose economies are showing

such marked progress will make increasingly

heavy contributions toward economic develop-

ment. "We also presume that the United States

will do its share by increasing its appropriations

for the Development Loan Fund. Accordingly,

we are requesting an appropriation of $700 million

in 1961 for this purpose—an increase of $150

million.

The Economic Development of Taiwan

In preparing this year's program, we concluded

that Taiwan's ability to progress economically

might be significantly accelerated. Harassed by

repeated military attacks—and contributing pro-

portionately more out of a low income to defense

than almost any other free-world country

—

Taiwan nevertheless offers one of tlie most hope-

fvil prospects for economic growth of any newly

developing country bordering on the Sino-Soviet

empire. Taiwan has achieved a significant rate of

growth in national income, thus enabling us to

progressively reduce our grant aid over the past

several years.

The Government of China has recently pro-

posed a program of economic reform to reinforce

and enhance the material progi-ess of the people

of Taiwan and has solicited our cooperation. We
propose to respond by maintaining next year's de-

fense support program at apjiroximately the cur-

rent level, earmarking a portion of tlicse funds

for the supi)ort of Taiwan's rapidly expanding

private industries. We also propose to expand

the financing of projects in Taiwan out of De-

velopment Ijoan Fund resources.

Taiwaii pre.sents tlie free world with a challeng-

ing opportmiity to demonstrate that a high rate

of economic growth can be maintained in Asia

without the oppressive and inhuman excesses that

characterize Conrmunist China's forced-draft

economic programs. The major effort will, of

course, be made by the people of Taiwan them-

selves. The contribution expected of us is rela-

tively modest. It is, nonetheless, a critical one.

The Needs of South Asia

An equally promising opportunity exists in

South Asia. Here, two heavily populated coun-

tries, India and Pakistan, achieved independence

in the early aftermath of World War II and have

struggled ever since to provide a better life for

their impoverished peoples. These governments

and peoples are as dedicated to maintaining their

independence and freedom as they are to improv-

ing living standards. The eyes of the entire

world, and particularly of the people of other

newly developing countries, are focused on their

attempts to attain economic progress in freedom.

The need to help them in their struggle has been

accepted as an important responsibility by a num-
ber of the free world's more industrialized

countries.

Tlieir efforts have been hamjiered in the past by

a conflict arising out of the conditions under

which they attained independence. Only i-ecently

have prospects arisen for resolving that conflict.

The International Bank was thus recently able to

announce significant progress toward an agree-

ment on a major program to develop the Indu?

basin for the benefit of l)oth India and Pakistan.

The resources of the Bank will be supplemented

by contributions from a ninnber of ]irospering

free-world countries, including tlie Ignited States.

For fiscal year 1961, the Congress is asked to

support this enterprise and to authorize certain

exceptions from nornuil jirocedures to permit our

full participation. Such United States financing

as may be needed before the end of fiscal year 1961

will be provided bj^ the Development Ivoan Fund.

In addition to this dramatic project botli India

and Pakistan are embarked on major long-range

economic devel(>i)menl programs. These pro-

gi'ams are about to be accclei-ated. Tlicir success-

ful advancement must continue as a major foreign

policy objective for us and for our allies, manj'

of whom are making .substantial contributions.

Expanded efforts will lie required of all. Our

capacity to play our pi-o])er pai-t next year in lieli)-
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inji tliose uiul otlu-r coiiiitrii-s of Soulli Asia de-

pends on the avnilability of ailc<|iiaii' t'liiuls in ilio

Di'velopiiuMit Loan Fund. Any ivdiicdon in tin-

$7(K> million i-equestoil for tlu' Did"' will sciionsly

circumscribe our abilit}' to help.

Tropical Africa

That pari of Africa whicli lies south of tlie

Saliara has not in the past played a prominent role

in international atVaii-s. In the decade of the six-

ties its role may be critical. Africa is essentially

a continent of newly emergrinfr states, some of

which have oidy recently attained independence.

Othei-s will do so this year. More will achieve

self-jrovernment in the yeare inunediately ahead.

Nowhere has independence been tlie occasion for

higher hopes. Nowhere will the difliculties be

{Ti-eater in satisfying human aspirations. The
Conininnist bloc is well aware of the fertile field

offered by this ai-ea in achieving its annoimced

goal of world domination. Africa has been made
a major target ai-oa by the Connnunists, who are

stepping up their propaganda and aid programs

and seeking to heighten frustration and increase

tensions in order to block sound progi-ess under

free institutions.

For some years this area has been the scene of

major efl'orts by the industi-ialized countries of

Western Europe to promote economic improve-

ment. In 1959 assistance from European public

budgets approximated $500 million. As inde-

pendence is achieve<l, the new countries look in-

creasingly to the United States to assist them in

securing their independence on solid economic

foundations. "\Miile the requirements of the area

for development capital—and the need for us to

pro\-ide such capital can be anticipated—can be

expected to mount, the urgent need now is to de-

velop human skills and to create additional tech-

nical capacities as a prerequisite to significant

growth. Therefore, a special ])rogram for Africa

is l>eing projx)sed under the special assistance title

of the act. which would provide $20 million during

fiscal year 1961 as an initial contribution. The
amount is but a small fi-action of the Mutual

Security Program propose<l for fiscal year 1901.

It maj', however, be the most significant proposal

offered for your consideration. The problems of

the ai"ea are so enormous that we must tread

cautiously in finding the most appropriate form

and technique for our assistance. The simi may

1h' regarded as a denionstraticju of (jur delermina-

tion to help the peoples of Africa to coi)e with

their pi-oblems.

The Situation of the Palestine Refugees

The sitiuition of the Palest ine refugees continues

as a stM-ious potential source of in.stabilily in the

Near East. Despite every effort to carry out con-

gressional intent that foreign aid funds be used

to resettle these unfortunate iiinnan beings, it has

not l)een practicable for the I'nited Nations Relief

and Works Agency to can-y out a major program
of resettlement because of the ])olitical realities

in the area. We have succx-oded in having the

Palestine Conciliation Commission reconvene*!,*

and we hope that it will make possible a niore

fundamental attack on the refugee problem.

Meanwhile, these people are in desperate straits

and must be provided with the minimum necessi-

ties of life.

As a i"esult of a proviso in section 407 of the act,

limiting tlie use of 10 percent of the appropriation

for tliis program to resettlement, some $6^2 "ul-

lion made available by the Congress has been

effectively immobilized. Again this year we shall

need to contribute $25 million to this work. If

the Congress will accept our proi)osed amendment,
thus fi-eeing this money, our need for new funds
will only l)e$18i/^ million.

Impact on the United States Economy

I am sometimes asked whether we can affoixl

this progi-am. It is a question that our friends

of the newly developing areas hear with consider-

able amazement, when they consider our priv-

ileged position in the world. Yet it is sufficiently

prevalent in our own country to merit serious

attention.

The i>roposed Mutual Security Progi-am for

fiscal year 1901 woidd consume about eight-tenths

of 1 percent of the gross national product of the

I'nited States, a gross national product that is,

on a per capita basis, by far the highest in the

world. Projjosed exj^nditures luider the program
would represent less than 5 percent of the ex-

penditiwes proposed for our Feileral Government.

Although it is unfortunately true that some of

our citizens still do not fully comprehend the

urgent need for continuiuir nuitual security at ade^

' Fur liackKTouiuI. spo ihiil., .Tan. 4. IIM'.O. i>. 31.
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quate levels, it is my belief that the vast majority

of the American people look upon mutual security

as a direct investment in their own future safety

and well-being.

Mutual security has been the subject of con-

siderable misunderstanding. This past year a

new element of misunderstanding has been intro-

duced. I refer to concern over our balance-of-

payments situation and foreign-exchange reserves.

Certainly the balance-of-payments developments

are properly a matter of deep concern to all of us,

even though recent statistics suggest that substan-

tial improvement is already in sight. For ex-

ample, our January commercial export surplus of

$35-t million compares with a surplus of only $94

million in January 1959.

However, the relation of the Mutual Sex:urity

Program to balance-of-payments ti'ends has been

considerably misinterpreted. Sight is lost of the

fact that total expenditures imder the Mutual

Security Program are currently about a third

lower than they were between 1953 and 1955,

when our balance of payments was not a matter

of conceni.

Actually, the recent deterioration in our balance

of payments is essentially a result of fluctuations

in our exports. "We consider that increased ex-

ports ai-e the appropriate correlative. Accord-

ingly, we are energetically working with other

interested agencies of the Government in a joint

effort to help our exporters achieve a higher rate

of sales in the months and years ahead.^

It is frequently overlooked that some 90 percent

of the military assistance program and about half

of all expenditures under the. economic assistance

programs are made directly in the United States.

The volume of indirect expenditures ni the United

States stemming from the program is less readily

measured. But it is considerable, and it swells our

export total. Several hundred million dollars of

militai-y equipment is purcliased eacli year by na-

tions that once received inilitary assistance but

are now in a position to pay for their maintenance

and replacement costs. One measure of the pro-

gram in tenns of oiu- own economy is the fact that

many countries are buying goods in the United

States today whicli they could not conceivably be

buying witliout the economic improvement made

possible by mutual security effoits of the past.

" See p. 5C0.
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"We confidently anticipate that, as more and more

of the newly developing countries acliieve expand-

ing economies with our assistance, they will be-

come increasingly important customers of the

United States and will eventually make important

contributions to our own economic growth through

normal channels of trade.

It is ray personal belief that we not only can

afford to set aside a fraction of our national in-

come for mutual security but that we cannot af-

ford not to channel this small portion of our re-

sources mto a program which is designed to

protect our own best interests.

The proposal for fiscal year 1961 is a minimal

program adapted to clianging conditions, modi-

fied to reflect recent development, adequate to the

situations we foresee, and flexible enough to take

advantage of new opportunities for significant

progress as they arise. Its purpose is to help us

to sui-vive in peace and freedom and prosperity by

helping our friends and allies to do the same. It

is a ])rogi'am and a jiurpose worthy of the con-

tinued support, of the Congi-ess and th& people

of the United States.

STATEMENT BY MR. RIDDLEBERGER, MARCH 23

Press release 149 dated March 23

I welcome the opportunity to appear before you

this afternoon in my capacity as Director of the

International Cooperation Administration to sup-

port those elements of the fiscal year 1961 Mutual

Security Program authorization request wliich

are the responsibility of ICA. These include de-

fense support, special assistance, technical coop-

eration, and the ICA administrative expenses.

This committee has actively participated in the

development of the program we are discussing

this afternoon. This help has been provided both

in forward-looking policy suggestions and in

terms of critical surveillance of those operations

designed to carry out foreign policy. For ex-

ample, the Subcommittee on State Department

Organization and Public Atlaii-s has jirovided

helpful and constructive criticism in its thought-

ful report on tlie United States aid program in

Viet-Nam.

In a constantly changing world scene it is not

easy to achieve the most effective balance between,

for example, Eui'ope and Asia, military and eco-
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iioniic needs, pi-ants niul loans, short-nni impiict

ami lon<;-ran<2:e henelits, niilitjirj' allies and neu-

trals, major projects and diversified small projects,

and efl'u'iont adniinistratioii while iiisurinji; ac-

complishment of broad policy objwtives in crises

situations. At no time have these divergent inter-

ests been i<rnoi-ed. However, it is certainly pos-

sible for i-easonable and mature minds to reiich

ditferent conclusions on what is the proper bal-

ance. With the benefit of hindsifrlit we can all see

where a ditl'ei-ent emphasis in particular situations

might have been more effe<"tive in achieving a

specific result. I jiei-sonally Ix-lieve that the sliifts

in emphasis and the changes in the program
which the executive branch is proposing to you
this year, and which ICA is, in part, charged to

execute, i-epre,sent a significant forward step.

The Fiscal Year 1961 Program

The fiscal year 1961 program features new ele-

ments and sliifts in emphasis. President Eisen-

hower's nuitual security message and the presenta-

tions of Secretary Herter and Under Secretary

Dillon Ijefore this committee reflect an increased

concentration of assistance for economic growth

in certain countries. The Indus program, the

accelerated growth program in Taiwan, and the

special program for tropical Africa are included

for the first time. The fiscal year 1961 program
recommends a decrease in defense support. It

recognizes the role of increased contributions by

other industrialized free nations.

The fiscal year 1961 program contemplates con-

tinued building and strengthening of the defen-

sive shield along the Sino-Soviet arc. New
emphasis is given to selecting and developing

free-world economic strong points.

South Asia

Botli India and Pakistan are embai-ked on major

development programs whicli are l)eing acceler-

ated. Expanded assistance will be required of the

principal industrialized nations. Major United

States capital assistance to South Asia will be

provided primarily through the Development

Ijoan Fund. The program administered by the

ICA can l>e properly judged only in relation to the

other parts of the Mutual Security Program and

related programs.

Increased DLF a.ssistance to the India capital

resources program forms an integral and essen-

tial pari of our total response to the problems of

econoniic (leveloi)nii'n( in this country. Our
largest technical cooperation and Public Law 480

l)rograms are in India. To coordinate our heavy

responsibilities in India and to integrate all U.S.

economic activities in India, we have established

the position of Economic Minister. Mr. C. Tyler

"Wood, whom many of you know, is the incumbent

of this position.

In Pakistan our response to the requirenient for

a hea\'j' flow of resources will be made through the

provision of defense support to finance imports of

commodities and a Public Law 480 program of

agricultural surpluses, as well as DLF lending.

The Indus Kiver basin program will substan-

tially assist both India and Pakistan. It reflects

identification of mutual interest. It forebodes

important cooperation for the economic stability

and progress in the sul)continent.

I believe that the Indus settlement is significant

and has great prospects. It exemplifies three prin-

ciples of foreign assistance stressed by this com-

mittee, namely: self-help, regional cooperation,

and coopei-ative action by other developed nations.

The Republic of China

Turning now to Taiwan, I would like to quote

briefly from President Eisenhower's mutual

security message

:

The vigorous and skilled population on Taiwan, the

rword of growth in investment and output, the very real

potential for acceleration, offer a prospet't for a convinc-

ing demonstration that under free institutions a pace and

degree of achievement can eventually be obtnine<l in excess

of that resulting under totalitarianism. For this pur-

pose, we envisage the full employment of both grant and

loan assistance to hasten the day of ultimate viability and

self-sustaining growth.

The \itality of this economy is impressive. In-

dustrial production has more than doubled. The

number of private entrepreneurs has mushroomed.

Some 20,000 manufacturers are now producing

goods ranging from small household items to

heavy capital equipment. Agriculture has been

expanded and diversified. Yields per acre are

now among the world's highest.

The Govenmient of free China has prepared a

l)lan for acceleration of economic growth. This

plan has been transmitted to U.S. representatives

for consideration. The plan includes many sig-

nificant Chinese actions on such problems as tax
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reforms, iioninflationary fiscal and monetary

policy, more liberal foreign exchange controls,

and transfer of public-owned industries to private

hands. The many proposed activities should

stimulate the private sector and induce an in-

creased level of domestic investment. The Mutual

Security Program, through an appropriate com-

bination of grants and loans, can assist in meeting

the foi'eign exchange costs of this investment

program.

The achievement of rapid growth, largely

through the vigor of the private sector, should

have a significant impact in other Far Eastern

countries.

Concentration of Assistance— Eligibility Criteria

Some persons may well ask, as I am sure a niun-

ber of our stanch allies in the underdeveloped

areas will ask, "Why are we suggesting an in-

creased concentration of development assistance

for economic growth in Taiwan and South Asia

but not in other countries?"

The answer is essentially twofold: first, that

economic development cannot occur solely as a

product of external assistance. Keal develop-

ment, which yields its broad range of benefits to

the general population, must mainly be the result

of a country's own efforts. Development in the

long nni cannot be given, or lent, or forced by an

outside nation.

The provision of te<?hnical or capital assistance

cannot induce dynamic progress unless the people

themselves are prepared to make the difficult eco-

nomic, social, and political decisions required in

the allocation and administration of their own
resources. Foreign aid can be an indispensable

part of accelerated progress. Foreign aid can in

no sense substitute for fully determined, dis-

ciplined self-help.

Second, there must be an institutional and

humnii-resourc&s base upon wliich rapid growth

can be built.

Wlien these two conditions are met, namely, full

determination and disciplined self-help, plus an

institutional and human base capal»le of acceler-

ated growtli, then the United States stands px-e-

pared to utilize a variety of tools and techniques

in increased measure to help accelerate economic

advancement.

There must be, howevei-, a selective judgment
by the United States in choosing when and where

to concentrate assistance. This requires the

United States to make certain qualitative judg-

ments on the opportunities for success. The re-

cipient must deal realistically with such things

as the tax policy, trade policy, and investment

policy. This Government believes that properly

guiding its own actions on such judgments does not

constitute interference in the internal affairs of

other states.

The policies of tliis Government must and do

proceed with the recognition that our acts can

stimulate and can help but cannot substitute for

elfective self-help. The magnitudes are too great

to be fulfilled by external aid alone. Other na-

tions must—and many do—recognize that it is in

their national interest to plan and carry the major

portion of their own programs for economic

independence.

There is a third reason Mhy it is in the U.S. in-

terest to help those comitries which attempt to

solve their problems with realistic and courageous

policies and decisions. I call this reason the "re-

vei"se domino" effect. We all know the danger of

the chain reaction in Communist aggi-ession. This

has been called the "domino" effect. One small

free countiy is invaded or subverted by the Com-
munists. The drive of the Communists in knock-

ing down this first countiy may serve to knock

down a series of neighboring small countries like

dominoes.

The reveree-domino effect comes when a country

proceeds toward self-sustaining growth. This

provides guidance and inspiration to other less

developed comitries farther behind in the growtli

process.

We are witnessing a major reverse-domino ef-

fect in the form of increasing efforts by Western

Europe to assist the development of Asian and

African countries. We are also witnessing on a

smaller but still impressive scale Israel's efforts by

sending technicians to assist in Ghana, Nigeria,

Burma, and other countries. We see the reveree-

domino effeft in Indian aid to Nepal, situated

precariously within arm's grasp of Red China.

We see it as Taiwan and the Philippines extend

technical assistance to free Viet-Nam. These ex-

amples will be multiplied in the years to come.

I believe one significant residt of the assistance

described above will be that free peoples every-

where will prefer to continue free if, through

freedom, economic progress to the stage of self-
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sustnining: growili is a discernible and realizable

objective.

Finally, I do not mean to imply that tliose gov-

ernments whose countries are not yet in a position

to qualify for intensive develojinient assistance

should be cut otl from assistance required by their

special ciivumstances. They may also require as-

sistance to help establish the institutional and
human-resoui-ce base capable of accelerated eco-

nomic growth. The main point of the proposal is

the recognition that increased concentration of

development assistance will pay the greatest divi-

dends if chiefly given to countries ready and
willing for dynamic growth.

Magnitudes of Assistance Requested

The Presidents budget message," his recent

mutual security message, and the statements of

Seci-etaiy Ilerter and Under Secretary Dillon

have set l)efore you the amounts required and the

purposes for which they will be used. The
amounts requested of the Congi-ess are the amounts
needed for an effective program. We are request-

ing less funds in defense support for fiscal 1961

than are at present progi-amed for fiscal 1900,

more for special assistance and more for technical

coojjeration than is available for the present year.

The amount for administrative expenses is in-

creased primarily to meet requirements for tiie ex-

panded operation in Africa and other relatively

inflexible requirements such as automatic pay

increases.

Defense Support and Special Assistance

Congi-css enacted last year section no.'Uc) of the

Mutual Security Act. Tliis called for the execu-

tive branch to present plans by country for reduc-

tion and elimination where possible of grant

economic assistance in the categories of defense

support and special assistance. This legislative

emphasis provided by this committee on long-

range planning in the future of grant economic

assistance is particularly welcome.

AVe are prepared to discuss these plans in detail.

Todaj' I would like to make a general observation.

Our program presentation could convey to you the

impression that our total defense support and

special assistance programs are merely a summa-

tion of resjwnses to individual country situations.

' For excerpts, see Bulletin- of Feb. 8, lOfiO, i>. 202.

April 11, I960

It may appear ilial. witli some work and good
luck, (liese indivichial situations can be ivniedied

and tlien the United States can get out of the

economic iissistance business.

In part, this is a true representation. It would

l>e necessary to add that defense support and spe-

cial assistance magnitudes are a function of the

general slate of intei-nalioiial political and mili-

tary relationships.

In the long nni (he Icm'I of :ii)propriations re-

quired will de|Tend in large part on events l)eyond

the control of either the United States or of our

friends and allies. Requirements for defense sup-

pori and special assistance over the next several

yeare may possibly go down significantly, or they

could go up.

To illustriite my point, there are a number of

signs indicating that Conminnist China, a decade

from now, will have grown in economic strength

to the point where its external power potential

may equal, or even exceed, that of Russia at the

l)eginniiig of World AVar II. I do not mean by
this that Communist China will by that time rank

with the most powerful nations, but it may com-

mand economic resources which will have greatly

increased its capability for armed aggression and
economic penetration.

The Communist conquest of mainland China

caused a tragic power shift in Asia. It threw to

the Communist side the vast human and material

resources of Asia's largest country. We can only

assume that the Communists will continue to ruth-

lessly exploit these resources to the full and that

their war machine will continue to grow in

strength. We must also assume that they will

make full use of their growing economic power in

intensifying tlieir ]>oliticoe('()nomic offensive

against the free nations along the peripheiy of

China.

In this situation grant economic assistance in

present or modified amounts and kinds will play a

key role in thwarting Connnunist attempts to

overwhelm or unilermine the coimtries along the

arc of free Asia from Afghanistan to Korea. De-

fense supi>ort funds are needed to maintain their

military jiosture.

Defen-se Support

Defense support is economic assistance pro-

vided to 12 countries which are contributing mili-

tary forces and forward military bases essential

to the security of the free world. Eleven of the
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12 defense-support countries either border di-

rectly on, or are separated by narrow strips of

water from, the Sino-SoA'iet bloc.

Defense support, by supplementing their eco-

nomic resources, assists the recipients to make the

militai-y contribution we and they agree is neces-

sary but wliich they could not otherwise make
without incuiTing economic instability or inviting

serious internal morale problems. These 12 na-

tions span half the globe, from Spain to Korea,

and constitute a vital part of our forward defense.

All 12 are in vaiying degrees economically imder-

developed. To increase their future economic

self-reliance and defense capabilities, it is in our

interest to help them develop greater internal eco-

nomic strength.

From an assessment of these considerations we
are requesting $724 million for these 12 defense-

support countries, as compared with last year's

request of $835 million and a program this cur-

rent fiscal year of at least $765 million. Thus a

significant reduction has been possible, particu-

larly in Europe and the Middle East, while main-

taining our security posture around the periphery

of the Sino-Sovietbloc.

As compared to the amounts allocated for fiscal

year 1960, in fiscal year 1961 the program calls

for decreases in eight countries, increases in three

countries, and in one country there is no change.

83 percent of the total request is earmarked for

covmtries on the periphery of Communist Cliina.

Special Assistance

Special assistance is economic aid that is neces-

sary to achieve political, economic, hmnanitarian,

or other objectives in any counti-y where the

United States is not providing military assistance

in support of significant military forces and
wliere tlie needs for such assistance cannot ap-

propriately or fully be provided under technical

cooperation or from tlie Development I^an Fund.

Special assistance is also the source of funding

for certain regional or worldwide prograjns, such

as that for malaria eradication, which serve im-

portant United States interests and which are not

appropriate for financing under other categories

of assistance.

Special assistance may conveniently be divided

into four categories : (1) major country programs,

(2) the special program for tropical Africa, (3)

functional programs, and (4) special activities.

$268.5 million is requested, as compared with last

year's request of $272 million and a program this

current fiscal year of at least $259.6 million.

The 10 major countiy programs total $179.75

million, or 67 percent of the total. These coun-

tries are Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, Berlin, Af-

ghanistan, Israel, Jordan, Burma, Haiti, and

Bolivia. The amounts for these countries are, in

general, extremely fimi and are not susceptible to

significant reduction without material loss in

terms of the attainment of United States foreign

policy objectives.

The special program for tropical Africa is $20

million. With reference to the probable future in-

crease in special assistance programs in Africa,

Pi'esident Eisenhower said of the special program

for tropical Africa in his mutual security message

:

It is my belief that this initial effort must grow sig-

nificantly in the immediate years ahead and complement

similar efforts on the part of other free world nations so

that the capacity of the new and other developing na-

tions in Africa to manage and direct their development

can be strengthened and increased rapidly and

effectively.

We do not want, nor is it possible, to turn our

back on this continent four times the size of the

United States, with more tlian 200 million people.

I believe this committee will agree that the de-

gree of our involvement in the African Continent

can be expected to increase rather than decrease.

I believe you will further agree that we are fac-

ing a situation in Africa wherein grant assistance

rather than loan assistance will continue to be a

necessary tool in our response to many of the

African needs, such as education and training.

Current political developments, as was percep-

tively discussed in the report of this committee

last year, are tending toward a fragmentation of

the continent into many separate units. The
African leaders themselves are concerned with

the problem. They are seeking ways to estab-

lish closer ties between tlieir countries. We pro-

pose that a portion of the program be used for

activities to encourage the separate African politi-

cal units to work together on common problems

of economic and technological development. We
plan to support nuilticoimtry planning, confer-

ences, workshops, and other related activities.

The functional progi-ams include malaria eradi-

cation, community water supply development,

international medical research, aid to American-

sponsored schools abroad, investment incentive

fund, and the voluntary contribution to the
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United Xiitions EmorgiMicy Force. Those func-

tional profrnuns account for 18 percent of the

total.

The si:)ecial activities catej^ory includes a vari-

ety of essential activities, such as modest projects

to complement technical cooperation, eiifrineer

construction unit projects in Latin America, and

support of the Central Treaty Orpmization civil

aviation project. These activities account for

8 percent of the total.

Technical Cooperation

Technical cooperation needs no detailed exposi-

tion before this connnittee, which has over the

yejii-s been instrumental in evolving its purposes

and identifying its capabilities.

For the bilateral jjrogram we are requesting

$l7i* million for fiscal year 19G1, an increa.se of $12

million over the program for this current fiscal

year. Approximately one-third of (lie increase

occui-s In-cause of expansion of oju'ralioiis in Af-

rica, with tiio balance of the increase. Ijeing for

selected purposes in other parts of this worldwide

program.

Conclusion

In conclusion may I restate my conviction that

the program being presented to the Congress is

responsive to the instructions of the Congress and

will enable us to advance toward the objectives

and purposes to which we are all dedicated.

'

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Development Assistance Group

Agrees To Hold Further Talks

Following is the text of a communiqite issued

by the Development Assistance Group ^ on March
11 at the close of its first meeting, which con-

vened at Washington March P, together tcith a list

of the members of the participating delegations.

TEXT OF COMMUNIQUE
Press release 122 dated March 14

The Development Assistance Group which con-

vened on March 9 under the Chairmanship of

Ambassador [Egidio] Ortona of Italy has com-

pleted its first meeting. The participants were:

Belgium, Canada, France, the Federal Republic

of Germany, Italy, Japan, Portugal, the United

Kingdom, the United States, and the Commission

of the European Economic Community. The

terms of reference, as agreed in Paris on January

U, 19G0, are attached.

' For background, .see Bulletin of Feb. 1, 1960, p. 139,

and Mar. 21, lOCO, p. 440.

All the members recognized the great impor-

tance of an increase in the total flow of develop-

ment assistance to the less developed areas and

indicated their intention to continue to work ac-

tively towards this objective within (lie limits of

their resources. A major step in this elfort was

recognized to be the elaboration of individual gov-

ernment measures which might facilitate the ex-

tension of development financing. The Group

also discussed various aspects of improving avail-

able information from the membere and from ap-

propriate international organizations which would

be helpful in making development assistance most

etl'ective.

During its session the Group explored a num-

ber of questions relating to forms and types of

finance made available by the participating coun-

tries and the European Economic Community to

the less developed areas. At this fii-st meeting

primary attention was directed towards methods

and means of improving the flow of bilateral aid.

The Group agreed that its efl'orts should not

involve discussion of amounts of financing for

particular regions, countries, or projects.
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The Group heard reports from the International

Bank, the IMF [International Monetary Fund],

and the OEEC [Organization for European Eco-

nomic Cooperation] Secretariat on aspects of

their activities relevant to questions of economic

development.

Eepresentatives of the participating countries

and the EEC Commission reported on their re-

spective approaches to the question of ways and

means of extending financing to the less developed

areas.

Representatives of United States agencies re-

ported in some detail on the experience of the

United States and the scope and form of United

States activities in promoting economic develop-

ment in the less developed areas.

The Group agreed to discuss further the prin-

ciples of development aid at its next meeting.

The Group also invited the members to submit

proposals for improving the exchange of infor-

mation and methods of consultation and coordi-

nation. It agreed on the usefulness to it of the

current work of the OEEC in clarification of the

various types of capital flows to the less developed

countries.

The Group decided that similar informal and

consultative meetings could usefully be held pe-

riodically and accepted the invitation of the Gov-

ernment of the Federal Republic of Germany to

meet in Bonn in about three months time.

Resolution on Development Assistance

Tlic Special Economic Vmntnittee

Hari»(/ hecn informed of the desire of the GoTeniments

of Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal,

the United Kingdom, and the United States, and the Com-
mission of the European Economic Community, who, in

addition to their contribution to international organiza-

tions, are making available or may be in a position to

make available a significant flow of long term fimds to

underdeveloped areas, to discuss among themselves the

question of te(hni(|ues to facilitate such flow of funds,

taking into consideration other means of assistance to

developing countries

;

Notes that these eight goverinnents and the Commission

of the Eurojiean Economic Conunuuity intend to meet to-

gether to discuss various aspects of cooperation in their

efforts, and to invite other additional capital exporting

countries to participate in their work or to meet with

them as may from time to time appear desirable, and to

consult with such multilateral organizations as the In-

ternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and I lie European Investment Bank.

LIST OF DELEGATIONS

Press release 111 dated March 9

Belgium

Andr6 van Campenhout, Executive Director, Interna-

tional Monetary Fund and International Bank for Re-

construction and Development

Jean-Paul van Bellinghen, Second Secretary, Embassy of

Belgium, Washington

Jean Valley, Counselor to the Permanent Delegation to

the European Communities

Canada

A. F. W. Plumptre, Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance

O. E. Ault, Administrator of International Economic and

Technical Cooperation Division, Department of Trade

and Commerce
Sidney Pollock, Director, International Programs and

Contributions, Department of Finance

D. R. Taylor, Chief, Economic II Division, Department

of External Affairs

George Watts, Special Assistant, Research Department,

Bank of Canada
V. L. Chapin, Assistant Director, International Trade

Relations Branch, Department of Trade and Commerce

C. L. Read, Alternative Executive Director, IBRD, and

Financial Counselor, Embassy of Canada, Washington

James Langley, First Secretary, Embassy of Canada,

Washington

France

Herv6 Alphand, Ambassador of France, Washington

Jean Cottier, Financial Counselor, Embassy of the

French Republic, Washington

Olivier Manet, Counselor, Embassy of the French Repub-

lic, Washington
Jean-Pierre Brunet, Foreign Office

Claude-Pierre Brossolette, Insi)ector of Finance

Rene Larre, French Administrator of IBRD

Federal Repiihlic of Germany

Guenther Harkort, Chief of the Commercial Policy De-

partment, Foreign Oflice

Dietrich Keller, Foreign Oflice

Ernst vom Hofe, Chief of the Section for Private Banking

and Stock Exchanges, Jlinistry of Economics

Kurt Feldman. Ministry of Finance

Albert F. Ernecke, Commercial Counselor, German Em-
bassy, Washington

Karl-Gerhard Seeliger, First Secretary, German Embassy,

Washington

O. Donner, Executive Director, IBRD

Italy

Egidio Ortona, Italian Ambassador to the United Nations

Luciano Giretti, Dei)uty Director of General Economic

Affairs, Dei)artment of External Affairs

Giorgio Cigliana-Piazza, Bank of Italy, and Deputy Gov-

ernor of IBRD
Giovanni Luciolli, Counselor, Embassy of Italy. Wash-

ington

Carlo Gragnani, Executive Director. IMF
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Mario Mngliiino, Deimrtinciit ot Kxtonml Afliiirs

Itnlo Jamnu-i'lli, Department of Foreinn Trade

Japan

SliiKenulm Shima, neput.v Vloe Minister for Foreign

AfTairs. ForeiKii Otllce

(leuKo Suzuki, Fiiiaiuial Minister, Kmbassy of Japan,

Washington

Seiiehi Sato, Commercial Minister, Kmbassy of Japan,

Washington

Hideniichi Kira, First Secretary, Embassy of Jupan,

Washington

Masiio Sawaki. Thief, Economic Cooperation Section, Bu-

reau of Kcononiic Affairs. Foreign office

Shogo Yonezawa. Kcononiic Cooperation Division, Foreign

Offli-e

Iliroaki Fujii. Attacht'-, Embassy of Japan, Washington

Portugal

Albano Pires Fernandes Nogueirn, Assistant Director

General for Economic Affairs, Foreign Office

Albino Cabral Pessoa, Financial Counselor, Portuguese

Embassy, Washington

Armenio Fonseca Li)i>es, Secretary General, Bank of

Portugal

Rlcardo Faria Blanc, Ministry of Finance

Jose Brito Guterres, Ministry of Overseas Provinces

United Kingdom

Denis Rickett, Third Se<Tetary, Her Majesty's Treasury

Robert Hall. First Economic Adviser to the Treasury

L. Thompson-McCausland, Adviser to the Governor, Bank
of England

The Karl of Cromer, E>?onomic Minister, British Embassy,

Washington

Geoffrey M. Wilson, Financial Attach^, British Embassy,

Washington

John Chadwick, Counselor, Foreign Office

United States

Douglas Dillon, Under Secretary of State

T. Graydon Upton, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury

Edwin M. Martin. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State

Avery Peterson. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State

Ivan B. White, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State

Alfred von Klemperer, Assistant to the Secretary of the

Treasury

Manuel Abranis. Department of State

Donald W. Curtis, Department of the Treasury

Ruth Kupinsky. Department of State

Philip P. Schaffner, Department of the Treasury

William V. Turnage, Department of State

George H. Willis, Department of the Treasury

European Economic Community

Robert I.emaigiien, Member of the fominission

Franco Bobba, Director General, Economic and Financial

Questions

Helmut Allardt, Director General, Associated Overseas

Countries and Territories

Robert Faniel. Director. General External Relations

Frederic Boyer de la Giroday. Financial Ex[>ert

April 7 1, 1960

PAHO and SEATO Designated

Public International Organizations

PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Whito House press rclonsp (Intcd February 18

White House Announcement

The President on February 18 issued an Execu-

tive order desijrnatinj; the Pan American Health

Orpaiiiziition (PAIIO) as a public inteniational

organization entitled to the benefits of liie Inter-

national Organizations Immunities Act of Decem-

ber 20, 1945.

The International Organizations Immunities

Act provides that certain privileges, exemptions,

and immunities shall be extended to such public

international organizations as shall have been des-

ignated by the President through appropriate

Executive order, and to their officers and em-

ployees and to the representatives of member

states to such organizations.

The act grants designated international organi-

zations immunity from suit and judicial i)rocess

and exempts them from customs duties and in-

ternal revenue taxes imposed upon goods and ef-

fects imported by the organizations for their

ofRcial use. In addition, the organizations are

granted juridical personality thereby enabling

them to enter into contracts and to acquire and

dispose of real and personal property. The or-

ganizations are exempt from including as gross

income for income tax purposes the income they

derive from investments in the United States.

Representatives of foreign governments in or to

designated international organizations and the

officers and employees of such organizations are

granted immunity from suit and legal process re-

lating to acts performed by them in their official

capacity and falling within their functions as

such representatives, officers, or employees. Rep-

resentatives of governments and nonresident alien

officers and employees of designated organiza-

tions may exclude from gross income for income

tax purposes the salaiy paid them by the employ-

ing government or international organization.

The Pan American Health Organization had its

origin in a resolution adopted at the Second Inter-

national Conference of American States held in

1901-02, whicii recommended the convening of
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periodic public health conferences of representa-

tives of the American Republics and the creation

of a permanent international sanitary bureau in

Washington. As a result of this resolution, the

First General International Sanitaiy Conference

of the American Republics was held in Washing-

ton in December 1902 ; this Conference established

the International Sanitary Bureau and defined its

functions. The name was changed to "Pan

American Sanitary Bureau" in 1923, and in 1924

a revised Pan American Sanitary Code was em-

bodied in a new convention which broadened the

scope of the Bureau's activities. In 1947 the

name "Pan American Sanitary Organization" was

adopted when a reorganization plan was ap-

proved. At this time the Organization was des-

ignated to serve as the regional office of the World
Health Organization in the Western Hemisphere.

In 1958 the Organization's name was again

changed to the "Pan American Health Organi-

zation" to reflect more accurately the activities

and purpose of the Organization. The name
"Pan American Sanitary Bureau" will be con-

tinued and will apply to the secretariat, or admin-

istrative organ, of the PAHO.
The functions and objectives of the Organiza-

tion include a continuing attack on disease at its

sources, reduction or elimination of the necessity

of costly quarantines, and the stimulation and sup-

port of national health authorities in the Americas

in their efforts to control disease.

All of the 21 American Republics are members
of the PAHO.
The Organization is governed by an executive

committee composed of seven members which are

elected by the Directing Council or the Confer-

ence when it convenes. A general conference of

the entire membership is held every 4 years.

Executive Order 10864 >

Designating the Pan American Health Organization

AS A Public International Organization Entitled to

Enjoy CEatTAiN Privileges, Exemptions, and

Immunities

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 1 of

the International Organizations Immunities Act, ap-

proved December 29, 1945 (59 Stat. 6C9), and having

found that the United States participates in the Pan
American Health Organization pursuant to the authority

of the Pan American Sanitary Convention ratified by the

President on March 28, 1925, with the advice and con-

sent of the Senate given on February 23, 1925 (44 Stat.

2031, TS 714), I hereby designate the Pan American

Health Organization as a public international organiza-

tion entitled to enjoy the privileges, exemptions, and
Immunities conferred by the International Organizations

Immunities Act
The designation of the Pan American Health Organiza-

tion as a public international organization within the

meaning of the International Organizations Immunities

Act is not intended to abridge in any respect privileges,

exemptions, and immunities which that organization may
have acquired or may acquire by treaty or congressional

action.

The designation of the Pan American Health Organ-

ization made by this order shall be deemed to include the

designation of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. The
designation of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau made
by Executive Order No. 9751 of July 11, 1946, is hereby

superseded, and that order is amended accordingly.

The White House,

February 18, 1960.

/J (.JL^y Li~iUO-<jL^ A/u.>'>^

' 25 Fed. Reg. 1507.
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SOUTHEAST ASIA TREATY ORGANIZATION

White House Press release dated Fcbrnary 20

White House Announcement

The President on February 20 issued an Execu-

tive order designating the Southeast Asia Treaty

Organization (SEATO) as a public international

organization entitled to the benefits of the Inter-

national Organizations Immunities Act of De-

cember 29, 1945.

The International Organizations Immunities

Act provides that certain privileges, exemptions,

and immunities shall be extended to such public

international organizations as shall have been

designated by the President through appropriate

Executive order, and to their officere and em-

ployees and the representatives of member states

to such organizations.

The act grants designated international organ-

izations immunity from suit and judicial process

and exempts them from customs duties and in-

ternal revenue taxes imposed upon goods and

effects imported by the organizations for their

official use. In addition, the organizations are

granted juridical personality thereby enabling

them to enter into contracts and to acquire and

dispose of real and personal property. The or-

ganizations are exempt from including as gross
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income for income tax purposes tlie income they

derive from investments in the United States.

Representatives of foreigia governments in or to

designated international organizations and the

ollicers and employees of such organizations are

granted immunity from suit and legal process re-

lating to acts j>erforme<l by tliem in their official

capacity and falling witliin their fxuictions as such

representatives, officere or employees. Repre-

sentatives of governments and nonresident alien

officers and employees of designated organiza-

tions may exclude from gross income for income

tax purposes the salary paid them by the employ-

ing government or international organization re-

spectively. These individuals are exempt also

from the application of the Social Security Act,

the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, and the

Federal Unemployment Tax Act.

The United States joined Austi^alia, France,

Nevr Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thai-

land, and the United Kingdom on September 8,

1954, in signing the Southeast Asia Collective De-

fense Treaty.- This treaty, which established the

Southeast Asia Ti-eaty Organization, came into

force on Febniary 19, 1955, when it had been

ratified by the eight signatory countries. The
headquarters of the Organization is at Bangkok.

In signing the Southeast Asia Collective De-

fense Treaty, the parties declared their faith in

the purpose and principles set forth in the United

Nations Charter, their belief in the principle of

equal rights and self-determination of all peoples,

their sense of unity in providing for the preserva-

tion of peace and security, and their desire to pro-

mote through indi\'idual and collective efforts the

economic well-being of all peoples in the treaty

area.

Executive Order 10866 '

Desionatino the Southeast Asia Tbeatt Oboanizatior

AS A Public International Oeoanization Entitled

To Enjoy Cesitain Pbivileoes, Exemptions, and

Immunities

By virtue of the authority vested In me by section 1 of

the International Organizations Immunities Act, approved

December 29, 1945 (59 Stat. 069), and having found that

the United States participates In the Southeast Asia

Treaty Organization pursuant to the authority of the

Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty ratified by the

President on February 4, ig.^S, with the advice and con-

sent of the Senate given on February 1, 1955 (0 UST 81,

T.I.A.S. ;U70), I hereby designate the Southeast Asia

Treaty Organization as a public international organiza-

tion entitled to enjoy the privileges, exemptions, and im-

munities conferred by the International Organizations

Immunities Act.

The designation of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organiza-

tion as a iiublic international organization within the

meaning of the International Organizations Immunities
Act Is not Intended to abridge In any respect privileges,

exemptions, and Immunities which that organization may
have acquired or may acquire by treaty or congressional

action.

The White House,
February 20, 1960.

X-) i.JL>y Cj'SCJO-tL.L^ Art<j^

" For text, see Bulletin of Sept 20, 1954, p. 393.

• 25 Fed. Reg. 1584.

United States Delegations

to International Conferences

U.N. Commission on Status of Women

The Department of State annoiuiced on March
24 (press release 153) the meml>oi-s of the U.S.

delegation to the 14th session of tlie Commission
on Status of Women of the U.N. Economic and
Social Council, which will convene at Buenos
Airas March 28.

Lorena B. Hahn will head the delegation in her
capacity as U.S. Representative on the Commis-
sion. She will lie assi.sted by Mary B. Goodliue,

meml)er of the law firm of Goodhue and Liebowitz,

Mt. Kisco, N.Y. : Alice A. Morrison, cliief. Divi-

sion of Women's Labor Law and Civil and Politi-

cal Status, Women's Bureau, Department of

Labor; and Julian L. Nugent, Jr., U.S. Embassy,
Buenos Aires, as advisers.

The Commission is an advisory body to the Eco-

nomic and Social Council. It was establi.shed in

194C for the purpose of preparing recommenda-

tions and reports on promoting women's rights in

political, economic, civil, social, and educational

facilities. It also makes recommendations to the

Council on urgent problems in line with the ob-

jectives stated in the United Nations Charter,

which reaffirms faith in the equal rights of men
and women.

Matters to be discus.sed at this session include

the political rights of women, equal pay for equal

work, economic opj^ortunities, and elimination of

diild marriages.
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TREATY INFORMATION

U.S. and The West Indies

Sign Financial Agreement

Press release 1-13 dated March 22

The Department of State announced on March

22 the signing of an agreement with The West

Indies to increase the financial resources of the

new Caribbean federation's Development Loan

and Guaranty Fund. The U.S. Government

agreed to provide, through the International Co-

operation Administration, $2.5 million to be added

to moneys already appropriated by The West

Indies for the newly established development fund.

The fund is designed to fill urgent needs in the

investment field in Tlie West Indies by encourag-

ing greater private participation in the process of

economic development, facilitating the greater

use of available loan capital at reasonable terms

and interest rates, and attracting additional in-

ternal and external capital.

The federal Development Loan and Guaranty

Fund will assist in carrying out development

measures on a regional basis (particularly in

small- and medium-sized industry and tourism)

which could not be started for lack of internal

financial resources or of investment institutions

extending long-term credits.

The agreement was signed at the diplomatic

reception room of the Depai-tment of State by

Roliert Bradshaw, Federal Minister of Finance

of The West Indies, and Rollin S. Atwood, ICA
Regional Director for Latin American Operations.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Automotive Traffic

ConvciifKiii coiici'i-ning cTistdiiis facilities for touring.

Done at New Yorli .Tune 4. 10.")4. Entered into foree

September 11, 1!).".". TIAS .3S7!).

h'atifinitidn driionitcfl : Bulgaria, October 7, l!).".'.); I'liil-

ilipines. February !», 1!M!().

Customs convention on temporary importation of iirivate

road veliicles. Done at New York .Iiuie 4. I'.ri4. Kn-

tered into force Dwember 15, 11>.')7. TIAS 3!»43.

h'dtiflcation dcponitcd: Philippines, February 9, 1960.

Cultural Property

Convention for the protection of cultural property in the
event of armed conflict and regulations of execution.
Done at The Hague May 14. 1954. Entered into force

August 7. 1956.'

Accession deposited: Dominican Republic, January 5,

1960.

Genocide

Convention on the prevention and punishment of the crime
of genocide. Done at Paris December 9, 1948. En-
tered into force January 12, 1951.'

Ratification deposited: Peru, February 24, 1960.

Health

Amendments to articles 24 and 25 of the ^\'o^ld Health
Organization Constitution of July 22. 1946 (TIAS
1808). Adopted by the 12th World Health Assembly,
Geneva May 28, 19.59."

Acceptances deposited: Federation of Malaya, Febru-
ary 4, 1960; Libya and Paraguay, February 8, 1960;
El Salvador, February 10. 1960; Bulgaria, Febru-
ary 11, 1960; Pakistan, February 12, 1960; Poland,
February 18, 1960 ; Honduras and India, February
23, 1960; Canada, February 25, 1960.

Telecommunications

Telegraph regulations (Geneva revision, 1958) annexed
to the international telecommunication convention of
December 22. 19.52 (TIAS 3266), with appendixes and
tinal protocol. Done at Geneva November 29, 1958.

Entered into force January 1. 1960. TIAS 4390.

Notification of approval: Ethiopia, January 29, 1960;
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, February 6,

1960; Netherlands (with reservations) and Pakistan,
February 10, I960.

Trade and Commerce
Declaration on the provisional accession of Israel to the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Done at
Geneva May 29. 1959. Entered into force October 9,

1959; for the United States December 19, 1959. TIAS
4384.
Sigtiature: Chile, February 1, 1960.

BILATERAL

Germany, Federal Republic of

Agreement extending agreement for the lease of air navi-
gation eiiuipment of August 2, 19.55, as extended (TIAS
34(54 and 4(K>2). Effected by exchange of notes at

Bonn November 3, 19.59, and January 8, 1960. Entered
into force January 8. 1960.

Agreement relating to the return of the Emden-Cherbourg-
Horta submarine telegraph cable to German ownership.
Effected by exchange of n()tes at AVasbingtou Novem-
ber 4, 1959, and .March 16. 1960. Entered into force
March 16, 19<>0.

Honduras
Agreement relating to radio communications between
amateur stations on behalf of third parties. Effecte<l

by exchanges of notes at Tegucigalpa October 26, 19.59,

and Febru.iry 17 and 19, 1960. Entered into force
JIarcb 17, IIKJO.

India

Agreement supplementing the agricultural commodities
November 13. 19.59. as suiiplemeutedagreement ot .m»*i'iiuh:i j.j. ii».»i', .»?. >iiiJi'n-iiiruit-»i

(TIAS 4.!.54 and 4400). EffiHted by exchange of notes
:il V.'ashington March 21, 1960. Entered into force
JIarch 21. 1960.

' Not in force for the United States.

^ Not in force.
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President Eisenhower and Prime iVIinister Macmiilan
Discuss Nuclear Test Negotiations

President Eisenhower and British Prime Min-
ister Harold MacmiUan met at Camp David, Md.,

March 28 and 29 to discuss the present state of

negotiations at the Geneva Conference on the

Discontinuance of Nuehar Weapons Tests. Fol-

lowing are texts of a statement by President Eisen-

hower released jointly by the United Kingdovn,

and the United States on March 28, a joint decla-

ration of March 29, and a welcoming statement

nuule by Secretary Herter on March 26, when
Prime Minister Macmiilan arrived at Andrews
Air Force Base.

STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER,
MARCH 28

White House (Camp David) press release dated March 28

The Prime Minister and I have agreed upon tlie

following statement as vre begin our conversations

at Camp David:

The main object of this meeting, of course, is to

consider tlie present state of the negotiations in

Geneva for the suspension of nuclear tests. We
will be studying the various aspects of the most

recent Soviet proposal ^ and wjiat this proposal

means to the free world.

This Geneva Conference has rightly attracted

the attention of the entire world. It is dealing

witli a subject of interest to all people and not just

the three countries engaged in the negotiation.

Certainly both of us are aware of the impor-

tance of arriving at a properly safeguarded agree-

ment with the Soviet Union on the suspension of

nuclear tests, lx)th because of the intrinsic impor-

tance of this objective and because of the impetus

which it might give to progress in tlio broader

Held of the reduction and control of armaments.

' For background, see Bulletin of Apr. 11, 19C0, p. 547,

footnote 1.

We are confident that out of our talks here will

come agreement on how we proceed as partners in

this all-important task of helping to bring a true

and just peace to the world. With this explanation

of the purpose of the meeting we are sure you will

not expect to get too much in the way of spot news
during the course of our discussions.

JOINT DECLARATION ON TESTS, MARCH 29

White House (Camp David) press release dated March 29

President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Mac-
miilan have discussed the present position of the

nuclear tests conference at Geneva between the

United States, United Kingdom and the Soviet

Umon.
It has been, and remains, the earnest desire of

both the United States Government and Her
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom to

achieve, by international agreement, the total pro-

hibition of all nuclear weapons tests, under effec-

tive international control.

Wlien the Geneva Conference began seventeen

months ago, there was reason to hope from the

preliminary scientific discussions which had pre-

ceded it that there would be no insuperable tech-

nical or scientific difficulties in establishing an
effective control system capable of detecting nu-

clear tests of all kinds. Subsequently, however,

it appeared from further scientific research that

in our present state of knowledge there are great

technical problems involved in setting up a con-

trol system wliich would be effective in detecting

underground nuclear tests below a certain size.

It is, however, the sincere hope of the President

and the Prime Minister that an agreed program of

coordinated scientific research, imdertaken by the

three countries, will lead in time to a solution of

tliis problem.
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Meanwhile, the President and the Prime Min-

ister believe that progress can be made toward

their ultimate objective of a comprehensive agree-

ment. They have agreed that much has been

accomplished in these Geneva negotiations toward

this objective. They point out that in the effort

to achieve the early conclusion of a treaty there

are a number of important specific problems to

be resolved. These include the questions of an

adequate quota of on-site inspections, the compo-

sition of the Control Commission, control post

staffing, and voting matters, as well as arrange-

ments for peaceful purposes detonations. They
believe that negotiation on these points should be

speeded up and completed at the earliest po.ssible

time. The Prime Minister and the President have

agreed that as soon as this treaty has been signed

and arrangements made for a coordinated research

program for the purpose of progressively improv-

ing control methods for events below a seismic

magnitude of 4.75, they will be ready to institute a

voluntary moratorium of agreed duration on

nuclear weapons tests below that threshold, to be

accomplished by unilateral declaration of each of

the three powers. In order to expedite progress,

the President and the Prime Minister have agreed

to invite the Soviet Government to join at once

with their two Goverimients in making arrange-

ments for such a coordinated research program

and putting it into operation.

It is to be undei-stood that once the treaty is

signed, ratification will have to follow the con-

stitutional processes of each country.

The President and the Prime Minister have

agreed to give instructions to their delegates at

Geneva in accordance with the spirit of tliis

declaration.

WELCOMING STATEMENT
HERTER, MARCH 26

BY SECRETARY

Press release 150 dated March 28

Mr. Prime Minister, I welcome you to Wash-

ington on behalf of the President. Your coming

here is in accord with the longstanding practice

of frequent consultation between the leaders of

our two countries. We are glad to have you with

us and are looking forwai'd to exchanging views

with you on the problems which are of such im-

portance to the peace and security of the world.
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United Nations Day, 1960

A PROCLAMATION'

Whereas the establishment of a just and enduring

peace throughout the world is essential to the survival

of civilization ; and

Whereas the United Nations is a powerful instrument

for guarding mankind against the calamity of war and
for establishing the rule of law among nations ; and

Whereas the United Nations has demonstrated its

ability to assist in the orderly progress of dependent

peoples toward self-government ; to help those who live in

underdeveloped areas to become self-sustaining ; and to

drive back the forces of disease and poverty wherever

found ; and

Whereas the United States supports the United Nations

with unswerving loyalty as it works to advance the eco-

nomic, social, and spiritual well-being of all peoples ; and
Whereas the General Assembly of the United Nations

has resolved that October twenty-fourth, the anniversary

of the coming into force of the United Nations Charter,

should be dedicated each year to making known the pur-

poses, principles, and accomplishments of the United

Nations:

Now, therefore, I, DwiGHT D. Eisenhower, President

of the United States of America, do hereby urge the citi-

zens of this Nation to observe Monday, October 24, 1960,

as United Nations Day by means of community programs

which will demonstrate their faith in and support of the

United Nations and contribute to a better understanding

of its aims, problems, and achievements.

I also call upon the officials of the Federal and State

Governments and upon local officials to encourage citizen

groups and agencies of the press, radio, television, and
motion pictures to engage in appropriate observance of

United Nations Day throughout the land in cooperation

with the United States Committee for the United Nations

and other organizations.

In witness whereof, I have hereimto set my hand and

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be

affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this thirty-Hrst day

of March in the year of our Lord nineteen

[seal] hundred and sixty, and of the Independence

of the United States of America the one

hundred and eighty-fourth.

I$y the President

:

Christian A. Uerter,

Secretary of Slate.

' No. 3341 ; 25 Fed. Reg. 2831.
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The New Africa and the United Nations

by Francis O. Wilcox

Assistant Secretary for International Organization Affairs ^

I returned from Africa ^ profoundly impressed

by the far-reacliing changes that are taking phice

there. Tliese changes, which involve the transfer

of political power to African leadership, consti-

tute one of the most important developments of

the 20th century.

The whole continent is astir as the march to-

ward self-government and independence continues

with amazing speed. In most countries there is

no longer any question as to whetlier independence

will come; the only question is how soon. It is

fairly safe to say that more new sovereign states

will be created in Africa during the next few

years than have ever been created before during

any comparable period in world history. The

1960's may well be the African decade.

The challenge presented by these developments

is of major importance to the United States and

to the United Nations. I would like to examine

with you tonight the main elements of that

challenge.

The Challenge of Africa

The sheer size of Africa staggers the imagi-

nation, confounds the scholar, and, I have had oc-

casion to discover, wearies the traveler. It is as

large as the United States, Western Europe, India,

and the Chinese mainland put together. Within

its borders live over 200 million people, including

virtually all the races and religions of mankind.

There are some 700 indigenous languages cur-

' Address made at the University of Kentucky, I/exing-

ton, Ky., on Mar. 2.5 (press release 157 dated Mar. 24).

' Mr. Wilcox was in Africa from Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 ; he

visited Tunisia, Kenya, Tanganyika, the Union of South

Africa, the Republic of Congo, Nigeria, Ghana, and

Senegal.

rently in use, with many of the educated leaders

having mastered at least one modem European
tongue.

This world witliin a world is so diversified that

one is tempted to describe it by paradox. It is

the home of the world's shortest and tallest human
beings, the Batwa, or pygmies, and Batutsi, who

live side by side in the Tmst Territory of Ruanda-

Urundi. The continent is burgeoning with nat-

ural resources ; it is a treasure trove of diamonds,

gold, and scarce minerals, and oil has been dis-

covered in large quantities in the middle of one

of the most desolate spots on earth, the Sahara.

Despit« these riches you can find there some of the

world's worst slums and abysmally low living

standards. Over large areas of the continent there

is acute race conflict, but at the same time a

number of white Europeans, nominated and

elected by black Africans, are now serving in legis-

latures and cabinets in the self-governing st<ates

of former French West and Equatorial Africa.

Illiteracy is widespread; but there is a fervent

desire for education, and most of the newly inde-

pendent countries are devoting large proportions

of tlieir time, effort, and money to teaching their

citizens.

Is anything certain in all this enormous, com-

plex region? I think so. Africa is on the march.

The achievement of political independence and

economic growth is the burning aspiration of the

overwhelming majority of the people of the con-

tinent. From the outside this appears as the last

stage of an important historical process, inevita-

ble and a little disorderly, but for the people con-

cerned it is a matter of great urgency.

As more and more African states become inde-

pendent, they tend to look to the United States
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and the United Nations for assistance in solving

the prodigious problems which confront them. I

believe that the future position of the United

States and the free world is closely tied up with

the success of their efforts. Certainly the failure

of these people to achieve economic and social

progress under free governments of their own
choosing would be a serious setback to free-world

interests.

Wliere does the United States stand with respect

to these developments? Some critics have at-

tempted to claim that our position has been marred

by ambiguities and reservations; others have ac-

cused us of going too far too fast. It seems to

me that our attitude has been clear. There is no

wavering in our conviction that the orderly transi-

tion from colonial rule to self-government or inde-

pendence should be carried resolutely to

completion. We have said so repeatedly, and I am
happy to say it again. Our history and traditions

could not pennit us to react otherwise.

Everywliere I went in Africa I found an en-

couraging reservoir of good will for America.

The people of Africa look upon the United States

as a friend and as a nation that can naturally

sympathize with their aims and aspirations. They
would be greatly surprised and deeply disap-

pointed if we did not extend a helping hand in

their hour of need.

Importance of African States in United Nations

It is inevitable that the rapid evolution of what
could once be described as the Dark Continent

should have a profound effect on the United Na-
tions. One measure of Africa's place in the world

organization is that nearly one-third—35 in all

—

of the 123 resolutions adopted by the 14th General

Assembly last fall dealt specifically with African

affairs. These resolutions ranged from such diffi-

cult problems as French nuclear tests in the

Sahara and race conflict in South Africa to less

difficult but basic questions such as tJie training

of indigenous civil servants in the trust

territories.

If the United Nations has come to devote more
and more time to discussion of African problems,

world problems in general have been influenced

increasingly by the presence in the U.N. of Af-

rican states. There are now 10 African states in

the United Nations: Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea,

Liberia, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia, the

United Arab Republic, and the Union of South

Africa. They will be joined later this year by

at least five and possibly six or more new members

:

Cameroun, Togo, the Belgian Congo, Somalia, and

Nigeria, and probably by the Mali Federation and

the Malagasy Republic (Madagascar), whose

leaders are now negotiating in Paris for full inde-

pendence within a modified French Community.

Not only is the continent of Africa on the move

;

this revolution has called forth corresponding

movement within the United Nations itself. It

seems clear that within a very few years African

states will become the largest single regional group

in the United Nations. You will remember that

there were 51 original members of the United Na-

tions. There are now 82, and in anotlier few yeare

membership will probably total over 100, with per-

haps as many as 30 coming from tlie African

Continent.

There are some who argue that the prospective

enlargement will mean that the United Nations

will no longer be a useful instrument for jDromot-

ing the national interests of the United States or

promoting the cause of world peace. This strikes

me as an unduly pessimistic view. That the Gen-
eral Assembly will become more unwieldy is un-

deniable. That the future growth of the United

Nations will strengthen the anticolonial forces is

likewise quite apparent. That the drive of the

underdeveloped countries for a greater voice in

international affairs and greater benefits to them
will be enhanced is also evident.

But there is no real cause for alarm. In practice,

while there is a tendency for the African and
Asian states to band together on certain issues,

the states of Asia and Africa do not regularly

vote together as a bloc. The so-called "Asian-

African bloc"—which is a misnomer—is made up
of states with differing interests arising from di-

versity of history, culture, traditions, and geo-

graphic location.

There is great opportunity within the frame-

work of the United Nations for cooperative efforts

between ourselves and the African states to ad-

vance our mutual interests. True, African mem-
bers tlius far liave been mainly jireoccupied with

colonial problems and the support of iiidepend-

ence for the remaining dejiendent areas in Africa.

They have tended to keep out of the controversies

which liave divided the West and the Conmiunist
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bloc. However, we can expect that the African

states will focus their attention increasingly on

problems of worldwide concern as the remaining

dopondcncies attain sovereignty.

We must not assume that the addition of numer-

ous African states means that the United States

will be outvoted in the United Nations. On issues

vital to our interests and those of the free world,

widespread support will continue to be forthcom-

ing. There is, in fact, a broad identity of common
interest which we share with the states of Africa.

If we take into account in sufficient measure the

aspirations and the objectives of so many of the

newly emerging states, we can utilize the United

Nations for constructive leadership. The United

Nations has demonstrated time and time again a

remarkable capacity for flexibility and adjustment

in the face of new circumstances.

In the expanded United Nations there will be

more than ever before a premium on constructive

policies. It is up to us to continue to bring for-

ward such policies. We should not forget that the

United Nations is in many ways a mirror of our

political influence in the world, a barometer of

relations among states.

I am confident that with patience and resource-

fulness our position in the United Nations, this

j-ear and in the future, will continue to promote

our interests and serve the cause of world peace.

Challenge of African Issues in United Nations

Since its beginning the United Nations has

been deeply involved in the consideration of co-

lonial and trusteeship questions in Africa and

throughout the world. For our part we have

sought to participate constructively in these dis-

cussions. Since the days of Woodrow Wilson the

United States has been largely responsible for

universal acceptance of the idea that administer-

ing powers should be accountable to the interna-

tional community. I am convinced that the

trustee.ship system has had a major impact on

the development of the African Continent. It has

set the sights of the administering powers on

higher international standards of administration.

It is no accident that five of the seven Afi-ican

trust territories will have become independent by

March 1961 and that important progress will also

have been made by the non-self-governing

territories.

In stating this, I do not wish to detract from

the solid achievements of the United Kingdom,

France, Belgium, and Italy in bringing their de-

pendent peoples to the stage of independence.

If colonialism is now rejected by virtually all

Africans, one may well ask wliether its role has

been lacking in constructive achievement. Some

observers of African affairs insist that it has. It

seems to me that the reverse is true. It is becom-

ing more and more apparent that the system has

played a necessary role in the political, social,

and economic development of the continent. It

has provided one of the essential channels through

which the knowledge and skills of the more de-

veloped countries could be made available to the

peoples of Africa. In a recent statement former

Ambassador Charles T. O. King of Liberia ex-

plained that Liberian poverty stemmed from the

fact that his country had always been independent

and had therefore never reaped the material bene-

fits of colonialism. The difference, he continued,

was comparable to that between the home of a

man who has had to accomplish everything by his

own sweat and toil and that of a man who has en-

joyed a large inheritance.

There inevitably comes a time when a dependent

people wishes to manage its own affairs. Once

this stage is reached—and it has been attained in

large areas of Africa—the wise administrator

looks for a new relationship. That a modem and

mutually beneficial relationship has been created

so oft«n is indeed a tribute to the good sense of

both partners.

It is, of course, essential that any future rela-

tionship between Africa and the Western nations

be freely chosen by the African nations them-

selves. Nevertheless, it is our earnest hope that

the people of Africa will recognize the affinity of

interests which they share not only with the

United States but also with former administering

powers of Western Europe. In other words, we

hope that the colonial relationship can be replaced

by a new relationship of friendship and coopera-

tion based upon equality, mutual respect, and

mutual benefit.

One example among many is the new relation-

ship being evolved between France and the Mali

Federation, which I recently had occasion to ob-

serve. After the independence of Mali in 1960,

France will itself propose Mali's candidacy to the
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United Nations. It appears to me that this prom-

ises well for Mali's future, because it is a reflec-

tion of the sentiments of mutual good will and

imderstanding which characterize relations be-

tween France and Mali.

Algerian Question

I would be less than candid if I did not admit

that there were a number of other questions not

so easily resolved and which cause us great con-

cern. The Algerian question is a case in point.

In Algeria a minority of European extraction lives

amid a Muslim majority. These two communi-

ties, which almost literally cannot survive without

each other, find it difficult to live side by side under

the tenns which have prevailed in the past. A
Muslim nationalist movement has for the past 6

years been fighting for the ultimate goal of Alger-

ian independence. France denies that the nation-

alist organization speaks for the mass of Algerians

and, while trying to adapt the administration of

Algeria to the changing times, is fighting to pre-

vent the severance of Algeria's ties with France.

In these circumstances, clearly, no solution is pos-

sible without good faith and restraint by all

concerned.

We have great sympathy for and much in com-

mon with France, our oldest ally. At the same

time we believe it is important that effect be given

to the aspirations of the people of Algeria by

peaceful means. We are anxious to see an end to

violence and bloodshed. We favor a just, peace-

ful, and democratic solution.

The bitterness of conflict, the shadow of fear,

and the gnawing woiTy of uncertainty, all add to

the inherent complexities of the problem. Last

September President de Gaulle made a far-reach-

ing and significant declaration concerning the

problem of Algeria. In this declaration the prin-

ciple of self-determination was recognized specifi-

cally as being applicable to Algeria. We wel-

comed this declaration, in the words of President

Eisenhower, "containing explicit promises of self-

determination for the Algerian peoples." ^ While
recent difficulties in Algeria have not enhanced
the prospects, the United States nevertheless con-

tinues to hope that circumstances will evolve in

such a way that a just, peaceful, and democratic

solution for Algeria will soon be realized.

Race Question in South Africa

A quite different problem exists on the southern

tip of the continent.

The race question in the Union of South Africa

is basic, extremely complex, and undoubtedly rep-

resents one of the United Nations' thorniest prob-

lems. The i)resent population of the Union is

estimated at nearly 14 million, divided into 3 mil-

lion Europeans, about 9 million Africans, ly^ mil-

lion "coloreds," i.e. descendants of mixed
marriages, and around V2 million Indians. The
Union Govermnent lias officially espoused the doc-

trine of apartheid, or separate development. In

theory, apartheid eventually will be made fully

effective by the removal of the Africans to their

own self-administered reserves, but in the mean-

time the black man is subject to a number of dis-

criminatoi-y practices.

This racial discrimination has been extensively

debated at the United Nations, and for the last 2

years resolutions critical of the Union's policy were

adopted by overwhelming majorities.^ "Wliat is

most serious in this situation is that the policy of

apartheid is buttressed and formally approved by

statute. Wliile recognizing the shortcomings of

the Union of South Africa in the field of human
rights, we have always been reluctant to smgle

it out for criticism when so many other nations in

the world, including our own, have not been be-

yond reproach.

We need all the understanding possible to cope

with the problems found on the opposite tips of

the continent. On the one hand, the sentiments

of those who feel oppressed and discriminated

against are easy to midei-stand. On the other

hand, one can appreciate the feelings of people

who established themselves in a new land at a time

when our ancestors were doing the same thing on

the soil of America but who now find tliemselves

a minority in a restlessly stirring continent. But
understanding need not mean approval, and I

doubt that any policy based upon the long-range

domination of one racial group by another can

very long endure.

This calls to mind the fundamental principle

wliich was stated so well by the New York Tim^s

not long ago: "If all God's chillun don't have

wings, as the old spiritual says they do, then none

of them have wings."

" For texts of statements by President Eisenhower and
Secretary Herter, see Bulletin of Oct. 12, 1959, ji. .^OO.

' For background, see ibid., Nov. 24, 1958, p. 842, and
Dec. 28. 1959, p. 948.
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These are not the only areas in which racial

conflict exists or can l)e foreseen. But tlie grati-

fying tiling to mo is that it is so little prevalent.

Over vast stretches of the continent the white man
is accepted without hitterness or hatred and indi-

viduals are judged in accordance with their per-

sonalities and intentions. This surely speaks well

for the character and personality of the peoples of

Africa.

Challenge of Assistance to New African States

Otlu'r major African problems were aptly de-

fined by IT.N. Secretary-General Hammarskjold

recently. Following his 24-country African visit,

the Secretary-General told a news conference on

Februaiy -t:

On the continent of Africa, there is the problem of per-

sonnel. There is the problem of money. There is the

problem of education, and there is the problem of, let

us say, moral support in the reshaping and shaping of

a nation.

Wliat can the United States and the United

Nations do to assist in these fields ?

The requirement for trained personnel is acute

in many parts of Africa. Civil services have un-

til recently been staffed largely by trained Euro-

pean administrators and technicians. Inevitably

many of these will leave, once the countries they

have helped to administer become independent.

Even when they are willing to continue on the

job, the new African governments have a per-

fectly understandable desire to staff their bureauc-

racies with indigenous personnel as rapidly as

feasible. In those rare cases such as Guinea,

where the attainment of independence was abrupt

and angrj', prodigious problems can be posed for

the African administrations.

It has been argued that personnel shortages in

Africa stem from shortcomings of the educational

systems provided by the administering powers.

This is only part of the truth. It seems that

everyone, African and European alike, under-

estimated the rapidity of political developments

on the continent. European educators therefore

usually stressed quality rather than quantity of

education. The attitude of everyone concerned

has been changing radically, and there is an in-

tense desire on the part of Africans everywhere

for education and a willingness on the part of

Europeans to provide it.

With few exceptions there is everywhere in

Africa a clear lack of capital development and

even of funds for basic government operations.

The United Nations, for example, has long been

concerned over the budgetary deficit which So-

malia will face after independence, a deficit

amounting to approximately $.5 million a year for

at least the next 10 yeare. The problem of So-

malia has been extensively debated and is gen-

erally known because it was a U.N. trust territory,

but the fact is there are a good many other

African countries in similar financial straits.

Until very recently United States assistance to

African countries was but a minute proportion of

our total world commitments. The emergence of

so many independent African states presents us

with real challenges, and to meet them the United

States and the United Nations are actively plan-

ning new programs of assistance.

One approach is to expand our bilateral assist-

ance. Congress has been asked to include in its

appropriation for ICA for 1961 the sum of $20

million for a special program for tropical Africa.'

This sum would be over and above the normal ex-

penditures of the International Cooperation Ad-
ministration in Africa for technical assistance and
capital development. We plan to use most of

these funds in assisting African leaders with basic

educational planning and program development,

teacher training, language training, vocational

and agricultural training programs, and related

fields. It would also be used to encourage

regional cooperation for the development of

Africa's resources.

United Nations Assistance

We are also encouraging and supporting the

utilization of the United Nations as a constructive

force in the advancement of Africa.

In 1959, for example, the U.N. sent over 600

technical experts to Africa. It also gave fellow-

ships to over 400 Africans, enabling them to study

abroad in order to acquire tlie know-how that will

help Africa to provide its own experts in the

future. I believe this program should be sub-

stantially increased.

In addition, the United Nations Special Fund,

established in 1959, launched in its first year of

existence seven projects for Africa, with a total

value of $5.5 million. These projects in Ghana,

Nigeria, Guinea, Libya, and Egypt, together with

one regional project, will help encourage further

• See also p. 603.
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investments of public and private funds on the

continent.

Another new program, and one that is still in

its experimental stages, is generally known as the

OPEX program. This program will provide ex-

perienced operational and executive personnel

from abroad to serve as government officials in

new countries where such assistance is requested

because of a dearth of experienced people. Many
requests for this type of assistance have been re-

ceived by the United Nations from Africa, and it

is expected that this program will be of real value

to those countries.

The specialized agencies of the United Nations

are also doing increasingly important work in

Africa. I might mention in particular the

World Health Organization, the International

Bank for Eeconstruction and DeveloiDment, the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-

tural Organization, the International Labor Or-

ganization, and the Food and Agriculture

Organization. There are still others besides these

which put their specialized knowledge and skill to

work to solve the pressing problems of under-

development.

More and more coimtries have been increasing

their contributions to the United Nations assist-

ance programs, but still greater contributions will

be required if the U.N. is to meet the expanding

needs in Africa. We have hopes that the neces-

saiy financial resources will be forthcoming. We
are sure that, if the U.N. can play its full role in

assisting the development of the young countries

of Africa, the benefits will accrue not only to

Africa but to the U.N. and to ourselves and the

world in general.

"\^^lat is equally important to define and im-

plement is what Mr. Hammarskjold called "moral

sujjport in tlie reshaping and shaping of a nation."

I think it can be explained by citing the words of

one Ghanaian statesman: "What we want from
(ho United States is sympathy for our aspira-

tions, and understanding for our mistakes."

U.S. Understanding of African Problems

It has seemed (o me Unit (he United States was
uniquely equipped (o understand African prob-

lems and aspirations and to lend this moral sup-

port. For example, there has been considerable

discussion in this country recently about Africa's

capacity to sustain democratic governments.

I would like in this connection to quote briefly

from an article entitled "Will Democracy Work
in Africa?" by the outstanding Tanganyika po-

litical leader, Mr. Julius Nyerere. Mr. Nyerere

points out

:

A country's struggle for freedom . . . leaves no room
for dififerences. ... It is this nationalist movement
which fights for, and achieves, independence. It, there-

fore, inevitably forms the first government of the inde-

pendent state. It would surely be ridiculous to expect

that a country should voluntarily divide itself for the

sake of conforming to a particular expression of "democ-

racy" which happens to be seen in terms of a government

party and an opposition party ; and to expect a country

to do this in midstream and during a struggle which calls

for the complete unity of all its people.

Mr. Nyerere's statement may well recall some

of our own experiences after the American Rev-

olution, when for a short period we had only one

political party in our country. I would hope,

however, that the one-party system where it exists

in Africa will be designed to serve as a transition

to a more advanced stage of democratic govern-

ment.

Most of the political forces iii Africa today

—

the urge for independence, the attempt to form

representative governments, and the campaign for

African unity—can be illuminated by a return to

our own history. There is something of a parallel

here which has not escaped many African states-

men, who often speak in terms of a "United States

of Africa" or who otherwise mention the Ameri-

can experience to throw light on their own diffi-

culties. Nothing would disillusion the African

more than to find that the lessons he has learned

in American imiversities have been forgotten by

Americans.

There is another factor, apart from shared his-

torical experience, that should facilitate under-

standing between the Africans and ourselves.

That is the very important fact that 10 percent of

the American population is of African origin.

Indeed, there are more people of African origin

in the United States than there are in any otlier

comitry or territory in the world except Nigeria.

It is understandable that our people have watched

African developments with strong interest.

Among our own Negro fellow citizens tliere are

many men and women who can play useful roles

in building bridges between the United States and

Africa.

As I have pointed out above, there has been
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a pjreat deal of interest in the idea of a federated

Africa or a "Unitwl States of Africa." Most

African leadei-s witli whom I talked expresseil

the view tiiat this is an ideal that does not have

much practical sis;ni(icanco at the present time. In

fact, eacli emerjiing state is now confronted with

a formiilable array of urjicnt domestic problems

which it must resolve. These matters must take

I)riority over the complicated issuas involved in

a united Africa. Consequently, even though there

may be a tendency for certain states in particular

regions to federate, or at the very least to work
closely together on problems of mutual interest,

I doubt very much if any significant progress to-

ward a united Africa can be made in the near

future.

Special Problems of New Africa

In looking to the future of Africa there are

several very real dangers wliich the new countries

will face and which most responsible African

leaders readily acknowledge. Let me refer briefly

to each of these.

First of all, there will be the temptation not to

use to the fullest the administrative competence

and the technical know-how available among the

white elements of the population. We can all

recall just how much political appeal the maxim
"Throw the rascals out" had during certain periods

in our own history. By the same token, political

extremists in Africa, disregarding their nation's

welfare, may well insist upon the premature with-

drawal of white men from positions of

responsibility.

Such a trend could have disastrous conse-

quences. It could result in lower standards of

administration when better government should be

the goal. It could engender hostility and animos-

ity instead of the teamwork between the Europeans

and the Africans that is so desperately needed.

It could create instability and thus discourage

foreign aid and private investment, both of which

are essential to real progress.

Another danger lies in the ever-present threat

of Communist subversion and intrigue. It is true

that in the countries I visited I heard few reports

of any effective Communist activity. Indeed, at

the present time there are relatively few individ-

ual Communists or organized Communist parties

on the continent. Such Communist parties as do

exist in the independent African stat«s are small

and severely circumscribed by governments jealous

of their newly won independence. I am convinced,

however, that in the future Communist leaders

will redouble their efforts to increase their in-

fluence among the young people, in the trade union

movement, and in other strategic segments of the

African population.

The major Communist threat to Africa at the

moment is an external one. By that I mean the

pei-sistent attempts of international communism
to penetrate and subvert the newly emerging na-

tions of Africa. Although African governments

generally are aware of the problem and seem de-

termined to curtail subvei-sive activities, we must
not imderestimate the ability of a few dedicated

Communists to cause serious trouble. It is clear,

if this threat is to be met, that necessary steps

must bo taken to avoid the kind of political and
economic instability that so often leads to Com-
munist subversion.

Finally, there is a danger that some of the new
African states, encouraged by a spirit of intense

nationalism and by intertribal rivalries, might en-

gage in a competitive arms race that would lower

their economic vitality and increase the risk of
wars on that continent. Now arms control is very

much like weight control, as every Western nation

should admit. It is much easier to stay thin than

it is to take off excess weight once it has been

added.

It is, of course, the right of every sovereign

state to deteiTnine the ends for which its produc-

tive energy and its resources will be used. It

would be a tragic thing, however, if these new
states, whose resources are so meager, were to em-

bark upon the kind of arms competition that

would divert their productive capacity from con-

structive ends.

This is something which the African states will

have to decide for themselves. It is possible, how-

ever, if they only have the courage to grasp the

nettle while there is still time, the United Nations

might be helpful in finding an answer to their

problem.

Concluding Comments

The challenge put to us by current African de-

velopments is formidable. Almost evciywhcre

Africans are boldly assmning their increased re-
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sponsibilities. It seems to me there are several

courses of action we should follow in order to be

helpful.

First, I think it is imperative that we increase

our own knowledge and imderstanding of the

problems of Africa. This is a job not only for the

press, radio, and television, which during the past

year have done much to focus public attention on

the developing African scene, but also for our

great universities. Unless the news is presented

against a solid background of information, it is

likely to be misinterpreted and misunderstood.

It is in this connection that the work of Ameri-
can universities in the past decade has been so out-

standing. Ten years ago only 2 universities in

the entire United States offered courses on Africa

;

there are now 29, of which 6 have major African

area studies. The new African Studies Associa-

tion now boasts over 600 members. Books,

learned articles, and speeches have been produced

in large quantities and in excellent quality, but

much more is needed.

We have a great deal to learn, and time is grow-

ing short. Africans who travel in the United

States still find fixed in the American mind cer-

tain stereotypes evoked by words such as "witch-

craft" and "primitive." It is true, of course,

that there is much in Africa that is still primi-

tive, but cities like Salisbuiy, Dakar, and Leo-

poldville are as modem as many American cities.

Secondly, if we need to know much more about

Africa, it is at least as true that Africans need

to learn much more about the United States. Cer-

tainly there is little awareness in Africa of our

attempts to solve our own race problems and far

too much emphasis on the materialistic rather

than the human side of our culture. Frequently,

too, one encounters a rather unrealistic belief

in American omnipotence, followed by disillu-

sionment when we fail to measure up to their

expectations.

There are a numl)er of ways by wliich we can

attempt to solve this problem. We can do this in

the long run most effectively by expansion of our

student exchange program. In 1955 there were

851 students from sub-Saharan Africa studying in

American universities; by 1959 the number had

risen to 1,190. Does this sound impressive?

There were, in 1959, 47,245 foreign students in

American universities, of which the Afiican share

was less than 2 percent. This is much too small

a nmnber, althougli we have managed so far to

substitute quality for quantity. Among the more
illustrious graduates of American imiversities are

the Prime Minister of Ghana and the former

Premier of the Eastern Region of Nigeria.

Thirdly, although education of the young is the

most pressing job, we should also expand our

leadersliip grants to outstanding African states-

men, administratoi"s, and technicians. We have

done a good deal in this field, but the need far out-

weighs available resources.

Fourth, a step-up in the tempo of our informa-

tion activities in Africa is also essential. We now
have an impressive number of centers operated by

the United States Information Service in Africa.

There are currently 15 central posts, 9 branch

posts, and 3 reading rooms, working through

local public information media and telling the

United States story through films and libraries.

In some countries, USIS carries on English-lan-

guage teaching and in many other ways extends

African knowledge of America.

Fifth, it is important to expand the economic

assistance which can be made available for Africa.

We are convinced that it is in the United States

interest to increase direct assistance to Africa, and

a sum of $20 million has been requested by ICA
for this purpose for next year.

I believe that our own efforts can be comple-

mented in an important way by an expansion of

United Nations activities in Afi-ica. There is

growing support in Africa for the kind of

assistance made available by the United Nations.

The Secretary-General stated that this was his

impression following his recent 24-country tour; I

foimd the same sentiment everywhere I traveled.

Multilateral aid has much to recommend it. It

is easier for experts representing the world com-

munity to give advice on economic matters that

will require a country to take inipopular political

measures—increasing taxes, for example. More-

over, multilateral aid tends to mitigate some of

the worst features of the shopping between East

and West that some countries have learned to

carry on. It cannot replace bilateral assistance,

but we believe it has unique qualiti&s which make

it peculiarly adaptable to African comitries.

Increased aid through the United Nations

would have a beneficial political aspect as well.

We can expect a certain amount of unrest in
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Africa. Frontiers wore often established arbi-

trarily bj' Eiwopean powci-s without much regard

to etlmic or linguistic factors. For example, de-

spite prolongetl United Nations efforts, there is no

mutually accepted frontier between Ethiopia and

the new state of Somalia. As a result, Africa,

like other continents, will be beset by many
formidable political and economic problems. The
United Nations can be of great assistance in their

solution. I believe that a U.N. presence, primarily

to furnish economic and technical advice and

assistance in particular cases, can be an element

of considerable political stability as well.

Finally, I would like to sum up my impressions

in the following way. As one travels through

Africa today, one can vi\ndly sense the spirit

which gave rise to our own Declaration of Inde-

pendence with its ringing concepts of human
dignity and equality. Fortimately the transition

to independence is nearly everywhere being car-

ried out with the assistance and the approval of

the administering powers.

The new political and economic responsibilities

which the emerging African nations have assumed

are notliing short of staggering. Many of their

problems seem almost insurmountable. Thei-e

will be some mistakes made. Tliere will be some

stumbling done. But let us be hopeful and chari-

table in our attitude, and let us remember our own
halting beginnings.

I returned from Africa awed, disturbed, and

optimistic. I was awed by the size and complexity

of the giant that is moving onto the world stage,

disturbed by the magnitude of the problems that

remain to be resolved, and encouraged by the

growing amount of racial harmony that T en-

countered.

No one can doubt that the newly emerging states

of Africa have an extremely difficult task ahead.

A new state cannot be built in a day. It will take

time—and energy and money—and sweat and

blood and tears. But as they move on toward

their goal of himian betterment, they know they

have the sympathetic interest and the support of

the Government and the people of the United

States.

I am confident that the peoples of Africa will

succeed in establishing their rightful place in the

family of nations and that they will make a sig-

nificant contribution to the United Nations and

the cause of world peace.

U.S. and Spain Conclude Talks

on Matters of Mutual interest

The Foreign Minister of Spain, Femamdo
Maria Castiella y Maiz, made an official visit to

Washington March 22-2^ at the invitation of

Secretary Ilerter. Following is the text of a joint

communique issued on March 23 at the conclu^on

of talks between Secretary Herter and Seiior

Castiella and their exchange of greetings on Senor
Castiella's arrival, togetlier with a list of the

members of the Foreign Minister's party.

TEXT OF COMMUNIQUE

Press release 151 dated March 23

The Seci'etary of State has the pleasure of

having as his official guest for three days Ilis Ex-
cellency Fernando Maria Castiella, the Minister of

Foreign Affairs of Spain. The Minister's visit to

Washington has afforded the opportunity for

him to hold conversations on matters of mutual

interest with the President, the Secretary of

State and other officials of the United States

Government.

During these conversations, the progress made
in carrying out the Mutual Defense and Economic

Aid Agreements signed by Spain and the United

States on September 26, 1953 ' was reviewed.

Great satisfaction was expressed over the very real

contribution which the joint Spanish-U.S. efforts

in the implementation of these agreements have

been making to the defense of Western civilization.

A broad review was also made of other matters

of mutual interest between Spain and the United

States. Impressions of the recent trip to Latin

America of the President,- on which he was ac-

companied by the Secretary of State, were con-

veyed to the Foreign Minister. The Foreign

Minister reviewed Spain's traditional ties with the

nations of Latin America. A general discussion

was also held of preparations for the Paris Sum-
mit Meeting. The increasingly important role

being played by Spain in international affairs was

noted with satisfaction. The American side com-

mented with favor on the appreciable economic

pi'ogress made by Spain since the Stabilization

Plan went into effect last July.'

' For text, see Bulletin of Oct. 5, 1953, p. 435.

' Ibid., Mar. 28, 1960, p. 471.

' For background, see ibid., Aug. 10, 1959, p. 210.
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The conversations were conducted in a cordial

and friendly atmosphere. They have served to in-

crease the mutual understanding between Spain

and the United States and to strengthen the ties

of friendship and cooperation which exist between

the two countries.

EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS

Press release 148 dated March 23

Secretary Herter

Your Excellency : It gives me great pleasure to

welcome you, Senora de Castiella, and the members
of your party to the United States. When you and

I met in London last August for some fruitful and

pleasant discussion, I expressed the hope tliat you

might find time in your busy schedule to visit

Washington.^ We are delighted that it has been

possible for you to do this.

I am sure, Mr. Minister, that you will find here

a warm and sympathetic welcome from the Ameri-

can people. Americans have a deep appreciation

of the role which your nation has played in the

discovery and development of our land.

Looking at the schedule which we have set for

ourselves these next few days, I regret that you

vfiW not be able to stay with us longer. I hope

nevertheless that you will have time to perceive, in

some of its many manifestations, the high esteem

in which we of the United States hold the people

of Spain. I trust that this visit will be as pleasant

and rewarding for you as I know it will be for us.

Senor Castiella

I am very happy to come to the United States.

It is always a gi-eat pleasure to visit again tliis

great country. I am honored to be here now as

the guest of your Government.

I hope that my conversations with the Ameri-

can authorities may help to strengthen and im-

prove still more the relations between the United

States and Spain. Of all these interviews I

specially look forward to the one I am to have

with the Secretary of State, Mr. Herter, who was

so kind as to invite me to pay this visit when we
met in London last smnmer and whose kind words

of welcome are a happy omen of a pleasant and
fruitful stay. I consider it a special privilege to

be able to have the opportunity of paying, once

more, my respects to your distuiguished President,

Mr. Eisenhower. The echo still lingers in the

streets of the Spanish capital of the enthusiastic

and unanimous applause given a short time ago to

your President by all its inliabitants, which had

assembled to greet one of the greatest men of our

time."

The importance of our mutual relationship is

such that a frequent exchange of visits by the

officials of both our countries is becoming more

and more necessai-y. Spain is a loyal friend of the

United States. With American aid and coopera-

tion we are developing a program of economic

reconstruction, and this will be of great assistance

in further increasing the strength of the Western

World.

MEMBERS OF OFFICIAL PARTY

The Department of State announced on March
18 (press release 136) that the following persons

would accompany Foreign Minister Castiella dur-

ing his visit to the United States:

Senora de Castiella

Jos6 M. de Areilza, Count of Motrico, Ambassador of

Spain

Countess of Motrico

RamOn Sedo, Director General of Political Affairs

Adolfo Martin Gamero, Director General of the Office of

Diplomatic Information

Juan Jos6 Rovira, Director General of the Office of Eco-

nomic Cooperation

Francisco Javier Elorza, Marques de Nerva, Director of

the Office of Multilateral Economic Relations

Jaime de Pini6s, Director of the Office of North American

Political Affairs

Gabriel Cafiadas, Second Secretary, Technical Cabinet of

the Minister

Alfonso de la Serna, First Secretary, Office of Diplomatic

Information

Juan Lugo, Third Secretary, Office of North American

Political Affairs

* Secretary Herter accompanied President Eisenhower

to Europe Aug. 26-Sept. 7, during which time talks were
held with the Spanish Foreign Minister ; for background,

see ibid., Sept. 21, 1959, p. 404.

" President Eisenhower visited Spain on Dec. 22 during

his 11-nation tour to Europe, the Middle East, South Asia,

and Africa ; for text of a joint communique, see ibid.,

Jan. 11, 1960, p. 50.
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Greek Costumes and Embroideries

To Be Exhibited in U.S.

Press release 161 dated Marcb 30

Tlie Departinent of State notes with plcasui-e

the announcciueiit of the loan exhibition of Greek

costumes and embroideries wliich will be shown in

the Smithsonian's Museum of Modern History

from April 9 through May 1. The exliibit is

sponsored by His Excellency, Greek Ambassador

[Alexis S.] Liatis and Mrs. Liatis and is under

the pati-onage of Her Majesty Queen Frederilca.

The exhibit is a comprehensive survey of the

Greek craftsman's work applied to ai-ticlcs of

daily use in the 18th and 19th centuries. Highly

developed teclmique, combined with inspiration

and dedication, demonstrates the deep roots of

Greek popular civilization.

The exhibit, which is also appearing in other

cities in the United States, was chosen from the

noted collection of the Benaki Museum in Athens,

the world-famous Greek ethnological museum.

The loan of portions of tliis valuable collection for

an American exhibition is a reflection of the close

cultural ties between the Greek and American

people.

U.S.S.R. Expresses Thanks for Rescue

of Soviet Soldiers by U.S. Navy

White House press release dated Marcb 22

The "Uliite House on March 22 made public the

following exchange of messages between President

Eisenhower and Nikita S. Khrushchev, Chair-

man of the Council of Ministers of the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.

Message of President Eisenhower

Mabch 21, 1960

Dear Mr. Cifairmax : Thank you for your

thoughtful message regarding the rescue of four

Soviet soldiers by the men of the USS Kearsarge.

I am grateful for the happy outcome for these

courageous men and am glad that our Xa\-y was

in a position to rescue them from the risks and

hardships they had undergone.

Sincerely,

DwiOHT D. Eisenhower

Message of Chairman Khrushchev

MAKon 16, 1960

DicAB Mr. President : Permit mo to e.xpr&ss to you, to

the Goverumcut of the USA, and to the American Naval

Command llio feeling of deep gratitude for the rescue of

four oouniBt>ous Soviet soldiers who in the course of many
days miinfully struggled against the elements and hard-

ships ill tlic t'xiianst's of the Pacific Ocean.

Tlio Soviet iH'ople see in tlie noble conduct of American

sailors and the .solicitous attitude toward Soviet young

men on the part of American authorities the expression

of an attitude of friendship which is developing between

our two countries. It is to be hoped that this may serve

the cause of further developing the relations between our

two countries to which you and I have devoted no little

time during the course of our recent conversations in the

USA and for wtuch, I hope, we will both spare no effort

during our forthcoming meetings.

Respectfully,

N. Ehbushcbev

The Ebemon, Moscow

Yugoslav Atomic Energy Officials

Conclude Discussions in U.S.

Press release 165 dated April 1

A delegation from the Yugoslav Federal Com-
mission for Nuclear Energy, which has been in

the United States at the invitation of the U.S.

Government,^ left the United States on April 1

after holding discussions with U.S. representatives

on cooperation between Yugoslavia and the United

States in the field of peaceful uses of atomic

energy. The delegation, headed by Slobodan

Nakicenovic, Under Secretary of State in the

Yugoslav Federal Commission for Nuclear

Energy, also visited numerous scientific and edu-

cational establisliments in the United States in-

cluding installations of the Atomic Energy

Commission where research is being done in the

peaceful application of nuclear energy.

During the talks which were held between the

Yugoslav delegation and representatives of the

Department of State and the Atomic Energy Com-

mission, understandings were reached on further-

ing cooperation between Yugoslavia and the

United States in the development of atomic energy

for peaceful uses. In this connection tlie repre-

sentatives of both Yugoslavia and the United

States emphasized the importance of the Inter-

RuLLETix of Mar. 14, 1960, p. 410.
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national Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna in

promoting and facilitating international coopera-

tion in this field and agreed to make full use of

the Agency in developing programs for mutual

cooperation.

The liead of the Yugoslav delegation, Mr.

Nakicenovic, on behalf of Aleksandar Eankovic,

Chairman of the Yugoslav Federal Commission

for Nuclear Energy and Vice President of the

Federal E.xecutive Coimcil of the Federal People's

Kepublic of Yugoslavia, extended to the Chair-

man of the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission, John A. McCone, an invitation to visit

Yugoslavia with a niunber of his coworkers. Mr.

McCone has accepted the invitation and would

hope to work out a mutually convenient time for

his visit in the near future. Tlie Yugoslav dele-

gation also invited the United States Atomic

Energy Commission to send a delegation of ex-

perts to Yugoslavia. In response to this invita-

tion a group of U.S. experts will travel to

Yugoslavia soon.

U.S. and Morocco Exchange Messages

on Agadir Earthquake

White House press release dated March 23

El-Mehdi Ben Aboud, ]\Ioroccan Ambassador

to the United States, called on President Eisen-

hower on March 23 to deliver a message from

Mohammed V, King of Morocco, in response to

the President's message of sympathy in coiinec-

tion with the earthquake at Agadir, Morocco, on

the night of February 29-March 1, 1960.

Message of President Eisenhower

Santlvgo, March 2, 1960

I have been deeply saddened by the news of the

terrible earthquake which has caused so much loss

of life and suffering at Agadir. Please accept the

smcere condolences of tlie American people and

myself in this great tragedy.

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

Message of King Mohammed V

His Excellency Dwioht D. Eisenhower
President of the United States

The White, House

We were particularly touched by the message of

sympathy Your Excellency transmitted to us in your own

name and that of the American people in connection with

the disaster in Agadir.

We wish to express to Your Excellency and to your

country, our friend, sincere appreciation for your deep

concern over this tragic occurrence.

Mohammed V,

King of Moroeco

March 12, 1960

U.S. Lends Morocco $40 Million

for Economic Development

Press release 142 dated March 21

The Department of State on March 21 an-

nounced the signing of loan agreements totaling

$40 million to contribute to the Government of

Morocco's economic development program. The
loans will represent the major portion of the fiscal

year 1960 Mutual Security Program of economic

assistance to Morocco.

The Mutual Security Program loans were ne-

gotiated through the Export-Import Bank, acting

on behalf of the International Cooperation Ad-
ministration. Samuel C. Waugh, President of the

Bank, signed for the United States, and the Am-
bassador of Morocco, El-Mehdi Ben Aboud, signed

for liis Government.

U.S. Sends Flood Relief to Brazil

Press release 162 dated March 31

The United States has made up to $300,000 in

Mutual Security Program funds available for

emergency flood relief in northeast Brazil, tlie

Depai-tment of State announced on March 31.

The funds were made available to alleviate suf-

fering resulting from floods, including the col-

lapse on March 27 of the Oros Dam in northeast

Brazil. Approximately 150,000 persons are home-

less in the Jaguaraibe Valley, and another 150,000

are in distress elsewhere.

The U.S. assistance is cliiefly in the form of

urgently needed transportation facilities for food

and medical and other supplies and in rescue

work. The Air Force is sending two C-124 trans-

port planes with rubber boats and two helicopters.

In addition (he U.S.S. Glacier^ which was at Rio

de Janeiro when the floods became acute, is pro-

ceeding to the distress area and will assist, along

with its two helicopters.

I
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Also, Capt. Edward A. Anderson, Medical

Corps, U.S. Xavy, flew to Brazil on March ;U witli

jet-injection vaccination equipment to start an

emergencj' program to inununize flood victims

against typlioid fever. Four IT.S. injection ma-

chines and 2(10,000 doses of typhoid vaccine are

being provided for this emergency inidertaking.

This amount of vaccine will innnunize approxi-

mately 100,000 persons. Capt. Andei-son carried

with him part of the jet equipment and approxi-

mately 70,000 doses of the vaccine to get the inocu-

lation program under way on his arrival.

Fortaleza, Brazil, will be the center of the

emergency relief operation.

U.S. Accepts Declaration on GATT
Relations With Switzerland

Press release IW) dated March 30

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

On March 30 in Geneva the United States ac-

cepted the declaration of November 22, 1958, gov-

erning the provisional accession of Switzerland to

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT).
Under tlic arrangements for Swiss accession to

the GATT, Switzerland, with certain exceptions

relating to articles XI and XV of the General

Agreement, and other contracting parties accept-

ing the declaration undertake to apply the provi-

sions of the GATT to each other. United States

acceptance of the declaration does not involve the

modification of any United States tariff conces-

sions. The United States does, by acceptance,

acquire direct rights to the tariff concessions ne-

gotiated between Switzerland and other contract-

ing parties (not including the United States) in

1958. In return, Switzerland acquires direct

rights to the existing United States schedule of

tariff concessions in the GATT. Public notice

regarding United States acceptance of this dec-la-

ration was issued on September 9, 1959, together

with the text of the general provisions of the dec-

laration.^ A published statement of the results of

the 1958 tariff negotiations with Switzerland may
be purchased from the Contracting Parties to the

GATT, Villa Bocage, Geneva, Switzerland, and

may l)e consulted at the Division of Trade Agree-

ments, Department of State, and tlio Bureau of

Foreign Commerce, Department of Commerce, in

Washington, and at field offices of the Department

of Commerce.

United States-Swiss trade relations are also

governed by a bilateral trade agreement nego-

tiated in 193G and since subsequently supple-

mented several times. The bilateral agreement

will continue in foire between the United States

and Switzerland outside the framework of the

GATT. However, on March 29 in Washington
the United States and Switzerland concluded an

exchange of notes which provides that the con-

tinuance in force of obligations under the' bi-

lateral trade agreement will not prevent either

country from taking action permitted under an

exception, reservation, or waiver of the GATT.
The most recent prior supplementary agree-

ment was an exchange of notes of December 30,

1959, relating to the entry into force of the new
nomenclature of the Swiss schedule of tariff con-

cessions to the bilateral agreement.^ This modifi-

cation was limited to changes in tariff numbers

and descriptions of tariff items but did not involve

any changes in rates of duty or other changes in

substance of the concessions granted by Switzer-

land to the United States. United States tariff

concessions granted to Switzerland under the bi-

lateral agreement were not affected by the ex-

change of notes.

EXCHANGE OF NOTES

Text of United States Note

March 29, 1960

Excellency : I have the honor to refer to conversations

which have been held between representatives of the

Government of the United States of America and of the

Government of the Swiss Confederation with respect to the

Declaration for Provisional Accession of the Swiss Con-

federation to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, done at Geneva November 22, 1958.

It is the understanding of the United States Govern-

ment that the Governments of the United States and of

the Swiss Confederation agree. In accordance with para-

iBULLBmx of Sept. 28, 19o9, p. 450.

April 18, I960

2 For text of exchange of notes, without the revised

Swiss schedule, see ihitl., Jan. 18, lOCO, p. 87, or Foreign

Commerce Weekly, Jan. 11, 19C0; for the entire exchange,

Including the schedule, see Treaties and Other Interna-

tional Acts Series 4379.
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graph 7 of the Declaration of November 2, 1958, that the

trade relations between the United States and the Swiss

Confederation should be governed by the terms of that

Declaration.

It is also the understanding of my Government that, so

long as the provisions of the General Agreement apply

between the United States and the Swiss Confederation

pursuant to the Declaration of November 22, 1058 or

otherwise, the provisions of the Bilateral Trade Agree-

ment between the United States and the Swiss Confedera-

tion, signed at Washington January 9, 1936, as supple-

mented, shall not prevent either country from taking

action which it is permitted to take pursuant to an ex-

ception, reservation, or waiver under the General Agree-

ment. One specific application of this understanding

would be that, in the case of a product subject to a con-

cession under the Trade Agreement of 1936 and also

to a concession under the General Agreement providing

for more favorable customs treatment, the continuance

of obligations in the Bilateral Trade Agreement shall not

preclude the application, as a result of action taken pur-

suant to the escape clause (Article XIX) in the General

Agreement, of customs treatment less favorable than that

provided for in the bilateral.

The Government of the United States would appreciate

receiving confirmation that the understanding set forth

above is also the understanding of the Government of the

Swiss Confederation.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my high-

est consideration.

For the Secretary of State

:

Edwin M. Martin

His Excellency

HeNET DE TOIiRENTE,

Ambassador of Switzerland.

Text of Swiss Note

Mabch 29, 1960

Sib: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your
note of today's date in which you set forth the under-

standing of the Government of the United States of

America of the conversations which have been held be-

tween the representatives of the Government of the Swiss
Confederation and the Government of the United States

with respect to the Declaration for tlie Provisional Acces-

sion of the Swiss Confederation to the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, done at Geneva November 22, 1958,

and which reads as follows

:

[text of U.S. note]

In reply, I am happy to inform you that tlie Govern-
ment of the Swiss Confederation cimcurs in the under-
standing as set forth in your note.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my liighest

consideration.

H. DE TOKRENTfi
The Honorable

Christian A. Herteb
The Seerctary of State

Washington 25, D.O.

Current U.N. Documents:

A Selected Bibliography^

Security Council

Letter Dated IS February 1960 From the Acting Perma-
nent Representative of the United Arab Republic Ad-
di-essed to the President of the Security Council Con-
cerning Resolutions Adopted by the Syrian-Israeli
Jlixed Armistice Commission. S/4268. February 19,
1960. 5 pp.

Report by the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce
Supervision Organization on the Recent Incidents in
the Southern Sector of the Demilitarized Zone Created
by Article V, Paragraph 5, of the Israel-Syrian General
Armistice Agreement. S/4270 and Corr. 1. February
23, 1960. 08 pp.

Letter Dated 25 February 1960 From the Acting Per-
manent Representative of Lsrael Addressed to the Presi-
dent of the Security Council Concerning S/4264. S/
4271. February 25, 1960. 6 pp.

Letter Dated 2 March 1960 From the Acting Permanent
Representative of India Addressed to the President of
the Security Council Ct>ncerning S/4259. S/4273.
March 2, 1960. 4 pp.

Letter Dated 24 March 1960 From the Permanent Bepre-
.sentative of Pakistan Addressed to the President of the
Security Council Concerning S/4249. S/4278. March
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General Assembly

International Law Commission. Co-operation With Other
Bodies. Report by Dr. Yuen-li Liang, Secretary of
the Commission, on the proceedings of the fourth
meeting of the Inter-American Council of Jurist-s.

A/CN.4/124. February 5, 1960. 62 pp.
International Law Commission. Fifth Report on Inter-

national Responsibility. Responsibility of the state for
injuries caused in its territory to the person or property
of alien.s—measures affecting acquired rights and con-
stituent elements of international responsibility.

A/CN.4/125. February 9, 1960. 76 pp.
Second United Nations C(mferenee on the Law of the Sea.
Supplement to the Bibliographical Guide to the Law
of the Sea (A/CONF. 13/17) prepared by the Secre-
tariat. A/CONF. 19/6. February 16, 1960. 27 pp.

Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's Pro-

gramme. Report on the Implementation of General
Assembly Resolutions 1286 (XIII) and 1389 (XIV) on
Assistance to Refugees From Algeria in Morocco and
Tunisia. A/AC.96/59. February 24, 1960. 8 pp.

Addendum to the Report of the Negotiating Committee
for Extra-budgetary Funds. A/4267/Add. 1. February
29, 1960. 9 pp.

Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's Pro-

gramme. First Report on the Mental Health of Special

Cases Among Refugees in Austria and Germany.
A/AC.96/62. March 7, 1960. 16 pp.

International Law Commission. Ad Hoc Diplomacy.
Report by the special rapporteur. A/CN.4/129. March
11, lt»60. 21 pp.

International Law Comini.ssion. Fifth Report on the Law
of Treaties (Treaties and Third States). A/CN.4/130.
March 21, 1960. 114 pp.

' Printed materials may be secured In the United States
from the International Documents Service, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 2900 Broadway, New York 27, N.Y. Other
materials (mimeographed or processed documents) may
be consulted at certain designated libraries in tlie United
States.
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THE CONGRESS

The Mutual Security Program in Africa

Statement hy Joseph C. Satterthwaite

Assistant Secretary for African Affairs *

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

I am glad to have tliis opportunity to appear be-

fore you again to discuss the Mutual Security Pro-

gram and recent developments in Africa.

The changes in the map of Africa since I ap-

peared before this committee a year ago dramat-

ically illustrate the pace of events on the African

Contment. By the end of 1960 the political map
of Africa will be so changed that gazetteers will

find it difficult to differentiate between the depend-

ent areas and the independent countries created

since World War II. The mapmakers have been

ha%ang a time with Africa, and during 1960 their

job will not become easier. Between April and

October there will be at least four more independ-

ent countries—Togo, Congo, Somalia, and Nigeria.

Cameroun achieved independence on January 1,

1960. Negotiations now under way with France

may result in independence during 19G0 for the

Federation of Mali (Senegal and Soudan) and

the Malagasy Republic (Madagascar)

.

As a writer on Africa recently stated, "The
whole continent is on fire, but it bums with an

uneven flame." Below the Sahara there is no

uniformity of language, of custom, of civilization.

Its multitudinous tribes now being released from
colonial controls have one common denominator,

opposition to colonialism; one common character-

istic, political ferment; one common goal, self-

realization in their own, not in any other people's,

image. In vast areas of Africa the people are

vaulting in one generation from the neolithic to

the nuclear age.

'Made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee
on Mar. 9.

Indeed, the Africa we see today is a land where

evei-ything is happening at once—constitutional

struggles, endless quest for economic and social

advancement, civil strife, the conflict between de-

mocracy and commmiism, colonialism and na-

tionalism, equality and racism.

Of no less importance than the swift pace of

political developments on the Africa scene is the

pressmg need for accelerating the sluggish rate of

economic growth and improving living standards.

Africa's economic and social structures are not

developing at a pace comparable to its political

evolution. It is fairly easy to recognize that the

political revolution is at hand, and by and large

its pressures are irresistible. It is essential that

the pace of economic development match or at

least not fall further behind the rate of political

change now sweeping the African Continent.

Very few of the emerging countries are economi-

cally viable, and their leadere very quickly rec-

ognize the impoi-tance of economic development

and a higher living standard as necessities to sus-

tain and fortify their political independence.

Countries are becoming politically independent

without adequately trained leadership and techni-

cal skills and without the basic economic and social

institutions and systems which provide the foun-

dations for seciu'e, confident, African-led nations.

Present U.S. foreign assistance programs are not

adequate in scope or size to be responsive to tlie

dramatic changes taking place. The facts of this

situation, and U.S. sympathy for the newly in-

dependent or about-to-be independent countries,

are compelling recommendations for a new and

creative U.S. approach.
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Background References on MSP for 1961

For hackgrovnd on the Mutual Security Program

for 1961, see the following documents published in

recent issues of the Bulletin:

President Eisenhower's message to the Congress, H.
Doc. 343, February 16, 1960, Buxletin of March
7, page 369.

Statement by Secretary Herter, House Committee
on Foreign Affairs, Febraary 17, 1960, ibid., page
375.

Statement by Under Secretary Dillon, House Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, February 18, 1960,

ibid., page 380.

Statement by ICA Director James W. Riddleberger,
House Committee on Foreign Affairs, March 1,

1960, ibid., March 21, page 445.

Statement by DLF Director Vance Brand, House
Committee on Foreign Affairs, March 1, 1960,
ibid., page 453.

Summary Report on Grant Economic Assistance
Relating to Defense Support and Special Assist-

ance Programs, ihid., page 459.

Statement by J. Graham Parsons, Assistant Secre-
tary for Far Eastern Affairs, House Committee
on Foreign Affairs, March 8, 1960, ibid., April 4,

page 532.

Statement by Secretary Herter, Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations, March 22, 1960, ibi4., April
11, page 566.

Statement by Under Secretary Dillon, Senate Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations, March 22, 1960,
ibid., April 11, page 568.

Statement by ICA Director Riddleberger, Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations, March 23, 1960,
ibid., April 11, page 572.

Special Program for Tropical Africa

The executive branch is, therefore, proposing to

the Congress a special program for tropical

Africa with an mitial appropriation of $20 mil-

lion within the special assistance category. In
preparing this request we have sought to find a

way properly responsive to the African aspira-

tions. We have a fresh situation; we are at-

tempthig to meet it in a fresh manner. There

are a number of general criteria which guided

us. First, we wanted something which would pro-

vide a close identification of the United States

with the African people. Second, we wanted to

find some way of encouraging closer cooperation

and interchange between the many African coun-

tries. Third, knowing that Africa's need for eco-

nomic help is almost unlimited, we wanted to con-

centrate on a key problem area, one which stands

as a major block to development. Fourth, we
wanted to avoid competition with large-scale as-

sistance from Europe but serve rather as a catalyst

for stimulating an even higher level of this assist-

ance. Fifth, we wanted as much as possible to

avoid getting into a position of annual aid-level

negotiations with many new countries pressing for

external assistance. Finally, we wanted a pro-

gram which would provide sufficient flexibility to

permit efl'ective adaptation to a very fluid situ-

ation.

The purpose of this program would be to pro-

vide assistance in those areas which constitute the

greatest impediments to sound, long-run social

and economic development m Africa. There can

be little argument that this development depends

in the first instance on a major improvement in

the education and training of Africa's human re-

sources and their productive use. In my travels

in Africa I have found one of the principal con-

cerns of the responsible leaders to be the lack of

experienced African civil servants, entrepreneurs,

technicians—in general, the need for skills and
professional knowledge which are so vital to

modem national economies.

A major conclusion of the National Academy
of Sciences report on "Eecommendations for

Strengthening Science and Teclmology in

Selected Areas of Africa South of the Sahara," ^

which was undertaken at ICA's request, was tliat

"the future development of sub-Sahara Africa

depends, in the first instance, upon the rate at

which progress can be made in strengthening edu-

cation. . . . Every other consideration is subordi-

nate to that of education. ..." A major portion

of the funds requested will be applied in a maimer
which will help to accelerate the training of

Africans for the numerous essential administra-

tive and technical jobs their countries require.

Similarly, the importance of upgrading African

skills in general has convinced us that this pro-

gram should be broad enough to provide special

trainmg to those who will not have the opportu-

nity for formal education. We thus propose to

support training activities in such areas as agri-

cultural extension, community development, and

public health.

It is also clear that longrun stability and the

most effective framework for the improvement of

human resources are to be found in closer associa-

tion of the African nations and the development

of multicountry planning and cooperative effort

in order to solve their common problems. The

' Copies of the report are available from the Office of

International Relations, National Academy of Sciences,

2101 Constitution Ave., Washington 25, D.O.
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whole quostion of re<]rioimIisin in Africa is a com-

plex and difficult subject. As I noted earlier, the

variety of forces on the continent—the different

status of political evolution, the intense national-

ism, the competition among African leatlers for

preeminence—make it extremely difficult to find

an approach which will reverse the trend toward

further fra<i;inentation of the African Continent.

While I believe that closer associations of African

countries will develop, it will be a long process.

Much can be done now, however, to help en-

courage cooperative approaches to the many com-
mon developmental problems which confront all

the African countries. "We are thus proposing to

use a portion of the funds requested to support

and sponsor multicountry conferences, work-

shops, and seminai'S as training programs in them-

selves and as a means of developing cooperative

approaches to special developmental problems

such as, for example, the tsetse fly, which closes

large parts of the continent to livestock develop-

ment. A training gi-ant program which will per-

mit Africans from several countries to attend the

various African schools and colleges now operat-

ing is also being proposed. This interchange of

students between African countries should serve

to facilitate the efficient use of available African

institutions as well as promote friendships and

ties between Africans from several countries.

Other activities in this category include a regional

English-language training program, educational

research, and an educational materials and docu-

mentation center.

As I noted previously, one of the important

criteria we had established for this program is

that it should not become a competitor to or sub-

stitute for assistance from other fi-ee-world

sources. It is our hope, rather, that it may serve

to help encourage an increase in assistance from

other free-world countries and international and

national organizations. This area of tropical

Africa is now receiving over $500 million annually

from European countries for major development

projects. Increasing amounts of technical and

other forms of assistance are coming from a

number of private organizations. A number of

U.S. foundations are making important contribu-

tions in a number of fields. The U.N., through

its technical assistance program and its Special

Fimd, is stepping up its assistance to this conti-

nent. It is our intention to seek the participation

of these various organizations and countries on
specilic projects where feasible. We also antici-

pate that out of the multicountry conferences will

come i)roposals for joint efforts on important de-

velopment problems.

We are proposing that assistance under this

program be on a grant basis. Because of the na-

ture of the activities to be undertaken and the

limited resources of many of the African coun-

tries, grant assistance appeai-s to be the most ef-

fective means for accomplishing our objectives.

It is important to not«, however, that we intend

to operate this program on a project-by-project

basis to avoid the difficult problems which often

stem from situations where countries come to ex-

pect certain levels of assistance tied to what has
been provided in previous years or related to levels

received by neighboring countries.

All of Africa will be included under the pro-

gram except for the northern tier of Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt, and the Union
of South Africa.

The sjDecial program would not replace bilateral

technical cooperation, although it is anticipated

that it would be closely related to technical co-

operation pi-ograms. Tlie essential character of

the special program for tropical Africa wliich dif-

ferentiates it from the technical cooperation pro-

gram lies in its intensive concentration on key
education and training problems and on regional

activities. A major portion of the funds will be

used to help finance the expansion of existing

institutions or the establislunent of new ones. The
financing of construction, equipment and supplies,

and staffing contracts will absorb the bulk of the

funds. The technical cooperation programs, in

contrast, will continue to emphasize demonstra-

tions and advisoiy services and training of Afri-

can counterparts.

The United States and the European countries

have a great reservoir of good will and common
interest built up in tropical Africa. Most of the

educated Africans have studied in Western schools

and universities; many have grown up with West-
ern political institutions and principles and with

the Western private and public enterpri.ses. This

reservoir provides the United States with a valu-

able relation.ship on which to build our new ties

with the African people. The Africans are look-

ing to the United States to see how it will respond

to their needs and problems. The special program

for tropical Africa, I believe, can have an impor-
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tant role in demonstrating that the United States

is willing in word and deed to identify itself

with the aspirations of the African people.

The question might well be asked whether the

magnitude of this request is sufficient to meet the

problems of Africa. It is the view of the executive

branch that this is sufficient for the first year of a

new xerogram in education and training. I am
convinced, however, that an expanded progi-am

will be necessaiy in subsequent years. As the

President has stated in Ms mutual security mes-

sage to Congress :

^

It is my belief that tliis initial effort must grow signifi-

cantly in the immediate years ahead and complement

similar efforts on the part of other free world nations so

that the capacity of the new and other developing nations

in Africa to manage and direct their development can be

strengthened and increased rapidly and effectively.

There are, of course, other major African needs,

especially for capital development. It is expected

that the Development Loan Fund will increase its

activities in tropical Africa. The rate at which

this can be accomplislied, however, will depend in

large measure on the volume and quality of pro-

posals presented. As the preparation of develop-

ment projects advances and the supply of techni-

cal skill grows, we expect that the flow of proposals

will expand and that, increasingly, more external

investment funds from all sources will be avail-

able. The Export-Import Bank has already made
substantial loans to Africa and has indicated it

expects to increase its activity. The International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development now
has m process a number of country and project

economic surveys which should lead to more loans

for Africa in addition to those already made.

As this committee is well aware, the pace of

events in Africa has been so rapid it has been diffi-

cult to plan witli any degree of precision. It is

for this reason that I consider the availability of

the contingency fund, in the amount requested, of

particular importance in order to provide the ad-

ministration with tlie flexibility we will need as

new countries emerge and we are required to re-

spond to new situations.

Bilateral Special Assistance

In certain countries we have been able to iden-

tify the problems we face in fiscal year 1961

which cannot be met through the special program

° For text, see Bulletin of Mar. 7, 19C0, p. 369.
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for tropical Africa or through other economic in-

struments of U.S. foreign policy, and therefore we

are programing bilateral grant special assistance.

The countries for which this bilateral special

assistance is programed are Somalia, Ethiopia,

and the Sudan. These three countries in the east-

ern part of the continent, bordering on the Eed

Sea and its approaches, are important and of im-

mediate concern to the United States. During the

past year we have observed major changes in their

political and economic situation.

Full independence will be granted to Somalia

on July 1st. Somalia sutlers from a chronic and

serious deficit in its operating budget and has no

capital resources available for economic develop-

ment. It is almost completely dependent upon ex-

ternal assistance to maintain and possibly increase

its level of economic activity. This is particularly

important in bolstering its political stability dur-

ing the early period of independence. We are

now discussing with the Italian Government pos-

sible arrangements by which they could continue

their major role in support of the Somali econ-

omy. Just how these discussions will end up it is

too early to predict, but I believe our approach in

this situation is indicative of our general effort to

encourage the continuance of assistance from our

European friends to African countries. Our pro-

posal for bilateral special assistance is designed

to supplement the Italian effort.

Ethiopia has hitherto been a firm supporter of

free-world interests and has made important con-

tributions as a moderating influence in African

and Afro-Asian conferences. It has been a partic-

ularly strong supporter of the principle of col-

lective security. Ethiopia's recent acceptance of

the $100 million credit from the Soviet Union

may temper this position somewhat ; however,

U.S. relations witli Ethiopia continue to be close,

in part a result of the effective work carried out

under our economic programs. The special assist-

ance for Ethiopia will lielp to meet requirements

for important development projects in agricul-

ture, health, and education and strcugtlien our

activities during this period when the Govern-

ment is facing serious budgetary and foreign-ex-

change problems.

The political and economic situation in the

Sudan lias imju-oved markedly. The balance-of-

payments crisis has now j^assed. Tlie present

regime has provided an effective government,

friendly to the United States. We are gratified
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over the prompt iiiippoveinent in I ho Siuhin's eco-

nomic condition. Wi» iwo<;nize, however, tliat

progre,'«ive economic betterment will be required

over the long run if the Sudan is to evolve a

he;ilthy and We^torn-oi-iented political life.

Soviet-bloc activity in Ejrypt and Ethiopia should

forewarn us of the <ireater vulnerability of this

ar«i which also serves as a bridge to other parts

of Africa. The bilateral special assistance we are

proposin>r for liscal year 1061 will provide aJi im-

ix>rtant meuns for strengthening key areas of the

Sudan's economy.

Technical Cooperation

Our proposals for the continuation of technical

cooi^eration programs in Africa are an essential

element of the TT.S. response to Africa's problems.

"We are requesting $24.3 million for this program,

which is an increase of about 20 percent over the

level for fiscal year 1960. The major portion of

the increase is for programs in the area south of

the Sahara. There are now teclinical cooperation

programs in l.'i African coimtries and territories,

and we ex^ject to initiate programs in 3 or 4 othere

within the year. A number of newly independent

and emerging countries are requesting technical

assistance and are particularly desirous of the help

American teclinicians can give them. The in-

creased amoimt will permit an expansion of our

programs, for example, in Xigeria, Somalia, and

in the territories of East and Central Africa and

will provide a small amoimt for the three or four

new pi-ogi'ams we anticipate will get under way.

I have been impressed with how well our techni-

cal coofjeration programs have been received. In

Ghana, for example, the Parliament passed a reso-

lution praising our program activities in agri-

culture and expressing appreciation for our aid.

In Ethiopia our technical cooperation program

has made a major contribution in helping to es-

tablish a broad base of educational institutions

and training programs so es.sential to that coun-

try's future development. The Imperial Ethiopia

A. and M. College and the Haile Selassie I Public

Health Center at Gondar are most noteworthy

institutions, established under our program. In

Tunisia U.S. technical assistance has helped es-

tablish agricultural schools at which young

Tunisian farmers receive training. I understand

that over 400 farmers have completed the course

and have retununl to their farms. Also in

Tunisia, U.S. advisers have helped set up an in-

dustrial loan fimd which has made 50 loans for

small private enterprises so important to Tunisia's

dove]o[)nient. The growth of self-con(idence and
the development of rural action committees for

self-Iielp i)rojects among the Libyan people is

largely the result of ideas generated by our tech-

nicians working in agricultural extension, sanita-

tion, and community development projects.

The work of American universities under con-

tract with ICA has also been most noteworthy.

We have a iumil)er of university contracts now
operating in African countries and several addi-

tional contracts mider negotiation—Oklahoma
State ITniversity and the Univei-sity of Utah, in

Ethiopia; Ohio University and Micliigan State

University, in Nigeria; and Cornell University, in

Liberia.

"We will have, by the end of this year, about

780 U.S. technicians in all of Africa, including

contract personnel, and expect this number to in-

crease to about 1,000 in fiscal year 1961. Training

progi'ams are being arranged for over 800 African

participants this year, with an expected increase

to about 1,000 during fiscal year 1961.

North Africa

I would like now to tuni to the three Xorth

African countries, Libya, Morocco, and Tunisia.

About three-fourths of the special assistance and

about 20 percent of the technical cooperation pro-

posed for Africa for fiscal year 1961 is for these

three countries. In relation to the rest of Africa,

this amount tends to appear disproportionate.

The question is often asked, as it was last year

:

""Why so much for North Africa compared to

Afi'ica south of the Sahara?'' The reasons, I be-

lieve, which help to explain this situation and pro-

vide a basis for our proposals for fiscal year 1961

lie in tlie special political and military interests

the United States has in this area and the major

economic problems these countries face.

In Morocco there is, as you know, a complex of

U.S. air and comnmnications bases. Agreement

was recently reached on the evacuation of these

facilities by the end of 1963.* The continued and

effective operation of these facilities for the re-

mainder of the period should, of course, be con-

'Ibid.. Jan. ll.lDCn, p. 57.
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sidered within the fi-amework of the increasing

political and social tensions whicli accompany

Morocco's efforts to become a modern nation.

Althougli Morocco is relatively rich in fertile

lands and mineral resources, the loss of French

technicians and financial assistance since the

achievement of independence in 1956 has led to

serious economic problems. Extensive miemploy-

ment and the resultant political unrest are grave

concerns. Business inactivity seriously afi'ects the

ability of the Government to obtain domestic rev-

enues. At the same time the almost complete

absence of private investment makes economic re-

covery and political stability dej^end in large part

on the success of the Moroccan Government's de-

velopment program. It is apparent that consider-

able foreign assistance will be required in fiscal

year 1961 to finance the large development pi-o-

grara necessaiy to achieve these aims.

In the last fiscal year the Mutual Security Pro-

gram enabled the Moroccan Government to import

badly needed commodities for sale to the people of

the country. The Moroccan currency obtained

from sucli sales financed approximately 50 per-

cent of the Government's development program.

United States assistance in fiscal year 1961 will

also contribute substantially to the Moroccan
Government's efforts to relieve the widespread

economic distress.

United States military facilities in Libya rep-

resent a total investment of over $100 million.

Tlie Wlieelus Air Base is most valuable as a

training and staging center. The Libyan Gov-
ernment, which continues to cooperate with the

"West, looks forward to the achievement of eco-

nomic independence as a result of oil devel-

opments. Its desire to avoid foreign entangle-

ments and to maintain its independence is now
reinforced by the prospects of substantial income
from oil revenues within the next 5 or 6 years.

Until such time, however, U.S. economic assist-

ance, by contributing to Libya's economic devel-

opment, is an important factor in the continued

acceptance of the American militai-y installations.

United States economic assistance has been de-

voted largely to stimulating agriculture, raising

educational levels, impro\'ing health, and provid-

ing vital communications facilities. A Libyan
agricultural extension service has been developed.

Improved water utilization and soil conservation

are helping to increase the amount of land under

cultivation. School enrollment has been increased

fi-om 43,000 in 1952 to about 125,000 in 1959, and
the physical plant and equipment of Libyan
schools have been expanded. Over 2,000 miles of

essential i-oads have been restored and maintamed.
The United States has financed construction or

repair of a nmnber of hosjjitals, dispensaries, and
similar health facilities.

In Tunisia we are fortunate in having a vigor-

ous and progressive Arab government wliich alines

itself courageously with the Western World. The
Bourguiba govermnent is relying heavily on co-

operation with the West to acliieve its political

and economic goals. The Tunisian economy,

which was so intricately and intimately inter-

twined with the French economy, has suffered

greatly with the departure of French technicians

and administrators and private and public invest-

ment. With independence, the Tunisian Govern-

ment found itself with an expensive, well-devel-

oped social and physical overhead but without

the capital resources and technicians necessary to

put it into operation. An immediate consequence

was unemployment, which today approximates

about 25 percent of the labor force. This imem-
ployment problem is a large and critical trouble

spot and gives rise to greater pressures on the

Government for increases in its developmental

programs. The Tunisians have tightened their

belts and are making a disciplined and energetic

effort to tackle their difficult economic problems.

The Bourguiba government's success in this en-

deavor will have vitally important consequences

for the neighboring Arab areas as well as for

many African countries. U.S. economic and tech-

nical assistance has been a basic element in shormg

up the Tunisian economy and will conthuie to

play a key role in helpmg the Tunisian Govern-

ment to achieve its goals.

In sum, we are requesting $115 million in spe-

cial assistance and $24.3 million in teclinical co-

operation, plus $20 million for the special program

for tropical Africa for fiscal year 1961. I con-

sider these amounts conservative and minimal.

With tliese amounts, hoM'ever, I believe we can

demonstrate our sympathy with (lie newly

emerging African countries and respond to the

varied and complex demands the African Con-

tinent makes in this first year of a new and

epochal decade for Africa.
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Military Assistance

Tiiiiiiug brielly to military assistance programs

in Africa, I must emphasize that our approach

hero is dill'ercnt from tiiat in other areiis. The

African states, especially those that are just enter-

ing into independence, have only small military

forces. None of these states is linked to the United

States by collective security arrangements, and

we would not expect any of them to play a major

role in a global war. Our small militaiy assist-

ance? programs in Africa are designed for ditl'orent

and essentially political puiposes.

It is essential that the continent of Africa re-

main free from domination by the Sino-Soviet

bloc. It is essential that the African states remain

free to develop their own political, economic, and

social institutions in cooperation with the rest of

the free world. It is also essential for the United

States to retain its rights to operate certain key

bases in Africa and that the United States and

its allies have continued access to a wide range

of important materials in Africa, principally

minerals.

To achieve these strategic and political objec-

tives, the United States has undertaken to assist

a few of the African states in providing equip-

ment and training for the maintenance of their

internal security. The small, lightly armed forces

of the African nations which are receiving mil-

itary assistance will not be expected to make a

substantial contribution of forces in support of

our worldwide strategy in the event of a global

war. However, the support of these forces is

essential to the degree of security and political

stability required to maintain a pro-Western

orientation.

The military assistance program for Africa is

the smallest of all the regional programs. Cumu-
lative programs through fiscal year 1960 have

amounted to $57.8 million, whereas actual deliv-

eries under these programs through June 30, 1959,

have totaled $44.8 million.

For fiscal year 1960 we reque.sted funds totaling

$7.4 million. The fiscal year 1960 presentation of

the Mutual Security Program to the Congi-ess con-

templated only one country program in the Afri-

can region. In addition to a program for Ethi-

opia in fiscal year 19G0, other programs were

developed during the fiscal year for Liberia, Libya,

Morocco, and Tunisia. After making the neces-

sary adjustments to take into consideration these

four additional country programs, our area figui-e

for li.scal year 1060 is $13.1 million instead of the

$7.4 million which the executive brancii proposed

liist year. For fiscal year 1961 we are i-equesting

funds totaling $18.2 million. The di (Terence be-

tween tlio adjusted fiscal year 1960 program and

the proposed fiscal year 1961 program is accounted

for by a slight increase in the proposed fiscal year

1961 programs for Ethiopia, Liberia, and Morocco.

This request will enable us to meet new require-

ments in Africa and to strengthen the internal

security of five countries—Ethiopia, Libya, Li-

beria, Morocco, and Tunisia—whose independence,

political stability, internal security, and continu-

ing friendship are important to us.

The $18.2 million requested in fiscal year 1961 is

composed as follows: $12.6 million for force im-

provement, $3.2 million for force maintenance, and

$2.3 million for training and for transportation

and other services.

It is my conviction that these modest programs

repi-esent a sound investment important to the de-

fense of this counti-y and for the security of the

free world. Africa is moving forward at incredi-

ble speed. Several states there face urgent prob-

lems of internal security; they have legitimate

needs for better equipment or training, which for

various reasons cannot be completely met from

other free-world sources. Assistance to these

countries, on a sales or lil)eral repayment basis,

contributes to the acliievement of our political

objectives. In certain states we have military

bases that are essential to our overall strateg}\

This part of the military assistance program rep-

resents a highly satisfactory method for achieving

our foreign policy goals m Africa.

To sum up, Mr. Chairman, Africa is entering

upon a new chapter in its history. As independ-

ence approaches, in some areas with a speed un-

dreamed of a few short yeare ago, the awesome

responsibilities of self-government come suddenly

into focus. In other areas Africans, seeing the

progress of their neighbore, grow increasingly im-

patient. There is a growing awareness of the need

for reconciling the insistent upsurge of national-

ism with means for an orderly transition from past

to future.
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The IVIutual Security Program in the Near East and South Asia

Statement hy G. Lewis Jones

Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs
'

Through the years the Congress has provided

funds for the Mutual Security Program. As a

career Foreign Service officer who has served in

the Near and Middle East, it has been my privilege

to observe at first hand the operation of the Mu-
tual Security Program. I think that you gentle-

men, as representatives of the American people,

have reason to be proud of your role in this suc-

cessful program which, while we should try con-

stantly to better its implementation and reduce its

burden upon the American taxpayer, must be

resolutely pursued if we are to maintain and en-

hance our security and welfare in this shrinking

world.

The broad outlines of the Mutual Security Pi'o-

gram have been set forth by the President, Secre-

tary of State Herter, and Under Secretary Dillon.

In his message of February 16 the President em-
phasized the need for "steadfast, undramatic, and
patient pereistence in our efforts to maintain our

mutual defenses while working to find solutions

for the problems which divide tlie World and
threaten the peace." The following day Secretary

Herter used the phrase "vital to our security and
an indispensable instiinnent of our foreign policy"

in describing the Mutual Security Program.

Both the President and Secretary Herter

stressed the needs and demands of free people for

economic security and a decent standard of living.

They noted the force generated by the deep de-

sire and determination of underdeveloped peoples

to ini])rove tlieir lot. Mv. Herter said,

In these circumstances, it is clear that if the appeal
and pressure of communism are to be resisted, it is

' Made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee
on Mar. 1.5.

essential that there be a choice available to these na-

tions—an alternative to communism which is more than

the preservation of the status quo.

Area Problems and United States Objectives

In my area of resixjnsibility, gentlemen, tliere

is a goodly sliare of the peoples of the world aspir-

ing to remain free while confronted by limited

resources and the blandishments offered bj^ masters

of the Communist world. Fifteen nations are in-

volved, differing widely in many respects but

having in common one thing—the desire to remain

free from outside control and to choose their own
way of life. Some of these countries have enjoyed

independence for centuries ; others achieved inde-

pendence only since "World War II ; but all want
to stay independent.

Upon all of these countries the United States

has had, since World War II, a profound in-

fluence—economically and politicallj'. This influ-

ence has been an influence for good. The
American people have helped to a great degree to

establish the climate of relative calm and stability

in which these countries are progressively working

out their destinies.

The United States contribution has taken the

form of botli military and economic assistance.

In addition to the mutual security programs

—

administered through tlie Department of Defense,

ICA [International Cooperation Administration],

and the DLF [Development Loan Fund]—
assistance has been extended under P.L. 480

[Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance

Act] and llirough the Export-Import Bank.

For fiscal year 1961 we are requesting $457.9

million in militai*y assistance funds and $345.3
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million in economic assistance other tlian tlie DLF
for the Near East and Soutli Asia regions. This

request includes contributions to UNRAVA
[United Nations Eelief and AVorks Ajrency for

Palestine Refugees] and UNEF [United Nations

Emergency Force]. This proposal of $803.2 mil-

lion represents an increase of $2();5.1 million for

military purposes and a reduction of $15 million

for economic assistance from the estimated 1960

progi-ams.

Our presentation this year reflects several new
themes and changes of emphasis. Firstly, South

Asia is receiving special attention in the form of

incre^ised loans for economic development in that

area and substantial contributions to the financing

of the Indus waters project. I shall return to

these subjects later.

A second major theme of our presentation is

the expectation that increased contributions to the

countries of this region will be forthcoming from

certain advanced European countries and Japan,

i.e. the U.S. will not be alone or nearly alone in

extending a.ssistance. Under Secretary Dillon has

already outlined the consultations which have oc-

curred on this subject. Turkey has received sub-

stantial assistance from the OEEC [Organization

for European Economic Cooperation] countries;

Greece has received significant credits from Ger-

many; certain Commonwealth countries and Ger-

many are joining with the United States in the

planned financing of the Indus waters project;

consultations are currently underway regarding

increased aid to India and Pakistan by other

nations.

AYe feel, therefore, that our proposals are re-

sponsive to many of the thoughts expressed by

this committee in former years : that we encourage

increased contributions from the improving econ-

omies of the more developed nations, that we

concentrate assistance where it can be most effec-

tively utilized, that we administer aid in such a

way as to help reduce tensions between free-world

countries, and that we encourage increased re-

gional cooperation.

Setting an Example

Our political contribution is that we have set

an example of a nation whose people have found

a way to live in freedom under law and who at the

same time are prepared to work with and help

those of a like mind and purpose to achieve the

sanui thing. Our unswerving support for (he

principles of the United Nations Charter is part

of this contribution.

The people of the imderdeveloped areas do not

give their trust readily, but they are coming in-

creasingly to realize that wlien we speak of the

dignity, rights, and liberties of the individual

man we are not using tlie hollow words of propa-

ganda ; we mean what we say.

A Diverse Region

It is difficult to decide the best way to present to

you the political and economic problems of the

part of the world for which I bear some responsi-

bility. The countries and people, let alone their

problems, do not fall readily into pat groupings

and categories. Once it has been said that all of

these countries desire to maintain their own way
of life in freedom, the diversities present them-

selves.

The sum of $206 million is being requested for

the defense support of Greece, Turkey, Iran, and

Pakistan. These countries have in common a firm,

unswerving, and announced posture agamst Com-
munist enci'oachment of any kind. Nevertheless

the internal prol)lems of each are veiy different.

The "Arab countries" (principally U.A.R.

[United Arab Republic], Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan,

Saudi Arabia, and Yemen) might be considered

a homogeneous group except that some are poor

and some are oil-rich ; some have a talented edu-

cated class and some are lacking in this respect.

Unresolved differences exist among all the coun-

tries of this group.

Israel, with its dynamic, hard-working people,

is a special case in almost every sphere of its na-

tional life and activity. Special assistance to Is-

rael is an essential supplement to resources re-

ceived from private contributions, German rep-

arations, and Israel's own efforts. In addition

Israel continues to receive aid from the Develop-

ment Ix)an Fund, Export-Import Rank, and P.L.

480 sources.

It is hard to detect common denominators in the

manifold problems of Afghanistan except, per-

haps, tlie menace of Communist pressure from the

north, wiiich it shares with Nepal.

Nepal, like Afghanistan, is a remote country

exposed directly to the menace of communism in

adjoining territory. As in Afghanistan spet^'ial

assistance serves the vital function of offering an
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alternative to greater economic dependence on

the Soviet bloc. Nepal, too, is determined to main-

tain its full independence.

Pakistan, the largest Muslim country in the

world and a sturdily anti-Communist member of

both CENTO [Central Treaty Organization] and

SEATO [Southeast Asia Treaty Organization],

is again a special problem in many respects.

Largest by far in my area of responsibility

stands India with its 410,000.000 people, who again

have an outlook differing in various ways from

those of their neighbors.

The diversities between these countries which

I liave just cited explain, we think, the necessity

for flexil)i]ity in the components of the "indispen-

sable instrument of our foreign policy"—the Mu-
tual Security Program.

Exjierience has shown that each component of

this i)rogram lias its role in advancing TTnitcd

States interest—militai-y assistanre, defense suji-

port, special assistance, Development Loan Fund,

technical cooperation, and the contingency fund.

These are the instnunents wjiich you gentlemen

supply and with which we work, clioosing like a

surgeon the instrument best suited to the opera-

tion.

Progress

The Amei'iran ]ienp]e have achieved stature in

the world by steadfastly and unselfishly support-

ing a careful, exjierience-proven assistance, pro-

gi'am during the past decade or more. This eii-

liglitened self-interest on the part of our iieo]ile

is proini)ted by their desire to secure, in company
witJi otiii'i- free peojjles, the peaceful world upon
wliicli so much depends. The knowledge abroad

tlial we ))ropose to hew imfalteringly to this

coui-se is a psycliological asset of tlie gi'eafest iui-

l>orlaiice.

C()ni|)ar('d to tlie situatiou wliich existed after

A\'orId ^X•.\\^ IT the coiiiil ries of tlu' area for whicii

I lia\(> soirie I'espousiliilily iia\'e all niiule progress.

Lately I lie i-atc of ])i'ogre.ss in sonic countries has

been considerably accelerated, llianks in important

measure to I lie \il al margin of addit iotial resources

iiiad(( a\iiilable (liroiigli Cnitcd Slates aid pro-

gi'ams. 'I'his is no t inic for us to i-elax : i f \\c did

so this would be intei'prctcd m broad 1)\' our eiiciiiics

as ;i (li<pl:iy (>( lack of faitli in the future of I he

countries concernc(| ;iiii| in the hojie of their some
day achieving economic and social dcvclopnieiil .

We should remember that United States aid is

more than dollars and surplus conunodities; it

symbolizes to recipient countries United States

faith that the receiving coimtry has the capacity to

achieve better things. Our aid gives rise to greater

determination and gi-eater efforts by the recipients.

All of us have pushed a car to get it started.

The hardest part is getting the car to move at all.

As the car begins to move forward even slightly,

the pushing becomes easier. But it is folly to

stop pushing when we hear the engine make its

first tentative cough. A number of the countries

witli which I am concerned have fired one or two

cylinders. We liope that their engines will soon

really start turning over and will take over the

jol), Init we must keep pushing now.

I make this ap]ieal as one of those to whom the

Mutual Security Program and our other means
of aid are indispensable means to achieve the ad-

vancement of United States interests. I am con-

fident that we will maintain, in conjunctio!i with

our friends, the momentum already achieved.

In the year since my jiredecessoi- aiijieared be-

fore you, there have been both good and bad de-

velopments in the Near East and South Asian

area, but fortunately they have been more on the

good side than on the bad side.

Arab-Israeli Relations

On the bad side Arab-Israeli tensions continue

to exist, although no major military clashes took

place during the pa.st year. A most importaTit

element of this many-faceted problem continues

to be the care and future of the Palestine i-efngees.

AVe would be deluding ourselves were we to say

that there is any hope for an early solution for

this lu'objem. Despite the efl'orts of the United

States, which have been consistent if not always

obvious, and dcs]iile the erjually sincere eli'oi't,s of

other members of tlie United Nations, ni>ither the

.Vi'ab Slates nor Israel have shown the degree of

willingness to n(>gotiate or coinpi'ouiise which is

necessary to insure a ]>caccful and lasting setlle-

inent of this pi'oblclii.

'I'lie United Nat ions debated the Palestine refii-

ge(v ]irobK'iii al some Icnirlh during late \o\(>mber

and early 1 )ecembei-. .Much of this debate cen-

tered around tlie coni inual ion of PXRWA as the

;igency iiroxiding i-elicf and I'clialiilitat ion assist-

ance to ilie refugees. In llu> coui-se of that debate

the United .States stressed tliat action limited to
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the mere extension of UNRWA after June 30,

19C0, \v!is not, in its view, a satisfactory way to

serve tho long-term interests of tlie le I'ugees. The
General Assembly, on December 19, 1959, finally

adopted Kesohition 1456, which extended

L'NKAVA for a period of 3 yeai-s, to be reviewed

at the end of 2 years.^ The resolution also called

on tlie Ignited Nations Palestine Conciliation

Couunission to explore the possibilities of repa-

triation and compensation and urged host govern-

ments to take steps to rectify refugee relief I'olls.

Since there was clearly no acceptable alternative

to the extension of UNRWA, the United States

voted for this resolution. Had I'NRWA gone out

of existence, this would have created serious in-

ternal security problems for all of the Arab host

governments and would have been a blow to the

general stability of the Near East, adversely af-

fecting the security of Israel. We regard the

resolution as a modest but distinct step toward

breaking the impasse that has so long obtained

on the Palestme refugee problem.

The Congress is accordingly being asked to au-

thorize $18.5 million in new money and permit the

reappropriation of $6.5 million unused funds as

the United States contribution to UNRWA for

the continued care of the Palestine refugees. As
in past yeai-s we do not envisage that our con-

tribution will exceed 70 percent of total govern-

ment contributions to UNRWA.
The executive branch is requesting that the ear-

marking of any part of these funds specifically

for repatriation or resettlement not be included in

the legislation this year. There are two main

reasons for making this request.

The first and obvious one is that the require-

ments for assistance to refugees will continue at

the same or a higher level during the forthcoming

years. A 10 percent earmarking of the $25 million

fund would place the United States delegation at

the next General Assembly session in a position

of having to pledge less than it has for the past

3 years. Were we at all hopeful that other na-

tions would increase their contributions, a reduc-

tion in the amount pledged by the United States

might be warranted, but such a development is not

now in prospect. The Palestine refugees and the

Arab host governments would interpret a reduc-

tion in the United States contribution as an etfort

' For U.S. statements and test of the resolution, see

BtnxETiN of Jan. 4, 1960, p. 31.

to force a settlement of the refugee problem
through financial pressure. This, hi our best

judgment, would run counter to our continuing

etl'orts to progress toward solving this problem.

A second consideration which warrants the at-

tention of this committee is that the specific ear-

marking of funds in the past has not produced
the desired results. There is no immediate pros-

pect that any Arab host government will be pre-

pared to cooperate in the use of such funds for

repatriation and resettlement purposes unless and
until it is satisfied that the refugees' rights have
been fully protected. The fundamental right as

the refugees see it, and as has been consistently

and specifically reconfirmed by the United Na-
tions, is that they should be offered the option of

choosing between repatriation or compensation.

This option is something which Israel and the

Arab host governments themselves must primarily

assure. Our role is to assist them through the

United Nations toward the resolution of this

problem.

During most of 1959 the frontier areas between

Israel and its Arab neighbors were relatively

quiet. Some incidents, however, did occur in the

demilitarized zone south and east of Lake Tiberias

late in January 1960. U.A.R. troops subsequently

moved to the Sinai area in what was described

as defensive precautions. Fortunately the up-

surge in tension caused by these developments

appears now to be ssubsidmg. In our view both

sides should continue to cooperate fully with the

United Nations and its subsidiaiy organizations,

the United Nations Troop Supen-isoiy Organiza-

tion (UNTSO) and the United Nations Emer-
gency Force (UNEF). Tlie diligent service of

these U.N. units is in large measure responsible for

monitoring and controlling border tensions. The
United States continues to contribute able ofTicei-s

to UNTSO and to render substantial financial and

logistic support to UNEF.

Suez Canal Problem

A particularly difficult and continuing problem

in Arab-Israeli relations is the question of the

restrictions imposed on the transit of Israeli sliips

and cargoes through the Suez Canal. The United

States has consistently maintained its support for

the principle of fi-eetlom of transit through Suez.

In addition to ourselves, some 23 other states

made statements in support of this principle dur-
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ing the recent United Nations General Assembly.^

We continue to believe that the United Nations

channel affords the best prospect for achieving

progress on this problem and are actively support-

ing the Secretary-General's endeavors. It is our

hope that his efforts to achieve a solution between

the parties directly concerned will be brought to

an early and successful conclusion. As Secretary

Herter pointed out during his remarks on this

subject at the last United Nations General As-

sembly, ". . . If those immediately concerned

seek to reconcile their differences in a spirit of

mutual accommodation, progress can be made to-

ward a solution." *

Jordan

During 1959 the United States continued to

manifest its friendship for Jordan by extending

substantial economic assistance. With its present

resources Jordan is not a ^^able economic entity.

Assistance under the Mutual Security Program,

the UNRWA refugee relief program, and, on a

smaller scale, from the Government of the United

Kingdom has assured its continued existence. In

this way funds voted by your committee have con-

tributed substantially to preserving the political

stability and the development of the economy of

this small but strategically located countiy.

Other Problems of the Area

Wlien my predecessor appeared before you last

year the Iraqi revolution was only 8 months old

and the internal political situation in that country

was a difficult one. In the interim Ii-aq has con-

tinued to have severe political and economic prob-

lems, but we are confident that the Iraqi people

themselves have the capabilitj^ of deciding what

best suits them as a form of government.

Mention should be made of two unresolved and

stubborn riparian problems. Iraq and Iran dur-

ing the past year have been disputing over their

respective rights along tlie Sliatt-al-Arab, the

estuary which forms part of their conunon fron-

tier. Similarly there have been diiferences be-

tween Iran and Afghanistan over water rights in

the lower reaches of the Helmand River. We
hope that reason and quiet diplomacy will be able

to bring both problems to a solution satisfactory

to tlie parties.

' For n statement by Secretary Herter, see ibid., Oct. K,

lO.^.O, p. 467.

' Ihid.

Hopeful Signs

Having spoken of the debit side, I would like to

mention some favorable evidence wliich has de-

veloped during the past year wluch indicates that

tlie climate of increasmg stability, in part en-

gendered by our aid efforts in collaboration with

those of our allies and with the states concerned,

has begun to pay off.

Last year Mr. Pilcher ^ asked cogently, "Have
we more friends than 10 years ago ?"' I think that

the number of our friends has increased to a note-

worthy extent in the past 12 months. For this

the President's trip '^ last fall made a great con-

tribution—particularly in India and Pakistan

—

but there were other reasons which contributed to

the enhancement of our prestige. The invitation

to Mr. Khrushchev to visit the United States ' was

seen as a gesture evincing our moral strength—

a

display of willingness on our part to discuss East-

West differences without compromising our own
position or that of our allies. The fact of our

prompt withdrawal from Lebanon—bOls paid and

leaving friends behind—increasingly was appre-

ciated as giving the lie to those who talk about the

"imperialist designs" of the United States. The
most striking development of all was the India-

wide reaction to the incursion of the Chinese Com-
munists, which, coupled with the President's %asit,

caused many Indians to see their international

position with new and clearer eyes.

As regards Greece and Tm-key, the outlines of

the Cyprus agreements wliich were woi'ked out at

Zurich and London just about a year ago have per-

mitted a real strengthening of the relations be-

tween those two countries and their, and our,

NATO ally. Great Britaua. Although these

agreements are not yet fvdly consummated, they

mark a significant development in Greek-Turkish

relations and hence a contribution to the peace and

tranquillity in the eastern Mediterranean. Eco-

nomically both Greece and Turkey have made
progress. Turkey's stabilization program, which

was instituted with international cooperation over

a year ago, is still moving forward. Greece is cur-

rently endeavoring to formulate a much-needed

development program. Since the economies of

" Representative John L. Pilcher, member of the House

ForeiKU ACfairs Committee.
' BuiXETiN Of Dec. 28, 1959, p. 931, and Jan. 11, 1960, p.

46.

' Hid., Oct. 5, 1959, p. 476, and Oct. 12, 1959, p. 499.
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both of these NATO countries are still unable to

bear the cost of necessary defense, it is planned

to continue to each some defense support assistance,

althoufxh its scale is slightly reduced. The hope

of the situations in Greece and Turkey has caused

other Euroj)ean countries to become actively inter-

ested in participatinji in the economic development

programs of Greece and Turkey. Applications of

l>oth countries for an appropriate relationship

with the developing economic institutions of Eu-

rojw are being sympathetically considered by the

more developed countries of the European

conununity.

In the last year three of the countries of the area,

Turkey. Iran, and Pakistan—all membei-s of the

Central Treaty Organization, or CENTO, the new

name for the Baghdad Pact—continued their ef-

forts to provide for their collective security

through united action. We plan to continue giv-

ing CENTO our close support, through economic

activities designed to further the trend toward

gi-eater regionalism. The CENTO area's criti-

cally inadequate internal communications—rail,

road, and telecommunications—are being im-

proved. We are also complementing our bilateral

agi-eements by giving tecluiical assistance to activi-

ties which can be more effectively carried out

through regional action.

Iran under the leadersliip of the Shah continues

to be imixjrtant to free-world and United States

security interests. Despite a hostile and abusive

propaganda campaign conducted by the Soviet

Union and its allies starting in 1959 and despite

Soviet tlireats, Iran has refused to i-enounce its

agreements with the free world and has continued

fo maintain common cause with the other free

nations of CENTO and with the United States.

Iran has made headway during the past year in a

number of economic fields and is currently at the

halfway mark in a major 7-year economic devel-

opment program. In addition, with United States

help it has improved its armed forces. Recently

there has been a disturbing inflationary tendency

with which the Iranian Government is attempting

to deal.

South Asia

We are placing special emphasis on South Asia

in an effort to concentrate our resources on a vital

area of the world, whose countries have notably

demonstrated a will and a capacity to help tliem-

selves. This is in accord with the report of tliis

connnitteo last year, which stressed the nee^l to

ma.\iniizo development assistance where it could

be most effectively utilized.

Afghanistan, with i(s long frontier with Russia,

continues to be a target of Russian expansionism.

The Sino-Soviet economic, military assistance, and

cultural offensive, which began in 1954, started

with a program in Afghanistan, wliich now looks

increasingly to the U.S.S.R. for both trade and

aid. Afghanistan desires to maintain its inde-

pendence and remain free of the political or eco-

nomic domination of any country. We hope that

Afghanistan will l)e able to achieve this. The
funds requested for Afghanistan in fiscal year 1961

will enable us to carry forward certain essential

projects begun in prior years. Particular empha-
sis is being placed on transportation and education.

Afghanistan's relations with Pakistan continue to

be strained as a result of a dispute regarding the

status of the Pushtu-speaking tribes on both sides

of the Pakistan-Afghanistan border.

As a member of both CENTO and SEATO,
Pakistan maintained its solidly anti-Communist

policy and at the same tune made economic prog-

i-ess. It remains clearly in the United States

interest to mauitain our support for tlie inde-

pendence of our stanch ally Pakistan by en-

hancing Pakistan's economic and military

strength. Pakistan is a good example of the way
we can cooperate through the Mutual Security

Program with a strong and friendly government
and can advance the interests of both by contribut-

ing to the achievement of economic development,

defensive military strength, and political stability.

Pakistan continues to accord our policies its co-

operation and support.

In 1959 Pakistan, under President Ayub Khan,
consolidated its internal position, instituted re-

forms, checked inflation, and improved go\eni-

ment operations and fiscal management. An ex-

port incentive scheme and effective restrictions on

imports helped rwluce a seriously adverse balance

of payments. Large landholdings in West Pak-

istan are being redistributed among landless

peiusants, and incentives to agricultural pi'oduc-

tion are being adopted.

Important advances wore made during the past

year toward reducing India-Pakistan tensions.

The two countries made progress during the year

toward solving some of their differences, includ-

ing frontier problems, and appear on the thresh-
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old of an agreement regarding the use of the

waters of the rivers of the Indus basin.

The people of India continued their efforts to

make economic progress and pushed ahead with

their program of economic development designed

to double the per capita real income of the Indian

people in the 25 years 1951-76. This develop-

mental effort is within the fi-amework of a series

of 5-year plans, the third of which is to begin

April 1, 1961.

United States aid for India in all its forms

clearly promotes the United States political ob-

jective of insuring tlirough economic progress the

continuation of democratic institutions and the

basically friendly orientation of the Indian people

toward the West.

The success of the development efforts of the

democratic Government of India will demonstrate

not only to the people of India but to those of

other countries of Asia and Africa, who are closely

watching the respective efforts of India and Com-
munist China, that such a government is capable

of obtaining the desired results, that essential

economic progi'ess can be acliieved through demo-

cratic institutions and with the preservation of

human freedoms.

Indus Waters

Since the partition of India in 1947 one of the

two major disputes which have embittered rela-

tions between India and Pakistan has involved the

use of the waters of the Indus River system.

Throughout all recorded histoi-y the Indus basin

lias been the breadbasket of Pmijab and midivided

India. During the two centuries of British i-ule

a vast network of irrigation canals were installed

which made this the greatest irrigation system in

the world. The present dispute arose from the

fact that the border demarcation between India

and West Pakistan cut across the six major rivers

of the Indus River system, giving control of the

upstream waters of those rivers to India. India

wished to exj^and its use of these waters ; Pakistan

was fearful that its supply of these waters might

be oit off or seriously curtailed by Indian action.

Tlie two Govermnents started negotiating under

auspices of the International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development in 1952 and in the

summer of 1959 agreement in prmciple was finally

reached on a Bank plan designed to insure the

supply of water to both parties.

The two Governments are now engaged in

negotiating a definitive water treaty. The Bank
is hopeful that within 2 months India and

Pakistan may be able to agree on all outstanding

points. Construction of the system of works

proposed by the Bank will require about 10 years

and cost on the order of the equivalent of $1 billion.

Together with Australia, Canada, Germanj',

New Zealand, and the United Kingdom, the

United States proposes to participate in the inter-

national financing plan which the World Bank
will administer.^ The contribution proposed by

the Bank for the United States consists of $177

million in gi-ant aid, $103 million in loans, and

$235 million in local currencies to be derived

from the operation of various United States pro-

grams in Pakistan.

Subject to future appropriations, the Govern-

ment of the United States proposes to assist this

project financially not only because it would lessen

tensions between India and Pakistan but also

because of our interest m furthermg cooperatively

a project upon which will depend the futui-e wel-

fare of some 40 million people living in the Indus

basin. When completed, the entire system of

works will be by far the largest integrated irriga-

tion project in the world.

I consider that the solution of this serious issue

will constitute a major step forward in promoting

peace in the area and that the cooperative contri-

bution to the cost of the program on the part of

the other countries is an ideal way to finance the

solution the World Bank is proposing. It is im-

portant to the success of the Bank's solution, how-
ever, that the Congress should grant the

President's request for flexibility in the applica-

tion of regulations normally applied to bilateral

programs.

Military Aid

The strong defensive posture of the Greeks,

Turks, Iranians, and Pakistanis vis-a-vis the

Communist world is no artificial creation. These

countries have had a long experience with their

neighbors to the north and east, and even if no

free-world aid were available they would strain

their resources to maintain what they consider

they need in the way of defense forces. They

are stalwart, resolute people who share our detesta-

tion of Commimist imperialism and with whom

' Ibid., Mar. 21, 1960, p. 442.
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our mutual defense arrangements are practical

and mesuiingful. This built-in attitude suits our

own defense requirements, but, just as we cannot

do at home, we cannot permit defense require-

ments to wreck the economies of our friends. We
try to achieve a balance in our aid between mil-

itary and economic aid.

Our militarj' assistance elTort in this region is

used to strengthen the free-world collective se-

curity system. Our expenditures, both in effort

and substance, are therefore direct contributions

to the security of the United States. All but 2

percent of our military assistance program for

this region is devoted to the support of military

forces in Greece, Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan.

These countries are members of, and major coii-

tributors to, one or more of the defense organiza-

tions of NATO, CENTO, and SEATO.
The success of our military assistance to Greece

in her hour of trial in 1948 was spectacular. We
have reason to believe that our military assistance

to other countries has been equally successful if

less spectacular. It is not by chance that these

coimtries so close to the power center of interna-

tional communism in the Soviet Union have failed

to succumb to Soviet threats and blandishments.

We are requesting $457.9 million for fiscal year

1961 to be devoted to military assistance. We feel

that this sum is required to maintain the mo-

mentum of our military assistance program and

that the appropriation of a lesser amount would

entail risks to the security of the area which the

Soviet Union would be pleased to see us take.

Of the total being requested $159 million is pro-

gramed for force maintenance, $246.7 for force

improvement, and the balance of $52.2 is to be

used for packing and shipment of materiel and

other services. More than half the amount re-

quested for force improvement is required to im-

prove the forces of Greece and Turkey, who are

members of NATO and whose military defenses

are planned by that organization. In this con-

nection the Soviets have amply demonstrated by

economic and military assistance penetrations

into the general area that they are eager to inject

themselves to our detriment in any area which

offers them an opportunity.

Communist Aid Programs

The success of United States aid efforts has been

so impressive to the Communist bloc that it

started a rival aid program in 1954 and has been

pushing hard in this field ever since, with partic-

ular concentration on Afghanistan, India, Iraq,

and both the Syrian and Egyptian regions of the

U.A.R.

The need for aid is so great that no one country

or group of countries can preempt the aid field.

It makes little sense to attempt to outbid the Com-
munist bloc in the aid field—to attempt to match
ruble aid with dollar aid. Moreover it would be

inconsistent for us to say that a dam in the U.A.R.
or steel mill in India would not be an addition to

the country's economy simply because Communist
loans financed them and Communist engineers

built them. This, of course, we do not say. We
warn, however, with good reason that Commu-
nists are imbued with a driving faith in tlieir

credo of world revolution and seek always to make
converts. We advise the receiving states to be

wary and vigilant lest a byproduct of the Soviet

aid they accept turns out to be the seed of the

destruction of their freedom.

Such aid as the United States can offer comes, of

course, without political strings of any kind and
is given to the extent possible in the spu'it of co-

operatively helping people to help themselves.

This contrast in approach is becoming more and
more widely known and understood as the Com-
munists insinuate themselves more and more into

the underdeveloped areas as sharers of the burden
of economic development. The willingness to ac-

cept aid from both sides is an article of faith of

the unalined countries and they will continue to

seek aid from the Communist bloc, but if the same
volume and terms of assistance could be obtained

from Western sources, the recipient countries

would probably, all matters being equal, prefer

to have it from the West.

There are no grounds for complacency on our

part, however. Wliere Communist aid is pre-

ponderant, as in Afghanistan, the U.A.R., Iraq,

and Yemen, or on a large scale, as in India, it is

usually characterized by an influx of bloc person-

nel—technicians, advisers, and even skilled labor.

The Communists in most cases literally take over

the projects from the planning stage through to

completion, soliciting a minimum of help from the

recijiient country. The United States, on the other

hand, makes cooperation with llic receiving coun-

try an important part of its aid program. It

utilizes to the maximum degree indigenous skills,

both technical and administrative, thereby at-
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tempting to make a partner of the underdeveloped

country. This procedure not only preserves the

dignity of the receiving counti-y but, what is

equally important, it provides increased training

and experience for local officials.

Secretary Herter alluded, however, to one form

of the Communist challenge with which it is some-

times hard to deal—the extra inducements which

the Communist countries have incorporated in

their aid programs. He said :

®

A feature of the bloc camiiaign which has had great ap-

peal to the recipients is the apparent willingness to pro-

vide types of projects which an underdeveloped country

wants without requiring economic justification for the

project or attempting to secure governmental reform of

various economic ijolicies. Nor does the bloc appear to

require the various accounting checks which are involved

in United States programs.

Low interest rates, repayment in commodities,

and the "ask and get" formula are undoubtedly

highly attractive features of Soviet aid, particu-

larly in the case of governments racing to make a

show of progress to their people and yet lacking

trained individuals who can intelligently plan and

execute a rational and properly phased develop-

ment program.

In our determination to see to it that our aid is

properly used we must beware of arrogating to

ourselves omniscience regarding the needs of for-

eign countries, particularly those m severe need

and exposed position. It is natural for the people

who live in these countries to feel that they laiow

best what they want. However, our friends, nota-

bly in South Asia, are coming more and more
to understand that the rigid justifications and
engineering standards we insist upon are elements

which in the long run will protect them against

ill-considered projects.

Where special circumstances require it, we
should be prepared to show flexibility, but we have

reason to believe we are fundamentally on the

right track in our aid methods.

During the last decade the Mutual Security Pro-

gram and its predecessors have contributed sub-

stantially to the peace and stability of the Near
East and South Asia. It has deterred aggression

and preserved the freedom of independent states

menaced by Communist subversion. Step by step

it has created in the minds and hearts of millions

of people throughout the area an image of the

United States as a nation dedicated to the cause

of world peace. We think tliat the American
people have been well served by the Mutual
Security Program and that in the conduct of our

foreign affairs it is essential to continue its

important role.

The n^utual Security Program in Europe

Statement hy Foy D. Kohler

Assistant Secretary for European Affairs ^

The Mutual Security Program for Europe in

fiscal year 1961 is almost entirely military. Its

purposes, as in the past several years, are to en-

courage and assist our European allies in develop-

ing the military forces required for the common
defense of the West.

I have always considered it unfortunate that, in

» IhUL, Mar. 7, 1960, p. 375.

^ Made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on

Mar. 16.

newspaper and public discussions, our contribu-

tions to the European NATO [North Atlantic

Treaty Organization] forces should be lumped
under the general heading of "foreign aid." These

contributions represent mutual security in the

t rnest sense of the word. As has been made clear

by spokesmen of the Defense Department who
have appeared before you, our ability to deter and
resist Soviet aggression does not depend upon
United States military power alone. It depends

upon the combined military power of the free
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world as a whole. Our allies in Western Europe

are making a subsUintial contribution to supple-

menting and supporting the military defenses of

the United States, and our own security requires

that we help to make their military elTorts mean-

ingful and adequate.

We have often heard certain fellow citizens

emphasize the ti-emendous threat represented by

international connnunism and have also heard

some of them argue that United States defenses

are not adequate to meet this threat. It seems

liighly anomalous to hear some of these same cit-

izens advocate the elimination or drastic reduc-

tion of foreign niilitaiy assistance. The
Communist threat is indeed serious, and the need

for adequate defense is imperative. But we de-

lude ourselves dangerously if we ignore the fact

that the defensive power wliicli really counts is

the total defensive power of the United States

and other free nations. And in this total pic-

ture nothing would be more shoi'tsighted than to

deny ourselves the enonnous dividends we receive

from our investments in the military programs of

our European allies.

Negotiating With the Soviet Union

The past year has been one of intense diplo-

matic activity. This will be intensified in the

near future as we undertake a series of negotia-

tions of perhaps fateful importance. The main-

tenance of the strength and effectiveness of the

Western alliance will be more imjjortant during

this i>eriod than at any time since the alliance

was founded.

Within a few days we shall be sitting down
with representatives of the Soviet bloc to talk

about the possibilities of disarmament, and the

United States Government is hopeful that the

world may at last be on the threshold of genuine

progress toward that goal. But there is one fact

that we must keep clearly in mind. We can never

expect to obtain a safe and workable disarmament

agreement if we are so foolish as to make sub-

stantial reductions in our own armaments while

we are attempting to negotiate such an agreement.

If the Soviet Union could succeed in inducing the

West to disann itself while retaining the essence

of its own military power, a genuine disarmament

agreement would become a pipedream. We cer-

tainly intend to negotiate with the Soviet Govern-

ment in good faith, but we do not intend to give

them something for nothing.

Within a few weeks the Heads of Government
of the United States, France, the United Kingdom,
aTul tiie Soviet Union will meet in Paris.- At that

meeting we, the United Kingdom, and France will

continue our longstanding efforts to make prog-

ress toward a resolution of some of the outstand-

ing points at issue between oiu-selves and the

Soviet Union.

No one can now predict what will be the out-

come of these discussions. No one knows whether

any real progress will be made toward a just solu-

tion of the problem of Germany, which, due to

Soviet intransigence, remains divided; of Berlin,

whose people are determined to remain free and
maintain their links with the West; and of genu-

ine, controlled disarmament. There is, however,

one thing that can be said with absolute cer-

tainty. Solutions to these problems on a basis

compatible with elementary considerations of jus-

tice and consistent with basic principles from
which we cannot deviate and still retain our free-

dom and dignity will not be promoted by any
weakening of our posture or our wUl.

We might, in fact, take a lesson from the oppo-
sition in this regard. It is true that the time-

phased Soviet ultimatum of last year has been
withdrawn, and an intent to seek settlements by
peaceful means through negotiations has been pro-

claimed. However, Mr. Khrushchev has recently

been making it clear that there is no alteration in

the basic Soviet positions on Berlin and Germany
and that the threat of unilateral Soviet action at

some time remains. And while Soviet propa-

ganda has been trying to make capital of the So-

viet announcement that it planned to reduce armed
force personnel over the next 18 months or so to

a level approximating that of the United States

Armed Forces, he declared to the Supreme Soviet

on January 14 that "the Soviet Army now has

combat means and firepower never before pos-

sessed by any army" and "would be able to literally

wipe the country or countries which attack us off

the face of the earth." Moreover, during the

recent Asian tour he has been proclaiming that

"the Soviet Union is the world's most powerful

nation in the military sense."

^ The four powers will meet at Paris on May IG ; for an
exchange of inessages between President Eisenhower and
Premier Khrushchev, see Bulletin of Jan. 18, 19G0, p. 77.
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Thus I would repeat that, as we enter into tlie

period of renewed negotiations with the Soviet

Union, the unity and the strength of the free

world are of the greatest importance. Solutions

to outstanding problems will not come easily.

They will take a long time to accomplish. Wliile

we continue to seek these solutions, as we have in

the past, it would be folly to weaken our collective

military posture in the uncertain period ahead. If

we are not serious about our defenses now, we will

never be able to convince anyone of the serious-

ness of our intentions in what may well be a pro-

longed periofl of negotiations.

Military Assistance for Europe

Military assistance proposed for European

country programs for the next fiscal year totals

$459 million. The total for NATO countries, in-

cluding Greece and Turkey, is $740 million. In

addition there are certain regional programs—in-

ternational military headquarters, infrastinicture,

mutual weapons development, weapons produc-

tion, the NATO Maintenance Supply Services

Agency-—intended to support activities entirely or

almost entirely within the NATO area. Includ-

ing these regional programs there is a total of a

little over $1 billion in military assistance pro-

gramed for the NATO area.

Military assistance proposed for Europe for

fiscal year 1961 is approximately the same amount

as that proposed last year. It is an increase over

the amount finally programed for the area in fiscal

year 1900. Reduced appropriations in fiscal year

1960 as well as in fiscal year 1959 necessitated de-

ferral of a number of important NATO require-

ments. Consequently increased allocations are

now necessary to help offset the reduced appro-

priations of prior years which have resulted in a

serious depletion of the pipeline. The executive

branch is gravely concerned over the weakening

effects on NATO's military strength which will

follow unless steps are taken to remedy this steady

reduction.

The progi-am which is now submitted for fiscal

year 1961 is considered to be the minimum re-

quired to support a level of expenditures adequate

to finance items which are of critical importance,

to NATO plans in the next few years and which

our NATO allies would be unable to procure

themselves except at the expense of other im-

portant sectors of their NATO defense effort.

The fiscal year 1961 program for our NATO
allies is primarily designed to improve their air-

defense capability. Approximately 50 percent of

the program is earmarked for this effort. Another

30 percent is devoted to missiles other than for

air defense, to minelaj'ers, and to antisubmarine-

warfare ships and aircraft. The remaining 20

percent of the program provides maintenance and

support for previously programed equipment and

selected conventional equipment to modernize

NATO-committed forces in Denmark, Italy, Nor-

way, Greece, and Turkey. A substantial portion

of the progi-am for NATO countries, Greece and

Turkey excepted, is made up of items involving

cost-sharing projects designed to induce increased

and more effective country contributions to the

NATO defense effort and to provide an incentive

for greater countiy efforts toward essential mod-
ernization of NATO-committed forces. But in

addition to modernization it should be noted that

most European NATO countries are facing grow-

ing problems of replacing obsolescent conven-

tional equipment of their armed forces, and the

procurement of more modern items of major

equipment in this area will absorb substantial

parts of their defense budgets over the next few

years.

Need for Continued U.S. Assistance

There is certainly more agreement on the neces-

sity for building up our defenses today than there

is on the question which logically follows from it,

namely, how this is to be accomplished. The ques-

tion which is uppermost in the minds of many
concerned with our common defense is this:

Granted that our Western defenses must be

strengthened, are all NATO allies making as sub-

stantial a contribution to tliis end as they should,

or is the United States carrying a disproportion-

ately heavy share of the Western defense burden ?

The recently improved international payments

and reserve position of Western European coun-

tries, coupled with a decline in United States re-

serves, has pi-ompted the proposal that European
NATO membere might now take over entirely the

burden of meeting their military requirements.

However, examination of the nature of military

assistance to the European area shows that this is

not essentially a problem of balance of payments.

Indeed, as the committee knows, most of the

money appropriated for military iissistance is

J
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spent in the United States. Furtliermore, mili-

tary assistance to Europe ^neratcs purcliuses in

the United States of spare parts and maintenance

material which exceed the value of aid money
spent in Euroije. Last year such purchases were

$3()0 million alwve Unitexi States military assist-

ance funds expended in Europe. I think it is ac-

cordini^ly clear that drastically reducing or closing

out our military assistance to Europe would not

solve this country- 's balance-of-puyments problem.

To the more general question as to why our

European allies, in view of their remarkable eco-

nomic progi-ess, cannot be expecte<l to l)ear the

entire cost of their military programs, the answer

is also clear. Our European allies would \ye able

to pay their own defense costs, provided we and

they were willing to accept a substantially lower

level of total defensive power. Our contributions

are dasigned to maintain a level of defensive

strength which is much greater than could be ex-

l>ected from Europe's efforts alone.

It is true that our European allies have made
general economic progress. However, they con-

tinue to suffer a numl^er of serious economic limi-

tations. Living standards in most NATO
countries are still from one-tliird to one-half as

high as American living standards. At the same

time tax rates in other NATO countries, on the

average, are higher than United States tax rates

despite the relatively deeper cut this means into

consumption levels. Several European countries

have joined us in extending substantial economic

assistance to the underdeveloped areas of the

woi'ld. Also the governments of these countries

encounter some of the same political obstacles to

increased defense efforts with which we are famil-

iar in our own country. Since modem weapons

are incredibly expensive, some of our allies simply

cannot afford to equip their forces with these

weapons and at the same time bear the heavy main-

tenance costs they have already undertaken.

In view of the very real financial limitations of

our Euroi^ean allies, as well as the ever-present

political pressures for arms reduction, an elimina-

tion or drastic cutback of United States assistance

would almost certainly provoke a downward chain

reaction throughout the NATO area. The allied

goverimients and peoples would say, in effect, "If

the United States Govermnent no longer considers

our defense programs important, why should we

strain our economy to maintain these programs?"

In other words, if we are unwilling to accept the

concept that total defense is what really counts, if

wo make the mistake of accepting the idea that

each country nmst finance its own defense program

tlirough its own resources, then we must face the

fact that the net result will be a dangerous reduc-

tion in the combinetl defensive power of the free

world.

European Contributions to Common Defense

Having made these cautionary remarks, I am
glad to Ije able to report certain positive steps that

ai'e being taken to increase European contribu-

tions to the common defense.

In the first place the economies of some NATO
coimtries have improved to the point where they

are considered financially capable of purchasing

their own military equipment needs, and grant

materiel assistance is not presently programed for

these countries. For all other coimtries military

grant aid is extended only after careful examina-

tion to determine whether the country can pur-

chase the materiel and how the assistance can

elicit a gi-eater or more effective effort by the

coimtry itself. In addition certain items such as

spare parts and other conventional maintenance

requirements of the European NATO countries,

which were formerly covered by the military as-

sistance program, are now financed for the most

part, by the countries themselves.

We think the record shows that we have had a

very considerable measure of success in eliciting

increased contributions from our NATO allies for

our common defense; in fact, considering the

political and other impediments involved we are

surprised at the favorable showing ourselves.

The total of defense expenditures for the Euro-

pean NATO countries last year was $13.6 billion,

an increase of 11 percent over the $12.2 billion

spent in 1958 and more than double the 1950

expenditures.

Furthermore, the trend toward significantly in-

creased defense expenditures is expected to con-

tinue. The Netherlands is planning to increase

its defense budget by 9 percent in 1961 : the United

Kingdom has announced a 7.6 percent increase;

the Italian Government has already put into effect

a 4 percent progressive annual increase; the Bel-

gian defense budget for 1960, which has just lieen

submitted to Parliament, represents a 6 percent

increase over 1959. Following the resolution of

certain problems of training sites and types of
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equipment German defense expenditures rose

steeply by 68 percent from the 1958 level of $1.6

billion to $2.7 billion in 1959. Let us not ignore

the fact that in 1953 the United States was paying

about 28 percent of the total defense costs of our

European allies; today we are paying about 8

percent.

An abrupt termination of all grants of military

equipment would seriously weaken the alliance

system upon which the security of the United

States depends. The actions of the United States

in this field in the last analysis must be directed

to the buildmg of stronger allies who will make

progressively larger contributions to the common
defense.

We all know, of course, that the threat of inter-

national communism is not military alone, that the

contest between the fi'ee world and the Soviet

system is waged on many fronts. Our freedom

and security are always endangered by Soviet

capture of the territory, population, and resources

of other nations. Tliis is true whether the cap-

ture results from direct military aggression or

whether it results from internal subversion, crea-

tion and exploitation of social chaos, political

pressures, or economic blandishments. Tliis

means that we must continue to assist the lesser

developed nations of the world in securing a

greater measure of stability and well-being.

Economic Assistance and Special Projects

At present economic assistance from tlie United

States to Europe has practically disappeared, ex-

cept for a few small programs designed to deal

only with special situations. Far more important

is the contribution which our European allies are

themselves making to the social and economic de-

velopment of vast areas of Asia and Africa—

a

contribution which adds significantly to our own
etforts and which we hope will increase in future

years. We should recognize that these grants and

loans by European governments for purposes of

helping the lesser developed areas contribute to

our common defense just as truly as their military

expenditures do. Meanwhile, I would like to com-

ment briefly on our special economic projects

within Europe itself, which are rapidly diminish-

ing in size but which are nevertheless important

to our national security.

Wo believe defense support for Spain has been

insti'umental in luiiiiitaining the spirit of coopera-

tion which has made possible the construction and

effective utilization of the air- and sea-base com-

plex jointly operated by the United States and

Spain. This program provides resources to cover

Spanish import requirements which contribute to

economic stability in Spain. Defense support was

also an element in the Spanish economic stabiliza-

tion program, which has brought about sounder

fiscal and monetary policies and so far revereed

the serious loss of foreigii exchange. A small

technical cooperation program is contributing to-

ward modernization of Spain's civil aviation sys-

tem and improvement in its agricultural and

industrial productivity.

The Federal Republic of Germany is now pro-

viding the help necessary to maintain Berlin's

economic well-being. United States special as-

sistance for Berlin, although modest in amount,

underlines our undiminished interest in the city's

survival in freedom and is a support to the gov-

ernment and the people of the city in their re-

sistance to the unrelenting Commmiist pressures

to which they are subjected. American aid is

being used jointly with West German and West

Berlin financing for the construction in Berlin of

a medical teaching center. The center, when com-

pleted in 1964, will not only help to relieve the

present hospital-bed shortage but will stimulate

the training of medical personnel and will intro-

duce American research techniques while at the

same time generally furthering development of

German medical research.

The program for Yugoslavia for next year is

limited to a small amount of technical cooperation.

This assistance is designed to familiarize Yugo-

slav technicians with modern American methods

in agriculture, industry, mining, transportation,

and public administration. The fact that we are

continuing assistance to Yugoslavia does not imply

approval of the Yugoslav political or economic

system. It should bo regarded rather as a demon-

stration to the satellites of Eastern Europe and to

the uncommitted nations of the world (hut the

United States is ready to support tlie cll'orts of

any counti-y which needs help in prosen'ing its

iiidependence from Soviet domination.

The fourth program of economic assistance is

for NATO science and the multilateral programs

of the Organization for European Economic

Cooperation (OEEC). The NATO science pro-

gram, now in its third year, supports fellowships,

research institutes, and research projects aimed at
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increasing the overall eflfectiveness of the scientific

potential of NATO count lies. Of the OEEC pro-

grams the United States is particularly concerned

with those projects with the objective of increas-

ing the number and quality of scientists and

te<.'hnicians of the Atlantic Community, as well

as those of assistance to areas of the world in the

process of development.

In summary I would like to call attention again

to the negotiations we are about to begin with the

Soviet Union. These negotiations will present us

simultaneous!}- with a tremendous opportunity

and a tremendous challenge. Our ability to make
progress toward a secure and peaceful world will

depend in large measure upon the strength, unity,

and detcnuination displayed by the Western

A\'oi-I(l as a whole. 1 do not need to stress the

dangerous consequences that could follow if the

Soviet Union, or even our friends, gained the mis-

taken impression that United States support for

NATO was slackening at this critical time. I am
convinced that tlie Mutual Security Program is

one of the surest and most clFective means of mo-

bilizing our strength in NATO. It is for this

reason that I believe favorable congressional ac-

tion on the Mutual Security Program is of great-

est importance in carrying out our defense and

foreign policy objectives.

The Mutual Security Program in Latin America

Statement by R. R. Rubottom, Jr.

Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs^

It is my privilege to appear before you today

in support of the Mutual Security Program for

Latin America for fiscal year 1961.

In proposing our program we have had to rec-

ognize that basic changes in the course of the

social, political, and economic development of

Latin America are now taking place. Many of

these changes result in demands of one kind or

another upon this Government and upon this

Nation.

The geographic situation of the American Ke-

publics, their separation from other land areas,

has fostered a mutuality of attitudes and of ac-

tions. This same separation has resulted in many
cases in sensitivity of one American Rei)ul)lic to

developments in another. We also continue to

share a common Western political heritage—free-

dom for the individual under truly democratic

governments. This common heritage is but one

of the bases for the tradition of inter-American

cooperation, and tiie provision of technical co-

operation and economic assistance to Latin

' Made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on

Mar. 15.

America is part of our basic foreign policy. Its

continuing objective is to further the development

of a strong, friendly, and independent group of

nations, united to protect the democratic way of

life.

The present recognition of the need for develop-

ment of resources, divei"sification of economies,

improvement of fiscal policies, and attraction of

increased investment, both foreign and domestic,

is a vital force throughout the area, just as is the

strong desire among the great mass of the people

to enjoy a better standard of living, improved

health conditions, and greater educational

advantages.

Almost every aspect of our national life is af-

fected, in one way or another, by events occurring

in Latin America; and it is vital that we have

a clear awareness of the depth and the magnitude

of the Latin American revolution, which is pro-

ducing important changes in the social, political,

and economic structures of the various countries.

These changes in turn produce long-lasting

stresses which lie at the root of political explo-

sions and continuing instability which make the
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headlines. Because the changes in the social

makeup of the area are deep and far-reacliing,

we must he prepared, I believe, for further tran-

sition and continued instability during the com-

ing years. This, of course, will require both

attention and action by the United States by vir-

tue of our inter-American partnership. Our pro-

gram of technical cooperation and economic

assistance is specifically aimed at improvement of

economic and social conditions throughout the

area.

Every effort must be made to check Communist
infiltration and subversion in the hemisphere and
to improve unhealthy economic and social condi-

tions, upon which communism feeds. One of the

important tools wliich we can utilize to combat
this infection is an effective technical and economic

assistance program such as we are proposing. We
believe that in Latin America, as everywhere in

free societies, improved living conditions and so-

cial standards can be attained without sacrificing

the dignity of the individual, the right to free-

dom, and the protection of social minorities. At
tlie same time the Communist world advocates an-

other way to the fulfillment of the people's aspira-

tions, preaching dangerous doctrines of repressive

action which they claim are a shortcut to the goal.

The overwhelming majority of the people of

Latin America has rejected the Communist way,
seeing it as a contradiction of their own traditional

philosophies; but we must not complacently ex-

pect the inter-American community to be able to

defend itself against Communist blandishments,

threats, and subversion imless all of its members,
including the United States, devote their energies

and resources to demonstrating the effectiveness

of our way of reaching desired economic and po-

litical objectives and to blocking the Communists'
efforts.

The importance of increased trade and invest-

ment in the expanding economies of Latin

America cannot be too strongly stressed, and it

continues to be our strong conviction that the

aspirations of tliese countries to better the condi-

tion of their people can best be fulfilled through

United States support and encouragement of the

free-enterprise system. The economic interde-

pendence of the Americas is one of the dominant

facts of life within the hemisphere. About 22

percent of our total exports go to Latin America.

At the same time we buy approximately 45 per-

cent of the goods exported by that area. About

one-third of our private direct investments abroad

are made in Latin America, these now totaling

over $9 billion. These investments have been in-

creasing at an annual rate of approximately $600

million over the past few years. The continuing

cooperation of U.S. private capital in Latin Amer-
ican development, on tei'ms fair and equitable to

all, is of the greatest importance to the economies

of these nations and to our own.

Without minimizing in the slightest degree the

importance of trade and investment in the de-

velopment of the Americas, we nevertheless rec-

ognize that there are gaps which these elements

cannot fill.

There is a continuing and increasing need for

loans for such purposes as transportation, port

development, public utilities, and the like, to which

private capital is not attracted, by such lending

institutions as the Export-Import Bank, the De-

velopment Loan Fund, the IBRD [International

Bank for Eeconstniction and Development], and,

in due course, the recently created Inter-American

Development Bank.

Another equally significant gap is the need for

development of technical skills wliich must be im-

parted if agricultural, industrial, and other

technological development, as well as social ad-

vancement, are to keep pace with the countries'

needs. In these fields the Latin Americans have

recognized the value of our experience and know-

how and are increasingly seeking our cooperation

in making them available.

Proposed Fiscal Year 1961 Nonmilitary Aid Level

We are proposing to tlie Congress a bilateral,

nonmilitary program for Latin America for fiscal

year 1961 totaling $39.5 million for technical co-

operation and $23.1 million for special assistance.

Compared with the actual fiscal year 1960 pro-

gram, $2 million more is proposed for tet'hnical

cooperation; but $1.7 million less is proposed for

special assistance, or a net overall increase for all

of Latin America of $300,000 over the current im-

plementational level. With respect to technical

cooperation the committee will note that our re-

quest for fi.scal year 1001 is actually $1.2 million

below our original request to the Congress for fis-

cal year 1960, while our current request for special

assistance is $4.5 million below last year's.

In addition we are likewise proposing our cus-

tomary annual pledge of $1.5 million for the mul-
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tilatei-al technical cooperation piognun of the

Organization of American States, our actual con-

tribution being subject to the proviso tiiat it will

be limited to 70 percent of total contributions by

all member countries.

Technical Cooperation

The major objective of technical cooperation in

Latin America is the development of Imnian re-

sources through demonstration and training. In

most, if not all, of tlie countries in Latin America

a principal impediment to economic progress is

tiio acute shortage of skilled human resources nec-

essary to make effective use of available physical

resources. This shortage is due in large part to

tlie lack of adequate tcclmical training institutions

and servnces. To help overcome these deficiencies,

technical coopenxtion assists the host comitries to

identify their himian resources problems and to

formulate progi^ams aimed at their solution.

Once the initial recognition of a deficiency in hu-

man resources has taken place, there remains the

long and arduous t^ask of establishing and staffing

institutions necessary for the development of hu-

man resources. A concentrated attack can then

be made on tlie problem of increasing the nvmnber

and quality of skilled technicians, managers, and

administrators who are essential to economic de-

velopment. Institution building is thus one of

the most effective ways of making available to

the peoples of countries less teclmologically ad-

vanced than our own the accumulated stock of

technical knowledge that we have available. For

tills reason teclmical cooperation, like all educa-

tional endeavors, is a long-term program.

Economic aid, on the other hand, is intended to

supplement the physical resources of a given coun-

try, in order to assist in speeding up its economic

growth. Witliin the ICA [International Coop-

eration Administration] program, economic aid to

Latin America is made available on a very lim-

ited scale in the form of special assistance.

Technical cooperation and economic aid must be

clearly distinguished from each other, although in

some countries both are needed and are carefully

coordinated for maximum effectiveness. It is the

job of technical cooperation to help a countrv'

realize the need for balance in its economic and

social development, the need for a better invest-

ment climate, and the need for planning and

budgeting for such development. Economic aid,

however, is also necessary in several of tlie coun-

tries if this development is to take place in the

next few years at a rate at all responsive to the

aspirations of the people. A clear distinction

should be made between ICA economic aid and

credits provided by a growing list of national and

international lending institutions.

Special Assistance

Bolivia

Bolivia experienced a profound social revolu-

tion in 1952, as a result of which the traditional

structure of Bolivian institutions was severely

shaken and the coimtry's economic situation was

on the verge of chaos. U.S. assistance, wliich

began in 1953, softened the effects of this eco-

nomic crisis and lessened further political and so-

cial uplieaval which could have affected the

security of the entire hemisphere. At first grant

aid insured that minimal food requirements were

provided in order to alleviate the sufferings of

the Bolivian people. Since 1956 our aid, together

with that of the IMF [International Monetary

Fund], has helped make it possible for the Boliv-

ian Government to carry on a program of eco-

nomic stabilization.

In spite of progress achieved under this pro-

gram the country has not reached the point where

it can be considered self-supporting. Bolivia's

economy is dependent almost entirely for its for-

eign exchange income upon minerals, with tin

accounting for the major portion. The enactment

of a fair petroleum code has encouraged the entry

into Bolivia of private foreign investment, and

petroleum holds out a hope for improvement in

the country's economic situation. This hope, how-

ever, is still to be realized, for the expansion of

petroleum production is just beginning.

The basic problems of a low standard of living

and low economic activity have been complicated

by preelectoral maneuvering, in which the extrem-

ists have created problems for the Government in

the maintenance of law and order. A new ad-

ministration is to take over the reins of govern-

ment later this year and will have the task of

continuing the effort to prevent political excesses

and to improve economic conditions. The period

of economic and political instability is not over

yet, and it is apparent that in order to give Bo-

livia time to develop a self-sustaining economy we

shall have to continue our aid for the time being.
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Haiti

Special assistance for Haiti dates from the

aftermath of a devastating hurricane in the fall

of 1954, which was followed within the next 2

years by severe drought conditions in the north,

extensive floods in the southern portion, a disas-

trous coffee crop in 1956 (coffee normally ac-

counts for about 70 percent of Haiti's export

earnings), and the fall of the Magloire adminis-

tration, wliich bi-ought with it a protracted pe-

riod of political and economic crises.

In consultation with the IMF a stabilization

program was put into effect in Haiti in mid-1957,

shortly before the present Duvalier administra-

tion took office. Special assistance has been an

indispensable factor in this progi'am, in arresting

the economic and financial deterioration and pro-

viding a firmer basis for responsible government.

It has enabled Haiti to maintain a free exchange

system and to assure the inflow of essential im-

ports. Concurrently, despite economic strains

and political pressures, the Government has taken

steps to restore equilibrium through severe budget-

ary austerity and credit restrictions.

Tlirough the special assistance program and

DLF [Development Loan Fund] credits, projects

are being put into effect which within a relatively

short time should yield substantial results in pro-

duction for domestic use and for export. As a

result of the austerity program there has been a

modest improvement in Haiti's monetary reserve

position. We feel that it should be possible to

terminate special assistance for Haiti within the

relatively near future.

West Indies and Eastern Caribbean

The proposed program for special assistance to

the new federation of The West Indies is a case

of U.S. identification with the aspirations of a

people evolving from colonial to dominion status

in an area of strategic and economic importance

to the United States. Special assistance requested

would serve to strengthen the federation at its

weakest point through the construction of educa-

tional and training facilities in the poorer islands.

In addition a small part of the program would be

devoted to the acquisition—from U.S. surplus

stocks wherever possible—of transportation and
roadbuilding equipment for the construction of

farm-to-market roads. The special assistance

program serves to complement major technical co-

operation efforts in education, transportation,

public administration, and agriculture.

Military Assistance

During the last year some Slembers of Con-

gress have seriously questioned the desirability of

continuing the program of grant military assist-

Foreign Relations Committee Studies

on U.S.-Latin American Relations

The Senate Foreign Relations Comtnittee was
authorized hy the Senate on Jithj 2S, 195S, and in

continuing authorization on February 2, 1959, to

have its SiiVcommittee on American Republics en-

gage selected research organizations in an inquirii

into U.S. relations with the other American Repub-

lics. Following is a list o/ the studies now pub-

lished as committee prints.

Post World War II Political Developments in Latin
America. University of New Mexico School of

Inter-Ainerican Affairs. No. 1. November 19,

1959. 72 pp.
Commodity Problems in Latin America. Interna-

tional Economic Consultants, Inc. No. 2. De-
cember 12, 1959. 96 pp.

The Organization of American States. Northwest-
ern University. No. 3. December 24, 1959. 87 pp.

United States Business and Labor in Latin America.
University of Chicago Research Center in Eco-
nomic Development and Cultural Change. No. 4.

January 22, 1960. 103 pp.
United States and Latin American Policies Affect-

ing Their Economic Relations. National Plan-
ning Association. No. 5. January 31, 1960.
133 pp.

Problems of Latin American Economic Develop-
ment. University of Oregon Institute of Interna-
tional Studies and Overseas Administration.
No. 6. February 11, 1900. 140 pp.

Soviet Bloc Latin American Activities and Their
Implications for United States Foreign Policy.
Corporation for Economic and Industrial Re-
search. No. 7. February 28, 1960. 172 pp.

ance we are conducting in Latin America. Sim-

ilar adverse comment has appeared in the press

and in some of the studies which private research

institutions have prepared on various aspects of

our foreign policy at the request of the Senate

Foreigit Relations Committee. From tliis criti-

cism three principal charges emerge: first, that

our military program has stimulated Latin Amer-

ican countries to make heavy expenditures on

armament; second, that tlie program has the effect

of maintaining dictators in power; and tliird, that
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it is a costly, wasteful, and otherwise undesirable

approach to the real necessities of hemispheric de-

fense, wliicii could he met by creutinj; a small,

collective inter-^Vmeriaui defense force, which

coidd be used, in accordance with agreed multi-

lateral arrantrements, to maintain peace against

threats arising inside the hemisphere.

With respect to the first charge I would like to

make clear that this program is not designed to

encourage participating countries to undertake

heavy military expenditures. The program does

not constitute U.S. endorsement, direct or implied,

of the present size and ciiaracter of Latin Amer-
ican military establishments. Although Latin

American countries have the sovereign right to

determine their own militaiy requirements, we
believe that most of them coidd reduce their mili-

tai-y expenditures without jeopardizing their se-

curity. We have made clear to countries

participating in the grant program that U.S. mili-

taiy interests in the program do not extend beyond

those units which they have consented, in agree-

ments with the United States, to maintain for

regional defense under the Eio Treaty. In no

Latin ^Vmerican countiy do the local military units

receiving U.S. grant aid constitute more than one-

sixth of the total personnel strength of tlie local

armed forces. From this maximum the percent-

age of local forces supported by the U.S. program

for regional defense purposes ranges downward

to a low of 2 percent. By giving primary em-

phasis within their military establislmients to

that very small fraction of their total forces

deemed by military' authorities to be an essential

regional defense requirement, participating coun-

tries should be able to effectuate real savings in

their annual defense expenditures.

In the absence of international agreements in

which Latin ^Vmerican countries consent to limit

their armed forces to agreed levels, each country

obviously is free to maintain forces additional to

those maintained for regional defense pursuant

to agreements with the LTnited States. While we

do not, under section 105(b) (4) of the Mutual Se-

curity Act, provide grant assistance for such addi-

tional forces, Latin American countries are eligible

to purchase equipment for that purpose through

our military sales program. In considering each

request for the purchase of aiTnament we reserve

to ourselves the right to deny the sale. We feel

particularly disposed to exercise our right of de-

nial when we believe that the equipment would

contribute to acute political tensions, such as those

now existing in the Caribbean area. Under nor-

nuil circumstances we counsel Latin American

countries to forgo purchase when we consider the

armament to be militarily unnecessary or to rep-

resent a serious drain on their economic re.sources.

However, experience has shown that, when de-

nied the opportunity to purchase U.S. equipment,

Latin American countries usually are able to pro-

cure it elsewhere. In acquiring non-U.S. arma-

ment tlicy have a choice of procurement from

numerous free-world suppliers or from the Soviet

bloc. It does not follow, in consequence, that

the United States should respond favorably to

eveiy Latin American request for amis of what-

ever type or quantity. Nevertheless, the sovereign

right of each country to determine its own mili-

tary requirements and the availability of arms

from numerous non-U.S. sources, including the

Soviet bloc, are factors that remove the problem

of Latin American arms limitation beyond the

eiTective range of unilateral U.S. arms control

policy.

Any reduction of Latin American arms ex-

penditures must be brought about by decisions

taken individually or collectively by the Latin

Americans themselves. We have wholeheartedly

supported the Latin American proposal for an

item on the agenda of the 11th Inter-American

Conference which will raise for consideration at

Quito the desirability of holding a special inter-

American meeting to discuss Latin American arms

limitation. We likewise have welcomed the re-

cent initiative taken by President Alessandri of

Chile and President Prado of Peru to have the

problem discussed in some inter-American forum

prior to the Quito conference. During any inter-

American discussion of the subject, we are pre-

pared to make the most helpful contribution

possible. We also are prepared to make our own
programs and policies consistent with any arms

limitation arrangements agreed to by the Latin

American countries that are not incompatible with

our own interests.

In commenting on the second charge made

against the grant program, namely, that it has

helped to maintain dictatorial regimes in power,

I should like to recoimt briefly the history of our

military relations in Latin America since the com-

mencement of World War II and also to note the

parallel development of constitutional government
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in the area. Because of World War II, Korea,

and the aftemiath of the cold war, U.S. militai^

cooperation with Latin American countries is now
more extensive than at any time in our history.

We have available in the Rio Treaty an arrange-

ment for regional defense. In the Inter-American
Defense Board we have a regional organization

engaged in military planning for the common de-

fense. We maintain military training missions

in 17 countries. Since 1952 we have concluded

mutual defense agreements with 12 countries

which have agreed to maintain small fractions

of their total armed foi'ces for the performance

of regional defense missions. Through fiscal

year 1959 approximately 10,600 courses of instiaic-

tion have been completed by Latin American mil-

itary personnel at U.S. military schools and
training centers in the United States and the

Canal Zone. In addition to maintaining our his-

toric military facilities at Guantanamo and in the

Canal Zone, we are now utilizing facilities located

in two countries for essential downrange tracking

of intercontinental missiles. We may have a fu-

ture requirement for similar Latin American sites

in connection with our rapidly expanding satellite

and space programs.

During this period of extensive U.S. military

relations with Latin American countries, there has

been a notable increase in the number of consti-

tutional regimes in the area. In the majority of

countries in which democratic governments have

replaced dictatorial regimes the local military has

presided during the difficult period of transition

immediately preceding the establisliment of or-

derly, constitutional government. In such coun-

tries the local military is continuing to support

the new government and to provide it with that

degree of security from antidemocratic acts of

subversion and violence which is prerequisite to

the functioning of the democratic process. These
developments in constitutional democracy in Latin

America tend to refute the allegation that our

military program has impeded the growth of free

political institutions in the area.

U.S. military personnel assigned to Latin

America scrupulously adhere to the policy of non-

intervention which underlies all U.S. foreign

aid activities. Nevertheless, as U.S. and Latin

American militai-y personnel are brought into

close professional association through our military

programs, whether in MAAG's [Militaiy Assist-

ance Advisory Groups], military schools, training

missions, or the Inter-American Defense Board,

they gain not only a better understanding of the

problems of hemispheric defense but also a deeper

appreciation of the democratic ideals which we
and Latin American nations share in freedom from

Soviet domination. As a result of these contacts

we believe that there is increasing emulation in

Latin American military circles of the nonpoliti-

cal role played by the U.S. soldier in our national

life.

It was proposed last year that we terminate our

grant program—or drastically curtail it—and put

the proceeds into support provided an inter-Amer-

ican defense force to be utilized, when determined

necessary by the Council of the Organization of

American States, to maintain the security of the

hemisphere against internal threats to the peace.

The feasibility of establisliing such a force is now
under study within the executive branch of the

Government. However, if we should decide that

the establishment of such a force would be in the

best interests of the inter-American system and

the United States, the political and military merits

of the proposal would have to be considered fully

and favorably by other members of the Organi-

zation of American States. Such a force could

not be established within existing inter-American

arrangements but would require the conclusion of

new international agreements at an appropriate

inter-American conference. Taking into account

the political and military complexity of establish-

ing a force acceptable to all members of the inter-

American community, I frankly see very little

prospect of tlie proposal being adopted and put

into effect during fiscal year 1961.

It should te recognized that the units we are

assisting Latin American countries to develop

through the grant aid program constitute regional

forces in being which may be utilized, with the

authorization of their government and pursuant

to procedures prescribed in the Rio Treaty, to

assist in maintaining peace from threats inside the

hemisphere. These units are adaptable to being

utilized in connection with any inter-American de-

fense force the L^nited States and Latin American

nations may decide to establish. Tlieir utility

was demonstrated recently in Banyan Tree II, in

which a number of them participated with U.S.

forces in a military training exercise designed to

test their capability for defense against a mock
attack in the Canal Zone area.
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Proposed Fiscal Year 1961 Level of Military Aid

The Joint Chiefs of StulT hiivo conchided tliat

lliere is a valid military requireinont for Latin

American participation in measures important to

the defense of the Westorn Hemisphere and that

it is necessary for the United States to render mil-

itaiy assistance to those countries with which the

United States has concluded bilateral military

plans.

In support of U.S. policy objectives wo plan

for fiscal year 1961 a i)rogram of grant assistance

requirinfr appropriations totaling about $49 mil-

lion. In addition we require a total of $18 mil-

lion for financing credit sales of equipment under

section 103 of the Mutual Security Act. This

money will be repaid to the United States with

interest.

Of the total of about $49 million needed for

grant assistance, $16 million is for training and

miscellaneous services, leaving only about $33 mil-

lion for materiel. Over 50 percent of the total

materiel money is required for the third increment

of the 4-year program we have agreed to provide

Rrazil in connection with the U.S. missiles track-

ing facility located on Brazilian territory. After

meeting the materiel requirements of the fiscal

year 1961 Brazilian program, we will have less

than 50 percent of $33 million to use in meeting

the materiel requirements of nine coimtries.

We are requesting no fiscal year 1961 funds for

Cuba or the Dominican Republic. No materiel

has been delivered to Cuba subsequent to January

1059. The only military assistance provided

Cuba since that date has consisted of training pro-

vided a very small number of Cuban militai-y per-

sonnel to complete training in the United States

commenced in 1958. The last of these students

will complete their courses in July. In view of

the political tensions now existing in the Carib-

I>pan area, we have delivered no grant materiel

to the Dominican Republic during the current fis-

cal year except a small amount of equipment pre-

viously approved for the Dominican program in

May 1959. None of this equipment included

planes, vessels, weapons, or ammunition.

The military assistance we plan to provide in

fiscal year 1961 is required by the Latin American

countries included in this program. The partici-

pation of the recipient countries in measures di-

rectly relating to the common defense of the "West-

em Hemisphere is required and important to the

security of the United States.

DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

Confirmations

The Senate on Marrli 18 confirmed the following nomi-

nations:

Theodore C. Achilles to be Counselor of the Department

of State. (For biographic details, see Department of

State press release 54 dated February 9.)

Selden Chapin to be Ambassador to Peru. (For bio-

Kraphic details, see Department of State press release 71

dated February 17.)

Thomas C. Mann to be the representative of the United

States to the 16th session of the Economic Conmiission

for Asia and the Far Kast of the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Automotive Traffic

Customs convention on temporary importation of private
road vehicles. Done at New York June 4, 1954. En-
tered into force December 15, 1957. TIAS 3943.

Accession deposited (with reservation) : Bulgaria, Oc-
tober 7, 1959.

Finance

Articles of agreement of the International Finance Cor-
poration. Done at Washington May 25, 19.5.5. Entered
into force July 20, 1956. TIAS 3620.
Hiynature and acceptance: Spain, March 24, 19G0.

Health

Amendments to articles 24 and 25 of the World Health
Organization Constitution of July 22, liMG (TIAS 1.S08).

Adopted by the 12th World Health Assembly, Geneva,
May 28, 1959.'

Acceptances deposited: Viet-Nam, September 7, 1959;
Denmark and Switzerland, January 15, 1960.

Shipping

Convention on the Intergovernmental Maritime Consulta-
tive Organization. Signed at Geneva March (!, 1948.

Entered into force M;irch 17, 1958. TIAS 4044.

Arrtiitanrr dcitdnitvd: Yugoslavia, February 12, 1960.

Telecommunications

Telegraph regulations (Geneva revision, 19.58) annexed
to the international telecommunication convention of

December 22, 19.52 (TIAS .3266), with appendixes and
final [irotiicol. Done at Geneva November 29, 195S.

Entered into force January 1, 1960. TIAS 4390.

Xotiflcation of appnndl: Rumania, February 15, 1960.

' Not in force.
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International telecommunication convention with six an-

nexes and final protcxol. Sisned at Geneva December
21, l!t50. Enters into force January 1. IIKU.

Sigiintiires: Afglianistan," Alliania,"-^ ArKentiua,^'' Aus-
tralia," Austria," Belgium,^Beli;ia.u Congo and Territory
of Ruanda-Urundi."-' B(jlivia, Brazil, Briti.sb East Af-

rica. BulR^iria,^' ^ Burma, Bj'eloru'ssian Soviet Socialist

Eeiiulilic,"- ' Canada,^ Ceylon, China,' Colombia," Costa
liica." Cuba." Czi'choslovakia,'"' Denmark,- Dominican
Republic, El Salvador." Ethiopia. Finland, France,"

Overseas States of the French Community and French
Overseas Territories," Federal Republic of (iermany,"
Ghana," Greece,^ Hunsary,"^ Iceland, India," Indo-
nesia,^ Iran." Iraq,' Ireland, Isr;iel." Italy," Japan,"
Jordan.^ Korea, Kuwait," Laos, Lel>anoii,' Libya,'' Lux-
embourg, Federation of Malaya, Mexico," Monaco,"
Jlorocco,' Nepal, Netherlands,' New Zealand," Nica-

ragua, Norway," Pakistan," Paraguay," Peru." Philip-

pines," Poland,"' Portugal," Portuguese Overseas
I'rovinces,^ Kumania,"' Saudi Arabia.' S)iain." Sudan.'

Sweden," Switzerland," Tliailand. Tunisi.-i," Turkey,"
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Iteiiublic," ' Union of South
Africa and Territory of South-West Africa," Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.' United Arab Reiiulilic,'

Ignited Kingdom of Great Britain .and Northern Ire-

land including the Chaiuiel Islands and Isle of Man,"'
Overseas Territories for the international relations

of which Government of United Kingdom are respon-

sible. UiHted States,-' Uruguay, Vatii-.-in City, Vene-
zuela,' Viet-Nam, Yugoslavia," December "Jl. Iliri'.l.

R.-idio regulations with appendixes and additional jirotocol.

Signed at Geneva December 21, l!)."i!1. Enters into force

May 1, I'.Kil.

SifriiiiUircs: Afghanistan. Albania,"' Argentina,^ Aus-
tralia, Austria, "'' Belgium,' Belgian Congo and Ti'rri-

tory of Uuanda-Urundi," I'.olivia. Brazil, British East
Africa. Bulgaria." Burma, Byelorussian Soviet So-

cialist Republic' Cambodia, Canada, Ceylon,^'* China,'
Colombia," Costa Rica, Culia,' Czechoslovakia,' Den-
mark.' Dominican Republic. El Salvador, Ethiopia,

Finland. France,' French Overseas States of the

Frencli Conmnmity and French Overseas Territories,

Federal Rejiublic of (Germany,' Ghana,' Greece,' Hun-
gary,' Icel.and, India,' Indonesia,''* Iran,' Iraq, Ire-

land, Israel.' Italy. Jai)an.' .lordan,* Korea.' Kuwait,
Lebanon, Liliya, Luxembourg, Federation of JIalaya,
Mexico.' .Monaco. Morocco.' Ne]ial. Netherlands.' New
Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,' Pakistan,' Paraguay,
Peru, Philippines, Poland,' Portugal,' Portuguese
Overseas Provinces, Rumania,' Saudi .Arabia. Spain,'

Sudan, Sweden,' Switzerland,' Thailand, Tunisia,'

Tui-key,'' Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,' TInion
of South Africa and Territm-y of South-West Africa,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.' United Arab Re-
public,' TIniled Kingdom.' < )verse:is Terriliu'ies for the
international relal ions of which Goveriunenl of United
Kingdom are resjionsible. United Slates, Untguay,
Vatic.an City, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. Deeember 21,

1 !».-) I.

Trade and Commerce
Declar.Mlion on provisional .accession of tlic Swiss Con-

federation to the General .\greement on 'I'arilTs and
Trade. Done at Geneva .November 22. I'.I.'.S. KlTcctivi"

l)el\veen Swil/.erlaiul and any contracting p.-irty on ,'!iitli

day following acceptance, by sign.-ilure or otherwise, on

beli.alf of Switzerland and of that contractin;; party.

Enters into force for the United States Ajuil 2!), VM\(l

Sir/natures: Austria,^ Federal Republic of Germany,''
Ital.v,^ Norway, and Switzerland I including Princi-

pality of Liechtenstein)," November 22, 1115.'^; Fed-
eration of Rhodesia and Nyasalaud. February 20,

lO.'O ; I>einnark,° February 27, 1!).")9 ; Sweden,'' March
2, i;i.-i;t; France," April <;, lir.lt: Canada, May 4. l'jr.9;

Belgium," Luxenibinirg," and Netherlands, May 13,

lit.".'.): Unite<l Kingdom. Mny I'.l. llKjit; Indonesia, May
211, nr.'.t: Finland. .May 2!l. l'.i.-.;»; Ceylon, May 30,

VXi'.); India. July 2. lH.".!): Czechoslovakia. July 2.3,

Itri'.*: Peru. November Hi. 1'.p."i!(: Urugua.v, November
17, r.«t: Chile, January 2>,t, I'.HJO; Turkey, February
'.». V,m): United States. March 30. ItXlO.

Rali/icatioiin (h panitcil : Sweden. May 2'.l. Itl.l'.l: I'el-

giiim. ,Iune 2."i. l'.l.";i; Luxembourg. July 31. lli."i'.):

Austria and Switzerland. I)ecend)er 2. l!l."!i: France,
Janu.-iry .". VXM.

Aei-rjitaiicf ill iKisiliil : Dt-nm.-irk. Ocfoher 2(>, I'.CiO.

BILATERAL

Finland

Agricultural coniiiMidilies agreement under title I c>f the
Agricultural Trade Development and .\ssistauce Act of
10.",4, as amemled KIS Stat. -i'C,: 7 U.S.C, 1701-1705)),

with exch.ange of notes. Sigtu'd at Helsinki March 23,

ItHiO. Entered into force March 23, llKiO.

Portugal

Agreement for financing certain educatiomil exchange pro-

grams. Signed at Lisbon March 10, VMM). Entered into
force :March 10. lOf.O.

Rumania
Agreement, and three exchanges of notes, relating to

tinancial questions with respect to settlemeid of claims.

Signed at W.-ishiUL'ton ^Llrcb .30. VMM). Entered into

force Jlarch 30, lOGO.

Spain

Agreement for establishment and operation of a trackin.g

and communications facility on the Island of Gran
Canaria (Pro.iect Mercury). Effected by exchange of

notes at Madrid March 11 and 1\ VMM). Entered into

force March IS, l<)i;(t.

Switzerland

Agreement confirming the understanding that so long as
the provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade ajiply b(>tween the United St.ates and Switzer-
band iivirsuant to the Declaration of November 22, 10.">S,

or otherwise, the trade agreement of January !), 10,3(t,

as supjilemented (10 Slat. 3017; ,"1 Stat. 2li;i : TIAS
2S11. 332S. 4370), shall not lu'cvent action permitted
pursuant to an exception, reservation, or waiver umier
the General .\greemenl. I'.ffecled by exchange of notes
at W.asbinu'ton March 20, lOOO. i:ntered into force
March 2!1. lOC.O.

' With reservation.

"With ile<-laration.
' Wilhst.ateMient.
" Subject to rntificntion.
* Subject to acceptance.

Correction

I'.riiiiiN of April 4.

Itolivia was incorrei-tly

L.alin American Free
seven members of the
Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Paragu.ay, Peru, and Uruguay.
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Year of Progress Toward Peace

Address by Secretary Herter ^

Radio and television serve the United States

well in informing the American people of the ob-

jectives and development of our foreign policy.

AVe also make very extensive use of radio and TV
in our effort to increase undei"standing of this

country on the part of peoples abroad. The con-

sistent high level of cooperation which has been

given us by American commercial broadcasters is

most gratifying.

The television industry overseas is now under-

going the same great expansion it saw in this

country 5 or 6 years ago. The United States

Information Agency is equipping itself to make
full use of the TV medium to increase world

understanding of this counti-y. I have every con-

fidence that we will enjoy from the television

industry the same generous and useful coopera-

tion which has been extended by the radio

broadcasters, so that the world can see us more

clearly as we are.

"We also know of the fine cooperation that the

broadcasters have given and continue to give to

private organizations such as the Crusade for

Freedom.

Here also I want to record with thanks the

generous support we always enjoyed from the late

Harold Fellows, your president. His ability was

matched by his patriotic willingness to serve, and

we share your sorrow at his loss.

It is now almost a year since I took office as

Secretary of State. Therefore I should like to

re^new the main trends of American foreign

policy and to express some thoughts on what lies

ahead.

' Made at the 38th annual convention of the National

Association of Broadcasters at Chicago, 111., on Apr. 4

(press release 107).

The primary purpose of United States policy

is to safeguard the freedom and security of the

American people. To do this in today's world

we must solve a problem that mankind has not yet

been able to master: the problem of peaceful

change. We must prevent the use of military

force to accomplish change, and devise means of

achieving needed change in peaceful ways.

The United States seeks to reduce the possi-

bility of violent action, and to assure that needed

adjustments will be peacefully made, in five

principal ways:

One: We strengthen the collective security ar-

rangements that deter aggression.

Two : We strive for agreement on arms control

measures which would reduce the risk of war.

Three: We are negotiating with the Soviet

Union to promote the settlement of political issues

which divide us.

Four: We are strengthening our program for

helping the less developed countries to achieve

needed progress.

And five: We support the United Nations in

efforts to promote the orderly solution of prob-

lems, thus reducing the chance of conflict.

Collective Security

If tlio use of force was deterred in Europe last

year over the question of Berlin, and in the Far
East in connection with Formosa and the King-

dom of Laos, it was in part because of free-world

defensive might and a clear evidence of readiness

to api)ly that might if necessary. This strength

has been confirmed and increased by recent steps

including the signing of a new security treaty

between the United States and Japan,^ improved

' For text, see Bulletin of Feb. 8, 1960, p. 184.
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coordination and cooperation in SEATO [South-

east Asia Treaty Organization] and CENTO
[Central Treaty Organization] , and the strength-

ening of the mter-American system through the

Foreign Ministers Meeting in Santiago.^

The first bulwark created in our system of col-

lective security was the Nortli Atlantic Alliance,

which celebrates its 11th anniversary today.

In dealing with such major issues as disarma-

ment, the future of Germany, and the freedom of

Berlin, the cohesion of the North Atlantic Alli-

ance has been strengthened and made manifest

through consultation and cooperation in the North

Atlantic Council. Never before in history has

there been in time of peace a system for political

consultation among sovereign nations so success-

ful as the one we have in NATO today.

Even with the increasing contribution of the

alliance to the development of new habits of coop-

eration among like-minded peoples, the military

strength of NATO remains the core of its

existence, essential to the Western negotiating

position.

This military strength continues to grow. Ger-

man defensive rearmament is proceeding satis-

factorily and is devoted entirely to the obligations

for collective self-defense assumed by the Federal

Kepublic in NATO. A number of European

NATO countries have decided or are planning to

increase their defense budgets. The presence of

American forces on the continent of Europe,

alongside those of the United Kingdom and Cana-

da, is visible evidence of our recognition that

American security is inseparable from tlie securi-

ty of Western Europe. And great progress is

being made in equipping the American and Euro-

pean forces of the NATO shield with the modern

weapons which will be essential to the security of

the treaty area until dependable, controlled dis-

armament has been achieved.

But even though progress has been substantial,

important tasks remain aliead. The ground, sea,

and air forces of NATO require still furtlier

strengthening. We and our allies seek also to

promote further growth within NATO of cooper-

ation and consultation vital to tlie continued well-

being of the Atlantic Community and essential in

this age of interdependence.

The United States will continue to move for-

ward with its NATO partners in meeting both
military and nonmilitary objectives. It was my
privilege to propose at the North Atlantic Coimcil

Ministerial Meeting last December * a program of

long-range NATO planning for the period of the

1960's. The Council adopted that proposal, and
this country will work closely with the other mem-
bers in promoting its success.

As the world enters on an era when the threat

of overt aggi-ession may appear to recede, there

might be a temptation to take NATO and other

collective security arrangements for granted, to

assume that the priority of policy lies elsewhere.

I cannot overemphasize that in future years as in

the past—until controlled general disarmament is

achieved and an international peace force estab-

lished—the military strength of NATO and our

other collective arrangements will remain a corner-

stone of this country's policy, an essential founda-

tion of a just peace.

Arms Control

While worldng to deter aggression through col-

lective security, the United States also seeks to

reduce the risk of war and the burden of arma-

ments expenditures through safeguarded arms

control.

In the short run, agreements to control arms

could reduce the chance tliat war would be caused

by miscalculation. They could also help to pre-

vent the spread of nuclear weapons into irrespon-

sible hands.

In the long run, the Western nations hope grad-

ually to obtain the universal adoption of a more

adequate body of international law, and machinery

for its enforcement. Within this framework it

would then be possible to undertake more general

disarmament.

To fulfill our short-run goal the United States

and the United Kingdom have over the past 17

months negotiated steadily with the Soviet Union

for a discontinuance of nuclear weapons tests.

Such a test suspension would not only inhibit the

spread of nuclear weapons and allay worldwide

concern over fallout but would set an important

control precedent for the vaster problem of

disarmament.

"For background, see Hid., Aug. .'5], lO.TO, p. 209, and
Sept. 7, 1950, p. ,342.

* For texts of C(immuni(iuos issued liy the Xortli Alhiutie

Council, see ibid., Jan. 4, 19C0, p. 3, and Jan. 11, 1960, p.

44.
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Significant progress has now been achieved in

bruiging tlie Soviet and Western positions on test-

ing closer toixotliiT. I^;ist wiM>k I'rosidpiit Eisi'ii-

howcr and I'rime Minister Macmiilan made a

proposal ' which opens the possibility of a great

forward stride toward the desired objective of a

controUetl, comprehensive cessation of all nuclear

weapons tests. If this proposal is accepted, it

would mean that a safeguarded treaty could be

reached which would halt tests in the atmosphere,

in the oceans, and in the higher altitudes, and

under ground for large explosions, and bring into

effect a temporary voluntary moratorium on small

tests which we believe cannot now be reliably de-

tected and identified.

By this joint response the United States and the

United Kingdom have brought within reach an

agreement which could well be a historic turning

point in the quest for the agreed arms control

measures which would lead to a far greater degree

of international peace and securit}'.

Now it is up to the Soviet Union. It is their

move.

The developments in the Geneva test-ban nego-

tiations are of extreme importance ; but our larger

objective is general, controlled arms limitations.

Last month the Allied Powers presented to the

Ten-Xation Disarmament Conference a three-

phase safeguarded arms reduction program which

would lead to the goal of general disarmament.®

It is our conviction that this program offers a

feasible, practical approach, whereas the broad

and vague provisions of the Soviet proposal have

not so far demonstrated their practicality.

The first and second phases of the Western

program include proposals which would promote

our short-run goal of reducing the risk of miin-

tended war. Proposals in this phase include ad-

vance notification of the launching of objects into

outer space and other safeguards against surprise

attack. We also propose cutoff of production of

fissionable materials for weapons purposes, which

would check the spread of nuclear weapons.

The third phase of the Western program would

fulfill our ultimate goal of general disarmament.

It provides for very drastic reductions in armed

forces and for a parallel buildup of machinery

for effective enforcement of international la.w.

" For text, see ibid., Apr. 18, 1060, p. .587.

• For text, see ibid., Apr. 4, 1960, p. 511.

Progress toward these goals will require an

increasing readiness on the part of the Soviet

leadersliip to accept the practical step essential

to eU'eclivo arms limitation.

Nuclear destruction is no respecter of nation-

ality. There is no ideological coloration to sur-

vival. The hunger of peoples to devote their

resources to economic development and social ad-

vancement, rather than the production of arms,

is the monopoly of neither side. Genuine progress

toward safeguarded arms control would promote

the best interests of both sides, without sacrifice

of position or principle by either.

Reaching any sort of agreement will not be

easy. But it is necessai-y, more necessary each

day. And as Secretary Dulles used to say, "We
must accept as our working hypothesis that what

is necessary is possible."

Political Negotiation

We are earnestly seeking to reduce the risk of

war by negotiating with the Soviet Union about

political disputes as well as arms control.

Our immediate goal in these continuing nego-

tiations is to clarify the positions of both sides

and to reduce the danger of conflict over the po-

litical issues that divide us.

Our long-term objective is to lay the basis for

eventual resolution of these issues.

Clearly, one of the key issues before us is the

problem of the division of Germany. Not only

does this unnatural division represent a gi'ave

injustice to the German people, but, what is

equally serious, the continued division of Ger-

many, if not resolved, will inevitably result in

jeopardizing the peace of the world.

In recent months Mr. Khrushchev has repeat-

edly suggested in public statements that, if the

Western Powers do not agree to settle the German

problem on his terms, he may proceed unilaterally

to conclude a separate treaty with the East German

recrime. While he has been careful not to be too

precise in his statements on this subject, the rep-

etition of this threat cannot help but complicate

the situation and affect adversely the interna-

tional atmosphere.

Mr. IQirushchev has also said recently in ref-

erence to Asia that "every people has the right of

self-determination." But it is clear from the

Soviet record with respect to Germany that Mr.

Khrushchev is not prepared to see this principle
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applied in the case of the 17 million people under

Communist control in East Berlin and East

Germany.

The Western Powers, by contrast, through a

long series of postwar negotiations, have insisted

that the principle of self-determination be hon-

ored. More specifically, we believe that reuni-

fication should be achieved on the basis of free

plebiscites and that a final peace settlement should

be concluded with the German government formed
on the basis of such plebiscites.

The Berlin question can also be expected to

figure prominently in the forthcoming Paris

Heads of Government discussions. The division

of Berlin is but a reflection of the larger problem

of the division of Germany.
In the coming summit conference the Western

Powers are determined to protect the freedom

and security of the people of West Berlin. We
made this position clear at the Foreign Ministers

Conference at Geneva.^ President Eisenhower

reaffirmed it at Camp David.* We and our allies

agreed as recently as the Heads of Government
meeting at Paris in December* to continue to

stand firm on West Berlin. In tlius making sure

that the Soviet leaders do not misjudge our firm-

ness, we reduce the chances of rash action which

would greatly increase tensions.

Wiile reaffirming our fundamental rights and

responsil)ilities with respect to Berlin, we are

sincerely willing to enter into negotiations to solve

this problem in the context of the German problem

as a whole.

While I am discussing the German problem I

should like to take this opportunity to say a few

words about the new Germany—the Federal Re-

public of Germany. I have noted in recent months
many hostile attacks of Soviet origin, some from
Mr. Khrushchev himself, labeling the Govern-

ment of the Federal Republic as "militaristic."

These charges are completely without foundation.

' For a statement by Secretary Herter at the closing

session on Aug. .''), together with texts of a Four Power
coinnuinifiue and a declaration on disarmament, see ibid.,

Aug. 24, 1959, p. 2G5.

' For text of a joint communique issued at Camp
David following tjilks between President Eisenhower and
Xikita S. Khrushcliev, ("hairnian of the Council of

Ministers of the tl.S.S.R., see ihid., Oct. 12, l'.)59, p. 49y.

°/&/fZ., Jan. 11, 1900, p.43.

They are clearly designed not only to discredit

Chancellor Adenauer's government but also to

sow the seeds of suspicion and disunity among
the members of the free-world alliance. During
the first decade of its existence the Federal Re-

public, under the constructive leadership of Chan-
cellor Adenauer, has reestablislied in Germany
a democratic order dedicated to the principles of

freedom and justice. Within the framework of

such arrangements as the European Community
and NATO, both of which have received unstint-

ing German support, the Federal Republic has

effectively contributed to the development of

political and economic stability in Western Eu-
rope and to the maintenance of free-world se-

cui-ity. It has proved itself in every way a worthy
and respected ally.

At the summit meeting next month in Paris

the West will continue to make clear the free

world's determination to defend essential rights.

At the same time it will continue to seek to ex-

plore all avenues, particularly anns control, which
would reduce the risk of war.

We can hardly move forA\ard confidently in

negotiating new arms control agreements with the

Soviet Union, however, if our existing agreements

with them about Berlin are meanwhile being

violated or threatened with violations. There is

a clear relation between these two crucial issues.

Tliree Western Foreign Ministers meetings at

Washington, at Istanbul, and at Paris will precede

the summit conference, providing opportunity for

reviewing the preparatory work imdertaken in

working groups and for consulting and coordinat-

ing views. On the basis of these preparations we
and our allies will work at the summit to reduce

the degree of misunderstanding between the

So^^et Union and ourselves and the chance of

Soviet miscalculation of our strength or our in-

tentions. We will strive to make progress toward

practical working agreements in areas of greatest

danger. And we will explore carefully the pos-

sibility of future negotiation.

These, of course, are limited purposes. If any-

one looks for dramatic achievements at the simi-

mit, he may bo disap])ointed. But if the Western

allies stand firm by tlieir lioliefs and commitments,

while they pursue steadily the aim of preventing

tlie East-West contest from exploding into war,

then we can and we do hope for progress.
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Less Developed Areas

Efforts to deter tlie use of force through col-

lective security arrangements luul to temper un-

resolved issues tlirough negotiation will not alone

insure peace. We must seek also to promote con-

structive and peaceful change in areas where it is

needed.

If the countries of Africa and Asia cjvnnot at-

tain the progress they seek through orderly

metliods, tlien despair will surely generate the

seeds of conflict. It is in our vital interest that

they should grow in freedom and gain in strength.

This country's Mutual Security Program lielps

them do just that. This program requires each

year less tlian 1 percent of America's gi'oss na-

tional pro<.luct. Yet without it the great Afro-

Asian arc, with its vast populations and resources,

coidd perhaps not he saved from the announced

intentions of Mr. Klirushchev and Mr. Mao Tse-

tung to conquer the world by all means short of

war.

Increasingly we are seeking to provide funds

for economic development not as gifts but as

loans. The President's current request to the Con-

gress for $700 million in new capital for the De-

velopment Loan Fund '" is an important step to

this end. These resources are needed if the Fund
is to play its part as a key instrument of United

States development financing abroad.

In the period ahead the United States will seek

increasingly to concentrate our development fi-

nancing in countries which have shown the capac-

ity for determined, disciplined self-help. Thus
concentrating our efforts demonstrates to all the

growing nations that rapid growth can be achieved

imder conditions of freedom. It also provides

incentive for those nations which seek outside help

to demonstrate that they are willing and ready

to help themselves. And it forwards the time

when the nations we assist will, in turn, be able

to provide help to their neighbors.

The industrialized nations of Western Europe

and Japan, because of the improvement in their

economic condition whicli our aid helped them

bring about, are now increasingly able and willing

to help the developing nations. This is a major

demonstration of the present and future dividends

of past economic assistance.

The energies of private enterpri.se should in-

creasingly bo mobilized for the development task.

Your Government continually searches for means

by whicli (liis great resource can make its full

contribution to free-world growth, stability, and
strength.

In addition to offering assistance, this country

seeks to build a bridge of understanding to the

emerging nations. The most important and dra-

matic steps of recent years to this end have been

the good-will trips of President Eisenhower to

Asia and Latin America." These trips have

dramatized and increased the vast reservoir of

good will toward the United States which exists

in those areas. They have released a welcome out-

pouring of latent friendship toward the United

States.

The United States is making particular efforts

to build closer relations with the new African na-

tions. The welfare and security of these peoples

is of very great concern to us, as they assume the

responsibilities of independence. It is our hope

that they can devise regional arrangements to in-

sure the peaceful settlement of disputes and to

avoid a wasteful and dangerous arms race. This

would indeed be a forward step toward insuring

peaceful change.

Progress Toward World Order

Great demands have been made, and will con-

tinue to be made, upon the United States by the

recurring stresses of a world of change. Neces-

sary as are the contributions of individual nations,

however, there is no substitute for the work of in-

ternational organizations if this process of change

is to remain within peaceful limits. The contribu-

tions of the United Nations and its specialized

agencies, as well as the Organization of American
States and the Colombo Plan, are also needed.

Great demands have been made on the United

Nations, and increasingly it has met them. In

the process it has grown. The authority of the

'° For test, see ihid., Mur. 7, 1960, p. 3(i(); for statements

by SecretJiry Herter, Under Secretarj' Dillon, and Inter-

national Cooperation Administration Director ,Iames W.
Riddleberger, see ibid., Apr. 11, 19C0, p. 5G6.

" I'resident Eisenhower visited 11 countries in Europe,

tlie .Middle East, South Asia, and Africa Dec. 3-22; for

background, see ibid., Dec. 28, 1059, p. 931, and Jan. 11,

1960, p. 46. On Mar. 7 he returned from a 2-week trip

to 4 countries in Latin America; for background, see ibid.,

Mar. 28, 1960, p, 471.
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office of the Secretary-General lias been strength-

ened. The concept of the United Nations Emer-

gency Force has been tested successfully. In

various crises what might be described as the "fire-

fighting" equipment of the United Nations has

undergone organic growth through meeting the

demands made upon it. In addition the General

Assembly has continued to serve as a town meet-

ing—a safety valve—for the world.

The United States will assist continuing prog-

ress along these lines. We will support Secretary-

General Hammarskjold's efforts to create standby

arrangements for United Nations forces or other

forms of United Nations presence which may be

needed in troubled areas. We will consult about

such measures at the next session of the United

Nations.

Our proposal to the Ten-Nation Disarmament

Conference, that the gradual development of a

more adequate body and machinery of interna-

tional law and enforcement should accompany,

and thereby make possible, a general reduction

in world armaments, reflects our Iiopes for and

our faith in the United Nations.

The proposal for an internal ional police force

is a major difference between our disarmament

proposal and that of the Soviet Union. Small na-

tions in particular have a vital interest in this

diiference. General disarmament as proposed by

the Soviet Union would leave these nations even

more defenseless than before, in the face of the

substantial forces that their larger neighbors

would be allowed to retain for internal security.

The development of an international peace force

is provided by the United Nations Charter. All

the nations that are members of the United Na-

tions subscribed to this idea wlien they assumed

the obligations of membership. The Soviet

Union, however, by repeated use of the veto, has

prevented any progress toward its realization.

We shall continue to press for measures whicli

will make this part of the charter a living reality.

The Future

I do not claim that the performance of the

United States in all these fields of foreign policy

has necessarily been perfect. Yet I do assert that

we have made substantial—I say significant

—

progress in our main lines of effort.

Formidable obstacles remain. But the efforts

are well launched; the free nations know where

they are going. And we have every intention of

continuing to move toward our goal of peace with

justice and progress.

The outcome will depend on the strength and
unity of the free world. The more uimiistakable

our strength, moral and physical, and the more
pronounced our unity, national and international,

the less likely there will be serious danger of war.

As long as the military and economic elements

of our strength are equal to our task—and they

ai"e and will continue to be—tlie rest will depend

on our courage, our determination, our dedication

to the values and purposes of free men.

We might do well to recall the words of a great

American, Theodore Roosevelt, who said more
than half a century ago : "The Twentieth Century

looms before us big with the fate of many nations.

If we stand idly by ... if we shrink from the

hard contests which men must win at hazard of

their lives and the risk of all that they hold dear,

then the bolder and stronger peoples will win . . .

for themselves the domination of the world."

I know that our will and courage will meet the

tests of the coming months, and those that lie

beyond.

King and Queen of Nepal

To Visit United States

The Department of State announced on April 4

(press i-elease 169) that arrangements had been

completed for the visit of His Majesty Mahendra

Bir Bikram Shah Deva, King of Nepal, who will

visit the United States this spring at the invita-

tion of President Eisenhower. His Majesty wiU

be accompanied by Her Majesty Ratna Rajya Lak-

shmi Shah, Queen of Nepal.

Their Majesties and party will arrive at Wash-
ington on April 27 and will remain in the Capital

until April 30, when they will leave for a month's

tour of the United States that will include visits

to Fort Bragg, N.C., New York City, the Tennes-

see Valley Authority, Rochester, Minn., Salem

and Eugene, Oreg., San Francisco, Monterey, and

Los Angeles, Calif., Yosemite National Park, the

Hoover Dam, the Grand Canyon, Albuquerque, N.

Mex., Dallas, Tex., Miami, Fla., and Detroit,

Mich.
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Secretary Herter's News Conference of April 8

Press release 179 dated April 8

Secrctari/ Uerter: I have no preliminary state-

ment to make.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you will be meeting here next

week with, the foreign ministers of some of the

other Westei'u countries on preparations for the

summit conference. Could you tell vs at this

time what you expect will he accomplished at these

meetings next week here?

A. Yes. We are having a number of separate

meetings. We are having one meeting of tlie

British and French and ourselves, and then we
are having a meeting of the British and the French

and the Germans, and then a meeting of the five

foreign ministers of the countries that are rep-

resented at the Disarmament Committee, and then

we are having a meeting on the following day of

the three and Mr. Spaak [Paul-Henri Spaak,

Secretary General of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization]. And in those meetings we will

be reviewing the work of the preparatory com-

missions or the working groups that have been

studying possible questions that will arise at the

summit meeting. Tliis is only one of a series of

meetings with the foreign ministers. We expect

another one at Istanbul at the time of the NATO
meeting early in May and another one probably

just preceding the summit meeting itself in Paris

in the middle of May.

Q. Mr. Secretary, are you confident that at this

series of meetings held in Washington you will

reach a united front among the allies on the ques-

tions of dlmrmament, Berlin, and the future of

Germany?

A. I can't anticipate whether we will reach

agreement. I think that our positions will be-

come very much better known to each other. I

am hopeful that we will reach agreement, but we

are providing for these additional meetings so that

if there is more work to be done by the working

parties, if there are further questions we would

want to study with our principals, we will have

the succeeding meetings in the expectation that

our positions will have been clarified and united

before the summit meeting.

Q. Mr. Secretary, has the preparatory worJc

gone far enough now so that it is possible to say

what subject will have priority at the summit

conference?

A. No. It is hard to say what subjects will

have priority. From the preliminary talks as

indicated by the De Gaulle-IQirushchev talks, it

looks as though disarmament might have the first

priority. But we are anticipating, of course, that

the German problem and the related problem of

Berlin will be raised at a given time. Possibly

some phases of the nuclear testing may be raised

at the summit conference. And we just don't

know what other questions may come up.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you have often said that you
don't have high hopes for the simvmit conference

on the Western side. Do you have any idea what
the Russians hope to accomplish at the summit
conference?

A. No. That would be purely speculation. I

don't know.

Q. Mr. Secretary, it has been attributed to you
the thought of proposing to the Russians that we
agree to tlie separation of Germany if it is con-

firmed by a plebiscite of the East Geivnans. Is this

an idea that you have put forward?

A. Well, I don't think I have ever put it for-

ward in exactly those terms. I think that I have

on numerous occasions expressed my personal

view that the right of self-determination is an in-

herent right, that the question of the future of
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East Germany as well as of Berlin should be in

accord with the determination made by the people

themselves in properly supervised elections.

Nuclear Testing

Q. Mr. Secretary, for some time it Tias been the

position of the United States that we would not

accept a ban on nuclear testing in areas where we

could not control or supervise. As recently as

February 11 our spokesman at Geneva, according

to this release today by the Department^ said that

the United States cannot agree to a prohibition of

testing in areas wliere controls cannot be effec-

tively maintained. A consequence of the visit of

the Prime Minister of Great Britain- is that we
are now on record as being willing to accept a

temporary moratorium on testing in an area that

loe cannot control or inspect. Gould you explain

this change in position?

A. Yes. There is no change in position. The
treaty itself on wliich we have been working now
for some 17 months will provide a ban—which

means for all time—a ban on all forms of testing

in the air, under water, and under ground where

adequate inspection could be performed. Having

found that in the lower reaches for small explo-

sions undergroinid instrumentation is not suffi-

ciently sensitive at the present time to guarantee

that that type of test can be detected, the present

proposal that we have made is that we would have

a temporary moratorium while research was being

done in order to try to improve the instrumen-

tation so that eventually the inspection could be

made on all types of undergroimd tests.

Q. Mr. Secretary, at his press conference last

week the President suggested that at Geneva it

might be possible to arrive at agreement on the

number of on-site inspections both above and be-

low the threshold as a political determination.

Previously you have always insisted that this must
be on the basis of a scientific determination. Does
this represent a change in policy?

A. No, it doesn't represent a change in policy

either. "VVlien you speak of a political determina-

'On Apr. 8 the Department of State released as aa
nnnnmbered press release various materials sumniariz-

in;; statements and snl)soqnont clarifioations of the U.S.

proposal of Feb. 11 and the Soviet proiw.sal of Mar. 19 at

the Geneva Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear
Weapons Tests.

' Bulletin of Apr. 18, 1960, p. 587.

tion, it all depends on how your mind has been

working in formulating that political determina-

tion. We have always taken the position that the

number of on-site inspections should be related

to the probable number of unideaitifiable events

that took place within a given range. Any polit-

ical decision we might make would still be made
with tliat in mind. The Russians on the other

hand have taken the position that this is a purely

arbitrary political decision unrelated to the scien-

tific fact. We have never agreed to that. You
may say that it is a political decision if the

decision as to a difference between an x number
and an x other niunber is made by individuals at

the summit. But it would be, as far as we are

concerned, a decision motivated by a relationship

between the number of inspections and the number
of imidentifiable events. I might say that Mr.

[Semyon] Tsarapkin, speaking on behalf of the

Soviets in Geneva, has gone so far as to say that

this decision is one that he himself cannot make.

It must be made at a higher level.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on that point, beneath the

threshold of 4..75, our scientists estim-ate that there

ufould be something like 5,000 to 28,000 events per

year. What sort of relationship do we see between

that nmnber of events which we might have to

inspect and the number of events on which

on-site inspections might be necessary below the

threshold?

A. We have not made any fixed determination

on tliat. Again a gi-eat deal depends on the sen-

sitivity of the instrumentation. It is possible that

with further experimentation the scientists will

be able to find a real distinction in tlie signals

accepted by seismic machines which would indicate

a variation between the manmade explosion and

the natural earthquake. If that should happen,

and we think that it probablj' can happen in the

higher ranges at least, then the number of sus-

picious events would be reduced very considerably

beyond the number of total eartli(]uakes or trem-

ors which would take place around the world.

Q. Which higher levels, sir, did you mean?
Below the threshold or above tlie threshold?

A. Above the threshold. Above the tlireshold

there are far fewer events than there would be

below.

Q. Mr. Secretary, we understand there has been
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no decision as yet as to how muni/ or what a

minimum nmnber of inspections loould bef

A. No.

Q. And you are going into the siunmit confer-

ence icithout such a decision?

A. There is a direct relation between tliat and

tlie luunher of inspection stations within the

country itself that are set up, liow far ai)art tliey

are, wliether in addition to those there are un-

manned stations that extend tlie number of seismic

macliines to closer and closer intervals. In other

words, there are a number of factors still to be

determined in connection with that.

Q. Mr. Secretary, there have been reports in

the past few days that General de GauUe has told

the British that Premier Khrushchev has made it

clear that he does not intend to press the Berlin

picture to the point of crisis at the summit con-

ference. Have we been given any such fll-in,

and do you have any reason for believing that this

might be so?

A. No, we have no specific information on that

point.

Q. Mr. Secretary, in relation to that, in your

speech the other day in Chicago ' you did touch on

another aspect of it. Would you feel that a major

clash at the summit on the Berlin issue would

probably preclude any progress on the nuclear test

ban?

A. I think it miirlit prejudice further i)rogress

in that direction very materially.

Question of Sovereignty In Outer Space

Q. Mr. Seeretfiry. on another aspect, there is

a satellite whirling around the globe noio taking

pictures of the earth. Is it a fact that as of now
in the period since the first satellites were launched

there has been no nation in the world which has

made any diplomatic protests about a violation of

sovereignty by these instruments? And, if thai

is so. do you consider that the fact has now been

established that there is no sovereignty in the area

of space?

A. You are quite correct in saying that there

has been no protest by any nation that this is a

violation of its upper reaches, that sovereignty

carries on ad iiilinitum up to the heavens some-

where. Tliat is ([uite correct. The whole question

of law governing outer space has been given quite

a little consideration. We are hoping that some-

day there will be, and thei'e will probiibly liave to

be, specilic international laws adopted by the na-

tions in order to at least regularize the traffic that

may ai)pear in outer space, but this will probably

bo a slow-moving thing.

Q. Well, can I ask a second question about this?

Now that we have gotten into the picturetaking

business, which has obvious possible military in-

telligence jmssibUities, once it has been refined,

which one assumes it will be, is it our position that

we have a right to launch satellites that could

take any kind of picture that we are technically

capable of taking over any country and that con-

trariwise that any country has that right over our

territory?

A. I don't think that that has been determined

as an issue at all. As I understand the present

satellite, it was launched for meteorological pur-

poses, and that that was its sole objective, and that

all of its findings are being made available to the

scientific world, and that it may be a very useful

thing from the point of view of future meteoro-

logical studies and weather predictions and so on.

With respect to the taking of photographs all over

the world, I don't think that that has been a mat-

ter of international discussion in any form as yet.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on that same point, would
you as Secretary of State have any objection to

put forward in the National Security Council, for

example, on this matter of the kind of activity

that satellites were engaged in?

A. I would doubt it.

Q. Mr. Secretary, there has been a lot of dis-

cussion back and forth across the Atlantic recently

about irhat went on between you, Mr. Dillon, and
Mr. Macmillan on tlie question of Sixes and Sev-

ens.* Can you fill us in?

A. No. I think that Mr. Macmillan has done

that pretty adequately when he got back to Great

Britain. I think that he felt that some of the

Sef \i. tl.''..').
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'The Europeiiii Econouiic C<iiuimiiiily, the "Inner Six,"

is compo.sed of Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxem-
bourg, and the Netherlands. The European Free Trade
A.ssociation, the "Outer Seven," Is composed of Austria,

Denmark, Norway, I'ortugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the United Kingdom.
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alleged conversations that had taken place were

not accurately reported, and I think he has

straightened out the record in that respect. I

think that is sufficient.

Q. Mr. Secretary, to go hack to the picture-

taking satellite, the space agency today announced

that one of the cameras failed, that apparently it

didn''t take pictures over the Iron Curtain coun-

tries hut apparently it did take pictures over the

free world. Do you have any verification of that?

A. No. I have no verification of that. I think

the only pictures that I have seen—and I saw them

before they were publislied—were the same ones

that were published.

Q. Mr. Secretary, another question on that, has

the State Department asked the space agency or

any other agency of the Gavernment not to release

any pictures on any diplomatic or security

grounds?

A. No, I don't think we have made any such

request.

Q. Mr. Secretary, have you any comment upon
the Polish-Cuban aid agreement that was an-

nounced last Friday?

A. Yes, to this extent. Tliere were reports that

that agreement included the furnishing to the

Cubans of some material of war. "V^Hien the Dep-

uty Prime Minister came in to see me 2 days ago,'

I inquired about that and he gave me every assur-

ance—and I think he made a public statement

afterward—to the effect that nothing in that trade

agreement could be construed as conveying to the

Cubans anything of a warlike nature.

Q. Mr. Secretary, when Ambassador [Henry

Cabot] Lodge voted in the United Nations to

deplore the actions of South Afnca,"^ he made the

distinction quite carefully that in South Africa

apartheid is government policy, whereas the na-

tional policy of the United States was nothing

like tluit. However, if some other government

should not choose to see it quite that way and ask

for a discussion in the United Nations, in tlie

Security Council perhaps, of any difficulties of

that sort in the United States, would we veto it?

A. Well, as you know, in connection with that

type of question, we liave interpreted the charter

'Bulletin of Apr. 11, 1960, p. 557.
' See p. 667.

of the United Nations very liberally and we have

voted to inscribe certain matters for discussion on

the ground that discussion would be helpful rather

than harmful, matters that other nations have

objected to as being of purely domestic concern.

That has been a matter of interpretation and of

tactics. Obviously, if something occurred in this

country that endangered the peace of the world,

as this resolution was drafted to convey that mean-

ing, or that appeared to be a deliberate violation

by our Government of human rights, I think we
would have to—we couldn't protest if it were

inscribed. But I think that Mr. Lodge made it

very clear that insofar as the United States was

concerned, the Government was making every

effort and had continuously made every effort to

respect human riglits, that our wliole system of

government was based on that, that where we had

had some difficulty was with law, and with en-

forcement of law, but that the attitude of the

Government was entirely different from that of

the apartheid, which deliberately promoted a com-

plete segregation of the races.

Q. Sir, following up that question, have you

discussed this with Senator [J. TF.] FuJhright, and

are these his views as well?

A. No, I haven't discussed it with Senator

Fulbright.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you give us an ap-

praisal of your visit with the Colombian President

this toeek?

A. Well, I think that there will be quite a

lengthy communique given out at the "Wniite

House, both by the White House and by himself,

this afternoon. It has been a very pleasant rela-

tionship, a very fruitful one. He is a man of very

great distinction, one highly respected as a states-

man throughout the Latin American world, and

our conversations I think have been very

beneficial.

The Cuban Question

Q. Mr. Secretary, a couple of weeks ago in an

interview with Senator [Leverett] Saltoiistall in

response to a question, you said that it would not

be correct, you thought, to describe the Cuban

Government as Com7nunist but that it did seem

that some of the high ofjidah were Communist

sympathizers. I am wondering if you would care

to elaborate on that in any loay and if you could
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give Its another progress report on our relations

with Cuba. Are they better, worse, or whatf

A. "\Vp11, if I had to give you a progress report,

1 couldn't lionestly say that thoy were better, since

Ambassador [Pliilip W.] Bonsai's return. With
regard to the Communist side of the picture, there

is one very disturbing development that is taking

place in Cuba and that is that anticommunism is

now being made synonymous with antirevolution,

and that those who express concern about Com-
munist influence are now being accused of being

antirevolution and anti-Castro. And this is ob-

viously an effort to stop any anti-Communist

criticism that might arise within the country

itself.

Q. Mr. Secretary, did I understand you to say

before that we might be considering a proposal to

supplement the 180-station network for control-

ling a nuclear test ban with unmanned stations?

Is that a possibility before the suminit?

A. That is a possibility. As you may recall,

in one of the scientific reports that we received it

was indicated that this is something that ought

to be developed. We are studying the matter very

carefully now. We did reach agreement with the

Russians before that the control commission

would have authority to install the most up-to-

date equipment and perfect it as science made such

perfection possible. We are hopeful that we may
know more about this particular method of ex-

tendmg the control system in the very near future.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on the Cuban question again,

there was a statement by the Department some

time back'' referring to Cuban statements that

they might withdraxu or renounce, rather, the Rio

Pact and the other resolution. Have we taken

any action on this? This was under study.

What is our position now on this?

A. Tliis is a matter which is still under study.

It's imder study not only by ourselves, but I

think that all the Latin American countries are

veiy much interested in that particular statement.

There has l)een an allegation that Prime Minister

Fidel Castro was misquoted on that. But as far

as we know, the original st<atement still stands, and

as it was relayed to us, it was relayed in the

original language in exactly the foi-m in which

it was delivered, and that made it very clear that

he at least considered that the Rio Pact was not

binding upon him and upon Cuba because the

revolutionary government had not signed it.

This, of course, was a XQvy sweeping statement

which might well imply that any trejity of any

kind with regard to Cuba was not binding because

it had not been signed by the revolutionary gov-

ernment.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on that same point, the Cu-

ban radio said 2 days ago that Premier Castro

had also denounced the Caracas Declaration.^ Is

there any intention of the United States or other

members of the Organisation of Annerican States

in bringing this to the attention of tlie OAS?

A. I think it is being considered by the OAS.
The Caracas resolution, of course, was very dif-

ferent from the Rio Pact. The Caracas resolu-

tion was merely one in wliich the countries bound
themselves to consult in the event of the inter-

vention of international communism in any of

their countries. The Rio Treaty goes much far-

ther than that in that the Rio Treaty is the

treaty which provides that an attack on one is

an attack on all. That is the treaty of alliance

among all the Latin American states.

Q. But in vieto of what you have just said,

Mr. Secretary, about the significance of their say-

ing that to be anti-Convmunist is to be anti-

revolution, do xve think that it is significant that

'On Mar. 30 Lincoln White, Director of the Office of

News, read to news correspondents the following state-

ment

:

"Confirmed reports indicate that in a television in-

terview on March 28 the Prime Minister of Cuba, Dr.

Fidel Castro, stated and repeated for emphasis that his

government does not regard itself as obligated by the

Pact of Rio de Janeiro because the 'Revolution did not

sign that Pact.' It would be difficult to overstate the

amazement and concern with which we view this state-

ment. We believe this concern will be shared by all

other members of the Organization of American States.

The .solemn obligations of a treaty fully accepted by all

members of the inter-American community are not so

easily avoided. These obligations as well as the advan-

tages of protection which all parties to the treaty, in-

cluding Cuba, enjoy are an integral part of one of the

basic instruments of the Inter-American system. It

should also be pointed out that the attitude toward these

obligations expressed by the Prime Minister on March
28 is contrary to the as.surances given by the Cuban
Government upon its assumption of power in 1959 and

by the Prime Minister himself when he visited the

United States In April of last year."

• For text, see Buixetin of Apr. 26, 1954, p. 638.
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they should liave denounced the Caracas Decla-

ration as well?

A. Yes, I think it undoubtedly is. Yet you run

into these contradictory statements; for example,

Eaul Castro made a statement in regard to Guan-

tanamo, saying that they have a treaty with the

United States and intend to respect the treaty.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you said that one of the dis-

turiing developments in Cuba was that anticom-

munism was being made syno7iymous with the

antirevolution and anti-Castroism. Who is doing

this? Is this being done with the active support

and aid of some of the Cuban Government

officials?

A. Yes, I think very definitely.

Q. Sir, since Ambassador Bonsai has returned

to Habana, has he seen Prime Minister Castro and

does he have any intention of seeking such an inter-

view?

A. I tliink that he has been very hampered in

moving in that the Minister of Foreign Affairs has

been quite ill and he has had quite great difficulty

in seeing him. Castro himself, I don't think he

has seen liim.

Q. Has he seen the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

sir?

A. Yes, he saw him once only but only for a

short time. The Minister of Foreign Affairs has

been ill, and quite ill. I don't think it's a diplo-

matic illness.

Q. He does intend to seek an interview with

Castro, doesnH he?

A. I don't know at what stage of the game. T

think normally he would be conducting his affairs

with the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Disarmament Conference

Q. Mr. Secretary, do you have any preliminary

comments on the proposal made in the 10-nation

talks in Geneva today for another form of 1^-year

plan for complete and total disarmament? And
if it is too early for you to comment on that, sir,

do you have any general views on those 10-nation

talks?

A. I know very little about this new proposal.

I must say on the first reading of it I was quite

struck by the statement—to whom it should be
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attributed I don't know—but this was the same

salad with more Russian dressing. But it appears

to be the original proposal just put in different

words, and as far as I can make out this is a se-

mantic argument that is still going on.

Q. Well, Mr. Secretary, on the test-ban issue

again, at the time you finished the talks with the

British here there was some uncertainty about

whether the President could commit himself be-

yond the end of his term on this unilateral mora-

torium. Since then all, or practically all, of the

Democratic presidential candidates have indicated

a willingness to have such a commitment made,

and one assumes that the Vice President is agree-

able. Does this mean that there is now a possi-

bility that the United States might consider

offering a longer period?

A. Well, there again just what form that might

take I can't say. I think that the President's

limitations still exist. I think that what has been

said by these candidates might well lead one to

believe that they would be willing to carry on for

a longer period of time wliile the scientific re-

search is being done. But from the point of view

of his legal ability to bind the United States for

a longer period of time, I think that still remains

within his own term.

Q. Do you know whether the President got the

mling that he mentioned last week he was going
to ask for from the Attorney General?

A. No, I can't say.

Q. Mr. Secretary, Communist China has been

mnking a numher of very strong statements to the

effect that the United States will never abandon
war and that on the part of the Socialist or Com-
munist countries they must increase their struggle

for xohat they call peace. This line is in sharp

contrast to the talk of Premier Khrushchev.
What alloivances or what preparations are you
making for this kind of situation in preparing for
the summit and for your disarmament talks?

A. Well, I think, as I made clear before, if with
the Russians we can reach a certain jwint with
regard to disarmament or with regard to the ces-

sation of nuclear testing, that at some given point
tlie adlierence of the Chinese to a similar self-

denying ordinance or treaty will become a very
important matter. The Chinese at tlie present
time are taking a very difTerent lino from the I
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point of view of relaxation of tensions, if you
want to cull it tliat, tiian are the liussians.

Wiiethor this is a deliberate play between tlio two

of them or whether they are actually taking dif-

ferent lines, it's very difficult to tell.

Q. Mr. Secretary, do you think that a Berlin

plebiscite on the lines of the proposal of Chancel-

lor Adenauer would serve a good purpose at the

present momentf

A. I would rather not comment on that at the

present time. As I understand that situation,

the Senat in Berlin has said that if the Federal

Goveniment of Germany wishes it to hold such a

plebiscite it would be willing to do so provided the

three occupying powers agreed. As yet we have

got nothing official before us, and until we have

something official before us and we know what the

question might be, and so on, I'd rather not com-

ment on that.

Q. Sir, you mentioned that disarmament seems

to have the highest priority going into the sum-

mit, and yet the 10-nation talks you also say are

in a fairly early stage. How can you reconcile

this? What could be done at the summit, given

what has been done so far in the 10-nation talks at

Geneva?

A. Well, there again I couldn't be explicit. In

these talks in Geneva they seemed to have reached

a deadlock rather early in the game from the point

of ^^ew of not knowing where to begin. And
there have even l)een indications that the Russians

would like to take a long recess beginning very

soon and carrying on into June. We are perfectly

willing to take a brief recess, but we see no reason

for a long one. And we are frankly puzzled as to

whether this indicates that they feel they are just

going to keep talking at Geneva without making

any headway at all with the idea of Mr. Khru-

shchev coming up with some kind of idea at the

summit. It's a puzzling situation.

Q. Mr. Secretai'y, does that mean that the

Soviets have proposed a cessation of the discus-

sions at Geneva? You said indications.

A. There have been informal discussions of a

recess for some 6 weeks or so, not to begin right

away but to begin at the end of April and carry

on well into June.

Q. Mr. Secretary, have you had any prelim-

inary indications yet as to whether the Russians

will go for the Camp David package, and also do

you still have any conviction that a treaty can be

signed within 30 days—90 days?

A. Well, to answer the last one first, I'm skepti-

cal whetlier it can be done. We have got a great

many things still to work out, some of them that

are very difficult from a technical point of view.

With regard to the first, it's hard to tell. Up to

now, as you know, since then there have only been

three meetings held and those have been largely

exploratory, asking for more information or ex-

planation of some of the details. I'm still reason-

ably optimistic that something might come out

of it.

Q. Mr. Secretary, on this matter of a recess of

the disarm^ament talks, if the Russians are in

favor of a long one and the Western Powers in

favor of a short one, does that mean there will he

a recess at the end of Apnl of some duration?

A. There may be. We don't know. That is

being discussed in Geneva now.*

Q. Thank you, sir.

° On Apr. 9 a Dep.'irtment press officer read to news

correspondents the following statement by Secretary

Herter

:

"Information received from Geneva this morning indi-

cates that agreement has been reached on a recess in

the disarmament negotiations as a result of a general

understanding among all 10 delegations rather than on

the initiative of any one of them. I personally believe

the recess is too long but, in view of the agreement

reached, I shall not press for a reopening of the matter."
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United States Replies to Chilean Students' Letter

to President Eisenhower

Following is the text of a letter to Patrwio

Fernandez, President of the Federation of the Stu-

dents of Chile, lohich was delivered at Santiago

on April 8 hy Walter Howe, U.S. Ambassador to

Chile, together with the text of a letter of Felru-

ary U from the Chilean stvdents to President

Eisenhower.

U.S. LETTER

Press release 180 dated April 8

April 8, 1960

Dear Mr. Fernandez : At the time of the visit

of President Eisenhower to Chile,^ you wrote to

him on behalf of the Federation of Students of

Chile stating in frank and friendly terms your

views on a number of hemispheric and world

problems. In acloiowledging your letter Presi-

dent Eisenhower wrote that a reply would be

sent you after your letter had been carefully

studied. It is my privilege, on instructions of the

President, to convey to you that reply.

Before responding to your observations and

comments on the specific political, economic and

social problems involved in the relationship be_

tween the United States and Latin America, I

would like to touch briefly on a few philosophical

concepts, which I believe will help in an under-

standing of the United States of the present day.

While the people of the United States have

developed a basic political and economic system

which they consider appropriate for themselves

(although subject to continuing adjustment and

improvement), they do not seek to impose their

system on others, recognizing the right of each

country to evolve and enjoy its destiny free of

foreign intervention.

^ For background, see Btoletin of Mar. 28, 1960, p. 471.
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The United States does not consider itself a

"developed" or a "satisfied" nation. One of the

effects of the progressive income tax, social se-

curity system, free schools, and other social pro-

grams in the United States has been a widespread

distribution of the national income. The United

States hopes that younger generations abroad

will recognize that these advances were made

through the determined effort of the people of

the United States. The "prevailing order" in

each country is only the existing situation in a

stage of evolution toward economic and social

betterment. It is our desire to assist each country

in its efforts to improve the lot of the common

man and we, therefore, welcome measures which

would make the next "prevailing order" more

equitable.

On the domestic scene, our Government is faced

with a tremendous challenge of financing the in-

creasing needs of its citizens for education, com-

munication and other services. At the same time,

the United States is devoting increasing amounts

of its tax revenue and savings to cooperative

efforts in the economic and social improvement of

other countries of the world. Should the United

States ever consider itself "developed" or be "sat-

isfied" with the world, either the millennium will

have arrived or we will be slated to disappear into

history. We do not expect either contingency.

The United States shares with other govern-

ments and people the goal that this hemisphere be

composed of sturdy, independent republics, each

with a viable developing economy, living under

a democratic political and social system of its

own particular devising. We recognize that there

is much the United States can do in assisting other

nations to achieve this goal. We welcome oppor-

tunities for exploring new and more effective ways

of cooperating in mutually agreeable joint under-
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takings directed toward this end. At the same
tune, wo are keenly aware that onr efforts can

only complement tiioso of our nei<jhboi-s on their

own behalf. Nothing could more quickly prej-

udice our cooperative efforts than for the United

States to seek—even with the best of intentions

—

to intervene in the domestic affairs of the other

American republics.

Admittedly, for governments as for individuals,

programs based on the most noble principles are

often the most difficult to implement. The world

we live in is exceedingly complex. (How much
more productive and fruitful would be our lives

if our peoples simply had the assurance of peace

with fi-eedom.) We nuike no claim to perfection

or infallibility. In our government, as in yours,

the exercise of democracy means that progress is

made through compromise, adaptation and adjust-

ment, as well as by steadfast purpose. Foreign

polic}', like domestic policies, results from the

reconciling of conflicting positions and mterests

and can rarely fully satisfy everyone. But this

same democratic process provides the means for

the correction of erroi-s. As public opinion in

our countries becomes better informed of each

other's problems, through such means as this pres-

ent exchange of correspondence, we believe that

this corrective process will become more prompt
and effective.

Now, to get down to some particulai-s.

The Inter-American System

You ask ".
. . what is the inter-American

system and for what does it exist?" You answer

the first part of this question in general terms,

mentioning only those specific legal documents

wliich carry with them the joint responsibility

for peace and security. Vitally important as this

aspect of the inter-iVmerican sj'stem is, the treaty

machinery for peace and security does not by any

means comprise all of that system. You most

assuredly are informed of the historical develop-

ment of tlie unique cooperative inter-American

relationship based upon mutual respect, but you

should also be aware of the comprehensiveness

of the many and varied activities which are being

carried on in each of the American Republics by

the Organization of American States and its

specialized agencies which together make up the

permanent structure of the inter-American

system.
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Without entering into a detailed review of all

aspects of inlcr-American cooperation, I shoiild

like to point out, as examples, that the Organiza-

tion of American States Fellowship Program will

help 500 students this coming year to {)ui"sue ad-

vanced studies in countries other than their own,

and that over 5,000 technical specialists have re-

ceived training under the Technical Cooperation

Program of the Organization of American States

since its inception; that the malaria eradication

program of the Pan American Health Organiza-

tion is moving forward each year closer to the

elimination of that dread scourge from the

Americas; and that the activities of the Organi-

zation of American States include promotion of

economic development, the development of agri-

culture, improvement of housing, betterment of

child welfare and education, advancement of

science, and many others.

In Santiago, Chile, for example, the Organiza-

tion of American States operates a course in eco-

nomic and financial statistics for training of per-

sons from many of the American Republics. In

Bogota, Colombia, the Organization of American
States operates the Inter-American Housing and
Planning Center which trains those who will

carry on the low-cost housing activities in their

own countries. In Montevideo, Uruguay, a

specialized organization of the Organization of

American States, the Inter-American Children's

Institute, concerns itself with child welfare.

These are all parts of the inter-Amei-ican sys-

tem; these are all phases of an inter-American

program to which my Government contributes

heavily, just as it has pioneered a .system of bi-

lateral teclmical cooperation which makes it pos-

sible for that kind of assistance to be given and
received in a relationship of fraternal cooperation.

These, and many other genuinely cooperative pro-

grams and projects, are as much parts of the inter-

American system as the machinery involved in the

quest to achieve collective security, even though
their problems and immediate accomplishment

may be less spectacular and provide less of a

target for hostile and unwarranted attack. Just

as with the program of bilateral technical co-

operation which we have developed, the total pro-

gram in Latin America of the Organization of

American States, of Operation Pan America and
other programs of collective action has the pur-

po.se of correcting the very problems about which
you express such deep conceni, and this program
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is carried on without detracting one iota from the

sovereignty, independence, or juridical equality of

any of the Latin American governments, or from

the freedom and dignity of any citizen of a Latin

American country. On the contrary, these are

strengthened and fortified.

Let us now take a look at the inter-American

system for achieving peace among tlie American

nations and security from external aggression.

This you find involves "obligations accepted by

the weak in favor of the strong, and tlie poor in

favor of the rich.'' As you must have learned, the

inter-American system is based on the principle

of non-iiitervention inextricably comlnned with

the assumption of collective responsibility to act

together when that principle is violated, either by

aggression from abroad or from witliin the hemi-

sphere. It may be well to recall, therefore, that

in many respects the welding of this system came

as the common response to the threat which hung
over this hemisphere from Nazi and Fascist dicta-

torship, a threat which was overcome only to be

replaced by the danger of Soviet and other in-

ternational Communist overt and subversive ag-

gression. The first of these dangers was overcome

with tremendous direct loss of lives and property;

in the case of the United States alone it involved

the loss of tens of thousands of lives and hundreds

of billions of dollars worth of material wealth.

The absolutely essential preparation to meet and

resist the second of those threats has also i-equired

something which the people of the United Statas

do 7iot like—the greatest peace-time mobilization

of military strength the world has ever known

—

at a cost which heavily bears upon tlic income of

every single Amei-ican citizen.

TJie people of the United States of America did

not seek llie responsibilities thrust upon it by the

need to mainlnin peace against the aggressive in-

lent of international comnnuiism— in fact, those

of you wlio aI(^ students of histoiy may recall that

the jienpjc of thi> United Stales, in refusing to join

the League of Nations fo]h)\ving World "War I,

rejected sucli a responsibiiity once l)efoi-(\ witli a

serious setback to the liopes of that era for a

general system for world peace. However, we
have now accepted it as a joint res])onsil)i1ity

witli Cliile and other nations wliicli value

flieir freedom and desire to maintain their

independence.

Any who belie\-e this conti'ilxilion I)y (he people

of the Ignited Slates to lie misdirected mitrlit do

well to try to penetrate the Iron Curtain and find

out what happens in Hungary and Rumania, in

North Korea or North Yiet-Nam or Communist
China when the conspiracy of international com-

munism is challenged by individuals or groups

who want to live as free men. "\Miere are the stu-

dents of Hungary who in 1956 challenged this

conspiracy? "Would you wish to exchange the

freedom of thought and expression which Chilean

students enjoy for that of students in any Com-
munist country? Freedom is indivisible—its loss

Ijy any nation prejudices the entire free world.

Obviously, maintaining the physical security in

which we can .strive to improve our democracy is

in our interest, but so also is it in the interest of

Latin America. Obviously, the Latin Anrerican

countries have made and are making an invaluable

contril)ution. That is reciprocity.

You would appear to have overlooked the most

important reality of the world of 1960, indeed the

most important single fact of the entire post-war

world, beginning with the first Soviet threats to

Iran, to Greece, to Turkey, and going on to the

aggression against Korea, Yiet-Nam, Hungary,
Tibet and others. That reality is the danger posed

by international Communism to the freedom and
independence of every government, great or small,

rich or poor, whatever its stage of economic or

political development. In your country as in the

TTnited States, there is all too often a tendency to

forget that, whatever may be the weaknesses and

inadequacies of our ]iolitical life, tlie liberty and

individual freedom which we now have would

have l)een utterly destroyed if comnnmism had

been i)ermitted to move in the post-war world un-

hindered arrd unrestrained by the defensive capac-

ity of the countr'ies wliicli cliose to maintain their

independence.

I^r-om all of tliis it is difllcMilt to cornpi-ehend the

I'easoning witli which you ilud that our inter-

Ameiican relationship is a one-way street—with-

out the element of r-ecipr'ocit y which yon desire.

If, as your letter seems to imply, you and your

fellow students really do believe that the people

of (li(> I'nited States have given nothing and have

gainecl all in llieii- relationship with Latin

Amei-ica dur'ing a period when so many of the

lives of its young men and so rmich of its wealth

liM\e IxH'ii contr'iiiuled to iiiiilding the security of

Wester-n civilization, oru- riuilnal misimdei-stand-

ings are indeed profound.
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With regard to specific questions you raise:

(1) It is not clear what you mean by "mili-

tary security by means otiicr than armed forces",

but if you mean that expenditures for armaments

should be kept to the absolute minimum consist-

ent with security, the United States Government

is in full agreement and has olVered assist aiu-e in

the search for the means whereby excessive mili-

tary expenditures may be reduced and savings

applied to urgent needs for economic development.

You may be assured that the Government and

people of the United States would bo delighted at

a fruitful outcome of all the efforts which have

been made in the United Nations and elsewhere

to establish the solid bases for genuine limitation

of armaments throughout the world. Bearing in

mind the guarantees of the Rio Treaty, we are

prepared to cooperate in practical steps to reduce

expenditures on annaments in this hemisphere.

President Eisenhower made this very clear in his

endoi-sement ' of President Alessandri's states-

manlike proposal for the limitation of amis in

Latin America.

(2) Promotion of Democracy. As President

Eisenhower indicated in Santiago after first read-

ing your letter, the United States does not and
could not look "benevolently" on dictators either

in the Americas or elsewhere. The principles and
practices of democratic life are too much a part

of the fabric of our history and governmental

institutions and practices for us not to be repelled

by the tyrannical abuse of power bj- governmental

leaders. We shall continue to favor any approach

to the reduction and elimination of anti-demo-

cratic governmental practices which has a real

prospect of success. This attitude necessarily im-

plies that the approach is genuinely constructive,

is in accordance with international obligations,

and represents the consensus of the inter-American

community. It would be nothing less than fool-

hardy to become so obse.ssed with the destruction

of undemocratic regimes as to embark upon ac-

tions leading to chaos, anarchy or their replace-

ment by a new but even more dangerous form

of tyranny.

Tlie truth of the matter is that democracy, un-

like communism or any other form of tyranny,

cannot be imposed from without by any nation or

group of nations.

' For text of an address to the Chilean Congress by

President Eisenhower on Mar. 1, see (6irf., p. 480.

As the past ten years have demonstrated, un-

democratic systems and practices can be resisted

and conditions permitting democratic growth can

be establisiied tlirough the earnest efforts of all

sectoi"S of a responsible citizenry—and I here defi-

nitely include those military leaders in Latin

America who have a real undei-standing of the

civic responsibility of the military forces, and

wiio have already made highly significant con-

tributions to the maintenance or restoration of

the conditions for greater democracy. The recent

years of Latin American political development,

with one or two notable exceptions, have shown

marked progress in the direction of responsible

democratic government.

What all of us can and should strive for is to

improve and strengthen the admittedly imperfect

democracies in which we live in order that they

may serve as examples for others. This moral

pressure by example strikes a responsive chord in

the hearts of the people.

(3) Economic Cooperation. The third funda-

mental point that your letter refers to is "an eco-

nomic integration of Latin America that will per-

mit these countries to industrialize their economies

and accelerate their development . . . ." Your
letter suggests that on this point as well as on

the other two fundamental points mentioned

therein the United States has failed to lend its full

collaboration.

It is only fair to point out that the United

States Government has repeatedly and forcefully

given its support to the concept of common mar-

kets in Latin America which would lead to an

expansion of trade within the integrated area and
between it and other regions of the world.

In addition, let us also consider .some other ele-

ments basic to the process of economic develop-

ment. I refer to improving the knowledge and
skills of the population and the pro\'ision of ade-

quate capital for industry and agriculture. An
abundance of these elements is indispensable for

increasing tlie productivity of labor and even-

tually placing within tlie reach of the people an

increased supply of the necessities and amenities

of modern life. Your letter fails to mention the

role of the United Statas Government or of Amer-

ican private citizens in helping to supply the needs

of Latin America in these vital sectors. This role

has been immense.

Our Government-owned Eximbank has loaned,

since its inception, over $3,900,000,000 in Latin
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America to both state-owned and private enter-

prises. The gi-eat bulk of these loans has been

for the purpose of aiding economic development.

An example is the $77 million which made possible

the Cia de Acero del Pacifico (CAP). Add to

this over $300 million in loans resulting from the

sale of surplus agricultural commodities and $78

million of our Development Loan Fund, both on

extremely liberal repayment terms. Also sub-

stantial United States contributions have been

made through the International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development and other internation-

al lending institutions.

Investments by private American businesses

have been even larger—about $9 billion; indeed

United States private investments in Latin Amer-
ica exceed those in any other region of the world.

According to the latest statistics, from these

United States private investments came 30% of

Latin America's exports. These export earnings

created enough foreign exchange to pay for all

of the imports and income remitted to the LTnited

States by those companies and still return a sur-

plus of $900 million a year to Latin America.

About 625,000 jobs have been created and 15% of

all the taxes collected in the area came from

United States private investment.

My Government believes that, generally speak-

ing, United States investors in Latin America are

taking seriously their responsibilities toward their

employees and tlie people of the countries in which

they do business. They are interested in putting

their roots down as responsible business citizens

of those countries. They want to stay and help

in the development process, and it is a gross exag-

geration, and in most cases patently imtrue, to

accuse them of being interested solely in exploit-

ing your coimtries.

Perhaps it would be timely and useful to explain

briefly what we mean by "the free enterprise

system" since this is what produces the wealth of

the United States. By their own unremitting

work and ingenuity, our citizens, in an atmos-

phere of economic as much as political freedom,

produce the goods which are sold for their own
consumption and export. Out of their earnings

they pay among the highest taxes in the world,

and the^se in turn enable the United States Govern-

ment to finance the Export-Import Bank, the De-

velopment Loan Fund, the Teclinical Cooperation

Program, and to contribute importantly to such

international institutions as the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the

International Monetary Fund, and the Inter-

American Development Bank. But, of even

greater importance, they also are able to save a

portion of their earnings for investment in indus-

trial enterprises at home and abroad. By thus

pooling their savings, their credit and other re-

sources, this nation has developed a system which

has so far invested over $9 billion in Latin Amer-
ica and additional investment is available if

wanted. Now, I repeat that we do not argue

that our system should be copied by other coun-

tries, although we think our own development has

been due largely to that system. We do say that

this system affords a vast pool of capital for de-

velopment purposes, more than any government

can hope to accumulate for foreign loans.

Our technical cooperation progi'am has afforded

training to thousands of Latin Americans in a

great variety of fields from agriculture and public

health to industrial techniques and public admin-

istration. Undoubtedly a substantial number of

students of your Federation have studied in the

United States or have had United States trained

professors assist them in their educational en-

deavor. Our programs in various fields have

helped make this possible. United States-fi-

nanced plants and commercial establishments in

Latin America have also afforded a vast training

ground for Latin America in industry, in mod-
ern business methods and in management.

Tliis brief description of the role of the United

States in lielping to supply the needs of Latin

America in the fields of capital and of technical

skills is only to point out (as your letter did

not) that the United States has contributed

—

and contributed significantly—to the great eco-

nomic advances that have taken place in Latin

America. Wliat is more important is that this

contribution is continuing and that together with

you, our neighbors, we are constantly seeking

ways and means of improving and expanding

our cooperation still further for the purpose of

raising the standards of living of the masses of

the Latin American people.

The Pricing of Raw Materials i

The quotation from the Paley Report,' which

3 For backiiroiind on the report of the President's

International Materials Poliey Commission, of which

William S. Paley was chairman, and excerpts from a

digest of volume 1, issued in June 1952, see ibid., July

14, 1952, p. 54.
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you have taken out of context, gives iin entirely

erroneous impression of the i-ecominen(hitions

of that report and of the objectives of United

States trade policy. Tiie full report shows how
the development of low cost resources benefits

raw material producing countries as well as the

countries wliicli buy part of these raw materials.

In fact, as pointed out below, foreign producers

and foreign countries have benefited substantially

from policies of the United States Government
designed, not to obtain raw materials from for-

eign sources at the lowest price possible, but to

give a fair return to suppliers, whether in the

United States or in other countries.

Your letter states that the "moral solution" of

the problem of prices is the adoption of the concept

of "just prices and adequate remuneration for the

raw materials" exported by Latin America. It

goes on to admit frankly that the use of an ethical

notion of a just price would present many practical

problems. Our appreciation that violent fluctua-

tions of raw material pi'ices can cause great diffi-

culties for countries which are heavily dependent

on the exports of one or two commodities has

caused the United States to cooperate with

primary producing countries, not only in Latin

America but elsewhere, and in many different

ways, in efforts to overcome these difficulties. But
the problem is deep-seated and requires basic

solution of such matters as rates of economic

growth, the need for diversification of production,

and the balance of supply and demand. During
the time that such fundamental adjustments are

being worked out, it may be possible in certain

cases to reduce the severity of price fluctuations

by arrangements of various kinds among inter-

ested countries. In most cases it is possible for

countries experiencing temporary balance-of-

payments difficulties as a result of commodity

price declines to obtain external financial assist-

ance calculated to tide them over.

The United States attaches high importance to

finding sound solutions to these problems. Thus
it is giving its full support to many international

organizations which are currently analyzing

problem commodities and endeavoring to assist

the producing countries in their marketing

problems.

The United States has become a member of the

Commission on International Commodity Trade,

which was established by the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations to make studies of

the outlook for basic commodities.

The United States, as a member of the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Na-
tions, participates in all commodity study groups

and the Committee on Commodity Problems.

The Contracting Parties to the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade have established a

special committee to study obstacles to the ex-

pansion of trade in raw materials and develop

recommendations for constructive action. The
United States is participating actively in this

committee.

The United States has price support programs
for certain agricultural products and minerals.

These are certainly not policies for obtaining raw
material imports at "the lowest price possible".

If anything, the reverse is true. Foreign sup-

pliers often obtain prices for commodities sold

in the LTnited States which exceed world market

prices, this being at considerable cost to the United

States consumer. With respect to imported raw
materials which are not produced domestically,

we customarily levy low duties or none at all,

and impose few internal taxes. This stimulates

our consumption of these products and so redounds

to the benefit of the expoi-ting country.

The examples cited below are typical

:

Sugar:

The United States buys almost one-half of its

annual requirements of sugar, which total about

9.4 million short tons, from foreign suppliers,

principally Cuba, at a price which ranges cur-

rently between 2 and 2i^ cents above the world

market price. In this way the United States

transfers to the supplier coimtries, all of which

have less developed economies, a total of 200

million dollars annually.

The tariff on sugar entering the United States

has been reduced from 2.5 cents to .6250 cents per

pound over the past 25 years, to the substantial

benefit of foreign producing coimtries. The clause

in the United States Sugar Act which allocates

to foreign suppliers 45% of all increases in domes-

tic consumption permits those suppliers to benefit

to almost the same extent as domestic producers

from the price stabilization features of our sugar

legislation.

The United States has been a party to inter-

national sugar agreements since 1937, because of
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its recognition that stable sugar prices are of great

importance to many sugar producing countries

of this hemisphere.

Lead and Zinc:

Although the quotas on imports which were

established in 1958 reduced imports of these metals

to 80 percent of the volume of imports during the

previous 5 years, foreign producers have in gen-

eral received substantially higher prices for the

share of their production which is sold in this

country than for that sold in other markets. The

desire of the United States to help stabilize world

prices for these metals is attested by its partici-

pation in the establishment of a Lead and Zinc

Study Group under the auspices of the United

Nations.

Cofee:

The United States does not impose any duty on

the importation of green coffee, in contrast to

many European countries which maintam rela-

tively high tariffs or internal taxes, or both. (The

same is true of cocoa and tea.) As a result, per

capita consumption here is among the highest in

the world, and more than 23 million bags of coffee

were imported into the United States in 1959.

The United States has not sought to obtain its

coffee at the lowest possible price but, on the con-

trary, has given its full support to the establish-

ment of a Coffee Study Group imder whose aus-

pices a short-run marketing agi-eement has been

worked out which has mamtained prices over the

past 2 years at levels which have generally pro-

vided a fair profit to producers. The United

States continues to support the Study Group m
its current effoi-ts to develop a long range program

for re-establishing equilibrium between supply and

requirements.

Other Corwmodities

:

As for copier prices which are of special in-

terest to you as Chileans, they have been so favor-

able in recent years that production in your

country has increased by -37 percent over the past

5 yeai-s.

Recognizing that the stability and expansion of

markets for raw materials is a matter of primary

importance to the less developed countries of

the world, the United States is giving its full sup-

port to seeking solutions through international

organizations.
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Social Evolution

The next portion of your letter contains an

invitation, which, if accepted by the United States,

could only constitute flagrant intervention in the

domestic affairs of Latin American coimtries. It

would set up the United States as the arbiter of

matters wliich only a sovereign people can decide

for themselves.

The United States does not "defend the pre-

vailmg order," nor does it incite to revolution.

To attempt to do so would be the most arrogant

kind of colonialism, repugnant to the American

people.

In the 18th century our countiy gained its po-

litical independence; a hundred years ago it

fought a bloody civil war over a basic national

issu*^ and in this century has carried out great

social programs and changes. This is the way we

dealt with our own particular problems, but we

would not impose our pattern or our experience on

other nations m their efforts to find better and

more equitable national existences.

Our technical cooperation programs are a testi-

monial to our earnest desire to cope with the great

problems you have cited—malnutrition, illiteracy,

lack of public health, inadequate housing and

others, and we hope that some of our "best friends"

are among those we seek to help m our jomt work

in these fields.

Self-Determination in Cuba

In your letter you commend highly the policies

the United States Government is following with

respect to the present Cuban Government, with-

out commenting on the position which the Cuban

Government has taken toward the United States

Government or toward United States citizens who

over the past 100 years, and in accordance with

Cuban law, have invested their savings in the

Cuban economy. No officials of this administra-

tion have ever made any public statements or

committed any acts which may reasonably be con-

strued as unfriendly toward the Cuban Govern-

ment and people. It is regretted that the same

cannot be said for the leaders of the Cuban Gov-

ernment who seem to have intentionally made de-

rogatory and most hostile statements regarding

the United States Government and people, de-

signed to disrupt our traditionally amicable

relations.

As students you desire to ascertain the truth;
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thoi-efore, it is suggested that you examine the

record fully and fairly before reaching a judg-

ment on such a serious matter.

Your letter indicates that you also find ele-

ments in the Cuban situation which cause you

concern. This concern appears to be shared gen-

erally throughout the hemisphere, and not only

in those countries which were the targets of the

series of invasion attempts launched from Cuba
last year.

In all candor I must state that many long-time

friends of Cuba in tlie United States and else-

where in the hemisphere who were heartened by

the ideals expressed by the present leaders of

Cuba when they assumed control of the Govern-

ment have been gi-avely disillusioned by what is

coming to be considered a betrayal of these ideals

in such mattere as freedom of expression, equal

protection of the laws, and the right freely to

choose a representative government.

The press of the United States, like the press

of Chile, is free to voice its opinions on all mat-

tei-s, whether domestic or foreign; this, you will

agree, is a freedom basic to the exercise of democ-

racy. Unfortimately, i-ecent incidents in Cuba
make it quite clear that it is dangerous for any-

one there to voice opinions which do not conform

with government policy.

On the subject of agrarian reform you recog-

nize that the United States has given evidence

over a period of years of its interest in and sym-

patic for agrarian reform movements. In Latin

America, my government has demon.strated its

interest in promoting rural welfare through a

variety of assistance programs, including teclmi-

cal assistance, Export-Import^ Bank loans, and

such farm development and land settlement pro-

grams as that in Guatemala. You mention sev-

eral countries in which agrarian reform move-

ments were carried out with support from the

United States and then, mentioning Cuba, inquire

why our policy is different.

The United States is not opposed to land reform

in Cuba any more than it is in any other part of

the world. In our notes of June 11 * and October

12, 1959,' to the Cuban Government on this mat-

ter, the Govermnent of the United States ex-

pressed its full support of soundly conceived

•For the substance of the note of June 11, see ihld.,

June 29. 1959. p. 958.

' Not printed.

programs for rural betterment, including land re-

form. The United States Government at the same

time expressed its firm belief that their attainment

is not furthered by the failure of the Government

of Cuba to recognize the legal rights of Unit«d

States citizens who have made investments in

Cuba in reliance upon the adherence of the Gov-

ernment of Cuba to principles of equity and

justice. No property owner can feel secure or en-

gage in productive labor on his own land unless

laws are observed.

The United States protests were directed

against arbitrary actions of Cuban officials and

others, taken in disregard of that country's own
laws as well as of international law.

You may be interested in knowing something of

the contribution United States private investors

have in the past made to the Cuban economy,

which provides one of the highest national in-

comes in Latin America. A report issued in 1956

shows that payments by United States companies

in Cuba for salaries and wages were $140 million.

Over 70,000 persons were employed at an average

annual wage rate of $2,000. Of the 70,000 em-

ployees of these companies, only 320 were sent

from the United States.

In concluding, let me assure you that the idea

of foreign intervention into Cuban affairs is as

distasteful to the United States as would be the

intervention into the domestic affairs of any other

American republic. You will recall the role which

the United States played, along with the other

American republics, in coming to the assistance of

Panama and other Caribbean republics when their

territory was invaded last year by forces which

departed from Cuba, and in taking a position at

the Santiago Meeting of Foreign ^Ministers held

m August.® The position of the United States on

intervention is very clear.

This has been a lengthy reply to your letter.

The many points which you raisexl are of keen

interest to the peoples of the hemisphere and it

is to be hoped that our correspondence will con-

tribute to a greater degree of mutual understand-

ing. Because of the growing ijiterest in Latin

America among students in the United States,

steps have been taken to circulate your letter to

university organizations in the United States.

Perhaps you will wish to circulate this reply in

Chile. In this way it may be possible to stimulate

• For background, see Bulletin of Sept. 7, 19.'")9, p. 342.
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a greater exchange of ideas and information be-

tween the youth of our republics.

Please accept, through me, the warm good

wishes of President Eisenhower to you and your

fellow students and the expression of his convic-

tion that the youth of the hemisphere will devise

increasingly effective means of achieving our com-

mon goal.

Sincerely yours,

Walter Howe
American Ambassador

Sr. Patricio Fernandez,

President of the Federation

of Students of Chile.

CHILEAN LETTER

Cnofflclal translation

Febhtjabt 24, 1960

YouE Excellency, Welcome to Chile. Please accept

through our intermediary the cordial greeting of the

twenty-five thousand students who today study in the

seven Chilean universities and who tomorrow will be

responsible, to a large degree, for the destiny of this

country.

We know that your obligations are heavy and your
time short, but we believe that, for a statesman such as

yourself, the human and social values of these countries

and the opinions which qualified observers may have of

these values, and of the future, are much more important

than the routine of protocol : full of monotonous and
flattering limitations.

We, the Chilean university leaders, have been elected

in the separate federations of students, through a direct

vote, both free and secret, and represent all political

groups. The majority of us are Christians. And almost

all of us, Christians and free thinkers, are firm supporters

of democracy and in opposition to all types of dictator-

ship. Permit us, then, to express to you with friendship,

with respect, and with frankness, our thinking on some
fundamental aspects of the relationship of the United

States with Latin America and with Chile.

What is the Inter-American System and for what does it

ewistT

The relationship between the United States and the 20

Latin American nations is framed by a group of treaties

and other legal documents of an international character,

obligatory and current, such as the Treaty of Rio de

Janeiro (1947), the Caraca.s Declaration (1954), Military

Pacts, etc. which make up the Inter-American System.

What is the deep political "philosophy", the principle

inspiring all of these agreements? One is very clear:

To establish hy legal obligation, Latin American solidarity

with the U.S. in the present dangerous world situation.

North American dii)lomacy has succeeded in achiev-

ing this already. We have stopped being "good neigh-

bors" and have begun to be, without realizing it, "as-

sociated nations" in the world policies of the United

States. The truth is that the Inter-American System is

the most complete of the many international arrange-

ments in which the United States takes part. But it is

equally true that in no other does the United States ob-

tain more advantages, at the same time acquiring fewer

obligations in respect to its associates.

If this lack of equilibrium is maintained, not only will

it compromise Inter-American relations, but it will also

destroy the moral and political justification for the ex-

istence of the Inter-American System.

To sum up : In order to express our conviction with the

promised frankness : the Inter-American System is up to

the present time a regime of obligations accepted by the

weak in favor of the strong, and the poor in favor of the

rich. No one can say exactly what the reciprocal obli-

gations are which the rich and strong nation contracts

with the weak and poor nations, nor what their impor-

tance is.

What can be done? Reciprocity and not aid should be

the moral basis of the Inter-American System and the

reciprocity between the United States and Latin America

should materialize in three fundamental ways.

1) Military security within the continent by other

means other than the armed forces (more than 1.5 billion

dollars each year are spent by these countries guarding

themselves from one another).

2) Promotion of democracy. Denying "salt and water"

to the dictators and tyrants in power (such as Trujillo,

Somoza and Stroessner) instead of looking at them be-

nevolently and making easy for them the exploitation and

vilification of their peoples, under the pretense that they

are "friends" of the U.S.A. and "enemies" of "communism".

3) An economic integration of Latin America that will

permit these countries to industrialize their economies

and accelerate their development in a way more com-

patible with the elementary necessities of civilization.

In none of these three fundamental points has the

United States assumed the initiative, nor has it lent its

collaboration where this would have been decisive for

success. It has abstained or given only the "lip service"

of innocuous declarations. This is in sharp contrast with

the vigor of the initiative, the persistence of purpose and
the immense sacrifice for the work in Europe—the

Marshall Plan ; NATO ; "off shore" procurement ; the Dil-

lon Plan ; all this to obtain the same results that the

Latin American nations needed more urgently than West-

ern Europe. The eventual evasive reply to this is that the

Latin American countries themselves, without the help of

the United States, should modify the armament policy,

promote democratic government and integrate their

economy within new multinational structures. We admit

that in "theory" it is so, but in "practice", the presence or

the absence of the United States with its enormous in-

fluence and resources of every kind, means the difference

between making an immediate reality of the aforemen-

tioned three fundamental points or keeping them for

another century and a half suspended in the blue air.

Jnst prices and moral basis for exchange:

The gap that separates the industrial countries from

the nations producing raw materials widens more each
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year. Industrial nations continue increasing their capi-

tal at the expense of uiuler-developed countries, and

prices of raw materials continue to be distorted by the

Industrial countries, iududiuK the United States, through

different means, all of which are directed toward "oh-

taiuinj; foreign raw materials at the lowest price pos-

sible" (I'aley RejMirt—11)52 "Uesouroes for Freedom").

These means, which .seem permissible to tliose directing

the North American ocononiy. have disastrous conse-

quent-es for Latin American countries.

Then, If our capitalization cannot base itself on the

exploitation of other countries, as was the case with

Europe for four centuries, and it cannot be based on

the unmerciful exploitation of our own people as the

conimuuist alternative demands, tlie moral solution de-

mands that It be the product of just prices and adequate

remuneration for the raw materials which we sell to

the industrial nations.

We understand that the substitution of an ethical no-

tion of a just price, and one in accordance with the needs

of the producing country, for the false concept of "mar-

ket mechanism", offers nmuy practical problems. But all

of them may be solved if this new principle to regulate

economic relations between the United States and Latin

Ajnerica is accepted.

"Sabbath has been ma4c for man and not man for the

Sahhath"

This quotation from Our Lord Jesus Christ seems an
appropriate one for us to illustrate a fundamental ques-

tion. Has the United States become a "satisfied nation",

one which lights for the maintenance of the prevailing

order in the world and in Latin America? This dan-

gerous image is becoming more accepted every day. If

this is true, we mu.st respectfully say to you that the

United States will have little or nothing to offer the

younger generation and the immense multitude of the

poor, who compase 90% of the Latin American popu-

lation. And we will have little or nothing to expect

from the guidance and genius of North America.

In the United States, and in Western Europe, it makes
sense to flght to defend the "prevailing order", because

there social order represents values which are shared by

everybody : Personal freedom, social justice, real equal-

ity in the law, high cultural, scientific and technological

levels, satisfactory standard.s of living, etc. In Latin

America to "defend the prevailing order" means main-

taining the privileges of a thin layer of the population

which controls the power and the wealth, surrounded

by an ocean of poor people for whom the "social order"

means little or literally nothing. Proofs? Despite the

fact that the population of Latin America Is only 7%
of the world's population, In a territory covering 16%
of the inhabitable surface of the planet, our collective

standard or condition of living is reflected in the follow-

ing figiires

:

Two-thirds of the population (120 million) live In a

chronic state of malnutrition (FAO) ; two out of five

Latin Americans (70 million) are illiterate (UNESCO) ;

Latin America has the lowest rate of economic develop-

ment in the Western World (1% a year per capita), or

an average Income of only US$275 per annum (ECLA).

If trees are known by their fruit, it is u mockery to

pretend tliat this situation reflects the Christian or the

democratic order for wliicli the immense mass of starved,

illiterate and uncuituretl people, as well as those lack-

ing rights, freedom and proi>erty, populating the majority

of Latin America, could hojie. It is a crime against the

spirit. If tlie injustices of to<lay are all that Christi-

anity or democracy can offer this continent, no one should

be surprised If the best cliildren of these nations turn

toward communism, seeking those elemeulary needs which

they lack and whicli are the essentials to morality and

civilization : Food, shelter, and education.

It is true that tlie United States apparently finds its

•'best friends" those always willing to liold North Ameri-

can points of view, whatever they may be : willing to

flatter North American officials and to serve North Amer-

ican busines.s—in the small groui) of privileged Latin

Americans to wliom the "prevailing order" in this starved

and illiterate America means the right to enjoy a standard

of living whidi would be envied by the multi-millionaires

of the United States.

But they are not "friends" of the United States: they

are the friends of their own privileges, which they aspire

to identify with North American interests in order that

they themselves may be supported by the United States.

Mr. President : We think that the great mission of the

United States in Latin America is not to become involved

in the "defense of the prevailing order" nor to let itself

be "administered" by selfish beneficiaries, but rather that

the United States .should encourage by all legitimate

means those who fight for the creation of a new social

order, one which would be closer to Lincoln's immortal

definition, "a government of the people, by the people,

and for the people".

Respect for self-determination in Cuba

The Cuban revolution is being observed with great

attention and even with immense hope by all progressive

Latin American sectors, especially the University youth.

We know and applaud your recent official declaration,

serene and respectful, with regard to the self-determina-

tion of the Cuban nation, but so different, unfortunately,

from the campaign of hatred, calumny and distortion

broadcast by two great North American news agencies

and stridently repeated by the Latin American press

which serves the selfish interests of the groups which

feel themselves threatened.

The anti-Cuban campaign has revived these days with

the complicity of several Latin American countries

waiting for the Cuban sugar quota in the North Ameri-

can market. (Latin America owes its historical nul-

lification and material poverty to such small and

despicable "statesmen".) Press pressure shall be re-

newe<l in order to paralyze the Cuban government in

its plans for social reform or to encourage a shameless

foreign intervention.

Your Excellency : In our modest opinion. North

American Intervention In Cuba would be "not only a

crime" (the phrase is Talleyrand's) but an "immense

stupidity". It would be an unforgivable abuse which

would mortally wound the moral and ])sychologlcal basis
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of the Inter-Ainerican System and the collaboration of

our nations with yours. You would have the interested

applause of the small circle of individuals who encourage

you to intervene because this is convenient for their

own self-interest ; but you would lose forever the respect

and the confidence of the young, the poor and the decent

people of Latin America.

At the same time, we want you to understand that we

do not give unconditional adhesion to the Cuban ex-

periment. We are also discouraged by the length of one

man's term in office and the lack of institutions based

on the will of the people. But it seems to us that it is

plainly immoral to classify the Cuban revolution, its

government or its social fulfillments, especially the agri-

cultural reform, as "communist". We shall not enter

into useless details, but it is scandalous and terrifying

to confirm that North American news agencies, and not

a few U.S. legislators and public men, attack agrarian

reform in Cuba as being "communist". This reform is

more moderate and generous with old land owners than

that canied out by General MacArthur in Japan or the

agrarian reforms supported in full by the United States

in Egypt, Israel, India, Pakistan, Vietnam, etc.

Why this difference? Is it because seven North Ameri-

can companies on the island own two million hectares

of land? If this is a reason for the United States to

attack Cuba for the same action it has supported with

all its strength in other countries, how can anyone escape

the dangerous conclusion that North American private

investment is the worst threat to free national decisions

and social progress? Has anybody thought of the dismal

consequences of such a conclusion?

Some time ago, here in Santiago, an Ambassador of

the United States spoke in such an arrogant way of "the

lesson of Guatemala" that the Chilean Senate condemned
it unanimously. Now others apparently prepare "the

lesson of Cuba". Because your personal and official

position. Excellency, has been clear and different, we
do not believe that we are lacking respect to you if

we add that those who try to give Latin America these

"lessons" of submitting to North American private in-

terests are digging the grave of the Inter-American

System and, perhaps, of democracy itself in this part of

the hemisphere. Beware ! These anguished nations are

much closer to the limit of their resistance and to the

ru])ture imint than the "satisfied" of this world think.

World conditions have changed and continue to do so

rapidly. In today's world, it is no longer force, but

reason and law ; no longer fear, but inspiration and

example, which are the arms in the battle for the minds

of men and the confidence of people.

Therefore, you may be assured that the university

students of Chile support with all their hearts the

solemn promLse which you have given to respect the

free decision of the Cuban people. We reject with in-

dignation and contempt any attempt of governments or

private Interests to intervene in Cuba by armed force,

by economic reprisals or by press attacks, of which the

Cuban revolution has for so long been a victim.

Mister President, we apologize for this long letter,

but we felt it our duty to write to you on the solemn

occasion of your first visit to Latin America and to our

country.

There could never be a better time and a better place

for the United States, if it so desired, to demonstrate to

the world that which humanity can expect from the

nation of Washington, Lincoln and Roosevelt.

Accept our respectful homage.

For the Federation of the Students of Chile

Eduakdo Zuniga

Secretary General

Patkicio FeenAndez
President

Letters of Credence

CoJomhia

The. newly appointed Ambassador of Colombia,

Carlos Sanz de Santamaria, presented his creden-

tials to President Eisenhower on April 1. For

texts of the Ambassador's remarks and the Presi-

dent's reply, see Department of State press release

166 dated April 1.

Pana7n.a

The newly appointed Ambassador of Panama,

Erasmo de la Guardia, presented his credentials to

President Eisenhower on April 8. For texts of

the Ambassador's remarks and the President's re-

ply, see Department of State press release 178

dated April 8.

Harlan Bartholomew To Aid

in Agadir Reconstruction

The Department of State announced on April

7 (press release 175) that Harlan Bartholomew,

Chairman of the National Capital Planning Com-

mission, would go to Agadir, Morocco, on April

8 in response to a request from the Government

of Morocco for a high-level American city plan-

ner to join those of other countries in formulating

preliminary plans for the reconstruction of the

earthquake-damaged city of Agadir.'

Mr. Bartholomew is going to Agadir under

the auspices of the International Cooperation

Administration.

' For an exchange of messages between President

ELsenhower and King Mohammed V, see Bulletin of

Ai.r. IS, lOGO, p. 600.
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President Urges Liberalization of Immigration Restrictions

MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT TO THE CONGRESS

To the Congress of the United States

:

I again urge the liberalization of some of our

existing restrictions upon immigration.

The strength of this Nation may be measured

in many ways—military might, industrial produc-

tivity, scientific contributions, its system of justice,

its freedom from autocracy, the fertility of its land

and the prowess of its people. Yet no analytical

study can so dramatically demonstrate its position

in the world as the simple truth that here, more

than any other place, hundreds of thousands of

people each year seek to enter and establish their

homes and raise their children.

To the extent possible, without dislocating the

lives of those already living here, this flow of im-

migration to this country must be encouraged.

These persons who seek entry to this country seek

more than a share in our material prosperity.

The contributions of successive waves of immi-

grants show tliat they do not bring their families

to a strange land and learn a new language and

a new way of life simply to indulge themselves

with comforts. Their real concern is with their

children, and as a result those who have struggled

for the right of American citizenship have, in

countless ways, shown a deep appreciation of its

responsibilities. The names of those who make

important contributions in the fields of science,

law, and almost every other field of endeavor indi-

cate that there has been no period in which the

immigrants to this country have not riclily re-

warded it for its liberality in receiving them.

In the world of today our immigration law

badly needs revision.

Ideally, I believe that this could perhaps be ac-

complished best by leaving immigration policy

' H. Doc. 360, 86th Cong., 2d sess. ; transmitted on

Mar. 17.

subject to flexible standards. While I realize

that sucli a departure from tiie past is unlikely

now, a number of bUls have already been intro-

duced which contain the elements of such an idea.

The time is ripe for their serious consideration so

that the framework of a new pattern may begin

to evolve.

For immediate action in this session I urge two

major acts

:

First, we should double the 154,000 quota im-

migrants that we are presently taking into our

country.

Second, we should make special provision for

the absorption of many thousands of persons who
are refugees without a country as a result of

political upheavals and their flight from

persecution.

The first proposal would liberalize the quotas

for every country and, to an important extent,

moderate the features of existing law which op-

erate unfairly in certain areas of the world. In

this regard, I recommend the following steps

:

1. The removal of the ceiling of 2,000 on quotas

within the Asiatic-Pacific triangle;

2. The basing of the overall limitation on im-

migration on the 1960 census as soon as it is avail-

able in place of that of 1920 which is the present

base

;

3. The annual acceptance of one-sixth of 1 per-

cent of our totjil population

;

4. Abandonment of the concept of race and

ethnic classifications within our population, at

least for the purposes of the increases in quotas I

have recommended, by substituting as the base for

computation the number of immigrants actually

accepted from each area between 1924 and 1959.

In other words the increase in the quota for Italy,

for example, would not be based upon a percentage
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of a so-called Italian etlinic gi-oup within our

country, but upon a percentage of actual immigra-

tion from Italy between 1924 and 1959; and

5. Tlie miused quotas of undersubscribed coun-

tries should be distributed among oversubscribed

comitries. This distribution should be in propor-

tion to the quotas of the oversubscribed countries.

My second major proposal is for authorization

for the parole into this country of refugees from

oppression. They are persons who have been

forced to flee from their homes because of jierse-

cution or fear of persecution based upon race,

religion, or political opinions, or they are victims

of world political upheaval or national calamity

which makes it impossible for them to return to

their former homes.

This year has been designated World Eefugee

Year.^ The United States and 68 other nations

have joined together m an attempt to seek perma-

' For background, see Bulletin of June 15, 1959, p. 872.

nent solutions for the problems of these peoples.

Nations who in the past have granted entry to the

victims of political or religious persecutions have

never had cause to regret extending such asylum.

These persons with their intellectual idealism and

touglmess will become worthwhile citizens and will

keep this Nation strong and respected as a con-

tributor of thought and ideals.

I have asked the Attorney General to submit a

draft of legislation to implement the recommenda-

tions I have made. The administration stands

ready to supply whatever information is necessary

to permit appropriate action by the Congress dur-

ing its present session. If, notwithstanding my
specific recommendations, the Congress should en-

act other or different liberalizations of our immi-

gration law that are constructive, I will be glad

to approve them.

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

The White House, March 17, 1960.

Citizens by Choice

hy John W. Hanes, Jr.

Administrator, Bureau of Security and Consular Ajfairs ^

The purpose of this anniversary meeting is, I

understand, to honor "Citizens by Choice"—the al-

most 5 million naturalized citizens who have be-

come Americans since the Council was first

formed. With this theme, the timing of your con-

ference could not have been more happily coin-

cidental in view of the President's momentous

message of yesterday ^ on immigration and refu-

gee matters if it had been so planned. For the

theme of the President's message might very well

be "Immigrants by Choice."

"Citizens by Choice" means that, although under

no compulsion to do so, most immigrants want to

' Address made before the .'iOtli anniversary conference

of tbe National Council on Naturalization and Citizen-

ship at New York, N.Y., on Mar. 18.

* For text, see p. 659.

and have become Americans, a very large number
of them with the help and encouragement of or-

ganizations such as yours.

With regard to immigrants, "choice" is a term

of much more flexible meaning. Some immigrants

do indeed come to our country solely as a mat-

ter of their own choice, as has historically been

true; they are the bold and the adventurous and

those who feel tliat there is something here which

they cannot find in their own homeland and which

they value enough to start a new life in a new
country. Increasingly in recent years, however,

the choice which has faced those who come to our

.shores is a choice which has been dictated not by

themselves. Some are homeless because of Com-
munist oppression or because of other types of

political upheaval, wars, or natural disasters;
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others are forced to sock a new life because of

economic and population pressures within their

honiehmds.

There always exists, however, another aspect of

choice with regard to those who would come to

our country, and that is o\ir choice of them. It is

one of tlie most fundamental attributes of sover-

eignty that any nation retains the right to select

those who shall enter its borders. Since 1921

our own regidations have been both qualitative

and quantitative. I am certain that none of us

would wish to abandon these two basic controls,

for certainly we would not wish to have come

here subvereives and criminals. Even with regard

to the sick and the infimi, our natural feelings of

humanity must alwa3'S be tempered by an aware-

ness of the similar problems that exist within our

own boundaries and our facilities to care ade-

quatelj' for our own citizens similarly afflicted.

Wlien numerical limitations were first imposed

on immigration, our country was not the major

international leader which it is now. Today the

United States is the foremost power in the free

world. As such, it must always remember that

its leadership is expressed by all its actions in all

fields. This most particularly includes our atti-

tude toward those who seek a life of freedom in

our country.

This aspect of immigration and refugee policy

is a very integral part of our foreign policy, and

it is in this area that the particular interest of

the Department of State lies. Former Secretary

of State Dulles, testifying before the Congress in

April 1956,' expressed this when he said

:

... my primary concern as Secretary of State Is that

whatever overall quota Is adopted by the Congress be

apportioned equitably. Our quota restrictions should

not discriminate among persons merely on the basis of

their national origin, nor should the restrictions dis-

criminate unfairly against any of the friendly nations

which have an interest in common with us in the defense

of the free world. Tlie present system of determining

quotas is offensive on both counts?. . . . The impact of

this situation Is felt In our relationships with friendly

nations every day.

National-Origins System

Our present law is based on what is called the

national-origins system. The supporters of this

system feel, sincerely, that its maintenance is essen-

• Bn-LETiN- of May 7, 1956, p. 773.
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tial to (he niaintemince of the traditional character

of American life.

In examining this system I feel we should first

bo clear as to what it is. In its simplest elements

it is an attempt to perpetuate the same ethnic

balance in the makeup of the American popula-

tion as existed in 1920. This objective hius been

sought by controlling immigration after 1924 in

accordance with percentages based on the 1920

makeup.

I disagree with the national-origins system as

a basis of our national immigration policy pri-

marily on two grounds.

The first is that the world of 1960 is not the

world of 1920, nor is the position of the United
States in the world of today the position that it

was 30 to 40 years ago. Any attempt artificially

to maintain a particular aspect of that former
world must, it seems to me, become increasingly

imrealistic and distant from facts as they exist

with the passing of each additional year.

My second disagreement is based on the plain

fact that the operation of our system over the

years is not maintaining that balance which the

national-origins system was supposed to maintain.

Let me give j'ou some examples of this.

In the years since 1924 there has been a very
large nonquota immigration from the Western
Hemisphere, which has resulted in a material

change in the ethnic composition of our popula-
tion. Another fact is that, particularly since

World War TI, there has been a very large non-

quota immigration of the wives and husbands and
children of American citizens from many coun-

tries whose actual quotas are very small. As a

striking example of this I might mention that,

although the quota of Japan is only 185 per year,

last year's nonquota immigration from Japan,

almost all of which fell into this category I have

just described, exceeded 5,000. Furthermore, the

entire trend of recent legislation, again primarily

since World War II—both special refugee legis-

lation and other special legislation such as that

making nonquota immigrants out of backlogged

preference-quota applicants—has naturally been

to circumvent the re^strictions imposed by the

national-origins system. It is obvious that this

must be so since the need for such special legis-

lation has been only in the case of persons who
come from countries with oversubscribed quotas.

Please do not misunderstand me on this point.
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I certainly do not criticize such special legislation

as has been passed to alleviate these special prob-

lems. This legislation has in almost all cases

been passed to meet a real and pressing need. I

merely point out that its effect has been the oppo-

site of maintaining the national-origins system;

and I further point out that special legislation de-

signed to meet one particular problem, in most

cases only for a certain specified tune, is both ad-

ministratively and budgetarily unsound and costly

because it requires the recurrent assembly and dis-

assembly of machinery to operate each successive

progi-am. It would also seem to have a political

disadvantage, because each temporary expedient

provides only a temporary solution and each one

invites other pressures to alleviate other problems

by similar temporai-y expedients.

For these I'easons it would seem to me both more

honest and wiser to meet the obviously changed

situation which exists today by the means of care-

fully drawn permanent legislation rather than by

continued reliance on an emergency or piecemeal

approach year by year.

It is, of course, the responsibility of the Congress

under our system of government to determine im-

migration policy. President Eisenhower has rec-

ognized this fact and has repeatedly urged full

congi-essional study of the entire immigration sys-

tem since the first montlis of liis administration in

1953. However, in the absence of such basic con-

gressional action, the President has also frequently

reconunended specific remedial legislation to meet

the most urgent situations which have arisen over

the past 7 years.

The Administration's New Immigration Bill

The President's message of yesterday on this

subject is but the latest in the series of recom-

mendations which he has made in this general

field. His message basically was limited to two

major subjects: a recommendation that the entire

quota and national-origins system be restudied

and changed, coupled with a specific interim

recommendation that quotivs be approximately

doubled; and a recommendation concerning the

urgent need for special refugee legislation in order

that the World Refugee Year not become the firet

year since World War II to find the United States

without some special ability to receive a reasonable

number of the most meritorious refugee cases.

I believe you might be interested in a very brief

analysis of the administration's new immigration

bill, introduced as a result of the President's mes-

sage into the House of Representatives by both

Congressman [William E.] IMiller of New York
[H.R. 11234] and j'our own Congressman John
Lmdsay of New York City [H.R. 11235].

First, with regard to the quota itself, present

quotas are computed on the basis of the white

United States population as shown by the 1920

census. The proposed quotas would be computed
on the total United States population as shown by

the 1950 census and, as soon as it is completed, by

the 1960 census. The minimum quota for any
country would be doubled—from 100 to 200. In

addition, unused quota numbers (which generally

run around 50,000 per year, primarily from such

countries as the United Kingdom and Ireland),

which at present are forever lost, would luider the

new bill be available during the next year for use

by persons who come from coimtries with over-

subscribed quotas and who are in preference cate-

gories. Further, the distribution of these newly
available numbers, rather than being based on the

national-origins makeup of the United States as

of 1920, would in future be based on the actual

immigration into the United States from the vari-

ous countries over the past 35 years.

Perhaps one or two specific examples would
help illustrate the effect of the new bill. The pres-

ent quota of Italy, for example, is 5,666 persons

per year. Based on a most conservative method
of figuring, we estimate that the Italian quotha,

plus its share of unused quota numbers, would be

about 30,000 after 1960. The present Japanese
quota is 185. We estimate this would rise to about
2,900. The present Polish quota is 6,488. We
estimate this would rise to approximately 28,000.

The net result would be tliat the present quota
of 154,887 would be approximately doubled, and
would amount to about 300.000.

In addition the proposed legislation would re-

move the present quota ceiling of 2.000 on tlie so-

called Asia-Pacific triangle and would guarantee
tliat any new political entities which miglit be
created in the world, such as Tlie West Indies

federation, would under no circumstances have
a lower quota than they had prior to their

formation.

The second major section of I lie proposed bill

is the refugee provisions. Tlie bill would define

a refugee as an alien wlio has fled a Communist
area or a country in (he Middle East to escape
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pereecution based on race, rcli«;ion, or political

opinion, or wlio is iiway from and uniihlc to re-

turn to his home Inn-ause of natural calamities,

niilitarv operations, or political upheaval, and
who is in a non-Communist area and in need of

help.

Under the proposed legislation the Attorney

General would l>e permitted to parole into the

United States ui) to 10,000 refu<rees per year

selected by the Secretarj' of State; and the Pi-esi-

dent by proclamation could permit additional

refugees to enter in the same manner by making
a special finding that such additional refugees

were in need of assistance and that it was in the

United States" interest to grant them admission.

In addition the Attorney General would be given

authority to adjust the status of any refugee so

admitted to that of permanent resident after a

2-year period if the refugee had demonstrated

gootl character.

Finally, the new legislation would eliminate

the present requirement on our visa applications

to ask for information about the applicants' race

and ethnic classification—information which we

feel serves no useful purpose.

Record of Immigration Proposals

I recognize, of course, that immigration mat-

tere, which are of such deep interest to so many
persons within this country, are inevitably prob-

lems which will arouse political controversy. I

recognize that some may say—this being the year

of 1960—that the President's message and the bill

which I have just been describing are recently

conceived proposals for purposes of election-year

politics. I would like to point out that the record

does not bear this out.

In April 1053, 3 months after his inauguration.

President Eisenhower in a letter to Senator

Artlnir Watkins,* who was chairman of the

Joint Committee on Immigration and Nation-

ality Policy, recommended congressional study

looking toward fimdamental revision of the im-

migration statute. Also in 1953 the President

recommended and the Congress passed the

Refugee Relief Act.' Again in lOrtG, again in

1957, the President sent major messages to the

Congress" reiterating and making more explicit

his reconimendations foi- revision of the basic im-

migration law, based on a careful congressional

study of the problem. These major messages have
I)oen inters])ersed by a continued reiteration of the

President's position on this subject in the inter-

\ening years and by his many special messages
and recoiiHuondations on more specific aspects of

the general i)roblem such as his interventions con-

cerning the Hungarian refugee crisis.' The
President's major message of March 17, 1960, is,

therefore, actually only the latest in a continual

series that dates back to the earliest days of this

administration.

Obviously this latest proposal is not totally dif-

ferent from the President's previous proposals.

It would be odd if it were, for they, too, reflected

careful thought and detailed study. At the same
time, this latest proposal also reflects an aware-
ness of the continually changing circumstances

which always have existed and always will exist

in this field. I can speak with considerable per-

sonal knowledge of the evolution of many of these

proposals over the years, for I have been priv-

ileged to be associated with such matters in the

Department of State since 1953. As you know, the

Departments of State and Justice are the two
executive agencies most responsible for carrying
out United States policy in this field and there-

fore are the two agencies most responsible for

developing technical recommendations.

Based on my experience, however, and as one
who is at the "working level" of Government, I

also wish to point up the importance, when at-

tempting to move forward in an area such as this,

of interested and active leadership from the top

levels of the Government. In this field the con-

tinued personal interest both of President Eisen-

hower and of Vice President Xixon has been

indispensable, and there are many specific parts

of the finished product, in the form of yesterday's

message and bill, which reflect the personal ideas

and intervention of these two most senior leaders

of the administration.

In truth, inrunigration policy—refugee policy

—

is not and should not be a partisan issue. It is

instead one of the most basic issues of American

* For text, see ibid.. May 18, 1953, p. 730.

• For a statement by President Elsenhower, see ihid.,

Aug. 17, 10.")3, p. 201.

• For texts, see ihid., Feb. 20, 1956, p. 275, and Feb. 18,

1957, p. 247.

^ For background, see ibid., Nov. 19, 1956, p. 807, and
Dec. 10, 19.50, p. 91."?.
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national and international policy. Those who

have recognized this fact, whatever their views,

have been found in both parties. Those who have

exhibited leadership in this field, whatever their

views, have also been found in both parties.

Given the facts of American politics, I suppose

it is too much to hope that such an irresistible

subject will ever be removed from partisanship,

but at least we can strive to see that the partisan

issues interfere as little as possible with the care-

ful study and thoughtful debate which should

underlie whatever the United States may do in

this field. For assuredly all of us, of all parties

and all opinions, must benefit or suffer equally

from the results of what is done.

In closing I would like to speak of the merger

which is taking place today between the National

Council on Naturalization and Citizenship and

the American Immigration Conference. This

merger is symbolic of the fact that an interest in

those who immigrate does not cease with their

successful crossing of our borders. Immigration

is quite clearly only the first step in a process that

will continue until the immigrant has become, in

every sense, an American.

We in Government who deal with the official

aspects of these problems are deeply conscious of

the valuable services performed by such organiza-

tions as these two whicli are about to join. We
hope that the new organization will profit both

from the experience and wisdom of the Council as

well as from the enthusiasm and knowledge of

related problems which will be contributed by the

mvich younger sister organization, the Conference.

Many people in Government have had a long

and fruitful collaboration with the Council and

its activities. Referring to only a few, there are

here today Miss [Frances G.] Knight from the

Passport Office, who in this sense continues the

association initiated by her predecessor, Mrs.

[Ruth] Shipley, and Mr. [Frank L.] Auerbach

of the Visa Office, both, of course, from the De-

partment of State; from the Immigration Service,

Al Devaney, Helen Eckerson, and Ed Rudnick are

equally well known to all of you and have worked

closely with all of you.

It is my special privilege to bring today the

birthday greetings and best wishes for the future

to all of you here from both Attorney General

Rogers and from Secretary of State Herter, and to

these I most sincer-ely add my ovn\.

Cherry Blossom Festival Highlights

U.S.-Japanese Friendship

Remarks iy J. Graham Parsons

Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs ^

Tliis year, as we meet here at the Japanese
lantern to participate in the traditional opening
of the National Cherry Blossom Festival, there

are special reasons for callmg attention to our ties

with Japan. We celebrate in 1960 the centennial

of the first Japanese embassy to the United States.

The coming of this first diplomatic mission

aroused great mterest because it was only 6 years

earlier that our own Commodore Perry had ob-

tained the opening of Japan to the outside world.

The visitors in their ceremonial attire caught the

imagination of another great American, Walt
Wliitman, who was standing in the crowds of Man-
hattan as they passed. He celebrated their advent

m his poem "A Broadway Pageant."

Walt Whitman accurately prophesied tlie great

mutual lienefit wliich would result from this

inaugural visit. The exposure of Japan to West-
ern ideas and technology profomidly altered the

fabric of Japanese life and her national destiny.

Today, a century later, Japan has become a great

modem nation with democratic institutions blend-

ed to suit her ancient heritage, with a tliriving

economy opening ever new vistas to her \ntal,

industrious people, and with a world view wliich

emphasizes her determination to live in peace as

a good neighbor of other peoples.

We in America, as "\\niitman foresaw, have also

come to admire and benefit from much that is

Japanese. These beaut i fid trees are sj'mbolic of

the growing mfluence of Japanese culture on life

in the United States. Our art, our homes, and
our very outlook on life have been subtly influ-

enced in many ways by the love of nature and of

refined simplicity which is so much a part of the

Japanese scene. Himdreds of thousands of Amer-
icans who have lived or traveled in Japan in the

postwar yeai^s have brought home vivid memories

of a beautiful land and of an enterprising and

unaginative people.

Tliere are many reasons to hope that in the

years ahead Amei'ica and Japan will derive

greater benefit than ever from the new relation-

' Made at the openinp: ceremonies of the National

Cherry Blossom Festival at Wasliington, D.C., on Apr. 5

(press release 170).
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ship between our two countries. Only ii few weeks

a^o, in the Kast Room of the White House, where

a hundred yeius before President lUichaniui liud

received the first Japanese envoys, President Ei-

senhower received a Japanese delegation which

signed with us a new treaty of mutual coopera-

tion and security.- This treaty is a symbol of a

new and voluntary association for the defense

of our respective ways of life in the troubled

world of today. Neither Yukio Ozaki, who gave

tliese cherry ti-ees to the Capital, nor "Walt Whit-

man, seer that he was, could have dreamed of

this gi"eat and free association of Japan and the

United States as we enter the second century of

our diplomatic relations. In this anniversary year

of 1960 the friendship symbolized by the gift

of these cherry ti-ees takes on a new and deeper

significance for all of us.

U.S. and Philippines Open
Air Transport Negotiations

Press release 172 dated AprU 5

The Governments of the Republic of the Philip-

pines and the United States will open negotiations

for a new air transport agreement at Washington

on April 26, 1960. The former agreement ^ was

terminated at the request of the Government of

the Philippines on March 3, 1960. The composi-

tion of the delegations will be determined later.

U.S. and Philippine Presidents

Exchange Messages on Sugar Quota

White House press release dated April 4

The White House on April U made public the

folloming exchange of telegratns heticeen Presi-

dent Eisenhoxcer and Carlos P. Garcia, President

of the Philippines.

President Eisenhower to President Garcia

Makch 31, 1960

De.\r Mr. President : I have received your tele-

gram of March 17 asking that I increase the

Philippine sugar quota. As you know, the sugar

' For text, see Buujtin of Feb. 8, 1960, p. 179.

'Treaties and Other International Acts Series 1577 and

1844.

quotas are determined by Congress and any modi-

fication would require Congressional action.

Since the Sugar Act of 1948, as amended in 1956,

expires this year, Congress is expected to consider

its extension during the present session.

The Administration has been giving consider-

able thought to what recommendations it should

make to Congress for its consideration. After

weeks of most careful study of this problem, I

have concluded that the time is not propitious to

recommend any change in the present structure

of quotas assigned to foreign countries.

Accordingly, I have recommended to the Con-

gress only certain minimum changes in the present

Sugar Act. The most important of these would

give me the authority to reduce the quota for a.

calendar year for any foreign country, except, of

course, the Philippines, and to make required re-

placements from any source when I determine it

to be in the national interest or necessary to insure

adequate supplies of sugar. I have requested this

authority primarily to enable me to protect our

sugar consumers should our supplies of sugar

from foreign sources be endangered for any

reason. The final decision as to whether I am to

be given this authority, however, rests with Con-

gress. I regret, therefore, that it has not been

possible for me to comply with the wishes of the

Philippine sugar producers. I wish to assure you,

however, that the position of the Philippines has

been given full consideration by the Administra-

tion in arriving at the position which I have rec-

ommended to Congi-ess.

With assurances of my continued esteem,

Sincerely,

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

President Garcia to President Eisenhower

Makch 17, 1960

President Dwiqht Eisenhower

The White Bouse, Washington

On behalf of the Filipino people, particularly those In

the sugar industry, may I ask Your Kxcelleucy to increase

the rhilipiiine sugar quota by any amount you deem just

and fair. May I state in this connection that present

production capacity can absorb two hundred thousand

tons more of additional quota. Tour generous action on

this request will give a tremendous boost to our economy

which needs further stabilization.

Assuring you of the lasting gratitude of the Filipinos

and of my own, I remain

Very sincerely yours,

President Cablob P. Gascia.
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U.S. To Finance Modernization

of Airfield in Liberia

Press release 171 dated April 5

The United States, using special assistance

funds under the Mutual Security Program, is

planning to finance the modernization of Liberia's

principal airport, Roberts Field, to accommodate

jet traiSc which soon will be inaugurated. The
project, to be carried out under normal procedures

of the International Cooperation Administration,

involves reconstruction and lengthening of the

Roberts Field runway to 9,000 feet.

The modernization of Roberts Field to accom-

modate jet traffic was made necessary by the antic-

ipated increase in traffic through the field as well

as the introduction of jet service on West African

air routes.

Roberts Field was built during World War II

by the U.S. Government for use by the United

States Ferry Command. Until 19.H4 tlie airfield

was operated and maintained from U.S. Air Force

funds. The field is now being operated as a com-

mercial field by the Libeiian Government.

Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

86th Congress, 2d Session

Greater Cooperation Among Atlantic Democracies. Hear-
ing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on
S. Con. Res. 17. January 19, lOGO. 56 pp.

ConcUtions in the Soviet Union : the "New Class." Hear-
ing before the Subcommittee To Investigate the Admin-
istration of the Internal Security Act and Other Inter-

nal Security Laws of the Senate .Tudiciary Committee.
Further testimony of Aleksandr Y. Kaznacheyev. Jan-
uary 22, 1!)(10. 42 pp.

North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and
the Mexican Broadcasting Agreement. Hearing before
the subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee on S. Ex. A, 82d Congress, 1st session, and S.

Ex. G, StOth Congress, 1st session. Part 2. January 24,

lOfiO. 140 pp.

Compulsory Jurisdiction, International Court of Justice.

Hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee on S. Res. !)4, a resolution to amend S. Res. 106,

70th Congress, 2d session, rehitiiig to the recognition

of the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice

in <-ertain legal disputes. January 27-February 17,

10()0. r,20 PF).

Communist Ijcaderslilp : "Tough Guy" Takes Charge.
Hearings before the Subcommitlee To Investigate the

Administration of the Internal SiMurlty Act and Other
Internal Security Laws of the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee. Testimony liy and about Gus Hall. February
2-3, 1000. 03 pp.

Latin America : Venezuela, Brazil, Peru, Bolivia, and
Panama. Report of Senator George D. Aiken on a
study mission to the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. February 2, 1060. 17 pp. [Committee print]

The Ijleventh Semiannual Report on Activities Carried on
Under Public Law 480, 83d Congress, as amended. Re-
port outlining operations under the act during the period
July 1 through December 31, 1959. H. Doc. 335. Feb-
ruary 11, 1960. 76 pp.

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association Meeting, Can-
berra, Australia, 1959. Report of the delegation ap-
pointed to attend the meeting. November 6-7, 1959. S.

Doc. 83. February 16, 1960. 22 pp.
Mutual Security Act of 1060. Hearings before the House

Foreign Affairs Committee on draft legislation to amend
further the Mutual Security Act of 10.54, as amended,
and for other purposes. Part 1. February 17-29, 1060.
197 pp.

Special Report of the National Advisory Council on the
Proposed International Development Association. Mes-
sage from the President transmitting the report. H.
Doc. 345. February 18, 1960. 50 pp.

National Policy Machinery in Communist China. Report
of the Senate Committee on Government Operations
made by its Subcommittee on National Policy Machin-
ery. S. Rept. 1096. February 19, 1960. 28 pp.

South America : Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colom-
bia, and Venezuela. Report of Senator Wayne Morse
on a study mission to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. February 20, 1960. 38 pp. [Committee
print]

United Nations Action on Disarmament : A Survey of the
Debate and Resolutions of the Fourteenth Session of
the General Assembly (September-November 1959).
Prepared by the Subcommittee on Disarmament of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. February 22,
1960. 14 pp. [Committee print]

Temporary Tariff Treatment of Chicory. Report to ac-

company H.E. 9308. H. Rept. 1287. February 22,

1960. 2 pp.
Temporary Suspension of Duty on Certain Shoe Lathes.

Report to accompany H.R. 9862. H. Rept. 1288. Febru-
ary 22, 1960. 2 pp.

Organizing for National Security. Hearings before the
National Policy Machinery Subcommittee of the Sen-
ate Government Operations Committee. Part 1. Febru-
ary 23-2.5. 1960. 2.35 pp.

U.S. Citizens Commission on NATO. Report to accom-
pany S. J. Res. 170. S. Rept. 1122. February 23, 1960.

4 pp.

United States Aid Program in Vietnam. Report by the
Subcommittee on State Department Organization and
Public Affairs to the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. February 26, lOCO. 60 pp. [Committee print]

Authorizing Service by Canadian Vessels to Southeastern
Alaska. Report to accompany S. 2773. S. Rept. 1138.

February 26, 1960. 3 pp.
Providing for the Care and Treatment of Returning Na-

tionals of the United States Who Became Mentally III

in a Foreign Country. Report to accompany S. 2.331.

S. Rept. 1143. February 27, 1060. 8 pp.

United States-Latin .\nierican Relations: Soviet Bloc
Latin .\merican Activities and Their Imi)lications for

United States Foreign P()li(y. .\ study prei)ared at the

refiuest of the SnlK-onimittce on American Republic Af-

fairs of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee by
Cori«)ration for Economic and Industrial Re.search.

No. 7. Fel)ruary 28, 10(M). 127 pp. [Committee print]

Authorizing the Acquisition of Land for Donation to the

Pan American Health Organization as a Headcjuarters

Site. Report to accompany H.R. 7579. II. Rept. 1300.

March 1. 10(;o. pp.

Report on Audit of the Development Loan Fund for the

Fi.scal lear Ended June 30, 1050. U. Doc. 350. March
1, 1960. 57 pp.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Security Council Calls for Adherence to U.N. Principles in South Africa

On March 30 the Security Council adopted on

its agenda an item requested hy 29 African and

Asian delegations urging consideration of the

^^sitjiation arising out of the large-scale killings

of unarmed and peaceful demonstrators against

racial discrimination and segregation in the Union

of South Africa.'''' ' Follo^cing are two statements

made by Henry Cahot Lodge., U.S. Representa-

tive, and the text of a resolution adopted on

April 1.

STATEMENT OF MARCH 30

U.S./U.X. press release 3375

The United States supported adoption of the

agenda and would like to set forth our reasons

why.

Our position on this question was expressed

clcarl,v in Washington by Secretary of State

Herter last Friday.^ At that time he stated that

the United States favored Security Council dis-

cussion of this question. In so doing he pointed

out that the United States has followed the same

policy on the discussion of apartheid in the Gen-

eral Assembly for the last 5 years.'

Since various comments have been made on the

question of competence, let me state briefly our

view of this matter.

The United States views on the interpretation

and application of article 2 (7) of the charter

have been clearly established. I myself stated in

the discussion of the question of Tibet at the last

session of the General Assembly :

*

' I'.X. Uoc. S/4279 and Add. 1.

' BiLLErriN of Apr. 11, 1960, p. 551.

' For a statement made by Harold Riegelman, U.S.

Kopresputativc. during the 14th ses.sion of the General

Assembly, sec ibiA., Dec. 28, 19.59, p. 948.

* Jhi(\.. Nov. 9, 1959, p. C84.

In the years since the establishment of the United

Nations certain principles and rules concerning the ap-

plication of article 2, paragraph 7, have emerged. It

has become established, for example, that inscription

and then discussion of an agenda item do not constitute

intervention in matters which lie essentially within do-

mestic jurisdiction.

We hold the same view with respect to the

Security Council that we do in the General

Assembly.

When a question such as the present one is in-

volved, article 2(7) must be read in the light of

articles 55 and 56.

Under articles 55 and 56 of the charter all

members of the United Nations have pledged

themselves to promote universal respect for, and

observance of, human rights and fundamental

freedoms for all without distinction as to race,

se.x, language, or religion. During the 13th Gen-

eral Assembly the United States Representative

in the Special Political Committee, Mr. George

Harrison, expressed United States policy on these

articles in connection with the apartheid dis-

cussions on October 16, 1958 :
°

No member of thus organization could justifiably seek

purposely to escape its pledge. No member could justi-

fiably be excused from endeavoring to fulfill it. We
believe that the United Nations can legitimately call

attention to policies of member governments which ai>-

pear to be Inconsistent with obligations under the charter

and earnestly to ask members to abide by the under-

takings that they have accepted in signing the charter.

We all recognize tliat every nation has the right to

regulate its own internal affairs. This is a right ac-

knowledged by article 2, paragraph 7, of the charter. At

the same time we must re<-ognize the right—and the obli-

gations—of the United Nations to be concerned with

national policies insofar as they affect the world commu-

nity. This is particularly so in cases where interna-

tional obligations embodied In the charter are concernetl.

' /&«/., Nov. 24, 1958, p. 842.
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The United States regrets profoundly the tragic

loss of life in South Africa. Twenty-nine member
states liave brought this situation before the Coun-

cil, stating that they consider it to have grave po-

tentialities for international friction which

endangei-s the maintenance of international peace

and security. "VVliat this means is that in their

view this situation is not only within the scope

of articles 55 and 56 but also of articles 34 and 35.

Such widespread concern testifies to the desira-

bility of the Council considering the problem.

Let me say to the members of the Council that

the United States approaches this question with

no false pride at all. We recognize that many
countries, and the United States must be included

in that list, cannot be content with the progress

which they have made in the field of human rights

and that we must continue our efforts as we are

doing to provide full equality of opportunity for

all of our citizens.

In many countries unsanctioned violations of

human rights continue to occur. But we think

there is an important distinction between situa-

tions where governments are actively promoting

human rights and fundamental freedoms for all

without distinction as to race, sex, language, or

religion and situations where governmental policy

runs counter to this.

The question we are asked to consider today

has its own particular background of geography,

racial composition, cultural diversity, and eco-

nomic relationships. Even difficulties of this sort

do not relieve a government of its obligations, nor

can they relieve the United Nations of its re-

sponsibilities. We think this question is a proper

one for United Nations consideration and there-

fore supported the adoption of the agenda.

STATEMENT OF APRIL 1

U.S./tJ.N. press release 3376

On Monday, March 21, in various parts of the

Union of South Africa, people of African origin

carried out mass demonstrations against laws

which require them to carry passes. These dem-

onstrations led to clashes with the police. Ac-

cording to figures made public by the South Afri-

can mission to the United Nations, at least G8

Africans were killed and over 220 were injured.

The tragic events that day and subsequently

have caused shock and distress beyond the borders

of South Africa. Within the Union of South

Africa a state of acute tension prevails. All these j

facts together constitute the immediate and com- \

pelling cause of this meeting of the Security

Council.

The situation before the Council is of deep con-

cern to the United States. We say this because

our primary desire is to help promote witliin the i

framework of the charter the objectives of the I

United Nations.

Tlie framers of the charter took a liistoric for-

ward step when they included among the purposes

of the United Nations the achievement of inter-

national cooperation in promoting and encourag-

ing respect for human rights and fundamental

freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,

language, or religion. The United States sup-

ported wholeheartedly tliis important innovation

in the charter. Its newness and importance as a

concept in international life make it essential for

all of us to approach sympathetically and con-

structively the question now before the Security

Coimcil.

United States representatives have often stated

in General Assembly discussions our belief that

the Assembly can properly consider questions of

racial discrimination where they are matters of

governmental policy. The United States believes

that in this case also the charter provides a defi-

nite basis for Security Council consideration.

Wlien governmental policies within one coim-

try evoke the deep concern of a great part of

mankind, they inevitably contribute to tension

among nations. This is especially true of racial

tensions and the violence which sometimes results.

They are more subtle and more complex than some

of the political disputes between states wliich the

Council has considered. But in the long inin they

may be even more destructive to the peace of

mankind.

We deeply deplore the loss of life which has

taken place in South Africa. We appeal to all

the people in South Africa to abjure violence and

to proceed hereafter only by peaceful means.

Tensions among tlie people living in South Africa

ought to be peacefully relaxed. Violence is de-

plorable and dangerous no matter from what race

or group the victims may come. As we survey the

events which are taking place in South Africa, we

are confirmed in our view that violence can only

make matters worse.
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It is clear tliat tlie source of the conflict from

which the recent tragic events have flowed is tlie

policy of apartheid followed by the Government
of the Union of South Africa. The United Na-

tions is no stranger to tiiis question. The Gen-

eral Assembly has pronounced itself repeatedly in

opposition to the policy of apartheid and similar

practices. Last year once again the Assembly, by

an overwhelming vote, including that of the

United States, noted the continuance of the apart-

heid policy in the Union of South Africa and

made a solenm appeal for the observance of the

Inmian rights provisions of the charter.

In the circumstances confronting us today we
appeal once again to the Government of the Union

of South Africa, with the greatest sincerity and

friendly intent, that it reconsider policies which

prevent people of certain races in the Union from

enjoying their God-given rights and freedoms.

In former years we have made that appeal in the

name of justice. Today we make it also in the

name of peace. Truly, as we see it here now, the

two are in the long run inseparable.

Africa is a continent where all the races mingle

together. For the most part they enjoy happy
and fruitful relationships. The goal in Africa, as

e^•ery where, must be to end the domination of

group by group so that members of all races will

feel secure.

We acknowledge that the problem of creating

a stable society of diverse racial gi'oups anywhere

is difficult. It takes many decades, indeed many
generations, to allay anxieties and remove tensions.

But it is not too late, we think, to reverse the

tide in South Africa. We are glad to note that

the Government of the Union of South Africa has

relaxed the enforcement of the pass laws which

were the immediate grievance of the demonstra-

tors. We hope other steps are on the way which

will lead to a general improvement of the situation.

Now, Mr. President, we confront a draft resolu-

tion submitted by the representative of Ecuador

which points a constructive way for the Council

to proceed. This draft represents a serious and

responsible reflection of the views which have

been expressed in the Council. It deplores the

loss of lives in the recent disturbances in South

Africa, and it extends to the many families of the

victims the deepest sj'mpathies of tlie Council.

It calls upon the Government of South Africa to

initiate measures aimed at bringing about racial

harmony based on equality. It also provides that

the Secretary-General through his great skill and

resourcefulness should make arrangements whidi

will "iielp in upholding the purposes and princi-

ples of the Charter." This I think is a construc-

tive step. It seeks to build a bridge and not a

wall. That is what we should try to do.

The United States will vote for this resolution.

We hope the actions of the Council will be taken

by those concerned in the spirit in whicli it is in-

tended—to encourage the peaceful evolution of

a society in South Africa in which men of all races

can live together in harmony, with mutual respect

for the different cultures and ways of life which

now exist there.

TEXT OF RESOLUTION"

The Security Council,

Baving considered the complaint of 29 Member States

contained in document S/4279 and Add. 1 concernins

"tlie situation arising out of the large-scale killings of

unarmed and peaceful demonstrators against racial dis-

crimination and segregation in the Union of South

Africa",

Recognizing that such a situation has been brought

about by the racial policies of the Government of the

Union of South Africa and the continued disregard by

that Government of the resolutions of the General As-

sembly calling ujjon it to revise its policies and bring

them into conformity with its obligations and responsi-

bilities under the Charter,

Taking into account the strong feelings and grave con-

cern aroused among Governments and peoples of the

world by the happenings in the Union of South Africa,

1. Recognizes that the situation in the Union of South

Africa is one that has led to international frictJon and

if continued might endanger international peace and
security

;

2. Deplores that the recent disturbances in the Union

of South Africa should have led to the loss of life of so

many Africans and extends to the families of the victims

its deepest sympathies;

3. Deplores the policies and actions of the Government

of the Union of South Africa which have given rise to the

present situation

;

4. Calls upon the Government of the Union of South

Africa to initiate measures aimed at bringing about racial

harmony based on e<iuality in order to ensure that the

present situation does not continue or recur and to aban-

don its policies of apartheid and racial discrimination ;

5. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with

the Government of the Union of South Africa, to make
such arrangements as would adequately help In uphold-

ing the purposes and principles of the Charter and to

report to the Security Council whenever necessary and

appropriate.

*U.N'. doc. S/4300; adopted on Apr. 1 by n vote of 9

to 0, with 2 abstentions (France, U.K.).
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U.S. and Rumania Sign Agreement

Relating to Financial Questions

Pres3 release 159 dated March 30

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

An agreement relating to outstanding financial

questions between the United States and Rumania
was signed at Washington on March 30 by Foy
D. Kohler, Assistant Secretary of State, repre-

sentative of the Government of the United States

and Radu Manescu, Deputy Mmister of Finance,

representative of the Government of the Ruma-
nian People's Republic. The negotiations which

led to the signing of the agreement began on No-

vember 16, 1959.1

The agreement provides for the settlement on a

limip-sum basis of claims of U.S. nationals arising

out of war damage, nationalization, and com-

mercial and financial debts as described in articles

I and II. The lump-sum settlement of $24,526,370

includes $22,026,370 in assets of the Rumanian
Government and Rumanian corporations which

were blocked in the United States during the war

and $2,500,000 which is to be paid by the Ru-

manian Government to the United States Govern-

ment in five installments between July 1, 1960, and

July 1, 1964.

The adjudication of certain American claims

against Rumania, as provided in Public Law 285,

84th Congress, was completed by the Foreign

Claims Settlement Commission of the United

States on August 9, 1959. In accoi-dance with

Public Law 285, awards of the Commission have

been certified to the U.S. Treasury for payment

and certain payments have already been made out

of the assets referred to above.

The agreement al.so provides for the unblocking

by the U.S. Government of assets of natural per-

sons residing in Riiniaiiiu. Ry an cxcliange of

letters between tlie lieads of the two delegations

it was agreed that the transmission to payees in

Rumania of U.S. Treasury checks will be resumed.

' For background, see Bttlletin of Nov. 23, 1959, p. 7CA.
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AGREEMENT AND EXCHANGE OF LETTERS

Text of Agreement

AOBKEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OP AUEBICA AND

THE KUMANIAN TeOPLE'S RePI'BI-IC RELATING TO FINAN-

CIAL Questions Between the Two Countries

The Goverunient of the United States of America and

tlie Government of the lUinmnian People's Republic hav-

ing reached an understaiidinj; ou the liuuucial matters

s|>ecitied herein have agreed as follows

:

Article I

(1) The Government of the United States of America

and the Government of the Rumanian People's Republic

agree that the lump sum of $24,520,370, as specitied in

Article III. will constitute full and final settlement and

discharge of the claims described below :

(a) Claims for the restoration of. or payment of com-

pensation for, property, risjhts and interests of nationals

of the United States of America, as specitied in Articles

24 and 25 of the Treaty of Peace with Rumania which

entered into force on September 15. 1947.

(b) Claims for the nationalization, compulsory liquida-

tion, or other talcing, prior to the date of this Agreement

of property, rights and interests of nationals of the

United States of America in Rumania ; and

(c) Claims predicated upon obligations expressed in

currency of the United States of America arising out of

contractual or other rights acquired by nationals of the

United States of America prior to Sei)tember 1, 1939, and
which became pa.valile prior to September 1.5, 1947.

(2) The term "nationals of the United States of

America" as used in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c)

above refers to nationals who possessed United States

nationality

;

(a) for the purpose of subparagraph (a) on both

September 12, 1944 and September 15, 1947

;

(b) for the purpose of subparagraph (b) on the ef-

fective date of nationalization, compulsory liquidation, or

other taking;

(c) for the purpose of subparagraph (c) on September

1, 1939.

Article II

The claims of nationals of the United States of America

to which reference is made in paragraph (1) of Article

I are those with respect to property, rights and interests

covered by subparagraphs (a) and (b) of that i)aragraph

and with respect to obligations covered by subparagraph

(c) of the same paragraph which were

:

(a) directly owned by individuals who were nationals

of the United States of America (for this purpose owner-

ship through a partnership or an unincorporated associa-

tion being considered dir('<-t ownership) ;

(b) directly owned by a corporation or other legal

entity organized under the laws of the United States of

America or a constituent state or other political entity

thereof, if more than fifty per centum of the outstanding

capital stock or other beneficial interest in such legal

entity was owned directly or indirectly by natural per-

Trade Relations With Rumania

])<l)iirtiii( nt Stdtrincnt '

rresB release 158 dated March 30

In the course of negotiations between representa-

tives of the Government of the United States and

the Government of the Rumanian People's Republic

for the conclusion of an agreement concerning li-

nancial questions between tlie two countries, it

was mutually agreed that a settlement of these

questions would contribute to the development of

conditions favorable for increased trade between

the two countries.

With the conclusion today of the agreement be-

tween the United States of America and the Ru-

manian People's Republic, relating to financial

questions, the two Governments affirm their desire

to see an expansion of peaceful trade between the

two countries. In this connection the two Govern-

ments have agreed to exchange and to disseminate

by appropriate means information concerning oi>-

portunities for trade between the two countries.

They have agreed also to facilitate travel to their

countries by commercial representatives and oflB-

cials of the other country. As conditions permit,

the two Governments will give consideration to

.such additional measures as will contribute to the

development of expanded trade relations between

the United States and Rumania.

The Governments of the United States of America

and the Rumanian People's Republic welcome the

possibility of creating through such efforts favor-

able conditions for the expansion of peaceful trade

and the development of more normal trade rela-

tions which should also serve as a means of in-

creasing contacts between the peoples of the two

countries.

' An identical statement was released by the Ru-

manian Government on Mar. 31.

sons who were nationals of the United States of America

;

or

(c) indirectly owned by individuals or corporations

within subparagraphs (a) or (b) of this Article through

interests, totalling twenty-five per centum or more, in a

Rumanian legal entity.

Article III

The sum of $24,.526,370 referred to in Article I of this

Agreement shall be made up as follows

:

(a) The proceeds resulting from the liquidation of

assets in the United States of America which were sub-

ject to wartime blocking controls and which belonged to

the Rumanian Government and its nationals, other than

natural persons, amounting in value to ,?22,02G.370.

(b) A sum of $2,.500,000 which shall be paid by the

Government of the Rumanian People's Republic to the

Government of the United States of America in five in-
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stallments, each of which shall be in the amount of

$500,000. The first installment shall be paid on July 1,

1960. The four remaining installments shall be paid on

July 1, 19C1, July 1, 1962, July 1, 1963, and July 1, 1964,

respectively.

Abticle IV

As from the date of this Agreement, the Government of

the United States of America will not pursue or present

to the Government of the Rumanian People's Republic

claims falling within the categories set forth in paragraph

(1) of Article I of this Agreement, without regard to

whether the claimants qualify under paragraph (2) of

Article I and Article II of this Agreement, or claims

predicated upon obligations expressed in other than cur-

rency of the United States of America arising out of con-

tractual or other rights acquired and payable prior to

the date of this Agreement.

Akticle V

The distribution of the lump sum referred to in para-

graph (1) of Article I of this Agreement falls within the

exclusive competence of the Government of the United

States of America in accordance with its legislation, with-

out any responsibility arising for the Government of the

Rumanian People's Republic therefrom.

Article VI

The Government of the United States of America will

release within 30 days of the date of this Agreement its

blocking controls over all Rumanian property In the

United States of America.

Article VII

The present Agreement shall come into force upon the

date of signature.

Done at Washington on March 30, 1960, in duplicate, in

the English and Rumanian languages, both texts being

equally authentic.

For the Government of the United States of

America

:

FoY D. KonLER

For the Government of the Rumanian People's

Republic

:

R. Manescu

Exchanges of Letters

U.S. LETTER ON INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE III

WASiiiNGTOfj, March 30, 19t>0

Excellency : I have the honor to refer to the provisions

of paragraph (a) of Article III of the Agreement signed

on this date. In connection with the discussions that

have taken place concerning this Article, I wish to inform

you that the Government of the United States of America

will inform the Government of the Rumaniau People's

Republic of the final figure representing the value of the

proceeds resulting from the liquidation of assets in the

United States of America which were subject to wartime
blocking controls and which belonged to the Rumanian
Government and its nationals, other than natural per-

sons, when this is determlne<l by tlie appropriate United

672

States agencies. It is understood that any possible dif-

ferences between the figure set out in paragraph (a) of

Article III and the final figure furnished by the United

States Government will not give rise to or affect any

rights or obligations between the two Governments.

I shall appreciate receiving Tour Excellency's con-

firmation of the above understanding.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

FOY D. KOHLEB
Chairman

His Excellency

Radu Manescu,
Chairman, Delegation of the Rumanian People's Republic.

RUMANIAN REPLY

Washington, J/arc7i 30, i960 ,

ExcEn^LENCY : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt II

of your letter of this date which reads as follows

:

[text of U.S. letter]

I have the honor to confirm that I fully agree with the

understanding expressed above.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

R. Manescu
Chairman

His Excellency

FOY D. KOHLER,

Chairman, Delegation of the United States of America.

RUMANIAN LETTER ON TRANSMISSION OF U.S. TREASURY
CHECKS TO RUMANIA

Washington, March SO, 1960

Excellency : I have the honor to refer to the recent

discussions between representatives of the Government of

the Rumanian People's Republic and the Government of

the United States of America regarding the restriction

contained in the regulation of the GoveiTiment of the

United States of America known as Treasury Department

Circular 655 concerning the transfer of money from

United States public funds to payees in Rumania.

In this connection I wish to inform you that:

(a) The Government of the Rumanian People's Repub-

lic places no obstacles or limitations preventing recipients

of allowances, social security payments, military pension

or other payments by the United States authorities, from

holding checks for such payments in accordance with ex-

isting regulations of the Rumanian People's Republic

and from converting them at the most favorable prevail-

ing rate for remittances to private persons, at present 6

lei to the dollar plus 6 lei representing an exchange pre-

mium of 100%.

(b) The Government of the Rumanian People's Repub-

lic places no obstacles in the way of beneficiaries in

Rumania who may have various claims against United

States remitting agencies (such as the Social Security

Administration, the Veterans Administration, and any

other agencies concerned) furnishing such agencies such

information and documentation as may be i-equired by
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UnitiHl States law in coiinoction with tlicsp claims and

cimiinunicatiii); dirt't'tly or iiulirootly willi rt'siH'ct to

tliese matters with the American authorities concerned.

In accordance with tlie understanding we have

reached, I will appreciate receiving your confirmation

that the Government of the United States of America,

talking into account the above assurances, agrees to re-

move the restrictions contained in Treasury Department

Circular 055.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

R. Manescu
Chairman

U.S. REPLY

Washington, March 30, 1960

Excellency : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt

of your letter of this date which reads as follows

;

[text of Rumanian letter]

I hereby confirm that, in view of the assurances con-

tained in your letter, the Government of the Unite<l States

of America will amend Circular No. 655 Issued by the

Secretary of tlie Treasury of the United States of .lijuer-

iea, so as to remove the restriction on the transfer of

money from United States public funds to payees in

Rumania.
Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

FOT D. KOHLEB
Chairman

U.S. LETTER ON RUMANIAN DOLLAR BOND OBLIGATIONS

Washington,, March 30, lOCO

Excellency : I have the honor to refer to the Agree-

ment signed today between the Governments of the United

States of America and the Rumanian People's Republic

relating to financial questions between our countries.

The Government of the United States of America has

taken note of your jiroposal to include within this Agree-

ment the dollar bond obligations Issued or guaranteed by

the Rumanian State, owned by American nationals and

payable in the United States of America.

The Government of the United States of America has

not been in a position to agree to your proposal, inter alia,

since it follows the practice of leaving such matters for

negotiation between the debtor government and the bond-

holders or their representatives.

It is my luiderstanding that the Government of the

Rumanian People's Republic, by putting forward the pro-

ix»sal mentione<l above, has taken note of the outstanding

Rumanian dollar bond obligations, and it expresses its

intention to settle these obligations with the bondholders

or their representatives.

At the same time, I wish to confirm that the Govern-

ment of the United States of America considers the ques-

tion of the dollar bond obligations to be separate and

distinct from and without effect on the other matters

within the scope of the Agreement signed today.

I shall appreciate receiving your Excellency's confirma-

tion of the above understanding.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

FoY D. KOIILEB

Chairman

RUMANIAN REPLY

Washington, March SO, 1960

Excellency : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt

of your letter of this date which reads as follows

:

[text of U.S. letter)

I have the honor to confirm that I fully agree with the

understiinding expressed above.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

R. Manescit
Chairman

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Aviation

International air services transit agreement. Done at
Chicago December 7, 1944. Entered into force for the
United States February 8, 1945. 59 Stat. 1693.
Acceptance deposited: Republic of Cameroun, March

30, 1960.

Narcotics

Protocol for limiting and regulating the cultivation of
the poppy plant, the production of, international and
wholesale trade in, and use of opium. Dated at New
York June 23, 1953.^

Ratification deposited: Union of South Africa, March
9, 1960.

Telecommunications

North American regional broadcasting agreement and
final protocol. Signed at Washington November 15,

1950. Enters into force 15 days after the deposit of
ratification or adherence by at least three of the follow-
ing four countries, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and the
United States.

Ratifications deposited: Cuba, February 17, 1953; Can-
ada ( with a reservation ) , April 7, 1957 ; United
States, April 4, 1960.

Entered into force: April 19, 1900.

BILATERAL

Japan

Agreement for a third-country technical assistance train-

ing program in Japan. Effected by exchange of notes
at Tokyo March 23, 1900. Entered into force JIarch 23,

1960.

Netherlands

Agreement relating to a weapons production program.
Effected by exchange of notes at The Hague March 24,

1960. Entered into force provisionally March 24, 1960.

Enters into force definitively on the date the United
States is notified that the approval constitutionally re-

quired in the Netherlands has been obtained.

' Not in force.
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New Zealand

Agreement providing for a grant to assist in the acqui-

sition of nuclear researcli and training equipment and

materials. Effected by exchange of notes at Welling-

ton March 23, 1960. Entered into force March 23, 1960.

United Arab Republic

Agreement amending the agricultural commodities agree-

ment of December 24, 1958, as amended (TIAS 4147,

4223 and 4333 ) . Effected by exchange of notes at Cairo

March 20, 1960. Entered into force March 26. 1960.

Agreement supplementing the agricultural commodities

agreement of July 29, 1959 (TIAS 4283). Effected by

exchange of notes at Cairo March 26, 1960. Entered

into force March 26, 1960.

Zanzibar

Parcel post agreement and regulations of execution.

Signed at Zanzibar October 20 and at Washington De-

cember 30, 19.59.

Enters into force: May 1, 1960.

PUBLICATIONS

Signed at Bonn March 9 and May 23, 1959. Entered into

force May 26, 1959. With related note—Signed at Bonn
J'uly 31, 1959.

Grant for Procurement of Nuclear Research and Training
Equipment and Materials. TIAS 4371. 4 pp. 5<J.

Agreement between the United States of America and
China. Exchange of notes—Signed at Washington October
16 and December 2, 1959. Entered into force December
2, 1959.

Mutual Defense Assistance—Special Project of Assist-
ance. TIAS 4372. 5 pp. 50.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Turkey. Exchange of notes—Signed at Ankara November
30, 1959. Entered into force November 30, 1959.

Mutual Defense Assistance. TIAS 4373. 4 pp. 5(f.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Belgium, amending annex B to agreement of January 27,

1950. Exchange of notes—Signed at Brussels October 27
and December 1, 1959. Entered into force December 1,

1959.

Surplus Agricultural Commodities.
100.

TIAS 4375. 9 pp.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Uruguay, supplementing agreement of February 20, 1959,
as supplemented. Signed at Montevideo December 1,

1959. Entered into force December 1, 1959. With ex-
change of notes.

Recent Releases

For sale iy the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-

ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. Address

requests direct to the Superintendent of Documents, ex-

cept in the case of free puUications, which may he

obtained from the Department of State.

Surplus Agricultural Commodities—Purchases for Syrian

Pounds. TIAS 4357. 7 pp. 100.

Agreement between the United States of America and the

United Arab Republic—Signed at Cairo November 14,

1959. Entered into force November 14, 1959. With ex-

change of notes.

Certificates of Airworthiness for Imported Aircraft.

TIAS 4358. 6 pp. 50.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Australia. Exchange of notes—Signed at Washington
November 20, 1959. Entered into force November 20, 1959.

United States Educational Commission in Sweden. TIAS
43.59. 3 pp. 50.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Sweden, amending agreement of November 20, 1952. Ex-
change of notes—Signed at Stockholm November 20, 1959.

Entered into force November 20, 1959.

Sale of Military Equipment, Materials, and Services—As-
surances. TIAS 4367. 2 pp. 50.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Liberia. Exchange of notes—Signed at Monrovia April

10 and July 19, 1958. Entered into force July 19, 1958.

Guaranty of Private Investments. TIAS 4368. 4 pp. 50.

Agreement between the United States of America and
India, supplementing agreement of September 19, 1957.

Exchange of notes—Signed at Washington December 7,

1959. Entered into force December 7, 1959.

Interchange of Patent Rights and Technical Information
for Defense Purposes. TIAS 4369. 15 pp. 100.

Agreement between the United States of America and the
Federal Republic of Germany. Exchange of notes

—
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Some Economic Aspects of U.S. Foreign Policy

by Under Secretary Dillon^

It is a privilege to be here tonif^ht and to see

once again many members of tlie Virginia State

Chamber whom I liad the pleasure of meeting

during your 1956 tour of Europe, when I was

Ambassador to France.

The Virginia State Chamber is unique in its

sponsorship over the past decade of visits to key

world capitals. These visits, which you so aptly

describe as "ventures in understanding," are truly

important.

Never before in history have the personal lives

of ^Vmericans been so directly and so gravely

affected by the actions of other peoples and other

nations. "We can maintain our position in the

world only if our citizens devote time and effort

to imdei-standing the pressing international prob-

lems of the day. The United States must face

these problems boldly and courageously if we are

to survive as a free and prosperous nation.

It is particularly important that your next ven-

ture in understanding takes j'ou tliis smnmer to

the Soviet Union, where you will have a first-

hand look at the new face of communism imder

Premier Khrushchev.

"Within the Soviet Union this new face is char-

acterized by an easing of terroristic repression,

some decentralization of power and authority,

and increases in living standards sufficient to

maintain the incentives of the Soviet people and

lend credence to Communist promises of future

abundance.

Its outward aspects are calls for total disarma-

ment and for an easing of world tensions—both

to be accomplished on Communist terms—accom-

' Address made before the Virginia State Chamber of

Commerce at Roanoke, Va., on Apr. 15 (press release

195).

panied by challenges to the industrialized nations

of the free world to compete in what Soviet lead-

ers call "peaceful coexistence." "Wlien Soviet

leaders talk of "peaceful coexistence," they mean
competition under their rules—with all the ad-

vantages accruing to communism.
Commimism's new face is supported by enor-

mous and growing military power and by a high

rate of economic growth. Because Soviet rulers

now appear to recognize the dangers of general

war, they are increasingly anxious to realize their

expansionist ambitions through nomnilitary tac-

tics—through diplomacy, trade, economic aid,

propaganda, and subversion. They are concen-

trating upon economic and technical achievements

and counting on material progress in the Soviet

Union to act as a powerful example and magnet
in the free world's newly developing areas.

No matter what the nature of Soviet tactical

maneuvering in the years ahead, "coexistence" will

bo marked by unrelenting Communist determina-

tion and pressure to subvert and control all other

states. For their goal, as e^•el•y Soviet leader from
Lenin to Khrushchev has openly proclaimed, is a

world in wliich only commiuiism shall prevail.

In pursuit of this goal the Soviet Union has

mounted a determined and resourceful drive to

penetrate, influence, and eventually capture the

newly developing countries of Asia, Africa, and

Latin America, utilizing skillful propaganda and

ti'ade-and-aid techniques. The hundreds of mil-

lions of underprivileged peoples in these areas are

no longer content merely to exist. They know
that there is a better way of life than tlieir ago-old

poverty, disease, and ignorance. They are deter-

mined to improve their lot. The Soviet bloc seeks

fo capitalize on this surge for economic and social
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progress and is giving major attention to tlie newly

developing areas in its announced drive to conquer

the world by all means short of war.

Communist Economic Offensive

Tliis side of conmiunism's new face began

emergmg after the death of Stalin m 1953. Pre-

viously Soviet leaders had made it abundantly

clear that they couldn't care less about the prog-

ress of the newly developing areas. Mmdful,

however, of the success of our trade and aid pro-

grams m keeping nations weakened by World War
II from falling into the Commmiist orbit, the

Soviet bloc has trained its sights on selected target

countries which it considers most vulnerable to

Commmiist blandishments.

Beginnmg modestly with $11 million in 1954,

the Sino-Soviet bloc has rapidly raised its amiual

levels of economic aid to free-world comitries.

Last year nearly a billion dollars was added. By
the close of 1959 bloc commitments of economic

aid totaled $2^/2 billion. So far this year nearly

six hmidred million more dollars has been

committed.

About 90 percent of these totals has been con-

centrated on only 13 countries in Asia and Africa.

The bloc has enhanced the effectiveness of its as-

sistance by making quick, long-term, lump-sum

agreements and by concentrating on projects

which have a visual political and psychological

impact.

Communist aid offers have typically involved

both the sending of bloc teclinicians to newly

developing countries and the training of nationals

of these countries in bloc institutions. In 1959

there were more than 5,000 nonmilitary Commu-
nist technicians in newly developing areas. Dur-

ing the past 4 years nearly 4,000 students and

trainees have studied in Communist countries.

The bloc has carefully tied its aid drive in with

expanded offers of trade. Communist trade with

the newly developing countries has nearly tripled

from some $800 million in 1954 to considerably

more than $2 billion in 1958. During the first

half of last year—the latest period for which com-

plete figures are available—it totaled more than

a billion. As with aid, much of this increase is

concentrated in a relatively few countries. Some
of them are now doing sizable percentages of their

total trade with the bloc. However, the principal

significance of bloc trade is not its relative share in

the total trade of these countries but the fact that

it is adroitly timed and shaped to achieve the

greatest possible political effect, both by relieving

exporting countries of burdensome surpluses and
by offering much-desired capital goods on easy

and supposedly favorable tenns.

The short-term objective of this new Commu-
nist activity is to provoke and capitalize on

tensions between the less developed and the more
developed nations of the free world. The long-

range aim is to create climates and attitudes in

the newly developing areas which will be con-

ducive to eventual Communist takeover.

The Soviets are striving to equate communism
with progress in the minds of the peoples of these

regions, in order to make them more susceptible

to Commimist propaganda. It is an effort which

must be viewed with deadly seriousness. It chal-

lenges the whole system of the free world and

particularly the concept of economic freedom

which underlies our free political and social

institutions.

Importance of U.S. Economic Growth

If we are to meet this challenge, we must

strengthen our own economy and our own inter-

national economic position. This is vital because

our privileged economic status has endowed us

with the role of leadership in the free world and

because our powerful economy has radiating

effects throughout the entire free world.

The goal of domestic economic growth is closely

related to success in our efforts to help the newly

developing areas. Growth at home makes it easier

for us to allocate the resources we must devote

to fostering growth abroad. It also helps to pro-

vide an expanding and stable market for other

comitries of the free world, many of wliich must

trade in order to exist.

Equally important, growth at home jirovides

confidence abroad in a free-enterprise economy as

a means of achieving healthy progress. It pro-

motes confidence in the United States as a nation

worthy of emulation in the struggle to which we

have been challenged by communism.

A high rate of gi'owth should be our goal even

if communism simply didn't exist. But we cannot

ignore the fact that industrial production in the

Soviet Union is expanding at an annual rate of

about 8 percent, compared with our own annual

rate of about 4i/^ percent. The Soviet Union con-
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t inually uses the comparison of these growth rates

to project its own Communist image to the newly

deveUiping countries as tlie ideal blueprint for

economic progress. It would, of couree, take the

Soviets many years to make good tlieir boast of

"catching up and sin-passing"' us. But catch up
they will—uidcss wo bestir ourselves. We cannot

atford to be complacent, especially when we re-

flect that, with an annual gross product only 45

percent of our own, the Soviets are able to match
our military capacity.

A major instrument for stimulating our own
growth is foreign trade. Although the United

States is now the largest single expoiier in the

world, we got that way almost by accident. Our
domestic market is so huge that export sales have

been regarded by some of our producers as an

extra bonus. But if we are to grow and prosper

and meet the challenges of the times, we must
work to increase our exports.

In the years immediately following the war we
had no problem with exports because we were the

only large-scale producer. Our sales were limited

solely by the availability of dollars in other coim-

tries. To use the vernacular, our exporters "never

had it so good." Today, however, the other in-

dustrialized free nations have recovered from the

ravages of war. Our friends in Europe and
Japan provide strong competition. In some areas

their costs of production are lower than ours. In

many others this is not the case. But they work
night and day to increase their exports. This is

the normal situation for an industrialized nation

such as ours. We Americans must give exports

the same sort of priority and attention.

Over the past 15 months we in Government

have been working to persuade our friends and

allies in Western Europe and Japan to eliminate

discriminations against our exports which were

originally invoked to protect their meager foreign

exchange reserves during the postwar period of

the so-called "dollar shortage." Fortunately the

need to do away with discriminations against dol-

lar goods imposed to meet financial problems that

no longer exist has been recognized by our trading

partners. Great progi'ess has already been made.

We can reasonably hope that by the end of this

year postwar discriminations against our exports

will be almost a thing of the past.

Our efforts to open markets long closed to

American products are only a part of our drive to

May 2, I960

expand U.S. expoi-ts. Today, as in the past, we
are constantly seeking reductions of tariffs affect-

ing our exports and we are alert to forestall the

erection of new barriers to American products.

A case in point involves one of Virginia's prime

products: tobacco. Those of you who are in-

terested in tobacco exports are concerned, I know,

with the problems posed by the proposed Euro-

pean Common Market customs tariff of 30 percent

ad valorem on unmanufactured tobacco.

We in the Department of State fully share the

concern of the American tobacco industry. We
are doing everything possible to obtain a reduc-

tion in this proposed tariff and to have it con-

verted to a specific duty. We have used both

formal and informal means to express our views

to the Common Market countries. If these repi-e-

sentations are not fruitful, we shall vigorously

press our case in the forthcoming review of the

proposed Common Market tariff at next Septem-

ber's session of the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade. And we shall continue to urge both

the European Common Market and the European
free-trade area to pursue increasingly liberal trade

policies toward the United States and the rest of

the free world.

I have every reason to hope that our efforts

will be successful. But I should like to empha-

size that we must maintain our own liberal trade

policy if we expect other countries to join with

us in liberalizing and expanding trade on a

worldwide basis with resulting benefits for all.

The Department of State is now embarked on

an intensified new program with the Department

of Commerce and other Government agencies to

stimulate a greater interest in foreign trade in

American business circles.^ We are working en-

ergetically to provide better Government facili-

ties, both at home and abroad, to assist American

finns to sell their goods and services in foreign

countries. We are moving to increase the effec-

tiveness of our commercial staffs abroad. We are

giving greater attention to United States par-

ticipation in trade fairs. And we are stepping

up our efforts to promote travel to the United

States.

Despite everything that we in Government can

do, however, this is essentially a task for private

business. The basic drive must come from the

business community, not only in its own best in-

' For background, see Bxtlletin of Apr. 11, 1960, p. 560.
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terest but in the national interest as well. For

we need to increase our exports as a means of

retaining our position as a leader of the free

world.

The renewed ability of our friends and allies

to compete with us on normal temis in the mar-

ketplace is actually a healthy development. It

is a reflection of their growing economic capacity

to contribute more and more to the strength and

unity of the free world.

Their improved financial position has led them
to assume a steadily increasing share of the com-

mon responsibility for safeguarding the free

world. For example, the annual military ex-

penditures of our NATO allies have increased

more than a billion dollars in each of the past

2 years. Further substantial increases are in

sight for 1960.

Our newly prospering allies are also playing

a stronger role in speeding the growth of the

developing areas. They have not only accelerated

their direct financial and technical assistance to

needy regions, but they have joined with us in

strengthening the free world's institutions of

economic cooperation. These major steps include

the proposed establislunent of a billion-dollar In-

ternational Development Association to comple-

ment the operations of the World Bank and crea-

tion of a Development Assistance Group,^ through
which our allies and ourselves are seeking ways
of increasing the flow of capital to development-

hungry areas.

Finally, 18 European nations have joined Can-

ada and the United States in preliminaiy steps

to reconstitute the Organization for European
Economic Cooperation.* Once the reconstituted

OEEC is a reality, we should be able to collab-

orate more effectively in promoting soinid eco-

nomic gi-owth in the free world and in mobilizing

the resources of its industrialized members to

help the newly developing lands.

Mutual Security Program

Tlie increased help wliich other industrialized

count ries are making available to newly develop-

ing areas is a welcome and most important de-

velopment. However, these increased contribu-

Tor baokgronnd, see ibid., Apr. 1], 19C0, p. 577.

'For baekground, see ibitl., Feb. 1, 1900, p. 139.

tions from others should not be regarded as a

substitute for our own efforts, wlaich must be

continued at adequate levels through our Mutual

Security Program if we are to meet the Soviet

challenge.

This includes military assistance and defense

suppoi't gi-ants to nations on the periphery of the

Sino-Soviet empire whose economies are otherwise

unable to sustain the defense establislunents they

must have to resist Communist military pressure.

It includes loans for sound productive purposes

through our Export-Import Bank and Develop-

ment Loan Fund. It involves furnishing ideas

and skills to the newly developing countries

through teclmical, educational, and cultural

programs.

We are endeavoring to fulfill the objectives of

our Mutual Security Progi'am through loans,

rather than grants, wherever feasible and appro-

priate. However, we must bear in mind that our

present grant aid programs were created to answer

two compelling needs : first, to meet political and
military emergencies in the Far and Xear East,

either in response to direct Communist aggression

or to crises attending the birth of newly independ-

ent nations in conditions of instability and insecu-

rity; second, to enable our NATO allies, who
themselves carry a substantial and ever-growing

defense burden, to equip their forces with the very

costly modern weapons systems which are essential

to our collective security arrangements.

The imperative needs which led to the inaugura-

tion of our grant aid programs are still largely

with us. They constitute valid and compelling

reasons for continuing grant aid. Lnprovuig con-

ditions and rising national incomes will eventually

permit many of the recipient nations to finance

these needs out of their own resources. But until

this day an-ives, we must be prepared to provide

continued grant aid where it is urgently requii-ed

for the defense of the free Avorld.

I sometimes am asked whether we can afford

the Mutual Security Program. It is a question

that our friends in the newly developing areas

hear with considerable amazement, when thej' con-

sider our privileged position in the world. Yet it

is sufficiently prevalent in our own country to merit

sei'ious attention.

The proposed iVfutual Secm'ity Program for fis-

cal year 1961, which the Congress is now consider-
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ing, would consume but eight-tenths of 1 percent

of the gross national product of the United

States—a GNP that is, on a per capita basis, by far

the iiighest in the world. Expenditures luider the

program would represent less than 5 percent of

the expenditures proposed for our Federal

Goveriunent.

It is frequently overlooked that some 90 percent

of military- assistance progivun expenditures—and

about half of all expenditures under tlic economic

assistance programs—are made directly in the

United States. Tlie volume of indirect expendi-

tures in the United States resulting from tlie pro-

gram is less readily measured. But it is consider-

able, and it swells our export total. Sevei-al

hundred million dollars of military ecpiipment is

purchase<l each year by nations that once received

military assistance but are now in a position to

pay for their maintenance and replacement costs.

In actual fact, our JIutual Security Program has

relatively little unfavorable effect on our balance

of payments. Our problems in this area stem

almost entirely from the costs of maintaining our

own military forces abroad, wliere they serve a

vital puriK)se in the defense of the United States.

One measure of the Mutual Security Program's

effect on our own economy is the fact that many
countries now buying goods in the United States

could not conceivably be doing so were it not for

the economic resurgence made possible by mutual

security etforts of the past. We confidently antic-

ipate that, as more and more of the newly devel-

oping countries acliieve expanding economies with

our assistiince, they will become increasingly im-

portant customers of the United States and will

eventually make significant contributions to our

own economic growth through normal cliannels

of trade.

It is my personal conviction that we not only

can afford the Mutual Security Program but that

we cannot afford not to channel the small frac-

tion of our national income which it represents

into a program designed to protect and to promote

our own best interests. Our proposed Mutual Se-

curity Program is at the minimmn level consistent

with United States national security and foreign-

policy objectives. Its purpose is to help us to sur-

vive in peace and freedom and prosperity, by help-

ing our friends and allies to do the same.

"We cannot, however, sustain the cause of free-

dom solely by helping other peoples to achieve

material progress. AVliat peoples in all lands

want, deep down in their hearts, is the opportunity

to satisfy their spiritual hunger. We must re-

inember that America stands for infinitely more
tlian material progi-ess. America to comitless mil-

lions is a sj'mbol of freedom in which the personal

dignity of man is the all-important reality. All

that we do must be eloquent testimony to the

spiritual vitality of our free society. This is a

task worthy of our heritage and consistent with

the lofty spiritual and humanitarian concepts on
which our Nation was founded.

Western Foreign IVIinisters Meet

To Prepare for Summit Conference

As part of the continuing preparations among
the Western Powers for the meeting of Chiefs of

State and Heads of Government which ivill begin

at Paris on May 16, a series of meetings of Foreign

Ministers took place at Washington on April 12,

13, and 14-. Follotoing are the texts of agreed

jyress statements made at the close of the four

principal sessions.

STATEMENT OF APRIL 12

The Foreign Ministers of France [Maurice

Couve de Murville], the United Kingdom [Sel-

wyn Lloyd], and the United States [Secretary

Herter] met in Washington on April 12 to discuss

questions relating to the meetmg of tlie Chiefs of

State and Heads of Goverimient which begins in

Paris May 16.

They reached agreement on certain general

matters relating to the Simimit and noted with

satisfaction the state of the preparatory work of

the several working groups which will be reviewed

in detail in the meetings later this week.

The Ministers confirmed the desire of their

Governments to apj^i'oach the Heads of Govern-

ment meeting in a constructive spirit. They em-

pliasized the need to solve outstanding problems

by negotiation and not by force or imilateral

action. They expressed the desire of their Gov-

ernments to negotiate reasonable solutions to these

problems in the interest of world peace.
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The North Athvntic Council will be informed

of the present Washington discussions and con-

sulted as preparations for tlie Paris meetings

proceed.

STATEMENT ON GERMANY, INCLUDING BERLIN,

APRIL 13

The Foreign Ministers of France, the Federal

Republic of Gemiany [Heinrich von Brentano],

the United Kingdom, and the United States met

on April 13 in Washington to review the interim

report submitted by the quadripartite working

group on Germany, including Berlin. The

Foreign Ministers expressed their satisfaction

with the work of the group in preparing the imi-

fied Western position to be presented at the meet-

ing of the Chiefs of State and Heads of Govern-

ment which begins in Paris on May 16. Directives

were issued by the Ministers for the final phase of

the working group's deliberations.

In accordance with regular practice a report

of the deliberations of the Foreign Ministers is

being submitted to the permanent representatives

of the North Atlantic Council. The Ministers

agreed that a report, of the working group, taking

into account the directives agreed upon today by

the Foreign Ministers, should be presented at the

meeting of the NATO Foreign Ministers in Istan-

bul from May 2 to 4.

The Ministers, finding themselves in agreement

on the Western position on Germany, including

Berlin, decided that it was imnecessaiy to hold a

further meeting scheduled for tomorrow, April

14, on tliis subject.

STATEMENT ON^DISARMAMENT, APRIL 13

The Foreign Ministers of Canada [Howard C.

Green], France, Italy [Antonio Segni], the

United Kingdom, and the United States reviewed

and approved a report from their representatives

in Geneva on the course of the disarmament ne-

gotiations now in progress within the Ten-Nation

Disarmament Conference ^ in relation to the forth-

coming meeting of the Chiefs of State and Heads
of Government in Paris. They recalled the unani-

mous resolution of the United Nations General

Assembly of November 20, 1959,'^ which expressed

the hope that measures leading toward the goal

of general and complete disarmament under effec-

tive international control will be worked out in

detail and agreed upon in the shortest possible

time.

The Foreign Ministers consider that the ap-

proach reflected in the Western proposals repre-

sents the surest and most effective way of moving
toward the ultimate goal of a secure, free, and

peaceful world in which there shall be disarma-

ment under effective international control.

The Foreign Ministers expressed the hope that

agreement would be reached as soon as possible

in these negotiations on measures of disarmament

to be attained by balanced, phased, and safe-

guarded agreements which must be observed and

verified by an appropriate international organiza-

tion within the framework of the United Nations.

At the same time they agreed that their represent-

atives should give thorough consideration to any

practical disarmament proposal which would pre-

serve the security of all the nations concerned and

which would pave the way for further progressive

measures leading toward the ultimate objective.

In this connection the Foreign Ministers are re-

questing their representatives in Geneva to con-

tinue their efforts to achieve the early identifica-

tion and consideration of areas of possible

agreement.

The Foreign Ministers noted that the negotia-

tions will be pursued within the Ten-Nation Dis-

armament Conference until April 29, at which

time the formal sessions will be recessed initil

June 7. During this period of recess the repre-

sentatives of the Five Western Powers will review

the coTU-se of the negotiations and advise the For-

eign ^Ministei-s in preparation for the May meeting

of the Cliiefs of State and Heads of Government.

STATEMENT OF APRIL 14

The Foreign Ministers of France, the United

Kingdom, and the United States expressed their

satisfaction with the useful progress achieved in

the series of conferences at the Ministerial level

held in Washington to prepare for the Chiefs of

State and Heads of Government conference in

Paris. Preparations are well advanced for the

' For background, see Bulletin of Ai>r. 4, liMiO, p. nil.
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effective presentation of the Western positions at

the Summit.

Tiie Ministers expressed tlieir appreciation for

the lielpful participation of Secretaiy General

Spaak [Paul-IIenri Spaak, Secretary General of

the Nortli Atlantic Treaty Organization], For-

eign Minister von Brentano of the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany, Italian Foreign Minister Segni,

and Canadian Foreign Minister Green in their

discussions, and renewed their intention to inform

and consult with the North Atlantic Council

concerning preparations for the Summit.

Under Secretary Dillon To Escort ^

President de Gaulle on U.S. Tour

Press release 192 dated April 14

Under Secretary Douglas Dillon has been des-

ignated escort officer for President de Gaulle,

following the state visit of President de Gaulle to

Washington, April 22-26.

The Under Secretary, who served as Ambassa-

dor to France from 1953 to 1957, will accompany

President de Gaulle and his party during their

tour of New York City, San Francisco, and New
Orleans. Mr. Dillon will return to Washington

after the departure of the President of France

from New Orleans for the French West Indies

on April 29.

Wiley T. Buchanan, Jr., Cliief of Protocol, will

escort President de Gaulle during his visit to

Washington and will remain in Washington to

escort the King and Queen of Nepal, who arrive

on April 27.

President Eisenhower To Visit

Japan and Korea

Wbtte House (Augusta, Ga I nres-* release dated April 12

The White House amuninceil on April 12 that

the President's visit io Japan on the occasion of

the Japanese-American Centeimial would take

place from June 19 to June S3. "\Miile in Tokyo

the President will have convei*sations with Prime

Minister Kishi and his associates.

The President will also make a brief visit to the

Republic of Korea on June 22 in response to a

longstanding personal invitation of President

Khee, with whom he will have an opportunity to

discuss matters of common interest. The Presi-

dent has long desired to revisit Korea, where the

United States has contributed so much to the role

played by the United Nations in preserving Ko-

rean independence.

18th Anniversary of Bataan

Following is the text of a message sent by Presi-

dent Eisenhower to President Carlos P. Garcia of

the Republic of the Philippines on tlie occasion of

Bataan Day, April 9.

White Hoase press release dated April 8

April 7, 1960

Dear Mr. President: Eighteen years ago today

Filipinos and Americans, in common struggle

against tyranny, gave new vigor to man's quest for

peace in freedom. It is fitting that we should

pause each year to observe Bataan Day and to

remind ourselves that liberty and justice are, in-

deed, worth whatever price we may be called upon

to pay.

Eight years ago Filipinos and Americans were

again fighting side-by-side to preserve the integ-

rity of the Free World. I am confident that we
will continue to work together to this end, and it

is my profound hope that we will be able to safe-

guard our integrity without having thrust upon us

again the necessity of taking up arms. The goals

of our two peoples—the spiritual and material wel-

fare of the individual, a free society dedicated to

peace and justice—are deeply ingrained. The fact

that they correspond to the aspirations of hun-

dreds of millions of our fellow men should

strengthen our determination to defend this herit-

age against any who would deny it to us.

On behalf of the American people, I wish to ex-

tend through you, Mr. President, my deep respect

and affection for the Filipino people and their

dedication to the democratic way of life. May we

continue to draw common inspiration from the

symbol of Bataan.

With high esteem.

Sincerely,

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower
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Our Role in the Quickening Pace Toward Independence in Africa

hy Joseph C. Satterthwaite

Assistant Secretary for African Affairs ^

I welcome the opportunity to address the annual

meeting of the Academy, whose sessions this year

will examine the present course of American for-

eign policy.- Our session this afternoon comes

under the general heading, "Is America Involved

in the Nationalist Ferment in Africa?" I shall

attempt to set forth briefly wliy and how we are

involved and what the future may hold for our

relations with the independent states of Africa.

Previous speakers have already given major atten-

tion to the northern and southern areas of the con-

tinent. Furthermore, the position of the United

States toward recent developments in the Union
of South Africa has been made known both in

Washington ^ and at the recent meeting of the Se-

curity Council.* My remarks are accordingly di-

rected in general to the great belt of tropical

Africa, where at present social and political

changes are moving at a rapid pace.

Our Moral and Historic Role in Africa

I think it may be held tliat since the American
Revolution the American people have been in-

volved in the movement of any peoples anywliere

in the world toward self-determination, self-gov-

ernment, and independence. Tlie founders of our
Nation and our great statesmen have fully realized

and articulated this fact, knowing that the prin-

ciples on wliich our independence was based would
have effect far beyond their time and beyond our

' Address made before the American Academy of I'oliti-

cal and Social Sciences at Philadelphia, Pa., on Apr. 8

(press release 177 datefl Apr. 7)

.

' For an address by R. R. Rubottom, Jr.. Assistant Sec-
retary for Inter-American Affairs, see p. (i!)."?.

' Hui.i.ktin of Apr. 11, 10(>0, p. .^.-.l, footnote 8.

• IltUl., Apr. 2.5, 1960, p. 667.

shores. Abraham Lincoln called for the blessings

of liberty for all mankind, believing that neither

his country nor the world could long survive half

free and half slave. In the rush of modern events

I think we sometimes forget the strong and endur-

ing currents which our example set in motion. We
do not, of course, have a monopoly on these ideals,

for they have been given impetus by the great lib-

eral societies of Europe and have been jomtly

enunciated in such historic documents as the At-

lantic Charter.

The events of the 20t]i century liave brought to

tlie surface a new wave of change which has car-

ried hundreds of millions of people to independ-

ence in Asia, in the Arab world, and now in trop-

ical Africa. Here "freedom'' in various languages

is the catchword. The old slogans and declara-

tions of our independence struggle have been re-

vived witli undiminished force and meaning.

These phenomena stir a spontaneous response and
welcome in the American people because they

spring from the same soil in which our own past

is rooted.

America also has ties with Africa of a more
tangible kind. About one-tenth of our population

has its origin in tropical Africa. We have, tliere-

fore, a special interest, in events in Africa, an in-

terest, however, which is by no means confined to

those of our population who had tlioir origin on
that continent and who have contributed so much
to our culture and its expression. I might also

observe that our own problems of assimilating

Americans of African descent into our free society,

an issue involved in our Civil War, should make us

view witli some liumilily tlie present problems of

the European populations which now control the

mulliracial states in Africa.
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Again, on the very tangible side, we helloed to

establish over one liuiidi-od years ago the free state

of Liberia as a home for freed slaves and as an

example of the principle of self-government which

remained unique in tropical Africa until the 20tli

century. Its name, Liberia, pnK-laims its status,

and its capital. Monrovia, commemorates the Pres-

ident under whose administration it was founded.

Our Government lias always had close and friendly

i-elations with Liberia, and American investment

and free enterprise continue to have an important

influence on the development of its economy.

Our governmental and cultural relationships

with Africa by no means exhaust our long-term

historic association. American missionaries in

large nimibei-s liave had an important influence

quite apart from their evangelical mission. Their

mission schools have provided primary and sec-

ondary education to promising students who had

nowhere else to turn. These men and women now
form part of the leadership group who will have

to cope at various levels with the independence

which their people have achieved or may achieve.

Some few of them have gone on to universities in

the parent coinitry or in tlie United States. I

thiiik it significant that from this number have

emerged sucli leaders as Prime Minister Nknunah
of Ghana, Julius Xyerere of Tanganyika, and Dr.

Asikiwe of Nigeria. Viewed especially in the light

of present conditions, the educational service per-

formed over a long period of years by American

and other Christian missionaries in Africa will

have an abiding beneficial influence on the new

societies now being formed.

American private enterprise, private founda-

tions, and education have had a significant influ-

ence in Africa. Tlie preponderance of investment

has been in the industrialized Union of South

Africa, in Liberia, and the Rhodesias, but it is

increasing in those newly independent countries

which have established a friendly climate for

foreign capital. The foundations are conducting

research, consultative, and educational programs

in many coimtries which have achieved or are on

the way to achieving independence. The metro-

politan and local governments generally have wel-

comed these efforts, and their work and training

will be of great assistance not only to new govern-

ments when they emerge but also to the United

States Government and private enterprise in plan-

j

ning future aid and investment programs.

May 2, I960

Our Proper Contemporary Role in Africa

Xow, I would like to turn (o our i)rof)er con-

temporary role in Africa. I shall confine my
remarks largely to the role of government. I use

flie word "jiroper" advisedly because, as tliis audi-

ence well knows, we are admonished by some to

"keep hands off" and urged by others to champion

tiio growing nationalist movement in Africa. We
are charged on tlie one hand with interference,

on the other with irresponsilile indifference. We
likewise face the accusation that our sympathies

are entirely with African aspirations and that we

are prepared to abandon European and other

minority groups wlio have made their pei-manent

home in Africa. We do not, of course, suliscribe

to the belief that any race or individual in Africa

is expendable. Each can play an important role

in the future development of Africa. Between

these extremes we must pursue a course best cal-

culated to serve the long-term interests of the

peoples of the LTnited States, of Africa, and of

the free world in general.

I say "proper" also because we did not jilay

a major role in Africa during the last centuiy,

whereas our European allies have major interests

of long standing on that continent. The drama
now unfolding is one, therefore, in which the Afri-

cans and Europeans play the major parts. Our
course, in view of our varied and sometimes con-

flicting interests, is often difficult to chart. How-
ever, we shall not be far off if we continue to be

guided by our firm belief in the evolution of

peoples to self-government and independence by

peaceful means, our traditional willingness to offer

moral and material assistance to peoples striving

to maintain stable representative governments, and

our readiness as a member of the United Nations

to help defend duly constituted governments and

their peoples against aggression.

In tropical Africa the evolution toward inde-

pendence has been and continues to be remarkable

for the speed and nonviolence of the transition.

This has required statesmanship, tolerance, and

good will of a high order on all sides—by tiie

Africans wiio are imbued witli ardent nationalism

and are impatient of delay, and by the European

powers who are faced with major political, eco-

nomic, and psychological decisions and adjust-

ments. Our proper role as a government is to

play the role of a friend contributing to orderly

transition while hoping that new, strong, and vol-
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untary ties will be established between the new

coiuitries and the former administering states.

Certainly both stand to gain from such a relation-

ship.

I do not mean to indicate from the foregoing

that the United States has no official presence in

African countries wliile these changes are going

on or imtil they become independent. On the

contrary we have one or more Foreign Service

establishments m most of the political subdivisions

of the continent, 29 United States Information

Service establishments, as well as International

Cooperation Administration rei^resentatives and

programs in overseas territories. We have em-

bassies in 11 independent countries. Significant,

if modest, educational exchanges are taking place,

and the President's cultural presentations pro-

gram is bringing American artists, musicians, and

athletes before African audiences. In 1958 and

1959 Prime Minister Nkrumah ^ and President

Toure ^ of Ghana and Guinea, respectively, paid

visits to the United States at the invitation of

President Eisenhower. Such visits express the

profound interest and respect of the American

people and Government for these new nations and
their leaders as they embark on the difficult course

of liberty.

I sliould like to comment here on the frequently

expressed doubts or fears as to whether the people

of Africa are yet ready to run their own affairs,

whether they have sufficient experience with self-

government to assume its responsibilities, whether

they will not fall victims of governments of the

extreme right or left. As to their "readiness,"

I believe history has shown that this is almost an

academic question. Peoples tend to acquire inde-

pendence, ready or not, according to a timetable

more or less of their own making. As to the de-

gree of experience with self-government, this

varies with the type of tutelage received from the

mother country. In tropical Africa, for example,

we are witnassing tlie imaginative evolution of the

French Community. Its members have moved in

a short period of time from typically colonial

status toward self-government or independence.

Nigeria, a British colony, has benefited in an ex-

' For texts of n joint stntcnient and addrossea by Mrs.
Nknimnh, see ibid., Auk. 1H, 1958, p. 283.

" For an oxohaiiKe of Kreetings and toasts, the text of a
cultural asHMMiient between the U.S. and Guinea, and a
Joint communique, see ibid., Nov. 16, 1959, p. 719.

emplary mamier from education and civic train-

ing and giiidance provided by Great Britain in

preparation for independence in October 1960. We ,

have the dramatic instance of the Belgian Congo, \
where 6 months ago neither the people of that area

nor tlie Belgian Government would have predicted

the independence which will come on June 30 of

this year. Yet the colonial government with out-

standing statesmanship has negotiated with Con-
golese leaders for the transfer of power under

the optimum conditions time will allow.

Now as to the character the new governments
will have, I believe, on the basis of experience to

date, we have reason to be optimistic. Elections,

both in still-dependent and in independent areas,

have been generally peaceful, impressive, and
marked by a very large turnout of voters. The
new governments are responsive to tlie will of the

people and have the support of the majority of

the ijopulace. In some cases there is not the same
respect for the minority opposition that is custom-

ary in Western democracies. However, we caimot

expect Africa to follow entirely Western patterns

in developing democracy. Ancient African local

governmental processes accept as binding the con-

sensus of the majority. However, in African so-

cieties where the tribal and chieftain system pre-

vailed those who opposed this consensus had to

be silent or leave the group—a system which we
might consider autocratic. AVhat we can hope for

with considerable confidence is the steady growth
of democratic pi'inciples based on respect for hu-

man rights, justice, and law. We must expect a

certain instability, trial, and error. These are,

after all, the normal problems of democracies

which we experienced in full measure during the

first decades of our independence. "Wliat would be

most helpful at this time, it seems to me, is contin-

uing evidence of America's understanding, confi-

dence, and willingness to assist during the years

of growth and adjustment ahead.

America's Economic Involvement in Africa

Both African and outside observers agree that

for a long time to come the princijial assistance

required by tlie emerging .states of tropical Africa

is, first, education and training—using those terms

in their broadest sense—and, second, development

assistance, which includes private investment and

public financing. President S^kou Toure of

Guinea, when he was in the United States, made
[
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tho pointed observation that to Africans the workl

is divided into two parts : not free and Coniniunist

but developed and undeveloped; and that they

would seek development assistance from wherever

they could get it, without regard to political

considerations.

It is perfectly clear that Africa's needs are

great, so great that they cannot be provided by

any one country. The metropolitan powere have,

during the jjeriod of dependence, provided major

economic assistance both for development and in

the form of administrative expenditures. In

general it seems that substantial assistance from

the metropolitan powers will continue during and

after the transition period to independence. The
value of this type of support for last year is

estimated at over $500 million. But independ-

ence shifts certain burdens, and the metropolitan

powers are unlikelj^ to continue to provide all

the costs of an administration which they have

relinquished.

The United States has but lately become in-

volved in providing a share of the educational,

technical, and development assistance so urgently

needed in tropical Africa. Interest of American
private investment in West Africa is strong and,

given a continued receptive climate, should in-

crease. Government and the private foundations

and our universities are making a significant be-

ginning in providing education and training for

the future leadership. There are now over 1,700

African students in the United States. But by

contrast there are some 10,000 in the United King-

dom, a similar number in France, and an un-

determined number in Communist-bloc countries.

Next year our Government hopes to finance 500

educational exchanges, 400 of them to bring Afri-

cans to this coimtry, 100 for American teachers,

professors, and specialists to work on the African

Continent.

Now these are good beginnings, but they are

not good enough. The facts are that countries

are approaching political independence without

sufficiently trained leadership and technical and

managerial skills and without firmly established

economic and social institutions and systems which

provide the foundations for secure, confident,

African-governed nations. Present United States

foreign assistance programs are not adequate in

scope or size to be responsive to the dramatic

changes taking place. As the most materially

favored nation in the free-world community, we
must accept a larger responsibility in meeting tliis

challenge. The executive branch has, tiierefore,

proposed to the Congress a special program for

tropical Africa with an initial appropriation of

$20 million under the special assistance category.

We have a fresh situation; we are attempting to

meet it in a fresh manner. President Eisenhower

in presenting this proposal to Congress said :
^

It is my belief tliat tliis initial effort must grow si(j-

nificantly in tlie immediate years aliead and comple-

ment similar efforts on the part of other free world

nations so that the capacity of the new and other

developing nations in Africa to manage and direct their

development can be strengthened and increased rapidly

and effectively.

The essential character of the special program
for tropical Africa lies in its intensive concentra-

tion on key education and training problems and

on regional activities. It would not replace our

bilateral technical cooperation under the Inter-

national Cooperation Administration, but it would

be closely related to it. It is not intended that

it should become a competitor to or substitute for

assistance from other free-world sources. It is

our hope, rather, that it may serve to encourage

an increase in assistance from other free-world

countries and international and national organ-

izations.

I mentioned earlier that no single country

could possibly provide the economic and techni-

cal assistance required by Africa in the coming

years—a continent of over 220 million people,

over three times the area of the United States,

and undeveloped in the mid-20th century sense

of the term. Recognizing this, and also the fact

that a number of our allies are providing bilateral

assistance to a number of undeveloped countries.

Under Secretary of State Douglas Dillon sug-

gested to the European countries in Januarj' that

the principal capital exporting countries get to-

gether to discuss various aspects of cooperation

in their efforts. The suggestion was accepted

and last month the group held its finst meeting in

Washington.* Known as the Development As-

sistance Group, the members are: Belgium,

Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Ger-

many, Italy, Japan, Portugal, the United Kuig-

' /6irf., Mar. 7, 1960, p. 369.

' For background, see ibid., Feb. 1, 1060, p. 139, and
Apr. 11, 19C0, p. 577.
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dom, the United States, and the Commission

of the European Economic Conmiunity.

At this meeting primary attention was directed

toward metliods and means of improving the

flow of bihiteral aid. Membei-s reported on their

experience and problems in extending financing

and promoting economic development in the less

developed areas. They heard reports from the

International Bank and the International Mone-

tary Fund. Significantly, I think, the Group
agreed that its efforts should not involve discus-

sion of amounts of financing for particular re-

gions, countries, or projects. In other words it

is not another operating agency but a facilitating

ways-and-means body. This should allay the

fears expressed by some undeveloped countries

that the capital exporting states plan to "gang
uj)" on them, make decisions affecting them
without consultation, and keeji them in a posi-

tion of suppliers of raw materials to the indus-

trialized economies. Nothing could be farther

from the truth. The Group plans to continue

its activities tlirough meetings at regular inter-

vals, the next to be in about 3 months in Bonn,
Germany.

Now I have gone into some detail on tlie De-

velopment Assistance Group because it could be

a very important step toward reconciling our

own and other free-world countries' sometimes

desperate approach to the joint problems of fur-

nishing economic aid. It is a step away from
"going it alone" and toward cooperative efforts.

As one commentator put it, "The Conference well

might become a beacon of hope in a vast economic

wasteland." As one of the largest underdevel-

oped areas of the world, Africa could be a prin-

cipal beneficiary of its work.

In considering the whole area of economic,

technical, and educational assistance, we are too

often inclined to act, I think, as though all moti-

vation rests with us—"us" meaning the developed

countries. This is not a healthy or natural situa-

tion. Important initiatives are also required of

the countries and territories to be assisted. We
may take the area under discussion this aft-er-

noon as an example. As states in tropical Africa
move toward independence, we need to know with
some preciseness their own estimate of their needs.
It is not sufficient to say, "We need everything."
We cannot plan or budget on that basis and "shot-
gun" aid is likely to have a worse effect than }ione.
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New states must put their own economic and
fiscal houses in order so that aid can be efficiently

channeled. There must be an understanding of

the processes tlirough which assistance funds are

appropriated in democratic countries. Our Con-

gress has an inescapable accountability to the

taxpayer for the use of his money, and I would

hope that recipient countries would understand

this and not regard certain strictures on the use

of grant or loan fluids or technical assistance as

evidence of "political strings" on the part of the

United States. "VVliile we must cut the redtape

that sometimes binds our aid programs, some con-

trols over them are a mark of responsibility. In

the field of free enterjirise, new governments must
create conditions that will make capital invest-

ment and development attractive or it will go

elsewhere.

The Regional Approach

Particularly in Africa there would seem to be

advantages in a regional approach to assistance.

The boundaries of the present political divisions

of the continent were in many instances arbitrarily

drawn and often prevent the midertaking of eco-

nomically or socially viable projects.

It is encouraging that African leaders are aware
of this problem and are giving some consideration

to area planning from the development point of

view. We can, I think, do much to encourage

such regional and cooperative approaches to the

many common developmental problems which con-

front all the African countries. For example, in

planning the special program for tropical Africa,

which I mentioned earlier, we are proposing to

use a portion of the funds requested to support

and sponsor multicountry conferences, workshops,

and seminars as training programs in themselves

and as a means of stimulating cooperative ap-

proaches to special development problems, such

as the tsetse fly, which closes large parts of the

continent to livestock raising. In the field of edu-

cation we will propose a training grant program
which will permit Africans from several countries

to attend various African schools and colleges.

I would make one further remark on the sub-

ject of economic assistance. Aimless benevolence

is not the objective of our foreign assistance pro-

gram.s. Our objective is to strengthen the econ-

omics of underdeveloped .states and enrich the

lives of their people so that democracy will be
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satisfyiujr ;uul meaningful to them. We believe

that such objectives are in our nmtual interest.

To accomplish them elTiciently there must be

responsive initiatives fronx the cooperating

coimtries.

We mvist recognize, of course, that the whole

question of regionalism in Africa is a complex and

dilHcult subject with far-reaching political over-

tones. While I believe that closer associations of

African countries will develop, it will be a long

process, and it is a matter which tlio peoples

themselves will have to work out.

In this comiection it is pertinent to quote from

the speech made by Secretary of State Herter

esirlier this week in Chicago at the 38th annual

convention of the National Association of Broad-

castere.' Referring to efforts which the United

States is making to build closer relations with the

new African nations and the concern which we

have for their welfare and security as they assume

the responsibilities of independence, he said

:

It is our hope that they can devise regional arrange-

ments to insure the peaceful settlement of disputes and

to avoid a wasteful and dangerous arms race. This

would indeed l)e a forward step toward insuring peaceful

change.

Communism and Africa

It is not the purpose of this discussion to study

Communist influence and mvolvement in Africa,

but I believe I should mention it if for no other

reason than to avoid misunderstanding. The

forces of international communism are fully aware

of the opportunities presented to exploit for their

own political ends the nationalist movement in

Africa. They have been doing so at an increasing

rate, covertly through their usual methods and

overtly through rather massive economic and

techjiical assistance in chosen areas. I think it is

testimony to the stability and good sense of the

African people that communism has not gamed

a significant foothold on the continent. The pol-

icy of "positive neutrality" enunciated by some

African leaders sometimes leads us to the view,

erroneously I think, that the new African states

are "soft" on conmiunism. There is more evidence,

I believe, that Africans who have but recently

freed themselves of foreign control will not, ex-

cept by force, permit themselves to come under a

•Ibid., Apr. 2-), 1960, p. 635.
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new domination alien to them in every sense of

the word.

I would not be honest if I did not admit that

we are concerned over the impressive assistance

offers that the Communist bloc have made in Af-

rica in the last year or so. If these programs were

only wliat thej' seem on the surface, aid to the

economy and technology of underdeveloped soci-

eties, there would be little cause for concern. It

is not reasonable to assume that new govern-

ments in dire need of the assistance of technically

developed peoples would refuse to accept such

aid. Tlie legitimate concern, it seems to me, stems

from the fact that communism uses all means to

attain the political objective of communizaticm

and control. Economic "cooperation" is only one

means, but it could be an effective one when ap-

plied to peoples who lack an established political

and economic order of their own. However, there

are many indications that the African peoples and
leaders will be vigilant and uncompromising in

rejection of all political subversion masquerading

as friendship and assistance.

Our own expanding programs of cultural, tech-

nical, and economic collaboration with Africa

stem from the traditional character of our society,

which has demonstrated time and again our con-

viction that to help others help themselves is the

path of enlightened self-interest. Our motives

are, and must remain, positive and not negative

—

fo)' a better way of life for Africans, not against

a Communist initiative here and there. We have
no desire to see Africa become a cold-war battle-

ground. Such a development would be as distaste-

ful and unproductive for Africans as for the rest

of the free world. We believe that the maturing
"African personality," while unique, has already

cast its lot with free men.

The United Nations and Africa

No discussion of America's relationship to

Africa would be complete without mention of the

United Nations. Additional contact with Africa

comes about through our participation in the

United Nations and its specialized agencies. For
example, as members of the Trusteesliip Council

we have had a voice in the future of the tnist ter-

ritories in Africa, although all seven of them are

or were administered by \arious European pow-

ers. I think it is fine testimony to their adminis-

tration and to the effectiveness of the United
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Nations system that three of these trust territories,

Cameroun, Togo, and Somalia, have been or will

be granted independence in 1960 and that one

other, British Caraeroons, may determine its fu-

ture status witliin the year. The British Cam-

eroons elected to postpone the decision in a plebis-

cite held under U.N. auspices last fall. The

United Nations has so far been unsuccessful, I

regret to say, in its efforts to have South-West

Africa put under trusteeship or under some other

form of international supervision. It remains

under mandate to the Union of Soutli Africa,

where it was placed by the now defimct League of

Nations.

The United States is a strong backer of the

United Nations technical assistance programs and

of the specialized agencies working in the fields of

health, agriculture, and education. We are also

the largest contributor of funds to these agencies

and to the United Nations Expanded Technical

Assistance Program. I think it is sometimes for-

gotten that the U.S. assessment represents about a

third of the total budgets of the various specialized

agencies, and its voluntary contributions amount

to 40 percent of the total fimds available to the

Expanded Technical Assistance Program and to

the U.N. Special Fund. By formula we agree to

maintain this ratio as other countries increase

their contributions. In other words the amount of

our assistance is tied to the confidence which other

members indicate by their support of the special-

ized agencies and United Nations technical

assistance.

In this connection we have noted the strong

preference which some leaders of mdependent

African nations have expressed for assistance

through the United Nations rather than through

bilateral assistance. Some of them may fear tliat

bilateral assistance will involve excessive depend-

ency upon other nations or that such assistance

would entail conditions which might detract from

their sovereignty. While there are certain condi-

tions attached to virtually all forms of aid, multi-

lateral as well as bilateral, we believe the record

of the United States and other free nations in

supplying economic aid and technical assistance

clearly demonstrates that such aid will not be used

to impair the freedom or independence of any na-

tion. At the same time there are sometimes defi-

nite advantages connected with aid through the

U.N., and we believe that both U.N. sources and

other sources will be needed. As I have noted, our

Govenunent is the heaviest investor in the United

Nations programs. As more African countries at-

tain independence, I foresee their sharmg to an

increasing extent in their benefits. I also believe

that the dynamic developments on the continent

increase both the obligation and the opportimity

for the United Nations to expand its work. The
Economic Commission for Africa, established

with headquarters in Addis Ababa in 1958, should

give new impetus to the planning of effective pro-

grams to meet the social, economic, and technical

needs of the African people. The United States

has observer status on this Commission and is

following its progress with keen interest.

Through the United Nations our Government

also becomes involved in Africa's political and

social problems, and, conversely, the increasing

representation of African states in the world or-

ganization is having a growing impact. The one-

nation-one-vote system in the General Assembly

means that Africa may, before very long, be able

to influence strongly the resolutions of that body,

which tend to reflect world opinion. In the past

we have frequently found ourselves at variance

with the African states on issues which, we think,

they tend to view from a local or continental van-

tage point. It is understandable that these new
countries should, at the outset, be primarily con-

cerned with African problems and attempt to

avoid entanglement in wider issues which they

may feel they had no part in creating. But it is

our hope and expectation that time and experience

and the full acceptance of African countries into

world councils will bring us closer together on

positions which the United Nations can take to

advance peace, security, and international amity.

Conclusion

The question we have been asked to discuss this

afternoon is whether America is involved in the

nationalist ferment in Africa. I believe you will

agree with me that the United States and the

American people do have a significant involve-

ment in African affairs and, inevitably, in the

n;itionalist ferment now taking place on that con-

tinent. In the past this involvement has been im-

portant but limited and sporadic. However, with

a dramatic new era dawning over Africa we are

called upon to play a new and, I think, a more

positive role in responding to the needs of these
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countries and in sliaring with tliem our human
niul material resources. Wo shall not play it

alono but in conceit with otiiers and with tlie

United Nations. The United States has strong

historic, cultural, economic, and linjruistic tics

with tropical Africa. They are invaluable assets

with wliich to dev^clop new bonds with the peoi)les

of Africa. They are looking to the United States

to see how it will respond to their needs and prob-

lems. I am sure we shall not be found wanting.

Toward Better Understanding Between the United States and Latin America

hy R. R. Rubottom, Jr.

Assistant Secretary for Infer-A?nerican Affairs ^

I am honored to be able to represent the Depart-

ment of State and the American Foreign Service

Association, along with my colleague. Assistant

Secretary [for African Affairs] Joseph Satter-

thwaite,' at the 64th annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Academy of Political and Social Sciences,

which is considei-ing the topic "Wliither American

Foreign Policy?" You are devoting this entire

session to the relations between the United States

and Latin America and have asked me to speak

candidly on certain problems wliich contribute to

misundei-standing.

This is indeed a pleasure for someone in the

United States who believes strongly that officials

should not become so involved in the formidation

and day-to-day execution of foreign policy as to

be deprived of the beneficial ideas advanced by

scholars, any more than the scholars should be-

come so engrossed in their teaching and writing as

to lose contact with those in govermnent. Ten
months ago some 40 of those whom I sometimes

refer to as "articulators" of foreign relations spent

a jampacked day with me and my colleagues in the

Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, getting briefed

on and discussing U.S. relations in the hemisphere.

It was a highly profitable day fi-om our stand-

point, and we hope to repeat it at least ammally.
Having returned from South America with the

' Address made before the American Academy of Politi-

cal and Social Sciences at Philadelphia, Pa., on Apr. 9
(press release 182 datetl Apr. 8).

' For an address by Mr. Satterthwaite, see p. 686.
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President 1 month ago,^ I can report that he re-

ceived an overwhelmingly friendly reception

everywhere he went. Much of this was due to his

own personal magnetism and was recognition of

the acknowledged leader of the victorious forces

of World War II, but he was also enthusiastically

received in his role as President of our country.

Allowing for mismiderstandings, some of them
serious and deep, which do exist in Latin America's

attitude toward the United States, I still think

that there is a great reservoir of good will toward

this country gi-owing out of respect for the princi-

ples on which our relations have been fomided and
their day-to-day practice. I am convinced that

the true basis of any imfriendliness toward the

United States finds its roots in misunderstandings.

Some of them are general throughout the area,

while others are limited to one coiuitry or group of

countries. We have made extraordinary efforts to

overcome these misunderstandings, insofar as re-

sponsibility devolves upon us, but obviously a

similar effort must come from the other side if

understanding is to be achieved. Fortunately the

tradition in this hemisphere has been that men
of good will on both sides have sought mutually

agi'eeable solutions to their common problems. We
should bo realistic, however, and recognize the

brutal fact that there are those in the Americas
whose single purpose is to create ill will and thwart

all efforts to reach understanding.

In this crucible of democracy we have long since

learned that, after the give and take of mifettered

* For background on President Eisenhower's visit to

South America, see Bulletin of Mar. 28, 1960, p. 471.
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public discussion, workable compromise is possible

to devise. This does not call for sacrificing princi-

ple. In fact, we could not hope to settle our differ-

ences or to achieve agreement with parties who

insisted that we sacrifice the principles on which

we have built our own country and its relations

with other nations, including our friends in Latin

America. You requested that I propose a cure

for misunderstanding. I know nothing better to

suggest than frank talk and unceasing joint search

for the truth.

Some criticism directed at United States policies

toward Latin America is so broad and sweeping

as to convey to the reader or listener that the gov-

ernments and peoples of the Americas are inca-

pable of setting their own guidelines, formulating

their own policies, and evolving their own desti-

nies. The implication is that the United States

is somehow responsible for all tlie problems that

arise in Latin America. On both counts tliis kind

of reasoning should be rejected. There are in-

creasing signs of the social, political, and economic

maturity in this vast region—indeed, some coun-

tries are world powers by almost any definition

—

but even the weakest or the most underdeveloped

country would to a man reject the thesis that they

were not capable of self-determination. By the

same token, the United States could never assume

the responsibilities which properly are those of

the individual countries themselves. We tried to

do this once and earned the disjDleasure of the

entire hemisphere, not to mention that of the inter-

vened countries, in the process.

Nonintervention and Collective Security

Let us analyze the doctrine of nonintervention.

Prior to the 6th Inter-American Conference at

Montevideo in 1933, the governments of Latin

America had been deeply concerned with what
they conceived to be the unwarranted interference

of the United States in the intei'nal affairs of some

of their countries. They were even more concerned

over our apparent unwillingness to subscribe fully

to the principle of nonintervention. At the Mon-
tevideo meeting we accepted this doctrine in prin-

ciple, followed by the abrogation of the Pluft

amendment in 19.34 and our full agreement witli

the treaty embodying nonintervention in specific

terms in 1936 at Buenos Aires. Nothing tliat we
had done previously in tlie realm of inter-Ameri-

can affairs had a more dramatic or favorable im-

pact on our foreign relations than our acceptance
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of and faithful adherence to the nonintervention

doctrine, now one of the most jealously guarded

principles of the inter-American system.

Nonintervention is only one of the fundamental

rules, if I may use the tenn, for international con-

duct in the Western Hemisphere. No less impor-

tant for its material contribution to peace is the

principle of collective security, which came to full

fruition with the Inter-American Treaty of Re- ,

ciprocal Assistance signed at Eio in 1947, follow-
|

ing the initial steps taken during World War II

toward establishing its fonn and substance. Speci-

fying that an act of aggression against one nation

will be considered an attack on all, the collective

security agreement provides the macliinery for

action against a state that does not hold itself

bound by the nonintervention agreement. Since

1948 the Rio Treaty has been called into action 10

times. On six of these oc<;asions the Coimcil of

the Organization of American States, through its

Organ of Consultation, succeeded in bringing

about a peaceful settlement, while the otlier four

were solved by withdrawal of the charge of ag-

gression or some otlier means.

Quite apart from binding the 21 Republics to a

solemn commitment not to intervene or resort to

force of arms as a means of resolving differences,

plus providing a course of action in case of viola-

tion, the linked principles of nonintervention and

collective security have given birth to a salutary

psychological attitude in the general conduct of

inter-American relationships. Each nation of our

hemisphere, no matter how small or inadequately

armed, now feels protected by the strength of the

many allies that would come to its support in case

of aggression. Each nation now has the fore-

knowledge tliat correct conduct in a serious dis-

pute will be ascertained and approved by impartial

investigation. Mutual trust based on confidence

lias alleviated much of the suspicion that was com-

mon in hemispheric relationships; equally note-

worthy is the growing awareness of the interde-

pendence of the 21 American Republics.

Yet the hemisphere now hears a voice which is

strangely out of tune. Tlie Prime Minister of

Cuba [Fidel Castro] has publicly stated that his

Government would not foci bound by the Rio Pact.

Surely he must know that Cuba has nothing to

fear from any coimtrj' in the Americas, all of

whicli have watched with sympathetic interest the

unfolding political drama of that beautiful island

republic since it successfully fought for its inde-
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pendence only 62 years ago. No distortion of

liistory can possibly erase tlie facts, to wliich there

are living witnesses both in Cuba and the United

States, of that glorious ctl'ort. Nor shall we for-

get that it was the privilege of the United States

to provide a sanctuarj' for the beloved hero and
patriot of Cuba, Jose Marti, after he had been

forced to flee the island prior to the independence

struggle.

Can it be that the present Cuban Government is

unmindful of the real threat to their revolution,

indeed the threat to freedom and to the cause of

just and honest nationalism all over the hemi-

sphere, which is represented by international com-
munism ? Would not the freedom-loving peoples

in the satellite countries of Eastern Europe have

appreciated a kind of Kio Treaty when they were
overrun at the end of "World War II?

Military Relationships

ilany misconceptions exist, both at home and
abroad, concerning our military relations with

Latin American countries. In this important as-

pect of our total foreign relations in the area, the

United States collaborates in many ways with

Latin American countries. Our representatives

deliberate as juridical equals on the Inter-Ameri-
can Defense Board to determine the means and
methods of collective security. Our military mis-

sions serve in Latin American countries at the re-

quest of the host government. In the various bi-

lateral military assistance programs of our Mutual
Security Act, the United States provides materiel

and training to a number of countries.

During the last year there has developed outside

the executive branch some sentiment in favor of

providing military assistance to Latin American
countries through multilateral channels and of

terminating, or drastically curtailing, our present

bilateral programs. For example, a recent study
prepared by a university for the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee recommends the establish-

ment of a small auxiliary force of about a hundred
men contributed by various covmtries, to maintain
security against threats arising from within the

hemisphere.^ While this proposal is under study

'United States-Latin American Relations: The Oroan-
ization of American States, a .study prepared at the re-

quest of the Subcommittee on American Republics Affairs
of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations by North-
western University. No. 3. Dec. 24, 1959. 87 pp. [Com-
mittee print.]

at the present time, I would be less than frank not

to underline the political and military complexity

of establishing a force that would be truly effec-

tive and acceptable to all 21 Republics in the inter-

American community. Discussion of proposals

for an international police force might be included

under one of the items approved for the agenda

of the 11th Inter-American Conference, scheduled

to open in Quito March 1, 1961, but no early agree-

ment is foreseen under even the most favorable

circumstances. Obviously such an agreement

would require consultations within the individual

countries, and the required support of two-thirds

of the 21 Republics would likely be a long time

arriving, if at all.

Some misunderstanding of the mutual defense

assistance program also has appeared, both in

Latin America and the United States. In this

program the United States provides a relatively

small amount of materiel and training to a few
countries for regional defense needs. Far from
serving as the main support of the entire military

establishment in any country, as sometimes al-

leged, in no country does this assistance constitute

more than 16 percent of the total personnel

strength of the local armed forces—and from this

the percentage ranges downward to a low of 2

percent.

This small defense program neither supports nor

endorses the additional forces that the individual

countries may wish to maintain. The size and
character of their total military establishments

are within the prerogative of sovereign countries

to decide for themselves, and it would be improper
for the United States to go beyond a mere state-

ment of belief that most countries probably could

reduce their military expenditures without jeop-

ardizing their security requirements. Naturally,

the United States would welcome any opportunity

to discuss the always difficult and complex sub-

ject of Latin American arms limitations at a con-

ference such as that proposed by the Presidents

of Chile and Peru and now joined by President

Lleras of Colombia in a statement made during

his recent visit in Washington.* To the extent

that it is compatible with our own national inter-

ests, this coimtry is prepared to bring our own
programs and policies into harmony with any

arms limitation aiTangements that may be devel-

oped individually or collectively by our neighbors

in this hemisphere.

~
' See p. 699.
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Caribbean Arms Policy

I wish to take this opportunity to make clear

our policy on the export of arms and implements

of war to the Caribbean area. The basic position

of the United States is observance of noninter-

vention and loyalty to the efforts of the American

community as represented in the Organization of

American States to maintain within this hemi-

sphere a climate of peace and tranquillity within

which all American peoples can progress toward

the full enjoyment of the benefits of representa-

tive democracy and economic progress. There

has, however, arisen in various parts of the Carib-

bean area an atmosphere of violence and tension.

Arms obtained in the United States have been

utilized against the desires of the United States

Government and people in civil strife and in ef-

forts to intervene by force m the internal affairs

of other countries of the area. Accordingly, in

March 1958, the United States adopted a policy of

closely scrutinizing all applications for export of

arms and implements of war to the Caribbean

area and, in fact, of denying licenses for ship-

ments from this country to the Government of

Cuba.

Since that time there has been no lessening of

tensions. The United States has not been able to

return to its traditional policy of licensing the

export of arms with the assurance that they would
be employed solely for legitimate purposes of de-

fense. Instead, it was obliged to extend impar-
tially to the entire Caribbean region its policy of

careful scrutiny of all arms export applications,

denying those likely to result in additional ten-

sions in the area.

This policy was made known to allied and
friendly governments, who consult with the

United States but who, of course, fully retain the

right to make their own decisions in each instance.

It should be amply clear that this policy is not

directed against any particular country so much
as it is directed toward the general aim of main-
taining peace in the area.

Individual Freedom and Representative Democracy

It is sometimes said tliat tlie doctrine of non-
intervention has slowed down the march toward
individual freedom and representative democracy
in this hemisphere, tliat nations refusing to apply
principles of basic human rights witliin tlieir

borders should not enjoy the 'protection" of the
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nonmtervention agreement. This position, in my
opinion, is wrong. The truth is, based on long

experience, that nonintervention provides individ-

ual nations the opportunity to evolve their own
destiny and establish an atmosphere of freedom

and human dignity.

Our coimnon devotion to freedom with justice,

and indeed to a broad application of democratic

principles, should not be construed as an avenue

of interference into the affaire of another nation

where these same prmciples may not be in full

application. This was a difficult question facing

the Meeting of Consultation of Foreign JMmisters

in Santiago last August, and the decision was that

the ijrinciple of nonintervention was clearly in-

violable.** Clearly each nation must fuid its own
political destiny without outside interference.

This ban on intervention is just as applicable to

forces from outside the Americas as it is within.

In his report to the Nation,' President Eisenhower

.

stated his views this way

:

... if a tyrannieal form of government were imposed

upon any of the Americas from outside or with outside

support—by force, threat, or subversion—we would cer-

tainly deem this to be a violation of the principle of non-

intervention and would expect the Organization of

American States, acting under pertinent solemn commit-

ments, to take appropriate collective action.

Chilean Student Letter

During his recent tour to Latin America, Presi-

dent Eisenhower received a letter from an organi-

zation of university students in Chile. This letter

seemed to be sincere and moderate, even thought-

ful, but it also demonstrated much of the gulf of

misunderstanding that exists in the mentality of

many students of Latin America. Our Ambas-

sador in Chile [Walter Howe] delivered the reply

on belialf of the President to the student letter

yesterday [April 8],* and I wish to take this op-

portimity to discuss some of the misimderstand-

ings answered in that correspondence.

One of the phrases that impressed President

Eisenhower as an indication of the depths of mis-

understanding was the assertion that the United

States looks "benevolently" on dictators in the

Americas. Our democratic way of life has been

' For background, see Bulletin of Sept. 7, 1959, p. 342.

' Ibid., Mar. 28, 19G0, p. 471.

' For texts of the students' letter and the U.S. reply, see

ihid.. Apr. 25, 19G0, p. 648.
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so instilled in the makeup of our institutions that

we cannot fail to be repelled by tlio tyrannical

abuse of power by go\ernniental leadei-s. We
pointed out that we shall continue to favor

the i-c<luction and elimination of antidemocratic

governmental practices if the solution is genu-

inely constructive, in accordance with inter-

national obligations, and represents the consensus

of the inter-American community. It would be

nothing less than foolhardy to become so obsessed

with the destruction of undemocratic regimes as

to embark upon actions leading to chaos, anarchy,

or their replacement by a new but even more
dangerous fomi of tyranny. We hope the point

is well noted bj' the students when they read in

the reply that "democracy, unlike communism or

any other form of tyranny, cannot be imposed

from without by any nations or gi'oup of na-

tions. . . . Wliat all of us can and should strive

for is to improve and strengthen the admittedly

imperfect democracies in which we live in order

that they may serve as examples for others. This

moral pressure by example strikes a responsive

chord in the hearts of the people."

Trade and Commerce

That the United States should participate more

fully in the economic development of Latin

America is a point often made by our critics.

The student letter advanced this idea and then

added that "economic integration" would pei-mit

Latin American countries to "industrialize their

economies and accelerate their development."

Never in history has a country particijiated in the

economic development of other regions so whole-

heartedly as the United States has. The results

have been mutually worth while, and future pros-

pects are still brighter. Our Government has re-

peatedly and forcefully given its support to the

concept of common markets in Latin America that

stimulates trade expansion both within the area

and with other regions of the world. Improve-

ment of the knowledge and skills of the popula-

tion has been a major effort of our technical

cooperation and educational programs, affording

these benefits to thousands of Latin Americans

under the sponsorship of both government and

private enterprise.

The letter also points out that our Government-

owned Eximbank has loaned, since its inception,

over $3.9 billion in Latin America to both state-

owned and private enterprises. The great bulk

of these loans has been for the purpose of aiding

economic development. Add to this over $300

million in loans resulting from the sale of surplus

agricultural commodities and $78 million from

the Development Loan Fund, both on extremely

liberal repayment terms. Also substantial United

States contributions have been made tlirough the

International Bank for Reconstruction and De-

velopment and other international lending in-

stitutions.

Investments by private American businesses

have been even larger—about $9 billion. Indeed,

United States private investments in Latin

America exceed those in any other region of the

world. According to the latest statistics, from

these United States private investments come 30

percent of Latin America's exports. These ex-

port earnings created enough foreign exchange to

pay for all the imports and income remitted to the

United States by tliose companies and still return

a surplus of $900 million a year to Latin America.

About 625,000 jobs have been created and 15 per-

cent of all taxes collected in the area came from

United States private investments. L a tin

America always has been an attraction for private

investment; in fact, this source of financial as-

sistance is now averaging about $600 million per

ye<ar.

The letter states

:

My Government believes that, generally speaking,

United States investors in Latin America are taking

seriously their responsibilities toward their employees

and the people of the countries in which they do busi-

ness. They are interested in putting tlieir roots down
as responsible business citizens of those countries. They
want to stay and help in the development process, and

it is a gross exaggeration, and in most cases patently un-

true, to accuse them of being interested solely in exploit-

ing your countries.

Raw Materials Prices

The pricing of raw materials is a subject that is

often interpreted to the disadvantage of the

United States. In this case, the student letter took

a quotation out of context from a report and ar-

rived at the opposite conclusion. The full report

shows how the development of low-cost resources

benefits raw-material jiroducing coimtries as well

as the coimtries which buy part of these raw ma-

terials. In fact, foreign producers and foreign

countries have benefited substantially from poli-
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cies of the United States Government designed

not to obtain raw materials at the lowest price

possible but to give a fair return to suppliers in

the United States and abroad.

The Ambassador's reply states

:

Our appreciation that violent fluctuations of raw ma-

terial prices can cause great difficulties for countries

which are heavily dependent on the exports of one or

two commodities has caused the United States to co-

operate with primary producing countries, not only in

Latin America but elsewhere, and in many different ways,

in efforts to overcome these difBcultles. But the problem

is deep-seated and requires basic solution of such matters

as rates of economic growth, the need for diversification

of production, and the balance of supply and demand.

During the time that such fundamental adjustments are

being worked out, it may be possible in certain cases

to reduce the severity of price fluctuations by arrange-

ments of various kinds among interested countries. In

most cases It is possible for countries experiencing tem-

porary balance-of-payments difficulties as a result of

commodity price declines to obtain external financial

assistance calculated to tide them over.

The letter points out that, far from obtaining

raw materials at lowest possible prices, prices are

supported for certain agricultural products and

minerals. Foreign suppliers often obtain prices

for commodities sold in the United States which

exceed world market prices, this being at consid-

erable cost to the United States consumer. With
respect to imported raw materials which are not

produced domestically, we customarily levy low

duties, or none at all, and impose few internal

taxes. This stimulates our consumption of these

products and so redounds to the benefit of the

exporting country.

These are a few of the general areas of misun-

derstanding. If one would care to dwell upon the

effects of disparities, something might be said

about the differing heritage of language and cul-

tural patterns, the divergencies in psychological

attitudes toward the problems of economics and
politics, and the paradoxical comparisons of so-

ciological and ethnological structures. It is my
belief tliat in the face of present-day realities these

dissimilarities are less important than the prin-

ciples and practices that we hold in common with

the people of Latin America. Individuals do

differ, and so do nations. "Wliat mailers far more
is their capacity to work together toward their

common aims for the mutual good of all.

"VYe must all maintain a balanced perspective to-

ward Latin America. The problems there are

great, but even greater is the challenge and oppor-

tunity. In the ebb and flow of hemispheric devel-

opments, progress far outweighs regression. Our
relationships with Latin America today are on a

sound basis, and there is a constructive trend

which should continue unabated into the future.

We are jointly committed with our sister republics

in what President Lleras Camargo of Colombia

2 days ago described as a "glorious, responsible

and arduous task ... of proving that a part . . .

of the world laiows how to live in a society of

nations ruled by law and moving towards

perfection."

U.S. and Chile To Cooperate

in Antarctic Scientific Program

Following is the text of a joint announcement

made on April 12 hy the Governments of Chile and

the United States.

Press release 188 dated April 12

The Governments of Chile and the United

States of America have agreed to cooperate in a

scientific program in Antarctica in order to con-

tinue and if possible amjjlify the valuable scien-

tific woi"k which was accomplished during the

Inteniational Geophysical Year.

In this connection, the Government of the

United States of America is making available a

vessel suitable for scientific investigation which

can be accomplished in Antarctic waters, such as

oceanography. The Government of Chile, on its

part, has agreed to provide the operational and

administrative supplies and sei-vices needed for

the operation of this vessel in cari-ying out its

scientific mission. The vessel is being trans-

ferred by the LTnited States Navy to Chilean

Navy command under a live-year renewable lease.

The vessel will be placed under Chilean command

at the port of San Francisco on a date to be

mutually agreed by the two Governments and will

proceed to Cliile when tlie necessary preparations

have been completed.

It is planned that scientists from both coun-

tries will participate in programs of technical

studies, research and scientific observations, as

may be mutually agreed, to bo carried out on

board the vessel. In harmony with the spirit of

the present agreement, scientists from other coun-

tries may be invited to participate in scientific
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progi'ams, to be conducted aboard the vessel, sub-

ject to the limitations of space and accommoda-

tions.

The arrangements to which this announcement

refers have no effect on rights and claims asserted

in Antarctica. Each Government maintains its

traditional position in regard to such matters.

The Governments of Chile and the United

States of America jointly express their satisfac-

tion at this new manifestation of the friendly

spirit of cooperation which animates them, and

are confident that the practical results of this

agreement will redound to the benefit of world

science.

U.S. and Colombia Reaffirm Determination To Continue Collaboration

on Matters of Mutual Concern

Alberto Lleras Camargo, President of the Re-

jniblic of Colombia, made a state visit to the United

States April 4-17. President Lleras, accompanied

by Senora de Lleras and party, was in Washington

froTti April 5 to 8 and then began a brief trip that

included stops at Hot Springs, Va., Neio York
City, and Miami, Fla. Following are texts of

statements by President Eisenhower and President

Lleras released at the close of the Washington

visit, together with an address made by President

Lleras before a joint session of the Congress on

April 6 and a list of the members of the official

party.

STATEMENTS BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER AND
PRESIDENT LLERAS

White Hoase press release dated April 8

; President Eisenhower

The President of the United States has had a

valuable and friendly exchange of views with the

President of Colombia on a number of subjects of

mutual interest, including matters of special sig-

nificance and concern in inter-American relations.

The discussions between the two Presidents began

at the '\^^lite House on Wednesday, April 6, and

continued at Camp David on Thursday, April 7.

They were entirely infoi-mal in nature and with-

out any agenda ; no negotiations of any type were

involved. They took place in an atmosphere

of complete cordiality, frankness and mutual

understanding.

During his four-day visit President Lleras ad-

dressed a Joint Meeting of Congress and he and

the members of his party conferred with the Vice

President, the Secretary of State, members of the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee and other

United States Government officials. After leav-

ing Washington President Lleras will visit three

other cities of this counti-y and will meet and

confer with governmental, cultural and business

leaders.

The President is happy to confirm that there

are no serious problems pending between the

United States and Colombia and that relations

between the two countries are characterized by a

spirit of friendliness and mutual respect. He
discussed at length with President Lleras the eco-

nomic needs of Colombia and noted with satis-

faction the return of Colombia to economic and

financial stability under the present regime, a

development largely made possible by the great

efforts of the Colombian Government and people

and cooperation between the Colombian Govern-

ment and official and private banks in the United

States, together with support from international

banking institutions. At the same time these

discussions disclosed the need for increasing and

diversifying Colombian agricultural and indus-

trial production to keep pace with the rapid

growth of population in that country, in which

task all possible efforts will be made to cooperate

with the Colombian Government.

The conversations dwelt also upon the basic

problem of social and economic development

which, as President Lleras has eloquently stated,

"has no other objective than that of producing
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within the shortest period of time, with the full

application of all public and private resources, a

gradual rise in the standard of living of the entii-e

population and a better distribution of income".

The two Presidents found it a matter for rejoicing

that in America war has been outlawed as an in-

strument of national i^olicy, that Americans, north

and south, live at peace with one another and

wholeheartedly sympathize with and maintain

their solidarity with the free nations of the world.

They reaffirmed their support of the Organization

of American States and their devotion to the de-

fense of its ideals as voiced in its Charter and other

significant inter-American agreements.

Finally, President Eisenhower expressed his

conviction that a continuing personal relationship

between the Chiefs of State of the two countries

was an important element in maintaining the long

tradition of friendship and cooperation between

Colombia and the United States, and that the

present visit signifies the determination of the two

Chiefs of State and their two Governments to

continue their collaboration on matters of mutual

concern both directly and through international

organizations, as befits two nations sharing a com-

mon faith in freedom, democracy and social

justice.

President Lleras

The President of Colombia has had a most

gratifying experience in his visit to the United

States in response to the invitation from Presi-

dent Eisenhower. In his conversations with

President Eisenhower, Secretary of State Herter

and other high officials of the American Govern-

ment he has had the opportunity to discuss prob-

lems that affect the hemisphere and their relation

to world problems and, in particular, to those of

Colombia. The President of Colombia found the

same spirit of cooperation, understanding and
good neighborliness that constantly has character-

ized relations between the two countries, as well as

an intense and deep concern for the progress of

the Latin American nations, the political and so-

cial stability and their economic development.

Colombia has wished to make fully evident, on
the occasion of this visit, its appreciation for the

high degree of cooperation it has received from
the Government of the United States in connec-
tion with the crisis suddenly made acute by the
drop in coffee prices, that, had it continued,
would have brought disaster to the producing

countries. In this crisis, the United States as-

sumed the position, unprecedented for a consumer

country, of cooperating in the formulation of

world-wide agi-eements designed to seek stability

for this product. Likewise, the President of Co-

lombia has wanted to attest his gratitude and that

of his people for the financial aid given the eco-

nomic policies of his Government, thanks to which

it has been possible to reestablish the foreign cred-

it of his country, to stabilize its currency and to

open new prospects for economic development.

President Eisenhower and high officials of the

American Government, as well as members of the

United States Congress, have shown on this oc-

casion special interest in intensifying the cooper-

ation of their country with the efforts being made
by the American Governments to raise the stand-

ards of living of their peoples. Also, the Presi-

dent of Colombia has found a clear expression of

the respect, confidence and esteem in which the

Government of the United States holds the Or-

ganization of American States as an instrument

for studying, clarifj'ing and resolving all prob-

lems that may arise concerning relations between

our countries, when these cannot be resolved di-

rectly. It has been gratifying and stimulating to

the Chief of the Colombian Government to con-

firm that he is in complete accord with President

Eisenhower's concept that the juridical structure

developed by the American states during the 71

years of their collaboration is one of the greatest

contributions of our times to the predominance of

a system of law in international relations, and
with the need and desirability of strengthening

the American regional organization by giving it

the governments' strongest support.

It is also gratifying to the President of Co-

lombia to state that, although it was not the aim

of his visit to discuss any special aspect of cooper-

ation between the two countries, he found in

President Eisenhower, in the members of Con-

gress and the Government and generally in all

official circles, special desire to help resolve the

serious problems of Colombia's growth and to

enlist the American nation in the development of

an economic and social policy that would serve the

interests of the Colombian people, raise their

standard of living and contribute to developing a

state of prosperity and justice. In the course of

our interviews through tlie normal channels, con-

versations will be carried forward on specific ways
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to cooperate in these efforts, that are intended to

consolidate democracy and the order, peace and

social justice of the hemisphere.

The President of Colombia wishes to express his

liijjhest appreciation for the way President Eisen-

hower, the American Government and people have

received the Chief of a sister nation, turning this

visit not only into an act of close friendship be-

tween nations but also into a very useful oppor-

tunity to examine new ways of intensifying

long term and reciprocal political and economic

cooperation.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE CONGRESS, APRIL 6 >

Membei-s of the Congress of the United States,

I have come to your coimtry by your President's

most kind invitation. I have no specific mission

here. I am not here to make any overtures on

behalf of my Government to yours; both yours

and mine manage to get along satisfactorily to-

gether through the ordinaiy broad and friendly

channels.

Neither have I come here to get acquainted with

this Nation, though it would be well worth my
while to leave the cares of office to do so. It has

been my privilege to live long years among you,

right here in Washington.^ The admiration I feel

for your counti-y, your laws, your political institu-

tions, for this Congress, for your harmonious bal-

ance of powers and estates, came to me by dint

of long and deep deliberation, when I contem-

plated your behavior as a people in peace and

in war.

At that time, during which there were some

hard and trying moments for you, it fell to my
lot as an agent of the American international

organization to help in maintaining tlie interest

of the public, the interest of Congress, and of

successive administrations in the affairs, fortunes,

problems, and future of those enormous geograph-

ical and human latitudes which lie south of your

country and cover the islands of the Caribbean.

Everj'where I foimd good will, affection for our

people, mindfulness of tlieir affairs. Presidents

Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower, no less than

' Congressional Record of Apr. C, 19C0, p. 09.3.5.

' President Lleras was his country's ambassador to the

United States In IM."?, Director General of the Pan Ameri-

can Union in 1947, and Secretary General of the Organi-

zation of American States 1948-54.

Secretaries of State Hull, Stettinius, Byrnes, Mar-

shall, Aclieson, Dulles, and Ilerter renewed their

faith in the regional organization, while the two

Houses of Congress took the initiative to strength-

en it, despite the harassing anxieties which had

pulled the attention of the public in other direc-

tions, toward the immediate points of conflagra-

tion and conflict.

At that time your isolationist policy ended for-

ever, and you pledged yourselves as the greatest

world power to maintain the peace and security

of our planet. Tliat was when the Senate, un-

der the joint or alternating influence of Senators

Connallj' and Vandenberg and with the whole-

hearted assistance of several of its present mem-
bers, set its seal, both in the Charter of the United

Nations and in the Organization of American

States, on the enlargement and definition of the

regional convenants entered into by the United

States of America. Wliat intense activity to

create a world of law after Armageddon. Con-

ference followed conference—Dumbarton Oaks,

Yalta, Chapultepec, San Francisco, Rio de Jan-

eiro, Bogota. In all of them one thing emerged

clear to you and to the other American States:

whatever may happen, we are, above all, members

of the most ancient regional community in ex-

istence, partners in the most effective enterprise

for the elimination of war, for collective defense

and peaceful cooperation. Our related lives are

ruled by the clearest statutes of reciprocal obliga-

tions and rights amongst our 21 nations, statutes

which are at once a kind of inter-American con-

stitution and, as Franklin Delano Roosevelt

would have it, a declaration of interdependence.

Measure of a Great Nation

During that process you also proved yourselves

to be a great nation. How easy it would have

been for you to turn your backs, as some of your

experts advised you to do, on the circumscribed

regional organization and, instead, to rush head-

long into the tasks, duties, and dangers of your

new position in the world organization so fraught

with unforeseen consequences. Nevertheless, you

did not forget that in the American society of na-

tions your finest statesmen had learned how to

treat with other peoples, how to restrain the im-

perialistic zest of a young and ambitious nation,

how to submit to the sway of international laws

which were in essence hardly different from those
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which governed your country. And, indeed, was

it not from the inter-American experience that

Wilson's idea came forth to create the League of

Nations? The only reward sought on America's

entering the Second World War was the founda-

tion of a rule of law and a worldwide association

of nations. That demand, posed by the United

States both on the first occasion and on the second,

was made in tacit representation of a hemisphere

in which the system proposed not only was of long

standing, but had also proved its civilizing

effectiveness.

I quite understand how it is that some Euro-

pean, Asiatic, and African states have feared and

still look askance upon your sudden appearance

on the scene of world decisions ; for, indeed, never

before has so mighty a power, after so decisive a

military victory, intervened in world affairs for

the first time witliout insisting that the prevalent

geographical, political, and economic structure

should be refashioned to the measure of its am-

bition. But we, the nations of Latin America,

could hardly claim the right to join in that chorus

of distrust, misunderstanding, and suspicion, for

our experience witli your country does not in the

least resemble that of other peoples who have lived

or survive under the baleful shadow of some im-

placable imperialism.

True it is that your Nation, in her fullblooded

and heady youth, followed the best-known pattern

of what up to then was supposed to be a great

power, and that some of our Latin-American

states felt the unbridled harshness of that mood.

But at the hemisphere's roundtable she surren-

dered her weapons one by one, she cut her claws,

she eschewed privilege and exception, and clung

only to one common law, identical for the smallest

and feeblest states, but more rigorous for the great-

est. That is why when it was announced in

Montevideo [1933] that the United States had de-

cided to abandon every form of intervention in the

hemisphere, we, the unarmed peoples of the south,

realized that the international organization that

was foundering in Geneva miglit yet be rescued in

America, and that democracy among nations was

not merely desirable, but absolutely possible.

Notwithstanding, the rest of the world was not

quite so ready for such a doctrine and such a

policy. Already in San Francisco, when the struc-

ture of the United Nations was being discussed,

there resounded the first clash agamst certain

rampant tendencies to aggression. '\^liat for you

and for us was the beginning of the law that di-

rected and submitted the relations between state

and state to a juridical order, signified for others

nothing more than a yielding to the doctrinarian

whim of a powerful ally. Or else it might be

—

so they fancied—an instrument of unilateral po-

litical power with such indispensable reservations

as to make sure that no imperial ambition of pre-

dominance should come to naught.

It was the peojiles of Latin America who clearly

saw the new perils and who understood and ad-

mired the behavior of your Nation, pledged as she

was to safeguard, within the international organi-

zation and outside of it, those very principles

which had led her to war and to Anctory. It was

they who understood why it was necessary to pour

out over a devastated world, without making any

distinction between friends and foes, all the

wealth and bounty of the United States. It was

they who realized that this generous strength was

especially needed in those areas where the civiliza-

tion of the West had been demolished and had to

be set up again ; and especially needed, too, where-

ever age-long despotism and misery and the en-

slavement of millions of human beings, shaken

out of their lethargy by the war of liberation,

could not be prolonged without kindling their un-

fulfilled craving into explosion. Thus, for the

mission which you had assigned to yourselves, we
saw poor, undernourished people of Latin

America proffering food and money, rather in

the spirit of complete agreement than in the hope

of lending any substantial aid. It was in the same

spirit that some of us offered military contingents

to the United Nations in order to repel aggressions

condemned by the international organization.

Era of Economic and Social Development

It is principally through your action, supported

by our enthusiasm, that this second lialf of the

20th century is destined to be the period of eco-

nomic and social development of the backward

populations of the world. The war, as could be

foreseen, brought about the dissolution of ancient

empires. Something like this had happened after

the Napoleonic wars which originated the inde-

pendence of the Latin-American nations. Thus,

too, after 1918 new states sprang into being; and,
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in like manner, tlie process set in motion by the

Second AVorld War has not yet run its course.

Look at all these tyro states. Does it seem, in

the political order, an easy thing to create an inde-

pendent nation? Well, it is much harder—it is,

in fact, amazingly difficult—to maintain the auton-

omy of a people burning with desire for a better

existence which political fi-eedom has brought

within its vision, but not within its reach. Such

a nation, eager to develop, stands at the crossroads

of two fundamental choices. It can follow the

Conmiunist pattern, and sacrifice all the freedoms

and the privileges of the human person in the hope

that, after three or four generations of privation

and bloodshed, the survivors may at last know

and acquire some of the goods, services and facili-

ties of a higher civilization. Or it can be guided

by those principles and procedures through which

you yourselves have come to be one of the richest,

most fairminded and happiest of nations. We
have seen how the backward peoples of the Eastern

Hemisphere rush into either alternative, and how
they often fail to see that if once they commit

themselves to the former choice, even by way of

experiment there is no turning back. Of course,

for several of those nations, who never knew free-

dom before the Second World War, there is no

great sacrifice in accepting a new tyranny which

holds out to them the promise of industries,

dwellings, vehicles, clothing and food for the

offspring of their grandchildren.

The Latin American nations, fortunately, are

not in this situation. Since their inception they

have known the unforgettable taste of freedom.

In spite of civil wars and occasional dictatorships,

they always come back to freedom, which is their

historical constant. This freedom, in fact, is

what makes it possible for them to perceive the

process through which mankind is passing in

Japan, in China, in Indonesia, in India, in Africa,

in Western and in satellite Europe. This is what

makes them understand that if they do not in the

near future emerge from their backwardness,

they will be unable to avoid the effects of im-

patience and desperation, of revolt and anarchy,

and new dictatorsliips. In all those states it has

already been possible to measure almost accurately

how many more yards they have to go in order

to finish a race that will bring them to the point

of satisfying the vital needs of a growing popu-

lation; how much (hey can achieve through an

industrial and agricultural development calcu-

lated to raise the standard of living to reasonable

human levels.

Need for Credit in Latin America

Latin America has been struggling, even by

such unorthodox means as inflation, to produce at

least the illusion of development, but these meth-

ods create very serious social problems and finan-

cial instability, which can only make it still more
difficult to acquire the capital goods that have to

be paid for in hard cash. What these countries

need—and not in some way or other, but urgently

and amply—is foreign aid, which ought to take

the specific form of credit for the undeferrable and
profitable enterprise of their economic develop-

ment. If the principles of free enterprise and
private initiative, as well as the principles on

which the political organization of the hemisphere

is founded, are true ; if your ovm experts and those

of the United Nations are right, then in 10, or

15, or 20 years, provided that the Latin American

countries have been gi-eatly boosted with foreign

capital, the whole hemisphere will, by its very

prosperity, Ije proof against any attempt to reduce

it to anarchy with a view to favoring the domina-

tion of alien politics. It is equally certain that

these countries will then be able to pay back loans

extended to them for this purpose.

Without such aid the lag in our economic devel-

opment would ominously falter toward paralysis

—

but not before millions of beings without schools,

without hospitals, without industries enough to

create employment, without sufficient food, with-

out land and, worse than all, without hope have

repudiated their democratic leading classes and

taken leap after leap in the dark. Each of those

leaps, like your historic cannon shot, would be

heard around the world, and here, louder than

anywhere else.

The admiration, affection, and gratitude I have

for your people compel me to show you with un-

sparing clarity the plight of Latin America as I

see it. But I also want to make it quite clear that

I do not consider you bound to help in the eco-

nomic development of any part of the world

—

even the nearest to your frontiers and your sym-

pathies. We in Latin America do not think our-

selves entitled to claim your collaboration in our
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economic development, even though this has been

your way of promoting your international jwlicies

and oui-s in other regions in dire peril. Our situ-

ation is not one of unilateral rights and obliga-

tions. But it so happens that we need to purchase

a decisive stake in the material civilization of the

"West, so that tliis civilization may not wholly per-

ish from our countries through frustration,

tlirough impotence, through desperation. We are

unable to buy it outright from those who own it

—

tliat is, from you—in your own currency. We can

neither solicit nor accept a gift without retribu-

tion ; we will neither beseech nor receive aid from

you without restitution to the American taxpayer,

for such an action on our part, even were it pos-

sible, would engender only bitterness, i-esentment,

mistrust, and irritation in the popular relations

between North and South.

So far as I am aware, the people of Latin

America, with perhaps a solitary exception, have

asked for nothing but credit for their economic

development. But this must be a high operation

of reciprocal confidence in a great common des-

tiny, and an act of faith, on your part and on ours,

in the political, economic, and social principles

that we share. It cannot be, then, an operation

subject to tlie all-too-rigid tests and the common
standards of ordinary banking and private busi-

ness. On this occasion neither you nor we can rmi

the risk of discovering when we agree to do some-

thing that it is too late or too little. The pan-

American operation that our States have been pro-

posing is renuinerative, sure, and clear. But it is

fundamentally a political act which cannot be

judged by traditional banking criteria. No doubt

there are better deals and better investments than

the economic development of a backward part of

the world. But it is a political function of the

State to decide on the priority of this enterprise.

I am well aware that tliis message of mine, if it

is at all worthy of consideration, could be deliv-

ered in no fitter place than this admirable Con-

gress of (he United States, where there is reflected

without hindrance or deceit the public opinion of

a great and friendly nation.

I wish to say, too, that if I speak like this I

do not do so merely on my own initiative or by
a mandate of my people. Nearly every day I

receive in the Presidential House in Colombia
visits from fellow citizens of youra, Senators and
Coii<rressnien, public functionaries, professional

men, university men, businessmen, trade-imion

leaders, and all of them, with some perplexity,

with a sincere desire to find out the truth, and
with the noblest spirit of inter-American frater-

nity, ask the same question : "Wliat must we, what
can we do for Latin America?" To all of them
I have given the same answer, and they have asked

me to repeat it from the highest tribune of your
Nation : Help those people to come forth from
their backwardness by lending them the goods

and capital they need. You will thus enable them
to leave behind them the last stage of their under-

development. But give them tliis help before their

backwardness becomes a retreat, a rout, a histori-

cal disaster.

I have never, outside of my own country, felt

more honored and more responsible for each word
I say than at this solemn moment when I am being

listened to by those who, in either House, belong

to that institution which has decided the history

of the United States and, at times, of humanity.

Let me say, however, that you have not been listen-

ing merely to the voice of a citizen of the liemi-

sphere
;
you have heard another voice, one that has

the right and the credentials to be listened to in

the unsullied forum of liberty—the voice of my
country, Colombia, a free people, governed by

institutions that have their origin in Philadelphia.

This is the voice of a people who have followed

your finest examples and who profess for your

Nation an undeviating friendship tested by his-

torical difficulties which no longer exist. It is,

then, the voice of a friendship proven in our time

by a long, respectful, rewarding, and reciprocal

collaboration, which I hope and trust will con-

tinue M'ithout impairment into the future.

MEMBERS OF OFFICIAL PARTY

The Department of State announced on April 1

(press release 164) that tlie following persons

would accompany President Lleras and Sefiora de

Lleras as members of the official party

:

Carlos Sanz de Sjintamnrla, Ambassador of tlip Republic

of Colombia to the tJnitcd States

Sefiora de Sanz de Santamarfa
Gilberto Arango,' Minister of Agriculture.

VirKilio P.arco," Minister of I'ublic Works.

' Rank of Special Ambassador of Colombia dining the

visit.
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Jorge Franco,' chief of the Department of Planning and
Technical Services

Victor Julio Silva,' president of the Colombian Federation

of Worl;ers

Antonio Uiaz,' president of the Union of Colombian
Worliers

Jos6 Canmcho, Minister, Embassy of Colombia
Col. Alberto llauzeur. Military Aide to President Lleras
Maj. Raiil A. Paredes, Air Aide to President Lleras
Seiiorita Marcela Lleras, daughter of President and
Seuora de Lleras

Seiiorita Carmen Vald6s, niece of President and SeSora
de Lleras

Ambassador Bonsai Replies

to Three Cuban Complaints

The U.S. Ambassador to Cuba, Philip W. Bon-
sal, on April 11 delivered to the Cuban Foreign
Ministry three V.S. notes in reply to complaints

by the Cuban Government of actions taken by the

United States with respect to revocation of li-

censes for the exportation of helicopters to Cuba,
the dis7nissal of a Cuban employee at the Guan-
tanamA) Naval Base, and the suspension of the

services of U.S. Department of Agriculture fruit

and vegetable inspectors stationed in Cuba. Fol-

lowing are the texts of the exchanges of notes be-

tween the two Governments.

EXPORTING OF HELICOPTERS

On the contrary, increased tensions in the Carib-

bean area accompanied by ample evidence of de-

mands for armaments far in excess of any
conceivable need for self-defense have made it

necessary for the United States Government to

broaden its policy so as to cover all items wliich

have a military potential. This policy is deemed
to be fully in accord with the conclusions of the

Fifth Meeting of Consultation of Foreign Min-
isters at Santiago,^ which revealed the clear pre-

occupation of the American Governments with
factors affecting international tensions in the

Caribbean area. Consequently, precepts have
been adopted which require that applications for
the export to Caribbean countries of aircraft

which can be used, with little or no modification,

for military purposes be analyzed in the light of
all available evidence regarding aircraft require-

ments and usage of the country in question. Can-
cellation of the licenses for the exportation of

helicopters to Cuba was made pursuant to these

precepts, account being taken of the large number
of licenses approved in the preceding six months
for the exportation to Cuba of light aircraft, in-

cluding helicopters, for agricultural purposes, and
the possibility that aircraft exported for agricul-

tural uses might also be employed for military

purposes.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of
my highest consideration.

Philip W. Bonsal

U.S. Note

Press release 185 dated April 11

April 11, 1960

Excellency : I have the honor to acknowledge
the receipt of Your Excellency's note of March
25, 1960, regarding the decision of the United

States Department of Commei'ce to revoke the li-

censes for the exportation of helicopters to Cuba.

The Government of the United States, begin-

ning in March 1958, instituted a policy of closely

scrutinizing all applications for export of arms
and implements of war to the Caribbean area, and,

in fact, of denying licenses with respect to ship-

ments to the then Government of Cuba. It was
the profound hope of the United States that with
the establishment of the present Government of

Cuba, peace and tranquility would be restored to

the Caribbean area. This hope has not been

realized.

Cuban Note

Unofficial translation

Habana, March 25, 1960
Tear of the Agrarian Reform

AIr. Ambassador: I have the honor to inform Your
Excellency that the Revolutionary Government has re-

ceived with surprise the report that the Department of
Commerce of the United States of North America has
announced its decision to revoke the licenses for the
exportation of helicopters to Cuba.
The pretext which is advanced for taking this deci-

sion is that the helicopters which the Government of
Cuba wishes to acquire "fall within the precepts which
call for the review of special licenses and new requests

for exportations related to military purposes."

The helicopters which Cuba is interested in purchasing
are to be used in the work already fully and efficaciously

under way to increase agricultural production for the
purpose of raising the standard of living of the humble
classes of the population.

' Btn-iETiN of Sept 7, 1959, p. 342.
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The Government which I have the honor to represent

believes that the acquisition of these helicopters in no

way, not even tangentially, can be associated with the

so-called "tensions of the Caribbean." A country which

loves peace if anyone does, which is today converting

its barracks into schools, the only war in which Cuba is

engaged is that against misery. In its irrevocable pur-

pose of winning this noble struggle, the Government and

people of Cuba will not lessen efforts to acquire the heli-

copters which it needs from friendly countries which are

disposed to assist us in the magnanimous enterprise of

national redemption to which we are committed.

The Revolutionary Government of Cuba wishes to make
a matter of .specific record its protest over this unfriendl.v

decision which hinders rather than facilitates the im-

provement of relations between the two countries.

I take this opportunity to express to Your Excellency

the renewed testimony of my highest consideration.

RaOl Roa
Minister of Foreign Relations

DISMISSAL OF EMPLOYEE AT NAVAL BASE

U.S. Note

Press release ISi dated April 11

April 11, 1960

ExcELLKNCY : I liave tlie Iionor to refer to Your
Excellency's note of March 25, 1960 regarding

the dismissal of Mr. Federico Figueras Larrazabal

from his employment with the United States

Xaval Base at Guantanamo, and Your Govern-
ment's concern at reports that numerous ex-mem-
bei-s of the former Cuban Army are being

employed by the Base. You requested that the

Embassy use its good offices with the competent

American authorities in order that he may be

reinstated in his position.

I have taken up the matter of Mr. Figueras' dis-

missal with the Base authorities who, in accord-

ance with Base tradition and practice, desire to

in no way become involved in the internal affairs

of the Government of Cuba. I learned that Mr.
Figueras has repeatedly made unfounded and
slanderous public statements designed to incite

feeling against the United States and against

the Base and to perturb relations between the two
countries. Under the circumstances his rein-

statement would damage further these relations

rather lliaii improve them, and it is therefore

impossible to accede to the wishes of the Govern-
ment of Cuba in this matter.

With regard to reports that many members of
(ho former ("iih;iii .\iiiiy liave been given employ-
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ment at the Base, the facts as furnished me by

the Base Commander do not bear this out. I am
informed that the number of fomier members of

the Cuban Armed Forces among approxunately

3700 Cuban employees is extremely small, and

that only eight employees of all those hired smce

January 1, 1959 have been identified as former

members of the Cuban Army or Navy. All eight

reside outside the Base, and none have been iden-

tified to the Base Commander as wanted by tlie

Cuban Government for past crimes or counter-

revolutionary activities.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of

my highest consideration and esteem.

Philip W. Bonsal

Cuban Note

Unofficial translation

Habana, March 25, 1960

Year of the Agrarian Reform

Mr. Ambassador : I have the honor to address to Yovir

Excellency the present note with reference to the dismissal

from his work on the Guantanamo Xaval Base of Mr.

Federico Figueras Larrazabal, Secretary General of the

Syndicate of Workers and Employees established in 1951

on the said Base.

In the written notification of the dismissal in question

there is imputed to Mr. Figueras Larrazabal, among other

charges, that of having uttered offenses against the Gov-

ernment of the United States, which appeared in the

newspaper "Sierra Maestra." Said charges were read to

them [sic] upon reporting for work on Friday, the 18th

instant, and he was urged to retract those supposed offen-

sive statements. Mr. Figueras Larrazabal had to refuse

to renounce his statements, as they were inspired b.v his

patriotic intention to avert difliculties for both govern-

ments. Tills is fully shown by his exhortation to the

Cuban workers to make themselves permanent guards for

the security of the Base.

Considering that the dismissal of Mr. Figueras Larraza-

bal has aroused deep displeasure among the workers of

the Base and in nearby zones, the Cul)an Revolutionary

Government requests urgently, through your kind offices,

of the competent American authorities the reinstatement

of Mr. Federico Figueras in his iM>sitiou. in Ihe assurance

that this would contribute toward dissipating the intense

discontent which prevails.

I have also instructions, from the (iovernment which I

have the honor to represent, to transmit to Your Excel-

lency the concern which it feels at information in its

posse.ssion according to which numerous ex-members of

the arm.y of the overllirown t.vranny, for the most i)art

involved in cimnter-revolulionary activities, are being con-

tracted by the administration of the Base. It will not

escape Your Excellency that facts like these obviously ob-

struct the improvomont of the relations between the two
countries.
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I take the opiwrtiiiiity. Mr. Aiiibassiulor, to reiterate to

you the assurance of my highest cousidcratiou and esteem.

R.\UL ROA
Minister of Foreign Relations

SUSPENSION OF SERVICE OF U.S. INSPECTORS

U.S. Note

Press release 183 dated April 11

Apkil 11, 1960

Excellency : I have the honor to refer to Your

Excellency's note of March 25, 19C0, in whicli you

informed me of the displeasure of your Govern-

ment at the suspension of the service which the

United States Department of Agi-iculture had been

maintaining for the inspection in Cuban ports of

fruits and vegetables for shipment to the United

States.

In 1955 the United States Department of Agri-

culture entered into an agi-eement with the Cuban

Fruit and Vegetable Association, under which De-

partment of Agriculture inspectors were brought

to Cuba for the purpose of assisting Cuban ship-

pers of \-arious fruits and vegetables to meet, upon

the importation of their products into the United

States, the marketing standards fixed by law for

the same kinds of fruits and vegetables produced

in the United States. A secondary objective of

the agreement was to promote quality conscious-

ness among both the Cuban shippers and American

receivers of Cuban products so as to generate a

continuous demand for Cuban fruits and vege-

tables in the United States. The assignment of

the United States inspectors in Cuba was clearly

for the benefit of the Cuban shippers, and the

Cuban Fruit and Vegetable Association paid the

salaries, allowances and official expenses of the

American inspectors. Under the pro\asions of the

agreement either party could tei-minate it by giv-

ing 30 days' written notice to the other party.

On December 23, 1959 the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture notified the Cuban Fniit and

Vegetable Association that because of the shortage

of personnel the inspectors then stationed in Cuba
would be returned to the United States on Febru-

arj' 29, 1960 and assigned to other posts. During

the ensuing weeks the Agricultural Attache of

the Embassy on several occasions mentioned to

officials of the Cuban Ministry of Agi-iculture, the

INRA [National Institute for Agi-arian Reform]

and the Cuban Fruit and Vegetable Association

that if they wished the United States inspectors to

remain on tlie job the Revolutionary Goverimient

should make this fact known formally and im-

mediately so that he could submit a recommenda-
tion for the withdrawal of the inspectors to be

reconsidered. Only on March 1, tlie day after the

inspectors had departed, did the Minister of Agi'i-

culture address a letter to the Embiissy's Agri-

cultural Attache expressing the liope that because

of the satisfactory service rendered by the United
States inspectors they be allowed to remain in

Cuba.

The Embassy and the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture regret that because of the

shortage of personnel and the reassignment of

these inspectors to other stations it is not possible

to meet the request of the Minister of Agriculture

and re-establish the inspection sei"vice in Habana.
However, during the five years that the United

States inspectors operated in Cuba, local Cuban
inspectors worked with them and observed their

inspection methods. JNIany times during these

yeai-s the United States inspectors also visited

numerous packing plants throughout the island

to convey information to o^vners, managers and
employees as to the proper manner of packing

fruits and vegetables in order to stand the rigors

of shipment and meet the quality and packing

specifications upon arrival in the United States.

Moreover, in view of the withdrawal of the

United States inspectors from Cuba and in order

to facilitate the handling of Cuban fruits and
vegetables, with the exception of mangoes and
iiames [yams], at the port, of West Palm Beach,

Florida, the Inspection Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture has made ar-

rangements with customs officials at that port to

facilitate the entry of all shipments from Cuba
consigned to Pompano Beach, Florida. In turn,

arrangements have been made at Pompano Beach
for repi-esentatives of the Cuban shippers and in-

spectors of the United States Department of Agri-

culture to inspect the merchandise and facilitate

any repackaging which might l)e needed because

of incidental damage or spoilage. Therefore, if

the inspectors of the Cuban Ministry of Agricul-

ture follow the inspection procedure used by

United States Department of Agriculture inspec-

tors, and if the merchandise is shipped from Cuba
to Pompano Beach, Florida, under continuous and

adequate refrigeration with a minimum of manual

manipulation, these arrangements should meet
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satisfactorily the needs of those engaged in the

fruit and vegetable trade between the two coun-

tries.

For reason of pest risk, mangoes must be fumi-

gated before entry into the United States. Wlien

mangoes are to be fumigated upon arrival in the

United States, entry is permitted only at Northern

ports. Proper fumigation facilities for mangoes

exist, for example, in New York City. Names

may be entered at any port where approved fumi-

gation facilities exist. This is the same procedure

that was followed prior to 1957.

I take this opportunity to renew to Your Ex-

cellency the assurances of my highest considera-

tion and esteem.

Philip W. Bonsal

Cuban Note

CnoSScial translation

Habana, Makch 25, 1960

Year of the Agrarian Reform

Mr. Ambassador: I have the honor to address Tour

Excellency with reference to the difficulties which may

be occasioned to the trade between Cuba and the United

States by the decision of the Department of Agriculture

in Washington to suspend the service of inspection, which

for more than five years has been carried out in Cuban

ports, of shipments of Cuban fruits and vegetables to the

United States of America, subject to the provisions which

regulate the sales agreements (Marketing Agreement).

The complementary character of the agricultures of the

United States and Cuba has permitted the development

of exports of Cuban fruits and vegetables to the American

market, in accordance with the stipulations of the agree-

ments in effect. Since it was much more convenient for

the Cuban growers, these required inspections were being

carried out in Ilabana so that in case there should be

any doubt about said agricultural products not meeting

the requirements of the aforementioned regulations, our

growers would save the expenses of shipping, sea freight,

customs duties, and of having to reship to Cuba any

merchandise that is rejected. Moreover, the Cuban grow-

ers had the advantage of being able to replace in Habana

any rejected merchandise and thus take advantage of

part of the shipment.

According to information obtained in the Cuban Minis-

try of Agriculture and in the sectors engaged in the export

of fruits and vegetables, as well as among the managers

of the cooperatives of the National Agrarian Reform In-

stitute, the Government of Cuba considers that the Ameri-

can inspection service carried out in Cuba is a measure
mutually favorable to both countries.

As Your Excellency knows, the Revolutionary Govern-
ment of Cuba, following the technical findings expressed

In many reports of Specialized Organisms and of authori-

ties in economic matters, and in response to the needs

and objectives of our people, is unfolding a vast plan of

agricultural diversification. The diversification of ex-

ports and their increase in the lines which most benefit

the small producer, like fruits and vegetables, constitute

fundamental aspects in the process of the economic de-

velopment of Cuba.

As the suspension of the American inspection service

in the ports of Cuba would affect directly the aforemen-

tioned undertakings, without particular benefit for any-

one, the Revolutionary Government of Cuba records its

displeasure at this measure, which does not exactly tend

to improve the relations between the two countries.

I take the opportunity, Mr. Ambassador, to reiterate

to you the assurance of my highest consideration and
esteem.

RAtJi, Roa
Minister of Foreign Relations

U.S. Increases Contribution

to World Refugee Year

The Department of State announced on April

12 (press release 186) that, as the result of addi-

tional allocations, bringing to over $5 million

special fluids earmarked for "World Refugee Year
activities, the United States will spend a total of

approximately $70 million on refugee programs

during this special year. Robert S. McCoUiun,
the U.S. delegate to the Executive Committee

meeting of the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees, announced new U.S. alloca-

tions of $1,550,000 at Geneva on April 12. These

allocations increase the U.S. special contribution

to the World Refugee Year program to a total of

over $5 million.

Being expended in addition to the special fund

are approximately $40 million for normal U.S.

refugee programs plus about $25 million in sur-

plus foods distributed under the P.L. 480 program.

The new allocation will permit contribution

to the High Commissioner of an additional $600,-

000 to aid Algerian refugees in Tunisia and

Morocco, and $50,000 to help European refugees

who have fled from the Middle East. An addi-

tional $200,000 would go to aid Chinese refugees

in Hong Kong, bringing the total special U.S.

contribution for this group to $1 million. An-

other $700,000 will be added to the more than

$700,000 already made available for assisting out-

of-camp refugees, mostly in Europe, many of

whom are in even greater need than those in

camps.
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Results of Renegotiation by Canada
of Textile Concessions Announced

Press release 163 dated April 1

Caniida on April 1 implemented the results of

the first part of a renegotiation of Canadian tariff

concessions on textiles and related products nego-

tiated with the United States and other countries

luider the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade. The renegotiation resulted from the con-

tinuing revision of Canada's customs tariff which

began several years ago. In carrying out this re-

vision, individual schedules of the tariff are re-

ferred to the Canadian Tariff Board for

investigation and recommendations, and on the

basis of these recommendations the language and

in some cases the rate structure is revised. Inso-

far as the revision extends to products wliich are

the subject of concessions in the GATT, interna-

tional negotiations are required with a view to

compensatory adjustments in those cases in which

previously negotiated rates are increased.

The recently completed renegotiations between

Canada and the United States related to the Ca-

nadian Government's proposal for modification or

withdrawal of the present Canadian concessions

set out in List A. The proposals were based on

a recommendation of the Canadian Tariff Board
that Canada adopt a new tariff nomenclature for

the textile products involved and, in some cases,

replace present compound duties with ad valorem

duties. The board also recommended changes in

duties affecting a number of products on List A,

including some moderate duty increases. Total

concessions on List A cover products accounting

for average Canadian imports from the United

States in 1956-58 estimated at Can$141 million

and include principally products of cotton, silk,

and manmade fibers.

The recently completed renegotiations will re-

sult in the inclusion in Canada's GATT schedule

(as negotiated with the United States) of the con-

cessions in List B. These concessions cover prod-

ucts accounting for average Canadian imports

from the Lmited States in the 3 years 1956-58

estimated at Can$168 million.

It will be noted that both List A and List B
contain a large number of identical products.

There is, however, a twofold difference in these

lists. In the first place, the concessions in List B

are in Canada's new tariff nomenclature, and their

duties have in a number of instances been changed

from previous levels or have been changed from

a compound to an ad valorem basis.

In the second place, List B contains a greater

number of concessions than List A, including a

number of nontextile concessions. As noted

above, Canada has as a result of its tariff revision

reduced a number of duties on textile products

previously negotiated with the United States.

The duty reductions made on these textile prod-

ucts, however, did not offset the increases made,

and Canada has granted duty bindings on addi-

tional textile products and duty reductions on a

number of nontextile products to compensate

fully for the increases resulting from its tariff

revision.

On September 30, 1959, public announcement

was made ^ of the intention of the United States

to participate in this renegotiation, and the pub-

lic was invited to submit views with respect to the

possible effect on United States trade of the re-

negotiation by Canada of the concessions involved,

as well as views regarding concessions wliich the

United States might seek, or accept, from Canada
as compensation for the modification or with-

drawal of these concessions. A number of sug-

gestions regarding possible items of compensation

were received as a result of tliis public announce-

ment. Most of the nontextile concessions in List

B were negotiated as the result of such suggestions.

List A

ConcessJong in OATT Schedule V—Canada—to the Modi-
fleation or Withdrawal of Which the United States
Bas Given Its Agreement

Tariff
item

number



List A—Continued

Tariff



List A—Continued

Description

SUk yarns wholly or partially covered with metallic

strip, one pound of which shall contain not less than

10,000 yards

Rovinps. yams and warps wholly or In part of syn-

thetic textile fibres or filaments, n.o.p., Includinj;

threads, cords, or twist for sewini:. cmbrolderini: or

other purposes, not to contain silk; yams of synthetic

textile fil>res or filaments wholly or partially covered

with metallic strip, one pound of which shall contain

not less than lO.tXK) yards; under such regulations as

the Minister may prescribe:—Produced wholly from

cellulose acetate

In no case, shall the duty under the Most-

Favoured-Xalion Tariff be less than . . per pound

Rovintrs, yams and warps wholly or in part of syn-

thetic textile fibres or filaments, n.o.p., including

threads, cords or twist for sewing, embroidering or

other purposes, not to contain silk; yarns of synthetic

textile fibres or filaments wholly or partially covered

with metallic strip, one pound of which shall contain

not less than 10.000 yards; under such regulations as

the Minister may prescribe:—n.o.p

In no case, shall the duty under the Most-

Favoured-Xation Tariff be less than . . per pound

Yams and warps, wholly of thrown silk in the gum,
rovings, yams and warps, wholly of spun silk, not

colored, imported by manufiwturers for use ex-

clusively in their own factories for knitting under-

wear, for weaving^ or for the manufacture of silk

thread

Rovings, yams and warps wholly of spun synthetic

te.xtile fibres or filaments, not colored, imported by
manufacturers for use exclusively in the manufacture

of cut-pile fabrics, in their own factories

but not less than, per pound

Yams and warps, wholly of synthetic textile fibres or

filaments, not more advanced than singles, not col-

ored, with not more than seven turns to the inch, for

use in the manufacture of woven cord tire fabric . . .

In no case, shall the duty under the Most-

Favoured-Xation Tariff be less than . . per pound

Woven fabrics wliollyorinchief part by weight of silk

in the gum, not degummed nor bleached, not less than

twenty inches in width, weighing not more than

seven pounds for each hundred yards thereof, im-

ported for the purpose of being degummed, dyed and
finished in Canada

Woven fabrics wholly or In part of sUk, not to contain

wool, not including fabrics in chief part by weight of

synthetic textile fibres or filaments, n.o.p

and, per lineal yard

Woven fabrics wholly, or in chief part, by weight,

of silk, imported in the web In lengths of not less than

five yards each, for use exclusively in the manufac-

ture of neckties, scarves, or mufflers

Woven fabrics, of a kind not made in Canada, wholly,

or in chief part, by weight, of synthetic textile fibres

or filaments, imported in the web in lengths of not less

than five yards each, for use exclusively in the manu-
facture of neckties, scarves, or mufflers

Woven fabrics with cut pile, whether or not coated or

impregnated, wholly or in part of silk or synthetic

textile fibres or filaments, but not containing wool,

n.o.p

Woven fabrics wholly or in part of synthetic textile

fibres or filaments, not containing wool, not including

fabrics in chief part by weight of silk, n.o.p

and, per pound

Rate of
duty
now in
schedule

22H%

22H%

22 cts.

22H%

22 cts.

7H%

25%
24 cts

12H%

11 cts.

25%

25%
5 Cts.

15%

15%

25%

25%
30 cts.

List A—Continued

Tariff
item

number

561d

664

667a

802(b)

844

Description

Woven cord tire fabric, wholly or in chief part by
weight of synthetic textile fibres or filaments, not to

contain silk nor wool, coated with a rubber com-

position, when imported by manufacturers of rubber,

to be incorporated by them in pneumatic tires, in

their own factories

Woven fabrics, of a kind not made in Canada, wholly,

or in chief part, by weight, of silk or of synthetic tex-

tile fibres or filaments, or both, imported in the web
in lengths of not less than five yards each by manu-
facturers of neckties, scarves, or mufBers, for use

exclusively in the manufacture of sucli articles In

their own fiwtories

Clothing, wearing apparel and articles, made from

woven fabrics and all textile manufactures, wholly

or partially manufactured, n.o.p., of which silk is the

component of chief value

Clothing, wearing apparel and articles, made from

woven fabrics and all textile manufactures, wholly

or partially manufactured, n.o.p., of which the com-

ponent of chief value Is synthetic textile fibres or

filaments

Materials and parts as hereunder sijccifled, when im-

ported by manufacturers of umbrellas, parasols, sun-

shades, walking sticks or canes, under such regula-

tions as the Minister may prescribe, for use in the

manufacture of such articles in their own factories:

(b) Umbrella-covering fabrics of a kind not made
in Canada, whether or not specially treated but not

further manufactured than with hemmed selvedges,

when imported in lengths of not less than ten yards

each, with or without natural selvedges

Woven fabrics, open mesh, wholly or in chief part by
weight of cotton, imported by manufacturers of bags

for use exclusively In the manufacture of fruit and

vegetable bags in their own factories

Rate of
duty
now in
schedule

15%

15%

30%

27H%

Free

Free

List B

Concessions Canada Will Include in Schedule V—Can-
ada—to the QATT as a Result of Agreement With the
United States

Tariff
item

number



List B—Continued

Tariff
Item

Dumber

463c

465a

405b

605f

620a

620b

621

822

524

530a

630c

630(1

651a

562a

563

659a

56Sb

CMC

712

Description

Motiou and still picture screens

Signs or indicating markers of material other than

paper witli radioisotope activated light source . . . .

Radioisotope activated self-luminous standards for

calibration pm-poses

Southern yellow pine lumber, not further manufac-

tured than planed on two sides, for use in the manu-

facture of flooring for motor trucks

Raw cotton and cotton linters not further manufac-

tured than ginned

Cotton fibres, n.o.p., and carded sliver, wholly of

cotton

Yarns and rovings, including threads, cords and

twines, wholly of cotton:

(1) Singles

(3) Wlicn imported by manufacturers for use in the

manufacture of cotton sewing thread or of crochet,

knitting, darning or embroidery cottons:

(b) Plied

C5) Other, n.o.p

Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton:

(1) Not bleaclied, mercerized nor coloured, n.o.p . .

(2) Bleached or mercerized, not coloured, n.o.p . . .

(3) Coloured, n.o.p

(6) With cut pUe

(8) Weighing not more than 7M pounds per 100 square

yards, not bleached nor coloured

Clothing, wearing apparel and other articles, made
from woven fabrics wholly of cotton: all te-rtlle manu-
factures, wholly or partially manufactured, the com-

ponent fibre of which Is wholly cotton, n.o.p

Woven fabrics, open mesh, wholly or in chief part by
weight of cotton, imported for use in the manufacture

of fruit or vegetable bags

Wool and wool noils, not further prepared than

scoured or carbonized

Hair and hair noils: slivers, 50% or more, by weight,

of hair; horsehair not further manufactured than

dipped or dyed

Hair, curled or dyed, nop
Yams and rovlngs, wholly of silk, degummed or not:

(3) N.o.p., including threads, cords or twines . . . .

Woven fabrics, more than 60%, by weight, of silk, not
containing wool or hair

Tlie following, wlien the textile component thereof is

more than 50%, by weight, of silk:

(2) lloadsfiuarcs, scarves or mufflers, made from
woven fabrics

(3) Clothing, wearing apparel and articles made from
woven fabrics, and all textile manufactures,

wholly or partially manufactured

Rags and wastes, whether or not cleaned, dusted,

willowed, picked or pulled, nnflt for use without
further manufacture; ii.sed textile manufactures or

waste portions of imused yarns or of unused fabrics,

imported for disintegrating or for the manufacture
of wiping rags; none of tlio foregoing to include

remnants or mill ends

Waste portions of unused fabrics, n.o.p., not to

include remnants or mill ends

Qametted material, obtained by disintegrating yams
or fabrics, wholly of wool or hair, in the natural colour
of the fltM'co or the hair

Oametlod material, obtained by disintegrating yarns
or fabrics, n.o.p

Rate of
duty to
be in-

cluded
in

schedule

10%

17}^%

15%

Free

Free

10%

17H%

10%
20%

20%
22>^%

22H%
25%

Free

25%

Free

Free

Free

15%

20%

22M%

221^%

30%

Free

10%

Free

10%

List B—Continued

Tariff
item

number

659e

559f

560a

660b

660c

660d

561a

561b

661d

582b

562d

5620

f,r.2f

Description

Nubs, slugs, slubs, neps or kemps

Washed wiping rags, trimmed or untrimmed;

machine wiping wastes or machined journal-box

packing wastes

Man-made fibres or glass fibres, not exceeding 12

inches in length

Sliver, wholly or in part of man-made fibres or of

glass fibres

Man-made filaments or glass filaments imported for

converting into lengths not exceeding 12 inches, for

use in the manufacture of:

(1) Textile yarns or flock

(2) Cigarette filter tips

Man-made fibres, not exceeding 12 inches in length,

for use in the manufacture of carpets

Yarns and rovings, wholly of man-made fibres or

filaments or of glass fibres or filaments, not more
advanced than singles, not coloured, with not more

than seven turns to the inch

but not less than, per pound

Yams and rovings, wholly or in part of man-made
fibres or filaments or of glass fibres or filaments,

including threads, cords or twines, not containing

wool or hair

but not less than, per pound

Yarns, wholly of man-made fibres or filaments, not

more advanced than singles, not coloured, with not

more than seven turns to the inch, for use in the

manufacture of woven cord tire fabric

but not less than, per pound

Yarns and rovings, including threads, cords or twines,

wholly or in part of man-made fibres or filaments,

not containing silk, wool or hair, for use in the manu-
facture of fabrics for conveyor or transmission belts

or belting containing rubber

Woven fabrirs, wholly or in part of man-made fibres

or filaments or of glass fibres or filaments, not con-

taining wool or hair, not including fabrics more than

50%. by weight, of silk.

and, per pound
Woven fabrics cmtaining five per cent or less by

weight, of manmade fibres or filaments or of glass

fibres or filaments shall not be dutiable under this

item but shall oe dutiable as though composed

wholly of the remaining constituents.

Woven fabrics with out-pile, wholly or in part of man-

made fibres or filaments or of glass fibres or filaments,

not containing wool or hair

Umbrella-covering fabrics, impregnated or not. with

or without ticmmed edges, in lengths of not less than

10 yards, for use in the manufacture of umbrellas

having a rib length of not more than 27 inches . . . .

Woven fabrics wholly or In pait of silk or of man-
made fibres or tikmients. impoifed in lengths of not

less than five yards, by manufacturers of neckties,

for use In the manufacture of neckties, but not Includ

ing such fabrics lor use as inter-lining

Woven cord tire fabric, wholly or in chief [>art, by

weight, of man-made fibres or filaments, not to con

tain silk or wool, for use In the manufacture of pneu

matlc tires, n.o.p .

and, i>er pound

Woven cord tire fabric, wholly or In chief part, by

weight, of man-made fibres or niamonts, not to con

tain silk or wool, coated with a rubber composition.
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Tariff
Item

number



INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Calendar of International Conferences and Meetings^

Adjourned During April 1960

U.N. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Terri-

tories: 11th Session.

ICAO Legal Committee: Subcommittee on Aerial Collision . . .

UNESCO Meeting of Administrators of Technical and Voca-
tional Education in Africa.

U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Status of Women: 14tli Session . .

GATT Committee 11 on Expansion of International Trade . . .

UNESCO Executive Board: 56th Session
IAEA Board of Governors: 16th Session
International Sugar Council: 6th Session
International Study Group on Lead and Zinc: Statistical Com-

mittee.

FAO Desert-Locust Control Committee: Special Meeting ....
International Wheat Council: 29th Session
U.N. ECAFE Conference of Asian Statisticians: 3d Session . . .

U.N. Economic and Social Council: 29tli Session
Executive Committee of the Program of the U.N. High Commis-

sioner for Refugees: 3d Session.
Foreign Ministers Meetings
U.N. ECOSOC Committee on Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs . .

U.N. ECAFE Working Part}' of Senior Geologists on Preparation
of Regional Geological and Mineral Maps: 4th Session.

ICAO Informal Southeast Asia Regional Meeting on Air Traffic
Services/Communications.

GATT Intersessional Committee
IAEA Scientific Advisory Committee to Board of Governors . .

WMO Eastern Caribbean Hurricane Committee: 5th Session . .

FAO International Meeting on Veterinary Education
PAIIO Executive Committee: 40th Meeting
U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Commodity Trade: Special Worlv-

ing Party.
CENTO Ministerial Council: 8th Meeting

New York Feb. 2.3-Apr. 15

Paris Mar. 28-Apr. 8
Accra, Ghana Mar. 28-Apr. 9

Buenos Aires Mar. 28-Apr. 14
Geneva Mar. 28-Apr. 15
Paris Mar. 28-Apr. 29
Vienna Mar. 29-Apr. 7
London Mar. 30-Apr. 1

Paris Apr. 4-8

Rome Apr. 4-9
London Apr. 5-12
Bangkok Apr. 5-15
New York Apr. 5-20
Geneva Apr. 7-13

Washington Apr. 12-14
Geneva Apr. 19-22
Tokyo Apr. 20-26

Bangkok Apr. 20-29

Geneva Apr. 20 (1 day)
Vienna Apr. 25-27
Curagao Apr. 25-28
London Apr. 25-29
Washington Apr. 25-30
New York Apr. 25-29

Tehran Apr. 28-30

In Session as of April 30, 1960

Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests . . Geneva Oct.
Ten-Nation Disarmament Conimittee Geneva Mar.
2d U.N. Conference on Law of the Sea Geneva Mar.
U.N. Trusteeship Council: 2()tli Session New York Apr.
Meeting of lOxperts on the Inter-American Telecomminiications M6.\ico, D.F Apr.
Network and ITU/CCITT Plan Subcommittee.

U.N. ECOSOC Statistical Conuuission: I Itli Session New York Apr.
U.N. Economic Commission for Europe: 15th Session Geneva Apr.
ICAO Panel of Teletypewriter Specialists: 4th Meeting Montreal Apr.
ILO Petroleum Committee: 6th Session Geneva Apr.
U.N. ECOSOC Coinniission on Narcotic Drugs: 15th Session . . Geneva Apr.
ICEM Executive Committee: 1 5th Session Naples Apr.
U.N. ]:CAFE Committee on Industry and Natural Resources: Tokyo Apr.

4th Session of Mineral Resources Developnsent Subcommittee.
U.N. Scientific Advisory Committee New York Apr.

31, 1958-
15-
17-
14-
19-

20-
20-

25-
26-
26-

28-

Prepared m the Office of International Conferences, Apr. 15, 1960. Following is a list of abbreviations: CCITT,
Counts consultatif mtornational t61<5grapliique et t6I(^phoniquc; CENTO, Central Treaty Organization; ECAFE, Eco-
nomic Commission for Asia and the Far East; lOCE, lu'onomic Commission for Europe; ECOSOC, Isconoinic and Social
Council; FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization; GATT, General Agreement on Taritfs and Trade; lAlOA, Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency; IA-E(;OSOC, Inler-Amerioan Economic and Social Council; IBE, International Bureau
of Education; ICAO, International Civil Aviation Organization; ICEM, Intergovernmental Committee for European
Tlf.""''','"" '

^'"'*' I"t<"""!itio"!il Eabor Organization; IMCO, Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization;
111 International Telecoiruuunication Union; NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organization; PAIIO, Pan American
llealth Organizntion; SKATO, Soutlieast A.sia Treaty Organization; U.N., United Nations; UNESCO, United Nations
Jxlucational Scientific mul Cultural Organization; UNICEF, United Nations Children's Fund; UPU, Universal Postal
Lnion; WMO, World Meteorological Organization.
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Scheduled May 1 Through July 31, 1960

ICAO Informal Caribbean Regional Meteorology Meeting ....
FAO Group on Citrus Fruits: 1st Session
NATO Ministerial Council
Cr.\TT (\)nwnittoe on Halanoe-of-Paynients Restrictions

I'.N. ECOSOC Commission on Commodity Trade: 8tli Session .

International Fisheries Convention of 1940: Sth Meeting of Per-

manent Conunission.
13th World Health Assembly
ICE.M Council: 12th Session
International Rul>l)cr Study Group: 62d Meeting of Management

Committee.
FAO Advisory Campaign Committee on Freedom From Hunger .

GATT Committees I and II on Kxpansion of International Trade .

UNESCO/ILO Committee of Exports on Xeighlioiiii.t; Right^s . .

IAE.\ Symposiiuu on Fuel Element Fal)ricatiou With Special

Emphasis on Cladding Materials.
UNESCO Advisory Committee on the 3d Major Project on Arid

Zone Research and Symposium on .\rid Zone Problems.
Meeting of Heads of Government and Chiefs of State
U.N. ECE Working Group on Coordination of .Vgricultural Sta-

tistics.

GATT Contracting Parties: 16th Session
UPU Executive and Liaison Committee
IMCO International Conference on the Safety of Life at Sea . . .

International Cotton .\dvisory Committee: 1st Session of the Com-
mittee on Extra-Long-Staple Cotton.

F.\0 Group on Coconut and Coconut Products: Working Party on
Copra Quality and Grading.

Sth Pan -American Highway Congress
International Cotton Advisory Committee: 19th Plenary Meeting .

F.\0 Group on Coconut and Coconut Products: 3d Session . . .

IC.VO Panel on Origin-and-Destination Statistics: 2d Meeting . . .

ILO Governing Body: 1-I5th Session
U.N. ECE Group of Rapporteurs on Comparisons of Systems of

National Accounts.
U.N. Tin Conference
SEATO Military Advisers
U.N. Special Fund: 4th Session of the Governing Council ....
ITU Adnunistrative CouucU: 15th Session
International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property: 24th

Congress.
International Commission for Northwest Atlantic Fisheries: 10th

Meeting.
International Commission on Irrigation, Flood Control, and Drain-

age: 4th Congre.ss.
SEATO Council: 0th Meeting
13th International Cannes Film Festival
FAO Cocoa Studv Group: 6th Session of Committee on Statistics .

2d UNESCO Meeting on Salinity Problems
FAO Group on Grains: Sth Session
International Labor Conference: 44th Session
World Power Conference: 13th Sectional Meeting
U.N. ECE Housing Committee: 20th Session (and Working Par-

ties).

FAO Committee on Commodity Problems: 33d Session
7th Annual Electronic, Nuclear, and Cinematographic Exposition .

U.N. ECE Subcommittee on Road Transport: Working Party on
Construction of Vehicles.

UNESCO Committee of Governmental Experts on a Draft Inter-

national Convention and Draft Recommendations on Various
Aspects of Discrimination in Education.

International Conference on Large Electric Systems: 18th General
A ^sf*mh 1

V

U.N. ECE' Coal Trade Subcommittee
U.N. ECOSOC Group of Consultants on the Standardization of

Cartographic Names.
International Whaling Commission: 12th Meeting
10th International Berlin Film Festival
ILO Governing Body: 146th Session
WMO Executive Committee: 12th Session
UPU Consultative Committee on Postal Studies: Annual Meeting

of Management Council.
U.N. ECE Steel Committee: 24th Session
GATT Working Party on Polish Participation in the Tariff Con-

ference.
International Wheat Council: 30th Session

Curagao May 1-

Madrid May 2-

Istanbul May 2-

Gencva May 2-

New York May 2-

London May 3-

Geneva May 3-

Naples May 5-

London May 5-

Rome May 9-

Geneva May 9-

The Hague May 9-

Vienna May 10-

Paris May 10-

Paris May 16-

Geneva May 16-

Geneva May 16-

Bern May 16-

London May 17-

Mexico, D.F May 18-

Rome May 18-

Bogotd May 20-
Mexico, D.F May 23-

Rome May 23-

Montreal May 23-

Geneva May 23-

Geneva May 23-

New York May 23-

Washington May 25-

New York May 25-

Geneva May 28-

London May 28-

Bergen, Norway May 30-

Madrid May 30-

Washington May 31-
Cannes May
Rome May

.

Spain May
Rome June 1-

Geneva June 1-

Madrid June 5-

Geneva June 6-

Rome June 7-

Rome June 13-

Geneva June 13-

Paris June 13-

Paris June 15-

Geneva June 20-

New York June 20-

London June 20-

Berlin June 24-

Geneva June 24-

Gcneva lune 27-

Eastbourne, England June 27-

Geneva June 27-
Geneva June 27-

London June 28-
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Calendar of International Conferences and Meetings

—

Continued

Scheduled May 1 Through July 31, 1960—Continued

Caribbean Commission: 30th Meeting
lA-ECOSOC Permanent Technical Committee on Ports: 3d Meet-

ing.

Inter-American Seminar on Strengthening the Family Institution .

Permanent International Commission of Navigation Congresses:

Annual Meeting.
7th International Meeting of Tonnage Measurement Experts . . .

UNICEF Committee on Administrative Budget
UNESCO Interdisciplinary Meeting on Peaceful Cooperation . . .

UNESCO/IBE: 23d Conference on Public Education
8th International Grassland Congress
Inter-American Nuclear Energy Commission: 2d Meeting ....
U.N. Economic and Social Council: 30th Session

UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference on International Oceano-
graphic Ships.

South Pacific Commission: llth Meeting of South Pacific Research
Council.

Development Assistance Group: 2d Meeting
Inter-American Indian Institute: Governing Board
U.N. Commission on Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Re-

sources: 3d Session. ^

U.N. ECOSOC Technical Assistance Committee

San Juan June
Rio de Janeiro June

Caracas June
Brussels June

Europe June
New York June
Paris June
Geneva July 4r-

Reading, England July 11-

PetropoHs, Brazil July 11-
Geneva July 11-

Denmark July 11-

Noum<;a, New Caledonia . July 12-

Bonn July
Mexico, D. F July
New York July

Geneva July

Inter-American Bank Designated

Public International Organization

Whitn House press release dated April 8

WHITE HOUSE ANNOUNCEMENT

The President on April 8 issued an Executive

order designating the Inter-American Develop-

ment Bank (lADB) as a public international or-

ganization entitled to the benefits of the Inter-

national Organizations Inmiunities Act of

December 29, 1945.

Tlie International Organizations Immimities
Act provides that certain privileges, exemptions,

and immunities shall be extended to such public

international organizations as shall have been

designated by the President through appropriate

Executive order, and to their officers and em-
ployees and the representatives of member states

to such organizations.

The act grants designated international organi-

zations immunity from suit and judicial process

and exempts them from customs duties and in-

ternal revenue taxes imposed upon goods and
effects imported by the organizations for their

official use. In addition, the organizations are

granted juridical personality tiiereby enabling
them to enter into contracts and to acquire and

716

dispose of real and personal property. The or-

ganizations are exempt from including as gross

income for income tax purposes the income they

derive from investments in the United States.

Kepresentatives of foreign governments in or to

designated international organizations and the

officers and employees of such organizations are

granted immunity from suit and legal process re-

lating to acts performed by them in their official

capacity and falling within their functions as

such representatives, officers, or employees. Rep-

resentatives of governments and nonresident alien

officers and employees of designated organizations

may exclude from gross income for income tax

purposes the salary paid them by the employing

government or international organization respec-

tively. These individuals are exempt al.so from

the application of the Social Security Act, the

Federal Insurance Contributions Act, and the

Federal Unemployment Tax Act.

The Inter-American Development Bank is a new

international organization. Its articles of agree-

ment wore formulated on April 8, 1959,' by repre-

sentatives of the United States and the 20 Latin

iVmerican Kepublics, who are membei-s of the Or-

ganization of American States. The agreement

' For background, see Bulletin of May 4, 1959, p. C40.
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was submitted to the government of each member

of tlie Organization of American States. Twenty

states have now signed and accepted nicnibei'ship

in accordance with their constitutional processes,

and tlie Bank is now in existence in accordance

with tlie terms of the agreement. The United

States lias become a member under the authority

of the Inter-American Development Bank Act, ap-

proved by Congress August 7, 1959 (73 Stat. 299)

.

The new Bank held its organizational meeting

Febi-uary 3-16, 1960,^ in San Salvador, El Salva-

dor. Along with other major international linan-

cial institutions such as the International Bank,

International Monetary Fund, and International

Finance Corporation, the Inter-American Devel-

opment Bank will have its headquarters in

Washington.

The formation of the Inter-American Develop-

ment Bank represents a significant step in the

development of inter-American economic coopera-

tion. The establislmient of the Bank constitutes

a recognition of the special relations, both political

and economic, which the various American Repub-

lics have with one another and of the desirability

of ha\'ing special arrangements to facilitate mu-
tual economic cooperation and regional develop-

ment within the Western Hemisphere.

The designation of the Inter-American Devel-

opment Bank under the International Organiza-

tions Immunities Act is designed to facilitate the

operations of this new international organization

with the United States.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 10873*

Designating the iNTEB-AMjatiCAN Development Bank
AS A Public International Organization Entitled
To Enjoy Certain PRmLEOEs, Exemptions, and Im-

munities

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 1 of

the International Organizations Immunities Act, approved
December 29, 194.5 (59 Stat. CC9), and having found that

the United States participates in the Inter-American De-
veh)pment Bank under the authority of an act of Congress
approved August 7, 1959 (73 Stat. 299), I hereby desig-

nate the Inter-American Development Bank as a public

international organization entitled to enjoy the privileges,

exemptions, and immunities conferred by the Interna-

tional Organizations Immunities Act.

The designation of the Inter-American Development
Bank as a public international organization within the

meaning of the International Organizations Immunities

Act shall not be deemed to abridge in any respect i)rivi-

legcs, exemptions, and immunities which that organiza-

tion may have acquired or may acquire by treaty or

congressional action.

X^ Cx*^ t-<5o'6<T<L.£^ A.»<-^

The White House
April 8, 1000.

United States Delegations

to International Conferences

U.N. Commission on Narcotic Drugs

The Department of State on April 15 (press

releiise 196) annomiced the members of the U.S.

delegation to the 15th session of the Commission

on Narcotic Drugs of the U.N. Economic and

Social Comicil, which will convene at Geneva

April 25, 1960.

Edward J. Rowell, Foreign Service officer, will

head the delegation in his capacity as Acting U.S.

Representative on the Commission. Illinois State

Senator Jolin P. Meyer, chairman of the jomt

Senate-House Committee on Narcotic and Dan-
gerous Drugs of the Illinois State Legislature,

will ser\'e as principal adviser to the delegation.

Other members will include Elwyn F. Chase, Jr.,

of the Department of State and Charles Siragusa

of the Treasury Department.

The Commission on Narcotic Drugs, an advisory

body to the Economic and Social Coimcil of the

United Nations, meets annually.

This session will consider, among other things,

illicit traffic, the Middle East Narcotics Survey
Mission, opium and opiates, drug addiction, and
carriage of narcotic drugs in first-aid kits in air-

craft engaged in international flight.

Current U.N. Documents:

A Selected Bibliography

'

Security Council

Suminiiry statement by the Secretary-General on Matters
of Which the Security Council is Seized and on the

'For background, see ibid., Feb. 15, 1960, p. 263, and
Feb. 29, 1960, p. 344.

' Z'i Fed. Reff. 3007.

' Printed materials may be secured in the United States
from the International Documents Service, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27, N.Y. Other
materials (mimeographed or processed documents) may be
consulted at certain designated libraries in the United
States.
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state Reached in Their Consideration. S/4301. April

4, 1900. 5 PI).
, ^

Letter Dated 2!) March 1900 From the Penuanent Repre-

sentative of Palcistan Addressed to the President of

the Security Council. S/4292. March 30, 1960. 3 pp.

General Assembly

Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's Pro-

gramme. Progress Report on UNHCR Programmes for

1959 and on the Former UNREF Programme as of 31

December 19.59. A/AC.9e/57. March S, 1900. 137 pp.

Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's Pro-

gramme. Note on First Report of Special Cases Among
Refugees in Austria and Germany. A/AC.9C/C2/Add.

1. March 9, 1900. 4 pp.

Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's Pro-

gramme. Progress Report on Programme for New
Hungarian Refugees. A/AC.96/58. March 10, 1900.

17 pp.

Economic and Social Council

Elections: Election of Oue-third of the Membership of

Functional Commissions of the Council. Note by the

Secretarv-Geueral. E/3330. March 7, 1900. 7 pp.

BILATERAL

El Salvadof

Agreemeut relating to the guaranty of private invest-

ments. Signed at San Salvador January 29, 1960.

Entered into force: April 8, 1960.

Ireland

Agreement providing a grant to assist iu the acquisition
of certain nuclear research and training equipment
and materials. Effected by exchange of notes at Dublin
March 24, 1960. Enters into force on a date to be
determined by mutual agreement.

United Arab Republic

Agreement extending to the Northern (Syrian) Region of
the United Arab Republic application of the provisions
of the general agreement for technical cooperation with
Egypt of May 5, 19.51 (TIAS 2479), as amended by
exchanges of notes of February 21 and 25, 1952, and
February 23 and 24, 19.54 (TIAS 2479 and 2986), and
the agreement for economic development assistance
with Egypt of November 6, 1954 (TIAS 3150). Ef-
fected by exchange of notes at Cairo April 2, 1960.
Entered into force April 2, 1960.

TREATY INFORMATION

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Agriculture

Constitution of the Food and Agriculture Organization of

the United Nations. Signed at Quebec October 16, 1945.

Entered into force October 10, 1945. TIAS 15.54.

Acceptance deposited: Cameroun, March 22, 1960.

Law of the Sea

Ccmvention on the territorial sea and the contiguous zone.
Done at Geneva Ar)ril 29, 1958.'

ltatificution.i deposited: United Kingdom, March 14,

1960 ;

' Haiti, March 30, 1960.
Accession deposited: Cambodia, March 21, 1960.

Convention on the high seas. Done at Geneva April 29,
1958."

Rati/iriitioiis deposited: United Kingdom, March 14,

1900; Haiti, March 30, IIMIO.

Accession deposited: Cambodia, March 21, 1960.
Convention on fishing and conservation of living re.sourccs

of the high .seas. Done at Gencvji April 29, 19.58.'

lintifieiitions deposited: United Kingdom, March 14,

1900 ;
' Haiti, March 30, 1900.

Accession deposited: Cambodia, March 21, 1960.
Convention on the continental shelf. Done at Geneva

Aiiril 29. ];i.58.'

Ratiflention deposited: Haiti, March .30, 1960.
Accession deposited: Cambodia, March 21, I960.

' Not in force.

'With ii declaration.
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American Foreign Policy Today

by Under Secretary Dillon '

The conference you liave just concluded pro-

vides renewed evidence, if indeed any were needed,

that American hibor is conscious tcxhiy as never

before of the ^•^a\ efforts wliicli our country mxist

make in tlie never-ending seurcli for peace.

American labor well knows that we can no longer

think of our security as something apart, en-

shrined in a "Fortress America." American labor

recognizes that we cannot continue indefinitely to

enjoy our material well-l)eing unless other peoples,

pai-ticularly tlie underpi-ivileged of the newly de-

veloping areas, also prosper. American labor is a

tnily influential force whose vnulei-standing and

support of our international objectives are essen-

tial to their achievement. I therefore welcome this

timely opportvmity to discuss three major aspects

of our foreign policy

:

First, our etforts to preserve the liberty and

strength of the free world and to resist the Sino-

Soviet imperialistic drive.

Second, our etforts to keep the fierce and in-

escapable struggle to which we have been chal-

lenged by the Communist leadei-s from exploding

into war.

Third, our long-range search for a world order

capable of secunng peace with justice and

freedom.

Soviet power and determination to expand

Communist influence throughout the world po.se

grave and continuing threats to jjeace. Despite

constant talk of "peaceful coexistence,"' there is

no evidence that Communist expaiisionist anil)i-

tions have altered in the slightest. It is true that

'Address made lieforc the AKI>-('I() ("onfpreiice on

World .\ffairs at New York City on Apr. 20 (press release

202 1

.

Soviet rulers now appear anxious to pursue their

unchanging goals through nonmilitary tactics

—

through diplomacy, trade, economic aid, propa-

ganda, and internal subversion. However, they

remain confident that the totalitarian system shall

prevail. Their present emphasis on nonmilitary

measures does not mean that the struggle will be

less intense nor the stakes less important. The
primary issue today is nothing less than the sur-

vival of free men in a free civilization.

Meanwhile the Sino-Soviet bloc maintains

enormous military power, which reinforces its

constant pressure upon the free world. The risk

of armed conflict is ahvays with us. We must

mount a vigorous and continuing effort to con-

tain that risk if peace is to be kept.

A first imperative is to maintain our military

strength at a level which will insure that the

Soviet leaders will never be tempted to imleash

thermonuclear war against the United States or

its allies. We have such strength today, and I

can assure you that our present and projected de-

fense programs will maintain and reinforce this

essential strength.

Another imperative is to maintain and rein-

force our collective system of defensive security

pacts, involving nearly half a hundred nations

and reaching the farthest corners of the globe.

This collective strength is urgently required to

deter the Communists from using local military

force—as they did 10 years ago in Korea—to ex-

pand their empire. Its need is pointed up by the

actions of the Chinese Communists in the Straits

of Taiwan, their crime against Tibet, and their

recent military pressures on the borders of India.

So long as danger pereists and there is no gen-

eral and effective system of arms control, we and

our allies must keep up our defenses. We must
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not be deluded by any superficial appearance of

detente into relaxing these efforts.

But this is not enough. To keep the peace we

must also tr>' to establish rational communication

with the Soviet Union. Despite undiminished

Soviet ambitions, there is considerable evidence

that the Soviets, like ourselves, are conscious of

the dangers of the present situation and wish to

reduce the risks of major war. We are seeking to

verify this through negotiation. Our immediate

objective is to minimize the risk of war by mis-

calculation. Our ultimate objective is the removal

of these dangers through settlement of outstand-

ing issues and the creation of a stable world order.

This, however, is a long-range goal which cannot

be realized unless and until the Communist leaders

abandon their imperialist ambitions.

With these objectives in mind, we are engaged

in the arms control conferences at Geneva and are

preparing for the summit meeting next month in

Paris.^ We are and shall be openminded in our

search for agreements which could alleviate the

present dangerous confrontation—but without

sacrificing those principles we deem to be, right

and just.

Problem of Germany, Including Berlin

The central issue confronting the Soviet Union
and the Western nations at the summit is the

problem of (-rennuny, including Berlin. No issue

on earth today is more critical. It involves the

immediate fate of 2I/4 million West Berliners and
the ultimate destiny of about 70 million Germans.

It bears directly upon the future stability of Cen-

tral Europe and the possibility of a lasting Euro-

pean {>eace. It represents a critical test of the

integrity and dependability of the free world's

collective security systems, because no nation could

preserve its faith in collective security if we per-

mitted the couriigeous people of AVest Berlin to

be sold into slavery. It also repi-esents a critical

test of Soviet good faith in all areas of negotia-

tion. For the goals of disarmament and the gen-

eral improvement of East-West relations have no

prospect of attainment if we find that the Soviet

rulers or their Ea.st (lernian puppets are prepared

to use force or the threat of force in an attempt

to isolate and subjugate West Berlin. Finally,

we must recognize that the issue of Germany and

'For barkKriitiixl. sec Hii.i.kti.n of May 2. I'.KM), p. 683.
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Berlin, if it cannot be resolved through negotia-

tion, may involve the gravest of all issues: the

issue of peace or war.

In the long run tlie problem of Germany and

Berlin can only be solved through German reuni-

fication. This the Soviets have so far rejected,

fearing to put their i-ule in East Germany to

the test of a free vote. But we cannot abandon

our goal or abate our efforts toward its achieve-

ment, because we know that a divided Germany
will remain a powder keg so long as the division

j|

persists. Meanwhile we are willing to consider

interim arrangements to reduce tensions in Ber-

lin and lessen present dangers. But we are deter-

mined to maintain our presence in Berlin and to

preserve its ties with the Federal Republic. We
will not accept any arrangement which might be-

come a first step toward the abandonment of West
Berlin or the extinguishing of freedom in that

part of Germany which is a free, peaceful, and
democratic member of the world community.

Soviet View of Berlin

It would be highly optimistic to pretend that

prospects of an early agreement are bright. Mr.

Khrushchev has had a great deal to say recently

which bears upon Berlin and Germany, and his

words leave the inescapable impression that the

Soviet view of Berlin is far removed from the

facts. I>et us examine some of his comments.

He begins with the assertion that West Berlin

lies "on the territory" of the so-called German

Democratic Republic. This is not only false; it

is contrary to the pledged word of the Soviet

Government. While it is true enough that the

Soviet-occupied portion of Germany surrounds

Berlin, it is equally true that Berlin was given

separate status under the occupation agreement,

which the Soviets themselves formulated, together

with tlie British and ourselves.^

Moreover, the so-called German Democratic Re-

public is one of the outstanding myths in a vast

Conununist web of ])rodigious mythology. Its

puppet rulers are totally under the control of Mos-

cow. Despite tii-eless efforts to build a local Com-

munist apparatus in East Germany, it is doubtful

tliiit these rulers could remain in power for a single

day witliout tlie support of vSoviet bayonets. The

' For text of the 1!)44 aKreeinent definiiiK the status

of Herliii. see ibiil., Apr. 11. liMiO, \>. UTA.
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East Genniui reirime is notrecojpiized as ajioverii-

ment by any non-Communist nation. Botli lejjally

and as a matter of <reo<rraiihic fact, West Berlin is

entirely independent of the so-called German

Democratic Republic—and it will remain so.

Mr. Khrushchev continues to insist that West-

ern forces leave West Berlin and that it be de-

clared a "free city." He ignores the fact that

West Berlin is ali-eady a free city—the lone

island of freedom within the boundaries of the

sprawlinjr Communist empire. W^hen he speaks of

makin-r AVest Berlin a "free city," his meaning is

only too clear: He desires West Berlin to be free

from protection, free from security, free from its

commercial and cultural ties with West Ger-

many—and cut ot!' from freedom itself.

Mr. Khrushchev has also complained that the

situation in Berlin is "abnormal." With this con-

tention we can wholeheartedly agree. It is indeed

abnormal when 1 million East Berlinere are for-

cibly divided from more than 2 million fellow-

citizens in West Berlin, when they are constrained

to live under a totalitarian regime unlawfully im-

posed by a foreign power, and when even family

iniits are divided by an arbitraiy boimdary im-

posed in the name of a foreign ideology.

But the abnormal situation in Berlin is merely

one facet of the greater abnormality created by the

artificial separation of the East Zone from the re-

mainder of Germany. The monstrous nature of

this abnonnality has been strikingly demonstrated

by the fact that more than 2% million p]ast Ger-

mans and East Berliners have, during the last 10

years, exercised the only franchise available to

them and have voted with their feet against Com-
munist rule by fleeing to West Berlin and the

Federal Republic.

The abnormality of which Mr. Khrushchev

speaks can be cured only by permitting the whole

German nation to decide its own way of life. The
only practical way in wliich they can exercise this

right is through free elections. Mr. Khrushchev

and other Soviet spokesmen have often pro-

claimed their devotion to the principle of self-de-

termination. Tiiis pretense is exposed as an empty
gesture when they refuse to apply that principle

to Berlin and Germany.
^^r. Khrusiuliev has also argued that we must

move rapidly to lifpiidate the "leftovers" of the

Second World AVar, among which he includes

what he des<ril)es as the "occupation" of West
Berlin by American, British, and French forces.

We are even more anxious than Mr. Khrushchev to

liciuidate the leftovers of AVorld AVar II. But Mr.

Khrushchev must recognize that these leftovers

are lather numerous:

Is the Soviet Union prepared to remove its

forces from East Gennany and the Eastern Euro-

pean countries on which they are imposed?

Is it willing to grant self-detemiination to the

P^ast Germans and to permit the peoples of the

Soviet-dominated states in Eastern P^urope to

choose their own destiny ?

Is it willing to abandon the fiction of a separate

north Korea and to permit the entire Korean

people to reunite under free elections supervised

by the Ignited Nations?

Is it at last willing to cease obstructing the

operation of the United Nations Charter—to

which the Soviet I^nion pledged itself in San Fran-

cisco and whose application it has consistently

frustrated by a series of vetoes in the Security

Council ?

The United States and its Western allies would

be happy indeed to see these leftovers of World

AA'ar II liquidated. But we are not prepared to

begin this process by permitting the isolation and

engulfment of AVest Berlin.

AVe have repeatedly informed Mr. Khrushchev

that we will not negotiate under duress. Yet in

his recent statements about his intentions to sign

a separate peace treaty with the so-called German
Democratic Republic unless an East-West agree-

ment is reached on Berlin, he is skating on very

thin ice. We are approaching the summit with

every intention of seeking a mutually acceptable

solution of the German problem, including Berlin,

of seeking just settlements of other international

differences, and of exploring ways to improve re-

lations between the AA^estern AA'^orld and the Soviet

bloc. Our positions are flexible, and we are

willing to explore every reasonable avenue that

may lead to agreement. But Mr. Khrushchev and

his associates will be profoundly disillusioned if

they assume that we will bow to threats or that

we will accept their distorted picture of the Ger-

man problem as a factual premise upon which

to negotiate.

Xo organization has stood moi-e firmly or been

more helpful in the fight for the freedom of Berlin

and all Germany than the AFIv-CIO. It was in

recognition of this fact that your president last

De<'ember 7th received a high decoration from

Chancellor Adenauer. As a Government, we are
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proud to associate ourselves with Mr. [(leorge]

Meany's statement on that occasion

:

Neither the freedom of West Berlin, nor the freedom

of the 50 million people of West Germany, can be objects

of international bargaining.

Program for Victory

I have so far outlined those policies which we

are pursuing in order to keep the peace. But this

alone is not enough. We are energetically

striving to advance the freedom and well-being

of all the world's peoples. This is our "program

for victory"—victorj- over want and misery in

the period of intensified competition with com-

munism that lies ahead.

Your executive council has well stated

:

Hundreds of millions of people throughout the world

live in abject poverty and are denied the essentials of

political and spiritual freedom. Soviet imperialism con-

tinues to inten.sify and place increasing emphasis on

attempts to exploit this poverty and injustice.

It is these underprivileged and newly developing

peoples who are increasingly the target of Soviet

policy. The Communist drive is far more than

economic; it also involves political, psychological,

and cultural factors.

As free men we have accepted the Communist
challenge in the newly developing areas, confident

that our society and principles represent the

revolutionary dynamic of freedom that must ulti-

mately prevail. We must continue to carry the

message of freedom and share its rewards with

the less privileged peoples. Unless they can have

hope for the future, their desperate poverty may
incline them to Communist panaceas. We must
continue to help them gain a stake in freedom.

We must work with these peoples to build up
their countries on the same basis of mutuality of

interest that has guided the diverse groups in the

I'nited States in working together to build our
great country.

The welfare of all the newly developing areas

is a matter of deep concern to us. The position

of our friends and neighbors in Latin America
is of special importance, and I can assure you that

we shall never take our southern neighbors for

granted. We are sincerely interested in the ad-

vancement of the newly emerging peoples of

Africa, and our concern is by no means limited to

material progress. We are deeply sympathetic

to the yearnings of the African peoples for dig-

nity and equality. It is our sincere hope that the

United Nations Security Council resolution of

April 1st,' which deplored current developments

in South Africa and called upon the Secretary-

General to consult with the Government of South

Africa, will prove to be effective.

I know that I do not have to appeal to you for

support in our efforts to extend the blessings of

freedom to all men, everywhere. In the reso-

lutions adopted by your convention at San Fran-

cisco last September, you called for "an expanded,

long-term and fully effective program of eco-

nomic aid and technical assistance to the indus-

trially less developed nations."'

Your strong support of this program is most
welcome. I know that you, like most Americans,

look upon our Mutual Security Program as a di-

rect investment in our own future safety and well-

being.

Private American groups, notably labor, are

impoitant in communicating the ideas and values

of a free society. Great work has been done by

the AFI^CIO, both on its own and with the In-

ternational Confederation of Free Trade Unions,

in assisting free labor organizations in many parts

of the world. This work has ah^eady made a vital

contribution to the development of peoples newly

emerging into freedom and statehood.

Labor, as we know, has always been a major

target of Communist, subversion. With the in-

creased emphasis which the Soviet Union has

begun to place on economic penetration, the AFL-
CIO and the free \ahor organizations abroad with

which it is associated will be confronted with an

even greater challenge in the years ahead. The

n&w Communist competition is being directed

very intensively at labor organizations in the de-

veloping countries. The task of American labor

in making its experience of economic advancement

in a democratic framework understandable and

usable to the newly developing countries is indeed

a challenge which will increasingly require all the

ingenuity and perseverance that it can muster.

Free labor is in an especially favored position to

bring this message to the workers of the develop-

ing countries and to point up the illusory nature

of the Communist appeal to achieve economic de-

' For text, see iliiil.. .\pr, 2.".. 19B0, p. 6«().
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velopment at the cost, of pereoiial and national

freedom. Free lalwr, I am confident, will con-

tinue to play a hifjhly signiilicaiit and constructive

role in providing ideological leaderehip, technical

guidance, and its rich experience in freedom in

support of the legitimate aspirations of workers

throughout the free world.

In our dealings with the peoples of the newly

developing areas we must always be aware that

what we do here at home has a direct bearing on

our success abroad. Our country projects its

image to all peoples, for better or worse. They

are impressed by what we do rather than by what

we say. If they see us dealing effectively with our

own internal problems-—economic, educational,

racial, political—they will have the best answer to

the Communist argument that only by imitating

its own degrading, totalitarian methods can new

nations achieve economic development and a high

standard of living.

We can and must demonstrate through sus-

tained economic growth that freedom works—that

it, better than communism, can mobilize human
energies and bring about equitable sharing of the

fruits of labor. We can and must bury the Soviet

myth that our system is decadent while commu-

nism is the "wave of the future."

We can do this—but only if we are deeply aware

that our problems are world problems. AVe must

realize that all we do, or fail to do, here at home

has a global impact and affects American interests

throughout the world.

"Peaceful Coexistence," Soviet Style

We know what "peaceful coexistence" means to

the Soviets. The Communist interpretation of

"peaceful coexistence" is illustrated by their deeds

as well as by their words. Even as they enun-

ciate their doctrine, they proclaim in the same

breatii tliat the Communist system will ultimately

ab.sorb all other societies. Meanwhile they con-

tinue to direct a deluge of poisonous propaganda

against neighboring states and to make pronounce-

ments aimed at stirring up domestic controversies

within tliose states. Their subversive agents and

puppet political parties are active in nearly every

country in tlie world. Their economic and trading

relationsiiips with otiier countries are designed not

just to further legitimate trade interests but as

levers to increase their political influence and

power. This is "peaceful coexistence"—Soviet

style—in action. We also know that to the Soviet

Union "peaceful coexistence" even includes the use

of military force whenever it suits their purposes,

as in the brutal repression of freedom in Hungary.

Actually the very phrase "coexistence" is both

weird and presumptuous. Until the rise of such

modern totalitarian systems as nazism and com-

munism, the right of separate states and systems

to exist was unquestioned. Coexistence has al-

ways been assumed to be a minimal condition of

peaceful international relations

But even this minimal concept of "live and let

live" is totally inadequate in today's world. We
must live and help live. What the world really

needs is cooperation, a pyositive and vigorous co-

operation through which all systems and societies

can join hands in seeking solutions to pressing

human problems. The United States believes in

the right of all peoples to choose their own beliefs

and systems with mutual tolerance and respect for

one another. We are convinced, because of our

own national experience, that diversity is as useful

as it is inevitable, that human differences repre-

sent a vital fountainhead of human progress. Let

us therefore relegate to the scrap heap the concept

of a transitory and uneasy coexistence and seek

instead to utilize the diverse attitudes and talents

of all peoples to solve the age-old problems of

poverty, disease, ignorance, oppression, and in-

justice. Let us cooperate affirmatively to de-

velop the structure and tissue of a true world

community.

Search for an Orderly World Community

Now, what is the goal toward which we are

striving? '\\1iat kind of world do we want to see

eventually come intolieing?

We seek an orderly world community in which

the danger of war is no more and where the rule

of law allows man to safely devote his energies to

the arts of peace.

In its preamble tlie AVestern disannament plan,'

which was proposed last month at Geneva, makes

this clear. It sets as an ultimate goal a secure.

' For text of a workinK paper on general disarmament

released on Mar. 14 b.v Tanada. France, Ital.v, the United

Kinedoni. and the luited States, see ihid., Apr. 4. 1!)6(),

p. .-)n.
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free, and peaceful world disarmed under effective

international control, where disputes would be

settled in accordance with the principles of the

United Nations Charter.

To attain this objective the Western plan en-

compasses two parallel efforts: one to control and

reduce armaments, the other to strengthen peace-

keeping machineiy. The plan calls for progres-

sive disannament measures which must be mutu-

ally binding and adequately inspected.

As a practical beginning we aim at arms control

measures to reduce the risks of war by miscalcula-

tion and to end the unregulated diffusion of nu-

clear weapons. For many months negotiation

about one such measure—a suspension of nuclear

tests—has been under way. If it should be suc-

cessfully concluded, a significant step toward

limiting the further spread of nuclear capabili-

ties will have been achieved. But this is not

enough. We further seek prompt agreement

—

and the sooner the better—on measiu-es to reduce

the risk of war by miscalculation, on safeguards

against surprise attac-k, on measures to forestall

weapons activity in outer space, and on an in-

spected halt to the production of fissionable ma-

terials for weapons purposes. We i-ecognize that

such measures would not drastically curtail exist-

ing armed forces. But they would stop the arms

buildup and would reduce the danger of global

war.

Once a lid has been placed on the presently

accelerating arms race, we should push on to far-

reaching measures of controlled disarmament.

Armed forces should be reducefl to levels required

only for internal security, and weapons of mass

destruction should be eliminated. No nation or

group of nations could then defy the organized

will and purpose of the world conmiunity.

Parallel to the measures for safeguarded arms

reduction, we aim for the development within the

United Nations framework of a system of uni-

versally recognized international law, and of inter-

national machinery for the enforcement of such

law and for the settlement of disputes arising

under it. Tliis would i-e<iuire an international

force capable of detennining aggression. Cer-

tainly this nation will not disarm iicross the board

unless we ai-e assured that an international body
is in l^eing to preserve the peace.

These, then, are the ways we seek to advance
toward the ultimate goal of a more orderly world.

The task will not be an easy one. A look at

Chairman Khrushchev's disannament plan, which

constitutes tlie basis of the Soviet bloc, position

in the Ten-Nation Disarmament Conference,

makes this clear. It is, in fact, not a plan at all

but a broad statement of objectives—Communist
objectives. Arms control and reduction measures

are covered in sweeping generalities. No concrete

provisions are made for verification and control

arrangements. Nor is there any provision for

policing the peace in a world devoid of arms.

No Quick Solutions Available

We Americans are impatient. We want quick,

complete solutions. But no such solutions are

available for today's international problems. Only
a world assured of reasonable stability, order, and

justice under law can serve the interests of our

country and of all peoples.

Such a world cannot be built overnight. Yet

unless we make progress toward it we may reach

a iX)int of no return. We shall strive toward its

realization—through the U.N., through our dis-

armament negotiations, through other negotia-

tions with the Soviet Union, through all the far-

flung efforts of our people at home and abroad

in the fields of defense, of foreign trade and invest-

ment, of development assistance, of cultural rela-

tions, of personal contacts and diplomacy.

To succeed, we will need to do more in all these

fields. It is only through our onited efforts as a

nation that we can hope to advance our best

interests in the era of rugged competition that lies

ahead.

We are now engaged in a deliberate effort as a

nation to influence the forces of history on a world-

wide scale. Ambitious though such a task may be,

we have no alternative. For luiless the rapidly

changing world environment is shaped toward a

new era of general freedom and prosperity and of

universal order and law, neither the ITnited States

nor any other free nation can live safely—or per-

haps even survive.

Our awareness of these truths drives home a

sobering realization of what is required of each

one of us. Our national achievement can be only

the sum total of our accomplishments as individ-

uals. The Government at Washington has no

power or capacity independent of the people who

make up this nation.
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This is no time for easy living, for lax stand-

ards, or for {>ersonal pursuit of material l)enefits

at the expense of the Nation's interest. I appeal

to all Americans to demonstrate again that revolu-

tionary zeal and ardor that won our indei)endence,

that saved our national unity, that drove Ameri-

cans on to conquer the wilderness and create a

great civilization. We are called upon today, al-

most literally, to help create a new world.

This is a task to inspire all Americans and

enlist their dedicated efforts, today and in the

years to come.

The Approach to the Summit

by Andrew H. Berding

Assistant Secretary for Public Afairs ^

It is always a pleasure to me to talk witli an or-

ganization tliat not only has an interest in foreign

affairs but also does something about it. The
fourth objective of Rotary—"the advancement of

international underetanding. good will and peace

through a world fellowship of business and pro-

fessional men united in the idejil of service"—can-

not be commended too highly. But even more

important is the fact that you electrify this ideal

through action. The more than 1,000 students you

have sent from some 65 countries to more than

40 countries to pursue graduate studies are now

aiding you in achienng your ideal. We have

known many of these students, some of whom liave

entered our Foreign Service. They give evidence

of superior training and devotion, thanks to the

Rotarj' Foundation Fellowship Program.

Having in mind your established interest in

foreign affairs and your membership in well over

100 countries and other areas, I know you will bear

with me when I speak today solely on foreign

affairs, and also when I concentrate on one major

imminent development in foreign affairs.

Three weeks from Monday the eyes of the world

will turn to Paris. Tiiere President Eisenhower,

President de Gaulle, and Prime Minister Mac-
millan will begin meeting with Soviet Ciiairman

Khrushchev. About .'5,(K)0 repi-esentatives of news.

' Address made before the district conference of Rotary
International at Atlantic City, X.J., on Apr. 23 (press

release 210).
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radio, and TV organizations will cover the

summit.

This conference brings together four leaders

who have already carried out on their own during

the past year an unprecedented series of top-level

visits to one another.

The Paris meeting comes about because the

United States, along with its allies, believes that

international problems should \ye solved by nego-

tiation, not by force. President Eisenhower has

often expressed his willingness to go anywhere,

at any time, if lie could thereby further the cause

of peace.

You know the who and the when of the summit.

Xow for the why and the what.

Why Negotiate?

The question as to the wliy is often asked in

this way

:

Why should the leaders of France, Britain,

and tlie ITnited States meet witli Mr. Khru-

shchev? Cannot negotiations with the Soviets

be conducted at a level which does not involve

the President ?

^^Hiy is there any j)oiiit in negotiating with

Mr. Kiirushchev, wiio says that tiie ultimate

objective of the Soviet Union remains im-

changed—the triumpii of conununism over

capitalism?

Wiiy should we negotiate new agreements

with the Soviets in view of the fact they have

broken so many agreements in tlie past?
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Before answering these questions, let me em-

phasize tliat tlie United States and our allies are

going to the simimit conference constructively,

with the hope of making a contribution to world

peace. The Paris meeting stems from the invi-

tation extended to Chairman Khrushchev in De-

cember by Presidents Eisenhower and de Gaulle

and Prime Minister Macmillan.-

Tlie reason we believe it may be fruitful to meet

at the summit level is that Mr. Khrushchev has

repeatedly made it clear that the real decisions

for the Soviet Union are taken at his level—not

below. If that is the case—we have no reason to

doubt it—we must seek to see through personal

diplomacy if Mr. Khrushchev is willing to make
decisions with us.

As to whether there is any point in negotiating

with Mr. Khrushchev, that remains to be seen;

but we would be. remiss if we did not tiy. The
process of diplomacy is one of patient searching

for tlie key to stubborn disputes. Wlien two

nation.s, or groups of nations, are deadlocked and

no possibility appears to exist for resolving the

deadlock, it is the task of diplomacy to leave no

grain of sand unturned in the search for any hon-

orable approach that may offer a possibility for

eventual agreement. Such searching may last

for years. In the end, however, it may yield I'e-

sults. Therefore the obligation that lies upon
those wlio seek to establish a just and lasting peac«

is to keep up the search, patiently and pains-

takingly, never losing hope that eventually the

goal will be reached.

The issues on which the leaders will 1>6 negoti-

ating at Paris are longstanding ones. They have
been tlie subject of many, many meetings since the

end of the war. And, following all these meet-

ings, they still remain problems. It would con-

sequently he naive to believe that, in a relatively

brief meeting at the sunnnit, these issues could

\y& settled once and for all. Obviously, that is

not going to be the case.

The ultimate objective of the Soviets—the tri-

umph of the (\)nnnunis( blw over the five world

—

(h)es indeed remain unchanged. Mr. Khrushchev
himself, during and after liis visit fo the United
States, has frankly and repeatedly proclaimed

this ol)jective. But their tactics for achieving

' Vnv nil oxchHiiKc <if iiicssaups betwcpn rresideiit Eisen-
howfr iiiiil Premier Khnislu-hov, sw Hulleti.n of .Ian. 18,
1!MM), p. 77.

this triumph seem to have altered. They appear

to have given up, for the time teing at least,

the thought of re^aching their goal through mili-

tary means. They appear to be concentrating

instead on political, economic, and psychological

means. They give an impression of wanting to

reduce tensions.

A summit meeting therefore may be eminently

useful in probing the sincerity and extent of the

Soviets' expressed desire to begin to settle some

outstanding issues with the AVesteni allies. There

is always the cliance that, through a long process

of evolution of their thinking, the Soviet rulers

may eventually abandon their dream of domi-

nating all other peoples and concentrate on im-

proving the lot of their own people.

I now come to the third question I posed : Since

the Soviet ITnion has broken many agreements,

why negotiate new ones ?

The answer is that we are willing to negotiate

not just any kind of agreement with the Soviet

Union but only two kinds. One is the type whose

execution can be controlled through inspection.

Examples would be safeguarded disarmament

and suspension of nuclear testing. By insisting

on adequate inspection we can rely on something

more solid than Soviet good faith to see that such

conventions are carried out faithfully. The sec-

ond is the type of agreement whose execution is

controlled through reciprocity. An example is

our cultural exchanges agreement with the Sovi-

ets. This is so designed that the exchanges in

various categories are made to depend upon

mutual action. If the Soviets do not carry out

their part of a given exchange we do not have to

carry out our part. Thus far this agreement, now

more than 2 years old, has worked verj' well

indeed.

The best kind of agreement, of course, is one

so conceived that both sides find it in their own
best interests to obsei-ve it. This is the kind the

United States seeks to reach with other nations.

What To Negotiate?

.Vs to the (luestion of the irhnf at the summit,

thei-e is no fixed agenda. But the major subjects

to Im discussed come under tliree lieadings: dis-

armament, Germany including Berlin, and East-

West relations.

On these major topics we and our allies will In?

well prepared. The Western foreign ministers
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conference held in Washing:ton last week was enii-

tiently successful in re;u'hiii<i connnoii positions.^

Two more foreijrn niinistei-s nie^tinjis will l>e held

prior to the sununit to discuss the Western points

in further detail. There is no doubt that, when

the summit opens, the Western participants will

be unite<l on tinn but reasonable positions.

But they will face one major difiiculty which it

is well to appreciate to the full. And the peoples

of the world will also face one major dillic ulty in

undei-standin*; what goes on at the summit wliich

it is likewise well to appreciate to the full.

Tliis is tlie fact that in tlie Soviet T^nion we face

no nonnal member of the international commu-
nity. The Soviet leaders operate on the conviction

that theii-s is the best political, economic, and so-

cial system of organizing human society. They

believe it is historically destined to super.sede al'

other forms of human organization in the world.

They believe they ai^e acting on the mandate of

history when they actively promote the absorption

of other countries in the Soviet type of Commu-
nist system. Thus, when the AVestem leaders sit

down at the summit table they are faced by Soviet

chiefs who claim to possess univei-sally applicable

doctrines and supix)sedly scientific truths which

only they are fully capable of interpreting and

applying.

The frame of reference within which these

Soviet leaders conduct their affairs is thus unlike

our own. Even though the words we speak are

often the same, the meaning is frequently quite

different. Tliis is particularly tnie when we de^il

in generalities, as is often the case in international

conferences.

The Question of Disarmament

The discussion of disarmtunent at the sununit

comes after 14 years of sustained Western effort

toward agreement wliich has been fnisti-ated by

Soviet ol>struction. The United States and its

allies have worke<l unceasingly to attain practical

measures of disaniiament ever since the end of the

war. We have put forward conci-ete plan after

plan, beginning with the Baruch plan of 1946 on

atomic disarmament, in an effort to find common
ground with the Soviets.

Over mucii of this t ime the Soviet leaderehip has

been addicted to high-sounding slogans. The

sweep of their pronouncements has generally not

i)een backed by a willingness to act so that equi-

table, safeguarded agreenicnts can ensue.

Here we have luid two basic problems. First,

the Soviet leadei-s have pei-sistently put fonvard

broad generalities such as "ban the bomb,'' "abol-

ish overseas bases," or, currently, ''general and

complete disjirmament." Many of these slogans

have been clearly designed to impel unilateral sac-

rifices by the free world. These include the dis-

solution of our defense arrangements with other

free countrias and the curtailment of our nuclear

deterrent without commensurate retluctions in

Soviet military power.

Some Soviet proposals are plainly fraudulent

since, even with modern technology, they are in-

capable of implementation. Thus for yeare the

Soviets have demanded the "abolition of nuclear

stockpiles" while they themselves admit that nu-

clear weapons can be hidden so that no known

detection system can find them.

The Soviets have organized enormous propa-

ganda and agitation campaigns—mass meetings,

signatures to petitions, letterwriting campaigns

—

around their slogans while at the same time re-

fusing to engage in an exploration of how a con-

crete beginning might be made to end the arms

race.

The second problem has been the extreme Soviet

sensitivity on the inspection issue. For years So-

viet disarmament proposals have proclaimed devo-

tion to effective control. Yet when we get down
to concrete cases we are confronted with repeated

Soviet refusals to consider specifics until the

"principles" are agreed. When we make practical

suggestions to reduce the danger of war by mis-

calculation, to arrest the spread of nuclear weap-

ons, and to end the arms race, they counter with

allegations that we merely seek to intro<iuce es-

pionage agents into Soviet territory or to get

better target infoiTnation for our Strategic Air

Command. Thus they surround the negotiations

with an atmosphere of suspicion and ])olemics

scai'cely conducive to success.

The Western participants at the disarmament

conference at Geneva have asked the Soviet repre-

sentatives to study with us eight sets of specific,

concrete steps ^ wliicii, if implemented, would put

us a long way on the road towai'd the ultimate

goal of a peaceful world. Yet our proposal to

prevent the placing of nuclear weapons into outer-

' Ihitt.. .May 2, I'.HIO. p. (iKS. ' Il/ifl.. Ain-. 4, UmO, i>.
.">12.
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space orbit is met by the evasive response that we

slioulcl woriy about weapons on earth. Our pro-

|)osiil to give advance notification of missile launch-

in<rs and to provide information on the locations

of missile sites—a proposal designed to reduce the

danger of war by misinterpretation of another

country's intentions—is met by the allegation that

this is control without disarmament, an intelli-

gence-gathering scheme. And they say this will

increase the danger of war because the side that

is informed in advance of the other's intended

action might be tempted to take preventive action.

Tliere is not a single proposal that the Westeni

Powers have made at Geneva thus far which the

Soviets have not answered in this fashion. It is

impossible not to conclude that this constitutes a

refusal to grapple with the nuts-and-bolts issues

of tliis admittedly complex problem.

There is good reason to believe that Cliairman

Klirushchev does want a disarmament agreement.

This is for two reasons. One is that he has un-

doubtedly come to comprehend the risks of war

inherent in a continued arms race and to visualize

the horrible destruction that war would bring with

it. The other is tliat he is committed to making a

monument to himself of economic development in

the Soviet Union—he has often boasted that the

Soviet I^nion would overtake the Ignited States in

production. And he hopes that this economic de-

velopment will help bring about the eventual

(^ommunist domination of the world. Therefore

he would like to transfer to this objective much of

the manpower and materiel now devoted to arms
and armies.

But at the same time he would like to get dis-

armament at the cheapest possible price, namely,

a minimum of inspection. He would like to keep

as much as possible of the present Soviet advan-

tage of militaiy secrecy. And he would like to

obtain (he last ounce of propaganda advantage

from each disarinamciit development.

We on our side will never give up on our insist-

ence that disarmament be accompaniexl by reliable

control and verification. We do this because his-

tory has taught that totalitarian .states are always

ready to sign general statements full of ringing

phrases and lofty sentiments but that they will

ol)serve such agreements only so long as it suits

tlieir purposes. When tiiey believe they can get

away with it—when, in (\)mnnmist i)hraseologj',

tlie "objex-tivo situation changes"—they tear u])

such agreements with no compunction, calling

them "scraps of paj)er."

Meantime we will continue, with our allies, to

remain strong and alei-t. Our defensive alliances

will continue eft'ective. And we are confident that

the allied peoples will not be lulled into a sense

of false security by Soviet propaganda on "peace-

ful coexistence," which is just another phrase for

continuance of the cold war. Nor will they be in-

cited by Soviet propaganda into pressuring their

governments to reduce those defense efforts which

are necessitated precisely because of Soviet

behavior.

The Question of Germany, Including Berlin

As the Western leaders approach the summit

they face a similar problem of finding common
understanding on the subject of Germany, includ-

ing Berlin.

The Soviets say they are in favor of a peace-

loving, democratic, independent, and unified Ger-

many. Mr. Khrushchev has pi-oclaimed the prin-

ciple of self-determination for all peoples. Under
these circumstances, and interpreting Soviet state-

ments by the standards of free societies, the solu-

tion of the problem of a divided Germany would

appear simple enough. By applying the prin-

ciple of self-detennination, the German people, in

both Eastern and Western Germany, could be

given an opportunity to express through free elec-

tions their desires on reunification.

Experience has shown, however, that by Soviet

definition only countries governed by Communist

regimes subservient to Moscow can be "peace-

loving, democratic, and independent." But we

know that the Communist regime in East Ger-

many was imposed by the Soviets. It has never

dared face the people it rules in free, secret

elections.

When the Soviet leadere utter lofty aims re-

specting Germany's future, they are in fact de-

manding the continued subjugation of the 17

million people of East Gernuiny. AVhat is more,

they are seeking to have the same system extended

to the free people of the independent and truly

democratic Federal Republic of Grermany, the

partner of the Western community.

With such an approach it is perhaps small won-

der that the Soviets persistently reject the very

basis on which the West believes Gennan freedom

and unity must be founded—free elections. For
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they know thiit if the people of Eastern Germany

couKl expiess theiurielves freely and witliout fear

of retaliation, they would overwhelmingly vote

to rid themselves of the Communist dictatorship

that opjiresses them.

From this fear of the free expression of the

popular will stems the Soviet position that the

only way in which progress can be made toward

German unity is through negotiations on an equal

basis between the puppet government they have

set up in P^astern Germany and the freely elected

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany.

They have no intention, of course, of permitting

the East German regime, which is under their

control, to enter into arrangements that might

endanger that control. A meeting such as they

])ropose would be, in fact, not between the two

parts of Germany but between the Federal Re-

public of Germany and the Soviet Union.

The Western l^owers say that the four major

IX)wers with treaty responsibilities in Germany

—

that is, France, the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R.,

and the United States—are responsible for the re-

unification of Germany on the basis of free elec-

tions. That was agreed to in the summit confer-

ence in 1955.^

The Soviets, however, seek to obtain a propa-

ganda gain now by saying, no, the responsibility

for the reunification of Germany is solely that of

the German people themselves. But when we

ask them what they mean by the German people

they say, the governments of East and West Ger-

many. Their proposal for Germans "to sit

around one table" is merely intended to obtain

prestige and recognition for their East Ger-

man puppets, who in turn would l>e emboldened

by such recognition to frustrate even more the

will of the Geniians under their control. AVhile

professing to favor reunification, the Soviets per-

petuate partition.

The United States will continue to press at the

summit and elsewhere for the reunification of

Germany, 'lliis is a fundamental American pol-

icy, and it is likewise the policy of our allies. We
believe that the division of Germany is a cruel in-

justice to the Gennan people and a continuing

threat to peace in Europe.

The problem is how to convince the Soviet lead-

ers—who may l)elieve that a divided Germany is

essential for their national security—that the reun-

ification of Genuany could be an essential element

of a working and durable Euroi)ean security

system which, in tuni, would be an effective guar-

antee of the Soviet T'nion's natioiuil security.

Tiie problem of a divided Berlin is part of the

l)roblem of a divided Germany. Reunification of

Germany is the only metliod for a lasting solu-

tion for Berlin. The President and (Chairman

Khrushchev agreed last September at Camp
David" that negotiations should Ix! resumed on

Berlin, and we are indeed prepared to negotiate.

But any agreement resvched as to West Berlin

must preserve the freedom of its 2^4 million

people and their right of self-determination.

As we approach the summit the Soviets have

triexl to use Germany as a means of dividing the

allies. Many hostile attacks have come from

Chairman Khrushchev and other Soviet sources

accusing the Federal Republic of Germany of

being militaristic and seeking to stir up old enmi-

ties between Germany and other countries. These

attempts have failetl. The community of views

and interests between Germany and the three

Western Powers which will participate in the sum-

mit was again manifested at the Western foreign

ministers conference in Washington last week.

As the Western leaders discuss with Mr.

Khrushchev the problem of a divided Germany,

the Ignited States is convinced that the Fetleral

Republic of Germany, under the dedicated leader-

ship of Chancellor Adenauer, has proven itself

in every way a reliable ally and friend.

The Question of East-West Relations

The final subject scheduled for the summit

—

P2ast-West relations—is something of a catchall.

AVe cannot be sure what actually may be discussed

under this heading, but we will Ije prepared for

any subjects that may logically be raised.

One major contribution, however, that the

Soviet I'nion could nuike to the betterment of

East-West relations would l)e the application to

the countries of Eastern Europe of the principle

of self-determination already proclaimed by

Chairman Khrushchev with regard to other

countries.

We recall the fact that at Yalta in 1945 Stalin

agreed that as early as jjossible governments

should be established in Eastern Europe re.spon-

' Jhiil.. .\UK. 1. 1!>.'>.-).
i>.

17t!.
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sive to the will of those peoples. The So\nets

have since prevented realization of this goal.

AVe have sought to make it clear to the Soviets

that we are interested only in true self-govern-

ment in Eastern European countries, the right of

e\ery people to choose the government and social

system under which it wishes to live. We are not

interested in turning these countries against the

Soviet Union.

AVe are interested in better relations between the

AA'^estern countries and the Soviet Union, and we

believe that one means of helping to bring this

about would be to give the countries of Eastern

Europe national independence.

Mr. Chainnan, we approach the summit con-

ference with a sense of realism based on experi-

ence. AA^e hope for progress, at least in the direc-

tion of obtaining a clearer idea of whether the

Soviets are really ready to negotiate seriously

and in good faith with us. Rut we cherish no

illusions. AA'e know that the issues between the

Soviet bloc and tlie free world are deep. They
will not be settled in one comparatively brief

meeting, no matter at what level.

Our realization of the nature of Soviet motiva-

tions, and our determination that they shall not

succeed in their aims, do not, however, relieve us

of the necessity of constantly exploring the possi-

l)ili(ie.s for reaching agreements which will sen'e

the cause of peace. The free world has succeeded

in the past in making limited progress along this

path. AA'^e owe it to ourselves and to all men who
want peace to continue our effort, warily,

patiently, and constructively.

Letters of Credence

Turkey

The newly appointed Ambassador of Turkey,

Melih Esenliel, presented his credentials to Presi-

dent Eisenhower on Api-il 22. For texts of the

Ambassador's remarks and the President's i^eply,

see Department of State press release 205 dated

April 22.

North American Broadcasting

Agreement Enters Into Force

Press release 201 dated April 20

The North American Regional Broadcasting

Agreement (NARBA),' signed at AA'ashington on

November 15, 1950, entered into force on April 19,

1960. The NARBA was signed by plenipoten-

tiaries of the Ignited States, the United Kingdom
for the territories in the North American region

(Bahamas and Jamaica), Canada, Cuba, and the

Dominican Republic.

On February 23, 1960, the U.S. Senate gave

advice and consent to ratification of the NARBA.
The U.S. instrument of ratification, signed by the

President on March 9, 1960, was deposited with

the Canadian Government, in accordance with the

terms of the agreement, on April 4, 1960. In-

struments of ratification had been deposited pre-

viously by Cuba (Februai-y 7, 1953) and Canada
(April 9,1957).

It is provided in the NARBA that it shall enter

into force on the 15th day after the date on which

instruments of ratification or adherence have been

deposited by at least three of the following four

countries, namely, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and the

Ignited States of America. Accordingly, the

agreement entered into force on April 19, 1960,

the 15th day after the deposit of the U.S.

instrument of ratification.

The NARBA is the third of a series of agree-

ments between countries in the North American

region designed to govern the international aspects

of standard (AM) radio broadcasting in the re-

gion. The purpose is to make it possible for the

countries parties to the agreement to make the

most effective technical use of the radio frequency

bands available for such broadcasting, with a

minimum of interference between stations of the

several countries, within a framework of inter-

national stability.

' S. Ex. A, 82(1 Cong., 1st sess.
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National and International Science

by Wallace R. Brode

Science Adviser to the Secretary of State

'

Whetlier tlie title, is "Science, (Tovernmeiit, and

Society," ''The Role of Science in Foreifrn Policy,"

"The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution,"

"The Scientist in Politics: On Top or on Tap,"

or "International Science," the theme repi-esents a

concern over the lack of integri-ation l)et\veen sci-

ence and other elements of our culture. These few

titles cite<l are typical of the great wealth of writ-

ing and lecturing emanating from the free world

on this broad problem.

Comparable disciissions have not been evident

in the Soviet press; and [Yevgeniy K.] Federov

of the Soviet Academy of Sciences has lamented

the scarcity of public e.\ix)sition by Soviet scien-

tists on the politicjil implications of scientific de-

velopments. He ix>inte<l out to his colleagues at

the annual meeting of the Soviet Academy last

year that such participation and contributions by

Soviet scientists would not be difficult l)ec4\use. they

do not have to maneuxer l>etween the Government

position and scientific objecti\nty. He indicated

that their position has been defined or brought to

life by tlieir (lovernment and the noble ta.sk of

presenting these views is an honor for the Soviet

scientist to undei-take.

In contrast, in our country free discussions have

promoted action in ovir Government rather than

alwajs serving as an exposition of previously dc-

temiined governmental positions. There have

been created scientific agencies such as the Na-

tional Institutes of Health, the National Science

' .\<l(Ire.'s.s made before the American f'hemU-al SiK-iety at

rieveliind. Ohio, on .\i>r. !>. Dr. Brode was awarded the

I'rie.stley .Medal, the hiKhest award of the Six'iety. "on the

basis of his distinmiished service to chemistry as a

teacher, in research, in ailininistratioii. as a contributor

to the devclo|>iiicnt of clieniislry by liis many activities

in many iimfcssional so<'ieties, and as a public servant."

Foundation, the Atomic Energy Commission, and

the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion. The placing of scientists in key positions

—

such as Dr. George B. Kistiakowsky, who serves

as the Special Assistant to the President for

Science and Technology; Dr. Herbert F. York,

Director of Defense Research and Engineering

in the Department of Defense; Dr. Roy C.

Newton, Coordinator for Utilization Research.

Department of Agriculture; Dr. James H.

AVakelin, Jr., As.sistant Secretary of the Navy for

Researeh and Development, and others—as well

as my own position in the Department of State

—

reflects a strengthening of the role of science in the

Government. In the work of our Science Office

in the Department of State we have created a

Science Office in "Washington and i)laced science

officers in 10 of our embassies abroad. These

science officers provide a major avenue of entry of

scientific concepts into our foreign policy, and

simultaneously a mechanism is provided by which

our foreign policy concepts may be transmitted to

our scientific community.

The two committees which Dr. Kistiakowsky

cliairs, the President's Science Advisory Com-

mittee, composed of nongovernment scientists,

and the Federal Council for Science and Tech-

nology, composed of governmental administrators,

exert a strong impact on relating science to other

aspects of our Government. Conferences on lui-

clear test detection, atoms for j>eace, law of the sea,

.Vntarctica, and telecommunication—all include

legal, scientific, economic, and political asjjects,

and Cnitcd States scientists actively participate

in the consideration of these problems.

In this combination of science and other con-

cepts there is a balance which must be achieved;
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science should join with other elements of our

culture so that integitited national and foreign

policies will result. While we scientists are gen-

erally willing to concede that science should in-

fluence our national policy, it is often more diffi-

cult for us to admit that our national policy should

also influence our science programs. Because the

political division of the world places national

governments in a more dominating position with

respect to citizens than an international coordi-

nating body, so in science the national scientific

societies and their publications, abstracts, and ex-

change programs predominate over an interna-

tional science progi-am. The extent of engage-

ment in international meetings and activities as

compared with national society activity and direct

exchange by scientists is definitely limited, both

by relative im[X)rtance of such activity and the

impediment of languages, finance, travel, national

barriers, and political complications.

Relationship of International to U.S. Science

What is international science? What is its

relationship to U.S. science? Actually the posi-

tion of the United States in science on the inter-

national scene is essentially a reflection of our

develo])ments at the national level, and our devel-

opments at the national level have as one of their

mainstays our national science organization activ-

ities. For example, in the field of chemistry no

international organization begins to approach the

force, activity, or contribution which our Ameri-
can Chemical Society makes to the promotion of

chemistry, either with respect to activities within

this nation or the contact and dissemination of

knowledge and research to other nations.

The two primary modes of furtliering scientific

advances are, fii-st, publication or written com-
munication and, second, the spoken word as in

technical papers presented at meetings. There
are some 40,000 foreign subscriptions to our Amer-
ican Chemical Society journals and some 6,000

foreign meml)ers of the American Chemical
Society. The figure of 40,000 foi-eign subscrip-

tions to our American Chemical Society journals

does not include an estimated 10,000 photo-ofl'set

copies issued by the Soviets for tiieir scientists.

To a degree we provide Soviet science literature

to our scientists, but we are h:indic;»pi)ed by the

need for translation and the attendant printing
cost. This meeting of the American Chemical
So<Mety, if u]) to our average, will probably gather

6,000 to 8,000 scientists to hear more than 1,000

technical papers, most of which will be abstracts

of papers to be subsequently published in detail.

National scientific societies such as the Ameri-

can Chemical Society must assume a major role

in promotion of both national and international

science just as separate governments lead in inter-

governmental organizations. International pro-

grams in science will not supplant national pro-

grams except perhaps in some special cases where

a regional operation is preferable, such as

UNESCO [United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization] or A^^^0 [World
Health Organization] . International science pro-

grams should utilize national or regional pro-

grams. The international usage of the regions of

the Antarctic, outer space, and the oceans rests

on informal cooperative research between scien-

tists of many nations and formal agreements be-

tween the separate nations.

We as scientists, and as chemists in particular,

are well acquainted with our national science

organization, yet it must be obvious that our diffi-

culty sometimes in naming the officers or the loca-

tion of the secretariat of the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry indicates that the

role which international science plays in technical

activity at the individual level is relatively low

compared with national science activities. It is

of coui-se to be recognized that we are today en-

gaged in more international activity than in pre-

vious generations. The International Geophysical

Year was an outstanding success, and it is hoped

that there will be an increase in this kind of inter-

national scientific activity; but it must also be

recognized that the producers, supporters, and

consumei-s of this type of international acti^^ty

are still organized on a national basis. Recogni-

tion of this fact in no way deters those wlio pro-

mote international scientific activity but rather

acknowledges that national science is an essential

constituent in our international science progi-ams.

We have as a nation been inidergoing a con-

tinuous growth and evolution accompanied by

j)olicy changes in our foreign relations. In fact,

policies and programs must be adaptable and

changeable to meet the challenge of these changes

without deviating from our long-range objectives.

AVith the incorporation of scientists and the science

viewpoint into our j)olicy i)]anning, it hiis been

possible to develop and adapt policies to meet the

special needs of science.
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National policies must he adjusteil to meet and

either oppose or support tiie |)<)]ic-ies of other

nations and thus create international policies.

Eacii nation may have essentially tiie same hasic

policy as we iiave, yet directed toward their in-

terest. Our hasic policy is to maintain a govern-

ment whicii upholds I lie ]ii<rh ideals of the people

of tiie United States.

Our policies on international meetings, foreign

travel, and e.xcliange of jiuhlications are all de-

signed to i)i-oniote to the fullest extent possihle,

consistent witii the best interests of the United

States, international science meetings in the

United States; to encourage and svipport travel

of United States scientists abroad to attend such

meetings; and to suj>port the widest exchange of

published scientific nuiterial by subsidy and col-

lection. Procedures have been established by

which waivers are provided to foreign scientists

for attendance at meetings in this country who

would otherwise be excluded by law. Science is

promoted and supported by many and various

special exceptions, waivers, financial support,

special attaches, and advisers.

In the latest listing of international scientific

meetings, published by the Library of Congress

for a pi-ojected 3 years, some 825 international

scientific and technical meetings are scheduled.

The list includes many regional groups, such as

European societies, but does not include strictly

American society meetings such as those of the

American Chemical Society, which may be many
times larger with more foreign attendees. How-
ever, 115 of the listed 825 meetings are scheduled

to be held in the T^^nited States, whereas only

12 meetings are listed in the schedule for the

Soviet Union in this same period.

Contribution of Scientists to National Programs

There has been in recent years a marked im-

provement in the free flow of scientific information

and data to and from oiu- Nation, and much of

this improvement can be credited to the campaign

which scientists, and in particular Walter Murphy
in the Chemical and Kn-gineer'mg Neirn, waged

for the revision of regidations controlling the

export of technical data. This is just another

illustration of scientists participating in the de-

velopment of policy to promote our national

scientific programs.

S]>ecial scientific committees contribute to for-

mulation of various aspects of our foreign aid
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program in African, Asian, and South Anieiican

areas. Because some (lovernment agencies con-

cerned have recognized the necessity for continu-

ous and internal scientific advice, a scientific staff

is often aililed to their organizations. Thus sci-

entists employed by the Government have been

providing scientific viewpoints in such deliber-

ations as conferences on law of the sea and

telecommunications. The fact that scientists

have been recruited by (lovei'iiment agencies to

assist in developing our policy j)ositions should

not be interpreted as a deterrent to other scientists

to present their views. The gathering of these

viewpoints is part of the governmental scienti.sts"

role. In other words, a true integration of sci-

ence with other elements of our culture in govern-

mental policy represents an appraisal of separate

scientific positions, whether they be academic,

industrial, or institutional, and an ai)propriate

incorporation of these into our national policy.

In a recent debate between a Member of our

Senate and a Pvuropean scientist on the general

subject of whether a scientist .should engage in

rendering political decisions, there was quite a

difference of opinion. The expressed view of the

Senator was that scientists should refrain from

political activities and leave these to the seasoned

and experienced politician. The scientist, how-

ever, maintained that the scientists had just as

much right as anyone to delve into politics.

What was missing from this discussion was the

recognition that there is a need for people trained

in both natural and political sciences in order to

make wise decisions in this age when science

should be an integral and interdependent part of

our national policy promotion.

Scientists have an opportunity and a respon-

sibility today, which is greater than ever before,

to become leaders in a new concept of national

government and world cooperation. It should

be recognized that this would re<piire an inte-

grated program of the natural sciences with the

economic, scK'ial, psychological, and political sci-

ences. This does not mean that natural science

would simply be a tool of the other sciences; it

also does not mean that natural science would

override considerations of the other sciences. It

does mean an honest effort of those concerned to

develop a tolerance, an understanding, and a will

to work toward this unified outlook.

Those who would separate .science and .scientists

from our national policies and responsibilities
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have sometimes done so in order to disavow re-

sponsibility when actions are taken which are

contrary to our governmental jwlicies. Any in-

dividual listed as officially representing the United

States, whether he is a scientist or not, has a re-

sponsibility to support his Government's policies

on all issues which may arise at the foinmi where

he has official status. If on peripheral issues the

scientist has personal views in conflict with his

Government's policy, it should be incumbent upon

him, so long as he accepts official responsibility,

to present his Government's position on these

peripheral matters and to refrain from any action

which would negate that position.

It is reasonable to assume that there are areas

of foreign policy in which scientists' influence in

policy formation or administration should be com-

parable to that of the nonscientific citizen, but as

the subject becomes more scientific in character

the specialized competence of the scientist should

exert a greater influence. Under such a planned

program it would appear that tlie policies thus

determined should in fact be acceptable to the

scientist as guidelines to his operation in national

and international programs.

Coordination of Science and National Policy

The separation of science from other elements

of our society is about as impossible as separating

basic from applied research. Our science officer

in Bonn, Germany, Professor Ludwig F. Audrieth

(who is on a leave of absence from the Depart-

ment of Chemistry of the University of Illinois),

has in an excellent appraisal indicated,

I would make a strong plea for a position that so-called

fundanipntal research must be objective and not nierel.v

rtedicatetl to an increase of the world's siim total of

knowledge. If the theoretical pronouncements of .science

cannot eventually lind ap]ilication in the lietterment of

human life, such knowledge is barren and un])roductive.

I believe that it is unwise for us to continually emphasize

fundamental research and not to take into consideration

the accomplishments which derive from application.

Fundamental research and development are both part of

the whole s|K'ctrum of science and technology as applied

to UKKlcrn life. Education, research, development. i)n)-

duction and usage constitute overlapping areas: each cul-

tural area has a stimulating effe<-t on the other phases

of a total cyclical process. We cannot afford to differenti-

ate, rather we should make an effort to integrate Imsic

science with applied programs within a total process.

However, in the U.S.S.R. the president and vice

president of the Academy of Science,
| .Meksandr

N.] Nesmeyanov and [Aleksandr V.] Topchiyev,

in the annual Academy report of hist year have

carried this theme of coordination of basic science,

applied science, and national policy to an extreme

in that only those science programs which further

the Communist Party's aim are promoted.

Nesmeyanov said

:

The chief task lies in sharply intensifying the response

of science to the country, to its national economy, to its

culture, and in increasing the effectiveness of scientific

research operations by concentrating them in the most
important directions.

Topchiyev said

:

The party teaches us that when task.s have been deter-

mined, it is necessary first of all to organize our forces

in .such a way as to solve the tasks placed before us with

a minimum expenditure of resources and with maximum
effectiveness. The new increa.se of research works in

decisive sectors of science will require a fundamental
reorganization of the Academy of Sciences, I'.S.S.R., and
its in.stitutions. The reorganization of the Academy must
guarantee that scientific work is brought closer to the

demands of life. . . .

Topchiyev presented a priority list of 30 most

important problems to be studied and solved. In

the area of chemistry items included were: study

and creation of new semiconductor materials;

chemistry of high-molecular compounds; the cre-

ation of a general theory of the structure and

properties of polymers, and the search for princi-

ples and methods of producing rubber, fibers, and

plastics of a given structure and a given set of

chemical and physicomechanical properties; start-

ing and auxiliary substances for the conversion

of petroleum, gas, and mineral raw material;

chemistry of natural and biologically important

compounds; research on the structure and prop-

erties of proteins, carl>ohydrates, and nucleotides;

production of new effective antibiotics (primarily

anticancer and antivirus) ; synthesis of new vita-

mins, enzymes, and medicines; metals and alloys

(primarily zirconium, niobium, tantalum, beryl-

lium, germanium, lithium, selenium, and telhiri-

um) ; radiochemistry, the ciiemical action of j)ene-

trating radiation, the use of isotopes; natural laws

governing distribution of most important mineral

resources in the earth's crust; biochemistry, tech-

nical biochemistry, and photosynthesis.

It should be recognized that, whereas most of

these programs can be directed toward develop-

ment of peaceful scientific advances, they cm also

be applied for military or economic purposes and

a concentrated effort devoted to this limited list
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(if projects could with reasonalile accomplishment

lead to hifjher prestijre <o the Soviet science pro-

L'lam and to its stated national economy objectives.

riu' concentration of elFort and the proposed re-

organization of Soviet science to achieve these

chemical goals (as well as similar physicjil, bio-

logical, en<rineering, and social programs) dem-

onstrates tlie dedicated way in which the Soviets

are pursuing their objectives.

In conti-ast are we in this nation considering

the extent of planning essential for long-range

science programs and also successful national and

foreign jiolicies ? We are certainly moving toward

such jilanning in our legislative studies and agency

planning, but our many varied agencies and

organizations in s<Mence and technology in gov-

ernmental, state, private, and industrial areas

require a carefid and well -conceived plan of

operation.

Our free-world nations have made advances to-

ward the strengtliening of science in their govern-

mental organization. Great Britain has recently

created a ministiy for science. Cabinet-level or

near-cabinet-level status to science has been estab-

lished by France, Belgium, Canada, South Africa,

Japan, and other nations.

Last December, in addressing the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, I cited

the need for planning our science program at the

national level and suggested the creation of a

commission to study this problem. It would be

my hope that such a commission would develop

suggestions for coordination of our national sci-

ence program. I am not recommending that the

solution should be a depai-tment of science, a

commission, institution, or foundation. Rather I

am recommending that we face up to and handle

the problem of ci-eating a proper position for sci-

ence in our national policy and operation.

There are many implementing policies and ac-

tivities which are promoted V)y our Government,

societies, and individual citizens which are

planned or performed with a feeling that these

actions are in consonance with our basic policy.

We may, however, find that some activities or

programs conflict with each other, may not in

fact be in our Ijest interest. In such cases there

may well be a need for a reorientation or program

change. The increasing penetration of science

and technology into our national lives is a two-

way effect depending on which area of the "two

cultures" one inhabits. A fusion is to l>e encour-

aged and supported, for tliere must be an ac<'ept-

anceof I lie interdependence of .science and national

policies. Each includes portions of the other, and

botii ai'ediiected and supported by our basic policy

of furtliering the best ideals of our country. It is

essential that our science program represent a bal-

ance between national and international efforts

which will sinudtaneously pre.sei've national and

free-world ideals, security, and prestige and pro-

mote worldwide cultural advances. The United

States position and prestige in the world of science

is dependent on our doing good work in science,

l)ui)lishing our results, and giving our scientists

;i(lc(jwate recognition for their accomplishments.

U.S. and Canada To Hold Talks

on Wilderness Preserves

White House press release dated April 12

The White House announced on April 12 that

arrangements have been made for informal consul-

tations to take place between the President's Que-

tico-Superior Committee and a similar committee

which is being created by the Prime Minister of

Ontario, Leslie M. Frost. The objex-tive of these

consultations is the adoption of similar policies

for the administration of the wilderness preserves

maintained on both sides of the Ignited States-

Canada border by the U.S. Government and the

government of Ontario.

The chairman of the President's Quetico-

Superior Committee is Charles S. Kelly of

Chicago.

Meml>ers of the Quetico-Superior Committee

appointed by President Eisenhower will meet in-

termittently with a comniitt«e named by Prime

Minister Frost of the Canadian Province of On-

tario to develop coordinated plans for the parks

area. The Department of State and the Canadian

Department of External Affaii-s a.ssisted in the

negotiations. Members of both committees will

meet from time to time to review administrative

matters i-elating to tlieir re.spective sections of the

area. These consultations will be made known to

the two Governments.

The two areas concerned are both set aside as

wilderness recreation zones and form a natural

geographic unit. They have strong historic inter-

est, as the old I'oyageitns'' canoe route to the West

g(M»s through the lieart of the country along the

international boundary line.
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The Ontario portion of the area still contains

much virgin country. On the United States side

there lias been a restoration program under way

for several years. To date some $1.5 million have

been spent restoring to wilderness a million-acre

tract along the border. Congress is cun-ently con-

sidering appropriating an additional $1 million

for this purpose. There are no public roads in

this wilderness region on either side.

The Quetico-Superior area has a continentwide

reputation as canoe country. Replete with lakes

coime-cted by comparatively short portages, it is

renowned among sportsmen, and each year many

thousands of them travel through it by canoe-

Proposed Waiver of Cargo Preference

Rule on Indus Project Explained

Press release 199 dated April 19

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

As announced in a Department of State press

release issued on February 29, I960,' the Govern-

ment of the United States proposes to participate

in the financing of the plan proposed by the Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment for settlement of the Indus waters dispute

between India and Pakistan. Legislation provid-

ing for this participation has been introduced in

this session of the Congress as an amendment to

the Mutual Security Act. One section of this

proposed legislation provides that funds appro-

priated pursuant to that act might be used without

regard to the .50/50 provision of the Cargo Prefer-

ence Act "whenever tiie President determines that

such provisions cannot be fully satisfied without

seriously impeding or preventing accomplishment

of sucli purposes."

On April 5 i-epresentatives of the American

maritime industry met with Under Secretary Dil-

lon to i-equest that this proposal to authorize

wai\-ei- of tlie 50/50 rule insofar as it concerns the

Indus basin jjroject be withdrawn. In a letter

dated April (!, Ralph E. Casey, president of the

Merciiant Mai-ine Institute, wrote Mr. Dillon re-

garding the meeting. In a reply dated April 11,

Mr. Dillon e.\plaine<l why the proposed amend-

' Bulletin of Mar. 21, 1!MH). p. 442: see also the I'resi-

dent'.s message to ConRress on the Mutual Se<-urity I'ro-

Eriiin for fis<-al year liKil, ihiil.. Mar. 7. llMiO, ]i. .'{(jn.

nient was believed to be important, noting also

that a bill containing that amendment had been re-

lX)rted by the House Committee on Foreign Af-

fairs. It wius his belief, he said, that the execu-

ti\'e branch neither should, nor appropriately

could, withdraw its i-equest for the amendment.

Copies of the two letters are attached.

In a press release issued by the American Mer-

chant Marine Institute on April 15, Mr. Casey

described this decision by tlie Department of State

as "merely the latest in a long series of policy

decisions under which the American merchant ma-

rine is sacrificed needlessly for foreign interests."

He further stated that "in this action with respect

to the Indus River project we see the initial crack

in the foundation upon which American shipping

dej^ends for its very existence."

As stated by ITnder Secretary Dillon in his

letter of April 11 :
". . . the Executive Branch

has no intention whatsoever of seeking to depart

from the established policy set forth in the cargo

preference legislation." The proposed authority,

Mr. Dillon explained, would be "j^ennissive," and

the need for its exercise in the near future was

not now foreseen. However, Mr. Dillon pointed

out

:

. . . the very fabric of the planning for this project rests

ui>on its multilateral character and iii)on the voluntary

agreement, by all of the contributors to the Indus Basin

DevelojHnent Fund, to refrain from applying to their

contributions the national preference requirements—of

whatever nature—which would normally govern the use

of such funds. Were the United States to apply prefer-

ential conditions to its contribution, we could not logi-

cally opix>se the application of counter-conditions on the

contributions of other nations. The welter of ccmflicting

national conditions which might be exi)ecte<l to en.sue

would foniplicate the administration of the Indus proj-

ect to the iKiint where the i>resent prtn>osal would no

longer be oiierable. You will recognize that the amount

of time and effort which have been devoted to the achieve-

ment of the present solution to the Indus problem have

been enormous, and that we may not again be able to

arrive at an aci'ei>table .sohition, should we lose this

opiKtrtunity.

Having stated why the Depai-tment would not

wish to attach any condition of preference to the

U.S. Indus contribution, Mr. Dillon indicated

that:

1. There was no rea.son to lielieve that sul)stan-

tial amounts of Indus tonnage would not move

on U.S. flag vessels;

2. Sliould tliis amount prove to be lower than

that re(]uired un<h'r tlie cargo-preference legisla-
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tion, it was l)elieved that conii)ensatiiifj iuljust-

ments in other MSP-Hnsmced «irj;o traffic patterns

would obviate tlie nee<l in tlie near future to re-

quest actual use of the waiver authority; and

3. Even if the projrnun of assistance to South

Asia declined suhstantially, the Department be-

lievetl tliat conipensatinj^ aAljustnients coidd hold

applicution of the waiver authority to minimal

le\els.

In sum, Mr. Dillon concluded

:

. . . we have no intention of departing from the estab-

lished policy on cargo preference. We will exert every

effort to avoid any need to exercise the waiver authority

which is sought but we believe its possession would be of

significant advantage to the United States Government

In his press i-elease statement of April 15 Mr.

Casey mentioned that the projwsed contribution

by the United States to the Indus River project

amounted to $515 million out of a total of $645

million, wliereas Great Britain, "whose shipping;

interests have long been the archenemy of United

States maritime iwlicy," would contribute only

$58 million.

In fact, the total cost of tlie plan evolved by the

IBRD is estimated to be in the order of $1 billion.

The sum of $645 million cited by Mr. Casey is over

and above the amounts to be contributed by India

and Pakistan and by the Bank itself, the latter

amounting to $103 million. The contribution

proposed by the Bank for the United States con-

sists of $177 million in grant aid, $103 million in

loans, and $235 million in loans and gi-ants in

local currencies to be derived from the operations

of various U.S. programs in Pakistan. Since the

provisions of 50/50 will already have applied to

any commodity shipments under these programs,

such as that of surplus agricultural commodities

under Public Law 480, the application of 50/50

on $235 million of the U.S. contribution will al-

ready have been assured.

EXCHANGE OF LETTERS

Mr. Dillon's Letter to Mr. Casey

April 11, 1960

Dear Mr. (\\sey : I refer to your letter of April

6 regarding the meeting with representatives of

the maritime industry on April 5 at wiiich we dis-

cussed the proposed amendment to the Mutual

Security Act relating to the Indus Basin pi'oject.

I found tlie meeting helpful also and hope tliat it

clarified the subject for you.

As I stated at the meeting the Executive Branch

has no intention whatsoever of seeking to depart

from the established policy set forth in the cargo

preference legislation. In seeking an amendment

relating to the Indus Basin project we have asked

for permissive authority whereunder the President

could waive the requirements of the cargo prefer-

ence legislation with respect to this particular

projeci if lie found tliat the provisions of the cargo

preference act could not l>e fully satisfietl without

seriously impeding or preventing accomplishment

of the Indus Basin ])roje«t.

As we have explained to the Congress and to

you and your associates, we do not foresee need to

exercise this authority in the near future. If the

present programs of assistance under the Mutual

Security Act were to continue at approximately

present levels over the |>eriod of time that will be

required to complete the Indus Basin project, we

could probably be reasonably confident that no

necessity to waive the provisions of the cargo pref-

erence legislation would arise.

Yet the fact that we anticipate ability to com-

pensate within the regular Mutual Security Pro-

gram for the required proportion of the tonnage

deriving from implementation from the Indus

Basin project may tend to obscure the imix)rtance

which attaches to the requested authority to waive

the requirements of the cargo preference legisla-

tion with respect to this particular project. As

you are aware, the very fabric of the planning

for this proje<'t rests upon its midtilateral char-

acter ancl upon the voluntary agreement, by all

of the contributors to the Indus Basin Develop-

ment Fund, to refrain from applying to their

contributions the national preference require-

ments—of whatever nature—which wovild nor-

mally govern the use of such funds. Were the

United States to apply preferential conditions to

its contribution, we could not logically oppose, the

application of counter-t'onditions on the contribu-

tions of other nations. The welter of conflicting

national conditions which might be expected to

ensue would complicate the administration of the

Indus project to the jwint where the present pro-

posal would no longer be operable. You will

recognize that the amount of time and etiort which

have been devoted to the achievement of tlie pres-

ent solution to the Indus ])ioblem have been enor-

mous, and that we may not again be able to arrive

at an acceptable solution, .should we lo.se this op-

portunity. For these reasons, we would not wish
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to attacli any condition of preference to our Indus

contribution—although there is no reason to be-

lieve that substantial amounts of Indus tonnage

would not move on U.S. flag vessels. Should this

amount prove to be lower than that required under

the cargo preference legislation, we believe that

compensating adjustments in other MSP-financed

cargo traffic patterns will obviate the need in the

near future to request actual use of the waiver

authority. Even if the program of assistance to

South Asia declines substantially, we believe that

compensating adjustments could hold application

of the waiver authority to minimal levels.

As you note in your letter the progress of legis-

lation is such that a bill containing the proposed

amendment has been reported by the House Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs. I do not believe that

the Executive Branch should, nor appropriately

could, withdraw its request for this amendment.

Obviously tlie matter is one for the Congress

to detemiine and it will have to decide whether

it wishes to deny the authority sought. I believe

that the authority does not seriously threaten the

interest of the maritime industiy and that the

existence of such authority will provide a useful

assurance should the contingency arise which re-

quires its exercise in order to accomplish the im-

portant purposes sought through the Indus Basin

project.

I believe that you and your colleagues do appre-

ciate the significant objectives which the Indus
River Basin project would promote. As you know
the delay in the solution of this problem has long

prejudiced relationships between India and Pak-

istan. Progress on tliis project should be of major

significance in reducing international tensions as

well as providing major economic benefits in

South Asia.

In sum, we have no intention of departing from
the established policy on cargo preference. We
will exert every effort to avoid any need to exer-

cise the waiver authority which is sought but we
believe its possession would be of significant ad-

vantage to the United States Government.

Sincerely yours,

DouGL.\s Dillon

Under Secretary

Mr. Ralph E. Casey,
President, Am^riran Merchant Marine Institute,

Inc., Dl!) 18th Street.N.W.,

WnKhington 0, D.C.
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Mr. Casey's Letter to Mr. Dillon

April 6, 1960

Honorable Douglas Dillon

Under Secretary of State

Department of State

Washinf/ton 25, D.C.

I )EAR Mr. Dillon :

Subject : Cargo Preference Act—Indus River Basin

Project

On behalf of the entire maritime industry, I want to

express our appreciation for giving so generously of your

valuable time in meeting with us yesterday on problems

relating to the Cargo Preference Act's applicability to

the Indus Basin project. The thorough discussion which
ensued did, I am sure, clarify for our mutual benefit the

issues involved.

We were gratified that the Deiiartment of State will,

as you stated, give serious consideration to withdrawing

the waiver provision language contained in .section 404

of the Mutual Security bill now being considered by the

Congress.

It is our understanding, however, that both on the

Senate and the House sides, final markup of this legis-

lati(m will be completed in the next day or two. May
we siiggest, therefore, that if time has moved too quickly

for the Department to seek withdrawal of tie waiver

provision at the Committee levels, we would be pleased

to arrange for an amendment for this same purpose to

be offered from the floor in both the Senate and the House
when the bill is under consideration by each of the full

bodies. If the Department would inform the floor man-
agers of the hill in both Houses of its desire to accept

such an amendment, we feel there will be no difBcuIty

whatever in thus accomplishing this purpose, particularly

in light of the fact that, as it developed during the

course of our discussion, the waiver provision of section

404 was clearly not at all necessary and certainly not

at this time.

In this connection we were pleased to note your inten-

ti(m to adopt administrative measures to alleviate the

problem created by the fact that cargo preference con-

trols could not be readily applied to procurement under

this project. Thus, in order to make up for this defi-

ciency, it is intended that the annual contribution made
hy the United States to the Indu" Basin proje<'t will be

considered for comi)utation pnrp"ses as a part of the

overall Mutual Security cuntribution to this area, and
that cargo preference would be applied to procurement

under the total sum. By way of example you indicated

—

should the U.S. contributi'on to the Indus Basin project

be $20 million in any one year, and our Mutual Se<'urity

program to Pakistan be .$80 million, U.S. flag ves.sels

would be assured .">() per cent i>articipatioii in the total

$100 million program, and not merely 'tO per cent par-

ticipation in the $iSO million prograuL Such adminis-

tration of the Cargo Preference Act is entirely feasible,

as was indicated at our meeting yesterday.

I want to reassure you that ours is a desire to c(M)i)er-

afe with the Department to the fullest extent po.ssible.

We feel that once again we have formulated potential

solutions to problems mutually acceiitable both to our
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industry mid tlie Govcrnnu'iit. If we nri> clven tlie oppor-

tunity in the future for forthright discussion, as was

the ease at yesterday's meetluK. we can redui-e to a bare

niinininm those problems which I'learly result from lack

(if underslanding.

Since the mutters (lis<>usse<l above require prompt ac-

tion and a conlirmation of our understanding, we would

appre<'i«te heariiig from you very soon.

Sincerely yours,

Ralph E. Cabey

Don Paarlberg Named Coordinator

of Food-for-Peace Program

Tlie '\^^lite House (Augusta, Ga.) announced

on April 18 that the President on that date had

appointed Don Paarlberg as Food-for-Peace Co-

ordinator. This is a new post on the President's

executive stati'. Mr. Paarlberg, wlio is serving

!is Special Assi.stant to the President in the gen-

eral area of economics, will take over these new

duties immediately. He will be located in the

White House offices and will report to the

President.

Primary objective of the food-for-peace pro-

gram is the use of our abundant supplies of farm

products in meeting the needs of our friends

abroad. The Department of Agriculture, work-

ing in close cooperation with the Department of

State, has major operating responsibility for the

program. Various other Departments are in-

volved. Operating responsibility will continue in

the executive departments as at present.

The food-for-peace program was first an-

nounced by the President on January 29, 1959,

in a s[>ecial message to the Congress on agricul-

ture.' At that time the President said

:

I am .setting steps in motion to explore anew with

other suri)lus-producing nations all practical means of

utilizing the various agricultural surpluses of each in the

interest of reinforcing peace and the well-being of

friendly peoples throughout the world—in short, using

food for jieace.

A Wheat T'tilization Committee, made up of

representatives of the United State.s, Argentina,

Australia, Canada, and France, with the Food

and Agriculture Organization of the United Na-

tions participating as ob.server-adviser, was estab-

lished in 1959 to explore ways and means of

carrying out the objectives of food for peace.*

Piesentl}' a joint mission rei)resenting this Com-

mittee is c()ni[)letiiig investigations of various

oi)portunities along this line in the Far p]ast. The

mission will return to Washington later this

month to prepare a report on its re<'ommendations

to the Wheat Utilization Connnittee.

Chief instrument of the food-for-peace program

is Public Law 480, the Agricultural Trade Devel-

opment and As.sistance Act, recommended by the

administration and enacte<l by the Congress in

1954. This is the major legislative authority for

the export movement of surplus farm products

outside the normal channels of trade. Last year

shipments of farm products under this authority

reached the following totals (in terms of cost to

the Commodity Credit Corporation) :

Export sales for foreign currency .$1, 195, 000, 000

Donated for meeting disaster abroad ... 86, 000, 000

Donated to needy persons abroad through

charitable institutions 210, 000, 000

Bartered for .strategic and critical mate-

rials 156, 000, 000

Total 1,647,000,000

In addition, export sales of agricultural prod-

ucts for dollars last year reached a total of

$2,459,000,000.

In his new duties Mr. Paarlberg will expedite

interdepartmental decisionmaking and undertake

achievement of a better understanding of the pro-

gram at home and abroad.

Senate Confirms Louis Cabot

as U.S. Representative to ECE

The Senate on April 20 confirmed the Executive

nomination of I^ouis Wellington Cabot to be the

representative of the United States to the 15th

session [Geneva, April 20-May 6] of the Eco-

nomic Commission for Eurojje of the Economic

and Social Council of the United Nations. For

biographic details, see Department of State press

release 189 dated April Vi.

' H. Doc. .')9, 86th Cong., 1st sess.

May 9, 1960

' For text of a communique issued on May 6, 19.59, at

the close of a conference of the major wheat-exporting

nations, .see Bi'i.i.etin of .Tune 1, 19.59. p. 793.
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The First Japanese Diplomatic Mission to tlie United States—1860 i

hy E. Taylor Parks

The date of May 14, 1960, marks the 100th

anniversary of the an'ival at Washington of the

first diplomatic mission that Japan ever sent to

another nation. Following the Treaty of Peace

and Amity (Peri-j' Treaty) of 1854, the growing

desire of the Japanese to enlarge their interna-

tional contacts and the determination of the

American envoy, Townsend Harris, to have his

nation again fumisli the initiative led to the nego-

tiation of a Treaty of Amity and Commerce on

July 29, 1858, which included a provision for the

exchange of ratifications at Washington before

July 4, 1859. Plans were soon underway to dis-

patch an impressive embassy to participate in the

exchange ceremony. However, the date had to be

moved up because of personnel changes in the

Japanese "foreign office" and because certain

highly placed persons tried persistently to keep

tlie old law prescribing the death penalty for

Japanese leaving the homeland. New negotia-

tions (March 19, 1859) approved postponement
until early in 1860.

Japan, lacking a suitable vessel to convey the

mission, had already requested that the United
States furnish a man-of-war for that purpose.

Townsend Harris had recommended that the re-

quest be granted and had written to Commodore
Josiah Tattnall, Flag Officer and Commandant of

the U.S. East India Squadron. A certain ur-

gency was iiitrwluced into the situation by Lord
Elgin's invitation for the .JapanCvSe to send a mis-

sion to Ivondon witli all "conveyance" expenses

• Mr. Parks is Ofjicer in charge. Research
Guidance and Review, Historical Office,
Departinent of State.
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paid. Harris" delight at Washington's approval

of his recommendation is understandable :
^

We were the first nation to make a treaty of amity
with the Japanese. This we liave followed up by making
the first commercial treaty with them, and to have the

Mat to receive the first embassy from this singular people

cannot but redound to our national honor.

In both the Perry Expedition of 1853-54 and
the Japanese mission of 1860, the U.S. Navy
played a significant role. Admiral Perry negoti-

ated the Treaty of Peace and Amity in Japan ; his

successoi-s made possible the exchange of ratifi-

cations of the Treaty of Amity and Commerce at

Washington.

The U.S.S. Mi.^si.ssippi, arriving before the em-
bassy was ready to depart, proceeded to another

assignment. Commodore Tattnall was then in-

structed to make the IT.S.S. Powhatan available.

To the accompaniment of lively music and a 17-

gun salute, the embassy embarked at Fort Shiba

on February 9, 1860. After spending some time

on final preparations at Yokohama, the Powhatan,

under Captain George F. Pearson, set sail on

February 18.-

According to Townsend Harris the embassy was

headed by Shimmi Buzen-no-Kami, Muragaki

Awaji-no-Kaini, and Oguri Bungo-no-Kami and

consisted of "eighteen I'eisons of Rank and fifty-

three servants"—71 persons.^

The Poirhitan was loaded to capacity. Sev-

eral guns had been dismounted so that additional

rooms could be constructed on deck to accommo-

date embassy pei-sonnel. .lapanese mats had l)een

fitted to the rooms, special galley provided for the

Japanese cooks, and generous supplies of food

and drink brought aboard. Fifty tons of luggage

and gifts completed the cargo—a verit^ible con-

glomeration of human beings, pers(mal effects,

cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry, champagne, fuel, and
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some of tlu> finest speeinu'iis of Japanese art and
liaiulirrafl.

As the Powhatan cruised along: the coast, Japa-

nese fisliennen were amazed to see Iheir officials

leavinj; tlui country aboai-tl a foivifjn vessel.

Scarcely had majestic Fuji disappeared from view

before seasickness struck tlie passen<jei"s. There

were hectic und stormy days aliead, causinjj some

to wonder who gave the name "Pacific" to such

an aiifrn- (K-ean. The Washiiifrton birthday ban-

quet iiad to be postponed 'i days. The daily

concerts could be only indifferently enjoyed.

Throufih it all, however, the .lapanese were curi-

ous and inquisitive about all they saw. They
examined everything aboard and questioned the

crew almost endlessly. Chaplain Heni-y AVood

conducted Enfilish clas.ses, addinjj some infoniia-

tion in the fields of geography and general

science—not to mention a proposal for the reading

of the Christian Bible.*

Heavy weather compelled a change of course via

Honolulu for fuel and repaire. A 10-day stop-

over there gave the Japanese an opportunity to

eat their fii-st bananas, see their firet billiard game,

and hear their first piano music. The ambassa-

dors were presented to the Hawaiian monarchs,

who returned tlie visit aboard the Poivhafan.

The voyage to San Francisco was pleasant enough,

although the travelere seem to have been a little

bored by the monotony of ship life.

On March 29 the Japanese were welcomed to

San Francisco with flying flags and the appropri-

ate gun salute. The next day they set foot on

American soil. Captain Taylor and Commodore
Tattnall soon left for Panama and Washington,

respe<'tively, to help make arrangements for the

visitors alward the vessel from Panama and in the

Nation's Capital.

The ambasssidors were delighted to learn that

the Japanese escort vessel Kanriti Maru, which

had sailed a few days before the Powhatan, luid

already arrived at San Francisco and was under

repairs at Mare Island. The Kanvin Mam was a

small sailing craft; it wsus equipped with an aux-

iliary steam engine of 100 horsepower for harbor

maneuvering but was dependent on sails at sea.

Captain John Mercer Br(X)ke and several

American sailore had accompanied the Japanese

on the Kanrin Maru. The voyage had been so

rough that a "quiet dignifie<l meal" had l)een im-

le.

U.S.-Japan Centennial

The Government of tlie United States and the
Government of .Jaiwin liave jointly declared 19G0
a Centennial Year.to ooninieniorate the flr.st Japa-
nese (liploniatic inis.sion to the United States. Thi.s

was announce*! at the White IIou.se on Januarj' 19
when President Kisenhower and Japane.se Prime
Minister Nolmsuke Kishi sijnied a Treaty f)f Mutual
Cooperation and Security in the same room in which
President Buchanan had received the first treaty
mission 1(K) years earlier.

An Interagency Committee for the Cultural and
Public Affairs .\.si)e<-ts of the U.S.-Japan Centen-
nial, on which are represented 10 U.S. Government
agencies and the District of Columbia, is planning a
series of events in observance of the anniversary,
and a similar committee has been set up in Japan.
President Eisenhower will issue a prwlamation on
the Centennial. He will visit Japan in June, and
the Crowji Prince and Crown Princess will come to
the ITnited States as part of the celebrations in the

fall.

The crew of the Kanrin Mai-v, was hardly pre-

pared to handle sails in such waters, so the Ameri-
can seamen were "afforded an opportunity of

rendering important service." During the ;?7-day

voyage, however, the .Japanese greatly improved
their seamanship.^ The return voyage was made
"entirely under Ja{)anese navigators," although a

few American sailors were eidisted. The sliip had
been repaired and new lockers built at Mare
Island without charge to the Japanese.

The people of San Francisco were alreiuly ac-

customed to seeing strange people with swords

and hemp sandals when the Powhatan an-ived.

The Japanese from both vessels were much im-

pres.se(l with the size of the hotels, tiie elegance

of the furnishings, and the efficiency of the serv-

ice, secured by the pulling of a wire cord rather

than the clapping of hands. The meals were

sumptuous enough but t(K> gi-ea.sy to be .savory

iiccording to Japanese standard.s. Tlie ice in the

champagne glaases was a real novelty : some swal-

lowed the pieces; other spat them out; still others

chewed them.

American dancing appeared to the Japane.se

merely as "hopping around the room together."

It .seemed strange to tlie vi.sitors that at the Ameri-

can theaters persons playing feminine roles were

actually women. The local Chinese theatrical

efforts were much more appreciated.
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The visitoi-s marveled at the transportation

system : use of liorses instead of men for burden-

bearing, carriages instead of sedan chairs.

The reception of tlie embassy at the City Hall

was an elegant affair, preceded by a l7-gun salute

from the Plaza which, incidentally, broke some

window panes in the City Hall. The reception

was followed by a banquet in the "upper chamber"

of Job's Saloon, where some 50 people (including

6 Japanese) were treated to "cold turkey, cold

game, salads, ice creams, charlotte russe, all man-

ner of dainty confectionery, and champagne." It

was reported tiiat the city supervasors, not the

taxpayers, picked up the check."

The Powhatan resumed its voyage to Panama
on April 7, arriving 17 days later. Crossing the

Isthmus by train at the "marvelous speed" of

471,^ miles in 3 hours on the recently completed

Panama Railroad was really a novel experience

for the Japanese. They marveled at the "electri-

cal devise" (telegrapii) that made possible the

transaction of business across the Isthmus as

quickly "as taking a smoke." At Aspinwall

(Colon), Captain William F. Gardner and tiie

U.S.S. Roanoke, bearing the flag of Commodore
William J. McCluny, were awaiting the visitors.

The voyage to Sandy Hook, then to Hampton
Roads (April 26-May 12), seems to have been

relatively uneventful.

Meanwhile, elaborate preparations were being

made at Washington to receive the visitors.

Congress had appropriated $50,000 for the enter-

tainment of the embassy. This sum was later

supplemented by funds made available by the

cities of Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York.

There is evidence that the "Japanese Committee"

in New York spent $105,000." In Washington
special quarters at Willard's Hotel were already

prepared, several of the rooms furnished in rich

and luxurious style. The Navy Department, at

the request of the Department of State, appointed

three of its ablest officers to serve as a special

"Protocol Committee": Captain Samuel F. Du-
Pont, Commander Sidney S. I^ee, and Lieutenant

David D. Porter. Anton L. A. Portman was em-

ployed as interpreter. All four of these men had
lieen recent visitoi-s to Japan."

This special committee, along with Henry Ijed-

yard, son-in-law of Secretary of St«te I^ewis Cass,
were nboai-d the I'hihi'leliihia at Hampton Roads
to welcome tlie .Japanese. After short stops at

Fortress Monroe and Mount Vernon, the embassy

reached the Navy Yard at Washington on

May 14—3 months and 1 day after leaving Japan.

A tremendous ovation awaited them."

At 10 a.m. officers of the Navy Yard arrived

and assembled in full dress in Commandant
Franklin Buchanan's office for further orders.

The military—marine, regulars, and volunteers

—

formed on the parade grounds in front of the

landing, where Japanese and American flags were

displayed. As the Philadelphui approached, a

gun was fired and all employees of the Yard left

their work to form lines on each side of the main
avenue in front of the anchor house. Congress

had adjourned so that members could attend the

ceremony. For 2 hours before the arrival of the

Philadelphia, continuous streams of interested

and curious people arrived by carriages, buses,

and on foot. Youngsters climbed atop piles of

cannonballs and howitzers, even onto the roofs

of the ship-houses. More than 4,000 persons were

on hand at the Navy Yard, and some 20,000 took

positions along the route of the procession.

On arrival of the embassy Captain Dahlgren

ordered the usual l7-gun salute. Simultaneously

a staff with large American and Japanese flags was

raised. Government officials were already on hand.

As the vessel was made fast, the Marine Band on

the upper deck "discoursed the most delightful

melodies" and the ever-present Japanese artists

appeared on deck to make sketches of the crowd.

On board, welcoming addresses were delivered by

Mayor James G. Barret and Commandant
Buchanan, a fonner member of the Perry

Expedition.'"

After an official photograph, special carriages

conveyed the group to their quarters at Willard's

Hotel, Pennsylvania Avenue at 14th Street, North-

west. There was a military escort with march-

ing music. As the procession started, "all order

came to an end," and the crowd broke through

the lines, jostling the militai-y and police and

sometimes forcing the carriages to stop. The
streets were so ciioked with eager humanity that

it took an hour for the parade to i-each the flag-

bedecked Willard, where an honor ginii-d of 100

soldiers awaited.

Throughout the arrival ceremonies the famous

"Treaty Box," containing copies of the Treaty of

July 29, 1858, and other appropriate documents,

was conspicuous. It wiis reported to have l)een
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.Vn'ioHdi ArchiveK, Wunhington, II.C.

The first Japanese diplomatic mission to the United States, photographed with their hosts at the Navy Yard,

Washin^on. Seated, left to right: Tsukahara Jungoro, governor; INaruse Zenshiro, governor; Muragaki Awaji-

no-Kami, second ambassador; Shimnii Buzen-no-Kami, first ambassador; Oguri Bungo-no-Kami, third ambas-

sador; and Merita Okataw, treasury official.

tliree by two by one aiul one-half feet in dimen-

sions, made of "veiy lipiit wood, covered with the

best hicquer [or "red morocco leather, stitclied

around the edges"] . . . lined with crimson silk,"

with lock, key, and hinges of gold. Bonie by

poles on the shouldei-s of four men, it preceded

the ambas-sadors otl' the ship and was accorded a

special place of honor in the proce.ssion."

One Washington news])aper thought the entire

affair had been "most ap|)ropriately conducted"

and that the arrangements throughout had been

"marked by a happy mixture of democratic sim-

plicity and official ceremony becoming the occasion

and well-Htfed to conciliate regard and confidence

of our illustrious visitors, without departing from

the i)lain and unpretending habits of our

ppo|)le."
'-'

7'/u' Herald was also impressed with the .lapa-

ne.se: "AVith all of them ease and dignity are seen

in happy (•ombiMati(»n ; nothing seems to surprise

them, but everything attracts their attention and

curiosity." "

From this time until the dei)artui-e of the em-

bas.sy from \ew York on June 30, the DuPont-

Lee-Porter "Protocol Committee" was in charge

of all ai-rangements.

The ambas.sadoi-s turned first to their ofHcial

duties. They inmiediately notified Seoretaiy Cass

of their arrival, calle<l at the Department of State

on May l(i to deliver a lettei- from the Japanese

"foreign office," pre.sented their credentials to

President James Buchanan on May 17, and ex-

changed ratifications of the treaty on May 22.

The presentation of credentials was an espe-

cially "novel, striking, and interes-ting" ceremony,

requiring an hour and 4.") minutes. The principal

officers, wearing colorful court divs.s, rode in car-

riages preceded by the Marine Band, flanked by

U.S. Marines, and accompanied by Japanese

guards wilii undrawn swoi-ds and ensigns carried
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atop long poles—a striiiige procession as it moved

from the "Willard to the White House. The

famous East Room was crowded to overflowing

with civil and militaiy officials in splendid dress

and uniform, all anxious to catch a glimpse of the

strangers. Announcement of their arrival caused

a rush to tlie windows. During the ceremony that

followed, three ladies and a Senator were noted

standing on a single chair. The sjjeeches were

scarcely audible above the din, but the ceremony

was performed with dignity and in the best ori-

ental court tradition." The next day Secretaiy

Cass entertained the visitors at a ball.

On the evening following the exchange of ratifi-

cations (May 22), the chief ambassador held a

"levee" at the Willard. Many officials attended.'"^

With diplomatic business completed, the Japa-

nese sought opportunities to explore the life of

the city. They visited the Halls of Congi-ess.

Of this one diarist wrote : "As we entered, a mem-
ber was making a speech at the top of his voice.

. . . There is no end to speakers . . . some speak-

ing quietly, some wildly brandishing their

- arms. . .
." '"

Three Japanese physicians who were members

of the visiting party conferred with local counter-

parts, who were much impressed with their knowl-

edge of medicine.'" Some time was spent at the

Navy Yard and at the Smithsonian Institution,

where one person at least mistook the costume

wigs of the Presidents for hair preserved from

dead men and placed on display—a "disgusting

custom." " There were official discussions of

coinage, and arrangements were made for the

II iHtoniiijiniihirnl Institiitf, Tokjfo InircrMitji

Prei>cntati<>n of an American lady lo ihe Japanese ambassadors at Willard's Holel, Washin^on, D.C



iinihassiuloi-s to visit tlie Mint at I'liihulelpiiiii.

At tlie Pi-esidenl's dinner on May -;">, tlie

"stnin<;e custom'' of each man accompanyinfr a

lady to tlie table was cause for connnent.'" Al-

though the Japanese wei-e unusually adept at

imitatiufr m-cidental etiquette, one diner drank the

water from his Hii<rer howl before realiziufr its

intended use.

Meanwhile, the routine at Willard's Hotel was
definitely disrupted. The .Japanese visitors con-

tiiiueil to Ih" tlie objects of warm and keen interest

to both sexes and to all classes. The embassy oc-

cupied some no rooms, an entire wiiiji extendinp:

from Pennsylvania to F Street.-" The eight sol-

dier guards found it impossible to keep the halls

cleared of curious sightseei-s. The lobby was

constantly crowded witii people seeking an oppor-

tunity to shake tlie hands and to secure the auto-

gniphs of the visitors.-' Tiie gifts intended for

the President and other officials were for a time

put on display.

There were dances, banquets, and magic-lantern

shows at the hotel. The President attended one

such show witli no aides along—to the amazement

of the Japanese. Tliey were also surprised to

see that there was ''no policeman in the President's

house and no fortress in his yard" and that the

"home of the Secretary of State was not as fine as

the Hotel." "

Posing for photographers became almost bur-

densome except to a young interpreter, Tataiesi

Owasjero, nicknamed "Tommy." This 17-year-

old adopted son of the second interpreter had

Jearned English at a Dutch school at Nagasaki.

He had been a sort of "pet of the ship" en route to

San Francisco." In Wasliington, and later in

Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York, he be-

came a still gi-eater favorite with the fairer sex.

He made gocxl use of his limited English vocabu-

lary, leariie<l to sing and wjiistle "Hail (\)lumbia"

and "Poppy [xir] (tocs the Weasel,'' and acquired

an extensive i-aiige of profanity. His i-eckles.sness

and "spirit of devilti'v" caused "bevies of maidens

[to] gaze beneficently upon him . . . and to

extend to him unreluctant hands." Of this "male

coquette," a New York Ilrrald correspondent

wrote: "He smiles sweetly on all, and iiestows on

one the lx)uquet he gets from another." However,

his populai'ity su tiered somewhat wiien he tried to

verify the impression that the hoops and super-

structure of women's clothes were solid.-*

Some impressions acquired by the vi.sitoi-s re-

garding American life and hal)its are difficult to

explain: (1) all Americans are Roman Catholics;

(2) laws prohibit men and women from marrying
before the ages of 21 and IS, i-espectively, for

health reasons; (3) women's evening gowns gen-

erally cost $1,000 to $10,000; (4) it costs $100,000

to construct a home."

Thecoiiiniciit of Yanagawa Masakiyoon Ameri-
can newspapers still has some validity: "In Japan
papers are printed once or twice a month but in

western countries they are printed daily, although

the news is only slightly ditfereiit."'
''''

Aftei- a few weeks in Washington the visitors

became anxious to return home. They declined

invitations to visit Norfolk, Trenton, Jersey City,

Boston, and Providence. At the last audience

with the President on June 5, special commemora-
tive gold medals were presented to the three en-

voys. Twenty silver copies and fifty bronze ones

were given to them for distribution among their

suite."

During the visit official gifts were exchanged.

Those from Jajian, earlier on display at the Wil-

lard, were described as being "of the richest mate-

rials and most elaborate workmanship, exceeding

in beuuty what even the highest estimate had

made of Japanese taste and skill." -* The State,

War, and Navy Departments presented certain

gifts ill return, including some arms and muni-

tions, (^aptain James W. Ripley of the Army
and Lieutenant Henry A. Wise of the Navy were

detailed to explain their construction and use.^'

The U.S. Agricultural Society pre.sented a collec-

tion of nearly 1(X) varieties of field and garden

seed.*'

When so many newly made friends called at

the hotel to bid farewell, one member of the em-
bassy admitted: "We all wept. Seeing them also

weeping, we realized they are tender-hearted

people." ^'

The impact of this group upon the life of Wash-
ington seems phenomenal when it is remembered
that their visit coincided with the Republican

iioniiMation of Abraiiam Lincoln for the Presi-

dency, the split in the Democratic Party, and the

intensification of the national crisis preceding the

Civil War. It is not clear whether or not the

Japanese sensed the emergency-charged situation

as they dejiaited for short visits at Baltimore

(June «-y), Philadelphia (June 9-16), and New
York (June 16-30).
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Yokohamn Municipal University

The Pagoda Car ronlaining the Japanese treaty box, as it appeared in the procession on the day of the reception

in New York, June 16, 1860.

Ill liiiltiiiiore the visitors were greeted enthusi-

asticiilly with militai-y escort, three bands, eight

tire depart ineiits, and cheering crowds along tlie

route to tlie (jihner House. They were welcomed
by Mayor Thomas Swann and John W. Garrett,

])reHident of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

There was a tire-engine display in front of the

hotel and fireworks at Monument Square. The
-Japanese artists sketched almost everything in

sight; and "Tommy," permitted to hold the fire

hose, "ducked without mercy" many of the spec-

tators. Sewing machine numufacturers an-

nounced a special sale "to celebrate this great event

and fix the date in the memory of thousands of our
citizens." '-

The railway cars that t(M)k the group to Phila-

<U']|)iiia were "fitted out in magnificent style" willi

sofas, cushioned chains, rocking chaii-s, carpets,

mirrors, and portraits of .Vmerican leaders; and
draped with flowei-s and tlie flags of the two
nations. Large crowds appeared at the stations

along I lie loiile. The emba.ssy group seemed tired

except for "Tommy,"' who was exhibiting a

daguerreotype of a AVashington lady. He rode

the engine much of the way and took particulai'

delight in ringing the bell. Before the train ar-

rived. Broad Street, "as far as eye could see, was

one mass of peo])le." After a speech of welcome

by Mayor Alexander Henry, the pi-ocession moved
slowly through "oO(),()()() people" toward the Con-

tinental Hotel, with an escort of some 4,()()0 sol-

diei-s and 2,()()() ])olice. Many in the escort wore

ribbons with inscriptions "Welcome to Our .Japa-

nese Friends."' Japanese flags waved on all sides.

Six himdred servicemen guarded the entrance of

the hotel.''

The -Japanese were impressed by visits to the

F.S. Mint, Independence Hall, Girard College,

the city waterworks, and tiie Baldwin Ixn-omotive

Company. Some witnessed for- the fii-st time a

balloon ascension and watciied (lie opei'ation of

the new telegraph system connecting Philadelphia

and New ^'ork. Widespread sho|)ping expedi-

tions and lunncious gifts from liwal manufactur-
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el's added to tlie value of the embassy's l)aj»'frafre

by an estimated $1()(),()()(). Tlie .Japanese si'eined

to be everywhere, and wherever they went they

were well nveived. A 3-niilo procession of fire-

men and miisioians, some in .Japanese costumes

and wifis, added to the festivities of the Inst days

and constituted an api)i-opriate farewell as the

visitoi-s left for New York on .June 16."

At every New Jei-sey station en route, gre^it

crowds turned out—"the females, as usual, fore-

most." "Tommy,"' attired in pants of a "loud

pattern," received his usual attention : "deliciite

screams of women." His popularity had already

caused him to .substitute printed cards for the

much-sought-after autographs.^-^

New York, however, outdid all the other host

cities in its reception and entei"tainment—a can-

non salute at tlie Battery, a prand parade bj' cir-

cuitous route to the Metropolitan Hotel on Broad-

way, and a militaiT escort of some 7,000. Second-

story windows alonjr the route reportedly rented

for $7. It took the procession more than an hour

to pass a piven point. The reception at the City

Hall included si>eeches by Governor Edwin D.

Morjran and Mayor Fernando Wood.^"

Among the spe<-tato!-s at the parade was Walt

Whitman, who was inspired by the exciting spec-

tacle to compose a long poem, "A Broadway

Pageant," in which he sang of

. . . the l'rinc<>s of .\sia, swart-cheek'd princes,

First-comers, fruests, two-sworde<l princes,

Les.son-giving princes, leaning back in their open

barouches, bareheaded, impassive. . . .

And, like a proud New Y'orker, the poet wrote:

Supert>-faee<l Manhattan

!

Comrade American 1—to us, tlien at last, the Orient

comes.

To us, my city.

Where our tall-topt marble and iron beauties range

on op|M)site side.s—to walk in the space between,

To-day owr Antipodes comes.

The grand ball at the Metropolitan Hotel on

the night of .June 2i> was probably ''the finest \n\h-

lic entertainment ever given in this country," as

evidenced i)y a two-page illustration in Harper'it

Weekly. It would seem that all imjxjrtant per-

sons were on hand. Diimer was arranged for

10,000. Five bands were provided for the all-

night dancei-s, estimated from 2,000 to 6,000, and

a total crowd of some 20,000. The New York
Times chai'actei-ized the evening as a "fi-iumph of

taste and brilliance" that will "long shine like a

rose-pink lantern, or an apothecary's window in

the civic annals of New York." ^'

Theatei- ownei-s vied with eadi other to get the

distinguished visitors to their .shows as a means of

attracting greater crowds. Some of the current

])lays featured performers in ,Iai)anese costmiies.

Visits to the various points of interest were ar-

ranged within a most elaborate and expensive

social schedule.

Before boarding the U.S.S. NUigaru for the re-

turn voyage to .lapan, the visitors called at the

New York home of the widow of Commodore
Perry. This was a fitting conclusion to the .so-

journ of the fii-st .lapanese diplomatic mis.sion to

the United States. One envoy expressed it in the

following manner:^*

What a. change in a few years! T(Klay, six years

after that great national crLsis [Perry Exi)edition], we
are here in the midst of the friendly American nation,

welcome guests in the home of the very Commodore
Perry whose great fleet might have stirred our peaceful

land into battle ! The time has come when no nation

may remain i.solated and refuse to take part in the affairs

of the rest of the world.

The U.S.S. Niagara—repaired, remodeled, and
redecorated—awaited the embassy. Some 100

boxes of gifts (official and private), samples of

products, and purchases were moved aboard.

These included examples of the latest weapons of

warfare, books and maps of all kinds, field and
garden seeds, and the varied products of American
industry such as glassware, watche.s, coins, print-

ing pres.ses and type, hydraulic rams, sewing

macliines, false teetli, wooden legs, playing cards,

and all sorts of ornaments.

The Niagara, under Captain William W. Mc-
Kean, j)ut to sea on .Tune 30 with orders to make
only necessary stops on the return voyage via the

(^ipe of Good Hope. On November 9 the embassy
disembarked at Yedo, where the Temple liad been

made ready for the reception of the .ship's officers.'"

After an appropriate ceremony the chief officers

of the emba.ssy visited Townsend Harris to express

their thanks.*"

This first diplomatic mission from the "Hermit

Kingdom" to the West brought interesting and

sometimes l)ewi]dering experiences to the envoys

and their attendants. They were overcome by

the informality and genuine friendliness of

.Vmericans. One naval officer characterized their

recept ion at San Franci.sco ;is follows :

*'
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Xothing struck me with so much surprise as the genial

disposition of the people. Knowing as I did how our

government treated foreigners, I expected a reciprocal

treatment from the Americans ; but what was my surprise

when I found them so genial and kind, shaking hands

friendlily wherever I went and the children bringing me
bouquets. As oft as I thought of the contrast of our

treatment of Americans and theirs of us, I blushed and

felt ashamed.

Anotlier Japanese wrote regarding the recep-

tion in New York: '"Here again, they were re-

ceived witli all that kindness of heart and freak

of fancy could devise to honor and salute them." "

Possibly the Americans overdid it a bit. Three

years later, when another embassy was under con-

sideration, a Japanese official "begged most earn-

estly that no such expensive reception should be

given to it."
"

In any case, the Americans found tlieir visitoi-s

to be a highly intelligent and interesting group,

eagerly seeking knowledge and experiences strange

to their traditional way of life, and attempting to

interpret wiiat they saw and heard in the light of

their own culture and politics. They liked them.

In a real sense the embassy completed what Perry

had begun.

'John Ba.'^sett Moore, A Digest of International Lnxc

(Washington, 1906), V, 742.

' The Gregorian calendar is followed in this article.

Japan did not adopt it until 1873.

' Hunter Miller, Treaties and Other Intenwiimial Acts

of the United States of America (Washington, 1942), VII,

1077; Dept. of State, Despatches. Japan, II, No. 52,

Nov. 15, 18.59. In accounts of the mission the number
varies from 71 to 93. The executive officer of the Potc-

liiitim indicate<l that there were 71 aboard (Lt. James D.

Johnston, China and Japan: Being a Narrative of the

Cniixe of the U.K. Steani-Sliii) Frigate I'liirhatan . . . ,

( I'liil.ulflpliiii. l.S(;(i|. p. .32."i). (\mtenii)orary new.spapers

usually placed the figure at 72, one of whom was taken

111 at San Francisco and retiirned home aboard a Japa-

ne.se vessel. The flag officer of the Home Fleet reported

from both Aspinwall (CoUm), Panama, and Sandy Hook
that there were 72 alioard the U.S.S. Roanoke (Naval

Records, Home Scpiadron, 1K.".9-1S60. Flag Officer W. J.

McCluny, letters of Apr. 2(i and May 9, 1860)
;
yet the

r.S. Government struck off 73 medals for distribution

among the embassy (.Miller, Treaties, VII, 1077, KXHl).

Two diarists with the mission ]>lace the figure at 77, then

one procee<ls to list 7H ( Muragaki Awaji-no-Kami, "Diary
of the First Japanese Embassy to the United States,"

The First Japanese Fmbassp to the United States of

America (Tokyo. 1920). iireface: Yanagawa Masakiyo,
The First .lapanese .Xfissinn l<i \nieriea . . . (Kobe.
Jiipiin. 10.S7). pi>. K2-K4).

' For Japane.se reactions to the experiences of the

embassy, this article depends largely on the diaries kept

by Muragaki Awaji-no-Kami and Yanagawa Masakiyo.
^ For accounts of the voyage of the Kanrin Maru, see

The Autobiography of Fukuzawa Yukiehi (Tokyo, 1948) ;

and Reiwrt of Captain Brooke. Mar. 20, 1860, Naval Rec-

ords. Officers Letters, No. 193. The accounts differ some-

what on the degree of dependence of the Japanese crew

uix>n the more experienced American sailors.

' San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, Mar. 23, 1860,

p. 3.

' Congressional Joint Res., Apr. 19, 1860 ; Inazo Nitobe,

The Intercourse hetween the United States and Japan . . .

(Baltimore. 1891), p. 161; Harper's Weekly Magazine,

Aug. 4, 1860. Later the emba.ssy proposed to distribute

$20,000 to persons aiding in their protection and enter-

tainment, particularly the police of Washington, Balti-

more, Philadelphia, and New York, but were discouraged

by the President and the Department of State (Acting

Secretary Trescot to Captain DuPont, June 26, 1860, Dept.

of State, Domestic Letters, LII, 387).
' See Secretary Cass to Captain DuPont, Apr. 26, 28, 30,

June 26, 1860, and Acting Secretary Tre.scot to Secretary

of the Navy Toucey, July 9, 1860, Dept. of State, Domestic

Letters, LII, 180, 181, 190-91, 193, 387, 427.

" The arrival and visit of the embassy were extensively

covered in the Washington papers: 7'7ip Constitution, The

National Intelligencer, and The Star.

"The Cotistitution and The National Intelligencer,

May 1.5, 16, 1860. The three Princes of the embassy

were so impres.sed by the many kindnesses received at the

hands of Commandant Buchanan that they sent a letter

characterizing him as "one of the oldest and best friends

of Japan and the Japanese" {The National Intelligencer,

May 31, 1960).

" New York Herald and Frank Leslie's Illustrated News-

paper, May 26, 1860.

" The Constitution. May 1.5, 1860.

"Quoted in The First Jafinnese Embassy . . . (Tokyo,

1020), p. 189.

" The National Intelligencer, The Con-ititution, and The

Herald, May 18, 1860.

'= The National Intelligencer. May 23. 1860.

"Muragaki Awaji-no-Kami, op. eit., p. 47.

" The National Intelligencer, May 19, 1860.

" Muragaki Awaji-no-Kami, op. eit., pp. 5.5-56.

''Ibid., i>p. 49-51. At a later meeting at the Depart-

ment of State. Secretary Cass rep(>rte<lly remarked to the

Jai)aiie.-;e that he "did not know how they regulated their

ladies, but in this country the ladies regulated the gentle-

men. . .

."
t Frank Leslie'.-< I II ti.it rated Newspaper, June

2. 1H(>0).

" Harper's ^\eekly, May 26, 1S6().

" Some of the visitors later had cards printed for

distribution.

^ Yanagawa Masakiyo. op. eit.. pp. .5(>-."2.

^ A color likeness of Tommy may bo found in Lt. James

D. Johnston, op. eit., p. 37.S ; a Brady photograph in

Harper's ^yerkly. June 23, 1860.
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•* Haiprr'n Wrikli/. Jiiiip 2, i'?. IWM).

" Yanagawa Masaklyo, op. cit., passim.

" Ibid., p. 42.

"Miller, Trcatiin. VII, lOSO-Sl. Similar silver medals

were later sent to Naval Otficeis Dtil'oiit. Lee. and Porter

along with a einnnienilation for performing their "anluouK

and resiMinsible duties . . . with consummate tact and

discretion . . . [leaving nothing undone that) could

gratify the curiosity or contribute to the comfort of the

Embassy" (Naval Records. Acting Secretary of State to

Secretary of War, July 7, 1S60, Officers Letters, No. 3).

" The Xational IntcUignwcr, May 19, 18G0.

"Acting Se<-retary Trescot to Harris, .Tune 24, 1860,

Dept. of State. Insts., Japan, I. 8.V84.

" The National Inttlliyower, May 30, 1860.

" Yanagawa Masakiyo, op. cit., p. 62.

" The Sun and Haltimore Clipper, June 8-10, 1860. The

theft of two JaiMinese .swords somewhat marred the cele-

bration at Baltimore. One was recovered and returned

in 1863.

"Public Ledger, June 9, 11. 1860; Yanagawa Masakiyo,

op. cil., pp. 6-J-6.5.

" Public Ledger, June 11-18, 1860 ; Yanagawa Masakiyo,

op. cit., pp. 64-71.

" New York Tiwes, June 18, 2.5, 1860.

"Ibid., June 1G-.30. I860.

"Ibid., June 2(!, 1.S60; Harper's ^^^eeklll, June 30, 1860.

* Muragaki Awaji-noKami, op. cit., pp. 71-73.

* Naval Records. Captain McKean to Secretary of Navy

Toucey. Dec. 12. 1860. Captains Letters. Vol. 14.

"Miller. Treaticx, VII, 1077-81; Harris to Secretary

Oass, Nov. 19, 1860, Deitt. of State. Despatches, Japan.

III. No. 42.

" Chief of Admiralty Klmura, as quoted in Nitobe, op.

cit., p. 160.

"/6irf.. pp. 161-62.

"Pniyn to Seward, Dec. 1, 1863, Diplomatic Correspond-

ence .... /Se^, 111,463-64.

Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

86th Congress, 2d Session

The Technique of Soviet Propaganda. A study presented

by the Suliconunittee To Inve.stigat« the Admlni.stra-

tion of tJie Internal Security Act and Other Internal

Se<-urity Laws of the Senate Judiciary Committee. 38

pp. [Conmiittee print]

Adrai.ssion of Refug«>es on Parole. Hearings l)efore Sub-

committee No. 1 of the House Judiciary Conunittee on
H.J. Res. :{97. a joint resolution enabling the I'nited

States to participate in the resettlement of certain

refuge<'.s. Serial No. 1(1. July l.".. lO.^t^-March 'H, 1960.

68 pp.

Conventions on the Law of the Sea. Hearing before the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee on EJxecutives J,

K. L. .M, N. 8tith Congress, 2d session. January 20,

V.m). 129 pp.

- May 9, J960

MLs.siles, Space, and Other Major l)efens<' Matters. Hear-
ings before the Preparedness Investigating Subcom-
mittee of the Senate Armed Services Committee in

conjuncti(m with Senate Aeronautical and Sjmce Sci-

ences Committee. February 2-March Ki, liMK). .">42 j)]).

International Health. .Supplemental hearings before a
.subcommittee of the IIous<> Interstate and Foreign
Conunerce Oomniittee on a joint resolution to establish

a natiimal institute for international health and medical
research (with particular reference to availability of
foreign currencies for use in connection with interna-
tional health resean'h). February 9, 1960. (!;{ pp.

Permanent Suspension of Duties on Coarse W<k)Is. Hear-
ing before the Hou.se Ways and .Means Committee on
H.R. 9322, a bill to make i>ermanent the existing sus-
pension of duties on certain coarse wools. February 29,
ISKK). .'{0 pp.

Revising Ijcgislation on the Importjition of Foreign Ex-
ce.ss Proiierty. Hearings before a .sulKomniittee of the
Hon.se Government Ol>erations Committee on H.R. 9996,
a bill to amend se<-tion 402 of the Fe<ieral Proi)erty and
Administrative Services Act of 1949. March 1, 1960.
77 pp.

National Science Foundation. Comparison of United
States and U.S.S.R. Science E<lucation. Hearings be-
fore the subconunittee of the IIou.se Appropriations
Committee. March 2, liMJO. 74 pp.

Cott(m Export Subsidy Program. Hearing before the
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Inter-American Cooperation Moves Forward

Address hy Secretary Herter ^

I am gi-ateful for this opportiuiity to meet here

with the Council of the Or<^anization of American

States today as it gathers in celebration of Pan
American Day in the 70th year since the founding

of the inter-American system. Not only is this

my first appearance l)efore a protocolai-y session

of the Council, but it happens by circumstance to

be almost the first amiiversary of my apix>intment

iis Secretai-y of State. The year has indeed been

a momentous one in the history of the Organiza-

tion, full of events of tremendous significance to

the continued growth and development in the

unique cooperative relationship which this Organ-
ization represents.

Speaking personally, I value highly the good
fortune that has made it possible for me to journey

twice to Latin America, once last August to at-

tend tlie Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of

Foreign Affairs in Santiago - and again in Febru-

ary when I accompanied the President on his trip

to Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay.^ The
pleasure and stimulation gained from this experi-

ence of travel could only have been increased had
my good fortune been extended by visiting all 20

of your countries.

Two such trips only half a year apart bring

me to the inescaj^able conclusion that Latin Amer-
ica, still enu'i-gent and even nascent in some as-

pects within its present high level of attainment,

is an area of tremendous development potential.

It lias most of tlie natural resources and all of the

huniini resources for a steady and predictable rise

in prominence and inii)ortaiice among the world

' Made liefoic tlic ('(Hiiicil of thp OrKanization of .Vineri-

caii States at Washiii^'toii, !).('., on Ai)r. lit) (press release

Zm (lalwl Apr. lit).

' Hui.i.KTiN of A\iK. :n, 1!».".0. p. 2t)!), and Sept. 7, l!>r>!).

p. M'Z.

' [bid.. Mar. li.S, IIHM). p. 471.

family of nations. The surge and pulse of this

rise is a visible and tangible circumstance, to be

seen and measured in the construction of new-

cities, the laying out of networks of roads, the

building of schools, the spread of new industries.

One can sense the trend of movement from rural

areas and agriculture to urban living and indus-

trial development, from limited suffrage to uni-

versal suffrage, from narrow exercise of authority

to fully representative government. Here are

many of the world's last great frontiers—the jim-

gles of the Amazon basin, the isolated mountain

valleys of the Andes, the almost inaccessible min-

eral deposits, the extensive farmlands of high

potential in almost every counti'y—all awaiting

the conquest of advancement through new methods

of health and sanitation or the construction of new
means of connnunication. Here, too, one can sense

the race between a bursting population growth

and the upsurge of economic development that

must provide more and more products and develop

more and more jobs for larger numbers of people.

It seems to me that such convictions as we in

the Ignited States had on this score were rein-

forced by the President's recent visit to Latin

America and that a new sense of urgency was com-

municated to us with respect to such participation

as the I'nited States, within the framework of

worldwide commitments, can contribute.

The inter-American System

Tvooking back across the intervening 70 years

since the founding session of the Commercial Bu-

reau of the American Republics, conceived prin-

cipally as a clearinghouse for the interchange of

commercial information, who among our pred-

ecessors then in attendance could {wssibly have

foreseen that the humble seed they planted was to
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i,'i-o\v into tlie all-eiu'oinpassiiifi structure that the

Orjrauization of American Static is today? The

soil tliat nurtures this rich growth is mutual

cooperation.

Kepresented here today are '21 Kepnhlics, each

sovereign and separate, each with its distinctive

identity and national aspiration. For each the

iliai-ler of the OAS contirms sovereign equality

regardless of size or power. Each uses its equal

\()ice in determining issues by the e.xercise of its

\()te in I lie democratic process of decision by the

majority. Yet with all the e.xpress individuality

:inil distinct character of its respective membei-s,

with all tlie divei-se interests and separate aims of

tiie various countries, with all the divergencies be-

tween widely differing peoples, this international

assembly works with remarkable harmony toward

its objective; and that objective, simply stated, is

to provide a steadily improving way of life for the

'MW million jieople it represents.

These 'M^i) million individual human beings,

wherever they may l>e in whatever country, pro-

vide the measure by which their chosen repre-

sentatives must guide their actions. The in-

dixidnal citizen is today the common denominator

of all rei)resentative government and of all foreign

policy wherever tliere is freedom of choice. The

"common man" is the initial cliarge that sets in

motion the dynamo of demwracy that impels the

foi'ces of change toward a better wa\- of life.

At the present stage in the evolution of inter-

national atl'airs within this hemisphere, attain-

ment of the normal aspirations of the individual

citizen may require drastic revisions in existing

social, economic, and political institutions. These

aspirations toward a general improvement in liv-

ing conditions, toward the elimiiuition as rapidly

as possible of the consequences of poverty and

ignorance, must be recognized by the OAS it.self

and by tlie individual countries that are repre-

sented here. They sliould be achieved in liberty

and with a dedication to international peace and

harmonious cooperation as reflected in the guiding

principles of the Organization of American

.'"States, whicii are prime requisites to tlie accom-

|)lishment of its objectives.

Tliroughout tlie many years of its histoiy tlie

genius of the inter-American system lias been its

capacity to reconcile princijiles and forces that

ha\e at limes apj)eared to be in conflict. If sov-

ereign states had refused to yield when purely

national interests appeared to conflict with the

general international intei-ests of the whole as-

.seinbly of nations, if each had chosen to adopt only

principles that were in perfect accord with its

individual goals, the Organization of American

States could not have moved forward to the high

level of attainment that it has reached today.

Many of the.se conflicts have pi-oven to be more

apparent than real, especially in the lightof sliared

benetits that have accrued to eveiy nation through

mutual international accord.

Implementing Fundamental Principles

In similar respect a partial success in improving

the living standards of the individual citizen is

not enough. The achievement of material prog-

ress, for example, falls short of the need unless

it is accompanied by the equally important attain-

ment of liberty based ufxin respect for human
rights and representative democracy as de.scribed

in the Declaration of Santiiigo agreed upon at the

Fifth Meeting of Consultation of Ministere of

Foreign Alfairs last August.* This statemejit de-

clares that the "principles and attributes of the

democratic system in this hemisphere'' must in-

clude such essentials as tlie rule of law assured by

separation of powere, free elections to choose gov-

ernments, judicial procedures to protect individ-

ual freedom and human rights, freedom of in-

formation and expression, and effective control of

the legality of governmental acts. It further

points out that political proscription, perpetua-

tion in power, and the exercise of i)ower without

a fixed term are manifestly contrary to demo-

cratic order in the Americiis.

However lofty and ho[)eful might be the funda-

mental principles of an international organiza-

tion, their application within the borders of the

member nations is often not easy. All of us will

do well to Ijear in mind tiiat those who judge will

also be judged. It seems to me tliat the Organiza-

tion as a whole must be willing to concede that

each member may have its own special problems

and its individual circumstances that may make

progress appear very slow in tlie translation of

l)road principles into specific actions witliin each

country.

Yet it would t)e a matter of no small concern

to the Organization as a whole if its member

nations agree to the broad principles but seek

' For text, .-iee il.iil.. S«>i>t. 7, 1!».'>!). p. .Mli.
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to travel only their separate paths m application.

My view is that for member nations to maintain

their own self-respect in the community of this

hemisphere there needs to be a o^enuine endeavor

to implement within their respective borders the

fundamental principles to which their interna-

tional representatives have signed agreement.

We can all hope that recognition of this essen-

tial fact will bring with it the maturity and calm

judgment required for the official conduct of

governments in our present-day relationships.

To reach the root of many problems facing our

hemisphere requires a methodical study of tlie

existing and potential resources to meet present

and future needs. Many of these studies have

been underway through the various entities of the

Organization of American States. The far-

sighted initiative of Operation Pan America/'

calling for detailed economic surveys of the coun-

tries of the Americas, is an important concept

that will bear fruitful results within the near

future in planning and organizing new projects

on tlie basis of specific needs.

Accomplishments of the OAS

That the Organization of American States has

been an instrument of accomplishment is manifest

in many ways. Defense against aggression, from
within or without the hemisphere, is now the

concern of the wliole American community rather

than any single nation; and siuns formerly spent

for defense against neighbors can increasingly be

safely devoted to economic development. The
twin ])illars of nonintervention and collective ac-

tion are now firmly cemented into the foundations

of our tested and proved system of inter-Ameri-

can security. Astonishing progi-ess has been

achieved toward the goal of eradicating malaria

and other diseases from our hemisphere. A re-

gional development bank has become a reality.

A majoi- breakthrough has been registered in the

discoveiy of a highly nutritious food, called

incaparina, to combat the high mortality of young
children. Important groundwork has been laid

in establishing a connnon market afid a free-trade

association. Tiie benefits of agricultural reseai-ch

already are evident in many ways, such as the

development of iu>w cattle breeds more adaptable

Tor ImckKrouiul, see ibid., .June .SO. 1!).">8. p. 1000. juk)

Oct-. i:{. 1!).-.H.
I).

.'-,74.

to Latin American conditions. Even the launch-

ing of promising young artists on careers of

worldwide acclaim, plus a long list of other

achievements in the general field of culture and

education, are commendable efforts that likely

could not happen except for the existence of some

form of international organization.

In my view the achievements and the work

actually underway in the areas of cooperation are

often less noticed than they should be, given the

apparently irresistible attraction of controversy

and conflict. Steady, constructive, carefully

planned progress in any of the many fields of

human interest and endeavor in which we cooper-

ate, both in the OAS and between ourselves, may
not be as dramatic as if it were actively punc-

tuated with sweeping slogans; but in the long run

it may actually move farther. For example, the

OAS has long recognized the need for extensive

efforts in the field of housing. The many activi-

ties of the Inter-American Housing and Planning

Center in Bogota, Colombia, are demonstrating

results in the development of new btiilding ma-

terials and inexpensive construction methods that

will be of enormous importance in the solution of

one of the most fundamental problems of our

people. I am well aware of the close cooperation

between the Center and certain of the projects in

this significant field that has been aided by my
Government. Among othere these include the

low-cost housing project in Chile which President

Eisenhower visited I'ecently and which he and

others of us who accompanied him found to be

among the interesting points of the tour. These

and similar endeavors are carried forward under

the concept of "self-help and mutual aid" that

might well be taken as key words in our interna-

tional relationships.

If we support the premise that the dignity of

the individual in a free society is strengthened

when lie acquires his own home, so must we also

recognize the importance of land ownership to the

man who works the land. While there is much

arable land not in economic use—i)roperties owned

both publicly or privately that are difficult of ac-

cess oi- not put to full use—small farmers by the

hundreds of thousands must make tlieir living

from tiny plots that yearly become more depleted

from too intensive development. Land distribu-

tion is a problem of the hemisphere, demanding

the attention of all nations aiul the Oriranization

11

<l
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of American States as a wliole. The establishment

iof
adecjuate crodil facilities to assist small farniei"S

in purcliasiiifr land, the establishment of adequate

facilities to confer title to new owners, and the

adoption of a])propi'iate fiscal policies to promote

nioro eflVi't ivo use and facilitate transfer of p(X)rly

utilized lan<l are measui'es demanding urgent

attention.

Withstanding Foreign Ideologies

It will serve us well to remember that the mind

of the individual citizen is the object of a great

ideological conflict that divides our world. One
side thrives on the ills of mankind—poverty, hun-

ger, disease, ignorance, upheaval—while the other

strives for man's natural desires—for individ-

ual freedom, human dignity, and personal well-

being. Any international organization that hopes

for and works for solid accomplishment will need

to recognize that its framework must be solid and

durable to withstand the constant probing of new
and subtle forms for exi)loiting whatever forms

of weakness may exist.

I'nder a system of free elections and representa-

tive government, the day will likely never dawn in

this hemisphere wlien the majority voter of any

country will freely choose his own complete sub-

jugation to the state. It is contrary to all reason-

able supposition to conceive that the voter of the

Americas, in any considerable number, would ever

willingly enslave himself to a monolithic economy,

surrender his individual freedom, renounce what-

ever religion he may hold, or relegate himself to

the status of landless servitor to a new class of

bui-eaucratic aristocrac_y. Since the imposition of

such a system through force, threat, or subversion

would be a denial of basic principles for which the

OAS stands and therefore could not be allowed to

exist, and since its appeal to the voter is tradition-

ally small in all areas of the world, the continued

progress towai-d ever more valid democracy in

each of our native lands is the real promise of life

in our hemisphere.

If an ideology that is foreign to our hemisphere

has little chance of taking root here, the state of

harmony within the heniispiiere will bear some

attention. Each country should assume a certain

responsibility toward the fiindamentnl principles

of the inter-American system. To quote from the

Santiago declaration

:

Ilarinoiiy amoiiK the American repuhlics cjiii he effec-

tive only insofar as human right.s and fundamental free-

doms and the oxercise of representative denio<'rac.v are

a reality within each one of them, since exi)erience has

demonstrated that the lack of raspect for such principles

is a source of wides])read disturbance and gives rise to

emigrations that cause fretiuent and grave political

tensions between the state that they leave and the .states

that receive them; ....

The truth in these statements is self-evident.

After all, most of the basic principles of the

Organization of American States are as hallowed

in time as that ancient day when separate civiliza-.

tions first realized they had to try to exist in har-

mony together. In many ways the Declaration

of Santiago is an echo of the words so wisely

stated many years ago by that gi"eat freedom

fighter Jose Marti

:

America must encourage every means of bringing the

American i)eoples closer to one another, and reject every-

thing that keeps them apart. In this, as in all human

problems, the future is of peace.

By the fact of the frozen wastelands that lie

abo\e and below and the great oceans that swirl on

either side of our continents, we are all neighbors.

Give us, each one of the 21 Republics, each in-

dependent and yet interdependent, the maturity

and foresight and thought fidness to be good

neighboi-s. There is not one among our countries

that cannot help the others; there is not one that

cannot receive help from the others; there is not

one that will not profit through the mutual well-

being of all.

Dr. IMcHugh Named to Tropical

Tuna Commission

The White House announced on April j!2 that

the President had on that day appointed J. Lau-

rence McHugh, chief. Division of Biological Re-

.search. Bureau of Conmiercial Fisheries, Fish and

"Wildlife Seiwice, Department of the Interior, to

be a U.S. Connnissioner on the Inter-American

Tropical Tuna Commission, vice Arnie J.

Soumela, resigned.
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i
The International Lead and Zinc Study Group

i>/ C. ^Y. Nichols "

The Lead and Zinc Study Group is very younfr.

Its first regular session was held at Geneva only

2 months ago, and some of its activities have

hardly begun. Yet this new organization already

has influence in the lead and zinc industries

throughout the world. The Group is not only

recognized: it is even given credit for some sub-

stantial changes which have come about during

the past year in the tenor and outlook of inter-

national trade in lead and zinc. Because of the

relationships between domestic and international

markets, the Study Group can be important not

oidy to imi)orters and exporters but to all pro-

ducers, consiuners, and merchants of these

materials.

Strictly speaking, the curtailments of interna-

tional supplies which Mere in eli'ect during 1959

should not be attributed to the Study Group.

Those curtailments, and the Study Group itself,

were the separate, joint products of the preceding

exploratoiy conferences and an interim commit-

tee. The Study Group, however, has become the

continuing niachinei-}'. It is natiirally now
thought of as an extension of the international

discussions «hich began before it was organized.

The Study (xroup is an autonomous intergov-

ernmental bodv. The members are national sov-

ernments. Membership is open to any government

which is a member of the United Nations, or of

its specialized agencies, or is a contracting party

' .Vddress made before a joint session of the Lead In-

dustries Association, tlie .Vnierican Zinc Institute, and the

Galvanizers Coinniittee at St. Louis, Mo., on Apr. 7. Mr.
Nichols, wlio is SiKH-ial A.ssistant to the Assistant Secre-

tary for Kc«nonii<- Affairs, wa.s cliairman of the U.S.
delecafion to the first meeting of the International I,ead
and Zinc Stud.v Croup, held at (Jencva .Ian. 27-Feb. .'i,

P. ICO.

to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,

if the government considers itself substantially

interested in the product i(m, consumption, or trade

of lead or zinc.

Twenty-five governments have accepted mem-
bership.- All continents are represented. The
member countries account for more than 90 per-

cent of estimated world production, consumption,

and trade of lead and zinc, ore and metal.

The membei"s participate in sessions of the

Study Group through national delegations which

include ofHcials of government and representatives

of industry. Industry representatives have al-

ready contributed a great deal to the work. It is

hoped and believed that their participation can l>e

further increased.

The Study Group has its own nUes of pro-

cedure. Its terms of reference permit consider-

able flexibility in operations. There is no fixed

schedule of meetings. These are held at times and

places decided by the members according to cir-

ciunstances. The normal procedure is for the dis-

cussions in the Study Group to W held in private

^ Members of the

Group are

:

Australia

Belgian Congo

Belgium

Canada
CzfM'hoslovakia

Finland

France

(luateniala

FiHleral Republic

of (Jerinan.v

India

Ital.v

.la pan
Mexico
MorcH'co

International I>ead and Zinc Stud.v

Xetherland.s

Xorwa.v

Peru

Poland

Spain

Sweden
I'nion of Soulb .\frica

Union of Soviet

S(K-iali.st Republics

United Kingdom of

Great Britain and

Northern Ireland

United States

of America

Yugoslavia
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;ui(l for the decisions of the Group to lie taken ac-

rordinir to tlio sense of tlie nu'eliii<r, without

\()tin<r.

I'lie Group is autliorized to make studies, ar-

r.iUL'o f(U' tlie JiatheiMiiiT <>f statist ics, consider ])os-

sihU^ solutions to special dillicult ics, and suhuiil to

lucmlier yoxeriniicnts reports wliicli may include

-uirjrest ions or recommendations.

The Group has no i-e<rulatory authority. Meni-

hei-sliip involves no oblijration upon a {jovernment

as ivpards the production, consumption, or trade

of its country. The Group is to renuiin in exist-

ence as long as the participating governments

thiidv it useful. A member government is free

to withdraw at any time.

Relationship of Group to United Nations

For the present, a .small office and staff in New
Vorlc are being provided to the Group bj- the

I'nited Xations on a reimbureable basis. The
budget for 1900 is very modest. Part of the ex-

pen.ses ai-e being shared equally by the member
governments, the remainder being allocated among
members in proportion to their volume of interna-

tional trade, taking account of e.xi^orts and

imports.

The size and functions of the headquarters staff

are ]>resently at a minimum. These could be ex-

panded if the members desired in time to establish

statistical or publications progi'ams, as other study

groups have done. The present disposition of the

Ijcad and Zinc Group is to rely upon existing

sources of statistics as far as possible but to exert

an influence toward improvement and extension

of existing statistical work.

The close association of administrative opei-a-

tions with the United Xations at this time was con-

sidered necessarj' to enable the Study (iroup to

begin to function more easily and speedily. This

opportunity to obtain staff services from the U.N.

makes a variety of professional skills in the larger

organization available as re(iiiired. The assistance

of the I^.X. is also reducing the expense of opera-

tion. These initial organizational arrangements

are provisional: they will be reviewed and may be

revised if the members so decide.

As long as the ojierations of the Study Group

are i-elated so closely to the United Xations, the

meetings of the Group will probably be at Xew
York or Geneva, since those are the Io<ations

where the U.X. maintains conference facilitie.s.

The Study Group could meet elsewhere, especially

if a member government should extend an invita-

tion to host a particular session. This has been a

connnon jiractice of otlier commodity study

grou])s. The next full session of the Lead and

Zinc Study Group is expected to be in early Sep-

teiul:>er of this year, jirobably in Geneva, but a

detinite decision has not yet been taken concerning

either the date or the place.

Functions of the Standing Committee

The Study Group has establisiied a Standing

Committee to deal witli matters requiring atten-

tion between full sessions. The Standing Coinmit-

tee manages the budget, directs the secretariat',

keej)s the lead and zinc situation under review,

and makes plans for future meetings of tlic full

Group. The Standing Gonnnittee includes all

members of the Group who wish to participate in

its work. This committee elects its own officere.

The officei-s of the Standing Committee are ex-

pected normally to be the same individuals, or in

part, the same individuals, who are at the time

liolding offices in the Study Group to which they

have been elected at full meetings. The Study
Group currently elects its own officers for a term

of 1 3'ear, which may be extended until successore

have taken office.

The Group has appointed a small panel of per-

sons who are specially qualified in the field of

statistics to consider the data now available con-

cerning lead and zinc on a world basis and the

improvements which might be made in this data.

This panel will report to the Standing Committee

before the next Study (iroup meeting.

The Study Group is primarily a forum througii

which the members can seek and obtain more in-

formation and a better understanding of the

outlook and the attitudes of others. It provides

opportunities to correct misunderstandings and

misconceptions and should help in avoiding them.

Tiie full meetings of tiie (ii-oup are its principal

activity and its chief opportunity to accomplish

its purpose. The stafl', the Standing Committee,

aiul the other activities have a supi)orting rela-

tion.ship. While the full meetings are the high

spots of the program, there is a great deal of pre-

paratory work in advance of each of these meet-

ings, and each meeting can generate follownp

activity extending through all or nuich of tlie

interval until anotiier session.
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Delegations

Each delefration to a Study Group meeting rep-

resents its goveriunent in an official capacity. The

delegation must act as a unit in expressing official

views.

Necessary guidance for the U.S. delegation is

developed by our Government in advance of each

Study Group meeting, after appropriate consulta-

tions among the responsible officials and with the

industries concerned. Considerable effort has been

made, both by government and industry, to insure

tliat our delegation is adequately organized and

equipped to represent tliis country effectively.

The U.S. delegations Iiave included officials from

several departments principally concerned and

industry members appointed officially following

their nomination by representative segments of

industry. Tlie industry members of the delegation

serve without expense to tlie Government. The

delegation needs to be representative of the inter-

ests concerned and needs to include a variety of

specialized qualifications, but it also needs to be

reasonably compact in size. It is sometimes a

problem to hold the membership of the delegation

within effective woiking limits. Tlie delegation is

appointed for a particular meeting and completes

its woi'k when its report on that meeting is

submitted.

Commodity Problems

Tiie newly organized Study Group comes on a

stage which already has a giant backdrop of world

concern witli the problems and interests involved

in international trade of primary commodities.

Nationalism is a strong force in the commodity
field, but there is also an increasing recognition,

especially since the Second World War, of the

interdependence among nations in a world situa-

tion.

As governments have taken greater responsibili-

ties for economic affairs, commodity policies have

created for (he.se govei'imients a set of new and
more active relationships witli ])rivate companies

and witli otlier governments.

Tlie waste and distress that can be caused by ex-

treme economic cycles and excessive fluctuations

ill the prices of major commodities have become
an ever more pressing concern as stronger em-

phasis is placed on the maintenance of higii levels

of proiiiutive em])loyiiieiit and a steady economic
developnii'iit at home and abroad. Great efforts

are made to encourage a flow of private and public

capital into less industrialized counti'ies, but this

international investment and its broad objectives

can be seriously undermined in many of those

countries if their earnings on the commodities they

export do not show long-term growth with reason-

able stability along the way.

Direct and detailed controls for purposes of

stabilization have been undertaken in some com-

modities. The record of peacetime regulation has

not been too impressive, either on a national or

an international scale. But the world is in no

mood to embrace fatalism. People are not in-

clined, either in the United States or in other

countries, to regard the hardsiiips of extreme price

fluctuations as an affliction which is unavoidable.

Severe instability in external markets can in-

crease greatly the problems which national gov-

ernments face in pursuing liberal policies toward

international trade.

These problems of primary commodities liave

engaged and continue to engage the serious atten-

tion of many international bodies. No panaceas

have been discovered, but most governments place

a high priority on a continuing search for ways

to moderate instability and reduce the causes of

international friction. The General Assembly of

the United Nations has repeatedly discussed the

objectives toward which international coo|3eration

should be directed in the field of commodity prob-

lems. So have the Economic and Social Council,

the Food and Agi-iculture Organization, and the

Organization of American States. The Commis-

sion on International Commodity Trade was estab-

lished for this purpose. Commodity problems

have l>een emphasized in the sessions of the Con-

tracting Parties to the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade. None of these general organ-

izations, however, has been able to devote con-

tinuing attention in depth to any particular com-

modity situation.

Specialized Commodity Study Groups

Specialized study groups for .some commodities

have exi.sted for many yeai-s. One of the best

known is tiie International Cotton Advisory Com-

mittee, which had its origins before the Second

World War and has functioned on a lu'oadly rep-

resentative and act ive basis since l!)4r). This Com-

mittee has made itself the huh of extensive and

authoritative information on cotton and has pro-
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Terms of Reference of the International Lead and Zinc Study Group'

Mt iiibirKhii)

1. M(>iiilH>rsliii> of tin- Inteniiitional Lead uiul Zinr

Study (Jnmp sluill !>< i)|k'ii to the (loveruiueiit.s of

States Meinliers of the United Nations or of appro-

priate si)e<'ialized agencies or to Coutracting Parties

to the General Aprreenipnt on Tariffs and Trade,

which ci>nsi(ler tlieniselves sut>stantially interested

in the production or consumption of or trade in

lead and zinc.

Fitnction^

2. The group shall provide opportunities for ap-

propriate intersovernmental consultations on inter-

national trade in lead and/or zinc and shall make

such studies of the world situation in lead and zinc,

as it sees tit. having regard esiiecially to the desir-

ability of providing continuous accurate information

regarding the supply and demand po.sitiou and of

its probable development. For this purpose the

group shall arrange for the collection and dissemi-

nation of statistics, making use of existing sources

so far as practicable.

3. The group shall, as appropriate, consider pos-

.<iible solutions to any siKvial problems or difficulties

which exist or may be exjiected to arise in lead or

zinc and are unlikely to be resolved in the ordinary

development of world trade.

4. The group may reimrt to Member Governments.

Such reports may include suggestions and/or

recommendations.

a. For the purpose of these terms of reference.

lead and zinc shall incUide s<Taps, wastes and/or

residues and such lead and zinc products as the

group may determine.

Operation of Study Ortxup

6. The group shall meet at times and places mu-

tually convenient to its members.

7. The group .shall adopt such rules of prwedure

as are considered necessary to carry out its func-

tions.

8. The group shall make such secretariat arrange-

ments as it may deem necessary for the proper

conduct of it.s work.

!). The participating (lovernments shall contrib-

ute to the expenses of the group on a basis to be

determined by it.

10. Tlw group shall remain in existence as long

as it continues, in the opinion of the participating

Governments, to .serve a useful purpose.

11. The group shall make such arrangements as

it considers appropriate by which information may
be exchanged with the interested non-participating

Governments of the States referred to in paragraph

1 and with appropriate non-governmental and inter-

governmental organizations. The group .shall co-

operate in particular with the Interim Co-ordinating

Committee for International Commodity Arrange-

ments which, under resolution 557 F (XVIII) of

the Economic and Social Council, has the function

of co-ordinating the activities of study groups and

councils.

• U.X. doc. E/CONK. 31/1. Annex A.

ducecl many competent studies concerning the

world cotton situation. The question of an inter-

national cotton agi-eement has received serious

attention in this Committee on more than one occa-

sion, hut proposals for intergovernmental regu-

lation have not advanced beyond the stage of

discussion.

The International Wool Study Grouj}, although

in existence since 1947, has not been as active as

the Cotton Advisory Committee.

Tlie Internationa! Kul)l)ei- Study Group, estab-

lished in lt)4r), has been useful to its members

in making tiieii- way together tlirougli a succession

of striking developments, including reconstruction

from wartime disruption, growth of a large syn-

thetic industry, emerging political independence

of areas which are the leading exporters of nat-

ural rubber, large-scale stockpiling, and, more

recently, some liquidation from the stockpiles of

natural rubber. The Rubber Study Group has

assisted internatiuiuil trade in such matters as

standardization of grades and improvements in

type sampling. Its most valuable contribution,

])erhaps, has been the development and dissemina-

tion of authoritative statistics or estimates on the

production, consumption, trade, and stocks of all

types of rubber on a worklwide basis and authori-

tative forecasts of production and consumption

year by year. Like the Cotton Advisory Commit-

tee, llie Hubl)er Study Group has at times given

serious consideration to the possibility of an inter-

national agreement which woidd control the trade
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in luliber. hut on each occasion the members have

decided that no jreneral advantajre could he ex-

pected from proceeding witii sucli a project.

CotTee, cocoa, rice, and other commodities have

also had study groups, and the activities of each

have been tailored to the i)roblems of the partic-

ular connnodity and the desire of the member

governments to use this method of consultation.

A few commodities, notably wlieat, sugar, and

tin, are subject to specific intergovernmental

agreements. Each of these agreements is adminis-

tered by an international council which, of course,

is not concerned directly with any other commod-

ity. The functions of those councils are quite

different from those of the commodity study

groups.

Some commodities have received much more

intergovernmental attention than others. The
amount of international trade is not in itself the

controlling factor. Each of the leading world

commodities has some special characteristics which

atl'ect the intei'ests of governments and the meth-

ods they tliink- (l('siral)le for pursuing those inter-

ests. Some commodity study groups have i)een

formed in response to an immediate, more or less

fortuitous, situation. Study groups have only en-

dured, however, and proven to have continuing

usefulness in tho.se conunodities where a consid-

erable number of importing and exporting coun-

tries foinid continuing reason to keep develop-

ments under joint review.

A happy situation in a world commodity pre-

sumably would be one in which there were not

enough micertainties or problems for governments
to attacli niucli importance to a study group.

Where the conunodity is sufficiently important,

however, and the need for a study group is felt

widely, the.se practical considei-ations are usually

controlling rather tlian any theory about the de-

siral)ility of study groups in principle.

Need for Study of Lead and Zinc Problems

Lead and zinc constitute in some respects a more
complicated problem than other international com-
modities. Lead and zinc may be more in need
of a study group because of the special circum-
stances under whicii these two materials are pro-

duced, marketed, and consumed. Other com-
modities are not affected to the same extent by
characteiislics such as large-scale recovery of sec-

ondary material, i.redoniinaiue of joint produc-
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tion at the mine, and a substantial volume of

international trade in concentrates as well as in

metal.

In 1957 and 1958, when the problems of insta-

bility in some nonferrous metals were giving in-

creasing concern to a number of governments,

there was no specialized international machinery

available for multilateral consultation. Inquiries

were made through United Xations channels, and

the replies indicated that many governments

would be interested in an exploratory meeting to

consider the position and prospects of copper, lead,

and zinc. The Secretary-General of the I'nited

Nations then issued invitations for this purpose,

and the meeting was held at London in September

1958.

The discussions in that meeting led the par-

ticipants to the conclusion that there was no need

for special action on copper. Several problems

were exposed in lead and zinc, however, both of a

long-term and a short-term nature, which ap-

peared to require further careful consideration.

As a possible means of dealing with the short-term

problems, the London meeting suggested that gov-

ernments should consider a reduction of exports

or production for 1 year, with machinery for a

prompt review if conditions chifhged. Govern-

ments were also asked to consider the establish-

ment of a lead and zinc study group which could

l^rovide a framework for continuing cooperation

with respect to long-term problems. In addition,

the exploratory meeting arranged for a review of

the available statistics to determine whether these

pro\ ided satisfactory data for intergovernmental

discussions of lead and zinc.

After allowing some time for separate study by
governments, a second meeting was called, con-

cerned entirely with lead and zinc, and this took

])lace at Geneva in November 1958. Meanwhile,

the United States had established import quotas

by action taken under the escape-clause pr<x'e<hire

of the trade agreements program.'' The woi-ld

trade situation for lead and zinc was somewhat

different from that which had existed at the time

of the London nu^eting. Some delegations at Ge-

neva thought that a further peno<l of time would

be re(|uired in order to appraise the outlook under

the new circtnustances. The discussions in No-

vember 1958 recognized tliat the lead and zinc

' For bailiKiiiuml. .see Hii.i.kti.n of Oct. Vi. 19.")S. pp. ."7!)

and .iH.3.
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markets were out of l>;il;UHe, hut no ui'tion was

taken at tliat time to curtail international sup-

1)1 ies. Kec-omnieiulatious were made for tlie for-

mation of a lead and zinc stiuly frroup and for

further efforts to improve the world statistics

which jjovei-nments could use in jtuljriufr the posi-

tion and considerinjr proposals for adjustment.

The interested <rovernments came tofjether ajxain

in late Ajiril and early May of 1!)5!) at New York

and took preliuiiuaiy steps toward orfianiziufr the

Lead and Zinc Study (iroup. A substantial ex-

cess of sup]>lies in both metals still appeared to he

in prospect at the time of the New York ineet-

injr, if no allowance were nuide for certain reduc-

tions and limitations then under consideration.

The meetiufj:, however, received reports of s})ecific

curtailments to he made in a number of countries

and estimated that, after allowance for these, the

world excess of lead metal would he reduce<I to an

annual rate of 59,000 tons in the second half of

195!t niul the excess for zinc metal would be re-

duced to about 16,000 tons.

These undertakinofs of which the Xew York
meetin<r took notice were separate and voluntary.

They entailed no formal commitments. It was

clearly the view of the meeting, however, that

these measures would improve the relationship be-

tween supply and demand, pending further re-

view at a subsequent meeting. The New York
discussions gjive strong support to the announced

limitations as a general method of a]iproaching

the short-term problem.

Study Group's Program for 1960

The first I'egular session of the Ijead and Zinc

Study Group was held at (leneva, .lanuar}- 27 to

February 8, 1060, being preceded by a special sta-

tistical session. The consensus at this meeting was

that there is no need at present for continued

limitations on international supplies of zinc. The

meeting noted with appioval the j^lans in a num-

ber of count i-ies to curtail marketings of lead un-

til at least September oO, liKJO, and considered

those plans to be helpful in the interest of a cur-

rent balance.

Twenty-four of the twenty-five members were

repi'esented by delegations at the recent meeting.'

The delegations included, in the aggi'egate, some-

what more than loo persons. Some membei- gov-

' Guatemala was not n-prcscntcil.

ernnients acci-edited only one oi- two pei-sons, but

othei-s were repi'esented by about half a dozen to

a dozen. Approximately one-half of the individ-

uals in attendance were oflicials of governments;

the othei-s were representatives of industries in

their respective countries.

The normal pr(xedure in meetings of the full

Study (iroup and some of its conunittees, such

as the Administrative Committee and the Eco-

nomic Committee, in the recent session has Ijeen

for each delegation to have a single spokesman,

usually an oflicial of the particular government.

Partici])ation in the discussion has Ijeen more gen-

eral in olher conunittees or subcommittees where

more technical subjects were under consideration.

This was especially true in various statistical

groups. Representatives of industry have taken

a direct and major ])art in those discussions.

There are, of course, also many informal ex-

changes of views among participants on the oc-

casion of Study Grou]) meetings, and these become

an important part of the total pi-oceedings.

As the Study Group embarks on its full pro-

gram in 1!)60, it will have the benefit of the exi)eri-

ence which has been gained in the operation of

other somewhat similar bodies. A connnodity

study group is no longer thought of as strictly

temporary or as a prelude to a commodity agree-

ment. Instead, the primary emphasis is on the

question whether a continuing program of ex-

changing information and views can substantially

increase the degree of .stability in the lead and

zinc industries on a world basis simply by pro-

moting better and wider understanding, earlier

and more accurate appreciation of trends, and a

more responsible approach to problems of common
international concern. If the memlier countries

believe that this is possible and attacii ini])ortance

to a greater degree of stability in these industries

than they have had, then the main problem of the

Study (iroup is to devise the most effective meth-

ods of operation for these purposes.

Organizing the Meetings

This will involve a (luestion of ways to organize

and conduct the meetings to make them most pro-

ductive. Multilateral discussions have super-

seded the former reliance upon l>ilateral proce-

dures. Some new techniques have evolved to

facilitate this develojiment in the conduct of in-

ternational commo<litv i^elations, but the usual
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procedures still draw heavily upon the forms

which were traditionally employed for debate or

ne<rotiations. Since the chief puii^oses of the

Study Gioup are the development of infomiation

and exploration of views, tliere a])pears to be a

need for some further evolution away from tradi-

tional procedures in order to draw into the delib-

erations a more active participation by a larger

number of the peoi)le in attendance, and with less

formality. The depth and range of substantive

discussion might be increased considerably, to the

benefit of all member countries, if the proceedings

offered greater opportunity for active participa-

tion in the discussions by additional membei-s of

the delegations, especially industry representa-

tives, it l)eing understood, of course, that they

would be expressing their individual views.

AVith these considerations in mind, it has been

suggested that future sessions of the Study Group
might include a special committee on production,

consuni])! ion, and trade. This part of the Sttidy

Group session could be organized as an explora-

tion of technical and economic questions, open to

all menil)ers of the delegations. Specific topics

could be on tlie agenda, and papers might be cir-

culated in advance to focus the discussion. There
need not l)e any attempt to reach conclusions, but

a report of tiie discussion would be made to the

full Study Group. It is recognized that an ar-

rangement of this kind could present some dan-
gers. There certainly would be problems which
have not yet been fidly explored. But the mem-
ber governments have already recognized that re-

liance on customai-y procedures may not draw out
the full contributions which pereons in attend-

ance are capable of making. The Group believes

that some imjirovements can be devised which
will be practical and will make the meetings more
valuable in projecting future trends.

Need for Adequate Communication

Another problem will be that of drawing upon
a sufficient cross section in industry and other coni-

iwtent soiu-ces for information and views which
can help in preparing for Study (Jroup meetings.

Similarly, after each meeting it will Im necessary
to make suie that the course and outcome of Study
Group discussions are known clearly and widely
in the industries concerned .so that the Study
Group ses.sions will have a tangible iufhicnre on
the actual conduct of indiisli-ial o])(>rat ions in tlie
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direction of the greater .stability in which member
governments are interested.

The operations of producers and consumers

might be influenced in important respects, and in a

generally constructive direction, by the work of

the Study Group. For example, a more respon-

sible management of stocks might become more

justifiable and more likely. Some erratic varia-

tions in commercial stocks, even though conceived

by individual companies as being defensive, have,

in the aggregate, made an aggressive addition to

the destabilizing influences otherwise at work.

There is also a ]X)ssibility that some important

consuming industries will attach such significance

to stability in their raw materials that if they be-

lieve the prospects for reasonable stability in lead

and zinc are being improved, they will be more
willing to plan on the use of these materials. This

could be a basic contribution to the expansion of

consumption, which is the dominant considera-

tion in a satisfactory future development.

Since the personnel of eacli delegation and the

total attendance at Study Group sessions must be

somewhat limited, this problem of adequate com-

munication with many other jjeople in member
countries, both before and after Study Group ses-

sions, will need very careful attention, perhaps

most esfjecially in the United States.

The Group may have to decide whether it will

consider the possibilities of an international agree-

ment involving buffer stocks, export restrictions,

or other controls. The terms of reference would
permit this subject to be raised. The question

would be whether any considerable number of

member governments thought that a full examina-

tion of such proposals would be useful. Some
members have already indicated their view that it

will be appropriate for the Study Group to dis-

cuss regulatory measures for jmrposes of .sta-

bilization. Other mendjers have made clear that

they believe the long-term interests of lead and

zinc on a world basis will best be served by avoid-

ing additional controls.

The I'nited States Government maintains its

well-known position that there are few situations

in which intergovei-nmental commodity agree-

ments are approjjriate or desirable. The U.S. view

emphasizes that the circumstances in which lead

and zinc ai-p produced, sold, and consumed make
it very doubtful that an intergovernmental agree-

ment to control either or both of these materials

would be feasible of negotiation or ()])eration.
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Tlierp are, of course, some areas of interest to

lead ami ziiu' in which the Study Gi'oiij) cannot he

expected to perform. For example, the (Jroup

cajuiot participate in tlie programs of research,

product development, and commercial promotion

whicli I lie industries in several countries are pur-

suinjr. Tliese, iiowever, have heen noted in tlie

Study (rioup discussions. They are recognized as

haviufr lii^hly constructive possibilities. The
Group appreciates the necessity to avoid actions

which miiiht prejudice the success of these

important pro<;rams.

The Study (iroup cannot be expected to lend

itself to advancinj; the interests of some membere

at the expense of othere in those matters upon

which there are conflicts of interest. The focus

of the Group will have to be in the area of common
interest, that is, the expansion of consumption at

a substantial and rather re<j:ular rate with increas-

ing requirements being supplied at reasonably

stable prices and with the recognition that a work-

able balance of sujiplies and requirements is im-

portant to longtime growth. This is tlie plane of

nnitual interest where a basis can be found for

effective coojieration among producers and con-

sumers, exjxu'ters and importers.

The Study Group is not an instrument through

which fast action or quick results can be obtained.

Its eventual influence, however, could be deep and

wide in the industries which supply or require

lead or zinc.

Progress has been made in the ability and the

desire of the national delegations to cooperate in

matters of connnon interest. The members are

distinguishing more clearly than they did a year

or two ago the subjects and the types of activities

wliich can usefully be undertaken in this forum

and those which cannot.

Wliat comes out of tlie Grou]) must depend on

what tlie menilHM- count i-ies jnit into it. The l)egin-

ning is ausi)icious. Tiie indications are favorable.

There is wide participation, iind the Study Group
has active support. It could become the center in

a net of worldwide information and communica-

tion. The Study Group is a good tool for ini-

poitani work : to raise the level of understanding

in many ])laces, reduce the causes of intei'iiational

discord, and iiii|)rovc the j^rospects for growth in

the lead and zinc industries without serious

interruption.

Documents on Test Ban Talks
Made Available

Press release 19S (Iiitr<l April 10

The Department of State on April 10 made
available for i-eference the verbatims ' and agreed

documents - of the Geneva Conference on the Dis-

continuance of Xuclear Weapons Tests for the

period from October HI, 1958, to Februarj' 29,

1960. The release was made pursuant to an agree-

ment reached last month by the three negotiating

parties, the United States, the United Kingdom,
and the U.S.S.R.

When the negotiations commenced on October

31, 1958, the three nations involved agreed to coii;

duct the Conference sessions in private. How-
ever, in view of the long duration of the Con-

ference, the tiiree ])arties iiave decided to make
available to tiie public transcripts of past sessions

tlirough February 29, 1960. Transcripts and doc-

uments for sessions after this date will l)e released

on a monthly basis 1 month after the sessions take

jjlace. Accordingly, release of the March ver-

batims and agreed documents will be made on May
1, 1960, and the April verbatims and documents

on Juno 1, 1960. This procedure will Ije followed

for release of the verbatims of subsequent sessions.

Current U.N. Documents:

A Selected Bibliography ^

Security Council

Interim Rei)ort l).v the Secretary-General Under Security
((luncil Resolution S/1300. RejMirt regarflinff South
Africii. S/43()."). April I'.t. liKiO. 1 Ji.

General Assembly

Eiiiiioiiiic Dcvcloiiiiicut of I'nder-cleveloped Countrie.s.

Report by the Secretary-General on measures tjiken by
the jrovernments of member states to further the

' Not printed.

- Copies of the agreed dm'unients (drafts of a preamble

and various articles of a treaty on the discontinuance of

nuclear weapon tests, together with a draft annex on n

](reparatory ooinmi.ssion) are available uixm request from

llie Office of IMililic Service.s, Deimrtment of State,

Washimrton 2.". !>.('.

' I'rintcd materials may lie securwl in the Inited States

from tlie International Itocunients Service. Colmiibia

Iniversity Press, 2!XiO Broadwa.v. New York 27, X.Y.

Otlier materials ( niimeoiiraphed or |>rocessed documents)

may be consulted at certain designated libraries in the

I'nited States.
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ec-onomip development of underdeveloped countries in

accordance with General Assembly resolution 1316

(XIII ) : additional replies from governments. A/4220/

Add. .">. April l-"). liMiO. 25 pp.

Economic and Social Council

TcacliiMK of the Purposes and Principles, the Structure

and Activities of the Tnited Nations and the Si>ecialized

Afieiicies in Schools and Other Educational Institutions

of Member States. Addendum to the report by the U.N.

Secri'tary-(;eneral and the VXESCO Dire<'tor-General.

E/3322/Add. 1, February 26, 1960, 7 pp. : Add. 2, March

25, 10«0, 27 pp. : and Add. 3, April 1, 1960, 3 pp.

Comiuission on Huiiian Rifihts/Comniission on the Status

of Women. Study of Discriminatiim in Education.

E/CN'.4/H02/Add. 1. March 1, 1900. 20 pp.

Statistical t'omiiiission. Statistics of I'rofit-and-Loss and

Balance-sheet Accounts. E/CN.3/260. March 3, 1960.

24 pp.
.

Economic Coiiimission for Europe. The Commission s

Profiraiiime of Work for lfM;0/1961. E/ECE/384. March

3, 1960. 41 pp.

Statistical Commission. International Definition and

Measurement of Levels of Living. Progress report by

the Secretary-General. E/CX.3/270. March 9. 1960.

32 pp.

Consideration of the Provisional Agenda for the Thirtieth

Session. Xote by the Secretary-General. E/3.331.

March 11. ]!)fi0. 11 pp.

Economic Commission for Latin America. Progress Re-

port by the Secretariat on the Common Market Pro-

gramme. E/CX.12A\C.45/3. March 15. 1960. 47 pp.

Statistical Cnmniission. Problems and Methcnls in the

Gathering of Rcju-esentative and Comparable Whole-
sale Price Series. E/CX.3/264. March 1.5, 1960. 50 pp.

Statistical Commission. Progress Report on the Com-
parison of the Industrial Statistics Systems in Selected

Highly Industrialized (Nmntries. E/CX..3/281. March
17, 19(;0. 30 pp.

Progress Report of the I'nited X'ations Commission on

Permanent Sovereignty Over Xatural Resources Cover-

ing the Work of its First Two Sessions. E/33.54.

March l.s, 1960. 19 pp.

TREATY INFORMATION

Acccplanres deposited: Australia, October 6, 19.59;

Korea, March 10, 1960.

Sugar

International sugar agreement of 1958. Done at London

December 1, 1958. Entered into force January 1, 1959

;

for the T-nited States October 9, 1959. TIAS 4389.

Katifiriitionfi deposited: Portugal, March 21, 1960;

Federal Republic of Germany, March 28, 1960.

BILATERAL
Argentina

Agreement for the loan of two U.S. submarines to Argen-

tina. Effected by exchange of notes at Washington

March 4 and April 1, 1960. Entered into force April 1,

1960.

Agreement renewing the agreement of April 23 and 28,

19.58, relating to the establishment of a U.S. Air Force

mission to conduct high-level meteorological tests in

Argentina (TIAS 40.37). Effected by exchange of notes

at Buenos Aires April 4 and 8, 1960. Entered into

force April 8, 19C0.

Colombia

Agreement for the loan of a destroyer to Colombia. Ef-

fected by exchange of notes at Bogota April 5 and 7,

1960. Entered into force April 7, 1960.

Ireland

Agreement providing a grant to assist in the acquisition

of certain nuclear research and training equipment
and materials. Effected by exchange of notes at Dub-
lin March 24, 1960.

Entered into foree: .\pril 7. 1960.

Korea

Agreement extending the period of the loan of 14 U.S.

naval vessels to Korea, under the terms of the agree-

ment of January 29. 19.55 (TIAS 3163). Effected by
exchange of notes at Seoul March 28 and April 1, 1960.

Entered into force April 1. 1960.

New Zealand

Understanding that the assurances contained in the agree-

ment of June 19. 19.52 (TIAS 2.590), are applicable to

equiimient. materials, information, and services fur-

nished under the Mutual Security Act of 19.54 (22

U.S.C. 1751), as amended, and such other applicable

U.S. laws as may come into effect. Effected by ex-

change of notes at Wellington March 25, 1960. Entered
into force March 25, 1960.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

International Court of Justice

SlalMli- of llic Iiilciiiational Court of Justice (.59 Stat.
10.55).

Derliiriition recof/iiizini/ i-oniiiiilxorif jurisdiction depos-
ited iiritli eoiul it ions \ : lliiiH\m-n>i, M.irch 10. lIHiO.

Effective for an indclinlle period.

Safety at Sea

Convention on safety of life at sea. Signed at London
June l(t. I'.MS. F.nleri'd into force November 19 1952
TIAS 249.-I.

DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE
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Confirmations

The Senate on .\pril 20 conlirmed Leland Barrows to

be Ambassador to the State of Camcroun. (For bio-

gra|)hic details, see Deparlmenl of State press release

174 dated April 7.

)
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Presidents of United States and France Coordinate Views
on Summit Conference

Charles de GavMe, President of the French Re-

public, President of the Community, made a state

visit to the United States April 22-29. President

de Gaulle, accompanied l>y Mme. de Gaidle and
party, was in Washington from April 22 to 26 and
then began a brief tnp in the United States that

included stops at New York City, San Francisco,

and New Orleans. Following are texts of a joint

communique released on April 25 and an address

President de Gaulle made before a joint session of

the Congress, together with an exchange of greet-

ings loith President Eisenhower at the Washing-
ton National Airport on April 22, an exchange of

toasts at the state dinner at the White House that

evening, and remarks made by Secretary Herter

at a luncheon on April 25,

JOINT COMMUNIQUE, APRIL 25

White House press release dated April 25

The President of the United States and the

President of the French Republic have had a

series of talks from April 22 to 25 on the occasion

of the visit of General de Gaulle. The Secretary

of State of the United States, the Minister of

Foreign Affairs of France and the Ambassadors

of the two countries have taken part in these talks.

The exchanges of views which they have had

have permitted them to define more precisely the

positions wliich will be taken at the Summit Con-

ference on the questions which will be raised there.

The main purpose of this Conference in the

view of the two Presidents is to achieve an easing

of tensions in the international situation.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE CONGRESS, APRIL 25>

Unofficial translation

Mr. Speaker, the eloquent words you have just

spoken, and for which I want to thank you, were

inspired by the reason and sentiment which have

at all times distinguished the relations between

our two countries. Since the appearance of the

United States on the world scene, we have fought

side by side on three occasions and for tliree great

causes. First, it was for your independence.

Later on it was for the independence of others.

Finally, it was for the independence of France

herself. Our common past is filled with ef-

forts and sacrifices. It is great because at all

times we have served together for freedom. It is

dear to us, so much so that in spite of vicissitudes

the friendship between Americans and French-

men, though two centuries old, is today more alive

than ever.

Under any circiunstances, I would have come
with joy to see my illustrious friend President

Eisenhower, to bring to your Congress the very

cordial salutations of the French Eepublic and to

renew a direct contact with the American people.

I visited you in 1944, at a time when, under the

leadership of Eoosevelt, your decisive contribu-

tion to the war was to bring about the liberation of

France and of Europe. I came back in 1945 on

the morrow of the great victories won by the

armies of the West, in Europe under the command
of Dwight Eisenhower, in the Pacific under the

orders of MacArthur, and while President Tru-

* Congressional Record of Apr. 25, 19C0, p. 8034.
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man was striving to build a peace both firm and

just.

But from that time on, the world was destined

to remain beset by troubles and dangers. My
present trip is taking place on the eve of an inter-

national meeting where the fate of mankind may

be oriented either toward calamity or toward

jjeace. This explains the great importance which

I attach to the conversations I have just had with

the President and members of the administration

and also to my meeting with you distinguished

Senators and Congressmen at the Capitol in

Washington.

Indeed, I do not believe that the human race

has ever been more tlu-eatened than it is today.

Mechanism now dominates the earth. It has

brought forth gigantic material progi'ess. But

at the same time, it has produced two apparently

irreconcilable systems, each of which claims it

possesses the only workable way to transform

society.

Moreover, the convulsions of two world wars

have aroused in peoples, who number 2 billion, the

will to liberate themselves from all foreign sub-

jection and the passionate desire to reach the stage

of development of the most advanced countries.

Finally, there is no end to the accumulation and

the perfecting of the means of nuclear destruction

capable of annihilating life over vast spaces and

the vehicles which can carry them anywhere.

Given these elements which are bound with one

another, the equilibrium of the world is no more
than a cold war, a war that engenders fear, incites

invectives and engulfs resources, and all problems

appear insoluble and envenomed.

But, if in material terms the balance between

the two camps which divide the universe may seem

equal, morally it is not. France made her choice.

She has cliosen to be on the side of the free peoples

;

she has chosen to be there with you. Certainly

in this decision what counts for mucli is the

memory of what our alliance has been, the help

given us under the Marshall plan after the last

war to restore our economy, the threat that the

Soviet bloc raises for us and for you and finally

the colossal effort you arc making so that, should

the occasion arise, aggression brings death to the

aggi-essor even if it must at the same time cause

the death of the defender. But what has led

France to your side and holds her there are her
national spirit which is a 1,000 years old, her tra-

dition which made her a champion of freedom, her

ideal which has for name the Rights of Man and 11

her conviction that in the end order in the world

calls for democracy on the national plane and the

right of self-government on the international

plane. And these are the very things which are

also the vision, the inspiration and the spirit of

the American people.

Nonetheless while France has chosen to belong

altogether to the gathering of the free peoples,

she does not despair at all of seeing peace estab-

lished in the world.

Since all things have to have a beginning, she

believes that only a detente is now possible and

necessary. But this detente, who else can achieve

it, but the nations who have been the cx-eators and

who remain the bearers of modern civilization?

Tliis means all Europe and America, her daughter.

To be sure, the fate of the universe has at other

times depended on peoples of other regions. It

may happen that, in the future, such might become

the case again. But, today, the destiny of our

human race depends upon the states of the Old
and the New World.

Let them be agreed and no one will ignore them.

If this cannot happen then every point on the land,

the sea and the sky will undoubtedly contain a

virulent cause of conflict. Besides, is it inconceiv-

able that the evolution taking place within each

of the two social orders now in existence in the

modern nations may progressively reduce their

differences and their oppositions?

Until these nations have reached a true modus
vivendi in their relations, however, any demand
that might be made for the conclusion of treaties,

the definition of borders, and the modification of

statutes in the most sensitive regions, would be

unfortunate and untimely, because it would

jeopardize the better relations which we aim to

establish. On the other hand in the peaceable

climate which could be created, objective solutions

would little by little come into view.

Everybody understands tliat, in bringing up

such subjects, I am referring in the first place to

those which relate to Germany. It is not my in-

tention to deal with them in detail here. But I

want to say that any attempt to aggravate the

wounds suffered by the German people must be

avoided. I will even add that Federal Germany
is rendering the greatest possible service to coex-

istence by incorporating itself as it does into West-
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em Europe. Through the organization of a

Western Europe ensemble, facing the bloc built

by the Soviets, it will be possible to establish, from

the Atlantic to the Urals, some equilibrium be-

tween those two zones wliich are comparable, both

in populations and in resources. Alone such a

balance may perhaps, one day, enable the old con-

tinent to bring a reconciliation between its two

parts, to find peace within itself, to give a fresh

start to its civilization and lastly to have the pos-

sibility, together with America, to help, in an at-

mosphere of serenity, the development of the

unfavored masses of Asia and of the awakening

populations of Africa.

Indeed, such aid, offered to the countries that

lack everything, is, for those who do not lack any-

thing, both the greatest human duty and the most

fruitful policy. How much less the chances of war
if the great modern States should choose as a com-

mon aim such an undertaking. Wliat a sigh of

relief would pass across the globe if, in this field,

above their rivalries, these great States established

practical cooperation were it only, to begin with,

limited to a few matters.

But, whatever the men who bear the paramount
responsibility in the United States, the Soviet

Union, Great Britain, and France may attempt in

a near future toward improving relations between

their countries, increasing himnan, economic, cul-

tural exchanges as well as their cooperation for

the development of certain Asiatic or African

areas, peace and life will neverthel&ss be in jeop-

ardy if the temptation and the threat of war re-

main hanging over the world due to nuclear

weapons. To destroy these weapons by common
consent, to enter the commitment not to manu-

facture any others, to open up all territories to re-

ciprocal supervision, there is no other hope for the

future of our species. One can indeed apply con-

tractual measures first to the vehicles of death,

missiles, planes, ships, which, even today, it is pos-

sible to prevent from carrying bombs and to su-

pervise in common. It is precisely thus that

France recommends that disarmament be started.

But we have reached the last moment when an

agreement appears possible. Failing the renun-

ciation of atomic armaments by those states who
are provided with them, the French Republic ob-

viously will be obliged to equip itself with such

armaments. In consequence, how many others will

attempt to do the same? In the state of increas-

ing uncertainty in which fear throws the peoples

of the world, the risk grows that, one day, events

will escape from the control of those who obey

reason and that the worst catastrophes will bo un-

leashed by fanatics, lunatics or men of ambition.

Three weeks from now, Messrs. Eisenliower,

Macmillan, Ivhrushchev and myself will compare
our views after having done so two by two. I do
not think that anyone believes that it will be

enough that the four of us sit together for problems

of such magnitude to be effectively solved. Per-

haps we shall, at last, decide on the road to follow,

however long and arduous the stages may be. In
any event, my country has detei-mined its pur-

poses and its hopes.

Americans, let me say to you : in the big contest

which lies ahead, nothing counts more for France
than the wisdom, the resolution, the friendship of

the great people of the United States. This is

what I came here to tell vou.

EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS, APRIL 22 >

President Eisenhower

President de Gaulle, it is a vei-y great pleasure

for me and for the American people to welcome
you here, sir, with Madame de Gaulle and mem-
bers of your party.

Thei'e has been a long and very special relation-

ship existing between the United States and
France. We have shared 200 years of common
experiences. We have been devoted to common
ideals, and the men of our two countries have

shared their blood in common cause.

Through all of these experiences and these ad-

ventures, the affection and the admiration of one

people for another have never weakened—indeed

they have strengthened. And it is a happy cir-

cumstance that your visit here today is sj-mbolic

of that continuing affection and admiration that

these people have one for the other.

It is indeed a happy circumstance that I can wel-

come you for the first time on this soil not only as

President of France but President of the Frencli

Community. Our people are just as aiixious for

the development of those countries under the

sponsorship of France as is France itself, and in-

" Mnde at the Wnshinfrton National Airport upon tlie

arrival of President de Gaulle (White House press re-

lease dated Apr. 22)

.
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deed we hope that our ties of friendship with

the entire Community will be as strong and as

close as have those ties with the people of your

country.

And now, finally, may I welcome you more

especially pei-sonally. I met you first 18 years

ago, in the dark days of a world war. From that

time on our association has grown ever closer.

And I must assure you—as I have assured my
own people time and again—that the debt that

the cause of freedom owes to General de Gaulle

has not only been strong but it is one that is widely

understood, appreciated, in this country—as in-

deed I think it is in all other portions of the free

world.

I repeat my welcome on behalf of the American

people and for myself to a man who in war and

peace has proved such a great friend to all of those

who love human dignity and are dedicated to the

welfare of humans everywhere. We thank you

for being here.

President de Gaulle

Unofficial translation

From the bottom of my heart, thank you, Mr.
President. Seeing you and listening to you, I

feel once more in agreement. Here I am once

again in tlie United States of America. I had
not been here for 15 years. This time again on
your invitation, that is, the invitation of a dear

and illustrious friend. This is another proof that

one does not resist President Eisenhower. It is

also impossible to resist the powerful stream of

events.

A grave international debate is going to take

place in 3 weeks. Before joining this debate for

France, it was indeed necessary that I converse
with the President of the United States. In any
case, I feel a deep satisfaction to visit and salute

the great American people, dear to my heart and
upon whom rests to a very great extent the fate

of the entire free world.

EXCHANGE OF TOASTS, APRIL 22 >

President Eisenhower

Mr. I'resident, Madame de Gaulle, and friends:
It is indeed a happy privilege for me to welcome

'Miulc nt the state (lliincr at the White House (White
House press release dated Apr. 22).
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President de Gaulle to this table on behalf of this

company. My lasting respect and admiration for

General de Gaulle began 18 years ago when I met

him first in London. He and I were associates in

a war, a desperate war, of which the hope was to

gain a peace in which people could have faith and

confidence.

At the end of that war we learned certain things

about peace. One is tliat there is no peace merely

because the cannons are still. Another is that

many people talk about peace who are not talking

honestly except as they conceive of a peace as a

condition in which their opponents must sur-

render their privileges and rights and live in a

state of serfdom.

Finally, we learn that peace is a rather delicate

condition and characteristic, and it needs to be

guarded with vigilance and with strength—with

moral, intellectual, economic, and military

strength.

Now General de Gaulle is a partner—with his

country-—of this country and this Government in

waging the peace. In waging the peace we have

other battles to fight. The campaigns and the

battles against hunger, disease, privation, resent-

ment, ignorance—all these are part of waging
peace.

No single coimtry can win tliis campaign by it-

self. "VYe are proud indeed in this couiitry that

France with its great leader General de Gaulle is

associated with us in this great effort—this world-

wide effort; and more especially as a partner of

ours in the great alliance of NATO, founded well

over a decade ago to bring about a situation in

which peace can be waged without fear and with-

out bending to threat.

I can conceive of no more worthy partner that I

should like to have at my side, in what efforts I

can make toward waging the peace, than General

de Gaulle. And for this reason I have a feeling

of special honor in asking tliis company to join

with me in a toast to General de Gaulle, President

of the French Republic and the French Commu-
nity.

President de Gaulle

Unofflclal translation

Mr. President: Our two countries have given

us—you and me—a sacred trust, that of Franco-

American friendship. It seems to me that in our

actions and in tlio performance of our duties we

Deparfmenf of State Bulletin



liavo liail the jjockI fortune to pi-eserve it and even

to help it grow. Indeed, I do not believe that in

the two countries smce this flame was kindled the

United States and France have ever been closer to

each other in mind and in spirit.

Once again, only a short while ago, Mr. Presi-

dent, Paris gave you magnificent testimony of this

when you were there on an official visit.'' .Vnd

this morning Washington in return has just given

an iniforgettable truth: T\1ien the world is

troubled, when danger hovers over the peoples,

when those in authority face the task at one and

the same time of opening the path of peace and

finding the means to safeguard the right of man to

liberty, this moral and political force constituted

by the natural agreement of our two countries has

a worth and an impact that are unparalleled.

The forthcoming international debate will no

doubt afford a new o[)porti.mity for demonstrating

this. But I must point out that in any case no

one has contributed to it more eminently, more

effectively in the light of history, than President

Eisenhower, in time of war and in time of peace.

In saying tliis, Mr. President, I am expressing

the sentiments that we feel, my wife and I, when

we are with you and Mi-s. Eisenhower. I am also

expressing the cordial and trusting frankness that

inspire me in the talks that we have begun.

I raise my glass to President Eisenhower, the

Government of the United States, to the American

people—the friend and ally of France.

REMARKS AND TOAST BY SECRETARY HERTER '

Mr. President, Madame de Gaulle, ladies and

gentlemen : France has traditionally maintained

a preeminent position in the export of ideas, the

least perishable of commodities. Ideas are im-

mortal ; their imprint can never entirely be erased.

As a gi'eat American jurist [Oliver Wendell

Holmes] once remarked, the human mind, once

stretched by a new idea, can never return to its

' Uuriiifr his 11-natiou visit to Europe, the Middle East,

South Asia, and Africa Dec. 3-22, 19.j9, President Eisen-

hower attended a meeting of the Western heads of state

and government at Paris Dec. 19-21 ; for bacl£ground,

see Bulletin of Jan. 11, 1960, p. 46.

' Made at a luncheon given in honor of President and

Mme. de Gaulle at Anderson House on Apr. 2.'j (press

release 213).

original shape. The destinies of many nations,

including our own, have been indelibly stamped
by ideas forged in France.

The importance of the material and political aid

which Franco furnished to the American Colonies

in their struggle for independence is gratefully

appreciated. But equally important to the cause

of American independence were the political theo-

ries of the 18th-century philosophes. They pro-

vided both sparks and fuel for the American Revo-

lution. A decade later Montesquieu's De I'esprit

des lois served as a handbook for the framers of

the American Constitution. The doctrines of the

French Revolution redrew the map of Europe.

The words liberte, egalite, fratemite overran more

nations than the armies of Napoleon. The Decla-

ration of the Rights of Man won France more

allies than the ministrations of Talleyrand. In

areas of the world where French soldiers have

never set foot, there is a presence frangaise, a far-

flung coimnonwealth of the spirit, established by

words which have sprung from a Frenchman's

pen and secured by the thirst for products of

French thought.

The mind of each of this planet's 2 billion and

more inhabitants is a battlefield in the ideological

struggle between the Communist system and the

free world. On these battlefields the weapons are

ideas. Throughout the centuries France has been

stockpiling ideas which, now as in the past, are

rallying men's minds to the cause of human dig-

nity and individual freedom. Foremost among

France's contributions to the ideological arsenal

of democracy in recent years are the soul-stirring

words of General de Gaulle and the high stand-

ards of conduct and character that he has set for

our and future generations. In those crucial early

years of World War II, General de Gaulle, your

words, your courage, and your faith in the in-

domitable spirit of France redirected France on

her historic couree. Almost two turbulent decades

later, crisis called again to place the destiny of

France in your hands. Today, as 20 years ago,

you speak to and for France, but you also speak to

and for freedom-loving people everywhere.

Today, and always, your words, your faith, and

your courage will serve as an inspiration to free

men in their hours of need.

Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the

French Republic and of the French Commimity.
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Progress and Potential in South Asia: the Example of India

hy Ellsworth Bunker

Amhassador to India'^

My assigned subject is South Asia. According

to the Department of State's definition, South

Asia comprises the comitries of India, Pakistan,

Afghanistan, Nepal, and Ceylon. The area is

thus defined, however, largely for administrative

purposes. One becomes increasingly conscious of

the rapidly growing interdependence of nations;

the problems and jjrogress of one impinge upon
and affect, in one way or another, the problems

and progress of all.

In this gi-eat subcontinent of South Asia live

more than 530 million people, nearly three times

the population of the United States. They vary

from the most sophisticated and cultivated people

I have ever met to simple peasants in hidden
mountain valleys who do not even use the wheel.

The area contains a cross section of the world's

religions: Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist, Jain, Sildi,

Animist, Parsee, Christian—the Mar Thomas
Church of Kerala is said to be the oldest Chris-

tian sect in existence—and small pockets of Juda-
ism which date almost from Roman times.

There is a babel of languages. Take India
alone. Her Constitution recognizes 14 official lan-

guages. A linguistic survey of the country some
years ago listed 225 main languages and dialects.

These countries are new to the modern world of
politics and economics. Three of them—India,
Pakistan, and Ceylon—are former colonial posses-

sions. Nepal was opened to the world only a
decade ago after a century of feudal rule.

Afghanistan, the ancient pathway of India's con-
querors, was until this century a strategic prize

'Address ninde before the American Society of Newa-
paptT Editors at WnshiiiRton, D.C, on Apr. 23 (press
release 20»).
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sought after by two of the world's great empires.

Yet these countries of South Asia share memo-
ries of former greatness, of civilizations and cul-

tures which were among the most advanced in the

world. Monuments of a glorious past are found

everywhere and keep alive a pride of their history

among the people.

Cultures persist in habits of thought, traditions,

customs, philosophies, and so shape reactions to

events and circiunstances. One is aware of their

outward manifestations in the courtesy, dignity,

and grace one sees among people in all walks of

life, in the ability to derive joy and pleasure from
simple things, in a sensitivity to beauty.

They share something else in common, too, some-

thing that has been aptly called "the revolution of

rising expectations." It is to that "revolution"

and its implications for all of us tliat I should like

to direct most of my remarks tonight. But if you

will permit me I shall talk mostly in terms of

India, both because I am more familiar with it and
because within its border live about four-fifths of

the people of South Asia. Her problems I think

will illustrate those of the other countries as well.

Differences of Outlook and Development

This does not mean that there are not significant

differences both in outlook and in stage of develop-

ment among the nations of South Asia.

For examjjle, the proudly independent, land-

locked kingdom of Afghanistan has ambitious

plans for rapid economic development. For a

variety of reasons, some historical and some lo-

gistical, these plans are probably more difficult to

carry out than are plans of a similar nature in

other South Asian nations. The United States is

Department of State Bulletin
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assisting Afghanistan in its development efforts,

and we believe tliat our assistance will materially

help her sturdy people to maintain their

independence.

Ceylon, in contrast, is more fortunate than the

other South Asian nations in a strictly economic

sense. Yet the creation of a common sense of pur-

pose and destiny, shared by all the diverse parts

of Ceylon's population, is proving more difficult

than fostering economic growth. We are helping

Ceylon in her eifort to achieve a better life for her

people, and I have faith that, with no outside in-

terference, C«ylon's carefully nurtured demo-
cratic tradition will prove to be e^jual to the tasks

facing it.

Pakistan, imlike India, which is a secular state,

came into being as a Muslim nation. Its eastern

and western areas separated by more than a thou-

sand miles of Indian territory, at the beginning it

faced problems of administration, economic devel-

opment, and political stability. Much of the

period after independence was characterized by

economic stagnation and political uncertainty.

But under President Ayub's government impres-

sive progress is being achieved in virtually all

fields. Vigorous efforts are being made to use

effectively the coimtry's own resources and foreign

assistance in stepping up the rate of economic

growth. Efficiency of administration has been

vastly improved, corruption rooted out, and a far

greater degree of political stability has been

achieved than at any time since independence.

One of the most encouraging recent develop-

ments—and from our point of view a most wel-

come one—has been the substantial improvement

in Indo-Pakistan relations. Both sides deserve

credit for this happy development. It has borne

fruit in two agreements for the settlement of the

border disputes between the two countries. Con-

cerning the knotty problem of the division of the

Indus basin waters, the Governments of India and

Pakistan have long been striving to reach a settle-

ment in negotiations under the auspices of the

World Bank. In the sunrmier of 1959 they agreed

in principle on a Banlc plan designed to insure

the supply of water to both parties. Because of

the magnitude of the system of works necessary

to carry out this division of waters between the

two countries, the Bank has proposed that finan-

cial assistance be provided by itself and by a

group of friendly governments. Subject to neces-

sary congressional action, which is now being

sought, the United States proposes to join with

other free-world countries in the financing plan

elaborated by the Bank.^ The Governments of

India and Pakistan are now engaged in negotiat-

ing a definitive water treaty to govern the settle-

ment, and it is hoped that they may shortly be

able to agree on all outstanding points. The con-

clusion of this treaty and the implementation of

the Bank plan will mark a great step forward in

the improvement of relations between the two
countries and in the economic development of the

area.

A notable difference between Pakistan and the

otlier nations of South Asia lies in the field of

foreign policy. Wliile the other countries follow

a policy of nonalinement, Pakistan is a stanch

supporter of the principle of collective security

and as such is a member of both CENTO [Cen-

tral Treaty Organization] and SEATO [South-

east Asia Treaty Organization]

.

The mountain kingdom of Nepal has but recently

emerged from centuries of seclusion and feudal-

ism. Lying athwart the Himalayas with 500

miles of its northern border contiguous to Tibet,

it occupies a strategic position in the subcontinent.

Now a constitutional monarchy with a popularly

elected Parliament, it is attempting to bridge the

gap to the 20th century. Here progress is bound
to be slower than in India or Pakistan both be-

cause of past history, meager capital formation,

and because of the formidable problem of com-
munication. When the King goes out among his

people, as he frequently does, it means often a

6- or 7-week trip on foot and horseback. "Wlien

one asks the distance between villages, it is usu-

ally given in terms of the number of days' walk.

Aid commensurate with Nepal's ability to absorb

it is being given by India and the United States.

Communist China has also been giving aid and
has made further commitments recently. Russia

last year signed an aid agreement with Nepal
amounting to about one-third of what we have so

far committed.

The Nepalese are an independent, sturdy, indus-

trious people. The Gorkhas, who form miits of

both the Indian and British armies, are among
the world's best soldiers. Under an enlightened

monarch, an intelligent and devoted Prime Min-

ister and Cabinet, Nepal is set to move forward.

' Bulletin of Mar. 21, 1960, p. 442.
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In India a vast and varied population is in the

throes of a peaceful "revolution," engaged in one

of history's great experiments. The outcome of

that experiment will determine whether an under-

developed countrj', with a vast population increas-

ingly awai-e of higher standards of living else-

where, can build a progressive economy, raise

living standards, develop sound social institutions,

and achieve political stability within a democratic

framework.

It is obvious, I think, that success or failure

of this experiment will have far-reaching con-

sequences throughout the world. The people of

the newly independent nations especially are

watching to see whether adequate, steady progress

can be made within the terms of a free society

or whether they will have to turn to the I'egi-

mented methods of a totalitarian system; m short,

whether thej' will have to surrender many of the

values for wliich they have so long sacrificed and

struggled.

It would be difficult, I think, to overstress our

stake in the success of this great experiment. We
want to see the principle of government by con-

sent of the governed firmly established, its struc-

ture strengthened in this vitally important area

of the world. We want to see the standard of

living of these millions of human beings raised

without loss of human freedom. We know that

it is to our interest both in terms of our own
prosperity and of the values we cherish that these

things should come about. For, as Pi-esident

Eisenhower has said, we have learned that often

the best way for ourselves to succeed is to help

others to progress.

To this end we have provided India and the

other countries of South Asia with large amounts
of aid. The taxpayers of the United States, who
are providing the necessary fimds, are entitled

to an answer to the question of whether this is a

solid investment.

Problems Facing India

"Wliat is the balance sheet in India, for ex-

ample? On t.lio debit side there is an array of

formidable dUliculties. On the credit side there
are many assets. Most important, as the bal-

ancing item, tliero is a record of solid achieve-

ment in the brief 12 years of India's independence.
Txst us look at the left-hand side of the

ledger—the debit side.
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There is the matter of geography and climate.

Shielded by the great barrier of the Himalayas

from the cold winds of northern Asia the sub-

continent for the greater part of the year lies

under a canopy of intense heat.

There is the question of food. The caloric

intake of Indians as a whole averages only about

two-thirds of what is considered to be an adequate

diet.

One wonders what effect such a climate and

diet have on the energies and capacity to work

of the people. Yet I confess to being constantly

amazed at seeing men and women plowing their

fields or harvesting their crops seemingly im-

aware of the intense heat of the summer sun, or

workmg on one of the great new dams or on a

construction job for long daily hours and often

6 or 7 days a week. The manager of a large

construction job t«ld me men and women got

equal pay and that frequently the women turned

in more work than the men. Wlien I expressed

surprise, he said it could be explained by the fact

that the men spent more time gossiping—which

goes to show, I suppose, that men are much the

same the world over.

But there are problems other than those posed

by climate or other natural phenomena with

which the builders of the new India have been

and are faced—problems of an economic, social,

and psychological nature.

The first thing to keep in mind is the short

experience of the coimtry as an independent

nation—only 12l^ years.

The new nation came into being with the re-

sponsibility of governing and providing for over

320 million people and at the very outset suffered

the terrible shock of partition. More than 10

million refugees moved from Pakistan to India

or from India to Pakistan in 1947, uprooted from

their homes, communities, and businesses. Count-

less thousands died by violence (bloodshed greater

than our own Civil War) , from exposure, disease,

or exhaustion, or in the floods that compounded

the nightmare. The economic and social tramna

was immense.

Divisive forces, or, as the Indians say, "fissipa-

rous" tendencies are at work. India has, for ex-

ample, 14 official languages. Each is as different,

one from the other, as French and German, Eng-
lish and Italian. Most have their own ancient

literatures, and each is spoken by millions of
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people. For exiimple, as many people speak

Telegu, one of the lanpuajres of tlie south, as speak

Dutch, Flemish, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, and

Swedish combined. The Indian Constitution

establishes Plindi, the most widely understood

language, as the official national tongue but allows

for the continued official use also of English until

1965, a date which may he extended by law.

Strong opposition to Hindi, particularly in south

India, makes such an extension probable.

With about one-tliird of the United States land

area, India must now support a population of over

410 million—a population which is increasing at

about the rate of 2 percent a year. In the face

of this incre^ise, immense elForts are needed to feed

and employ the people of India even at their

present standard of living, to say notliing of in-

creasing it.

Besides the pi-essure of human population, there

is that of a huge animal population. It is gen-

erally accepted that a substantial portion of the

nation's food crop is destroyed or consumed by

domestic and wild animals.

The rapid growth of the himian population

compounds another problem : poverty. The aver-

age per capita income is less than $70 a year, one

of the world's lowest. And less than 20 percent

of the people of India can read or write.

Add to these things the still remaining preju-

dices and barriers of caste, and habits of resigna-

tion and acceptance fostered by centuries of for-

eign rule, and the problems to overcome are

enormous.

Accomplishments Since Independence

So much for liabilities. What of India's as-

sets ? On the right-hand side of the ledger there

is a huge reservoir of easily trainable manpower

;

a large body of private industry with good man-

agerial skills and a great deal of iiutiative; im-

mense resources of fertile land never intensively

cultivated and only waiting to be awakened into

high productivity by the application of water,

fertilizer, and modem methods ; large resources of

iron ore and coal situated close together as if de-

signed by nature for convenience and economy in

steelmaking; manganese, thorium, cotton, jute,

tea ; and large potential sources of power. In the

field of administration one finds the largest trained

body of dedicated and highly qualified civil serv-

ants in the developing world. Yet most important

of all, to my mind, is an intangible a.sset, a genu-

ine sense of purpose and devotion in those charged

with the development of the country.

If one reviews what has been accomplished in

the brief years since independence one must con-

clude, I think, that these assets have been effec-

tively employed. The list is impressive by any
standard.

The shock of partition has been survived.

Some 554 princely states, comprising one-third of

the land area of the nation and one-quarter of its

population, have been peacefully assimilated into

the Indian union.

A democratic Constitution has been drafted and
put into effect. Collaborating in its drafting were

a Brahmin and an untouchable. Like our own,

it guarantees freedom of speech, press, and wor-

ship, protects the rights of minorities, and estab-

lishes the rule of law and an independent

judiciary. It gives equal status for women and
equal recognition of all religions, despite the over-

whelming predominance of the Hindu religion,

and seeks to break many of the shackles of outworn
tradition.

For example, it outlaws untouchability, the most
brutal manifestation of caste. Although the

position of the untouchable—or harija?i, child of

God, as Mahatma Gandhi called him—is still a

difficult one, progress has been made. With our

own problems concerning segregation, I think we
can look with sympathy and understanding on
India's efforts in this area.

Political stability has been maintained despite

all of the stresses and strains which India has

undergone since 1947. Her leaders have finnly

held to democratic methods, maintained free and

open debate, made no attempt to stifle criticism

from the press or the opposition political parties,

and remain determined to bring to all of the people

the benefits of freedom.

There have been two general elections in India,

in 1951-52 and in 1957, in which the largest free

electorate in the world participated. The roots of

democracy struck deeper, and democratic institu-

tions were strengthened. Through the elections

people realized that they were a part of the new

India and had a voice in its destiny.

In fact, from the first days of independence

the people were made to feel that their nation was

based on the principles of social justice. Mr.

Dhebar, when President of the Congress Party,
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summed up these principles as "equality of oppor-

tunity, equality of status, and security." From the

very beginning it was accepted as a fact that the

achievement of these objectives would depend on

economic development, on the ability to make

steady progress in raising living standards, and

in developing sound social institutions in the fields

of health, welfare, and education.

Toward this end India has been engaged since

1951 in planned economic development on an in-

creasingly massive scale. The decision was made

that the nation's limited resources must be hus-

banded and directed into channels where they

could be used most effectively. There is nothing

to spare, nothing to waste, in India. Hence a

greater degree of control over the direction of

investment is necessary than in the more highly

industrialized nations whose economic develop-

ment has been evolving over a much longer period

of time.

One 5-year plan has been successfully completed.

The second is nearing its close. The initial draft

of the third has just been formulated. Under
the plans so far agricultural production has been

increased by 30 percent and industrial production

by 50 percent. Gross national product in recent

years has grown at the rate of about 4 percent a

year. With an annual population increase of

about 2 percent, per capita income has also grown
about 2 percent a year.

The target for the third-plan period, 1961-66,

is a 5 or 6 percent annual increase in gross national

product. Tliis surely is reasonable in terms of

need, when one considers the low level of present

per capita income. I believe it possible of achieve-

ment, given the fact that the current 4 percent rate

of increase has Imen acliievcd in a period when
primary emphasis has l)een on the development

of basic industry, which docs not immediately

bring about a quick rise in the national product.

During the coming plan period new steel mills

will be in production, new dams will be [)roducing

electricity and wat«r for irrigation, and other

new industrial projects will add to the nation's

economic life.

Multilateral Economic Assistance

To date United States assistance to India has
be^n slightly more than $2 billion. A little less

than lialf of the total has Iwon in the form of
surplus agricultural commodities. Considerinj:

this amount on a per capita basis, the total is not

large—less than $5 a person.

Our assistance has entered into nearly every

phase of India's economic development, public

and private. We have, so far, built no monuments

which can be pointed out to the visitor from the

States as "the American steel mill" or "the Ameri-

can dam." But the overall effect of our assistance

on India's progress has been greater, I feel, than

if we had concentrated on this type of aid. Our
help has been given where it was most needed.

There has been substantial assistance from other

foreign sources—the International Bank, Britain,

West Germany, Japan, Canada, the Soviet Union,

and the Soviet bloc. The total from free-world

sources other than the United States amounts to

$1.3 billion; the Soviet bloc total is $773 million,

although most of this will not be available until

1961 or later.

The third 5-year plan will require alx)ut $51/2

billion of foreign exchange. The United States

and other countries will undoubtedly be called

upon to help bridge this gap. In my view we

should respond generously.

It is probable that Soviet bloc aid will continue

in substantial quantity. From all indications our

friends also will continue or increase the level of

their assistance. The Japanese have recently en-

tered into an agreement for further development

of India's tremendous iron ore reserves, the Brit-

ish will be in a position to lend greater assistance,

and the expanding economy of West Germany
probably can be counted on for mcreased aid.

Other countries may enter the picture, as Austria

did recently with an offer of a $20 million loan

for machinery and capital goods.

I am the more convinced that we should continue

our aid in view of the fact that India has been

determined to help herself. She has had the cour-

age and the necessary discipline to impose on her-

self a regime of strict austerity.

In the first 4 years of the second plan she spent

$1.1 billion of her foreign exchange, bringing

reserves to the minimum figure of $420 million.

An already austere import program has recently

been further curtailed; luxury imports are abso-

lutely banned, as indeed are some imports neces-

sary to adequate maintenance of the economy and

desirable for its expansion. Further restraints

on consumption are being imposed by the increase

in indirect taxes in the new budget and a broaden-

ing of the tax base. Capital imports, no matter
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how much needed, are not allowed unless foreign

exchange is available to pay for them. In short,

the immediate interests of consumers have been

subordinated to the long-term interest of the

country as a whole.

India has been solicitous of the international

reputation and standing of the rupee. She has

scrupulously honored her commitments for re-

patriation of profits and capital. She has repaid

a substantial portion of her drawings from the

Intel-national Monetary Fund. She has honored

her international obligations.

I think you would agree with me that through

all these measures, volimtarily undertaken, India

meets the conditions for concentrated assistance

enunciated by ICA Director Riddleberger last

month to the House Foreign Affairs Committee

as "full determination and disciplined self-help,

plus an economic, institutional, and human base

capable of accelerated growth. . .
."'

India is demonstrating in action the truth of

President Eisenhower's words that : "New nations,

and others struggling with the problem of devel-

opment, will progress only ... if they demon-

strate faith in their own destiny and possess the

will and use their own resources to fulfill it."
*

Her leaders fully recognize the fact that the

task confronting them is so immense that it re-

quires the mobilization of all available resources,

public and private, domestic and foreign. The
private sector of the Indian economy is active and

vigorous. It has played a great part in India's

progress to date. Foreign investors have made a

significant contribution also, and this is growing.

Wherever you go in India you will meet business-

men from Britain, West Germany, Japan, and

other countries "on business." The enormous po-

tential market of over 410 million people is attract-

ing attention. I am glad to say that more and

more American firms are showing an interest in

the country.

Foreign private capital is welcome in a very

wide and increasing range of activities. Almost

any sound and attractive proposition will be sym-

pathetically considered, for in Mr. Nehru's own
words the approach to the "socialistic pattern of

society" in India is "not rigid." In discussing

planning he has said the "national plan need not,

and indeed should not have rigidity. I am not

at all dogmatic about it. We have to learn from
practical experience and proceed in our own way."

Progress and Potential

I have traveled in practically every corner of

India and have retraced my steps over most of it

several times. I have been constantly struck by
the change for the better to be seen in each area

on each trip. We have had four United States

trade missions in India during my tenure as xVm-

bassador. These were comprised of experienced

businessmen who knew their fields. In every case

the members of the missions have come back to

Delhi impressed by what they have seen of India's

progress and even more impressed by the potential

of the land. I wish that all of you could see for

yourselves.

India is entering upon a crucial stage in its de-

velopment. Momentum in progress has been built

up. It must be maintained if India is to reach

the point of "takeoff" and become a self-gener-

ating economy with the chance of realizing her

truly immense potential.

At this time the relations between our two
countries are, in the words of my friend Ambas-
sador Chagla,= at an "alltime high." This is the

result of many factors. The press has had ita great

share in the development of understanding be-

tween India and America. So have tlie excellent

ambassadors India has sent to the United States.

Most important of all, perhaps, is the sharing of

deepest convictions and ideals. India is nonalined,

to be sure, as we were for the first 150 years of

our national life. But in the great struggle of

the present day—the preservation and broadening
of the dignity and rights of man—there is no
doubt where India stands. She has chosen the

democratic way of life.

In more than 3 years of service in India, I have

talked with its leaders, its businessmen, its educa-

tors, men and women from all walks of life. Like

my notorious colleague of The Ugly American
I have attended many cocktail parties—in India

we call them receptions—where I usually meet

my friends of the press and often acquire from

them information I find useful in my trade. Un-
like him, I have gone to the "boondocks" and

talked with the farmers and the villagers. From

^ Ibid., Mar. 21. 1960, p. 44.5.

* Ibid., Jan. 25, 1960, p. 111.
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all of these contacts I think I have gamed an

insight into their problems, their weaknesses, and

their strength. I have talked also with innumer-

able ^Vmericans of evei-y business and profession

who have visited or worked in India, gaining their

impressions and benefiting from their experience.

Based upon this study, and against the back-

ground of a lifetime of business experience in the

United States, it is my considered opinion that

India can, with proper help, succeed in the great

experiment—this great adventure, Mr. Nehru has

called it—upon which she is engaged. I also be-

lieve strongly that it is vital for the free world

that she do succeed. "VVliat India can do, the other

countries of South Asia, given time, patience, and

understanding assistance, can also do.

Wliat does this mean for us ?

It means waging a war, together with our

friends not only in India but in the whole sub-

continent, against poverty and disease and illit-

eracy, for human dignity and the means to live

decently for hundreds of millions of people in this

vast area of the globe.

It means waging a war against complacency,

luxury, and smugness at home. It means humility

to acknowledge that we haven't 3-et found all the

answers, that nations and people are bound to

develop systems suited to their own genius, needs,

and traditions, that the set of values they live by

may legitimately differ from ours.

It means, finally, waging peace—creating situ-

ations where men have the incentive and desire

to live with one another in tolerance, good will, in

dignity and peace.

This is a time of opportunity for us in Govern-

ment to help where help is desperately needed

and where it can and will be put to constructive

use. It is a time of opportunity for us in private

industry to combine opportimities for legitimate

profit with the challenge of helping to build a

great modem industrial nation. Here is a call to

industrial statesmanship.

"There is a tide in the affairs of men, which,

taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. . . . We
must take the current when it serves, or lose our

ventures."

Is the Tide Turning In Asia?

hy Howard P. Jones

Ambassador to Indonesia'^

As my topic this evening I propose to discuss

the current role of the United States in the Far
East, that portion of Asia which includes perhaps

one-third of the world's population and a good

deal more than one-third of its problems. My
purpose is to offer a sort of stocktaking in an
attempt to find a partial answer to the question

:

How far have we come in the Far East, where are

we now, and where are we going ?

Ijet us start off by looking at two contrasting

policies for the Far East. One of them is our
own.

' Address mndo before the American Society of News-
r)aj)er Editors at Wasliington, D.C., on Apr. 23 (press
release 211 dated Apr. 22)

.
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Our contacts with the Far East began well over

a hundred years ago, when speedy American clip-

per ships plied the trade routes between Asia and
the West, American missionaries and philan-

thropic foundations began their program of edu-

cational work in China, and an American naval

expedition brought Japan out of its centuries of

isolation. These early links were forged largely

by individuals—traders, seamen, naval officers,

missionaries, and diplomats with extraordinarily

flexible instructions. By the end of the 19th

century, however, the United States had begun
the creation of a national policy toward the Far
East, one which has maintained a strong thread

of consistency over the intervening 60 years.

This national policy can best be stated in terms
of our primary objective in Asia: the emergence
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of a free conummity of responsible self-governing

nations, each able to follow its individual destiny

without outside interference. This objective,

which stamls out clearly today as the cornerstone

of our Far Eastern policy, was plainly visible in

the Open Door policy toward China announced

in 1899 and is today evident m our continued

championship of Asian freedom agamst external

aggression. Following the cataclysmic upheavals

of the Second World War, this same basic policy

led us to grant independence to the Philippines,

an independence we had fostered and prepared

for over 40 yeai-s. Coi:sistently, we also supported

Indonesian independence and that of other coun-

tries in southeast Asia which had been colonies.

This policy was also evident in our approach to a

defeated Japan, which we treated not as a con-

quered province but as a potential friend to be

assisted in its physical and moral regeneration.

Today this basic policy is the foundation of our

friendship and cooperation with the free nations

of the Far East. We seek politically, econom-

ically, and militarily to help these comitries pre-

serve their hard-won independence and to assist

them iji their aspirations for a better life for their

peoples. These aims are based, of course, not

only on idealistic reasons but also firmly on our

own broad self-interest.

Policy of Red China

Let us now look at another policy, that of Eed
China.

To do this, let us imagine ourselves temporarily

occupying the chair of the Chinese Communist

"foreign minister" in Peiping. Firet of all, he

is a doctrinaire Communist dedicated, in the

words of Liu Shao-chi, "to . . . transform the

present world into a Communist world." ^ This

is not a dedication to a goal to be realized only in

the distant future. It is one, he believes, which

is actually being achieved before his eyes. Not

only do the Communists consider the victory of

socialism inevitable in the long run, but Mao Tse-

timg has said, and the words have been intermina-

bly drummed into the 650 million inhabitants of

the Chhiese mainland, "The East Wind is pre-

vailing over the West Wind"—"dynamic social-

ism" is now prevailing over "decadent capitalism

and imi)erialism."

' Liu Shao-chl, How To Be a Oood Communist, 1951.
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Glancing around the periphery of his huge
domain, the Chinese Communist "foreign min-

ister" sees to his north and west the comforting

presence of the Soviet Union. He tends to think

in militaiy t«rms as well as ideological, since he
rose to power by his military experience. The
leaders of this, the second most jjowerful military

concentration on earth, are, like himself. Com-
munists and dedicated to the same ultimate goals.

Ho may bo feeling his oats a little and willing to

spar with the Russian leaders on tactics, but they

remain his firm friends, who provide him with the

teclmology and the materials, both military and
industrial, needed for his own monumental plans.

Indeed, the material and technological advances
of the Soviet Union, the Russian sputniks and
missiles, encourage his doctrinaire belief that the

East Wind is prevailing over the AVest. He is

satisfied for the present, but our Chinese Com-
munist "foreign minister" may have the begin-

nings of thoughts about the future, when Com-
munist China's own grandiose economic plans are

no longer blueprints and the usefulness of the

Soviet Union is past. But for the present, while
making sure that his views are heard in Moscow,
he willingly acknowledges the leadership of the
Soviet Union.

Looking to the east, the situation is not to liis

liking. Japan, which could be an invaluable in-

dustrial and technological bastion of the Asian
Communist world, has become a bastion of the

free world. Because of the American deterrent

he cannot at present contemplate a direct assault

on Japan. He can, however, continue his attempts

to subvert Japan's freedom. He does this through

threats and cajolery, interference in Japan's in-

ternal affairs, the use of Japan's Communist Party

and fellow travelers, the use of trade boycotts and
deceptive ofi'ers of trade, the employment of every

illicit Conmiunist instrument and method.

On his opposite flank is India, a tempting tar-

get. The time, however, may not yet be ripe.

The "foreign minister" in Peiping sees India's

stable government, its international prestige, its

membership in the British Commonwealth, and

the facts of geography as obstacles requiring cau-

tion, indeed perhaps requiring a little retrench-

ment in Communist China's present policies.

Between these two flanks, each still beyond his

reach, the Chinese Communist "foreign minister"

sees what he may believe is a more immediate op-
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portuiiity. The southeast Asian peninsula and the

Philippine and Indonesian islands beyond are lad-

en with the resources his country desperately

wants to complete its mammoth plans: an abun-

dance of raw materials to feed the forced growth

of Communist China's industries and rich, rela-

tively empty, agricultural land for its uncomfort-

ably expanding population. He is determined to

establish Chinese hegemony over this region

through one tactic or another.

Keluctant to risk the dangers of a direct as-

sault wliile other less provocative means continue

to give promise of results, he sees possibilities

in subversion and diplomatic pressui-e. He feels

that these tactics may be fruitful because they are

aimed directly at the weaknesses of these countries.

For with only a few exceptions, the area suffers

from widespread poverty and illiteracy, economic

instability, political immaturity, shortage of capi-

tal, shortage of administrators and teclmicians,

shortage of schools and colleges. It is rife with

deep-seated resentments, social unrest, and the

aspirations of the people for a shortcut to a better

life and emancipation from age-old poverty.

Communist China feels that these conditions are

ready made for its methods of subversion and

coercion, which it seeks to carry out while combat-

ing any progress toward stability and regional

cohesion.

Less than a hundred miles off the coast of

southeast China the Chinese Communist "foreign

minister's" eyes light upon the most troublesome

spot of all—Taiwan. Here he finds not only a

sign of uncompleted business, a province he re-

gards as an inalienable part of Cliina not under

the iron grip of communism, but also a living

challenge and rebuke to the excesses on the main-

land. The island is the site of the Kepublic of

China, evidence that a free China, espousing the

traditional and real ideals of China, still exists.

This free China has demonstrated to the world,

moreover, that real economic and social develop-

ment can be achieved and the living standards of

its citizens materially raised without resort to

the regimentation and denial of human values

found necessary by Red China to drive the Chinese

people into serving the Communist state.

Tlie Chinese Communist "foreign minister" does

not nor can he be expected to miss an opportunity

of declaring Communist China's right and
determination to seize Taiwan.

Deterrent Power of the United States

Certainly no normal inhibitions against the

use of force restrain Conununist China from at-

tacking Taiwan, southeast Asia, or Japan. Her

record in Korea, the Taiwan Straits, Tibet, and

elsewhere bears witness to this. The only in-

hibition the Peiping regime understands is the

risk involved in initiating a military venture. The

chief factor in this risk is the deterrent power of

the United States in the Far East. How does the

Communist "foreign minister" look at the United

States? From before the establishment of the

Peiping regime, it selected the United States as

its enemy. In 1948 Liu Shao-chi, now chainnan

of the regime, described the world in terms of its

being divided into two antagonistic camps, the

"socialist" camp, led by the Soviet Union, and the

"imperialist" camp, led by the United States.

These camps stand in intense conflict, according

to Liu, and there can be no neutrality between

them. As recently as April 10, 1960, Chou En-lai,

premier of the regime, described the United States

as an aggressor against China, bent on arms ex-

pansion and war preparations, encircling China

with bases for attack, reviving Japanese milita-

rism, and bent on establishing colonial rule over

China and the rest of Asia. In short. Communist

China recognizes the United States as the princi-

pal obstacle in the path of establishing its he-

gemony over the Far East. A primary intent

of Peiping's policy is to drive us out of the west-

em Pacific, or in the propaganda words of Peiping

uttered on March 4 of this year, "U.S. imperial-

ism, get out of the western Pacific ! U.S. aggres-

sors must go back where they came from."

Tliere is nothing in this estimate of Chinese

Communist thinking that has not been confimied

either by the open boasting or the actions of the

regime. Thus we have the central problem and

the central fact of affairs in the Far East today.

Between our objective of a free community of

responsible, independent nations and the Com-

mimist Chinese objective of a collection of com-

munized satellite states there is no halfway mark.

We Ivuow that the military and economic power

of Communist CMna is unquestionably increasing.

Its rulers have shown themselves to be fanatic

and aggressive, -willing to force the most extreme

sacrifices from their people. Tliey are, in effect,

gamblers, playing for the highest of stakes. They

have wagered their regime's future on their ability
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to drive tlieir populace to the uttermost limits of

endurance without breaking. Popuhir dissatis-

faction with the regime's inliunian pressures is

substantial and may grow still more, but we can-

not count on this to reverse soon its expansion-

ism. For the foresecjible future wo must count

on the fact of a powerful and aggressive Com-
munist China at the center of the Far Eastern

world, but one that a determined free world can

hold in check.

Danger in the Years Ahead

This does not, of course, mean that we are inevi-

tably committed to an armed clash with Coimnu-

nist China. However impressive the growth of

Communist Chinese power, it will not in the fore-

seeable future approach that of oui-s. Only an

act of arrogant blindness on the part of the

Chinese Communists, a blindness with which they

are not yet afflicted, will bring their forces delib-

erately mto direct conflict with those of the United

States. Existing on naked power, they respect

power.

The danger over the years ahead, I believe, is

that the Conmiunists through constant pressure

and attrition will succeed in their aim of causing

us to abandon the policies and positions with

which we are, with ever-increasing success, hold-

ing them in check. Tliis can come about if we

grow weary of the never-ending struggle and

withdraw our restraining presence and support

from the Communist targets. It can also come

about if, in an effort to achieve more rapid results,

we lose patience in the delicate task of working

with the other nations of the Far East and at-

tempt to substitute pressure for persuasion or

coercion for cooperation.

At the same time we must not be deterred by

the fact that there is no easy solution to the

problem posed by Communist China. One such

"easy solution" which is advanced from time to

time calls for a change in United States policy in

the direction of an accommodation with Com-
munist China while at the same time we maintain

our commitment to Taiwan as Taiwan. Perhaps

I need only quote Chou En-lai again to show that

this "solution" solves nothing. Addressing the

National People's Congress on April 10, 1960, the

Chinese Communist premier said in reiteration
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of the line that has marked all Peiping's utter-

ances on the subject since the regime's establish-

ment 11 years ago

:

To liberate Taiwan is China's Internal affair, In which
no outsider may interfere. However, the United States

demands that China give up its sacred, sovereign right

to liberate Its own territory, Taiwan. ... At the same
time, the United States is trying all sorts of ways to

create "two Chinas" in an attempt to legalize its seizure

of Taiwan. . . . The Chinese Government hereby declares

once again that the Chinese people resolutely oppose the

United States plots to create "two Chinas". China abso-

lutely will not participate In any international conference

or organization wherein a "two Chinas" situation may
appear.

Common Characteristics of Southeast Asian States

I have indicated my belief that the Chinese

Commimist regime looks upon southeast Asia as

one of its primary targets for expansion. Not
only the Chinese Communists but some others may
think of southeast Asia as a region of small, weak
states existing largely in the shadow of the three

giant nations of east Asia—a sort of "Asian Bal-

kans" serving more as a field for the international

activities of other countries than as a dynamic
participant in those activities. This view is so

erroneous and of such potential danger to the

shaping of policy that I should like to devote a

few moments specifically to that region.

In actuality the southeast Asian states are by no
means swaying helplessly before the blasts from
the outside world. Nor are they so many peas in

a pod, to be approached jointly with an identical

set of policies for all. Each of the southeast

Asian countries is very much an individual with a

personality of its own. Roughly half of the re-

gion consists of a single nation, Indonesia, in

population the sixth largest country on the globe

and one which may be competing with Japan for

fifth place within the next decade. Smaller tlian

Indonesia are the four states of rougUy similar

size—Burma, Thailand, the Philippines, and

divided Viet-Nam—each with a rapidly expand-

ing population approximating that of Egypt or

Turkey. The remaining four independent entities

of southeast Asia—Malaya, Laos, Cambodia, and

Singapore—are of key strategic importance to the

political and economic well-being of the world.

From the 90 million Indonesians to the million
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or so citizens of the new city-state of Singapore,

the southeast Asians display an extraordinary

variety in their chosen forms of government, their

cultures, tlie level of Uieir economic development,

and in their national aspirations. At the same

time, however, they sliare a number of common

characteristics. With the sole exception of Thai-

land, all of them have emerged from colonial status

within the past 15 years and their attitudes are

still strongly affected by the psychological after-

math of colonialism. All except Singapore are

based on an economy of subsistence agriculture,

wliich engages the overwhelming bulk of their

people. All are dependent on agricultural and

mineral exports to obtain the manufactured goods

which their own infant industries cannot yet pro-

duce in volume. All suffer to a greater or lesser

degree from the byproducts of their newness as

nations: limited experience on the part of their

leaders, a paucity of trained civil servants to staff

their administrations, a political party system still

in the early unstable stages of evolution, and, at

times, a certain confusion as to aims and goals.

All have also inherited to some extent a problem

that continues to assume larger proportions as

the power and ambitions of Communist China

expand, that of the commercially powerful 12

million overseas Chinese settled among them. Fi-

nally, all share a fierce determination never again

to fall into the role of colony or satellite tx) another

power, whether that power be European or Asian.

Southeast Asian Suspicions of the West

Tills piu^sionatc dedication to their own inde-

pendence is a chief component of the most power-
ful psychological force in southeast Asia today,

that of nationalism. Basically, of coui-se, nation-

alism is simply a feeling of unity with one's fellow

citizens, a special pride in one's country, and a

special dedication to its interests. In much of

southeast Asia, however, it has come to encompass
a number of other deep-seated attitudes and emo-
tions that have not all been fully understood in

the West.

As one example I might mention a fairly wide-
spread southeast Asian attitude toward capitalism.
In several countries of the region a form of social-

ism has been prwlainied as national policy. AAHien
I speak of capitalism, the image in my mind is,

of rourse, that of our own extraordinarily success-
ful system of free eiiteqiriso. To many an Indo-
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nesian, however, the same word conjures up a

totally different image, that of alien control of

his country's economy. Socialism represents the

recapture of this control by lais own government

and people. It must be realized that, in the con-

text of his own experience, his image of capitalism

is valid. Due to various historical factors, capi-

talism in Indonesia has for centuries been the al-

most exclusive province of foreigners, European

or Chinese. For him to be convinced that modern

capitalism is not exploitative and does not imply

foreign domination—that, to the contrary, it offers

the best path toward economic independence and

development—will require time and mutual

underetanding.

Similar gulfs in understanding appear in other

fields. We and the new nations of southeast Asia

have known each other for only a score of years,

a time insufficient to erase entirely a suspicion of

our motives which, however unfoimded, is honestly

held. During their struggles for political inde-

pendence many of the southeast Asian nationalists

were unable to look beyond that sliining goal to

see the many vexing problems that continue to

beset independent nations. Wlien acliievement of

their long-sought goal brought in its wake not im-

mediate prosperity and stability but a painful,

often prolonged period of vexation and readjust-

ment, their reaction was often one of bewilder-

ment. Unable to ascribe their difficulties to the

sacred cause of independence itself, some of them

quite naturally sought to lay the blame elsewhere:

on the former metropolitan power, the prevailing

capitalist system, or remaining foreign-owned

enterprises. As these institutions were predomi-

nantly of Western origin, the West itself became,

to an extent, a focus for suspicion.

In discussing a still-existing southeast Asian

suspicion toward the West, I do not wish to exag-

gerate its magnitude. Most of the southeast Asian

nationalists are by no means motivated by a

fanatic mistrust of AVestern institutions. Most are

rational people, many of them familiar with West-

em institutions and sincerely anxious to adapt the

best of those institutions to their own societies.

We must recognize, however, that our image in

the eyes of many sout henst Asians is not that which

we hold toward ourselves. At the same time,

through patience, understanding, and a sincere

respect for their individuality, I believe that we
have made substantial progress in reconciling these

two images.
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In their individual assessment of the internal

and external threats that menace their new status,

and in the ways they have cliosen to meet those

threats, tliese nations of southeast Asia have fol-

lowed widely diverging courses. Thailand and
the Philippines have souglit security through co-

operation with other nations of the fi'ee world in

SEATO [Southeast Asia Treaty Organization].

Indonesia, Burma, and Cambodia have felt their

security best served by avoiding such arrange-

ments and depending on a policy of nonalinenient

for protection. It is not our part to criticize this

policy. While we may have well-foimded reserva-

tions as to the utility of nonalinement in fending

off a determined aggressor, we fully respect the

freedom of choice of those who adhere to it. We
recognize that, whatever methods the southeast

Asian states may select to achieve tlieir goals, the

goals themselves are virtually identical to oui-s.

They wish primarily to be left in freedom from
outside interference in order to develop their own
institutions in their own way. Our own objectives

in tlie Far East will be on the way to fulfillment

if this wish is achieved.

These, then, are the main components of the

Far Eastern world today: a powerful and ag-

gressive Commimist China, a bastion of the free

world in Japan, and a cordon of struggling new
nations attempting to shape their individual des-

tinies in southeast Asia. The picture is one of

incessant dynamic change, in which there are few

constants. The direction that this change will

take can have the most vital impact on the entire

world. Our own future may well depend upon it.

Comparison of Far East in 1950 and 1960

It is difficult to chart the course of this dynamic,

complex world of the Far East from a study of

day-to-day events. Change follows change, crisis

follows crisis, with such rapidity that earlier

events tend to be erased from the memory. Per-

haps the best way of illuminating the picture is

to take a substantial period of time, comparing

the situation at its beginning and at its end. One

of the most tempestuous decades in Far Eastern

history has been the one now drawing to a close.

Let us take this decade and compare the Far East

of 1950 with that of 1960.

From the standpoint of the free world the pic-

ture is a mixed one, with failures to balance

against successes. At the same time—and I should

like to emphasize this point—substantial progress

has been made. The Far East is still, in 1960,

an area of tension and of serious problems. It is

also, incomparably more tluin in 1950, an area of

hope.

Let us recall briefly the situation 10 years ago.

The Chmese Communists had just completed the

conquest of the mainland and were consolidating

their gi-ip over a quarter of mankind. The armies

of the Republic of China had been shattered, and
their i-emnants were withdrawn to Taiwan.
Japan was still under military occupation, its

industries prostrate, its people totally dependent
on outside aid for their vei-y subsistence. A start

had been made in physical and mental reconstruc-

tion, but no one could yet tell whether the fragile

structure of tlie emerging new Japan would long
survive in the harsh climate of postwar Asia.

Elsewhere in the Far East the picture was
equally bleak. In Viet-Nam the nationalist move-
ment had seemingly been captured by the

Communists.

The Government of the Philippines had entered
on the course of freedom and democracy, but its

still-unseasoned government was facing a severe

trial in combating the Communist-led Hukbalahap
rebellion.

In large parts of Burma virtual anarchy pre-

vailed. Scarcely had independence been secured

when a brutal act of assassination wiped out much
of the leadership upon whom tlie country de-

pended, including its revered General Aung San.

Before their successors could establish themselves

in their positions, a series of Comnmnist and other

dissident uprisings had virtually destroyed central

authority. By 1950 the authority of tlie Govern-

ment of Burma extended little beyond the limits

of Rangoon.

Indonesia in 1950 was undergoing tlie difficult

process of dismantling a federal structure and
attempting to build a unitary state upon the un-

stable foundations of regional dissidence and an

economy severely damaged by 8 years of war,

revolution, and Communist violence.

In Malaya a vicious campaign of Communist

terrorism was in full sway, bringing fear and

disruption and sapping the morale of this rich

nation.

In the confused atmospliere of tlie Far East in

1950 fell the massive shock of the Korean war in

June. The future of free Asia looked dim indeed.
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This was the Far East a decade ago. The land-

marks of the subsequent 10 years are familiar to

all of us : the Japanese peace treaty, Panmunjom,

Dien Bien Phu, the Manila or SEATO Pact, the

Bandung Conference, Quemoy and Matsu Islands,

Tibet, and Laos. Some of these events can be

counted as advances toward our objectives, others

as a step backward. All played their part in

shaping the Asia of 1960. By comparing this

new Asia, the Asia of 1960, with that of 1950 we

can determine its progress over the decade.

I have already mentioned one of the central

facts of the past 10 years : the emergence of Com-

munist Cliina as the dominant power of the Asian

mainland. To complete the stoiy, however, we

should note that the decade has not been one of

untrammeled success for that regime. Tlie con-

solidation of its hold over the Chinese people has

produced deep internal resentment and dissatis-

faction. It has pushed its bordere forward

tlirough tlie destruction of Tibetan autonomy and

the creation of a satellite state in north Viet-Nam,

as well as by nibbling at the boundaries of Bui-ma

and India. But there it has been halted. The

Republic of Cliina on Taiwan continues to provide

an alternative to Commimist domination of the

Chinese people. The threatened expansion of

Chinese Communist power into the Republic of

Viet-Nam and Laos has been averted. Equally

significant, the open revelation of Chinese Com-

munist methods and objectives has led to a grow-

ing awakening and revulsion on the part of free

Asia, a decisive turning away from the regime.

There are also positive achievements of the free

world during the decade we are considering. For
example, Japan lias performed one of the miracles

of modern times, rebuilding its shattered economy
with a speed and energy unfoieseeable in 1950, cre-

ating a stable and democratic political environ-

ment, and emerging as a mainstay of responsible

freedom in Asia, with the greatest industrial con-

centration and pool of higlily skilled labor east

of the Urals. In the process it has provided the

underdovelopfd countries of the world with a

graphic and exhilarating example of the fact that

rapid economic progress need not involve state

controls and totalitarian tecliniques. The facto-

ries of Japan are booming. Its pcojilo have en-
tered the threshold of a new level of material
welfare and responsible democracy. The lie has
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been given in most decisive terms to one of the

cliief dogmas of communism.

In other countries of the Far East many of

the gloomy portents of 1950 have also been

confounded.

In Burma there has been a remarkable im-

provement in security and stability. A number

of serious problems remain to be solved, but the

contrast between 1950 and 1960 is one of the most

striking in Asia.

In the Philippines the Hukbalahap rebellion

was resolved by the wise measures of President

Magsaysay. The country still faces major prob-

lems, primarily of an economic nature. Anyone

who has experienced the exuberant, positive at-

taclmient to democracy which characterizes the

Filipino people, however, can feel a good deal of

confidence in their ability to overcome these

problems.

In Malaya Communist terrorism has been vir-

tually eliminated. The nation has achieved in-

dependence in an atmosphere of prosperity and

freedom.

In Viet-Nam the courage of a great leader,

President Diem, and the dynamism of the Viet-

namese people are overcoming odds which seemed

insuperable a few years ago m the creation of

this new and vital state.

In Indonesia, which I have come to know more

intimately in the last 2 years than the other coim-

tries of which I speak, the course of the past

decade has encompassed the whole of the coimtry's

history as an independent nation. At its incep-

tion the new nation faced unique problems of

geography and etlinic disunity, seriously exacer-

bated by the stresses of a long and bitter revolu-

tion. We cannot pretend that these difficult prob-

lems have yet been solved. Their continuation has

led to an increasing strain on the country's econ-

omy, which, in turn, has brought forth still more

problems. There are, however, firm grounds for

hope that the turning point may be approaching,

that Indonesia may master its problems and go

on to realize the full potential of its rich land

and gentle, friendly people. The nation is still

seeking to establish its own identitj', an identity

which will be a reflection not of any external

society but of its own soul. Perhaps the greatest

achievement of Indonesia during the past decade

is that, despite crises which could have demoral-
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ized many a more mature state, the nation is still

able to puitiue its search with vigor.

Need for Continuing Vigilance

This, then, is the Far East in 1960, the base

from which we venture into the still-unknown

world of the coming decade. If we compare it

with the base from which we entered into the

decade of the 1950's, I believe we have grounds for

satisfaction and cautious optimism. Viewed in

a 10-3'ear perspective, the Red tide is ebbing in the

Far East. It might not be going too far to say

that the much vaunted "wave of the future" has

lapped at the shores of Asia and is becoming a

wave of the past. The adventm-es of Communist

China in Tibet, Laos, India, and Burma have

aroused Asians to a new appreciation of the Com-
munist danger. Conununist goals, too, are begin-

ning to be more widely understood. The Com-
munist lure of land to the tiller has turned out to

be a tragic myth. Instead, the peasant under the

Chinese brand of commmiism has become an in-

stitutionalized factory hand with no family life

of his own.

At the same time we must not fall into the

deadly trap of complacency. The primary source

of the current stresses in the Far East remains

Communist Cliina, and the advance it has made
in increased power and seeming prestige matches

the progress made by the free nations on main-

land China's periphery. We must remember that

the measurable progi-ess we have made toward

achievement of many of our objectives in the Far

East has been the result of sustained effort, a

continuing responsibility on the part of the

American taxpayer, and even the expenditure

of American lives. The fact that we are making

progress should be the signal for not only continu-

ing vigilance but even greater effort to consolidate

and expand that progress. The case Ambassador

[Ellsworth] Bunker has made for our aid pro-

gram in India ' can be repeated with varying em-

phasis for every countiy in Asia.

As I said earlier, Asia is a dynamic world.

Only a sustained, dynamic approach to its prob-

lems and its potentialities will achieve our objec-

tive of a free community of nations, each living

in the security of mutual respect and mutual

tolerance. And until that objective is achieved,

we cannot consider our own nation as secure.

President Sets Date

for Visit to Portugal

White House press release dated April 26

In comiection with the previously amiounced

visit of President Eisenhower to Portugal,' a date

has now been agreed upon. President Eisen-

hower will arrive at Lisbon on the morning of

May 23 and depart on May 24. These dates were

selected in the expectation that the summit con-

ference will have ended by that time. Should the

conference continue beyond the dates of the Presi-

dent's visit to Portugal, however. President Eisen-

hower either will return to Paris or, if domestic

requirements make this impossible, will request

Vice President Nixon to represent the United

States for the remainder of the conference.

U.S. Reiterates Policy on Travel

of Newsmen to Communist China

Department Statement

Press release 203 dated April 20

A year ago the Department of State, in announc-

ing the extension of the validation of passports of

American correspondents to travel to Communist

China, stated:^

. . . the Department has repeatedly made it clear

that, if any bona fide Chinese Communist newspaperman

should apply for a visa, the Secretary of Stiite Is pre-

pared to consider recommending to the Attorney General

a waiver under the law so that a visa could be granted.

Not one Chinese Communist correspondent has yet filed

an application. American law does not permit the De-

partment to do what the Chinese Communists demand,

which is to agree in advance to admit an equal number of

Chinese Communists, even before their identities are

known to us. If the Chinese Communists were indeed

interested in reciprocity, they would have an equal num-

ber of Chinese newsmen apply for visas.

In the year that has passed the Department

:

1. Added two more to the list of the 30 .iVmerican

news organizations authorized to send one repre-

sentative each to Communist China, bringmg the

total to 32

;

2. Removed from the validation the reference

to the Coimnunist-controlled portions of China,

• See p. 776.
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wliich reference several American newsmen had

indicated might militate against their receiving a

visa to enter Communist China. These passports

now have no time limitation other than the periods

for which they are normally valid.

In the same year, despite U.S. initiatives

:

a. The Cliinese Communists have not granted a

single visa to an American correspondent to enter

Communist China.

b. Not a single Communist Chinese correspond-

ent has filed an application for an American visa

to enter the United States.

c. The Chinese Commimists have continued to

insist that, if there is to be travel of newsmen to

each other's countries, an agreement must be an-

nounced for this purpose. This agreement must

promise "equal and reciprocal treatment."

It should be noted that the United States has

never had such an agreement with any other coun-

try. Nor has the Peiping regime apparently

found it necessary to conclude such an agreement,

even with tliose countries where it has no diplo-

matic relations and where journalists of its official

New Cliina News Agency operate, i.e. France and

Cuba. It is obvious that Peiping is seeking to use

the issue of news representatives in an effort to

force the United States into a foi-mal agreement to

improve the prestige of the Chinese Communist
regime.

The U.S. position is simply that ample provi-

sions already exist under the law to permit the

"equal and reciprocal" travel of newsmen to

each country. The fact that the Peiping regime

has not yet allowed any of their journalists to

apply for a U.S. visa casts substantial doubt on
their professed concern for reciprocity. In July
1059 one American news representative was re-

fused a visa on the groimds tliat it was "not

convenient at tliis time." It is also known that

the requests of .several reputable free-world jour-

nalists otlicr tiuin American have been either

turned down or ignored in recent months. There-
fore, on the basis of the situation as of today,
the Department of State is obliged to conclude
that Communist Cliina, despite its statements, has
no serious interest at tliis time in either the travel
of its own newsmen to the United States or the
travel of American newsmen to the China main-
land. The representatives of this Government
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will, however, continue to press for a satisfactory

solution to this problem with representatives of

the Peipuig regime whenever the occasion presents

itself.

The 32 American news organizations, accred-

ited by the Department on the basis of the estab-

lished criteria announced on August 22, 1957,^

namely, that they had demonstrated sufficient

interest in foreign news coverage to maintain at

least one full-time American correspondent over-

seas and that they wished to be represented in

Communist China for 6 months or longer, are

the following:

American Broadcasting Company, American

Universities Field Service, Associated Press,

Chicago Daily News, Chicago Tribune, Christian

Science Monitor, Columbia Broadcasting System,

Copley Press, Inc., Cowles Magazines, Inc., Den-

ver Post, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Fairchild

Publications, Inc., McGraw-Hill, Minneapolis

Star ds Tribune, Mutual Broadcasting System,

National Broadcasting Company, National Geo-

graphic Magazine, Newspaper Enterprise Asso-

ciation Service, Inc., New York Herald Tribune,

New York Times, Newsweek, North American

Newspaper Alliance, Reader''s Digest, St. Louis

Post-Dispatch, Saturday Evening Post, Scripps-

Howard Newspapers, The Sun (Baltimore),

Time, Inc., United Press International, U.S. News
and World Report, Wall Street Journal, and

Westingliouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

Secretary Supports Closer Ties

Between U.S. and Japan

Following is a message from Secretary Herter

which was read by J. Graham Parsons, Assistant

Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs, at the New
Yorh Public Library, New York City, on April

27 dunng that city'^s ceremony inaugurating its

sister-city affiliation with Tokyo.

Press release 220 dated April 27

In this centennial year of United States-

Japanese diplomatic relations I am delighted to

send my warmest wishes to the Tokyo-New York
affiliation ceremony.

I join Mayor [Robert F.] Wagner and the citi-

'Ihkl., Sept. 9, 1957, p. 420.
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zens of New York in oflfering a hearty welcome

to Governor [liyutaro] Aziima and the distin-

guished Japanese delegation who are here to rep-

resent the citizens of Tokj'o.

The ties you are establishing today between the

peoples of these two great cities will serve to

bring even closer together the peoples of our two
nations and to encourage our efforts to advance

and prosper in peace and friendship. In this

most important work you have my sincere support.

The Citizen and Foreign Policy

hy John W. Hanes, Jr.

Administrator, Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs

Some years ago it might have been thought re-

markable that a group of businessmen meeting in

convention should have any interest in our for-

eign affairs. Today it would be remarkable if you
did not, for there is no other subject which so

intimately affects your lives, your taxes, and the

future of your children—or whether they will

have a future.

The year 1960 will bring forth ample political

debate on every aspect of our foreign policy

toward individual coimtries. I do not, therefore,

intend to speak on current affairs. Kather, I

would like to try this morning to outline the

broad couree of our foreign relations in the hope

that tliis may give some sense of perspective.

John Foster Dulles outlined the foundations

of our foreign policy as simply as I have ever

seen done. He said :
^

United States foreign policy is designed to protect and
promote the interests of the United States in the inter-

national field. It Is based upon certain facts and
convictions

:

(a) That the peoples of the world universally desire

the elimination of war and the establishment of a just

peace;

(b) That the designs of aggressive Communist Im-

perialism pose a continuous threat to every nation of

the free world, including our own

;

(c) That the security of this nation can be maintained

only by the spiritual, economic, and military strength of

the free world, with this nation a powerful partner

committed to this purpose
;

' Address made before the National Association of

Hosiery Manufacturers at Miami, Fla., on Apr. 21 (press

release 2W dated Apr. 20)

.

• Bulletin of June 23, 1958, p. 1035.

(d) That change is the law of life, for nations as

well as for men, and that no political, economic, or social

system survives unless It proves its continuing worth in

the face of ever-changing circumstances

;

(e) That the effectiveness of our collective-security

measures depends upon the economic advancement of the

less developed parts of the free world, which strengthens

their purpose and ability to sustain their independence

;

(f) That in all International associations and combi-

nations within the free world, of which the United States

is a member, it considers all nations, including itself, as

equals. The sovereignty of no nation will ever be limited

or diminished by any act of the United States.

Perhaps the most significant thing about this

list is that only one of the six points refers directly

to Communist aggression.

This is important, not because the threat should

be minimized but because too many people, when
they think about foreign policy, never get beyond

that particular point. To do so, however, is to

deny the existence of any positive goals for our

foreign policy and equally to condemn ourselves

to a policy of defense against the initiatives of

others. Any such policy would indeed be a sterile

and hopeless one.

The Era of Change

In my opinion the most basic point of all is

"that change is the law of life, for nations as well

as for men, and that no political, economic, or

social system survives unless it proves its con-

tinuing worth in the face of ever-changing

circumstances."

This era, as no other in recorded history, is the

era of sudden and basic change. It is true, of

course, that there have always been forces of
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change. The course of history has been deter-

mined by whetlier such changes could be absorbed,

and therefore came peacefully, or whether they

demanded more flexibility than the particular so-

ciety involved was capable of showing, in which

case they came violently by war or revolution.

This is a historic pattern and is fundamentally

not different today. Wliat is different, however,

are two factors.

First, never before in history has the state of

transportation, communications, and technology

been sufficient to permit the forces of change to

affect more than a relatively small area of the

world at any one time. Today the implications

and every effect of the great forces of change are

immediately global.

Second, never before in history have there been

more than one, or occasionally two, fundamental

forces of change operating at any one time to

alter the fabric of society. Today there are at

least four wliich I think are clearly identifiable.

Let us then consider these forces of change, for

plainly they are the challenge which underlies our

foreign policy and, indeed, our national survival.

How clearly we understand this challenge will

determine whether our country will remain free

in peace or whether it will increasingly slip down-
ward toward a position of ultimate encirclement

and war or subjugation.

International Communism

The movement of international communism is

certainly one of the great forces of change. With-
in 4.3 years a small group of violent men, starting

in Russia, has seized control of all or major parts
of 17 nations, with nearly 1 billion people. As
a result, tiie great central landmass from East
Germany to the Pacific became Communist-
controlled.

Tlio Soviet military power base and potential
for aggression and domination is enormous. All
its resources are centrally controlled and used to
achieve the original goal of world conquest.

Soviet communism, of course, is no longer a
true revolution. Its theory has been destroyed
because it was based on the inequities of the in-

dustrial revolution as it existed more than a
liundrr-d years ago. The fact that capitalism has
long since eliminated these evils, and has gone
on to provide every element of our society with
ft fnll life lM«yond anything in the experience of
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history, has given a proof of error and a contrast

which the Communists find intolerable.

The experience of more than 40 years of ruler-

ship in Russia has transformed the Communist
leaders from revolutionaries into overlords and

has given them one of the most monolithic vested

interests in history to protect from any new revo-

lution. The combination of these facts with a

modern teclmology has made international com-
munism today the most oppressive reactionary

force which the world has ever known.

This does not prevent communism from utiliz-

ing the mask of revolution as one of its most
effective disguises.

International communism is implacably hostile

to the freedom of men everywhere, but this is not

imiversally recognized in unsophisticated coun-

tries where there are few standards of comparison

or valid grounds for judgment. To many of these

countries, the Soviet Union—a country which only

40 years ago was seemingly as backward industri-

ally and economically as they themselves are to-

day—stands as a symbol of the progress which can

be made in bringing economic advancement to an
imderdeveloped country. Whether or not this is

true, the terrible price which has been paid for

this "progress," in human lives, in individual

dignity and personal freedom, is often unknown

;

but the technical achievements which the Soviets

advertise so loudly are very well known indeed.

In most of these countries highly organized

Communist parties work skillfully to exploit the

fiction that communism alone shows the quick way
to progress and productivity. This illusion makes
communism doubly dangerous, for it allows it

not only to operate as a force of change in itself

but also to seek to incorjjorate all other forces of

change toward its own ends. Its requirements

seem simple when stated in words: they are only
that all the resources of a society—of which human
beings are just another one—be controlled and
directed in accordance with a master plan to assure

conformity of thought and act and eliminate the

discords inherent in a society which gives freedom
of choice to the individual.

It is our challenge to demonstrate the funda-
mental horror of what this means—and that it is

neither the only nor the true path to progress.

The New Nationalism

The second great element of change in the world
today is the march toward political and economic
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freedom of colonial peoples. Since World War II,

24 new nations with a population of 800 million

people have achieved political independence. In

Africa alone, the single year 19G0 may produce

as many as 7 new independent states. The United

Nations was created in 1945 with 51 member na-

tions. Twenty years later, there will probably

be at least 100 independent countries in its as-

sembly, one-third of them African. One billion

more people responsible for their own political

destiny—but also powerfully affecting ours.

This great force of change, this "new national-

ism," is a force which we, of all peoples, should not

fear, since its basic motivations are the same as

those which brought liberty and nationhood to us.

And yet it maj- hold great potential dangers for

us if our leadei-ship and understanding are not

sufficient to recognize its implications, to satisfy

its legitimate aspirations, and to guide its develop-

ing influence into channels consistent with the

welfare and peace of the world as a whole, as well

as with the prosperity and freedom of the new
nations themselves.

The new nationalism is found, of course, pri-

marily in countries which have only just emerged

from the colonial rule of the Western World.

These countries tend to share certain attitudes.

They are suspicious of the former colonial powers

;

and this suspicion is often generalized into a

suspicion of the entire Western World, including

the United States. They may be unskilled in con-

ducting their own affairs, but they are fiercely

resentful of any implication that they are unable

to do so. They are jealously proud of their new

independence and often feel that it must be con-

tinually demonstrated by actions displeasing or

inimical to other states, preferably powerful West-

em states which are identified with the colonial

past.

All these reactions, while understandable, are

dangerous—dangerous to us and dangerous to the

new nations themselves. For it is at this point

that international communism can sometimes

tempt the unwary into a seemingly harmless alli-

ance by vigorously supporting the most extreme

nationalism. The fatal extent of the political and

economic infiltration which the Communists carrj'

out under this cover may only become apparent

too late.

It must be a prime objective of American for-

eign policy that the force and the potential of

the new nationalism should develop in freedom,

that the dawn of independence not be merely a

brief interval of light between coloniali.sm and
the long night of Commmiist donunation.

The March of Science

Tlie third great force of change is, of course, the

scientific revolution which we characterize loosely

as the "nuclear age." The discoveries of the past

20 years exceed, in their potential impact upon
human life, all the developments of all the thou-

sands of preceding years of human history. The
implications of the atom alone stagger the imagi-

nation—unlimited, unending power for peace that

could ci-eate a world without want; or unlimitable,

all-ending power for war that could produce a

world without life.

Science has offered us life and health and old

age where formerly was sickness and disease and
death. These blessings have come inextricably

mixed with the new specter of overpopulation.

Every triumph in the laboratory spawns new
problems in applying it to the affairs of men;
and each one challenges the ability of existing

social institutions to meet this ever-quickening

tempo of change.

Our first halting steps into outer space are not

less significant for the future. Today it is me-
chanical satellites and missiles on the fringes of

our own world's atmosphere. But I expect that

many of us will see the tomorrow when men travel

to other worlds than our own. Wlaat this will

mean, we can sense but dimly. But that its mean-

ing will be one of infinite change we cannot doubt.

The Conflict of Ideas

There is, of course, a fourth great current of

change in the world which we must not under-

estimate simply because it is not new and we are

close to it. That is the force of Western demo-

cratic thought with its tradition of intellectual and

personal liberty. It does not involve intimidation

or fear. It holds forth tiie hope of achieving by

peaceful means man's noblest aspiration : tiie prog-

ress under law of the individual toward a fuller

life in freedom.

This great force of change has within it just

as great a potential dynamic as any of the other

three which I have mentioned. And we must

recognize this clearly: whether that potential is
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to Ixx realized ill the world of today is a responsi-

bility of leadei-ship that has been inlierited by the

United States. iVnd now we have come full

circle; for how that responsibility is or is not

carried out, is, by definition, United States foreign

poliey.

I turn now to the major outlines of that policy.

The Organization of Peace

The basic objective of our foreign policy is to

safeguard the United States; and the method to

which we have undoubtedly devoted our most

intensive effort is the creation of a world where

peace with justice is firmly established—what

might be called the organization of peace.

This takes many forms. The United Nations

is, of course, a fundamental structure in building

a world society based on law, and therefore sup-

port of the United Nations is a basic part of our

foreign policy. The United Nations has both

strengths and limitations. Our policy recognizes

both.

There are also power factors and relationships

today, as there always have been, which exist out-

side any formal structure. The forthcoming

summit meeting, and similar negotiations among
states which have preceded it over the years, are

recognitions of this pragmatic fact.

The purpose of any international mechanism,

whether it be called a United Nations or a sum-

mit conference or an exchange of ambassadors,

is to provide a method whereby countries may
understand each other's real needs and motives

and goals and work out methods by which these

can be reconciled in peace. That, at least, is the

traditional use of such mechanisms; and it is still

the use which tec make of them.

We are well aware that communism frequently

seeks to use them merely as weapons to acliieve

world domination. There have been occasions,

before this was well tmderstood, when communism
has been successful in perverting these peaceful

processes to its ends. But we have found that,

if our objectives are modest and our methods
l)rudent, we, too, can have successes. We have
been able to make self-enforcing agreements with

the Communi.sts which have enhanced the pros-

pects of peace and have not fiirthered the aims of

Communist imperialism. Such agreements are
not ea,sy to come by, and they must be guaranteed
by more than promises. But with patience and

persistence they are possible. Indeed, in the

present circumstances of a world haunted by the

shadow of nuclear devastation, it is clear why we

seek every proper opportunity to explore differ-

ences and to find tolerable methods of accom-

modation, however tedious and frustrating the

path.

It is in this spirit, motivated by necessity and

perseverance rather than by any naive belief that

communism has somehow changed its nature or

its goals, that we approach the coming summit

negotiations—and the probable succession of

negotiations of all types that will follow over

coming months and years.

The Evolution of the Alliance

Since we recognize, however, that neither in-

stitutions such as the United Nations nor nego-

tiations at the summit can in themselves depend-

ably safeguard the peace or guarantee our own
freedom, we must and do build strength elsewhere.

The first place we build is in our own Military

Establishment. It will remain an absolute pre-

requisite to the peace and security of the world,

to the preservation of our nation, and to the suc-

cess of our diplomacy that our military power be

second to none.

Our armed strength today, however, is far more

than national, and our Military Establislunent is

charged with a trust for the security of many
other nations. It is dependent, in turn, for its

effective functioning upon their cooperation.

The means by which we practice this coopera-

tion is our worldwide system of alliances imder

which the United States has made cooperative de-

fense treaties with 42 other nations.

This system has two great purposes. The first

is to set up a political warning system designed

to remove the possibility of Communist miscalcu-

lation as to our intent and our resolution—miscal-

culation which has been the cause of so many of

the wars of the past.

This worldwide barrier along the periphery of

the Communist world precludes the chance that

Red armies will conquer the free nations one by
one. It has been erected despite enormous diffi-

culties. And it is a very great accomplishment

indeed.

Our collective security arrangements are sup-

ported and made workable by our Mutual Security

Program of military aid. Approximately one-
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half of the roughly $3i/2 billion that we spend on

mutual security each year goes for military hard-

ware and direct military assistance to our allies.

But the system of collective defense that the

free nations have built is not just a United States

gift to the world. Other nations contribute im-

portantly. They provide bases which greatly in-

crease the efl'ectiveness of our deterrent power.

They contribute the bulk of the gromid forces

—

the 12 nations which receive most of our defense

support maintain 3 million men under arms. They

provide what is most important of all—a coura-

geous will to resist powerful forces which knock

threateningly at their very dooi-step.

Originally our collective defense arrangements

were thought of as purely military alliances. One

of the most encouraging developments of our time,

however, has been the growth of these alliances,

notably NATO [North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

zation], into effective means for close political and

economic cooperation without abandonment of the

sovereignty of the members.

This system we are helping to build is, there-

fore, no mere temporary expedient. It is a con-

structive evolution which should persist until

such time as an international rule of law can be

established that is universal, enforceable, and

dependable.

The Economic Dimension

I have spoken so far primarily of our political

and military arrangements. They have fonned

the shield to meet and largely to absorb the shock

of overt Communist military and political aggres-

sion which has characterized the decade and a

half just past. However, these more traditional

instruments of foreign policy may maintain

peace, but they do not by themselves hiiild peace

in the changing world of today. They do not meet

the problems of poverty and lumger and illness

that beset three-fourths of the world's population

and thereby press upon the stability both of the

new nations and of all political institutions.

For these reasons our diplomacy has devised a

new dimension of economic assistance.

There are strong moral and humanitarian rea-

sons for these programs which seek to raise hun-

dreds of millions of people above the level of

subsistence. Freedom and democracy and indi-

vidual dignity can hardly be meaningful concepts

to a man whose children are starving, or dying of

a disease which he knows can be cured.

Hut there are etjually compelling reasons of

practicality for our assistance. If the less devel-

oped countries should turn to communism in a

mistidcen effort to speed their development, our

own security would be gi'avely endangered. As
parts of a worldwide bloc of political and eco-

nomic hostility, they could submerge us. Free and

prosperous, these same countries represent both a

source of vitally needed raw materials for our

economy and a limitless potential market for our

trade.

One rather ruefid indication of the success of

our programs is the recent copying of them by

the Communists. In the past 6 years the Soviet

Union has given $2i/^ billion woi-th of military

and economic aid to coimtries outside the Soviet

bloc. Tliis aid has been carefully concentrated

in about a dozen politically key countries in Asia,

Africa, and the IMiddle East. These are areas of

the world where history and economics have com-

bined to make Soviet aid offers attractive to a

degree not well understood by Americans.

Sixty-five countries, with a population of a bil-

lion and a half, have an average per capita income

of less than $200 per year. The annual per capita

income of the United States is $2,700. The great

mass of humanity who "have not"—once apathetic

in its ignorance of any other life—now knows of

this great disparity. The fledgling governments

in the new lands recognize that they can survive

only if they satisfy—and quickly—the explosive

demand for a better life which has been kindled

everywhere throughout the underdeveloped world.

They also know that this means—in addition to

their own effort, however great—that they must

have capital investment and technical assistance

from abroad.

They fully intend to get these things. They

will get them wherever and however they can.

These are the economic reasons that communism

and nationalism can become dangerously inter-

twined, and it is the active intent of the Commu-

nists that they shall do so. Do not underestimate

the resources which Soviet Russia can apply to

this economic battle. The gi-oss national product

of the Soviet bloc, including Communist China, is

about $400 billion a year, and rising.

However, our own assets, if we use them wisely,

are also immense.

We have been hopeful that other peoples might

reo'ard with favor and adopt our essential institu-
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tions. We have never sought by force or subver-

sion to remold the world in our own image. We
have clearly recognized, however, that in this in-

terdependent world the existence of Western in-

stitutions is imperiled unless the less developed

countries are provided both the knowledge and

the incentive to choose some route other than that

otferetl by communism to find economic freedom

without sacrificing political liberty and hiunan

dignity.

Disarmament

There is one other aspect of United States for-

eign policy which is very important.

We are not content with a world where mili-

tarily we must strain just to presence a minimum

security and where the cost of maintaining a grim

arms balance absorbs our best efforts, consumes

our substance, and pervasively shadows our future.

So we strive for dependable disarmament, mean-

ing reliable measures of international inspection

to diminish the danger of massive surprise attack,

and actual limitations or reductions of various

types of annament.

The Soviet Union for 15 years has frustrated

any progress by persistently evading any concrete

inspection proposal to verify its compliance with

any agreement. Wo have equally persistently re-

fused to give up our defenses and our security in

exchange for a Communist promise.

It is easy to become discouraged about the pos-

sibility of ever achieving disarmament, and it is

tempting to seek some progress—any progress

—

by agreeing to just a little less than is safe. But

the stakes are too high for us either to stop trying

or to start gambling. The failure to find a sound

basis for stopping the nuclear arms race may be

as sure a way to end tlio world as agreeing to a

wrong way. We dare not be more than reason-

able—nor less than hopeful.

The Foundation of Policy

It is plain, then, that our objectives in foreign

policy nuLst be very long-range. Furthermore,

they niuist rest on solid foundations.

The most important of these is the understand-

ing and approval of the people of the United
States. American foreign policy is directed by
the American people in a very real way. The
day-to-day aspects of our international relations,
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naturally, are not ; but over any reasonable period

of time, the operation of our political system makes

the support or opposition of the American people

controlling.

If our people become dispirited or apathetic or

complacent or fearful, it will not be long before

these attitudes are faithfully—and fatally—re-

flected in our foreign policy. It thereby becomes

essential that the American people clearly under-

stand the true nature of the world they live in

and of the enemy they face.

International communism is engaged in total

war with us. It is prepared to continue this war

for as long as necessary. Communism, with its

belief in its own inevitability, has a terrible pa-

tience in seeking its designs. It is my belief and

fear that we face a greater danger from our own
impatience than from hydrogen missiles.

Two facts are starkly simple. Soviet commu-
nism will not go away and stop endangering us

in the foreseeable future because of any action or

series of actions which the United States can take

alone. And the United States alone could not long

survive in freedom against a world fallen imder

Communist domination.

These things being so, the American people must
change some basic attitudes. For one thing, we
must learn that because something is bad does not

necessarily mean that changing it will make it

better. The fact that a policy toward a bad situ-

ation has resulted in no improvement does not

necessarily mean that the policy is wrong or that

another policy should replace it. Any change,

under some conditions, might only reward our

enemies for being steadfast in their refusal to

change.

We hear much of flexibility. Flexibility is a

very good thing if we define and use it properly.

It is a useful ingredient of fishing rods—and of

diplomatic tactics. It is a very dangerous ingredi-

ent of cornerstones—and of principles.

Let me illustrate these things with two examples.

Berlin has become a symbol of the resolution of

all free people, including our own, to resist Com-
munist enslavement with strength and a quiet

firmness. The massive elTorts which the Commu-
nists have made to erase it ever since the time of

the Berlin blockade are compelling testimony to

its importance. They find Berlin intolerable.

Berlin, therefore, is a "trouble spot." But the

fact that this is still true after 15 years of our
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policy toward Berlin is a triumph, not a tragedy.

For Berlin will cease to be a "trouble spot" only

when it ceases to trouble the Coninuinists by re-

maining free.

United States policy toward China and the Far
East has been much criticized and often mis-

understood. The simple fact remains that that

policy has stopped the aggression of Eed China
and provided a shield of firmness beliind which

the relatively defenseless new nations of the area

could develop in freedom, ilany of them have

populations containing very large percentages of

overeejis Chinese. Nearly all of them are Meak
economically and militarily, compared with the

colossus of mainland Cliina. They dare frustrate

the designs of Communist China on their own
independence only because they trust our firmness

in opposing any aggression or any accommoda-

tion with subversion.

Had the United States during the past decade

indicated hesitation by even considering a deal

with Red Cliina, as has been the persistent objec-

tive of Communist strategy and tactics, the hand-

writing on the wall would have become very clear

indeed to those who live in its very shadow. I

am convinced that, had tliis happened, the politi-

cal map of Asia would be a vastly different one

than it is today.

Let us be very sure, before we agree to any

change in such policies just for the sake of change,

that we are certain the results will be in the in-

terests of the United States rather than of our

enemies, who so unremittingly seek to make us

change.

Such constancy of purpose will be possible only

if we remain firm in our principles. It is not

easy to follow the course of principle in foreign

affairs. Indeed, in the infinitely complex decisions

which arise from day to day, it is often next to

impossible even to identify what is "right" and

what is "wrong."

Morality, however, is not like bad-tasting medi-

cine. There is not necessarily a difference between

our own interests and the dictates of conscience.

On the contrary, one of our distinguished states-

men has concluded that "in doing 'good' we learn

we can also do very well; and in seeking to do

well, we find we do much good."

This is a simple and lucid way of saying that

in a world wliere survival and success are de-

pendent as much upon the rightness of what we

fight for as whether wo win, no policy will serve

the United States which does not also serve the

cause of a just peace in freedom for all men
everywhere.

U.S. Lifts Restrictions

on Travel to Hungary

Press release 230 dated April 29

The Department of State annomiced on April

29 that effective immediately the restrictions

hitherto applicable to U.S. passports for travel to

and in Hungary will no longer be in force.

The restrictive endorsement regarding Hun-
gary, which now appears in all U.S. passports,

will be canceled at such time as the passport is re-

newed or upon specific request. Such requests,

accompanied by the passport, should be directed

to the Passport Office, Washington, D.C., or to the

Passport Agency located at Boston, New York,

Miami, Chicago, New Orleans, Seattle, San
Francisco, or Los Angeles; the Passport Repre-

sentative at Honolulu; or the Chief Executive

Officers of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the

Virgin Islands, Guam, or American Samoa. Per-

sons abroad should direct requests to the nearest

U.S. consular office.

U.S. Deplores Harsh Repression

of East German Farmers

Statement by Lincoln White

Director, Office of News ^

As you may know from press reports out of

Bonn, the Federal Republic [of Germany] issued

a white book earlier tliis week on the forced col-

lectivization of agriculture in East Germany,
pointing up that this has been stepped up within

the last 2 months with vei-y repressive measures

to bring this about.

Now today the Federal Republic formally sent

a copy to our Embassy in Bonn, with a covering

statement which points out the serious effect this

has had upon the farm population in East Ger-

many. This, incidentally, was formally presented

* Made to news correspondents on Apr. 29.
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to all other missions at Bonn, including the Soviet

Union.

Xow, although we have not yet received the

white book iiere in the Department, we have had

a numbei- of questions on this, based on the brief

stories out of Bonn ; and we have been following

with deep concera the ruthless coercion which has

been exerted on East German farmers in recent

weeks and which now apparently is to be directed

against artisans, tradei-s, and small entrepreneurs.

Our reports indicate that the Soviet puppet re-

gime in East Germany has employed brutal meth-

ods to rob the independent farmers of their

property and the fruits of tlieir labor. These

methods have ranged from massive pressure cam-

paigns to naked force and have been so harsh and

heartless as to drive many of these people to

flight from their homes, physical and mental

breakdowns, even in some cases to the taking of

their own lives in hopeless desperation.

We have the deepest sympathy for the people

of East Gennany and join with the free Gennans
in the Federal Republic in expressing sorrow and

indignation over this suppression of basic human
rights. "We strongly condemn this program of

compulsion which highlights once again the de-

nial to the Germans living in the Soviet Zone of

the basic right of self-determination and the com-
pletely unrepresentative character of the East
German regime.

U.S. and Iran Exchange Messages
on Earthquake at Lar

White House press release dated April 20

The White Home on April 26 made public the

foUovnnff exchange of messages between President
Eisenhower and Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Shah
of Iran.

President Eisenhower to the Shah

April 25, 1960

Your Ixiperul Majesty : I was deeply shocked
to hear of the terrible tragedy that has befallen
the people of Lar and the surrounding villages.

I extend on behalf of the American people our
profound sympathy to the victims of this un-
fortunate ratastro])ho.

Siiucrdy,

I )wK)iiT D. Eisenhower
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The Shah to President Eisenhower
April 26, 1960

Deeply touched by your kind message of sympathy for

the victims of the Lar earthquake. I hasten to express

sincere thanks for the generous help which your Govern-

ment is extending to us in this disaster.

Mohammad Reza Pahlavi

U.S. Acts To Improve Relations

With Panama in Canal Zone

White House (Augusta, Ga.) press release dated April 19

The President on April 19 approved a nine-

point progi-am for improvement of relations be-

tween tlie United States and Panama in reference

to operations in the Canal Zone. The program

calls for substantial employee benefits including

pay increases and improved housing for Pana-

manian employees, the expansion of the appren-

tice progi-am to train more Panamanians in skilled

trades, and support of legislation to increase the

pensions of disabled former employees.

The program also calls for the installation of a

new water main to serve the city of Panama and

a reduction in the rate charged for water sold to

the Government of Panama for distribution with-

in that country. The President has also directed

that jobs in the Canal Zone be continuouslj' re-

viewed with a view to employing the maximum
number of Panamanians.

Nearly all of the items in the program will be

made effective immediately.

The complete program includes the following

points

:

1. A 10 percent increase in the wage-rate sched-

ules of unskilled and semiskilled employees.

2. The Panama Canal Company's apprentice

program will be expanded to afford an oppor-

tunity to 25 Panamanians each year to begin 3-

and 4-year courses leading to qualification as

skilled workmen in various trades. Tliis is a

marked expansion of opportunity for Panamani-

ans to learn those skills that are useful botli in the

Canal Zone and in the Republic of Panama. This

progi-am, in implementation of assurances given

in the treaty, will provide to Panamanians uiwn
graduation access to more positions, the pay rates

of which are based on those in the United States.

3. Substandard housing occupied by Pana-
manian employees in the Canal Zone will be re-
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placed by modern construction. Constmction of

approximately 500 imits of modem rental housing

is planned. Construction of the firet houses in

the program will be conunenced immediately.

4. The Panama Canal Company will also pursue

a course of action leading to the construction of

500 houses in Panama for sale to Panamanians

emploj^ed in the Canal Zone but living in Panama.

5. The Panama Canal Company will proceed

with the construction of a new water main at a

cost of $750,000 to supply the rapidly expanding

suburbs of the city of Panama.

6. The Panama Canal Company will also sub-

stantially reduce the rate at wliich water is sold

to the Government of Panama for distribution in

the cities of Panama and Colon.

7. The Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone

Government will support legislation now pending

in Congress to increase the gratuity paid to em-

ployees who previously were not within the Civil

Service retirement system and who were termi-

nated because of physical disability.

8. Teachers in the Latin American schools in the

Canal Zone will receive a 10 percent pay increase.

9. All agencies in the Canal Zone have been di-

rected by the President to review the list of jobs

reserved for citizens of the United States with a

view to placing more Panamanians in skilled and

supervisory positions.

Chilean Student Leaders

Visit United States

The Department of State announced on April

26 (press release 210) that a group of seven uni-

versity student leaders from Chile was arriving

in "Washington on that day to begin a 40-day visit

to the United States. The students are accom-

panied by Sidney L. Hemolsky, the director of the

Chilean-American Binational Center at Santiago.

The group is traveling under the auspices of the

cultural exchange program of the Department of

State.

The leader of the group is Patricio Fernandez,

the president of the Chilean Federation of Stu-

dents. Mr. Fernandez wrote a letter to President

Eisenhower last February in behalf of the Feder-

ation, criticizing U.S. policy in Latin America.

The President, who was visiting Chile at the time,

acknowledged the letter publicly, and a reply was

siMil, lo llie stiulfiits on April S, llHiO, by American

Ambassador Walter Howe.' Ambassador Howe
invited tlie leaders of seven Chilean university

federations to visit the United States at the time

of his reply.

The visit is designed to give the students an

opportunity to acquire firsthand knowledge of the

people and institutions of the United States and

to promote exchanges of views between the visitors

and North American students. The visitors will

travel to university and college campuses through-

out the United States and will have a chance to

visit large and small communities.

Tlieir itinerary includes Philadelphia, Pa. ; S'an

Francisco and Stanford, Calif. ; Albuquerque, N.

Mex. ; Paris, 111. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; a return visit

to Washington, D.C., May 21-27 ; New York City

;

and San Juan, P.R., June 2-15.

The names of the visiting students follow

:

Patricio Femdndez, president of the Chilean Federation

of Students; engineering student at the University of

Chile

Fernando Munita, president of the Student Federation of

the Catholic University of Santiago; student of agri-

culture

Daslav Ursic Vesalovic, president of the Student Federa-

tion of the State Technical University; chemistry

student

Horacio Pdvez, president of the Student Federation of the

Santa Maria Technical University of Valparaiso; stu-

dent of civil construction

Osvaldo Martinez, president of the Student Federation of

the Austral University of Valdivia ; student of forestry

engineering

Alejandro Foxley, president of the Student Federation

of the Catholic University of Valparaiso; student of

chemical engineering

Bernardino Sanhueza, Christian Democratic delegate to

the Student Fetleratiou of the University of ConcepciOn

President Sends Greetings

on Venezuela Sesquicentennial

White House press release dated April 23

Following is a message sent by President Eisen-

hower to President Roirmlo Betancourt of Vene-

zuela.

April 18, 1960

De.\.r Mr. President: It gives me great pleasure

to convey to Your Excellency and to the people

of Venezuela warm greetings and hearty congi'at-

' For texts of the Chilean students' letter and the U.S.

reply, see Bulletin of Apr. 25, 19C0, p. 648.
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ulations from the people of the United States and

from myself on the occasion of the commemora-

tion of the sesqui-centennial of the independence

of the Republic of Venezuela. I am confident that

the social, political, and economic progress of

Venezuela and its people will continue in the yeare

ahead.

Sincerely,

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

President Congratulates Brazil

on Inauguration of New Capital

White House (Augusta, Ga.) press release dated April 21

The White House on Apjil 21 made puhlic the

following message from President Eisenhower to

President Juscelino Kuhitseheh of Brazil on the

occasion of the inauguration of the new capital of

Brasilia.

April 20, 1960

Dear Mr. President: You will recall how
greatly I was impressed during our meeting at

Brasilia last Febi-uary ^ with the extraordinary

accomplishment of the Government and the people

of Brazil in building this inspiring new capital.

On this joyful occasion of the inauguration of

your great city of the future, I wish to renew my
congratulations to Your Excellency on your vision

and achievement and on the splendid pioneering

spirit of Brazil.

Witli warm regard,

Sincerely,

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

Mr. Terman Appointed Member
of Board of Foreign Scholarships

The A\nute House announced on March 23 tliat

tlie President had on that date appointed

Frederick Emmons Terman to be a member of the

Board of Foreign Scholarships for a term expiring

September 22, 1962, vice Charles S. Benson, term

expired.

' I'residont Eisenhower made a 2-week trip to South
Amcrioii Fel). 22-Miir. 7, inoo, during which he visited

Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay; for background,
see Bulletin of Mar. 28, 1960, p. 471.
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Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

86th Congress 2d Session

Enabling the United States To Participate in the Reset-
tlement of Certain Refugees. Report to accompany
H.J. Res. 397. H. Rept. 1433. March 29, 1960. 14 pp.

National Policy Machinery in the Soviet Union. Report
of the Senate Committee on Government Operations
made by its Subcommittee on National Policy Ma-
chinery. S. Rept. 1204. March 29, 1960. 70 pp.

United States Foreign Policy : Economic, Social, and
Political Change in the Underdeveloped Countries and
Its Implications for United States Policy. A study
prepared at tie request of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee by the Center for International Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. No. 12. March
30, 1960. 98 pp. [Committee print]

Conventions and Recommendation Adopted by the Inter-
national Labor Conference at its Forty-third Session
at Geneva. Letter of transmittal, together with texts

of the conventions and recommendation. H. Doc. 365.

March 30, 1960. 24 pp.
Extension of Suspension of Duty on Imports of Casein.
Hearing before the Senate Finance Committee. March
31, 1960. 121 pp.

Study Mission in the Caribbean and Northern South
America, November 1959. Report by Senator Homer
E. Capehart to the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee. April 1, 1960. 45 pp. [Committee print!

Fifteenth Report of the U.S. Advisory Commission of In-

formation. Letter of transmittal, together with text of
report. H. Doc. 369. April 4, 1960. 43 pp.

Temporary Suspension of Tax on First Domestic Process-
ing of Coconut and Palm Oil. Report to accompany
H.R. 8649. S. Rept. 1233. April 5, 1960. 6 pp.

Temporary Free Importation of Certain Tanning Ex-
tracts. Report to accompany H.R. 9820. S. Rept. 1234.

April 5, 1960. 6 pp.

Temporary Suspension of Duty on Certain Alumina and
Bauxite. Rejiort to accompany H.R. 9307. S. Rept.

1235. AprU 5, 1960. 8 pp.

Treaty of Friendship and Commerce Between the United
States of America and Pakistan. Message from the
President, together with text of the treaty and protocol.

S. Ex. F. April 6, 1960. 15 pp.

Convention of Establishment Between the United States
of America and France. Message from tie President
and text of the convention, together with a protocol and
a joint declaration. S. Ex. G. April G, 1960. 14 pp.

Mutual Security Act of 1960. Report of the House
Foreign AfEairs Committee on II.R. 11510, to amend
further the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended,
and for other purposes. H. Rept. 1464. April 7, 1960.

172 pp.

Foreign Commerce Study : Latin America—Panama,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Brazil,

Venezuela, Dominican Republic, and Haiti. Report of

Senator George A. Smathers on a study mission to the

Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
April 7, 1960. 55 pp. [Committee print]

Departments of State and Justice, the Judiciary, and
Related Agencies Appropriation Bill, Fiscal Year 1961.

Report to accompany H.R. 11666. H. Rept. 1407. April
8, 19G0. 29 pp.

Temporary Suspension of Duty on Certain Istle or Tam-
pico Fiber. Report to accompany II.R. 9801. S. Rept.
12()9. April 14, 1960. 2pp.

Temporary Suspension of Duty on Certain Istle or Tam-
pico Filter. Report to accompany II.R. 9S61. S. Rept.
1269. April 14, 1900. 2 pp.

Suspension of Imi)ort Duties on Certain Shoe Lathes and
Casein. Report to accompany H.R. 9802. S. Rept.
1270. April 14, 1960. 7 pp.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Central Treaty Organization Holds Eighth Ministerial Meeting

The eighth session of the Ministerial Council of

the Central Treaty Organization was held at Teh-

ran April 28-30. Following are texts of remarks

made by Secretary Herter at the opening session

on April 28 and the final communique^ together

with a statement made by Secretary Herter on

April 26 upon h is departure from, Washington and

a list of the U.S. observer delegation.

REMARKS BY SECRETARY HERTER

Press release 221 dated April 28

First of all, I wish to associate myself with the

remarks of my colleagues concerning the gracious

welcome extended by His Majesty the Shah. We
also are deeply distressed at the suffering and

destruction caused by the earthquake at Lar.

On behalf of the United States obsei-ver dele-

gation, I thanli you for your warm welcome to

Tehran. The gracious hospitality of the Govern-

ment and people of Iran is proverbial, and once

agam we are its fortunate beneficiaries. "We deeply

appreciate the many courtesies and kind considera-

tion shown us by our host, the Government of

Iran, and the arrangements which have been made
to receive this eighth gathering of the CENTO
Ministerial Council. I am personally gratified

at this opportunity to continue my association

with CENTO and to renew valued friendsliips

with the distinguished delegates assembled here

today.

Since we last met in Washington,^ President

Eisenhower has visited Iran, Pakistan, and

Turkey.^ He has charged me with conveying to

you his deep appreciation of the warm welcome

and hospitality extended during his visits.

I have received a message from the President

which he has asked me to read to the Council

:

To the dlstinpuished delegations a.ssembled in Tehran
for the eighth session of the CENTO Ministerial Council,

I send my warm regard and that of the iieople of the

United States. I have many happy recollections of my
visits to Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey.

You may be assured that the American people will

follow your forthcoming deliberations with keen interest.

We are confident that they will prove fruitful and will

add to cento's success. I look forward to receiving

directly from Secretary of State Herter an account of

the CENTO Ministerial Council session upon his return.

DWIOHT D. ElSEXIIOWEB

These are days of meetings among friends and

allies. The cement of our free-world alliances is

mixed in these meetings.

Two weeks ago in Washington I met with the

Foreign Ministers of the U.K., France, Germany,

Italy, and Canada to concert our views about the

coming meeting with the Soviet Premier.^

Last week General de Gaulle came to Washing-

ton to review world questions with President

Eisenhower and concert further our summit

preparations.*

Now we meet in Tehran to carry on the im-

portant business of this alliance—important "come

what may" at the 1960 summit. For free-world

ties will be needed to bmd us in future years even

if, as we dare hope, the struggle for freedom may

assume a less dangerous form.

Next we go to Istanbul for further tallvs with

our NATO allies at the foreign-minister level.

At the end of next montli, in Washington,

SEATO [Southeast Asia Treaty Organization]

meets—another grouping of free nations cooi^erat-

ing to keep the peace.

I find in this concentration of meetings of these

collective security organizations a symbolism of

the indivisibility of freedom and the free world,

a reminder of the need for all of us to cooperat*

' BuLLKTiN of Oct. 26, 1959, p. 581.

'For background, see ibid., Dec. 28, 1959, p. 931, and

Jan. 11, 1960, p. 46.

• Ibid., May 2, 1960, p. 683.

* See p. 771.
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in tlie making of a world—just, free, peaceful,

and prosperous.

We meet today on the eve of the forthcoming

sununit conference. My Government's willingness

to meet with the Soviet leaders at the high level

of Chief of State is promoted by its unswerving

quest for peace. President Eisenhower has said

that he would go anywhere, any time, to further

the cause of peace. But to be meaningful, peace

must have justice and human dignity as its corner-

stones. Only then can mankind devote its creative

talents to those constructive pursuits which will

benefit all humanity.

Thus, the continued progress of CENTO is of

gi-eat significance. There is no question of my
Government's strong support of CENTO. It will

continue—in the interests of the peoples of

CENTO and in the interests of world peace.

All of us here today should be deeply conscious

of the useful work that CENTO has imdertaken.

We are confident that the future, through conunon

effort, will add to CENTO's accomplishments.

My Govenunent is gratified at the part it has been

able to play, in cooperation with its friends, in

these accomplishments. I know you will allow

us to talce a measure of pride in the contributions

that U.S. programs of economic, military, and

technical assistance, both bilaterally and multi-

laterally, have been able to make in moving toward
our common objectives.

Today CENTO is a strong organization. Its

goals are peace and progress. Working together

and ably assisted through a competent secretariat

and a very able Secretary General, the nations here

assembled will continue to stride forward. I am
confident that CENTO's next 5 years, like its

last 5 years, will bring a further significant in-

crease in its security and strength. The future

belongs to the free and the brave.

FINAL COMIViUNIQUE

The Eighth Session of the Ministerial Council of the
Central Treaty Organization was held in Tehran from
April 28 to 30, 1060. The delegations from countries
participating in this meeting were led by

:

(1) H.B. Dr. Manouchchr Eghbal Prime Minister of Iran

(11) H.E. Mr. Maiizur Qadlr Minister for Forclun Affairs
and Commonwealth Rela-
tions, TaltlMtan

(ill) H.E. Mr, Fatin Unstu Zorln Foreign Minister of Turkey
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(iv) The Rlglit Honourable Selwyn Secretary of State for
Lloyd, C.B.E., T.D., Q.C., M.P. Foreign Affairs, United

Kingdom

(v) The Honourable Christian A. Secretary of State, United
Herter States of America

The Prime Minister of Iran, as host, was in the chair.

A gracious message from His Imperial Majesty the

Shahanshah of Iran was read by the Minister of the

Imperial Court declaring the Session open.

The Council noted the recent and forthcoming top-level

contacts with the Government of the Soviet Union and

had a valuable exchange of views on the purposes and

prospects of the Summit Conference. Mr. Herter and Mr.

Selwyn Lloyd gave an account of the work being done in

preparation for this Conference and an account of the

work of the Conferences on the Suspension of Nuclear

Tests and on Disarmament. The Council noted these re-

ports with approval and expressed support for the efforts

being made to secure the easing of tension.

The Council expressed the hope that the Nuclear Tests

Conference would reach a solution providing for the sus-

pension of these tests under adequate international con-

trol, and that the Disarmament Conference would also

make real progress.

Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Herter made it clear that all these

discussions with the Government of the Soviet Union

would be conducted by the Western Powers with full re-

gard for the interests of their allies in CENTO and the

other regional organizations and within the general

framework of the security of the free world. The mem-
ber countries will be kept informed of such discussions.

The Council agreed that the efforts to ease tension

should be genuine and should be expressed not only in

words but demonstrated also in deeds. The Council re-

affirmed their belief that the free countries of the world

must maintain their strength and solidarity, as expressed

particularly in the regional organizations to which they

belonged. The need for this was clear. For instance,

hostile propaganda camjjaigns were directed from out-

side the area against particular countries and this was
inconsistent with the declared purpose of a detente. The

Council reaffirmed the admiration expressed in their

declaration at the Council Meeting in October 1959 in

Washington for the spirit in which the Iranian Nation

has shown its resistance to subversive and hostile

propaganda.

Participating states reaffirmed their intention to main-

tain friendly relations with all neighbouring states based

on mutual interest and respect. They believe that all

questions at issue between them and their neighbours can

best be solved by discussion as between equals. It is a

matter of deep concern to them that such questions are

sometimes used by outside powers as a means of inter-

fering in the internal affairs of other countries and in-

creasing international tension and subversion, as for ex-

ample by the recent Soviet statement on "I'akhtoonistan".

The Council approved and noted with satisfaction the

report of the Secretary General.
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After adoptiug the economic report aud the annual

economic review, the Council emphasized the desirability

of proceeding as rapidly as possible with the execution of

approved joint jirojects, especially those in the field of

communications aud public works and others contributing

to the raising of the standard of living in the regional

countries of CENTO. The growth of technical coopera-

tion between participating states was noted with satisfac-

tion. Under the auspices of the Economic Committee new
areas of technical advance are now being explored and

help is being given to the regional countries In survey-

ing and developing their natural resources.

The Council noted from the report of the Military Com-
mittee that the Permanent Military Deputies Group have

done much useful work in a short time with regard to

the problem of the command structure and that their

studies on this subject are continuing. Much other

valuable work is also being done in coordinating the de-

fensive efforts of the participating countries.

The Council decided to hold their next Session in An-

kara beginning February 1, 1961.

MR. HERTER'S DEPARTURE STATEMENT
Press release 214 dated April 25

My journey first takes me to Tehran to attend

the meeting of the Council of the Central Treaty

Organization. Immediately thereafter, the For-

eign Ministers of the NATO countries will gather

in Istanbul for the regular spring ministerial

meeting of the North Atlantic Council. A stop

in Athens will precede my return to Washington.

My visit to Iran is a welcome opportunity to re-

new friendships with the leaders of a country

bomid by traditional and close ties to the United

States. I look forward to meeting with our as-

sociates in CENTO. We in the United States

attach tlie greatest importance to the Central

Treaty Organization. We strongly support

cento's steadfast efforts to strengthen the prin-

ciple of collective security in that vital area of the

world and to promote the economic well-being of

their peoples.

My visit to Turkey, a stanch friend of the

United States and stalwart member of both

CENTO and NATO, is also most welcome to me.

At the ministerial meeting of the NATO Council

we shall, in addition to other subjects, discuss

preparations for the meeting of Heads of Govern-

ment in Paris on May 16.

I much appreciate the invitation of the Greek

Government to \asit Atliens and tlie courtesy

shown by the King and Queen of the Hellenes in

agreeing to receive me. Prime Minister Kara-

manlis will also see mc for a discussion of subjects

of interest to Greece and the United States.

This trip will take me to three of our oldest

friends. It is my hope that it will serve to

strengthen further the ties wliich for so many
years have bound us in close and inthnate friend-

sliip.

U.S. OBSERVER DELEGATION

The Department of State announced on April

22 (press release 206) the composition of the U.S.

observer delegation to the eighth Ministerial

Council meeting of the Central Treaty Organiza-

tion (CENTO) , held at Tehran April 28-30, 1960.

Secretary Herter headed the delegation as

U.S. Observer. Assisting him as Alternate Ob-

servers were Livingston T. Merchant, Under
Secretary of State for Political Affairs, and

Fletcher Warren, Ambassador to Turkey and U.S.

Observer in the Council Deputies.

The senior advisers on the delegation included

:

Theodore C. Achilles, Counselor of the Department of

State

Andrew H. Berding, Assistant Secretary of State for

Public Affairs

John N. Irwin II, Assistant Secretary of Defense for In-

ternational Security Affairs

G. Lewis Jones, Assistant Secretary of State for Near

Eastern and South Asian Affairs

Harold Kehm, Department of State

Foy D. Kohler, Assistant Secretary of State for Euro-

pean Affairs

Lt. Gen. Elmer J. Rogers, USAP, U.S. Representative,

Permanent Military Deputies Group, Ankara

Gerard C. Smith, Assistant Secretary of State for Policy

Planning

Edward T. Wailes, Ambassador to Iran

Gen. Thomas D. White, USAF, Chief of Staff, U.S. Air

Force

Current U.N. Documents:
A Selected Bibliography^

Economic and Social Council

Economic Commission for Latin America. Resolutions

of the General Assembly on Educational Conditions

in Non-Self-Governing Territories. E/CN.12/AC.4.V10/
Add. 1. March 18, 1960. 5 pp.

' Printed materials may be securetl in the United States

from the International Documents Service, Columbia
University Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27, N.Y.

Other materials (mimeographed or processed documents)
may be consulted at certain designated libraries in the

United States.
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statistical Commission. Review of International Sta-

tistics. Report by tlie Secretary-General. E/CN.3/263.
March 21, 1960. 78 pp.

Opportunities for International Co-operation on Bebalf of

Former Trust Territories and Other Newly Independent
States. Note by the Secretary-General. E/33.38. March
23,1960. 6 pp.

International Co-operation on Cartography. Report by
tie Secretary-General. E/3339. March 25, 1960. 11pp.

Commission on the Status of Women. Draft Report to

the Economic and Social Council on the Fourteenth
Session of the Commission on the Status of Women
Held in Buenos Aires, Argentina From 28 March
to -April 1960. E/CN.6/366. April 4, 1960. 21 pp.

General Review of the Development and Co-ordination of

the Economic, Social and Human Rights Programmes
and Activities of the United Nations and the Special-

ized Agencies as a Whole

:

Appraisal of the Programme of the World Meteoro-
logical Organization, 1959-1964. E/3345. April 3,

1960. 18 pp.
Appraisal of the Programme of the International Labour

Organization, 1959-1964. E/3341. April 7, 1960.

38 pp.
Appraisal of the Programmes of the Food and Agricul-

ture Organization of the United Nations, 1959-1964.
E/3342. April 7, 1960. 84 pp.

Appraisal of the Programme of the World Health
Organization, 1959-1964. E/3344. April 7, 1960.
150 pp.

Appraisal of the Programme of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, 1959-1964. E/3346. April 7, 1960.
64 pp.

United Nations Children's Fund : Report of the Executive
Board. E/3336. April 6, 1960. 102 pp.

satisfactory understanding could be reached in an

atmosphere of mutual good will.

United Kingdom

Press release 222 dated April 28

The civil aviation discussions between the

United States and the United Kingdom which

were recessed in Barbados on February 24 ^ re-

sumed at Washington on April 27. During the

period since the recess of the Barbados talks, both

Governments have been reviewmg the progress

made at Barbados.

The U.K. delegation is headed by Mrs. Alison

Munro, Under Secretary, Ministry of Aviation,

and includes representatives of The West Indies

headed by W. Andrew Rose, Minister of Commu-
nications and Works. The U.S. delegation is

headed by Laurence C. Vass, Director, Office of

Transport and Communications, Department of

State. Chan Gurney, Vice Chairman, Civil Aero-

nautics Board, will serve as vice chairman of the

U.S. delegation.

TREATY INFORMATION

U.S. Opens Separate Air Talks

With Tliree Nations

Philippines

Press release 217 dated April 27

U.S. and Philippine aviation delegations opened
negotiations at Washington on April 26 to con-

clude a new air transport agreement. Tlie former
agreement ' terminated on March 3, 1960.

Assistant Secretary Tliomas C. Jfann welcomed
the Philippine delegation on behalf of the Secre-

tary of State and expressed his hope that these

negotiations would lead to a new agreement of

mutual benefit to both countries. In reply Am-
bassador Carlos P. Ronnilo, chairman of the Phil-

ippine delegation, also affirmed his belief that a

' Treaties and Other International Acts Series 1577 and
1844.

Mexico

Press release 223 dated AprU 28

Delegations of the Unit<jd States and Mexico

met at Washington on April 26 to resume discus-

sions regarding the provisional air transport

agreement ^ that currently governs commercial

aviation relations between the two countries. The

civil aviation negotiations which took place in the

spring of 1959 ended in an agreement to extend

the validity of the provisional arrangement until

June 30, 1960, and to resume discussions before

the date of expiration.

The Mexican delegation is headed by Alberto

Acuna Ongay, Director of Civil Aeronautics. The

other members are Juan Gallardo, Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the Mexican Embassy, Washington,

D.C., Antonio Francoz Rigalt, Deputy Director

of Civil Aeronautics, and Jose Luis Laris, First

Secretary of Embassy, Mexican Embassy, Wash-

ington, D.C. Edward A. Bolster, Deputy Direc-

tor of the Office of Transport and Communica-

tions, Department of Stat<?, is the chairman of

the U.S. delegation, which includes Alan Boyd,

' Bulletin of Apr. 4, 1960, p. 528.

'TIAS 3776 and 4099.
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Member, Civil Aeronautics Board, Richard J.

O'Melia and Dorothy Thomas of the Civil Aero-

nautics Board, Francis E. Ilolladay, Program

Coordinator (Air), Department of Commerce,

and James J. Ferretti, Gerald W. Russell, and

Elizabeth Simmons of the Department of State.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Cultural Relations

Agreement on the importation of educational, scientific,

and cultural materials, and protocol. Done at Lake
Success November 22, 1950. Entered into force May 21,

1952.'

Notification 6|/ United Kingdom of extension to: Ba-
hamas, March 14, 1960.

Law of the Sea

Optional protocol of signature concerning the compulsory
settlement of disputes. Done at Geneva April 29, 1958.°

Ratification deposited: Haiti, March 29, 1960.

Shipping

Convention on the Intergovernmental Maritime Consulta-

tive Organization. Signed at Geneva March 0, 1948.

Entered into force March 17, 1958. TIAS 4044.

Acceptances deposited: Turkey (with reservation),

March 25, 1958; India (with declaration), January 6,

1959; Poland (with declaration), March 16, 1960.

Sugar

International sugar agreement of 1958. Done at London
December 1, 1958. Entered into force January 1, 1959

;

for the United States October 9, 1959. TIAS 4389.

Ratifications deposited: Belgium, March 30, 1960;
Haiti, April 6, 1960.

Notification hy United Kingdom, of extension to: Kenya,
Tanganyika, and Uganda, March 21, 1960.

Telecommunications

North American regional broadcasting agreement and
final prot(x-ol. Signed at Washington November 15,

1050. Entered into force April 19, 1960.

Proclaimed by the President : April 19, 1960.

Trade and Commerce

Sixth protocol of rectifications and modifications to texts

of the schedules to the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade. Done at Geneva April 11, 1957."

Signature: Federal Republic of Germany, March 3, 1960.

Declaration confirming signature deposited: Ghana,
March 28, 1960.

Declaration extending standstill provisions of article

XVI : 4 of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
Done at Geneva November 30, 1957. Entered into force
Jlay 11, 1959. TIAS 4345.

Declaration confirming signature deposited: Ghana,
March 28, 1960.

Seventh protocol of rectifications and modifications to

texts of the schedules to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade. Done at Geneva November 30, 1957.'

Declaration confirming signature deposited: Ghana,
March 28, 1960.

Procfes-verbal extending the validity of the declaration
extending the standstill provisions of article XV'1 : 4 of

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Done at

Geneva November 22, 1958. Entered into force May 11,

1959. TIAS 4345.

Declaration confirming signature deposited: Ghana,
March 28, 19C0.

Protocol relating to negotiations for the establishment of
new schedule III—Brazil—to the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade. Done at Geneva December 31,
1958."

Declaration confirming signature deposited: Ghana,
March 28, 1960.

Declaration on the provisional accession of Israel to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Done at
Geneva May 29, 1959. Entered into force October 9,

1959 ; for the United States December 19, 1959. TIAS
4384.

Signature (subject to ratification): Brazil, March 15,
1960.

BILATERAL

Denmark

' Not in force for the United States.
' Not in force.

Agreement relating to a weapons production program.
Effected by exchange of notes at Copenhagen April 12,

1960. Entered into force April 12, 1960.

Iceland

Agricultural commodities agreement under title I of the
Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of
1954, as amended (68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. 1701-1709),
with memorandum of understanding. Signed at Reyk-
javik April 6, 1960. Entered into force April 6, 1960.

Mexico

Agreement providing for establishment and operation of
a tracking and communications facility in the vicinity of
Guaymas, Sonora (Project Mercury). Effected by ex-

change of notes at Mexico April 12, 1960. Entered into

force April 12, 1960.

Pakistan

Agricultural commodities agreement under title I of the
Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of

1954, as amended (68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. 1701-1709),
with exchange of notes. Signed at Karachi April 11,

1960. Entered into force April 11, 1!)60.

Agreement supplementing the agricultural commodities
agreement of November 26, 1958, as supplemented and
amended (TIAS 4137, 42.57, 4331, 4:i.^)3, and 4420), with
exchange of notes. Signed at Karachi April 11, 1960.

Entered into force April 11, 1960.

Uruguay

General agreement for a program of terliuieal cooperation

in Uruguay. Signed at Montevideo March 23, 1956.

Entered into force: March 22, 1960.

Agreement relating to technical cooperation. Effected by
exchange of notes at Montevideo March 14, 1951.

Entered into force March 14, 19.51, for those provisions

not requiring legislative approval.

Terminated: March 22, 1960 (superseded by agreement
of March 23, 1956, supra)

.
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DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

Post at Lome Elevated to Embassy

The Department of State announced on April 27 (press

release 219) that the American consulate at Lome, Togo,

was on that date elevated to an Embassy upon the formal

attainment of independence by the former U.N. trust ter-

ritory under French administration. Togo obtained its

independence following agreement between the Govern-

ment of Togo, under Prime Minister Sylvanus Olympio,

and the French Government, and pursuant to U.N. General

Assembly Kesolution 1416 (XIV) of December 18, 1959.

The United States first opened a consulate at Lom6

in May 1959. Jesse M. MacKnight has been named Charge

d'Affaires.

Mutual Security in Action—Brazil. Pub. 6951. Inter-

American Series 57. 16 pp. 10^.

A fact sheet discussing the country, government, economy,
and problems of Brazil, and the extent of U.S. assistance
programs.

The Kingdom of Nepal. Pub. 6953. Near and Middle
Eastern Series 48. 13 pp. IS?*.

An illustrated pamphlet reprinted from the Background
publication entitled "The Subcontinent of South Asia."

Military Mission to Venezuela. TIAS 4381. 3 pp. 5^.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Venezuela, amending agreement of August 10, 1951, as ex-
tended. Exchange of notes—Signed at Caracas March 31
and April 29, 1959. Entered into force April 29, 1959.

American Military Cemeteries. TIAS 4383. 11 pp. 100.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Belgium. Signed at Brussels November 27, 1959. En-
tered into force November 27, 1959. With note signed at
Brussels December 24, 1959.

PUBLICATIONS

Recent Releases

For sale iy the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Oov-

ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, B.C. Address
requests direct to the Superintendent of Documents, ex-

cept in the case of free publications, which may 6e ob-

tained from the Department of State.

Americans on a New Frontier—U.S. Technicians Lend a

Hand Abroad. Pub. 6921. Economic Cooperation Series

55. 29 pp. 15^.

This pamphlet describes the activities of a representative

few of these Americans in the less developed areas of

the world.

Mutual Security in Action—Cambodia. Pub. 6931. Far
Eastern Series 85. 12 pp. 10(4.

A fact sheet giving baclfground information on the coun-
try and discussing its economy, problems, and the extent
of U.S. assistance.

Summary of East-West Trade in 1958—Mutual Defense
Assi.stance Control Act of 1951, Thirteenth Report to
Congress. Pub. 6932. General Foreign Policy Series 147.

51 pp. 2r,>f.

A report .submitted by Under Secretary of State Douglas
Dillon to Congress for the year 1958.

Mutual Security in Action—Ceylon. Pub. 6936. Near and
Middle Eastern Series 47. 12 pp. lOif.

A fact sheet discussing the country, government, economy,
and the role of U.S. technical assistance.

Working With People—Examples of U.S. Technical Co-
operation. Pub. 6942. Economic Cooperation Series 56.

31 pp. irx}.

This booklet dcw-ribps a niimber of the projects contribut-
ing to the economic growth of nowly developing countries,
creating firmer bonds of friendship between their peoples
and ours.

No. Date

Check List of Department of State

Press Releases: April 25-IVIay 1

Press releases may be obtained from the Office of
News, Department of State, Washington 25, D.C.

Releases issued prior to April 25 which appear in
this issue of the Bulletin are Nos. 203 and 204 of
April 20, 206 and 211 of April 22, and 209 of April 23.

Subject

Trade liberalization.

Delegation to NATO ministerial meet-
ing (rewrite).

Herter : remarks at luncheon for Presi-

dent de Gaulle.
Herter: departure for CENTO and
NATO meetings and visit to Greece.

Adair: "Reduction of Foreign Import
Restrictions."

Chilean student leaders visit U.S. (re-

write).
Air negotiations with the Philippines.
Exchange of notes with Iran.

Togo consulate raised to embassy.
Herter : message to New York-Tokyo

afiSliation ceremony.
Herter : opening statement, CENTO

meeting.
Air negotiations with U.K.
Air negotiations with Mexico.
Cultural exchange (Yugoslavia).
Amendments to program for visit of
King and Queen of Nepal.

Wilcox : "Disarmament : The Problem
and the Prospects."

Wilcox : "World Populations and Eco-
nomic Development."

Cultural exchange (Argentina).
Delegation to World Health Assembly

(rewrite).
Lifting of travel restrictions to

Hungary.
Herter : arrival statement, Istanbul.

* Not printed.

t Hold for a later issue of the Bulletin.
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TREATIES IN FORCE

January 1 , 1960

This publication is a guide to treaties and other international

agreements in force between the United States and other coun-

tries at the beginning of the current year.

The list includes bilateral treaties and other agreements, ar-

ranged by coimtiy or other political entity, and multilateral

treaties and other agreements, arranged by subject with names
of countries which have become parties. Date of signature, date

of entiy into force for the United States, and citations to texts

are furnished for each agreement.

Documents affecting international copyright relations of the

United States are listed in the appendix.

Information on current treaty actions, supplementing the in-

formation contained in Treaties in Force, is published weekly in

the Department of State Bulletin.

Publication 6959 $1.50

Please send me copies of Treaties in Force—A List of Treaties and

Other International Agreements of the United States in Force on

January 1, 1960.

Name:

Street Address:

City, Zone, and State:
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Mutual Security, Its Principle and Programs

Address iy President Eisenhower '

Before I convey to you the thoughts that I

have put down on paper for this purpose this

evening, I want to give a word of explanation

about my understanding about this meeting.

The invitation that I received requested that

I add my voice to those who support the Mutual

Security Program of the United States and coop-

eration among the free nations of the world.

There was not a word said about any function

honoring me, and I heard no such talk from either

the cochairman or any of my staff. So I want

to take this moment to thank my friends from

so many countries who have paid to me over-

generous and possibly undeserved compliments.

I want to say to them something that they

already know—and I am sure you do—that the

greetings that I received from so many places in

Europe and Asia^ were simply one thing: The
effort of great peoples to tell the people of the

United States of their respect for them, their

admiration, and their affection. I was the mes-

senger, and if I were a successful messenger in

that office, in bringing that feeling from these

countries to my own, then I am indeed happy

and proud. In any event I thank you all for

your compliments.

This gathering heartens every true believer in

preparedness, freedom, and peace. That leaders

from all across the land would assemble here

—

' Made before the Committee for International Eco-

nomic Growtli and the Committee To Strengthen the

Frontiers of Freedom, at Washington, D.C., on May 2

(White House press release; as-delivered text).

' President Eisenhower made an 11-nation trip to

Europe, the Middle East, South Asia, and Africa Dec.

3-22, 1959 ; for background, see Bulletin of Jan. 11,

1960, p. 46.

energetically to reaffirm support of mutual secu-

rity—is good news indeed. This rededication

could not come at a better time. For trends are

developing—particularly in Washington—that are

profoundly disturbing.

Support and Understanding of Program

Unless an alert citizenry takes effective action

to support those in the Congress who champion
the cause of mutual security, it could well result

:

In jeopardizing an important part of the Na-
tion's defense;

In endangering our worldwide alliance

structure

;

And in weakening efforts to resist Communist
expansion and to forge a just peace.

Two months ago I requested the Congress to

continue adequate support of our long-proven

Mutual Security Program.^ I asked an appro-

priation of $4,175 billion—a sum one-twentieth

of our Federal budget and one-tenth of our de-

fense budget. This amount is imperatively

required. The Secretary of State, the Secretary

of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff all share

this conviction.

One bright development is that, in the past few

days, the committees of Congress legislatively

concerned with our relations with other nations

have reasserted the overriding importance of our

Mutual Security Program to America's security

and free-world progress. Only this evening I

have been informed by Senators [J. W.] Fulbright

' For text of the President's message to Congress, to-

gether with statements by Secretary Ilerter and Under

Secretary Dillon, see tftiV/., Mar. 7, 1960, p. 369.
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and [Everett M.] Dirksen that the Senate this

evening [May 2] acted constructively on this pro-

gram in the authorizing legislation. The same

has of course happened in the House.

But, at the same time, other groups strategically

situated in Congress have proclaimed it as their

fixed purpose to slash the appropriation for this

mainstay of the free world by more than a billion

dollars. They cite isolated instances of malfiuic-

tioning in operational staffs as an excuse to attack

a great program, which for 14 years has been in-

dispensable in protectuig America's stake in se-

curity, in free-world cooperation, and in global

peace. On such grounds and on the erroneous

contention that our Mutual Security Program is

ineffectual, they would reduce it by 25 percent

or more.

Every American citizen needs to understand

what this would mean.

It would be, for America and all the free world,

a crushing defeat in today's struggle between

communistic imperialism and a freedom foimded

in faith and justice.

It would mean, within a matter of months, new

international tensions and new international prob-

lems of the utmost gravity for every one of our

citizens.

It would mean the virtual abandonment of an

effort which has yielded our Nation greater bene-

fits in security, better neighbors, and opportuni-

ties for expansion of profitable trade than has

been achieved by any comparable expenditures for

any other Federal purpose.

An America aroused can prevent these calam-

itous results, for in this Republic government

must respond to the will of the people.

Mutual security has never been, nor is it now.

Republican or Democratic. Like our own defense

program, of which it is an essential part, it is bi-

partisan to the core. This program was started

14 years ago by my Democratic predecessor. It

was first enacted into law by the Republican 80th

Congress. Both political parties, patriotically

joined in the national interest, are its parents.

And still today both parties are pledged to its

support.

Here, specifically, are solemn promises made to

the American people in the public document

:

First, ". . . we strongly favor collective de-

fense arrangements. . .
."

Second, "we believe that . . . America must

support the efforts of underdeveloped countries.

Third, ". . . we will intensify our cooperation

with our neighboring republics. . .
."

Here is another set of pledges

:

First, "we shall continue to support the col-

lective security system. . .
."

Second, "where needed, we shall help friendly

countries maintain such local forces and economic

strength as provide a first bulwark against Com-
mmiist aggression or subversion."

Third, "we will continue efforts with friends

and allies to assist the underdeveloped areas of

the free world. . .
."

Now in their meaning, these two sets of pledges

are identical. The first three are in the Democratic

platform of 1956. The last three are in the Re-

publican platform of the same year. These com-

mitments still stand. America has the right to

expect both parties to keep their word.

Achievements of Mutual Security

Indeed, even beyond the call of integrity, both

parties have excellent reason to do so. For mutual

security has effectively supported freedom every-

where on earth. It has made possible a gi'eater

and mutually advantageous trade. No other in-

vestment has yielded greater dividends in terms

of stability, security, and free-world morale.

This is the program that helped to save Greece

from Communist guerrillas. It helped to rescue

Turkey from economic collapse, restoring this crit-

ical area as a bastion of freedom. It helped to

maintain Western Europe as a center of free

—

rather than Communist—power and production.

The importance of these victories is incalculable;

every one of our citizens is today the stronger, the

more prosperous, the more secure, thanks to mu-

tual security.

In Asia, under SEATO [Southeast Asia Treaty

Organization] and other security treaties, a mil-

lion soldiers stand as a bulwark of liberty—sus-

tained, again, by mutual security.

As I speak tonight, our economic and military

help gives support to the military might of 42

other nations, which stand poised in freedom's

cause. For this they—and we—give heartfelt

thanks to mutual security.

On five continents our economic and technical

programs help struggling millions better their
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production and living standards. Only recently

I looked into the faces of these iiiaiiy people. I

have seen the desperate need of these people; I

have felt their spirit. Most of all, I have wit-

nessed their abiding faith in the greatness and
goodness of America, and their love and respect

for this land of the free. By helping to make
their lives more meaningful and more rewarding,

we liave helped to keep bright their love of liberty

and their determination to reject the soulless

forces of Communist materialism.

Moreover, America's etl'orts to help others have

evoked a heartening response from other advanced

industrial nations. In recent years thej' have

doubled their direct aid to the less developed

countries. In addition, in the new International

Development Association other countries will put

up $3 for every $2 put up bj' the United States.

The very moment when other countries are recog-

nizing their rasponsibilities is no time for us to

walk away from our own.

That such a program—its record shining with

accomplishment and its continuance solemnly

pledged by both of our political parties—should

now face a crippling cutback seems incredibly

irresponsible. To me it is almost inconceivable.

Let America speak, and this will not be done.

The Unfinished Task

Thus far I have mentioned past achievements.

But a gi-eat deal more cries out for attention.

Half a world away from us, for example, a

great democracy', dedicated to peace, struggles

with almost insuperable problems to demonstrate

that Asians do not have to sacrifice freedom as

payment for economic advance.

To the south our sister Eepublics need help to

unlock the storehouses of their great wealth.

In Africa a seething continent is trying to tele-

scope a thousand years of development into a

few decades.

Around the world almost 2 billion people are

living in a ferment of privation, misery, resent-

ment, and frustrated hope. They are imbued

with an unshakable, even fanatical, determination

to break through the spiritual and cultural stag-

nation imposed upon them by grinding poverty.

Mutual security has done much to help. The

hope, confidence, and energetic effort so inspired

are slowly making progress in creating conditions

in which prosperity, security, and peace in free-

dom can flourish. But for lack of understanding

the program has been steadily weakened while

the need has grown more obvious and critical.

Only the conscience and the down-to-earth com-

nionsense of all Americans, informed and aroused,

can meet the need.

Facing us is a test of our resolve to make our

Government do the task it has to do to protect

the safety of the American people. The amount
I have asked the Congress to provide for mutual

security is the minimum required to meet the

basic necessities of sheer defense and to keep

alight a glimmer of hope in hundreds of millions

of people arrayed with us on the side of freedom.

America Needs the World

From all these facts we see that the free world

needs America! Just as importantly, America

needs the world.

This means far more to us than soldiers and
tanks and ships and missiles, essential though

these are. Important it is that our allies contrib-

ute 5 million soldiers, 30,000 airplanes, and 2,200

combatant ships to the common defense of free-

dom. But our involvement with our neighbors is

far more basic than this.

Foreign trade is an example. It is, for

America, a $30 billion a year business. To this

trade 41/2 million of our people owe their jobs

with other nations.

For all of us there is great meaning in this:

We export, on the average, a third of our cotton

crop, just under a third of our wheat, and a fourth

of our tractor production.

But this is only a part of our dependence on

foreign trade. The health of our economy de-

pends upon materials owned by others. Man-
ganese, chrome, tin, natural rubber, nickel are

examples. As our economy grows, we depend

increasingly upon others for such materials.

Eight years ago we imported only about a twen-

tieth of our iron ore. Today we have to import

over a third of it.

Yes, America needs the world !

And this we must never forget: These needs

are more than military and economic. They are

technical, cultural, and spiritual as well. Great

ideas originating with other peoples have vastly

enriched our land.

Fellow Americans, even if we wanted to, we

could not shut out the free world. We cannot
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escape its troubles. "We cannot turn our backs on

its hopes. We are an inseparable part of the free-

world neighborhood.

We must hold to these truths

:

If nations friendly to us are weakened and im-

periled, so are we.

If other friendly nations are strong and free,

our own strength and fi-eedom are more secure.

If other free nations prosper, so do we.

In these truths we see the fallacy of adding

measurably to our own massive and adequate

armaments at the expense of allied strength,

which is in many instances better located strate-

gically than ours can ever be. No less dangerous

is the annual argiunent that America should stint

on strengthening the free world because this

would give us more luxury in a comfortable isola-

tion here at home.

This is sheer deadliness—a counsel of defeat

and complacency. Logically carried out, it

could end only in a militarized America. To the

extent that this concept is indulged it gravely

menaces the people of the United States.

We can, here at home, arm to the teeth and yet

go down in total defeat if we let the rest of the

world be swallowed up by an atheistic imperial-

ism. By abandonment of struggling millions to

lives of hopeless desperation, rich America might,

for a time, live more extravagantly. But not for

long! For a just peace, dependable security,

and real progress were never bought by destruc-

tive weapons and hardhearted selfishness, but
rather by education, by training, by constructive

works—by cooperation.

Only by thinking of ourselves, and truly con-

ducting ourselves, as brothers under God with
those who, with us, want to live and grow in

freedom, can we hope to solve problems in which
failure will mean disaster for much of humanity.
Victory in this effort will mean a shoulder-to-

shoulder march to greater security, greater pros-

perity, and greater happiness for all. There, in

those few words, is the very heart of mutual
security.

So tonight I restate to you this pledge of the

executive branch of your Government. I pledge
a continuing and energetic support of the prin-

ciple and programs of mutual security. And I

call upon the leadership and tlie rank and file of

both political parties, as well as upon all other
sons and daughters of America, to see that those

parties hold true to their pledges to give this

program their support.

Of this I am certain: The path for America

must be one of cooperation—cooperation among
ourselves and with our friends abroad who are

dedicated to human dignity and from whom we
draw strength as we impart of our own strength

to them. Together we shall confidently carry the

burdens and sacrifices of sustaining security

against any imperialistic design—as together we
continue the search for peace, a search in which

we shall persevere without tiring or ceasing until

victory, at last, shall belong to all the earth.

Thank you and good night.

Mutual Security Report Emphasizes

Problems of Economic Development

Press release 235 dated May 2

The United Statas will face "new and some-

what different problems in the mutual security

area" during the decade of the 1960's, according

to President Eisenhower's semiannual report to

Congress on the Mutual Security Program, trans-

mitted on May 2.^

The report declared that the gi'owing realiza-

tion of hmidreds of millions of people in under-

developed coimtries that hunger, poverty, and

disease need not be their inevitable lot "repre-

sents an emerging force which will probably be-

come the most significant single social factor'' of

the new decade. "This mighty surging movement

in the underdeveloped comitries seldom makes

for headlines and so far rarely for international

'incidents,' " tlie report added. "Yet its impli-

cations for the decade we are now in are

tremendous. . .
."

The report stated the problems and opportu-

nities inherent in the beginning of economic de-

velopment in tlie emergent countries have been the

subject of "seai-ching thouglit" both in the United

States and in Western Europe in recent montlis.

"Our friends and allies in Europe are also aware

of this need, and as tlieir ability to provide devel-

opment assistance gi-ows, we are increasingly con-

sulting with them to determine how the burden

' Report to Congrcus nn the Mutual Security Program

for the First TTalf of Fiscal Year 1960; availaWo uiwn

request from the Office of Public Services, Department of

State, Washington 25, D.C.
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can most efficiently be shared by all," declared

President Eisenhower's letter transmitting the

report to Congress.

The report dechu-ed it has become increasingly

clear that the Western industrial nations must

make available to the less developed coimtries the

knowledge, advice, and capital to allow economic

development witliin the framework of a free

society. The report added

:

If they do not do so, tie political and economic influ-

ence of the Comnuinist system will be firmly established

over wliole continents, where the fateful first steps of

political and economic development are now being

taken. . . .

It behooves the Western democracies to demonstrate by
their aid and encouragement that economic advancement
can be achieved without putting on the straitjacket of

political and economic tyranny.

Reporting on mutual security activities during

the semiannual period by areas, the report noted

these developments

:

Europe. Economic aid virtually terminated,

with only Spain, Yugoslavia, Iceland, and Berlin

left as recipients. On the military side there was

a significant increase in defense expenditures of

oui' NATO partners, reflecting increasing eco-

nomic stability and prosperity of Europe.

Africa. Most pressing needs of new nations of

Africa are, first, administrative, managerial, and

technical skills, and, second, capital for develop-

ment projects. A significant development in this

area during the period was an increase in Soviet

bloc activity, evidenced by acceptance of a $110

million line of credit by Ethiopia from the bloc

and by a $35 million U.S.S.R. loan to Guinea.

Near Ea-st and South Asia. The Near East en-

joyed a period of relative calm. A significant de-

velopment in South Asia was announcement of

agreement in principle between India and Paki-

stan on a plan to divide the waters of the Indus

River system.^

Far East. Largest allocations of fiscal year 1960

appropriations were made, as in the past, to the

three divided countries—Korea, Viet-Nam, and

the Republic of Cliina—which must maintam

large defense forces and are consequently in the

greatest need of U.S. assi-stance. Flood relief pro-

grams were imdertaken in Taiwan, Korea, and

Japan.

Citing other activities of the Mutual Security

Program during the period, the report listed De-

' For background, see BtruxriN of Mar. 21, lOCO, p. 442.

velopment Loan Fund loans totaling $172.2 mil-

lion in 17 countries. In addition DLF negotiated

22 loan agreements m the amount of $130 million

which represented earlier loan approvals. This

activity brought the value of loan commitments

issued by DLF since its inception to $908.8 mil-

lion. All of the loans made for industrial projects

wore made to private borrowers, including a

chemical and pesticide plant in Turkey, pulp and

paper and cement plants in the Philippines, and

phosi)hate mines in Jordan.

A total of $32 million in special assistance funds

was allocated for U.S. participation in the world-

wide malaria eradication program.

As a part of the Government's overall plan in

this field, the International Cooperation Adminis-

tration continued to encourage private enterprise

to participate more fully in economic development

programs in Thailand, the Sudan, Jordan, Israel,

India, Taiwan, Nepal, Ceylon, Ghana, and Greece.

The report said the Mutual Security Program

played no part in increases in the balance-of-pay-

ments deficits of 1958 and 1959, pointing out, while

there had been some increases in offshore procure-

ment under nonmilitary programs, these increases

were offset by decreases in offshore procurement

under military programs. Although MSP did not

cause the increase in balance-of-payments deficits,

the report pointed to a new DLF procurement

policy which could contribute to a reduction in the

balance-of-payments deficit. The new DLF policy

places primary emphasis on financing of goods

and services of U.S. origin in procurement for

DLF projects.'

I titer-American Advisory Committee

Holds Fourth Meeting

The Department of State announced on May 5

(press release 247) that the National Advisory

Committee on Inter-American Affairs is meeting

at the Department on May 6 and 7. Following his

return to Washington Secretary Ilerter will par-

ticipate in the meeting of the Committee on May 7.

This will be the fourth meeting of the Commit-

tee since its creation by President Eisenhower on

Noveml^er 14, 1959.' The purpose of the Conunit-

• Ihid., Nov. 10, l!K">f», p. 708.

' For background, see Bulletin of Dec. 7, 1959, p. 823,

and Dec. 21, 1959, p. 9W.
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tee is to consider, on a continuing basis, current

and long-range problems of our relations with

Latin America and to make recommendations

thereon to the Secretary of State. The members
of the Committee accompanied President Eisen-

hower on his trip to South America ^ earlier this

year, and part of the current meeting will be de-

voted to a review and assessment of the results of

that trip.

United States Plane Downed
in Soviet Union

Following is a series of statements and the text

of a U.S. note on the subject of a U.S. plane al-

leged to have been shot down over the Soviet
Union on May 1.

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY HERTER, MAY 9

Press release 254 dated May 9

On May 7 the Department of State spokesman
made a statement with respect to the alleged
shooting down of an unarmed American civilian

aircraft of the U-2 type over the Soviet Union.
The following supplements and clarifies this

statement as respects the position of the United
States Government.

Ever since Marshal Stalin shifted the policy

of the Soviet Union from wartime cooperation

to postwar conflict in 1946 and particularly since

the Berlin blockade, the forceful takeover of

Czechoslovakia, and the Communist aggressions in

Korea and Viet-Nam the world has lived in a state

of apprehension with respect to Soviet intentions.

The Soviet leaders have almost complete access to

the open societies of the free world and supple-

ment this with vast espionage networks. How-
ever, they keep their own society tightly closed

and rigorously controlled. With the develop-

ment of modem weapons carrying tremendously
destructive nuclear warheads, the threat of sur-

prise attack and aggression presents a constant
danger. This menace is enhanced by the threats

of mass destruction frequently voiced by the
Soviet leadership.

= Ihid., Mnr. 28, 1960, p. 471.

For many years the United States in company
with its allies has sought to lessen or even to

eliminate this threat from the life of man so that

he can go about his peaceful business without

fear. Many proposals to this end have been put

up to the Soviet Union. The President's open-

skies proposal of 1955 was followed in 1957 by
the offer of an exchange of ground observers be-

tween agreed military installations in the U.S.,

the U.S.S.R., and other nations that might wish

to participate. For several years we have been

seeking the mutual abolition of the restrictions

on travel imposed by the Soviet Union and those

which the United States felt obliged to institute

on a reciprocal basis. More recently at the

Geneva disarmament conference the United States

has proposed far-reaching new measures of con-

trolled disarmament. It is possible that the

Soviet leaders have a different version and that,

however unjustifiedly, they fear attack from the

West. But this is hard to reconcile with their

continual rejection of our repeated proposals for

effective measures against surprise attack and for

effective inspection of disarmament measures.

I will say frankly that it is unacceptable that

the Soviet political system should be given an

oppoi-tunity to make secret preparations to face

the free world with the choice of abject surrender

or nuclear destruction. The Government of the

United States would be derelict to its responsi-

bility not only to the American people but to

free peoples everywhere if it did not, in the ab-

sence of Soviet cooperation, take such measures

as are possible unilaterally to lessen and to over-

come this danger of surprise attack. In fact

the United States has not and does not shirk this

responsibility.

In accordance with the National Security Act

of 1947, the President has put into effect since

the beginning of his administration directives to

gather by every possible means the information

required to protect the United States and the

free world against sur])rise attack and to enable

theni to make effective ]ireparations for their

defense. Under these directives programs have

been developed and put into operation which have

included extensive aerial surveilbuice by unarmed
civilian aircraft, normally of a peripheral char-

acter but on occasion by penetration. Specific

missions of these unarmed civilian aircraft have
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not been subject to Presidential authorization.

The fact that such surveiUance was taking place

has apparently not been a secret to the Soviet

leadership, and the question indeed arises as to

why at this particular juncture they should seek

to exploit the present incident as a propaganda

battle in the cold war.

This Government had sincerely hoped and con-

tinues to hope that in the coming meeting of

the Heads of Government in Paris Chairman

Khrushchev would be prepared to cooperate in

acreeinj; to elFective measures which would re-

move this fear of sudden mass destruction from

the minds of peoples everywhere. Far from

being damaging to the forthcoming meeting in

Paris, this incident should serve to underline the

importance to the world of an earnest attempt

there to achieve agreed and effective safeguards

against sui*prise attack and aggression.

At my request and with the authority of the

President, the Director of the Central Intelligence

Agency, the Honorable Allen AV. Dulles, is today

briefing Members of the Congress fully along the

foregoing lines.

STATEMENTS BY NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Statement of May 3'

A NASA U-2 research airplane, being flown in Turkey

on a joint XASA-USAF Air Weather Service mission,

apparently went down in the Lake Van, Turkey, area

at about 9:00 a.m. (3:00 a.m. e.d.t.) Sunday, May 1.

During the flight in southeast Turkey, the pilot reported

over the emergency frequency that he was experiencing

oxygen diflSculties. The flight originated in Adana with

a mission to obtain data on clear air turbulence.

A search is now underway in the Lake Van area.

The pilot is an employee of Lockheed Aircraft under

contract to NASA.
The U-2 program was initiated by NASA in 1956 as

a method of making high-altitude weather studies.

Statement of May 5>

One of NASA's U-2 research airplanes, In use since

1956 in a continuing program to study gust-meteorologi-

cal conditions found at high altitude, has been missing

since about 9 o'clock Sunday morning (local time) when

' Made orally in response to press inquiries on May 3.

' Released to the press on May 5.

its pilot reported he was having oxygen dlfBculties over

the Lake Van, Turkey, area.

The airplane had taken oft from lucirlik Air Base,

Turkey. The flight plan called for the first check point

to be at 37 degrees, 25 minutes, North : 41 degreees, 23

minutes. East, and for a left turn to be made to the

Lake Van beacon, thence to the Trat)azon beacon, thence

to Antalya, and return to Adana. The flight scheduled

was estimated at 3 hours, 45 minutes, for a total of 1,400

nautical miles. Takeoff was at 8 a.m. local time.

(The above-given times are the equivalent of 3 a.m.

Sunday, and 2 a.m., Eastern Daylight Time.)

About one hour after takeoff, the pilot reported dlflS-

culties with his oxygen equipment. Using emergency

radio frequency, he reported he was heading for the Lake

Van beacon to get his bearings, and that he would return

to Adana.

As indicated above, his flight plan called for him to

make a left turn at the Lake Van beacon. His last

report indicated he was attempting to receive that beacon.

It is believed he probably was on a northeasterly course,

but there was no further word.

An aerial search was begun soon after receipt of the

last communication. The Lake Van area is mountainous

and very rugged. No evidence has been sighted of the

aircraft having crashed.

If the pilot continued to suffer lack of oxygen, the

path of the airplane from the last reported position would

be impossible to determine. If the airplane was on auto-

matic pilot, it is likely it would have continued along Its

north-easterly course.

The pilot, as are all pilots used on NASA's program of

upper atmosphere research with the U-2 airplane, is a

civilian employed by the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora-

tion, builders of the airplane.

When the research program was begun in 1950 by the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (Prede-

cessor to NASA), the federal agency did not have a

suflBcient number of pilots to operate the program, and

so a contract was made with Lockheed to provide the

pilots.

Overseas logistic support for NASA's continuing use

of the U-2 is provided by Air Weather Service units of

the USAP.
NASA has procured a total of 10 U-2 aii-planes. The

airjilane was originally l)uilt as a private venture by

Lockheed to serve as a "flying test bed". It is powered

by a single Pratt & Whitney J-57 turbojet engine, and

can maintain flight for as long as four hours at altitudes

of up to 55,000 feet.

Since inception of the research program in 1956, the U-2

flying weather laboratories have operated from bases in

California, New York, Alaska, England, Germany, Turkey,

Pakistan, Japan, Okinawa and the Philippines.

The U-2 airplanes are presently being used in California

(Edwards AFB, one), Japan (Atsugi, three) and Turkey

(Adana, four).

The instrumentation carried l)y the U-2 permits

obtaining more precise information about clear air tur-

bulence, convective clouds, wind shear, the jet stream, and

such widespread weather patterns as typhoons. The air-
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plane also has been used by NASA to obtain information

about cosmic rays, and the concentration of certain ele-

ments In the atmosphere, including ozone and water

vapor.

Instrumentation carried includes: Angular velocity

recorder, to measure the airplane's rate of pitch ; modified

VGH recorder, to measure and record head-on gust com-

ponents in flight; flight recorder Model BB, continuous

recorder of indicated airspeed, pressure altitude and

normal acceleration ; airspeed and altitude transducer to

measure pressure altitude and indicated airspeed ; tem-

I)erature and humidity measuring set AN/AMQ 7, to

measure indicated free air temperature and Indicated

relative humidity ; and vortex thermometer system, to

measure true free-air temi)erature within one-half degree

Centigrade at high speeds.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT, MAY 5>

The Department has been informed by NASA
that, as annoimced May 3, an unarmed plane, a

U-2 weather research plane based at Adana,

Turkey, piloted by a civilian has been missing

since May 1. During the flight of this plane,

the pilot reported difficulty with his oxygen equip-

ment. Mr. Khrushchev has announced that a

U.S. plane has been shot down over the U.S.S.R.

on that date. It may be that this was the missing

plane. It is entirely possible that having failure

in the oxygen equipment, wliich could result in

the pilot losing consciousness, the plane continued

on automatic pilot for a considerable distance and

accidentally violated Soviet airspace. The
United States is taking this matter up with the

Soviet Government, with particular reference to

the fate of the pilot.

U.S. NOTE OF MAY 6<

The Embassy of the United States of America
by instruction of its Government has the honor
to stiite the following:

Tlie United States Government has noted the

statement of the Chairman of the Council of

Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics, N. S. Khrushchev, in his speech before

tlio Supreme Soviet on May 5 that a foreign air-

' Read to news correspondents on May 5 by Lincoln

White, Director of the Office of News.
* Delivered by the American Embassy at Moscow to

the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs on May 6 (press
release 240).

craft crossed the border of the Soviet Union on

May 1 and that on ordei-s of the Soviet Govern-

ment, this aircraft was shot down. In this same

statement it was said that investigation showed

that it was a United States plane.

As already announced on May 3, a United

States National Aeronautical Space Agency
unarmed weather research plane based at Adana,

Turkey, and piloted by a civilian American has

been missing since May 1. The name of the

American civilian pilot is Francis Gary Powers,

bom on August 17, 1929, at Jenkins, Kentucky.

In the light of the above the United States

Government requests the Soviet Government to

provide it with full facts of the Soviet investi-

gation of this incident and to inform it of the fate

of the pilot.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT, MAY T"

The Department has received the text, of Mr.

Khrushchev's further remarks about the unarmed
plane which is reported to have been shot down
in the Soviet Union. As previously annoimced,

it was known that a U-2 plane was missing. As
a result of the inquiry ordered by the President it

has been established that insofar as the authorities

in Washington are concerned there was no author-

ization for any such flight as described by Mr.

Khrushchev.

Nevertheless it appears that in endeavoring to

obtain information now concealed behind the Iron

Curtain a flight over Soviet territory was prob-

ably undertaken by an unarmed civilian U-2 plane.

It is certainly no secret that, given the state of

the world today, intelligence collection activities

are practiced by all countries, and postwar

history certainly reveals that the Soviet Union
has not been lagging behind in this field.

The necessity for such activities as measures

for legitimate national defense is enhanced by the

excessive secrecy practiced by the Soviet Union in

contrast to the free world.

One of the things creating tension in the world

today is appreliension over surprise attack with

weapons of muss destruction.

To reduce mutual suspicion and to give a
measure of protection against surprise attack the

• Read to news correspondents on May 7 by Mr. White.
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United States in 1955 offered its open-skies

proposal—a proposal which was rejected out of

hand by the Soviet Union. It is in relation to

the danger of surprise attack that planes of the

type of unarmed civilian U-2 aircraft have made
flights along the frontiers of the free world for

the past 4 years.

Research Program To Detect, Identify

Underground Nuclear Tests Expanded

White House press release dated May 7

The President on May 7 announced approval of

a major expansion of the present research and de-

velopment directed toward an improved capability

to detect and identify underground nuclear ex-

plosions. The present U.S. program has evolved

from the recommendations set forth by the Panel

on Seismic Improvement (Berkner panel).' For

fiscal year 1960 it has been funded for approxi-

mately $10 million. During fiscal year 1961 it is

anticipated that the funds required will be about

$66 million for all aspects of the seismic research

and development program.

Kjiown as Project Vela, the program calls for

increased basic research in seismology; procure-

ment of instruments for a worldwide seismic re-

search program ; development of improved seismic

instruments ; construction and operation of proto-

type seismic detection stations; and an experi-

mental program of undergi-ound detonations en-

compassing both high explosive and, where

necessary, nuclear explosions. The planned pro-

gram provides for investigation of all aspects of

improvement that are considered to be feasible.

Such nuclear explosions as are essential to a full

understanding of both the capabilities of the pres-

ently propo.sed detection system and the potential

for improvements in this system would be carried

out under fully contained conditions and would

* For a summary of the conclusions reported by the

panel on Mar. 16, 1959, see Bttixetin of July 6, 1959, p. 16.

produce no radioacfi\e fallout. In order to de-

velop sufficient reliable data from the progi-am, it

is anticipated that it will be necessary to conduct

a series of explosions of various sizes in differing

types of geological formations.

Eecently the Soviet negotiators at Geneva con-

curred with the proposal that underground nu-

clear explosions should be conducted to improve
the capability of the proposed control network to

detect and identify underground explosions.

They have also indicated a willingness to discuss

research and development in the seismic detection

area with the United States and the United King-
dom. Agreement has been reached to convene a

group of U.S.S.R., U.K., and U.S. scientists in

Geneva on May 11 to exchange information on the

seismic research activities of the three nations as

a basis for future determination of the areas in

which coordinated or joint research would be most
fniitful.

Government agencies including the Department
of Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission, the

Department of Commerce, and the Department of

Interior, as well as imiversities and private

organizations, will participate in carrying out the

United States program of research and develop-

ment related to the detection and identification of

nuclear detonations.

Documents on Disarmament Talks

Made Available for Reference

Press release 233 dated May 2

The Department of State on May 2 made avail-

able for reference the verbatims of the Conference

of the Ten-Nation Disarmament Committee for

the period from March 15 to 31, 1960. The release

was made pursuant to an agreement reached last

month by the 10 negotiating parties that verbatims

of the conference sessions will be released on a

monthly basis 1 month after the sessions take

place. Release of verbatims of subsequent sessions

will follow this procedure.
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Disarmament: The Problem and the Prospects

hy Francis O. Wilcox

Assistant Secretary for International Organization Affairs

I warmly welcome the opportunity to meet with

members of the American Society of International

Law, whose signal contributions to scholarship

and whose continuing influence on international

affairs are recognized throughout the world.

It is a special challenge to address this dis-

tinguished group. That is so primarily because

your interest and qualifications cover a very wide

spectrum, ranging from particular questions of

international law and practice to fundamental

issues of international peace and order. And it is

a high tribute to this organization that this is in-

deed the case.

Tonight I would like to speak to you about one

of these fundamental questions, perhaps the mosr.

vital and the most critical of world problems. I

refer to the problem of disarmament.

The Urgent Need for Disarmament

The infinitely destructive capabilities of modem
warfare have given new focus and urgency to dis-

armament efforts. I fear that we now take for

granted "kilotons" and "megatons" as measures of

desti-uctive power. These words, describing nu-

clear and thermonuclear explosive power in terms
of its equivalent in thousands or millions of tons of

TNT, have become commonplace. Their impact
on the human mind has accordingly tended to

diminish. Yet the fact remains that a single plane

today can deliver more destructive power than all

of the planes in all of the air forces delivered dur-

ing tlie Second World War.
Ijet us clearly note, moreover, that nuclear

weapons teclmology and capacity may not remain

' Address made before the American Society of Inter-

nntlonnl Law at Washington, D.C., on Apr. 28 (press re-

lease 220).

the exclusive province of those who now possess

them. Others can no doubt develop tliis capability.

We thus face clear prospects of the proliferation

of nuclear weapons among the states of the world,

with all that this would portend in added hazard

to international peace.

I do not need to emphasize here other aspects of

the problem of peace and security : the rapid de-

velopment of missiles, the entry of manmade ob-

jects—and soon man himself—into outer space, the

advances in chemical and biological methods of

warfare. Nor do I need to address myself to the

tremendous economic burden of armaments in the

world.

Yesterday [April 27] in his press conference,

President Eisenhower said that he could "see no

reason why the sums wliich now are going into

these sterile, negative mechanisms that we call

war munitions shouldn't go into something posi-

tive." In this connection it is significant that the

amount of money spent for national defense in this

world in 1 year would jiay for all the activities and
programs of the United Nations for the next 500

years. For the totality of this problem is such that

the search for disarmament has become a prime

imperative of our times.

But we must not be maneuvered into disarma-

ment at any price. The disarmament arrange-

ments we see—and must find—are those that

through mutual application and safeguai'ded im-

plementation will enhance our security and not

leave us and our free-world associates open and

vulnerable to aggressive action.

Tomorrow, in Geneva, tlie 10-nation disarma-

ment group, wliich is the focal point of present

disarmament efforts, will recess for 6 weeks until

after the meeting at the summit.
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There are some wlio have criticized us for agree-

ing to a disarmament forum based on equal repre-

sentation with the Communist bloc. However,

die reasons for this are clear and, I think,

substantial.

The withdrawal of the Soviet Union from the

U.N. Disarmament Subcommittee in 1957 left us

without an agreed forum for disarmament negotia-

tions. "We believed that no avenue should be left

unexplored which might oiler prospects for

progress on this crucial problem. We were con-

vinced that, although detailed disarmament nego-

tiations would take place for the time being outside

the U.N. by the establishment of the Committee of

Ten,^ this would not diminish the United Nations'

responsibility for general disarmament. As a

matter of fact, if agreement can be achieved among

the Ten in Geneva, it will contribute substantially

to a fuller realization of the purposes and prin-

ciples of the charter.

This view was reflected by the General Assembly

in a resolution unanimously adopted at its past

session.'' The resolution expressed the hope that

measures leading toward the goal of general and

complete disarmament under effective interna-

tional control would be worked out in detail and

agreed upon in the shortest possible time.

U.S. Objectives at Geneva

"We approach the disarmament problem with two

basic aims

:

First, to try urgently to create a more stable

military environment in order to curtail the risk

of war.

Second, to reduce national armed forces and

armaments and to strengthen international peace-

keeping machinery to the point where aggression

will be deterred by international rather than na-

tional force.

To accomplish the first objective, we believe it is

necessary to undertake measures to guard against

surprise attack, to halt future nuclear weapons

production, to reduce existing nuclear weapons

stockpiles, to bring about balanced reductions in

conventional arms and armed forces, and to initi-

ate measures to assure the peaceful use of outer

space.

But we would not be satisfied to stop with these

achievements. "We want to move on toward the

elimination of weapons of mass destruction and

toward the reduction of national armed forces and

armaments to levels required only for internal

security purposes and to carry out obligations un-

der the United Nations Charter. At the same

time we want to foster universally accepted rules

of law, backed by a world court and an interna-

tional anned force, which would prevent any na-

tion from launching an aggression.

This, in brief, sets the scene for the first round

of negotiations which have taken place over the

past weeks in Geneva. The Soviets thus far have

not been willing to discuss the obvious and specific

initial measures I have outlined. "Without

burdening you with the details, I should like to

outline some of the basic differences in approach

to the problem of disarmament taken by the Com-
munist bloc and ourselves.

The Mirage of Agreement in Principle

So far tlie Communist representatives at Geneva

have refused to consider any proposals which do

not endorse in principle the Soviet version of gen-

eral and complete disarmament. This Soviet tac-

tic in negotiation is all too familiar. All too often

the Communists seem more interested in slogans

than in serious negotiations.

"We have been exposed before to these tactics.

"Ban the bomb," "Stop all nuclear testing"—these

are familiar slogans which have a certain super-

ficial appeal.

This time the Communists talk about "general

and complete disarmament" as if this were a trade-

mark which they had registered and as if its ac-

ceptance constituted the only way to make
progress in disarmament. During the first 3 days

of negotiations at Geneva, the Communist dele-

gates used the phrase "general and complete dis-

armament" 135 times. They dodge the question

of effective international controls, and thus the

slogan is just as misleading and just as superficial

as the earlier mirages.

Even the General Assembly resolution, which

was cosponsored by all of the members of the

United Nations and which expressed the hope for

"general and complete disarmament under effec-

tive international eontroV becomes in Mr. Zorin's *

' For background, see Bulletin of Sept. 28, lO.'iO, p. 438.

* For a statement by Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge

and text of the resolution, see ihiA., Nov. 23, 1959, p. 765.

* V. A. Zorln, chairman of Soviet delegation to the Ten-

Nation Disarmament Conference.
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speeches, and in his satellites' echoes, United Na-

tions endorsement of the Soviet plan. But when

this resolution is cited by the Communists, it is

usually rewritten, and the vital provision "under

effective international control" conveniently dis-

appears. Even when the Soviets do make refer-

ence to controls, they tend to give only lip service

to a concept and do not make a serious effort to

develop an effective system of verification.

The Soviets seem interested only in what label

is put on the disarmament package. In the light

of our previous experience with them in the use

of slogans, we are interested pi-imarily in the con-

tents. Until agreement is reached on the contents,

how can the label mean anything?

"VVliat we seek is a secure, fi'ee, and peaceful

world in which there would be general disarma-

ment under effective international safeguards and

agreed procedures for the settlement of disputes

in accordance with the principles of the United

Nations Charter.

To this end we have submitted concrete pro-

posals ° on the basis of which the 10-nation group

could begin immediately to hammer out specific

measures of real disarmament. The Communist

side has not been willing to negotiate on specific

disarmament measures but has contented itself

with urging agreement in principle on abolition of

all armies, armaments, and war ministries within

4 years.

The Need for Verification

At Geneva the Soviets have thus far sought to

avoid any serious negotiation about the question

of control and inspection, although they acknowl-

edge that this is an essential element in any gen-

eral disarmament agreement. In this approach

they are reflecting the historic reluctance of Com-
munist disarmament negotiators to talk about,

much less to agree upon, concrete arrangements to

assure that disarmament measures are actually

observed.

I find it wholly understandable that the Soviet

Union, with its phobia for secrecy and with its

broad access to information about develojiments

in the free world, should find disarmament con-

trol arrangements highly undesirable on the one

hand and perhaps even unnecessary on the other.

Yet precisely these same factors make it impera-

• For text, see Bulletin of Apr. 4, 1960, p. 511.

tive for the free world to insist upon an adequate

system of inspection for verifying compliance

with disarmament agreements. In tliis area,

which is clearly vital to our own security, we can-

not rely on promises alone. Control and inspec-

tion procedures must be part and parcel of any

agreed disarmament measures.

The Commimist group frequently alleges that

proposals for a verification system are designed

for purposes of espionage. They characterize

these proposals as a wish on our part to look into

everybody's bedroom and into everybody's garden.

Now obviously effective international control ma-
chinery will certainly result in the gathering and

exchange of information. But this should not go

beyond what is necessary to establish and sustain

confidence. Equal assurance to both sides that

commitments under a disarmament agreement are

being carried out is essential. This is the essence

of international control.

In my dictionary, "espionage" is defined as the

practice of spying on others or the employment of

spies and the systematic secret observation of the

words and conduct of others. This is by no means
the definition of the operations of an interna-

tionally agreed organization whose task is to

gather and receive information which will assure

both sides that the disarmament agreement is

being carried out.

In spite of this essentially negative and grudg-

ing approach to the central problem of control

and inspection, the Soviets must come to realize

that we will insist upon adequate control arrange-

ments in any disarmament agreement.

I would like to be quite clear on one point. In

this imperfect world we do not expect to see a 100

percent perfect system of controls. Nor are we
seeking controls for the sake of controls. Our
prime purpose has been, and remains, to work out

disarmament agreements that will reduce the pros-

pects of war and the burden of armaments. We
attach the utmost importance to our efforts to

achieve this goal. As a part of such arrange-

ments, we seek only that degree of control and
verification which will permit the world to know
that the agreements are being kept by all parties.

We ask the Soviets to accept nothing that we will

not ourselves accept. If the Soviet Union will

approach this question in the same reasonable way,

I am confident that significant progress can be

made.
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Measures of Nuclear Disarmament

I now turn to the (lucstion of our respective ap-

proaches to tlio problem of nuclear armaments.

It is clear that the Soviet attitude on this matter

is motivated by both political and strategic con-

siderations. The Soviet Union has attempted

to create pressures throughout the world which

would inhibit free-world use of nuclear weapons

in defense against aggression. In strategic terms,

there can be little doubt that the Soviets have re-

garded nuclear weapons as an important element

in Western strength. They have imdoubtedly rea-

soned that, if we could be elfectively precluded

from the possibility of using nuclear weapons in

our own defense, while Soviet strength in conven-

tional armaments was retained, our strategic posi-

tion would be impaired.

Thus over a period of years the Soviet purpose

has been to "ban the bomb." In the present nego-

tiations at Geneva this theme is once again being

played. The Soviets have again proposed that

each nuclear power should agree not to use nuclear

weapons first. They also propose the complete

elimination of nuclear weapons but have admitted

that this could not be verified by existing

techniques.

How does the United States look at this

problem ?

"We have recognized, and continue to recognize,

the need to deal effectively with nuclear weapons

in any comprehensive disarmament arrangement.

We believe, however, that nuclear and conven-

tional disarmament measures must be balanced

so that no country or group of countries will ob-

tain, at any stage, a significant military advantage.

We proposed that early steps be taken to limit the

continuing buildup in nuclear weapons. As an

initial step we seek an agreed cutoff, under proper

safeguards, in the future production of nuclear

materials for weapons purposes. We also pro-

pose to begin reduction of existing stockpiles of

nuclear weapons materials by siphoning off agreed

quantities for peacefiil uses.

One of our ultimate goals in a disarmament

agreement is the final elimination of nuclear

weapons as may be feasible in the light of teclini-

cal and scientific knowledge. Let me note this im-

portant point: At the present time it would not

be scientifically possible to establish means of veri-

fication to confirm whether nuclear stockpiles had

in fact been eliminated. Today a would-be aggres-

sor could conceal nuclear weapons without any

foar of detection.

But, as I have noted, there are important steps

that can be taken now. We hope that the Soviets

will agree to the specific measures in this area

which I have already outlined.

Outer Space

Recognizing that the world stands on the

threshold of the space age, the United States has

again pro^Dosed at Geneva, as it has in the United

Nations for the past 3 years, that steps be taken

toward insuring the use of outer space for peaceful

purposes only. We have specifically proposed that

there should be a prohibition, with appropriate

controls, against placing into orbit or stationing in

outer space vehicles carrying weapons of mass

destruction. Teclmological advances in tliis field

have been astounding. Satellites are being sent

aloft with increasing frequency. Scientists will

no doubt soon discover ways to bring orbiting

bodies back to a predetermined point on earth.

The military implications of this are profoundly

evident.

It is for these reasons that Soviet failure to deal

concretely with the problems of preventing

weapons of mass destruction from being intro-

duced into outer space is so disquieting. There

may be real danger that we will soon reach the

point of no return so far as control of vehicles

in outer space is concerned.

One could draw an unhappy parallel with the

Soviet rejection in 1947 of the United States pro-

posal to forgo the American monopoly of atomic

weapons and establish full international control of

atomic energy. We know now that the Soviet out-

of-hand refusal to consider this extraordinary

proposal was a tragic turning point in history.

We hope the present attitude of the Soviet

Union with respect to outer space does not portend

the same kind of fateful choice. It would be

tragic indeed if the nations of the world were to

extend to the vast reaches of outer space the mili-

tary rivalries which plague man here on earth.

Maintaining Peace In a Disarmed World

Another basic ditlei-ence between the Western

and the Communist approach to disarmament is

highlighted by our proposal that, as disarmament

is acliieved, steps must be taken to strengthen and
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build up the machinery to maintain peace. The

Soviet Union seems to maintain that existing ar-

rangements are adequate and vigorously opposes

the concept of an international force.

Fortunately we already have a strong founda-

tion on which to build such peacekeeping ma-

chinery. The United Nations was established for

the purpose of maintaining international peace

and security.

Our aim, accordingly, is a stronger United Na-

tions. Perhaps the time is approaching when

new efforts should be made toward making this

Organization a more effective instrument for

peace. T-<et me repeat—we have in the United

Nations the structure on which to build. There is

nothing wrong with the charter that good will

could not cure.

We must also seek to accelerate the develop-

ment of international law, looking toward the rule

of law in the world. Certainly it would make a

tremendous difference if states showed a fair-

minded and careful regard for generally recog-

nized legal rules. Far more use should be made

of the International Court of Justice. Greater use

should be made of advisory opinions. And further

steps sliould be taken to extend the compulsory

jurisdiction of the Court.

In this connection may I say that I regret very

much that it has not yet been possible to take the

steps necessary to permit this Government to em-

brace with complete fidelity the principle of com-

pulsory jurisdiction.

It would be a mistake to assume that, if the

point is reached where national armed forces have

been reduced by mutual agreement to the militia

level, the danger of aggression will have been auto-

matically eliminated. There have been many cases

in the past few years when frontiers were crossed

and distinctly military actions were carried out

by lightly armed forces. We are all too familiar

with the pattern of indirect aggression and know
that men armed with only light weapons—rifles,

submachine guns, pistols, and liand grenades—can

promote civil disorder and contribute to the over-

throw of the government of a neighboring state.

In the light of these present-day experiences

it is clear that there would be need for an effective

international force to hol]i keep the peace and

repel aggression in a world wliere national arma-

ments have been substantially reduced. As we

have proposed in Geneva, such a force should

operate within the framework of the United Na-

tions. Without such a force a world fully dis-

armed except for rifles, or, for that matter, sticks

and stones, would still not adequately guarantee

peace and security.

The Soviets do not accept this concept. In an

article published last fall—incidentally at about

the same time the Soviet Union was putting forth

its slogan of "general and complete" disarma-

ment

—

Pravda warned against the creation of

an international police force "armed to the teeth"

which would be used for "suppressing peoples de-

termined to change the social system in their

countries."

We must consider seriously, even if the Com-
munists choose not to, the anarchy and risks of

aggression to which a disarmed world would be

exposed if there were not at the same time recog-

nized rules of law enforced by strong United Na-

tions peacekeeping machinery.

Nuclear Test Talks

The differences in approach which I have briefly

described on certain fundamental areas of the dis-

armament problem suggest to you, I am sure, why
our negotiatoi-s at Geneva fully realize that they

have a long and difficult road ahead. Thus far,

perhaps not unexpectedly, they have little reason

to be encouraged by the Soviet attitude.

But our efforts in the disarmament field cover

a broad front. And we do find some reason for en-

couragement. The atmosphere in an adjoining

conference room at Geneva is cautiouslj^ optimis-

tic. I refer to the talks where American, British,

and Soviet delegations have been working for the

past 18 months on an agreement looking toward a

controlled ban on the testing of nuclear weapons.

Here we have proposed that a treaty be con-

cluded which would end all nuclear weapons tests

where adequate controls can be agreed. This

would exempt small underground explosions.

However, we recently stated a willingness to agree

to a temporai'y, voluntary moratorium on these

small underground explosions where adequate con-

trol is not now possible." Such a moratorium,

° For text of a joint declaration by President Elsenhower

and British Prime Minister Mncniillan, see iX>id., Apr. 18,

19G0, p. 587.
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however, is conditioned on progress being nmde in

tho negotiations on vurious iniportunt issues that

now separate the two sides and on arrangements

being made for a cooi-dinated research program

aimed at finding more reliable means of identify-

ing small underground disturbances.

However, there are still important political and

technical issues to work out. Agreement must

still be reached on such critical mattei*s as the

basis and frequenc}' of on-site inspections of areas

where unidentified seismic events have occurred

within the territories of the parties. This is a

major obstaicle. The Soviets insist that the num-
ber of such inspections should be limited and based

on a purely politic^il decision. We believe that

this is not a political question but that inspections

should be based on detection capabilities and scien-

tific facts.

Still another matter at issue is the composition

of the stuff manning the control posts which will be

established within the three countries and through-

out the world. The Soviets wish to have a pre-

dominance of host-country nationals in the control

posts. We cannot accept this since it would

amount to self-inspection. In the light of the

need to insure objectivity, we have proposed that

the control posts be manned by an international

staff made up of one-third host-country nationals,

one-third from the other side, and one-third from

other countries.

Further issues include votmg procedures, where

the shadow of the veto is still with us, procedures

to govern explosions for peaceful purposes, and

the composition of the seven-nation control

commission.

However, in the 18 months of painstaking and

patient negotiations—a prerequisite for conduct-

ing diplomatic talks with the Soviets—we have

reached agreement on a preamble and 17 draft

articles and an annex of a treaty, as well as certain

important technical matters.'

The most significant point is that the Soviets

have agreed to the establishment of control posts

' Copies of the agreed documents (drafts of a preamble

and various articles of a treaty on the discontinuance of

nuclear weapons tests, together with a draft annex on a

preparatory commission) are available upon request from

the Office of Public Services, Department of State, Wash-

ington 25, B.C.

in Soviet territory to be manned in part by non-

Soviet personnel to verify compliance with the

treaty. Thus there is some basis for cautious op-

tiiuism at that con ferenee, and we can only hope

that some of this optimism will pervade the ad-

joining conference room, where the disarmament

negotiators will be meeting when they resume

their talks in Jmie.

Do the Soviets Want Disarmament?

In view of the frustrations we have experi-

enced over many years in trying to negotiate dis-

armament arrangements with the Soviet Union,

people often ask whether the Soviets really want
disarmament. I do not pretend to know the an-

swer, but I would suggest that there may be

several reasons why the Soviet Union should be

genuinely interested in agreement on disarmament.

Firet of these is the very human fear of the devas-

tation that would be visited on all peoples alike by
a total nuclear war. The ravages of World War
II in destruction of their manpower and capital

plant and equipment must have left a profound

impression on the Conununist leaders. They are

intelligent men, and they must be able to visualize

the incomparably greater ravages which a nu-

clear war would bring.

In the second place, the burden of supporting

military establishments in the nuclear age is ex-

tremely costly both in men and materials. The
losses of World War II also resulted in a defi-

ciency in Soviet manpower, a particularly critical

problem in light of the intensive Soviet campaign

to increase industrial output and reclaim lands in

Siberia. There are also increasing demands by

Soviet citizens for more of the comforts of life.

It is difficult to know exactly how much of a role

each of these considerations might play in Soviet

policy formulation, but there can be no denying

the increasing competition for the resources and

the productive energies of the state.

There are certainly other considerations as well.

Those could involve such matters as Soviet assess-

ment of the balance of military advantage in any

disarmament agreement, their estimate of the

political advantages that might be derived from

any such agreement, and (heir relative view of the

prospects for achieving their objectives by either

military or nonmilitary means.
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I do not propose to attempt to strike a balance

of all these factors. And I am sure there are

othei-s as well. But there are at least some reasons

why the U.S.S.R. could be seriously interested in

making progress toward disarmament. We
strongly hope this is the case.

Perhaps the most difficult part of the equation

is how much they might be willing to pay for dis-

armament by way of opening up tlieir system to

the inspection that would be required. I have

already spoken of the difficulties we have experi-

enced over a long period in this regard. But we
must not, and will not, give up hope.

Concluding Comment

"What, then, are the prospects for progress in

the montlis ahead ?

With the adjounnnent of the conference in

Geneva tomorrow, we tuni our eyes to the summit.

In just 2 weeks, the Heads of Government of the

United States, France, the United Kingdom, and
the Soviet Union will meet in Paris. Disanna-

ment will assuredly be one of the topics of highest

l)riority. It is our fei-vent hope that the Soviets

will join with us in giving the necessary impetus

to the disarmament negotiations so that when the

10-nation conference reconvenes in June it can

come to grips with the concrete measures which
could eventually relieve man of the tremendous
burden of armaments and free him from the spec-

ter of war.

Until acceptable disarmament arrangements
are negotiated, we must continue to look to our
own defenses. There is no other way if negotia-

tions are to succeed. There is no other way if

world peace is to be maintained. We know that

the realization of the ultimate goal of world dis-

armament which we seek lies in the distant future.

But this is no reason for us to be fatalistic and to

concede that nuclear catastrophe is inescapable.

As Thucydides reminds us, "Fatalism tends to

produce what it dreads, for men do not oppose
that which they consider inevitable."

I continue to believe that, if mankind is in-

genious enough in tlie s<'ientific lield to forge the

weapons capable of destroying himself, he has the

innate wisdom and capacity in the politicjil field

to work out the means of preserving and advanc-
ing civilization.

Crown Prince and Princess

of Japan To Visit U.S.

Statement hy President Eisenhower

White House iiress release dated May 7

At the time of Prime Minister Kishi's visit

last January,' I expressed the hope that the

Crown Prince [Akihito] and Princess [Michiko]

would be able to visit the United States during

the centennial year of Japanese-American rela-

tions. I am now happy to announce that Their

Imperial Highnesses have accepted my invitation

and will be in Washington from September 27 to

September 29.

They will be welcomed in the spirit of cordial

friendship and mutual respect which characterizes

relations between our two great nations.

Messages by President and Secretary

on Japanese Centennial

President Eisenhower

White House press release dated May 3

One hundred years ago Japan sent its first em-

bassy to Washington to exchange ratifications of

the Treaty of Amity and Commerce l>etween

Japan and the United States.- In extending a

warm welcome to this embassy, the President ex-

pressed, on behalf of the American people, his

deep gratification at this beginning of closer

relations with Japan.

This historic occasion laid the foundation for

our friendship, and a remarkable cultural, eco-

nomic, and political interchange between our two

countries. I am happy to say that the bonds of

friendship between our two peoples are stronger

today than ever before.

Japan and the United States are joined in a

partnership based on nnitual trust, mutual respect,

and full cooperation. We are both dedicated to

the task of helping build a better world, where

there will be peace and justice for all.

DwiGHT D. ElSENIlOWEK

'BuLi.KTiN of Pel). 8, 19fi0. p. 179.

° For au article by E. Tn.vlor Parks on "The First

.Iiiimne.«o Diplomntic Mission to the United States

—

18(50," see Bulletin of May 9, 1960, p. 744.
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Secretary Herter

Press rolt-nse 238 diitoil May 3

I am happy to join with all Japanese and

Americans who tliis year are celebrating the hun-

dredth annivei-sary of the Treaty of Amity and

Commerce between Japan and the United States.

This is a fitting time to review the many ways

in which our two coimtries have profited during

tlieir long relationship.

In the eurly stages of the Meiji era, when Ja-

pan opened its doors to the West, we established

firm economic and cultural ties. In recent years

these ties have been greatly strengthened, and

today Japan and the United States are working

together in a close partnership that serves not

only the enlightened self-interest of both coun-

tries but also the cause of peace, justice, and

progress.

In this centennial year we recall the many
valuable contributions eacli country has made to

the other. And we look forward to an even

warmer friendship and closer relations as we enter

the second centuiy of our relations.

Chrisiian a. Herter

United States and Nepal Affirm Mutual Desire To Wori( for World Order

Based on International Justice

His Majesty Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah Deva,

King of Nepai^ and Her Majesty Ratna Rajya

Lakshmi Shah, Queen of Nepal, made an officuil

visit to the United States from April 25 to May
12 at the invitation of President Eisenhower}

FoJloioing are the texts of a joint communique re-

leased at Washington April 28 and King Mahen-

dra's address before a joint session of Congress

on that same day, together with an exchange of

greetings between President Eisenhower and the

King at Washington National Airport on April

27, an exchange of toasts at a state dinner at the

White House that evening, and a list of the mem-
bers of the official party.

JOINT COMMUNIQUE, APRIL 28

White House press release dated April 28

The President of the United States and His

Majesty Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah Deva, King

of Nepal, today held a friendly and fruitful dis-

cussion on various matters of mutual interest.

King Mahendra, who is visiting the United

'Their Majesties were in Washington. D.C., April 27-

30. Upon completion of the ofBcial portion of the visit,

they continued their tour of the United States informally

until their departure from New York City on June 1.

States upon the invitation of the President, has

also addressed a joint session of the United States

Congress. At the conclusion of his Washington

stay on April 30, King Mahendra will begin a

twelve-day coast-to-coast tour of the United

States, during which he will meet with various

civic, cultural, and business leaders.

The President expressed gi'eat admiration for

the steps which have been taken under the leader-

ship of King Mahendra to foster the growth of

democracy in Nepal, as exemplified by the pro-

mulgation of a constitution by the King and by

the holding of general elections in 1959 imder the

provisions of that constitution.

In their review of the world situation, the

President and King Mahendra expressed their

mutual concern with the vital problem of achiev-

ing lasting peace and establishing a world order

based on international justice. They reaffirmed

their determination to work toward those goals,

the achievement of which will contribute im-

mensely t« the general progress, prosperity, and
welfare of mankind.

The President and King Mahendra agreed that

the American people and the Nepalese people

have in common the virtues of tolerance, charity,

and benevolence, which virtues should serve as

the basis of relations between all nations. The
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President and King Mahendra agreed further

that Nepal and tlie United States share a pro-

found belief in the sovereignty and independence

of nations and in genuine noninterference in the

affairs of others. The President and King INfa-

hendra agreed that any attempt by any nation

to impose its own economic system or political

beliefs on any other countiy should be condemned.

The President and King Mahendra expressed

a conmion belief that social and economic progress

should be achieved by all peoples in the manner

of their own choosing and in government based

on consent of the governed and the dignity of

the human individual. In this spirit, the Presi-

dent assured King Mahendra of the continuing

readiness of the United States to be of assistance

to the Government of Nepal in its high objective

of developing the resources of the countiy for

the welfare of its people.

The President and King Mahendra expressed

their mutual desire to maintain and further

strengthen the cordiality and genuine friendship

which has always characterized Nepalese-

American relations and which has been so evident

during the King's visit.

ADDRESS BEFORE THE CONGRESS, APRIL 28

Unofficial translation

Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, and Members of

the Congress : We are very much touched by the

wai-mth and spontaneity of emotions and feeling

with which we have been received here. With a

deep sense of honor and privilege we avail our-

selves of the opportunity to address this august

assembly. We regard this invitation to us as a

token of your friendship and good will toward
the people of Nepal, who in their turn have noth-

ing but the greatest respect and admiration for

the great people and the leaders of the United
States of America. It is my pleasant duty to

convey to you and through you to all the citizens

of this great Republic tlie sincere greetings and
salutations of the Government and the people of

Nepal.

Different nations have acquired influence and
leadership in the world in different periods of

history. But no other nation at its height of

power and prosperity, glory and greatness, had
in the past thought in the same benevolent terms
about the poverty and hardships of the less for-

tunate people in other countries of the world as

you have been doing in your own time. Your
pioneering spirit in this field and dedication to

the great and noble task of helping to alleviate

the conditions of poverty and suffering wherever

they may exist have seiTed to focus universal at-

tention on this question of serving humanity as a

matter of international responsibility.

We had till 12 years ago very little to do with

each other, even in the way of trade and diplo-

matic relations. Till then few Americans had
visited Nepal and the Nepalese who had visited

America could actually be counted on the finger-

tips. With the advent of democracy in Nepal
things began to change, and since the opening of

the U.S. Operations Mission our contacts have

increased rapidly and hundreds of Nepalese have

come to this country for training and studies in

various fields. Quite a few American teclmicians

and experts have been to Nepal to help the Nepa-
lese people out on their problems of transport,

economy, and agriculture, on those of health and

education. We are glad to be able to tell you
that the Nepalese have found the Amei-ican ex-

perts friendly and helpful and always willing and

eager to help the Nepalese out on their various

problems. In recent years an increasingly large

number of American tourists have been visiting

Nepal, and they are always among the most

welcomed visitors.

Common Faith in Democratic Ideals

Apart from the recent contacts we have re-

ferred to above, our common faith in democratic

ideals and procedures provides, in our opinion, the

lasting basis for greater understanding and co-

operation between our two peoples and countries.

You are all familiar with the strains and difficul-

ties under which all newly established democra-

cies have to work. The concurrent resolution

passed by the U.S. Congress last year on the suc-

cessful holding of the first-ever elections in Nepal

has served as a source of great inspiration and en-

couragement to the newly elected members of our

Parliament in carrying out their duties and re-

sponsibilities. Provision for fully representative

institutions of government and legislature, respect

for fundamental rights and due process of law, re-

spect for freedom and dignity of the individual,

are some of the basic principles that underlie the

Constitution of Nepal. As is apparent to you, the
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Constitution of Nepal is based on the concepts of

law, liberty, and rights prevalent for a long time

in your own country. Tliough we are separated

from each other by vast expanses of land and

water, thougli our diplomatic relations even do

not date far back, tliere exists between us a last-

ing moral and spiritual bond that transcends all

these material and mundane considerations—a real

identity of outlook and views on vital problems of

man and society that is derived from common
faith in common political principles, ideals, and

beliefs.

As a nation we have always prized freedom more
than anything else in our liistoi-y. We believe in

an independent foreign policy of judging every

international issue on its merits without consider-

ation of anylx)dy's fear or favor and in a policy of

nonalinement and nonentanglement. Our record

in the United Nations will bear testimony to the

above fact. This may sound a little idealistic and

a little too impractical, but as a small nation we
feel that this is the only way in which we can best

contribute to the discussions and deliberations in

the United Nations and to the interests of world

peace and friendly relations among nations.

Our policy of nonalinement does not arise from

our desire to sit on the fence or to evade responsi-

bilitj' in any way. It is merely a manifestation

of our reluctance and unwillingness to compromise

our freedom of judgment and action beforehand

by committing ourselves to support one side or the

other even before the emergence of such an eventu-

ality. "We believe in retaining as long as possible

our freedom of judgment for determining the

right course of action in any situation. We do

not see anything immoral, or selfish, or passive

about it. We do not believe in shirking action,

once we feel satisfied and convinced about the

right course. We shall certainly not be neutral

when we are confronted with the choice between

good and evil, or right and wrong.

Ending Tensions Between Nations

Unfortunately the world we live in is passing

through a state of uneasy peace and tension be-

tween nations. The sooner this state of fear and

uncertainty is ended, the better prospects will

emerge for mankind as a whole. This is some-

thing which is realized by all, but still it appears

as though it will be some time before this realiza-

tion can be translated into practice to the actual

benefit of all concerned. However, men of peace

and good will in every country must work and
work ceaselessly and untiringly for jieaco and for

the removal of the threat of war, because war
under the present circumstances will mean nothing

short of total destruction of human life and
civilization.

Rightly have the great leaders of the world de-

scribed disarmament—both conventional and
nuclear—as the greatest and most pressing prob-

lem of our time. All the peoples of the world are

eagerly awaiting the successful outcome of the

Geneva negotiations on disannament and nuclear

tests ban. Will it be too much to hope that the

negotiations in Geneva will result at least in some
limited agreement in this field which could be

formally registered at the impending summit
meeting and announced to trembling humanity as

a prelude to better times and broader agreements

among nations in the near future? We hope and

believe that the impending summit conference and

the ones that are proposed thereafter will have the

effect of easing tension in the world and register-

ing real progress toward peace, disarmament, and

settlement of the outstanding political disputes

between nations.

We have not the slightest doubt about the peace-

ful intentions of the American people. Now it

is for her to prove her initiative and skill in con-

vincing other great and small countries about the

need for tlie gradual evolution of a new inter-

national order based on freedom, justice, and peace

for all and fully responsive to the needs and chal-

lenge of the time. The way in which the great

powers can meet the gi'eatest challenge of our

time and perhaps of history is by turning the

present-day situation, fraught with the risks of

nuclear war, into the pooling of the resources of

the nations of the world for the eradication of

poverty and needs from everywhere. We cannot

help feeling that, if even a small fraction of one

hundred billion dollars that is being presently

spent on defense and war expenditure in the

world is devoted to the development of the under-

developed countries, the world would for every-

body be an infinitely better and happier place to

live in.

We all know that in the history of mankind
war has caused serious setbacks to progress and

civilization and has always taken a hea\^ toll of

human life. We have faced the deva,stating effects

and grim consequences of the two world wars

which took place during the lifetime of many in
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our own generation. The finest flower of youth

and manhood in every country were decimated in

the two world wars, and we can very well imagine

the sense of horror haunting the minds of the

people heavily loaded with the very bitter mem-

ory of the loss of their sons, brothers, and hus-

bands. We hardly need emphasize that no nation

in the world, big or small, will remain unaffected

in the event of another global war. It is the

sincere desire for peace and freedom in the hearts

of the 9 million of our countrymen that has

prompted us to conclude this address with the fol-

lowing exhortation in the inunortal words of your

great leader and a gi-eat son of America, Abraham
Lincoln, which to our mind literally applies to the

present-day global context as well if we only

replace the word "nation" by "international

community"

:

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task

remaining before us—that from these honored dead we
talie increased devotion to that cause for which they

gave the last full measure of devotion—that we here

highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in

vain—that this nation . . . shall have a new birth of

freedom—and that government of the people, by the

people, for the jjeople, shall not i)erish from the earth.

Thank you once again for giving us a patient

hearing.

EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS, APRIL 27

White House press release dated April 27

The President

Your Majesties, it is indeed a great honor to

welcome you here to the United States. The
American people are delighted that you have

found it possible to lay down your own responsi-

bilities long enough to come and make this visit

to our country.

It is truly an historic occasion. This is the first

time that a reigning monarch of Nepal has set

foot on this continent, and we are indeed proud
that you have found it possible to do so.

The friendly relations between your country

and ours are a matter of common knowledge.
They have long existed. They have been strong

and cordial, and we are confident that your visit

here will do mucli to strengthen them and sustain

them.

So, sir, and to you, Your Majesty, we—the peo-
ple the Government, and I—join in saying wel-
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come, and we hope that you find our country

interesting and that eveiy minute of your stay

here will be enjoyable.

His Majesty King Mahendra

Unofficial translation

Your Excellency, and ladies and gentlemen:

We are all very happy to be here on your very

kind in\atation. We heartily welcome this op-

portunity for the exchange of views with such a

great leader as you, who have distinguished your-

self in the service of your nation in both war and

peace and have always stood for the cause of peace

and freedom in the world.

We hope and trust that our visit will further

strengthen the existmg bonds of friendship and

cordiality between our two countries.

We bring to you, Mr. President, the greetings

and salutations of the people of Nepal and also

through you, sir, convey their best wishes to the

people of the United States.

During our visit in the United States in the next

few days we will be looking forward to meeting

the people in the different parts of the country

and acquiring a firsthand knowledge of the great

achievements the American people have made in

different spheres of national endeavor.

Your Excellency, we thank you from the bot-

tom of our hearts for the kind and generous

words of welcome you have just addressed to us

and take this opportunity to express our good
wishes for the liappiness and prosperity of this

great land.

Thank you, Mr. President.

EXCHANGE OF TOASTS, APRIL 27

White House press release dated April 27

The President

Your Majesties and my friends : It is indeed an
honor for us to gather this evening to welcome to

this Capital and to this house the King and Queen
of Nepal. We are especially honored because it

is the first time that a ruling monarch of Nepal
has set foot on this land.

The times are gone when we feel that geography
means much to the relations between countries.

We have become neighboi-s through the miracle of

modern inventions, communications, and trans-

portation, and we have come to Imow more of each
other. Up until now wo have known about such
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countries as Nepal only by reports from a few

adventurous travelere—a few of whom, Your Maj-

esty, are liere pi-osent this evening—but tliey have

told us about a people that is sturdy, proud of its

independence and its liberty, and determined to

sustain it. Those are the qualities that Americans

admire and respect, and try themselves to show.

It is certain, therefore, that as you go about this

country you will be greeted with the utmost friend-

liness, respect, and admiration, and indeed our

great hope of knowing—through the members of

your party and yourself and your gracious

Queen—your people. 1 think that your visit here

cannot fail to stimulate greater travel between our

two peoples. This is all to the good because this

means a gi-eater underetanding among the peoples,

and mternational understanding is the only foun-

dation upon which true peace can be built.

And so, sir, as you come here as the representa-

tive and the ruler of your people, as through you
we try to send to them greetings and our best wishes

for their success and their continued progress, I

know that this companj' will want to join me in

raising our glasses to your health and happiness.

Ladies and gentlemen, the King

!

His Majesty King Mahendra

Unofficial translation

Your Excellency, ladies and gentlemen: With
your permission I would like to offer on behalf

of the Queen, oui-selves, and all those who have

accompanied us, heartfelt thanks to the President

for his most generous expression of good will to us

and our people.

During this brief period of history of diplo-

matic and friendly association between our two

comitries, it is for the first time that a personal

meeting between the two heads of state has taken

plax:e. In the long history of our nation it is also

the first time that an occupant of the tlirone of

Nepal has set foot on American soil. We wel-

come this opportunity of having a free and frank

exchange of views on subjects of mutual interest,

and especially on the means and possibility of

further strengthening the friendly relations be-

tween our two countries, both of which share a

common belief in the democratic way of life.

All". President, my Government and people have

always welcomed and appreciated the initiative

and efforts on your part for the fui-therance of

the cause of peace in the world. We would like

to take this opportunity to olTer our best wislies

for the success of tiie smnmit conference due to be

held next month and venture to express tlie hope

that the whole world will benefit by its outcome.

We are happy to receive this opportunity to

meet the American people and their leaders in

various spheres of their national life and activity.

Ladies and gentlemen, may we now request you

all to join us in toasting the health and happiness

of the President and Mi's. Eisenhower.

MEMBERS OF OFFICIAL PARTY

The Department of State announced on April 22

(press release 207) that the following persons

would accompany King Mahendra Bir Bikram
Shah Deva and Queen Ratna Kajya Lakshmi

Shah during the official portion of Their Majesties'

visit

:

Subarna S. J. B. Raua, Deputy Prime Minister and Min-

ister of Finance, Planning, and Development

Mrs. Subarna S. J. B. Rana
Rishikesh Shaha, Ambassador of Neiwl

Mrs. Shaba"

Brig. Gen. Sher Babadur Malla, Military Secretary to

the King
Kaji Pusbpa Raj, Principal Personal Secretary to the

King

Mir Subba Iswari Man, Secretary to the King
Maj. Gen. Sovag Jung Thapa, Cabinet and Defense

Secretary

Susbil Chandra Haldar, Personal Physician

Jagdish S. Rana, Second Secretary, Embassy of Nepal

U.S. Helps Afghan Airline

Acquire Plane for Fleet

Press release 234 dated May 2

A DC-6B passenger plane, which Afghani-

stan's airline—Ariana—is acquiring with financial

assistance from the U.S. International Coopera-

tion Administration, was dedicated on May 2 at

Washington National Airport b}' Abdul Karim
Hakimi, president of the Afghan Air Authority.

The plane, which will be the largest ever to be

placed in service by Ariana, will be flown May 3

from Newark Airport to Afghanistsm, where it

will be immediately placed in operation trans-

' Mrs. Shaha accompanied Their Majesties in Wash-
ington and New York and on the unofficial portion of

the visit.
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porting Afghan Muslims on the annual pilgrim-

age

—

Had]—to Mecca.

Attendhig the dedication at which Mr. Hakimi

cut the ribbon were Mohammed Hashim Mai-

wandwal, Afghan Ambassador to the United

States; Stellan Wollmar, Director of the ICA
Mission in Afghanistan, who is now on consulta-

tion in this counti*y ; and representatives of Pan
American World Airways, which is assisting

Afghanistan in civil aviation development under

an ICA contract.

The plane is the fifth to be acquired by Ariana

with the assistance of a $5 million loan from ICA
to the Government of Afghanistan to help Ariana

obtain equipment. The other planes were three

DC-3's and a DC-4.

The loan was part of a $14,560,000 U.S. pro-

gram of development assistance begun in 1956 to

help landlocked Afghanistan to develop civil

aviation. In addition to assisting Ariana to ac-

quire equipment, the program has aided Afghan-
istan in constructing an international airport at

Kandahar and three local airports in other parts

of Afghanistan, and in establishing air routes.

Views on Freedom-of-Navigation

Amendment to Mutual Security Act

Following the adoption T)y the Senate on April
28 of an amendment to section 2 of the Mutual
Security Act of Wdlf.^ as amended^ proposed hy
Senator Paul Douglas and 17 other Setiafors,

Acting Secretainj Dillon sent the following letter

to Senator J. W. Fulhright, chairman of the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

May 2, 1960
Dear Mr. Chairman: In response to your re-

quest for the views of the Depiu'tnient of State
with respect to (he implications of the Douglas
Amendment to the Mutual Security bill, I take
this opportunity to set forth the following per-
tinent observations.

As we understand the intent of its 18 sponsors,

the Douglas Amondment is designed to support
efforts toward eliminating trade restrictions in

the Middle East, particularly with respect to

those practiced against the State of Israel. I am
sure you are aware that this purpose is fully

consistent with long-standing objectives of the

United States Government. It is our conviction

however, that the inclusion of this Amendment ui

current Mutual Security legislation will in fact be

counter-productive and will not achieve its in-

tended purpose. In addition, such inclusion will

in our view have harmful repercussions on United
States interests in a wide area of the Middle East.

As you know, a resolution similar to the Douglas
Amendment was passed in the House of Repre-

sentatives at an earlier date. Fully sympathetic

with the objective intended, the Department made
the text available to our Embassies and Consu-

lates in countries which would be affected by
the amendment. In a unanimous expression of

opinion our field posts from Morocco to Iraq

reported that the adoption of an amendment of

this type would clearly not be in the interest of

the United States, nor for that matter of Israel.

Our posts abroad emphasized their concurrence

with the objective sought by this amendment.

They also stressed, however, that regardless of

the effect which the amendment might have on

the actual level of our assistance to the Middle

Eastern states, the amendment would be widely

interpreted as: a) demonstrating favoritism for

the State of Israel—to the extent that it would

render more difficult our efforts to bring about

a relaxation of tensions between Israel and the

Arab states ; and b) an attempt to "tie strings" to

our economic aid, and, by implication, to threaten

the use of aid as an instrument of political

' The Douglas amendment, adopted by a vote of 45

to 2.5, reads as follows

:

"(f) It is the sense of the Congress that inasmuch

as

—

"(1) the United States favors freedom of navigation

in international waterways and economic cooperation

between nations ; and

"(2) the purpo.ses of this Act are negated and the

peace of the world is endangered when nations which

receive assistance under this Act wage economic warfare

against other nations assisted under this Act, including

such procedures as boycotts, blockades, and the re-

striction of the use of international waterways ;

assistance under tliis Act and the Agricultural Trade

Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as amended,

.shall be administered to give effect to these principles,

and, in aU negotiations between the United States and
any foreign state arising as a result of funds appro-

priated Tinder this Act or arising uniler the .\gri(ultural

Trade Development and Assistance Act of 19.54, as

amended, tliese principles shall be applie<l, as the President

may determine, and he shall report on measures taken by
the administration to insure their application."
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coercion. Our posts pointed out, and the Depart-

ment of State fully concurs, that incorporation of

this amendment would without doubt have the

effect of making the task of eliminatinoj tlie Ar.ab

boycott of Israel more difficult and would play

into the hands of the Soviet bloc which seeks to

exacerbate Middle East tensions to further its

penetration of the area.

Our Govermnent has repeatedly made clear,

publicly and through diplomatic channels, its

support for freedom of transit through the Suez

Canal, as well as our opposition to the Arab boy-

cott against Israel. These imdesirable restric-

tions, as you are aware, are an outgrowth of the

Palestine problem, which continues to cause

tensions between Israel and the Arab states and

to perpetuate unfortunate circumstances such as

those whereby nearly one million Arab refugees

are not able to return to their homes. It is our

Government's firm conviction that an Arab-Israel

settlement will one day come, not by coercion but

by a spirit of accommodation on both sides. As
progress is made in that direction, such problems

as boycotts, restrictions and homeless refugees

will disappear.

Incidentally, there appears to be considerable

inaccurate information surrounding the Suez

Canal transit question. For example, it is said

that American ships are being "barred" from the

Canal for having called at Israeli ports. As a

matter of fact, not a single American ship has

thus far been denied passage through the Canal.

Out of a total United States maritime fleet of

498, only 23 ships have been placed on the so-called

Arab black-list, because of prior calls at Israeli

ports. These 23 are denied entry at Arab ports

but there has been no instance of denial of their

transit of the Canal.

In this connection you may have read in the

press that American labor unions in New York

have set up picketing against the United Ai"ab

Republic ship Cleopatra. The purpose of the

picketing is to impel the United Arab Republic

to abandon its restrictions against Israel shipping.

Unfortunately, this objective is not being served.

Asserting their determination to resist such pres-

sures, the Arab countries are establishing counter-

picketing against American shipping. This reac-

tion against coercion, which is not unnatural in

young emerging states, means in effect that at

least 20 ^Vmerican ships with 1,000 seamen aboard

will be affected within the next month. It also

means that for every Arab ship jVinericans may
boycott some 30 American ships may be subjected

to Arab boycott.

As can be seen, outside attempts, no matter

how well intentioned, to compel one or more of

the Middle Eastern countries to follow a certain

behavior have wide repercussions. I might add
that while resentments against such pressure in

Arab-Israel matters have direct repercussions on
our interests in 10 Arab countries from Morocco

to the Persian Gulf, the sympathy for these 10

nations is inevitably widespread throughout

Africa and Asia. This is a critical juncture in

the history of those two continents. Just when
the young Afro-Asian nations and particularly

the Arab nations appear for the first time to be

becoming aware of the fact that the Commimists

have been falsely posing as patriotic nationalists,

it ill behooves us, through an appearance of plac-

ing "strings" on our aid, to incur the deep resent-

ment or hostility not only of the 10 Arab nations

but of their natural friends, the states of Africa

and Asia. In fact, we do not believe it is in

Israel's long-range interest that such enmity be

aroused and choosing of sides precipitated

throughout the Afro-Asian region.

In our view, avoidance of coercive tactics against

Israel's neighbors is in Israel's interest. In just

over a decade, Israel has quadrupled its exports.

Its unfavorable trade balance has steadily been

reduced. Israel's Gross National Product per

capita is now more than twice that of any of its

neighbors and even exceeds that of Netherlands

and Italy. Wliile foreign fimds from various

sources at an average rate of nearly $1,000,000 per

day have been partly responsible, primary re-

sponsibility for this progress lies with the Israeli

people themselves, their ingenuity, industrious-

ness, and devotion to purpose. Parenthetically,

I should note that our govermnent has been con-

sistent in its support to Israel. "We have extended

to Israel with its population of under 2,000,000

a sizeable total of various types of assistance, in-

cluding PL 480. Such assistance, as you know, is

continuing. Conditions have thus far been suffi-

ciently favorable to allow Israel to make great

strides. In our view it would be a grave mistake

to have that progress disturbed by actions which

can only stir up area tensions to Israel's detriment.

As you know, it is the view of our Govenmient

that the tensions of the Middle East can more
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eflfectively be treated by concerted international

action than by unilateral action on the part of

the United States. That was the essence of Presi-

dent Eisenliower's address before the United Na-

tions General Assembly during the fateful Middle

East crisis in the Summer of 1958. Such progress

as has been recorded since that time has been in

large measure due to such international agencies

as the United Nations Emergency Force and the

United Nations Truce Supervisory Organization.

With specific reference to the restrictions on Israel

shipping in the Suez Canal, the United Nations

Secretary General has actively sought a solution.

Although his efforts have not succeeded and have

in fact met with a number of setbacks, the Secre-

tary General as recently as April 8 reported his

continued interest in tlie problem and his un-

extinguished hope that a solution may yet be

found . Our Government is giving these endeavors

its fullest support.

Although this letter is somewhat lengthy, I hope
it will prove helpful to you in facilitating imder-

standing of these important questions. In par-

ticular I hope it will make clear the reasons why
those of us who deal with these problems on a

day-to-day basis feel strongly that no actions

should be taken which will exacerbate tensions in

the Middle East wliich are clearly harmful to the
long-range interests of the United States, Israel

and the entire Free World.
Sincerely yours,

Douglas Dillon
The Acting Secretary

U.S. Restates Principles Affecting

Policy Toward Merchant Marine

The Department of State releofied on May 6
{press release 251) the following exchange of
letters between Acting Secretary Dilhn and
President George Meany of the AFL-CIO.

MR. DILLON TO MR. MEANY

May 6, 1960

Deau Mr. Meany : I have just received your let-

ter of May 5 enclosing tlie statement recently

adopted by the AFL-CIO Executive Council with
respect to boycott measures of the Arab League.
With reference to the last paragraph of your

letter regarding appropriate action which the De-

partment of State miglit take under the circum-

stances, I enclose a statement of basic principles

which actuate United States foreign policy affect-

ing the American Merchant Marine.

Sincerely,

Douglas Dillon

Acting Secretary

Mr. George Meany,
President, AFL-CIO,
815 16th Street, NW.,
Washington 6, D.G.

Statement of Policy

May 6, 1960

1. As a matter of settled policy, the United

States supports the principle of freedom of the

seas and free access to foreign ports and facilities.

The Department has constantly sought to facili-

tate the normal pursuit of international com-

merce by vessels of United States registry.

2. Tlie United States Government has long and

unequivocally maintained tlie principle that there

should be freedom of transit through the Suez

Canal for all nations. This policy has been pub-

licly emphasized on numerous occasions, and was

specifically reiterated by the Secretary of State

during his address before the United Nations Gen-

eral Assembly on September 17, 1959.^

3. The United States Government protests as

a matter of policy discriminatory actions or prac-

tices with respect to international trade which

adversely affect United States firms, vessels and

citizens. The Department will continue to pur-

sue, by all appropriate and effective means, every

avenue whereby private American intei-ests in in-

ternational trade may be fully safeguarded, and

restored.

4. With respect to Arab trade restrictions aris-

ing out of the Arab-Israel conflict, the Department
of State reemphasizes tliat our Govermnent
neither recognizes nor condones the Arab boycott,

wliich includes the black-listing of United States

flag vessels in part because of prior calls at Israeli

ports. Every appropriate opportunity will be
utilized, on a continuing biisis, to reemphasize this

fimdiimental position to the Governments con-

cerned. At the same time, every suitable occasion

will be employed both within and outside the

United Nations, to facilitate progress towards a

' Bulletin of Oct. 5, 1959, p. 467.
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solution of tlio biisic Arab-Israel conflict from

which the Arab boycott arises.

5. The United States Navy in February 1960

discontinued the use of a clause fonnerly em-

ployed in contractin<; procedures for the deliveiy

of oil to U.S. naval installations abroad, lest this

clause, which was designed to assure the efficient

operation of the Fleet, be misconstrued as acqui-

escence in the Arab boycott. Regarding trans-

portation of PL 480 cargoes, restrictive clauses

have in certain instances been included in ship

chartere by foreign countries which purchase

the surpluses in tliis country and make their

own shipping arrangements directly with private

carriers. No United States Government agency is

a party to these contracts. Consistent with the

policy that no United States agency condone the

Arab boycott, the Department will continue its

efforts to do what it can to end the application of

these restrictive clauses with respect to U.S. flag

vessels under charter to foreign countries.

6. Regarding treatment of United States cit-

izens abroad, including American seamen, it is of

course mandatory on this Department to do every-

thing possible to assure equal treatment and free-

dom from harassment for all our citizens in

foreign countries. United States diplomatic and

consular officers have standing instructions to ex-

tend every appropriate assistance to our citizens

who may encounter difficulties. In several recent

instances American seamen experienced difficulties

at ports in the United Arab Republic. Our con-

sular officers made every effort to assist the crews

of tliese vessels, and were in fact able to be of

material help. The Department has renewed its

standing instructions to its consular officers to be

on the alert to assist in settling grievances regard-

ing treatment abroad of American seamen or other

American citizens which are brought to their

attention.

7. As a matter of basic procedure, the Depart-

ment gives full consideration to all communica-
tions from private American groups with respect

to problems affecting the conduct of United States

foreign relations. In accordance with this pro-

cedure, it has been and will continue to be, the

intention of the Department of State to give full

consideration to all communications from the Sea-

farers International Union, other affected mari-

time unions and other interested groups. The
Department will consult with the AFD-CIO and
its maritime affiliates on future developments af-

fecting American vessels and seamen in the areas

concerned.

In the light of the foregoing basic principles

and in conformity with the fundamental national

interest, the Department gives assurances that it

will luidertake to investigate fully the gi-ieviincea

of the Seafarers International Union and, through
appropriate diplomatic action with the foreign

countries involved, to renew its efforts to assure

freedom of the seas and to protect the interests

of our shipping and seamen now being discrim-

inated against by the Ai-ab boycott and black-

listing policy.

MR. MEANY TO MR. DILLO

Mat 5, 1960

Honorable Douglas Dillon, Acting Secretary of State
U.S. Department o/ State

Washington, D.C.

My Deab Me. Secretary : I have the honor to transmit
to you the resolution ' adopted by the Executive Council
of the AFL-CIO on Wednesday, May 4, pledging full

support to the maritime affiliates of the AFL-CIO in
their protest against the black-listing of American flag-

ships and the boycott policy being pursued by the Arab
boycott organization of the Arab League.
You will note that the resolution further expresses the

support by the Executive Council of the AFL-CIO of
the direct actions taken by the Seafarers International
Union, supported by the International Longshoremen's
Association in the New York port.

I have taken the liberty of forwarding the resolution
to you for the information of the Department of State
and for such action as may be appropriate under the
circumstances.

Sincerely,

Geoboe Meant
President

ICA Study Group Visits

Belgian Congo

Press release 236 dated May 2

An International Cooperation Administration
study group consisting of Margaret Joy Tibbetts,
Glenn Lehmami, and Joseph St. Lawrence has
arrived in Leopoldville at the invitation of the
General Executive Council of the Belgian Congo
in Leopoldville and the Belgian Government.
The study group wishes to acquaint itself with
the future problems and needs of an independent

' Not printed here.
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Congo with a view to studying possible future

means, within the limits of available resources, by

which U.S. technical assistance could be of value

to the Government of the Congo.

At present the U.S. Government, through ICA
in agreement with governments concerned, is con-

ducting programs of teclmical assistance in 13

countries and territories in Africa. Miss Tibbetts,

Mr. Lehmann, and Mr. St. Lawrence are serving

in Washington with the International Coopera-

tion Administration, the agency of the U.S. Gov-

ernment charged with administering programs of

technical assistance.

Iranian Archeological Congress

Concludes Meeting

Following are remarks made hy Loy W. Hen-

derson, Deputy Under Secretary for Adminis-

tration, at the closing session of the Fourth

Congress of Iranian Art and Archeology at Wash-

ington, B.C., on May 3. Mr. Henderson repre-

sented President Eisenhower at the Congress}

Press release 242 dated May 4

On behalf of the United States Government it

is my privilege to congratulate the organizere and

participants of the Fourth Congress of Iranian

Art and Archeology as that eventful and memo-
rable Congress comes to a close. Special tribute

is due Dr. Pope [Arthur Upham Pope, director

of the Fourth Congress], Dr. Kulmel [Ernst

Kuhnel, chairman of the Fourth Congress], and

others wlio have contributed so much to its success.

Delegates from far and near have given gen-

erously of their time in preparing for and attend-

ing this Congress and in participating in its

discussions and deliberations. We are delighted

" For background, see Bulletin of May 2, 19G0, p. 713.

that so many of our friends from abroad have

been present, and regret that circumstances have

prevented many of the outstanding scholars of

Iranian culture from coming. We know that

they are with us in spirit.

The American i^eople are honored that the

United States was selected as the site for the

Fourth Congress. We are proud of our collec-

tions of Iranian artistic and archeological treas-

ures and are happy that scholars and artists from

various parts of the world have been able to enjoy

them with us.

Persian culture with its great richness has for

many generations broadened and deepened con-

cepts of beauty throughout the world. Apprecia-

tion of man's handiwork like that of nature can-

not be confined by national boundaries. The love

and imderstanding of beauty brings pleasure to

the hearts and minds of all peoples and serves as

a common bond to imite them. This has been

amply demonstrated in your warm associations

and stimidating exchanges during the past days.

Tlie recent revelation by outstanding scholars,

a number of whom have attended this Congress,

of some of the secrets hitherto hidden in ancient

Persian art forms—in rugs, paintings, and archi-

tecture—is giving us a wider comprehension of

the grandeur of tliis ancient civilization and a

deeper appreciation of the richness of its heritage

to us.

We are all debtors to the scholars in the field

of Iranian art and archeology. Through the

sharing of concepts of beauty and culture they

are making a significant contribution to the pro-

motion of values of brotherhood—to an under-

standing and tolerance so essential to the preserva-

tion of world peace.

I know that I am reflecting the views not only

of our Government but also of the American
people when I express appreciation in particular

of the achievements of the members of this Con-
gress. We wish all of you an agreeable return

journey to your homes.
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THE CONGRESS

President Urges Congress To Act

on Mutual Security Legislation

On May 3 President Eisenhower sent to the

Congress a message ^ in which he urged action on

certain pending legislation . Following is the por-

tion of the message dealing with the Mutual Se-

curity Program.

During most of our Nation's history, our growth

was strongly influenced by two unique conditions.

First, for more than a century and a half two great

oceans protected us from the violent struggles of

the Old World. Although in recent years we be-

came engaged in two global wars, our relative

isolation gave us months in which to assemble,

train, and equip our forces deliberately and un-

molested. Second, from the very beginning, our

Nation's rapid expansion was encouraged by com-

mercial and financial assistance from the nations

of Europe. These countries pro^dded us with

valuable skills and the capital needed to accelerate

the development of our resources, industries, and
commerce.

These conditions have radically changed.

America emerged from World War II as the

mightiest nation in a free world that, in the main,

was exhausted and crippled. Soon thereafter we
came to realize that new weapons of great power,

speed and range has markedly reduced the value

of our ocean shield. Our homeland, in any future

major war, would be a prime target, and our warn-
ing time against surprise attack would lie minutes,

not months. Our security cannot now be achieved

by methods and a level of effort believed adequate

only a few years ago.

In a world, moreover, in which an aggressive

ideologj- drives ceaselessly to destroy human free-

dom, it is now the United States to which aspir-

ing free peoples, particularly in underdeveloped

areas, must look, as America once did to others,

for the technical knowledge and financial assist-

i " H. Doc. 385, 86th Cong., 2d sess.

May 23, I960

ance needed to help them strengthen their econo-

mies and protect their mdependence.

Such changes as these gave rise to our mutual

security program, one of the most necessary and
successful enterprises America has undertaken

throughout her history. Started more than a

decade ago, the program helped to save Grefece,

forestalled economic collapse in Turkey and West-

em Europe, supported the countries of the

SEATO Alliance, sustained the strength and in-

dependence of South Korea and the Republic of

China, and made real progress, in underdeveloped

nations on five continents, in combating disease,

poverty, and suffering, and thus has strengthened

the resistance of those areas to Commmiist pene-

tration, propaganda, and subversion. Clear it is

that the mutual security program provides the

surest path by which America can lead to and

sustain a durable peace with justice.

Such a program serves the Nation at large

rather than any particular locality, section or

group. Only with difficulty, therefore, can its

great rewards be measured by individual com-

munities and citizens. It inevitably follows that

m the annual contests over the public use of tax

revenues, there is a tendency to bypass the needs

of this vital security program in favor of domestic

projects that, urged by special groups, achieve a

measure of support far greater than their overall

value to the Nation warrants. Understandable

this tendency is, but I deem it a great disservice to

America to indulge it. Tlie security of our coun-

try obviously demands that our mutual security

program be carried forward at an adequate level.

I have asked new appropriations of $4,175 bil-

lions for this program for the 1961 fiscal year.

Nearly half of this—a sum one-twentieth of our

o\vn defense budget—is to assist the military

forces of the free world, comprising 5 million sol-

diers, 2,200 combatant ships, and 30,000 aircraft.

I need not remind the Congress of the low cost

at which this force for freedom is sustained as

compared to the cost of an aircraft carrier, a

squadron of jet bombers, or an Army or Marine

Corps division in our own defense structure.
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Of the other parts of the program, one-third

is for economic assistance required to help sustam

these hirge forces abroad. The remamder con-

sists of loans, teclinical assistance, and grants to

help underdeveloped nations. These are the funds

that spell the difference between hopeless stagna-

tion and progress for hundreds of millions of peo-

ple who, with us, believe in freedom.

Con^rressional approval of these funds for mu-

tual security will profoundly benefit our people.

To our allies and to others with whom we discuss

the great issues of our times, it will signify that

a united America has not wearied in the discharge

of its responsibilities, and that we are unshakable

in our determination to attain a world order m
which men are free to pursue their goals in

peace. And I emphasize once again that, as we

strive to build the kind of world in which Amer-

ica believes, our adversaries are not all included

in the single word "communism." They are dis-

tress and privation as well, and also the despera-

tion of peoples when they realize that, lacking out-

side help, they struggle in vain to better tlieir lives.

Widespread chaos and misery cannot provide a

world climate in which our free Republic can

prosper and remain secure. There is for America

no higher purpose or greater need than to meas-

ure up to her world leadership responsibilities.

I am keenly aware of the contention that, be-

cause of an adverse balance of payments and be-

cause of certain failures in administration, Amer-

ica should curtail these mutual security efforts.

We must, and do, strive for gi-eater efficiency.

Likewise, we do have a problem with balance of

payments, but the way to meet this is by positive

actions which expand exports. Neither difficulty

can be met by withdrawing from our responsibili-

ties for world leadership and from partnership in

the protection of freedom. We need—in our own

interests—greater human progress and economic

growth throughout the world. We cannot achieve

these by an assaidt either on mutual security or

on liberal trade policies.

I congratulate the Congress for its actions thus

far on the funds for mutual security in the author-

izing legislation, and I reaffirm the imperative

necessity of providing the appropriations that the

authorization would allow.

DwiGiiT D. Eisenhower

T.ir, AVinra House, May 3, 19G0
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Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

86th Congress, 2d Session

^ ^ T otoQ PUnteee Hearings before the Merchant Ma-

^re'itaVT^hS Sn^on^^ittee of the Senate Inter-

stite and Foreign Commerce Committee on fe ^019- *

bill to provide for certain pilotage requirements in the

"^SJ^'^V^ waters of «ie«reat Lakes and for

nthpr nnrDOses February 23, 1900. yo PP- . - „
Inter^at^'alTevelopment Association Hearings before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee "^ S_f'^.jf
provide for U.S. participation in the IDA. March lb-.:i,

Mu?uai sl?uri?y Act of 1960 Hearings before tie Senate

Foreign Relations Committee on S. 30oh, to amena

furthfr the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended.

AnrafR^^rfof^'tirSainFiTwrence seaway Develop.

^ment Corporation. Message from the Pfe^^en^ tc.

gether with the report covering the <>^oi5"n^^
activities for the year ended December 31, 1959. H. Doc.

InSra^-Sra^nd^Tatu^r^i^^tion. Report of the Senate

TSary Committee made by its Sub<;ommittee on

Immigration and Naturalization pursuant to b. Kes. oo,

asSded and extended, fth Congress, 1st session.

together with supplemental views. S. Rept. 1272.

Prtv'i'dlng for P^omoUon of Economic and Social Develop-

"^ment fn the Ryukyu Islands^
^,Tfl96o''TppHR 1157 H. Rept. 1517. April 14, 1960. -2 pp.

Prom'^otin'g^ Foreign ^rade of United States in Grai^

and Plums. Report to accompany S. 1857. b. Kept.

ReSng^^llbuiUUngVoiron Domestic Vessels To Be

""'S Ent'frely in u's. Shipyards. Report to accompany

S 3189. S. Rept. 1279. April 19, 1960. 9 PP.

Operations of the Development Loan Fund. Fourteentti

report by the House Government Operations Committee.

H Rept." 152t!. April 19, 1960. 35 pp.
, „ „. ^

Pilotage Requirements for Vessels Navigating U.S. Waters

of the Great Lakes. Report to accompany S. 30iy.

S Rent. 1284. April 21, llt60. 14 pp.

The Mutual Security Act of 1960. Report of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee on S. 30o8. S. Rept. 12»b.

April 22, 1960. 65 pp. ^ c *

Foreign Commerce Study. Interim report to the Senate

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee b.v siiecial

staff on the study of U.S. foreign commerce. April 25,

1960 71 pp. [Committee print]

Extension of Export Control Act of 1W9. RfPort to

accompany H.R. 10550. S. Rept. 1287. April 2o, I960.

Law ^of the Sea Conventions. Report to accomiwny Ex.

J to N, inclusive, S(;th Congress, 1st session, h. l<.x.

Rept. 5. April 27, 19<U). 11 PP- ^ ^ „a
Authorizing the Loan of One Sv^.mar.ne to Canada and

the Extension of a Loan of a Naval Vessel to the Gov-

ernment of the Republic of China. Report to accompany

H.R. !)4(!.5. S. Rept. 129.S. April 28. V.HiO. 4 pp.

Restoration of Freedom to Captive Nations Report to

accompany II. C«n. Res. 633. H. Rept. 1;.62. May 2,

1960. 5 pp. „ ,^ . „„
Suspension of Duties on Metal ScTap ^eiwrt to ac-

,.,m,pnny U.K. 11748. H. Rept. 1.56.5. May 2 19(>0. 4 pp

Report to Congress on the Mutual ScMirity Program for

the First Half of Fiscal Year 1960. H. DcK'. 373. May

2 19(10. 64 pp.

Temporary Suspension of Duty "" t>'-t''l" /'""'"'i'f;"^

Graphite. Report to accompany H.R. 1-1 <. b- "tpi.

13,32. May 3, lOC.O. .3 pp.
^ * „^

TemiKirarv Tariff Treatment of Chicory. Rejiort to nc-

comlmny H.R. 9308. S. Rept. 1333. May 3. 1!>60. 4 pp.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

North Atlantic Council Holds Ministerial Meeting at Istanbul

The North Atlantic Council held its spring

Ministerial Meetin-g at Istanbul May 2-4- Fol-

lowing are texts of a inessage from President

Eisenhoioer tvhich was read by Secretary Herter

at the opening session on May 2, a final communi-
que issued on May ^, and statements made by

Secretary Herter upon his arnval at Istanbul

an April 30, at the conclusion of the meeting

on May 4, and upon his return to Washington
on May 6, together with a list of the members of

the U.S. delegation.

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

As the NATO Ministerial Council convenes

for its twenty-fifth session since NATO's found-

ing, I should like to recall its original purpose,

to empliasize once more its continuing necessity,

and to define anew its challenging tasks.

Eleven years ago our nations joined in a solemn

pact of interdependence. We recognized that

only by cooperating as free peoples, subjecting

our individual preference to the common interest,

could we ward ofl' threatening danger. For the

threat was real and inunediate.

For my own country, the decision to join such

a pact was epochal. We overcame our historic

aversion to permanent alliances and, in important

facets, agreed to merge our destiny with that of

other free and like-minded nations of the Atlantic

area. This decision has been ratified by tlie over-

whelming approval of the American people of

whatever party or political faith. It has grown
into the strongest peace-time coalition in all his-

tory. It has come to have a meaning for its

members far transcending the initial crisis which
gave it birth.

In two weeks, I shall meet at Paris, together

with other Western leaders, witli tlie Premier of

the USSR.

We approach these Paris talks with a sincere

desire to do all possible to reduce the tensions and
dangers that now exist. Yet we cannot reason-

ably anticipate any quick or spectaciUar results.

This meeting will be one more in what may prove

a long succession of diplomatic exchanges dealing

with some of the most difficult problems of our

era. These are not susceptible to early solution.

We can, at best, hope to make some modest

progress towards our goals.

In this period of prolonged negotiation, I hope

that all the NATO governments and their peoples

will redouble effoi-ts toward maintaining our

strength, unity, and firmness of purpose.

We can negotiate successfully only if we are

resolute and united, and if that resolution and

imity are manifest to the Soviets. Any evidence

of weakness or division among ourselves can only

undermine our diplomacy and diminish its

effectiveness.

If our negotiations with the Soviets do not pros-

per, we will have even more reason to look to our

combined NATO forces as our greatest insurance

against aggression.

If tliese negotiations do create some hope of re-

ducing the risk of hostility, our efl'orts to enhance

NATO's material and moral strength and cohe-

sion will be the more needed—in order to meet

the challenge of intensifying competition with the

Communists throughout the world.

It is thus apparent today, even more than when
our NATO treaty was signed, tliat our alliance is

responsive to vital and enduring needs—a perma-

nent community of free peoples, menacing no one,

concerting its efforts only to advance the common

good, evolving to deal ever more effectively with

the problems and opportunities of the new decade.

To meet these problems and opportunities. Sec-

retary Herter proposed at your Ministerial nieet-
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ing last December ^ that NATO engage in long-

range planning for the 1960's. We are making in-

tensive preparations for effective United States

participation in this plamiuig, as I trust that all

of you are doing. To move toward our common
goals will demand the concerted planning and

consecrated effort of all our nations.

As one wlio has been closely associated with

NATO smce its begimiing, I realize fully the dif-

ferences of approach that are inevitable in any

alliance of free nations. Yet our potential

strength is the greater because we are free. To
realize this fact, we have only to contrast our es-

sentially trivial differences with the common stake

and opportunities that we have in freedom. No
dictatorship can hope to generate the power, both

material and moral, which free peoples acting in

unison can wield.

To mobilize this power, we must dedicate our-

selves anew to the task of uniting and strengthen-

ing our NATO community so that it can effectively

meet the challenges not only of the months but

of the decades which lie ahead.

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

TEXT OF COMMUNIQUE

Press release 243 dated May 4

The North Atlantic Council held its spring min-

isterial meeting in Istanbul from May 2nd-4th.

The Council took stock of the situation on the

eve of the Summit Meeting. The results of its

exchange of views may be smnmarized as follows

:

(A) The Council welcomes the prospect of ne-

gotiations with the Soviet Union, and hopes that

they will lead to improved international relations.

Tlie unity of the Alliance is a condition of prog-

ress towards this end.

(B) All members of the Alliance share the aim
of general and complete disarmament, to be

achieved by stages under effective international

control, and support the proposals of the Western
negotiators at Geneva to this end. These i)ro-

posals in their view provide the best means of

carrying out the United Nations Resolution of
20th November, 1959; ^ they regret the uiiwilling-

' For Secretary Ilerter's arrival statement and com-
muniques Issued on Dec. 17 and Dec. 22, 1959, see Bulle-
tin (if .Ian. 4, 1!)(!0, p. .3, and Jan. 11, 19G0, p. 44.

' II.N- doc. A/UES/17:{H(XIV) (A/C. 1/L.234) ; for text.
see ihid., Nov. 23, 19.'>9, \^. Tfiii.
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ness which the Soviet side has so far shown to dis-

cuss specific practical measures of disarmament.

( C) Wliile desirmg a true international detente,

the Atlantic Alliance cannot be satisfied with a

formula of "peaceful coexistence" mider cover

of which attacks continue to be made on individual

members of the Alliance. Detente, like peace, is

indivisible. Thus, the efforts of Soviet propa-

ganda to discredit tlie Federal Eepublic of Ger-

many and the governments of certain other NATO
countries are inimical to the Alliance as a whole

and inconsistent with a real improvement of inter-

national relations.

(D) The Council reaffirms the view that the

solution of the problem of Germany can only be

found in reunification on the basis of self-

determination. It recalls its Declaration of 16th

December, 1958,^ and once again expresses its de-

termination to protect the freedom of the people

of West Berlin.

The Council heard reports on the topics likely

to be discussed at the Summit Meeting. After a

full discussion, it expressed its entire agreement

with the common positions of the United States,

France and the United Kingdom as worked out

in consultation with their Allies. It expressed

its satisfaction with the system of continuous

consultation between all members of the Alliance

which has been developed.

The Council also examined the Secretary Gen-

eral's report on the working of the Alliance. It

welcomed the progress accomplished in various

fields and reaffirmed its determination to continue

its efforts in the field of political and economic

cooperation and solidarity which is so necessary

for the maintenance of peace and defense of

freedom.

All members of the Council reaffirmed their

faith in NATO and welcomed the emphasis given

in President Eisenliower's message to the long-

term plamiing of the Alliance.

STATEMENTS BY SECRETARY HERTER

Arrival Statement, Istanbul, April 30

Piess release 231 dated April ;!0

I am glad to bo in Turkey. The people of this

great republic play a valiant role in the defense

of the rich traditions whicli have shaped our civi-

' For text, see ibid., Jan. ."i, 1959, p. 4.
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lization. "Wq in America are proud to be associ-

ated with you in this common cause.

Within the councils of NATO we seek the

frank and lionest advice of one another on the

issues we face togetlier in the defense of our free-

dom and in the quest for a just, lasting, and hon-

orable peace. Here in Istanbul next week, we will

seek the benefit of that advice, particularly with

regard to the summit meeting in Paris on May 16.

AVe, for our part, look ahead to the Paris meet-

ing with a sense of realism born of experience.

"We hope for progress but hold no illusions. For
our ultimate objective goes beyond the mere main-

tenance of the long-familiar uneasy state of con-

flict recently disguised imder slogans of "peaceful

coexistence." What we seek is a positive state of

well-being in which men can pursue their rightful

aspirations in freedom and in peace.

At best the road to this goal will be long and
difficult. Today, the sense of crisis appears less

imminent than a year ago. But for us to con-

fuse now or in the future the appearance of

relaxation in tension with real progress toward

solutions of international issues would be a dis-

_service to the cause of peace.

We in NATO must, therefore, continue to

strengthen the ties that bind us. We must con-

tinue to build the collective strength of our de-

fenses. This is the only sovmd course for us to

follow. We have done so in the past. I am con-

fident we shall do so in the future.

Statement at Conclusion of Meeting, May 4

Press release 241 dated May 4

I wish to express my deep gratitude for the

hospitality extended by the Government of Tur-

key and the courtesy shown us by the people of

Istanbul.

Ours has been a significant meeting. It has

shown once again the extraordinary imity existing

among tlie 1.5 free and independent members of

NATO. I am heartened and encouraged by this

fact.

I have benefited immeasurably from the advice

freely and honestly given by our friends, particu-

larly in regard to the summit meeting on May 16.

The United States will go to that meeting fully

aware that the process of resolving the many out-

standing i)roblems will be protracted. It will

require much patience. It may well take many

forms. It is therefore particulai-ly important

that we in NATO not only maintain but improve
our unity and the collective strength of our
defenses.

Both patience and determination on our part

are not all that is required. The Soviet Govern-
ment has to come to the realization tliat the deter-

mination of free men to safeguard tlieir freedom
cannot be subdued. It must also understand that

the people of the world want and deserve more
than a struggle for domination under the guise

of what they have chosen to call "peaceful coexist-

ence." If the forthcoming meeting demonstrates
that the Soviet Union now understands these basic

facts, we should be able to make a start toward the
solution of some of our major problems.

Arrival Statement, Washington, May 6

Press release 252 dated May 6

I return from the Foreign Ministers Confer-
ences of the Central Treaty Organization

(CENTO) held in Tehran^ and the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) held in

Istanbul. On the return route 1 day was spent

in Athens for fruitful discussions with Greek
officials and a pleasant visit with Their Gracious
Majesties the King and Queen of Greece.

Both the NATO and CENTO conferences were
eminently successful. They afforded opportuni-

ties for thorough exchanges of views on specific

problems and tasks relating to the alliances them-
selves and on the international situation generally,

with particular reference to the forthcoming sum-
mit meeting in Paris.

Marked unity was demonstrated at both con-

ferences. All participants were determined to

maintain strong defenses until the hoped-for day
wlien general and complete disarmament and in-

ternational arrangements for keeping the peace

can be achieved.

The CENTO and NATO conferences gave

their approval to the Western approaches to the

summit. Wliile welcoming the constructive na-

ture of the Western positions, the IMinisters agreed

that exaggerated hopes for agi-eement should

not be entertained.

A significant outcome of the discussions was

the unanimous agreement that a detente, though

welcome, cannot be a true detente while the Soviet

* IhUh, May 10, 19G0, p. 801.
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Union continues its attacks on some members of

the alliance and seeks to sow dissension between

them. To echo the words of the NATO communi-

que, detente, like peace, is indivisible.

U.S. DELEGATION

The Department of State annoimced on April

25 (press release 212) that the following are the

principal members of the U.S. delegation to the

ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic Council

held at Istanbul from May 2 to 4, 1960.

V.8. Representative

Secretary of State Christian A. Herter

U.S. Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic

Council and European Regional Organizations

Ambassador W. Randolph Burgess

Senior Advisers

liivingston T. Merchant, Under Secretary of State for

Political Affairs

Theodore C. Achilles, Counselor of the Department of

State

Andrew II. Berding, Assistant Secretary of State for

Public Affairs

Philip J. Farley, Special Assistant to the Secretary of
State for Disarmament and Atomic Energy

John N. Irwin II, Assistant Secretary of Defense for In-

ternational Security Affairs

G. Lewis Jones, Assistant Secretary of State for Near
Eastern and South Asian Affairs

Foy D. Kohler, Assistant Secretary of State for European
Affairs

Frederick E. Nolting, Jr., Alternate U.S. Permanent Repre-
sentative to the North Atlantic Council

Gerard C. Smith, Assistant Secretary of State for Policy
Planning

Fletcher Warren, Ambassador to Turkey

President Names U.S. Members
of Shrimp Commission

The A\niite House (Augusta, Ga.) announced on
Ai)ril 20 that the President had on that date ap-
pointed the following to be members of the U.S.
section of the Commission for the Conservation of
Shrimp in the Eastern Gulf of Mexico:*

John C. Ferguson
Robert M. Ingle

Donald L. McKeman, Director, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, I)ei>artnient of the Interior

' Established pursuant to a convention with Cuba
signed on Aug. l."-!, 1958; for text, see Bulletin of Apr 20
l!>r.i), p. .'-,06.
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United States Delegations

to International Conferences

13th World Health Assembly

The Department of Stat« announced on April

29 (press release 229) that the President has des-

ignated Arthur S. Flemming, Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare, as chairman of the U.S.

delegation to the 13th World Health Assembly,

which is scheduled to convene at Geneva on

May 3.

The President also designated Dr. Leroy E.

Burney, Surgeon General, Public Health Service,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

and Horace E. Henderson, Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary of State for International Organization

Affairs, as delegates and the following as alternate

delegates

:

Frank B. Berry, M.D., Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Health and Medical)

Lowell T. Coggeshall, M.D., Dean, Division of Biological

Sciences, University of Chicago

H. van Zile Hyde, M.D., Assistant to the Surgeon Gen-

eral for International Health, Public Health Service,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Richard K. C. Lee, M.D., President, Board of Health,

State of Hawaii

Other members of the delegation include

:

Advisers

Guillermo Arbona, AI.D., Secretary of Health of the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico

Eugene P. Campbell, M.D., Chief, Public Health Divi-

sion, International Cooperation Administration

Geoffrey Edsall, M.D., Director of Immunology Division,

Army Medical Service, Graduate School, Walter Reed
Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C.

E. Ross Jenney, M.D., Assistant Chief, Division of Inter-

national Health, Public Health Service, Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare
Berwyn Mattison, M.D., Executive Secretary, American

Public Health Association

Oleon A. Nafe, M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery, In-

diana University Medical School

Christopher Parnall, Jr., M.D., Administrator, Rochester

General Hospital, RiK-hester, N.Y.

M. Allen Pond, Office of the Special Assistant for Health

and Medical Affairs, Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

Edward J. Rowell, American Consulate General, Geneva,

Switzerland

William Thomas Sowder, M.D., Florida State Health

Officer

Lawrence R. Wyatt, Office of International Economic and
Social Affairs, Department of State

Secretary of Delegation

David B. Ortman, Office of International Conferences,

Department of State
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TREATY INFORMATION

profits taxes, or the ad valorem equivalent of such

combined duty and taxes in cases in which a 8i)eclfic

rate is Involved, exceed the ad valorem rate specified

for the respective products

:

Temporary Waiver of Some Provisions

in U.S.-iran Trade Agreement

Press release 218 dated April 27

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

On April 12, 19G0, the U.S. Government,

througli the American Embassy at Tehran, ex-

changed notes with the Government of Iran in

which the Government of the United States agreed

not to invoke article VI of the United States-Iran

Reciprocal Trade Agreement of 1943 ^ with respect

to the temporary imposition by Iran of commer-

cial profits taxes on certain products on which Iran

had given tariff concessions to the United States in

the agreement. The Government of Iran had re-

quested U.S. agreement to these taxes because of

Iran's balance-of-payments problem. The ex-

change of notes covers a period not to exceed 6

months immediately following the date of the ex-

change. The original agreement was signed on

April 8, 1943.

Under the terms of the notes, the taxes in ques-

tion shall not be imposed on products of the

United States at rates higher than those at which

they are imposed on products of any third coun-

try. In no case shall the combined duty and com-

mercial profits taxes exceed the ad valorem rate

specified for the respective products in the not«s.

Tlie text of the U.S. note is attached. The
Iranian reply is identical in substance.

TEXT OF U.S. NOTE

Dear Mr. Minister: I refer to recent discussions with

respect to the serious balance of payments situation con-

fronting Iran. It is my understanding that these discus-

sions have resulted in the following agreement

:

1. The Government of Iran considers it necessary dur-

ing the next six months temporarily to impose its

commercial profits taxes on the importation of the

following products of the United States provided

for in Schedule I to the Trade Agreement between the

United States and Iran, signed April 8, 1943, but In

no case shall the combined duty and commercial

Tariff
Nunxber

868 B

868 D

890 A

' 58 Stat. 1322.
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Description Rale

Radio receiving sets, including

phonographs

1. Up to 5,000 rials ($65) 25 percent

5,000-10,000 rials ($G5-.$130) 50 percent

More than 10,000 rials ($130) 75 percent

Television receivers

Up to 20,000 rials ($261) 25 percent

20,000 rials or more 50 percent

Passenger cars including sport

models

Up to 200,000 rials ($2614) 35 percent

200,000-300,000 rials ($2614-

$3921) 50 percent

300,000 ($3921) or more 75 percent

2. Such commercial profits taxes shall not be imposed

on products of the United States at rates higher than

those at which these taxes are imposed on products

of any third country.

3. In view of the serious balance of payments situation

of Iran the Government of the United States, during

the period of six months immediately following the

date of this note, will not invoke the provisions of

Article VI of the Trade Agreement in respect of the

commercial profit taxes specified above.

The Government of the United States of America will

consider that this note, together with your note In reply,

indicating concurrence of the Government of Iran in re-

spect to the matter set forth above, constitute an agree-

ment between the Government of the United States of

America and the Government of Iran to enter into force

on the date of your reply note.

Sincerely yours,

EOWABD T. Wailes

His Excellency

Hassan Ali Mansur,
Minister of Commerce,
Ministry of Commerce,
Tehran.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Cultural Relations

Agreement on the importation of educational, scientific,

and cultural materials, and protocol. Done at Lake
Success November 22, 1950. Entered into force May 21,

1952.'

Acceptance deposited: Denmark, April 5, 19C0.

Shipping
Convention on the Intergovernmental Maritime Consulta-

* Not In force for the United States.
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tive Organization. Signed at Geneva March 6, 1948.

Entered into force March 17, 1958. TIAS 4044.

Acceptance deposited: Bulgaria, April 5, 1960.

Telecommunications
Telegraph regulations (Geneva revision, 1958) annexed to

the international telecommunication convention of De-
cember 22, 1952 (TIAS 3266), with appendixes and final

protocol. Done at Geneva November 29, 1958. Entered
into force January 1, 1960. TIAS 4390.

Notification of approval: Laos, March 21, 1960.

Radio regulations, with appendixes, annexed to the inter-

national telecommunication convention, 1959. Done at

Geneva December 21, 1959.'

Notification of approval: Iran, March 14, 1960.

BILATERAL

India

Agricultural commodities agreement under title I of the
Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of

1954, as amended (68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. 1701-1709),
with exchange of notes. Signed at Washington May 4,

1960. Entered into force May 4, 1960.

Iran

Agreement providing that the United States will not in-

voke article VI of reciprocal trade agreement of 1943
(58 Stat. 1322) with respect to temporary imposition by
Iran of commercial profits taxes on certain products.
Effected by exchange of notes at Tehran April 12, 1960.
Entered into force April 12, 1960.

Japan
Agreement relating to a program for the assembly and
manufacture in Japan of F-104 type aircraft by Jap-
anese industry. Effected bv exchange of notes at Tokyo
April 15, 1960. Entered into force April 15, 1960.

Turkey
Agreement amending the agreement of December 27, 1949,

as amended (TIAS 2111 and 3737), for the establish-
ment of the U.S. Educational Commission in Turkey.
Effected by exchange of notes at Ankara February 1,

1960. Entered into force February 1, 1960.

DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

organization of Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs'

Department circular 355 dated April 26

1. Purpose

The purposes of this circular are (1) to announce the
reorganization of the Bureau of International Cultural
Relations and its redesignation as the Bureau of Educa-
tional and Cultural Affairs, and (2) to establish com-
poiionts of tlie new organization.

' Xot in force.

'Department circular 329 dated June ir,, 1959, Is

canceled.
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2. Background

The Bureau of International Cultural Relations was
established, effective June 1, 1959, in recognition of the

need for greater emphasis on the international cultural

relations of the United States. The Special Assistant to

the Secretary for the Coordination of International Edu-

cational and Cultural Relations heads the Bureau. He
is responsible for the coordination of the wide variety of

international cultural activities which are conducted by

the several Government agencies and for the direction of

the cultural programs of the Department. Experience

since the establishment of the Bureau has revealed the

advisability of modifying the organizational structure to

:

(1) give greater importance to the function of planning

and developing the educational exchange and cultural

programs of the Department ; (2) make more manageable

the heavy burden of operational responsibilities; and (3)

provide the Special Assistant with a means to accomplish

the two related but separate responsibilities of coordina-

tion and direction of operations.

3. Organizational Changes

3.1 Effective with the pay period beginning April 17,

1960, the Bureau of International Cultural Relations (CU)

is reorganized and renamed the Bureau of Educational

and Cultural Affairs (CU).

3.2 Within the Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs, the following changes are made

:

a. The "Policy and Coordination Staff", the "Plans and

Development Staff", "Office of Cultural Exchange" and

the "Office of Educational Exchange" are established.

b. The "Executive and Reports Staff" replaces the

Executive Staff and the Program Reporting Staff.

c. The UNESCO [United Nations Educational, Scien-

tific and Cultural Organization] Relations Staff is redes-

ignated "Secretariat-United States National Commission

for UNESCO".
d. The Cultural Policy and Development Staff, the

Cultural Presentations Staff and the International Edu-

cational Exchange Service are abolished.

3. 3 The East-West Contacts Program and Staff will

be transferred to the Bureau of European Affairs. CU
will retain responsibility for approval of the i)erforniances

of American groups touring under the President's Special

International Program and for programming and selec-

tion of American and Soviet students exchanged with

the Soviet Union under terms of the U.S.-USSR Ex-

change Agreement as well as student exchanges with the

other Eastern European nations.

4. Designation

Mr. Robert H. Thayer continues as head of the Bureau
of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Mr. Saxton Brad-

ford will continue to serve as Deputy and will direct

file operating i)rngrains of the Bureau under the super-

vision (if tlie Special Assistant.

5. Functio-ns

5.1 Office of the Special Assistant to the Scrretary

for the Coordination of International Educational and
Cultural Relations

a. Develops United States Government policy on, and
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coordinatos, nil intonintionnl cultural, odurntioiial iind

excliauge of iiorstm.s nctivilies and the cultural aspects

of trainiug programs for foreign nationals.

b. Directs the Department's cultural and e<lucational

exchange prugrnms.

5.11 Policy and Coordination Staff

Serves as the body which assists the Special Assistant

in the coordination aspects of the Bureau's functions;

maintains liaison and consults with other Government
agencies and with private foundations and other non-

Governnieut groups; provides advice and guidance in

the establishment of priorities and other program con-

siderations and information on plans and program
activities both Governmental and private in the educa-
tional and cultural field.

5.12 Secretariat of the V.8. Advisory Commission on
Educational Exchange and the Advisory Committee on
the Arts

Provides such staff functions as are necessary to enable

the Advisory Commission and the Advisory Committee
to fulfill their respective responsibilities as provided by
law.

5.13 Secretariat-United States National Commission
for UNESCO

a. In consultation with the Plans and Development
Staff, the National Commission and the Bureau of Inter-

national Organization Affairs, develops policies governing
substantive U.S. participation in the UNESCO program.

b. Coordinates activities incident to the participation of

the United States in UNESCO.
c. Provides staff functions for the National Commission

including services for its meetings, conference and travel

arrangements.

5.14 Executive and Reports Staff

Provides executive leadership and direction, and ad-

ministers the organization, budget and fiscal, security,

personnel and administrative activities of the Bureau.
Issues all reports of the Bureau, including those re-

quired by legislation. Provides a clearing house of in-

formation involving the collection of information and
preparation of reports about all Government and private

activities in the international educational and cultural

fields.

a. Financial Management Branch
b. Reports Branch
c. Organization and Procedures Branch
d. Administrative and Personnel Branch

5.2 Plans and Development Staff

a. Plans are prepared by geographic area planning
officers for the Department's educational and cultural ac-

tivities, including exchange of persons, cultural presenta-

tions, multilateral cultural activities, cultural agreements
and conventions, etc., and for the Department's assistance

to private activities in this field. Develops a total educa-

tional and cultural program for each country and for

regional cultural programs including those for OAS
[Organization of American States], NATO [North Atlan-

tic Treaty Organization], SEATO [Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization], CENTO [Central Treaty Organization],
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etc., taking into consideration the rcconimendatious of

overseas missions. Obtains political guidance from the

geograi)hic bureaus and program information from other

elements of CU as a basis for planning.

b. Advisers in the Office of the Director (1) assemble
information on the extent of educational and cultural

resources within the United States and advise on the

manner iu which those resources are to be taken into ac-

count in planning the Department's educational and cul-

tural activities, and (2) ensure an appropriate relation-

ship between over-all U.S. cultural interests and programs
and U.S. participation in UNESCO and other multilateral

cultural programs in collaboration with the Secretariat-

U.S. National Commi.ssiou for UNESCO.
c. The "Evaluation Branch" acquires, interprets and

evaluates information on educational and cultural pro-

grams on a country-by-country basis for the purpose of

appraising progress and effectiveness and giving guidance
in formulating policies and plans.

5.3 Office of Educational Exchange

Conducts, directly and by agreement or contract with
public or private agencies, activities in the educational
and cultural field which are academic in nature and in-

volve programs for bringing selected persons from other
countries to the United States for study, teaching, and
research and for sending selected Americans abroad for

similar purposes ; administers a program to provide facili-

tative assistance to interchanges of privately financed
individuals and groups.

5.31 Operations Staff of the Board of Foreign
Scholarships

Provides such staff functions as are necessary to enable
the Board of Foreign Scholarships to fulfill its responsi-

bilities under Public Law 584, 79th Congress.

5.32 Student Division

Directs the exchange of persons programs which bring
foreign nationals to the United States for study in Ameri-
can educational institutions and which send Americans
abroad for study iu foreign educational institutions.

a. American Branch
b. Foreign Branch

5.33 Professional Division

Directs (1) the exchange of persons i)rograms which
bring foreign professional educators and scholars at the

university level to lecture or to undertake research in

the United States and instructors at the elementary and
secondary school level to teach, and (2) programs which
send the same type of American professional people

abroad for these purposes; directs the establishment of

Chairs in American Studies in foreign institutions as
well as Seminars in American Studies overseas.

a. Lecturers and Research Scholars Branch
b. Teachers Branch

5.4 Office of Cultural Exchange

Conducts, directly and by agreement or contract with
public or private agencies, activities In the educational

and cultural field other than those of an academic na-

ture; conducts programs for bringing key persons from
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other countries to the United States for travel, observa-

tion and si)ecialized practical experience, and for send-

ing carefully selected Americans abroad for similar

purposes ; sends American performing artists and athletic

groups overseas under terms of the International Cul-

tural Exchange and Trade Fair Participation Act of

1956, Public Law 860; administers a program for grants

and professional services to American-sponsored schools

in Latin America and assists American-sponsored schools

in other areas of the world ; and aids non-United States

Government organizations, institutions and individuals

here and abroad in undertaking exchange projects of

their own which can further the national interest.

5.41 Presentations Division

Administers the program which sends abroad on tour

American artists, athletes, lecturers, instructors and

demonstrators of American cultural achievement, as indi-

viduals or groups.

a. Performing Artists Branch

b. American Specialists Branch

5.42 Leaders and Specialists Division

Directs exchange of persons programs for bringing

foreign leaders of thought and opinion to the United

States for programs of travel and observation and con-

sultation and for bringing to the United States foreign

specialists to participate under planned programs of prac-

tical exi)erience; facilitates selected privately financed

and sponsored exchange projects for eminent individuals

or groups from other countries and similar projects

abroad for Americans; supervises the operation of the

Department's Reception Centers.

a. Leaders Branch

b. Foreign Specialists Branch

c. Voluntary Leaders Branch

5.43 Special Projects Division

Conducts activities in the areas of grantee orientation,

follow-up programs, English language testing and teach-

ing, and assistance on special program matters ; admin-
isters programs to provide financial assistance, in part

or in whole, to students and youth leaders on short-term

educational travel interchanges; and administers the

program of aid to American-sponsored schools abroad.

a. American-Sponsored Schools Branch
b. Facililative Services Branch
c. Education Travel Branch
d. Special Activities Branch

6. Amendments to the Organization Manual, Regulations

and Delegations of Authority

The Organization Manual, regulations and delegations

of authority in the Department of State are being

amended to reflect the changes incident to the reorganiza-

tion herein above provided.

Check List of Department of State
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U.S. states Position on U-2 Incident

Following is a stateinent read by President

Eisenhower at his press conference on May 11,

together with the texts of UjS. notes of May 10

and 12 and a Soviet note ofMay 10.

STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

White House press release dated May 11

I have made some notes from which I want to

talk to you about tliis U-2 incident.

A full statement about this matter has been made
by the State Department/ and there have been

several statesmanlike remarks by leaders of both

parties.

For my part, I supplement what the Secretary

of State has had to say with the following four

main points. After that, I shall have nothing fur-

ther to say—for the simple reason I can think of

nothing to add that might be useful at this time.

First point is this: the need for intelligence-

gathering activities.

No one wants another Pearl Harbor. This

means that we must have knowledge of military

forces and preparations around the world, espe-

cially those capable of massive surprise attack.

Secrecy in the Soviet Union makes this essen-

tial. In most of the world no large-scale attack

could be prepared in secret. But in the Soviet

Union there is a fetish of secrecy and concealment.

This is a major cause of international tension and
uneasiness today. Our deterrent must never be

placed in jeopardy. The safety of the whole free

world demands this.

As the Secretary of State pointed out in his re-

cent statement, ever since the beginning of my ad-

ministration I have issued directives to gather, in

every feasible way, the information required to

' Bulletin of May 23, 1960, p. 816.
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protect the United States and the free world

against surprise attack and to enable them to make
etfective preparations for defense.

My second point: the nature of intelligence-

gathering activities.

These have a special and secret character. They
are, so to speak, "below the surface" activities.

They are secret because they must circumvent

measures designed by other countries to protect

secrecy of military preparations.

They are divorced from the regular, visible

agencies of government, which stay clear of opera-

tional involvement in specific detailed activities.

These elements operate under broad directives

to seek and gather intelligence short of the use of

force, with operations supervised by responsible

officials within this area of secret activities.

We do not use our Army, Navy, or Air Force

for this purpose, first, to avoid any possibility of

the use of force in connection Avith these activities

and, second, because our military forces, for ob-

vious reasons, cannot be given latitude under

broad directives but must be kept under strict con-

trol in every detail.

These activities have their own rules and meth-

ods of concealment, which seek to mislead and
obscure—just as in the Soviet allegations there

are many discrepancies. For example, there is

some reason to believe that the plane in question

was not shot down at high altitude. The normal

agencies of our Government are imaware of these

specific activitias or of the special effoi-ts to con-

ceal them.

Third point: How should we view all of this

activity ?

It is a distasteful but vital necessity.

We prefer and work for a different kind of

world—and a different way of obtaining the in-

formation essential to confidence and effective de-
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teirence. Open societies, in the clay of present

weapons, are tlie only answer.

This was the reason for my open-skies proposal

in 1955,2 which I was ready instantly to put into

effect, to permit aerial observation over the United

States and the Soviet Union which would assure

that no surprise attack was being prepared against

anyone. I shall bring up the open-skies proposal

again at Paris, since it is a means of ending con-

cealment and suspicion.

My final point is that we must not be distracted

from the real issues of the day by what is an in-

cident or a symptom of the world situation today.

This incident has been given great propaganda

exploitation. The emphasis given to a flight of an

imanned, nonmilitary plane can only reflect a

fetish of secrecy.

The real issues are the ones we will be working

on at the summit—disarmament, search for solu-

tions affecting Geimany and Berlin, and the whole

range of East-West relations, including the reduc-

tion of secrecy and suspicion.

Frankly, I am hopeful that we may make prog-

ress on these great issues. Tliis is wliat we mean
when we speak of "working for peace."

And, as I remind you, I will have nothing

further to sav about this matter.

TEXTS OF NOTES

U.S. Note of May 10 >

Tlio Embassy of the United States of America

presents its compliments to the Ministry of For-

eign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics and has the honor to refer to public

statements of the Soviet Government indicating

that an American civilian, Francis Gary Powers,

is under detention in Moscow. The Embassy re-

quests that an officer of the Embassy be permitted

to interview Mr. Powers.

U.S. Note of May 12 <

Press release 262 duted Mny 12

The Embassy of the United States of America
refers to the Soviet Government's note of May 10

' Ibid., Aug. 1, 1955, v. 173.

' Delivered to the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs on
May 10 by tlie American Embassy at Moscow.

* Delivered to tlie Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs on
May 12 by the American Kmbassy at Moscow.

concerning the shooting down of an American un-

armed civilian aircraft on May 1, and under in-

struction from its Government, has the honor to

state the following.

The United States Government, in the state-

ment issued by the Department of State on May
9, has fully stated its position with respect to tliis

incident.

In its note the Soviet Government has stated

that the collection of intelligence about the Soviet

Union by American aircraft is a "calculated pol-

icy" of the United States. The United States

Government does not deny that it has pursued

such a policy for purely defensive purposes.

AVliat it emphatically does deny is that this policy

has any aggressive intent, or that the unarmed

U-2 flight of May 1 was undertaken in an effort

to prejudice the success of the forthcoming meet-

ing of the Heads of Government in Paris or to

"return the state of American-Soviet relations to

the worst times of the cold war". Indeed, it is the

Soviet Government's treatment of this case which,

if anything, may raise questions about its inten-

tions in respect to these matters.

For its part, the United States Government
will participate in the Paris meeting on May 16

prepared to cooperate to the fullest extent in seek-

ing agreements designed to reduce tensions, in-

cluding effective safeguards against surprise attack

which would make minecessary issues of this kind.

Soviet Note of May 10 >

Unofficial translation

39/OSA

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics considers it necessary to state the following to

the Government of the United States of America :

On May 1 of this year at 5 hours 36 minutes, Moscow
time, a military aircraft violated the boundary of the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and intruded across

the borders of the Soviet Union for a distance of more

than 2,000 kilometers. The Government of the Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics naturally could not leave

unpunished such a flagrant violation of Soviet state

boundaries. When the intentions of the violating aircraft

became apparent, it was shot down by Soviet rocket

troops in the area of Sverdlovsk.

Upon examinati(m by exports of all data at the disposal

of the Soviet side, it was incontrovertibly established that

the intruder aircraft belonged to the United States of

America, was permanently based in Turkey and was

° Delivered to the American Embassy at Moscow on May
10 by till' Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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sent through Pakistan Into the Soviet Union with hostile

purposes.

As Chainnan of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers N. S.

Khrushchev made public on May 7 at the final session of

the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet, e.^act data from the inves-

tigation leave no doubts with respwt to the purpose

of the flight of the American aircraft whii'h violated

the U.S.S.R. border on May 1. This aircraft was spe-

cially equipped for reconnaissance and diversionary lliglit

over the territory of the Soviet Union. It had on board

appjiratus for aerial photography for detecting the Soviet

radar networiv and other special radio-technical equii)-

ment wlilch form part of U.S.S.R. anti-aircraft defenses.

At the dispo.-ial of tiie Soviet expert commission which

carrietl out the investigation, there is indisputable proof

of tlie espionage-reconnaissance mission of the American

oireraft: films of Soviet defense and industrial establish-

ments, a tape recording of signals of Soviet radar stations

and other data.

Pilot Powers, about whose fate the Embassy of the

United States of America inquired in its note of May 6,'

is alive and, as indicated in the aforementioned speech

of Chairman of the U.S.S.R. Council of MinLsters N. S.

Khrushchev, will be brought to account under the laws

of the Soviet state. The pilot has indicated that he

did everything in full accordance with the assignment

given him. On the flight map taken from him there was

clearly and accurately marked the entire route he was

assigned after takeoff from the city of Adana (Turkey) :

Peshawar (Pakistan) -the Ural Sea-Sverdlovsk-Arch-

angel-Murmansk, followed by a landing at the Norwegian

airfield at Bude. The pilot has also stated that he served

In subunit number 10-10 which under cover of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration is en-

gaged in high altitude military reconnaissance.

This and other information revealed in speeches of

the head of the Soviet Government completely refuted the

U.S. State Department's concocted and hurriedly fabri-

cated version, released May 5 in the ofiicial announcement

for the press, to the effect that the aircraft was allegedly

carrying out meteorological observations in the upper

strata of the atmosphere along the Turkish-Soviet border.

After the complete absurdity of the aforementioned ver-

sion had been shown and it had been incontrovertibly

proven that the American aircraft intruded across the

borders of the Soviet Union for aggressive reconnaissance

purposes, a new announcement was made by the U.S.

State Department on May 7 which contained the forced

admission that the aircraft was sent into the Soviet

Union for military reconnaissance purposes and, by that

very fact, it was admitted that the flight was pursuing

aggressive pun^oses.

In this way, after two days, the State Department al-

ready had to deny the version which obviously had been

Intended to mislead world public opinion as well as

American public opinion itself.

The State Department considered it appropriate to refer

in its announcement to the "open skies" proi>osal made by

the Government of the United States of America in 105.5

and to the refusal of the Soviet Government to accept this

* For text, see Bullctin of May 23, 1960, p. 818.
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proposal. Yes, the Soviet Government, like the govern-

ments of many other states, refused to accept this proposal

which was intended to throw ojien the doors of other na-

tions to American reconnaissance. The activities of

American aviation only confirm the correctness of the

evaluation given to this proposal at the time by the Soviet

Government.

Does this not mean that, with the refusal of a number

of states to accept this proposal for "open skies", the

United States of America is attempting arbitrarily to take

upon itself the right "to open" a foreign sky? It Is enough

to put the question this way, for the complete groundless-

ness of the aforementioned reference to the United States

of America "open skies" proposal to become clear.

It follows from the aforementioned May 7 announce-

ment of the U.S.A. State Department that the hostile acts

of American aviation, which have taken place numerolis

times in relation to the Soviet Union, are not simply the

result of activity of military commands of the United

States of America in various areas but are the expression

of a calculated U.S.A. policy. That which the Soviet Gov-

ernment has repeatetlly det-lared in its representations to

the Government of the United States of America in con-

nection with violations of U.S.S.R. national boundaries by

American airplanes has been confirmed, namely, that these

violations are premeditated. All this testifies that the

Government of the United States of America, instead of

taking measures to stop such actions by American avia-

tion, the danger of which has more than once been pointed

out by the Soviet Government, oflicially announces such

actions as its national policy.

Thus, the Government of the United States of America,

In the first place, testifies to the fact that its answers to

representations of the Soviet Government were only for

the sake of form, behind which was concealed an effort

to avoid the substance of the Issue, and that all violations

by American aircraft of the national boundaries of the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics represented actions

conforming to U.S.A. policy.

In the second place, and this is the main point, by sanc-

tioning such actions of American aviation, the Govern-

ment of the United States of America aggravates the sit-

uation even more.

One must ask, how is it possible to reconcile this with

declarations on the part of leading figures of the United

States of America, that the Government of the United

States of America, like the Soviet Government, also strives

for improvement of relations between the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics and the United States of America, for

relaxation of international tension, and strengthening of

trust between states. Military intelligence activities of

one nation by means of intrusion of its aircraft into the

area of another country can hardly be called a method for

improving relations and strengthening trust.

It is self-evident that the Soviet Government is com-

pelled, under such circumstances, to give strict orders to

its arme<l forces to take all necessary measures against

violation of Soviet boundaries by foreign aviation. The

Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics re-

gretfully states that, while it undertakes everything pos-

sible for normalization and improvement of the interna-
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tional situation, the Government of the United States of

America follows a diflferent path. It is impossible to ex-

clude the thought that, apparently, the two Governments

view differently the necessity for improving relations be-

tween our countries and for creation of a favorable ground

for the success of the forthcoming summit meeting.

The Soviet Government, as well as all of the Soviet peo-

ple, considered that the personal meetings and discussions

with the President of the United States of America and

other American official figures which the Chairman of the

Council of Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist Ee-

publics had during his visit in the United States of Amer-

ica, made a good beginning in the cause of normalizing

Soviet-American relations and therefore the improvement

of the entire international situation as well. However,

the latest actions of American authorities apparently seek

to return the state of American-Soviet relations to the

worst times of the "cold war" and to poison the interna-

tional situation before the summit meeting.

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics cannot avoid pointing out that the State Depart-

ment's statement, which is unprecedented in its cyni-

cism, not only justifies provocative flights of aircraft of

tlie armed forces of the United States of America but also

acknowledges that such actions are "a normal phenome-

non" and thus in fact states that in the future the United

States intends to continue provocative invasions into the

confines of the airspace of the Soviet Union for the pur-

pose of intelligence.

Thus the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics concludes that the announcement of the State

Department that the flight was carried out without the

knowledge and permission of the Government of the

United States of America does not correspond to reality,

since in the very same announcement the necessity for

carrying on intelligence activities against the Soviet Union
is justified. This means that espionage activities of

American aircraft are carried on with the sanction of the

Government of the United States of America.
The Government of the Soviet Union makes an em-

phatic protest to the Government of the United States of

America in connection with aggressive acts of American
aviation and warns that, if similar provocations are re-

peated, it will be obliged to take retaliatory measures,
responsibility for the consequences of which will rest on
the governments of states committing aggression against
other countries.

The Soviet Government would sincerely like to hope
that the Government of the United States of America
recognizes in the final analysis that the intere-sts of pre-
serving and strengthening peace among peoples including
the interests of the American jn-ople itself, whose striving
for iK-ace was well diMnonstrated during the visit of the
head of the Soviet Government, N. S. Khrushchev, to the
United States of America, would be served by cessation
of the aforementioned dangerous provocative activities

with regard to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, by

cessation of the "cold war," and by a search through

joint efforts with the Soviet Union and with other inter-

ested states for solution of unsettled International prob-

lems, on a mutually acceptable basis, which is awaited

by all peoples.

U.S. Rejects Cuban Charges

Department Statement

Press release 267 dated May 14

Dr. Enrique Patterson, Cubaai Charge d'Af-

faires, was called to the Department of State this

afternoon [May 14] and informed of the Depart-

ment's astonishment at the claim made by Prime
Minister Castro that a Cuban patrol boat "fired"

on a U.S. submarine on the high seas and "chased

it for 30 miles." The United States Government,

in accordance with its desire not to add to the

tensions in the Caribbean area, has previously

made no reference to an incident in wluch the

Commander of the submarine U.S.S. Sea Poacher

reported that while nmning on the surface on the

high seas, and in a recognized and well-traveled

sea lane, a Cuban patrol craft had apparently

tried to signal him witli red flares but that the

message was luireadable. Neither the submarine

commander nor this Goverimaent could take seri-

ously what appeared to l)e a question of identifica-

tion at sea and a failure of communications.

The Department vigorously rejected the further

repetition by Prime Minister Castro of charges

and implications that the United States coun-

tenances plans for aggression against the Govern-

ment of Cuba and once again expressed regret

that he should seek this course in view of the

United States Government's oft-repeated desire to

achieve a fair understanding between our two Gov-

ernments tlirough normal diplomatic negotiations,

a desire also publicly voiced on various occasions

by high officials of the Government of Cuba.

The Department requested that an explanation

be provided as to the reasons why an armed vessel

of tlio Cuban Navy fired, without provocation, on
the U.S.S. Sea Poacher while the latter was pur-

suing a peaceful passage on the high seas.
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Economic Interdependence in Today's World

hy Under Secretary Dillon ^

Your theme, "America's Position in World
Commerce," is directly related to the major issues

of our day. Its choice and your attendance here

are proof that New Jersey's business community

is keenly aware of the problems of our times and

is dedicated to tlie search for workable solutions.

The times clearly call for strenuous efforts to

maintain and reinforce our international economic

position if we are to successfully meet the two

major challenges which confront us today

:

The first is the worldwide offensive mounted by

the Soviet Union against our system of free

institutions.

The second is the desperate struggle of more

than a billion people in the free world's newly

developing areas to escape their traditional pov-

erty, sickness, and illiteracy and to acliieve dig-

nity, independence, and material progi'ess within

a framework of meaningful freedom.

These two challenges are closely intertwined.

For the Communist leaders are making a major

effort, supported by a high rate of economic

growth in the Soviet Union, to persuade the peo-

ples of the newly developing areas tliat their best

hope of achieving progress is by taking the Com-
munist path.

At no time in history has our free way of life

been under greater pressure. We must energeti-

cally demonstrate that freedom, rather than com-

munism, can best meet man's universal aspirations

for spiritual and material growth. Tlie newly

developing nations are watching to see which sys-

tem can perform best—ours or the Communists'.

How well we perform will largely determine not

' Address made before . the 12th annual New .Jersey

Business Conference at Rutgers University, New Bruns-

wick, N..I., on May 12 (press release 258 dated May 11).

just our own well-being but the course of world

events as well. The private American business-

man has a vital role to play in this competition.

For he is the very heart of the system which the

Commmiists are striving to destroy.

If we are to succeed, we must constantly

strengthen orn* economy both at home and abroad.

The goal of domestic growth is closely related to

success in our efforts to help the newly develop-

ing areas. Growth at home makes it easier to

marshal the resources so desperately needed to

foster growth abroad. Equally important,

growth at home provides confidence abroad in free

enterprise and promotes faith in the United States

as a nation worthy of emulation.

A high growth rate should be our goal even if

communism simply didn't exist. But we cannot

ignore the fact that industrial production in the

Soviet Union is presently expanding at more than

8 percent annually, compared with our own rate

of about 41/2 percent. The Soviet Union contin-

ually uses this compai'ison to project its own Com-
munist image to the newly developing countries

as the ideal blueprint for economic progress. It

would, of course, take the Soviets many years to

make good their boast of "catching up and sur-

passing" us. But catch up they may, unless we
bestir ourselves. We cannot afford to be com-

placent, especially when we reflect that, with an

annual gross national product only 45 percent of

our own, the Soviets, by concentrating on areas

which contribute most to industrial and military

strength, are already able to fully match our mili-

tary efforts.

The last 2 years have Itighlighted the importance

of a substantial export surplus. Today any busi-

nessman who works to sell American-made prod-

ucts abroad should know that he is contributing
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directly and Importantly to our national security.

In order to counter the Soviet threat we have

been forced to deploy strong militai-y forces over-

seas. These forces, together with those of our

allies, provide the security shield behind which

the free world can live and work in peace. Our

own defense expenditures abroad cost the United

States between $21/2 billion and $3 billion a year in

foreign exchange. In the long run we must look

to our export surplus to provide this sum. A
much smaller but equally important requirement

for expenditure abroad comes from our foreign

aid programs. The larger part of the expendi-

tures under these programs are made in the United

States and, hence, have no effect upon our balance

of payments. Nevertheless, the net dollar outflow

for all fonns of foreign aid, militaiy and eco-

nomic, amounts to a little over $700 million a year.

Both expenditures—to maintain substantial

American military forces abroad and to operate

our foreign aid programs—are absolute necessities

if security, stability, and progi-ess are to be main-

tained in the free world. Both are ultimately de-

pendent upon a continued and substantial United

States export surplus.

In the years immediately following the war we
had no export problems because we were the only

large-scale producer. Our sales were limited only

by the availability of dollars in other countries.

To use the vernacular, our exporters "never had
it so good." Today, however, the other indus-

trialized free nations have recovered from the

ravages of war. Our friends in Europe and Japan
provide strong competition. In some areas their

costs of production are lower than ours. In many
others this is not the case. But they woi-k night

and day to increase their exports. This is the

normal situation for an industrialized nation such

as ours. The time has come when we Americans
must give exports the same sort of priority and
attention.

The Departments of State and Commerce are

now embarked with other interested Government
agencies on an intensified new program to stimu-

late greater interest in foreign trade in American
business circles.' "VVe are moving energetically to

provide better Government facilities, both at home
and abroad, to assist American firms in selling

their goods and services in foreign countries. But
despite everything that we in Government can do,

' Kur liMfkground, see Bullktin of Apr. 11, lOCO, p. 5C0.

the promotion of exports remains essentially a

task for private business. The basic drive must

come from the business community.

Over the past 15 months the Department of

State has been seeking to persuade our friends

and allies in Western Europe and Japan to elim-

inate discriminations against our exports which

were originally invoked to protect meager foreign

exchange reserves during the postwar period of

the so-called "dollar shortage." Fortunately, now
that the financial problems that originally brought

these discriminations about have been overcome,

the need to do away with them has been recognized

by our trading partners. Great progress has al-

ready been made. Our estimates indicate that

Western European actions to remove discrimina-

tions last year increased our potential markets by

roughly half a billion dollars a j'ear. The momen-
tum is being maintained and gives hope tliat, by

the end of this year, postwar discriminations

against our exports will be virtually a thing of

the past.^

Our efforts to open markets long closed to

American products are only a part of our drive

to expand exports. We are constantly seeking re-

ductions of tariffs affecting our exports, and we
are alert to forestall the erection of new barriers

to American products.

European Regional Economic Groups

With this in mind we have been closely follow-

ing developments in Western Europe, where one

important regional economic group, the Euro-

pean Economic Community, has been established

and a second, the European Free Trade Associa-

tion, will soon come into being.

The European Economic Community, often re-

ferred to as the Common Market or the "Six,"

represents a far-reaching effort on the part of

France, Germany, Italy, and the three Benelux

nations to merge their economies into a single

entity. The Common Market treaty calls for

complete free trade inside the Community, with

a uniform level of tariffs and a common conmier-

cial policy toward the rest of the world. The
treaty also provides for free movement of work-

ers and capital and for harmonized agricultural

and financial policies—all ovei-seen by common
institutions.

' For a country-by-country summary of relaxations of

restrictions on U.S. exports, see p. 873.
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Tlie United SUitos luis long favoi-ed the yoal

of economic integration in Western Europe. Wo
believe that a strong, single unit, closely allied

with us and other Atlantic nations, is highly de-

sirable for reiisons of free-world security, polit-

ical cohesion, and economic growth and stability.

We therefore supjwrt tlie objectives of the Euro-

pean Economic Conununity.

At the same time we are urging the Commu-
nity to adopt lil>eral trading policies and, in par-

ticular, to establish as low a common tariff iis

possibla For this reason, among othere, we wel-

comed the proposal that the Common Market re-

duce its future common external tariif by 20

percent at the same time that it speeds up the crea-

tion of its customs union.

The second EurojDean regional grouping is the

European Free Trade Association, also known as

the "Seven." The EFTA, recently ratified by

the parliaments of Au.stria, Denmark, Noi-way,

Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United

Kingdom, provides for free trade in industrial

goods among its membei-s. Unlike the Common
Market, which aims at a high degree of economic

integration and very close political ties, the

EFTA has no common tariff. It explicitly re-

serves to each member full control of its own
external commercial and general economic poli-

cies. Its stated objectives are therefore not as

far-reaching as those of the Common Market.

You may have read reports that United States

support for the European Economic Community

in some way indicates opposition to the EFTA, or

favoritism for the Six as against the Seven. I

can assure you that this is not the case. There is

no question of choosing sides. In indicating our

support for the European Economic Community,

based on political and security as well as on com-

mercial policy considerations, we neither state nor

imply opposition to the European Free Trade

Association.

We do not, however, share the belief of some of

the Seven that the mere creation of the Common
Market will inevitably cause such serious trade

difficulties that Europe will be split in two. We
favor negotiations lietween the Six and the Seven

to work out individual commodity problems that

are of particular importance to the countries con-

cerned. We have always favored such negotia-

tions. It is our considered opinion that, if they

are entered into in good faith and vigorously pur-

sued, they can provide rea.sonablo solutions to the

complex problems of intra-European trade.

We have also pointed out to both European

groupings the imj)ortance of their actions to the

rest of the free world. W^e have stressed the fact

that the most-favored-nation provisions of the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade i-equire

that such special tariff concessions on individual

commodities as the membei-s of the two groups

may grant each other must be extended to all

other membei-s of the GATT, including, of course,

the United States. I am happy to say that this

principle has been widely and generally accepted

by the members of both groupings. You can be

certain that we shall continue to urge the Euro-

pean Common Market and the European Free

Trade Association to pursue increasingly liberal

trade policies toward the United States and the

rest of the free world.

I have every reason to hope that our efforts

will be successful. But I should like to empha-
size that we must maintain our own liberal trade

policy if we are to expect other countries to join

with us in liberalizing and expanding trade. If

nations are to buy from us, they must also be able

to sell to us.

Preservation of Freedom a Cooperative Effort

The preservation of freedom must be a coop-

erative effort. Our friends and allies recognize

this truth. As their economic strength develops

they are assuming a steadily increasing share of

the common responsibility for safeguarding the

free world. For example, the annual military

expenditures of our NATO allies have increased

more than a billion dollars in each of the past

2 yeare, and further substantial increases are in

sight this year.

Our newly prospering allies are also playing a

stronger role in speeding the growth of the de-

veloping areas. They have not only accelerated

their direct financial and teclmical assistance to

needy regions, but they have joined with us in

strengthening the free world's institutions of eco-

nomic cooperation. These major steps include

the proposed establishment of a billion-dollar In-

ternational Development Association to comple-

ment the operations of the World Bank and

creation of a Development Assistance Group,*

' For a comiminique issued nfter the first meeting of

the Group, see Bulletin of Apr. 11, I960, p. 577.
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through which our allies and ourselves are seeking

ways and means of increasing the flow of capital

to development-hungry areas.

Finally, 18 European nations have joined Can-

ada and the United States in preliminary steps

to reconstitute the Organization for European

Economic Cooperation into a major instiiiment

for meeting the challenges we now face." Once

the reconstituted OEEC is a reality, with full

membership for Canada and the United States,

more effective collaboration will be possible in pro-

moting sound economic growth and in mobilizing

the resources of its industrialized members to help

the newly developing lands.

No Substitute for Mutual Security Program

The increased help wliich other industrialized

countries are extending to newly developing

areas is a welcome and most important develop-

ment. However, these increased contributions

from others should not be regarded as a substitute

for our own contributions, which must be con-

tinued at adequate levels through our Mutual

Security Program.

This includes military-assistance and defense-

support grants to nations on the periphery of the

Sino-Soviet empire whose economies are otherwise

unable to sustain the defense establislmients they

must have to resist Communist military pressure.

It includes loans for soimd productive purposes

through our Export-Import Bank and our De-

velopment Loan Fimd. It also involves furnish-

ing ideas and skills to the newly developing

countries through technical, educational, and cul-

tural programs.

We can go forward confident in the knowledge

that other covmtries are working with us in the

great struggle to preserve and expand freedom.

We no longer stand alone, but the basic American

effort must come from private business which,

after all, is freedom at work. Private business

is the mainstay of our growth here at home. It

is to private business that we must look for much
of the investment capital and technical know-how
so desperately needed in the newly developing

countries. And it is to private business that we
must look for our all-important export surplus.

By accepting this challenge, each in your own
way, you will be serving your own best interests

at the same time as you serve the cause of freedom
for all mankind.

' For background, see ibid., Feb. 1, lOCO, p. LIS.

Anniversary of Austrian Independence

Following is the text of a message sent hy Secre-

tary Herter to Dr. Bruno Krehhy^ Federal Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of

Austria.

Press release 265 dated May 14

AL\Y 14, 1960

Dear AIe. Minister : It gives me great pleasure

to extend to you and to the Austrian nation the

warm and friendly good wishes of the govern-

ment and people of the United States on the occa-

sion of the fifteenth anniversary of the declaration

of Austrian independence and the fifth anniver-

sary of the signing of the State Treaty. During

those intervening ten yeai-s we shared with you

the hope that true sovereignty and freedom would

be restored to your country. I recall the many
bitter disappointments before Austrian and Allied

perseverance culminated in the signing of the

State Treaty. We have watched with admiration

the successful efforts of your country to rebuild

itself and to grow prosperous, and we look for-

ward to continuing yeai-s of cooperation between

our two countries.

With warm personal regards,

ilost smcerely,

Christian A. Herter

His Excellency

Dr. Brttno Kreiskt,

Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs,

The Republic of Austria.

Prime Minister of Canada

To Visit United States

White House press release dated May 9

The White House announced on May 9 that the

Prime Minister of Canada, John G. Diefenbaker,

has accepted a pereonal invitation from President

Eisenhower to visit Washington as liis guest on

June 3. The visit will provide the occasion for

informal talks between the Heads of Government

of the t,wo countries, wliicli are close neighbors

and allies. The Prime Minister, who will be ac-

companied by Mrs. Diefenbaker, will stay at the

President's Guest House during the visit. The

Prime Minister will arrive by air at Washington

at noon on June 3 and depart for an engagement

at Winnipeg on the morning of Jime 4.
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Mr. Diefcnbaker visited Washinjrton hriofly in

tlie fall of 19r)7 at the conclusion of the visit of

Her Majesty the Queen of Canada. President

Eisenhower's last visit to Ottawa took place in

July 19r)8.'

President Congratulates Dr. Rhee

on Well-Earned Retirement

Following is the text of a letter from President

Eisenhoiver to Sy^nginan R/t£e, who resigned as

President of the Republic of Korea on April 27,

and a statement by Dr. Rhee.

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER TO DR. RHEE

White House press release dated May 9

Mat 5, 1960

DiLVR Dr. Rhee: The vastness of the events

which have taken place in Korea has claimed the

attention of the entire world. I can assure you

that no one has followed them with more anxious

sympathy than I.

With your volimtary withdrawal from political

life, I am reminded ever more strongly of how
much your comitry will remain in your debt. The
rebirth of Korea in 1945 was the fruition of your

long years of patient and arduous labor. Your
tenacity and indomitable courage at a time when
tlie Republic was the prey of Communist armies

won the admiration of the entire Free World as

well as the gratitude of all Koreans. Since then,

under your guidance, Korea has recovered from

the deepest wounds of that conflict and is today

a monument to your life-long work.

I cannot but feel that your decision, momentous

as it is, is yet another example of wisdom as well

as selfless sei-vice. I assure you that the United

States will continue to feel itself bound by strong

ties of sympathy to Korea under your successors.

Jkly best wishes for many years of health and

happiness in the honored retirement which you

have done so much to earn.

Sincerely,

DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

His Excellency

Syngman Rhee
Seoul, Korea

STATEMENT BY SYNGMAN RHEE<

President Eisenhower's letter moves nie deeply—not

because of the personal sentiment addressed to me but

because of the pledgre of continued American friendship

and support for Korea.

If niy own resiKuntion has contributed to safeguarding

Korean security and independence, then it is worth while

on that ground alone ami without regjird to domestic

political consider.-itions iiivolve<l.

The Korean position of President Eisenhower and the

American people is vitally important to this coimtry, and

I am confident all Koreans will rejoice at the renewed

evidence of U.S. dedication to the free, democratic, pros-

perous, and united Korea we all want.

This Is another reason, I think, why the Korean people

will give President Eisenhower one of history's greats
welcomes when he comes here in .June.

Speaking from my retirement and having renounced

all political considerations for the rest of my life, I urge

fellow citizens to express their respect and admiration

for President Eisenhower and the great American nation.

My own role in Korea will be judged by history, and
all facts are in the record.

But President Eisenhower and the American Govern-

ment will continue to be our first line of reliance for free

survival itself. His letter to me is not a personal letter,

however warmly courteous it may be, but an expression

of common cause between the United States and the

Republic of Korea.

ICEM Honors Millionth Migrant

Press release 256 dated May 11

Department Announcement

At 10 a.m., May 11, 1960, Andrejs Suritis, a 10-

year-old Latvian refugee boy, will arrive at Idle-

wild International Airport, New York. Andrejs

is the millionth migrant to be transported by the

Intergovernmental Conmiittee for European Mi-

gration (ICEM) from Europe to a new home over-

seas. He is traveling with his father en route to

Kalamazoo, Mich., to join his mother and two

yoimger brothers, who arrived in this country

last year.

In honor of this "millionth migrant," ICEM
has planned a special arrival ceremony at the air-

port. Young Andrejs will be greeted by Robert

Gray, Secretary to the Cabinet, on behalf of Pres-

ident Eisenhower, Senator Kenneth Keating, Rep-

resentative Auguste E. Johannsen, George Whet-

stone, chainnan of the Lutheran Immigration

• BtnxETiN of Aug. 4, 1958, p. 2(H.

' Releasefl at Rhlwha Chang, Dr. Rhee's residence, at

Seoul on May 0.
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Service Committee, and John J. Bratten, acting

chief of ICEM's United States office.

Mr. Gray will also present to Andrejs a personal

letter from the President.

Text of President's Letter

Dear Andeejs : Welcome to the United States

!

As you and your father are reunited with your

mother and brothers, I hope that all of you, as a family,

will build in our free land a fine new life and home.

I understand that you bear the number 1,000,000 in the

records of the Intergovernmental Committee for European

Migration. As such you are a symbol of the splendid

achievements of this Committee, but in my eyes you are

also Master Andrejs Suritis. I know you will soon have

many friends here who will call you by name.

Our Nation was settled by brave and hopeful people

like you. In recent years we have received a goodly share

of the million migrants assisted by ICEM. To all of these,

America offers its heritage of liberty and opportunity.

At the same time, we gladly oijen our ranks to include

those who will accept the re.sponsibilities of citizenship.

I am delighted to know that you have come, Andrejs,

and I wish you and your family a full measure of happi-

ness and success.

Sincerely,

DWIGHT D. ElSENHOWEK

World Population and Economic Development

hy Francis 0. Wilcox

Assistant Secretary for International Organization Affairs ^

Before I finish reading this sentence—and it

will take about 10 seconds—31 new babies will be

born into the world. Every week 1.8 million

birtlis occur. Every hour brings 11,000 new
moutlis to feed.

In fact there is a race going on in the world

today whose outcome may be as fateful in his-

tory as the atomic bomb or the sputnik. Its out-

come will affect us all—and our way of life

—

for generations to come. This race is between the

i-apid growth of population in the less developed
countries and the struggle of these peoples for

economic progress and a better life.

Nature of the Population Explosion

This startling phenomenon, "the population

explosion," as it is often called, arises primarily
from medicine's advanced techniques of "death
control." Medical discoveries of the past few
decades have made possible sensational reduc-

tions in the death rate. The systematic, large-

scale use of antibiotics, sulfa drugs, DDT, and

' Addre.s.s made before the 10th annual conference of
the International Asuoclation of I'crsonnel Women at
Now York, N.Y., on Apr. 29 (press release 227).

other insecticides has led to control of infectious

diseases to an extent and with a speed previously

impossible. In some less developed countries

death rates have fallen at a tremendous rate

—

three to five times as fast as they did in 19th-

century Europe.

The tropical island of Ceylon provides a dra-

matic demonstration of how a public-health

program can cause a sensational decline in the

death rate. In lO-lG the Ceylonese authorities, in

cooperation with the World Health Organization

of the United Nations, launched a vigorous health

campaign, principally to stamp out malaria

through the use of DDT. The death rate fell

amazingly—30 percent in 1 year. From almost

20 deaths per thousand in 1046, it fell to slightly

above 10 a thousand in 1957, which is comparable

to that prevailing in the Western World.

Meanwhile, almost all the less developed coun-

tries have had an annual birth rate in excess of 40

births per thousand. Even birth rates of 45 per

tliousiind are by no means extraordinary in the

Middle East and Latin America.

With death rates falling aiid birtli rates remain-

ing at a very high level, the tempo of population
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growth has been rising; sharpl}-. The ahnost 2

billion people who inhabit the world's less devel-

oped regions are increasing their numbers on the

average by as much as 2 percent a year. This

rate, if continued, would double the population

in 35 years.

"While estimates beyond the 1970's become ever

more speculative. United Nations experts state

that, barring either a catastrophe or a deteriora-

tion of social conditions for progress in health of

global proportions, a world population of between

6 billion and 7 billion by the end of the century

should now be expected abnost as a matter of

practical certainty.

It is significant that most of the future increase

in world population will take place in the less

developed areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin

America. These are regions where, in general,

population already presses very heavily upon

available resources.

That the world's population may grow from

less than 3 billion today to 6 or 7 billion by the

end of the century is not in itself so disquieting;

what is disquieting is that most of this expansion

will take place among those people who are al-

ready living at subsistence levels—and that it may
take place within the short span of 40 years.

Consequences of the Population Explosion

These possibilities raise difficult questions : How
are the less developed areas to achieve economic

and social improvement, without which political

freedom loses much of its meaning? Can eco-

nomic and social development come fast enough

in the next four decades to prevent deplorably

low living standards from falling even further

behind?

Here we face a very discouraging fact. Already

some less developed areas are finding it difficult to

keep their economies expanding as rapidly as their

population. The per capita product in Latin

America is now rising more slowly than during

the early postwar yeai-s. And in most of Asia and

Africa there has been only modest improvement

in living standards, despite the intensive pro-

grams of economic development that have been

carried on for more than a decade in some of these

countries. Food production seems to be falling

behind or barely keeping pace with population

gi-owth in several countries of southeast Asia,

Africa, and in some parts of Latin America.

Though they may plant more acres and grow more

food, there are always more people to feed.

Rapid population growth can, in itself, seriously

hinder the economic and social development of

low-income countries. The faster the population

grows, the greater the importance of increasing

the rate of technological improvements if even the

existing level of production per worker is to be

maintained. In less developed countries where the

margin of income over subsistence needs is very

narrow, it is all but impossible to save and invest

enough for economic development to proceed at

a satisfactory pace, even if the population were

standing still.

A comparison of per capita income in the less

developed countries and in the industrialized West
may indicate why it is so very difficult in less de-

veloped countries to accumulate capital. Accord-

ing to a recent study, I14 billion people in 100

less developed countries and territories of the free

world have an annual per capita income of about

$100. The corresponding figure for the United
States is $2,100.

In the decade from 1950 to 1960 incomes in these

less developed countries increased at the rate of

3 percent a year, while population grew at the

rate of 2 percent a year. Consequently per capita

income increased only 1 percent a year, the equiva-

lent of one American dollar. Can anyone but a
confirmed optimist believe that such a snail-like

pace could bring any noticeable improvement in

living standards and capital savings ?

Contrasted with the United States the figures

are even more shocking. Wliile the per capita

income in the less developed countries increased by
only $10 in 10 years, it rose by $225 in our country

in the 7 years from 1950 to 1957. It also rose by
more than $200 in the same period in six countries

of Western Europe.

Not only is there an enormous gap between in-

comes, living standards, and opportunities for

savings in the Western World and the less de-

veloped areas, but the gap continues to widen.

While advancing, the tortoise keeps falling further

and further behind. Forced to expend their

limited resources on current consumption, the un-

derprivileged peoples see their plans for a sub-

stantial betterment in their economic and social

conditions seriously jeopardized imless sufficient

help comes from the outside.
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Population Control

These discouraging circumstances have led to

repeated suggestions tliat only "population con-

trol" can cope with the problems brought on by

the "population explosion." Furthermore, some

people predict tliat, if there is not deliberate modi-

fication of population trends, there is scant hope

that economic development in low-income coun-

tries will outdistance population increase.

Those who hold this view do not favor reducing

birth rates as a substitute for economic develop-

ment. On the contrary, they advocate ever-

increasing production as the primary solution to

the problems of poverty. They do fear, however,

that these problems will prove insoluble—even

with economic growth and development-—unless

there is some check on population expansion. In

proposing planned reduction in the birth rate they

seek to accelerate the speed with which economic

advance can provide better living standards.

Otherwise they fear that the rapidly increasing

millions in the economically less fortunate areas of

the world will be forever condemned to their

treadmill of frustration and despair.

On tlie other hand, there are many people who
argue that economic development will alone suf-

fice to meet the challenge. Exponents of this po-

sition contend that birth control is not only repug-

nant to many people because of religious beliefs

but is essentially a negative response. Tliey insist

that population pressures may be eased by posi-

tive economic, social, and political measures, such

as development of natural resources, promotion of

education, and introduction of modern industrial

methods.

This is not the place to examine in detail these

divergent viewpoints. President Eisenhower has

made clear that, insofar as the United States Gov-
ernment is concerned, it is for the governments

and i)eoples of other countries to reach their own
decisions on what population policy they may
wish to follow. It is for them to work out their

own policies and programs within the framework
of their own religions, traditions, and cultures.

The United Nations has also scrupulously

avoided any suggestion of intervention in the pop-
ulal ion policies of its member states. At the same
time it has undertaken comprehensive population

studies and established facilities in India and Chile
for demographic research. "Wliatever measures
the concerned countries may adopt to deal witli the

862

issues arising from rapidly expanding population,

it should be veiy helpful for them to have the

demographic facts at their disposal.

The Challenge To Aid the Less Developed Areas

The straits in which these gi'owing populations

find tliemselves as they strive for advancement are

not omens of the inevitable futility of their efforts

nor the hopelessness of their aspirations. Tliey do,

however, make inescapably clear that the vicious

circle of poverty engendering poverty can be

broken only with outside help. This prodigious

cliallenge, tliis imparalleled ojsportmiity, to aid the

underprivileged peoples of the world to trimnph

over poverty, disease, and ignorance—and, may I

add, over subversion from within and without—is

one which the United States and the United Na-

tions have been glad to accept.

The challenge has been accepted for a number of

compelling reasons.

First of all, we have answered it because it pre-

sents a great moral issue. On this ever-smaller

globe, we are inextricably involved with all man-

kind. We cannot view with detachment the des-

perate struggle of our fellow men to free them-

selves and their children fixjm the oppression of

want and disease and ignorance when we know

that our help and the help of other men of good

will is so important to the success of their struggle.

Enjoying ourselves a measure of liberty and well-

being unlcnown in history, we cannot but view

their strivings with compassion and concern and

gi-asp the opportunity to aid them to progress in

freedom.

As President Eisenhower has stated,- our

assistance to the less developed nations is founded

on this proposition:

. . . the achievement of a peace which is just depends

upon promoting a rate of world economic progress,

particularly among the peoples of the less developed

nations, which will inspire hope for fulfillnient of their

aspirations.

Among the underprivileged peoples there are

many who have found that political freedom is

a qualified boon if unaccompanied by a satisfac-

tory measure of economic advance. The deter-

mination, the very impatience, of hundreds of

millions of newly independent Asians and Afri-

= Bulletin of Mnr. 7. lOGO, p. SG9.
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cans to share in the material blessings of the

modern age exerts tremendous pressure on their

leaders to accomplish economic and social im-

provement. If such benefits camiot be obtained

in an environment of freedom, they may well be

sought through the harsh totalitarianism of

communism.

You can be sure that the challenge which the

aspirations of these newly emerged areas offer the

free world and the Communist world is fully ap-

preciated in the Kremlin. Already the Sino-

Soviet bloc has agreed to furnish some $4 billion

in grants and credits to those less developed

coiuitries, carefully selected, on which it is center-

ing its campaign of political and economic pene-

tration. Tliousands of technicians have been sent

to these countries, their nimiber in 1959 being

estimated at 4,700. The bloc has also given special

att«ntion to enlarging its trade with these same

coimtries—and with marked success. All this is

an integral part of Soviet policy as reflected in

Mr. Khrushchev's blunt announcement to us in

1957 : "We declare war on you in the peaceful field

of trade. We will win over the United States."

However, it is a serious mistake to assume, as

some people do, that our foreign aid program

emerged primarily as a response to the Com-
munist threats I am convinced that the United

States would be engaged in extensive foreign aid

activity if Marx and Engels had never lived or

if there were not a single Communist left on the

face of the earth.

The]United States' Response to the Challenge

Wliat is our answer to this challenge? Wliat

are we in the United States—and our free-world

associates in the United Nations—doing to help

the less developed areas help themselves to prog-

ress? It is an important objective of United

States foreign policy to help these countries

achieve satisfactory economic growth so that they

may presei-ve their freedom and develop into

more stable, effective societies.

The task of aiding these nations is, however, so

tremendous in terms of both capital and imagina-

tion that it calls for the cooperative efforts of all

the economically advanced nations of the free

world. We have sought therefore to channel a

substantial share of our assistance to the less

developed areas through the United Nations and

other multilateral organizations. At the same

time we have made a massive governmental re-

sponse, on a bilateral basis, principally through

the Mutual Security Program.

The i)urpose of the Mutual Security Program

is to help other people to help themselves. We
seek to aid them in developing political and eco-

nomic systems which will achieve enough self-

generating vitality to sustain further progress

under their own power.

Our help in developing the human skills so lack-

ing in the less developed countries and in making

available the knowledge and expertise of our

civilization is furnished largely through techni-

cal assistance programs. Thousands of Ameri-

can experts are working overseas in more than 60

nations in agriculture, education, public health,

and many other fields. These men and women
are working with the peoples of other nations to

develop their skills and economies—and thus to

give substance to their aspirations.

Speaking about these Americans overseas, may
I say just a word about The Ugly Amencan. In

my judgment this book—through isolated ex-

amples and other distortions—has belittled the

character and capacity of our representatives

abroad. Thousands of able Americans have

done, and are doing, an outstanding job all over

the world. In remote posts where health hazards

are constant, school facilities for their children

lacking, and recreational opportimities limited,

these Americans are making real sacrifices for

their country. And in the vast majority of cases

they accept hardships with quiet grace and fit well

into an alien and often trying environment.

Our help in material resources, in the financing

of development, is furnished in the form of both

grant and loan assistance. In addition the United

States continues to be the chief contributor of

assistance through the United Nations, the Inter-

national Bank for Eeconstruction and Develop-

ment, the International Monetary Fund, and

other international bodies. Since the United Na-

tions' establishment in 1945, the United States

has contributed $3.3 billion to the United Nations,

its specialized agencies other than the Bank and

the Fund, and voluntai-j' programs.

Certainly no one can accuse our countiy of

pinching pennies in connection with our foreign

aid programs. If we add to the Marshall plan

and the Mutual Security Program the contribu-

tions we have made through the United States
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Export-Import Bank, the International Bank for

Keconstniction and Development, the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, and various other types

of assistance, our total foreign aid since 1945

approximates $72 billion. This figure ought to

be clear proof of our deep interest in helping to

build a prosperous and peaceful world.

Fortunately we are entering a period when

some of our allies and associates, particularly in

Western Europe, have recovered their economic

health and are able to do progressively more in

assisting these economic development needs.

Therefore, when we look to the future of exter-

nal assistance to the less developed coimtries, we

can envisage the praspect of greater contributions

from other governments and the greater use of

multilateral arrangements for the execution of

this aid. We also look forward to an increasing

flow of private capital from these countries to the

less developed regions of the world, in addition

to that from the United States.

The United Nations' Response to the Challenge

The nature and amount of United States assist-

ance to the less developed countries are probably

more familiar to you than are the character and
scope of aid extended through the United Nations

and its specialized agencies. We might well,

therefore, turn our attention to some of the repre-

sentative accomplishments of this latter group.

Before doing so, however, I might note that,

curiously enough, there are still a few people who
are critical of the fact that our Government gives

some of its aid through the United Nations. There
are at least three very somid reasons for doing so

:

1. The United States has found aid through

United Nations channels to be an advantageous

complement to our own bilateral aid programs.

Wlien we can share costs with 80 other countries,

it is obviously far cheaper than if we were to

carry the entire burden alone.

2. Utilization of the growing United Nations

pool of manpower and training resources helps

speed up economic development, which is our
basic goal. Moreover, our supply of American
experts is inadequate to meet all the needs of the

less developed areas.

3. Many of Ihe less developed countries, some of

whom are jealous of their newly won sovereignty.

prefer aid through the United Nations for political

reasons. They are inclined to look upon United

Nations programs as cooperative ventures in which

all member countries, no matter what their size or

wealth, have a voice and most of them make a

contribution.

The needs of the less developed areas have

naturally determined the character of assistance

rendered by the United Nations and its specialized

agencies. These requirements have been, above

all, for technical know-how, for capital invest-

ment, and for good health and adequate nutrition.

United Nations Program of Technical Assistance

No less urgent than the low-income countries'

needs for capital are their needs for trained man-

power. Only a small number of their people have

gained an education; only a few have held posi-

tions of responsibility. So there are pressing

requirements for people trained in the managerial,

technical, and vocational skills essential to

development programs. To help provide these

skills, the United Nations Technical Assistance

Program has sent 8,000 experts of 77 nationalities

to assist 145 countries and territories in their

economic development.

I would like to point out that this assistance

program is by no means a one-way street. "Wliile

receiving aid themselves, many less developed

countries have at the same time provided experts

for assignment elsewhere. In one recent year an

Asian country received 146 experts and provided

109 of her own experts for other countries. Wliat

began as technical assistance has become technical

cooperation on a worldwide scale.

Some critics still argue that the United States

contributes more than its fair share of the United

Nations Technical Assistance Program. It is

true that we took the initiative in setting up the

program. It is true, too, that we have continued

to play the leading role in its support. In all

fairness, however, I should point out that a num-

ber of countries contribute substantially more per

capita than we do. They include Canada, Den-

mark, Sweden, Norway, and the Netherlands.

In fact, the total contributions we make to all

United Nations activities cost each American

only 61 cents a year. In view of the highly im-

portant role of the United Nations in improving
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living standards in many lands and in maintain-

ing world peace, this is without doubt the cheap-

est insurance this country could possibly buy.

United Nations Special Fund

If managerial and technical skills are prerequi-

sites for economic development, still they must be

accompanied by sufficient capital investment to

produce tangible progress.

If the less developed countries are to raise their

standards of production and consumption, the

output per worker—on the farm and in the fac-

tory—must be increased. This means adding

mechanical power to muscle power. It means cap-

ital investment in creating power supplies, build-

ing factories, and developing natural resources.

To encourage capital investment in the low-

income countries, the United Nations Special

Fund finances natural-resources surveys, applied

research, and technical training. It does not itself

provide funds for capital investment, but it does

open doore to productive investment.

Special Fund surveys have concentrated on dis-

covering natural wealth in the less developed

countries. These surveys have been intensive

studies of the feasibility of bringing large areas

of land into agricultural production, harnessing

rivers for electricity, opening up mineral deposits,

and developing large-scale fishing industries.

In its efforts to facilitate new investments and

to improve technical skills, the Special Fund ap-

plies soimd business criteria. It assists coimtries

to help themselves ; it shares rather than bears the

costs.

The Special Fimd's activities are a recent sup-

plement to those of the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, the International Finance

Corporation, and the proposed International De-

velopment Association. These multilateral insti-

tutions, under United Nations auspices, are in-

stnimental in helping the less developed countries

to obtain capital and maintain monetary stability.

Food and Agriculture Organization

Essential to the sustained hard work required

for economic and social achievement are good

health and adequate food. A people weakened by

malnutrition and debilitated by illness cannot
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meet, either in terms of physical effort or creative

thought, the great tasks tliat confront them.

If all the earth's millions sat down together at

one gigantic dinner table, more than half of them

would leave hungry after the meal. That, in ef-

fect, is how the FAO—the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations—pictures the

world food situation. The problem is how to fill

existing plates more adequately and at the same
time fill new plates for the more than 100,000

persons being added to the world's population

every day.

Toward solving this problem, the world must
use its lands and seas and other resources more
efficiently. The job of FAO is to help realize

this by modernizing farming methods, enriching

the soil, using better seeds, working out irrigation

and flood-control systems, expanding livestock

herds, controlling plant and animal diseases, and

improving fishing methods. For example, along

the Red Sea coast of the Sudan, fishing techniques

taught by FAO experts led to a fivefold increase

in the fish catch. In Egypt, FAO introduced im-

proved varieties of seed and better cultivation

methods, with the result that rice production more

than doubled in 4 years.

Notwithstanding the efforts of FAO and of

government programs all over the world, the

problem of hunger has by no means been solved.

The experience of industrially advanced countries

demonstrates, however, that, by application of

scientific methods and proper management of the

national economy, productivity can be raised to

heights hitherto believed unattainable. Improved

agricultural tools and machinery, rational use of

fertilizers, and farm credit and marketing ar-

rangements can bring about a radical change in

the present low-yielding practices of many lands.

Moreover, soil scientists believe that there are

great possibilities of increasing the area of land

now under cultivation through irrigation and

reclamation.

The problem of adequate food supplies for

the world's growing millions springs, therefore,

not so much from an intrinsic lack of nature's

gifts or human resources as from an inadequate

response. To arouse public consciousness regard-

ing the world's food problem and to turn apathy

into significant action, the FAO will officially

launch on July 1 of this year a freedom-from-
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hunger campaign.^ The heart of the campaign

will be national action progi-ams designed to m-

crease food production, improve its nutritive

quality, prevent food losses, increase effectiveness

in distribution, and stimulate better food habits.

World Health Organization

In view of the difficulties in providing the

peoples of the less developed areas with adequate

food, some people may be tempted to ask whether

improving health standards, saving lives, and in-

creasing the life span are really helping solve

the population problem—or whether the net effect

of such humanitarianism is to intensify the pres-

sure of population upon resources.

To this question I would say, first of all, that

belief in the dignity and worth of the individual

is one of the basic values of our democracy. To
deny to any man the priceless boon of good

health—a vital prerequisite to the good life and

the realization of his potentialities—would be

unthinkable.

Quite apart, however, from any moral consider-

ation, it is obvious that a healthy, vigorous people

is essential to national progress and results in in-

creased productivity. Those who are weakened

by recurring attacks of malaria, crippled by yaws,

wasted by tuberculosis, can contribute very little

—

if anything—to economic and social development.

To give the world's imderprivileged peoples

health and strength to work for their own better-

ment, the World Health Organization, WHO, has

done much since its establishment 12 years ago

under United Nations auspices. It has given first

priority to an effective control of major com-

municable diseases, man's ancient scourges. The
less developed nations, with aid and guidance from
WHO and the United States, have made a mag-
nificent onslaught against them. Malaria has been

reduced by 50 percent, from 300 million to 150

million cases a year. Substantial progress has

also been made in combating other scourges

—

yaws, yellow fever, leprosy, trachoma, smallpox,

and tuberculosis.

Besides its campaigns against mass infectious

diseases, WHO is building the enduring bases of

good health. This it does through assistance in

public-health administration, maternal and child

health, public-health nursing, environmental sani-

*For background, see ihid., Jiin. 18, 1900, p. 88.
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tat ion, and, most basic of all, m training. The
worldwide services of WHO are constantly in-

creasing in value to the less developed areas.

Concluding Comment

In brief compass, then, we have seen that the

population explosion confronts the entire world

with a challenge of the fii-st magnitude. Our own
response, and that of our free-world associates, to

the underprivileged peoples' aspirations—for

freedom from want, disease, and ignorance—m-

spires confidence that man will prove master, not

victim, of his environment.

Heartening as the results of this worldwide co-

operation are, formidable tasks have yet to be ac-

complished. Above all, economic growth must
proceed at a faster rat© if the race between eco-

nomic progress and advancing population is to be

won.

Personally I do not believe there is any danger

that the world's population explosion will lead

to anything like large-scale starvation. It will,

however, make exceedingly difficult the task of

raising the living standards of people in the less

developed areas.

Simply put, world production must increase

faster than people. The total world product must

be increased so that the economic pie can be cut

into big enough slices for evei-yone.

Toward this end, certain measures are of high

priority. Let me mention a few

:

1. A larger flow of private capital into the less

develojaed areas must be stimulated. Private capi-

tal is an indispensable supplement to funds made
available by governments and by international

agencies. In this respect the less developed areas

have a special responsibility to create a favorable

climate so as to encourage the inflow of private

capital under terms which are equitable to them
and to private investors.

On this point the less developed countries

should labor under no illusions. People with

money to invest are not going to send it to far-

away lands unless they are given reasonably at-

tractive investment opportunities.

2. An expanding international trade, in a

dynamic world economy, must be fostered and

encouraged. The less developed countries, ow-

ing to a dearth of local capital, rely heavily on

what they can earn from their sales abroad to

finance economic development. They depend on
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tliese earnings to pay for most of tlieir imports

of capital equipment and industrial materials.

Trade is every wliit as innxjrtant as aid.

3. Technical cooperation must be continued and
expanded. A liealthy, well-trained labor force,

skilled in modern agricultural, industrial, and

managerial teclmiques, is essential to maximum
utilization of human and physical resources.

4. On the part of the less developed countries

there should be full realization that their eco-

nomic destiny, no less than their politiciU future,

rests primarily in their own hands. On their own
effort, sacrifice, and initiative will hang victoi-y

or defeat in their battle against age-old misery.

Well-wishers overseas can help, but they cannot

supply these essential elements of success.

5. Finally, when we survey the vast opportun-

ities for development activities everywhere, we
cannot but regret the stupendous burden of world

armaments. In the next decade the nations of the

world may well spend more than $1,000 billion

on arms. How much could be accomplished in

so many areas if only a small percentage of this

vast outlay could be turned to more constructive

purposes.

On our part, we have told the world that, when
sufficient progress is made on internationally

supervised disarmament, the United States stands

ready to join with other nations in allotting a

portion of savings from disarmament to a multi-

lateral development fund. Somehow the nations

of the world must find a way, under a foolproof

system of disarmament, to divert their wealth

from militarj' expenditures to economic and social

needs—their own and those of their neighbors.

We can all agree that the way to meet the

world's population problem is not to blast our

teeming billions from the face of the earth in

a nuclear war. We must beat our weapons into

pruning hooks and plowshares so that people

everywhere can have the opportunity to live in

peace and in plenty.

The less developed coxmtries' acluevement of

social and economic advance, mider free institu-

tions, is an accomplisliment in which we all may
share and in which we may all benefit. We have

no choice but to join this global struggle for

economic growth in freedom. For we know that

only in a peaceful and flourishing community of

free nations, in which human beings everywhere

may enjoy maximum opportunity for a better life,

can we, too, find security and maintain prosperity.

Trade, Mutual Security,

and Fiscal Responsibility

Remarks hy President Eisenhower ^

It is, of coui-se, a distinct privilege to have the

opportunity to meet with the meiubers of the

Chamber of Commerce during this convention.

You have established in this country a very en-

viable reputation for making recommendations to

the Government or for stating propositions before

our people that are based upon principle and not

expedience. This fact enhances your capacity and
your opportunities in one broad function that I

conceive to be very important: that of teachers.

It is not enough that a body of people imder-

stands a matter, places it before the Government or

any otlier resi^onsible body, and then sits back in

the belief that the duty of that body is completed.

The United States is a government in which pub-

lic opinion is the motivating force behind every-

thing that happens. It must be an informed

public opinion if the things that happen are going

to be good for the United States and good for

humanity. Consequently, those that understand

must make their voices heard. Their responsibility

to inform others is equal indeed to that of the

responsibility of informing themselves.

I am going to speak for a short time on three

subjects that each of you understands. Of this

I am certain, because the official actions and rec-

ommendations and reports of the Chamber of

Commerce have always supported them. They
are:

1. Reciprocal trade—the importance of expand-

ing foreign and international trade.

2. The programs of mutual security by which

we help other nations further to advance their

economic standards and their living standards.

3. And, thirdly, here at home, the need for pru-

dence in our fiscal affairs. We should cast from

our minds the thought that money alone can solve

all our problems. Only as we produce the people

—

the thinkers, the teachers, the technicians, the pro-

fessional people that go along with great programs

of welfare, education, and development—then, and

then only, can money be used expeditiously, prop-

erly, and in a coordinated fashion to bring about

the results we seek.

' Made before the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States at Washington, D.C., on May 2 (White House press

release).
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International Trade

In the field of international trade it would be

unbecoming for me to appear before you as an

expert. You people study these matters all the

time. But I can express to you my own convic-

tions in support of pronouncements you have

made. Indeed I can pause long enough to tell

you that one of the reasons I tliink you are such a

great organization is because you agree with me.

In speaking about foreign trade, we know that

without liberalized trade there would be some 4

or 5 million of our people who would soon be out

of jobs. You know this, but do all others?

It is important that people understand that a

great deal of our employment is to produce the

things that we send abroad. It is important for

our people to understand that we are not a com-

pletely self-dependent nation, that there is a whole

array of important minerals and products that we
must obtain from the other parts of the world.

These areas are important to us both from our

security and economic viewpoint. We must liber-

alize our trade policies—keep them liberal—so

that trade can be advanced and increased all the

time. As we grow, we need more trade. And
through trade we also make other countries

stronger in their industrial and economic output

and standards. We give them hope, and hope is

the thing that sustains them.

So both abroad and at home we find that we do
prosper, we do advance the causes of freedom for

all peoples, through the business of trading and
producing for the other fellow at such costs as he
can buy and at such prices as we can pay.

Mutual Security

The Mutual Security Program I shall mention
only briefly, because tonight I expect, before an-

other audience, to talk about this subject with the

greatest emphasis of support that I personally can
command.^ I believe it is one of the great pro-

grams through which the United States can lead

toward world peace. Certainly people who believe

in trade and commerce must be looking for world
peace as strongly or even stronger tlian others.

But I do want to say one or two things about
the Mutual Security Program—simple examples
of what I am talking about. No one here needs to

' For text of an address by the President at a dinner
sponsored by the Committee for International Economic
Growth and the Committee To Strengthen the Frontiers
of Freedom, see Btn.Lr,TiN of May 23, 1960, p. 811.

be told of the vast importance it is to the world

for the United States to cooperate closely with

Canada and with Mexico. With these two coun-

tries we have long borders, and along them is

found no soldier, no fort, no defensive or offensive

arrangements of any kind. They are defended

by friendship. That friendship is, and must be,

based upon cooperative work—mutual imderstand-

ing of problems and a constant insistent effort to

solve these problems to the mutual satisfaction of

the parties concerned.

Now we all miderstand this need, and we are

very proud of the results that have been achieved

over the years. But modern transportation and
modern communications have made every nation

of the world our neighbors, except in the geo-

graphic sense. The cooperative efforts that have

been so successful with Canada and with Mexico

must be extended through every possible economic

and trade factor that we can bring to bear so as

to increase friendship abroad. The way is paved

for us because we commonly worship and revere

certain ideals : the dignity of the human, his rights,

his equality before the law. These are the kind of

concepts that create the atmosphere in which this

kind of understanding of which I speak can be

developed.

I can conceive of no greater accomplishment for

the Chamber of Commerce, or indeed all of the

friends and supporters of the Chamber of Com-
merce, than to bring these subjects and these mat-

ters affecting freer trade and mutual security to

the understanding of our people, so that no longer

do we hear such terms as "giveaway" and the pre-

tense that we neglect our own people in some of

their needs and desires because we perform and

pursue programs on the outside that are of the

utmost importance to our own security and to

world peace.

Fiscal Responsibility

Finally, I mention a message that I shall this

week send to the Congress,' in which I want again

to emphasize to them the importance of construc-

tive legislation in certain areas. Along witli this

I want to bring before their attention again the

need for responsibility in handling the fiscal affairs

of this Nation, instead of believing that merely

because you pass a bill that appro^jriates billions

" H. Doc. 38.5, 86th Cong., 2d sess. For text of an ex-

cerpt from the message, see ibid., p. 837.
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for some affair, some activity, that this instantly

solves the problem that it is intended to solve.

The soundness of the dollar is as important to

the world and to us as any other factor I can

think of. By this, I mean we must avoid debase-

ment of our currency. Too much of world stability

and world peace hangs on it. All of us must bear

these truths in mind, and they must be part of

what we teach.

By no me^ns must we ever be niggardly in doing

for our own people those things that need to be

done. "We do not forget, and I know the Cham-
ber does not forget, those words of Lincoln when
he insisted that it was the responsibility of govern-

ment to do for the individual that which he cannot

do at all or so well do by himself alone. But
Lincoln added this admonition when he continued

to say that, in all those incidents where the indi-

vidual can do these things for himself, the Govern-

ment ought not to interfere.

So, my friends, in these days when we are spend-

ing necessarily and properly billions and billions

—

unprecedented peacetime billions—for the mere

purpose of insuring our own safety, of carrying

on programs that have been established in our

books in all kinds of welfare and health pro-

gi'ams—necessary ones—but in which our appro-

priations have gone up for some of them in these

past 7 years about four times, we must look at the

whole fiscal arrangements of this Nation with the

same prudence that you—as the head of a family

or as a housewife does when he or she looks at

the family budget and says each month we are

going deeper in debt. From here where do we go ?

The resources of this Nation are incalculable,

but they are not inexhaustible.

As long as we keep these homely truths in our

minds and live them as principles, rather than

expedients that might be thought profitable in an

election year, I really believe that we can, with

great confidence, move forward toward our own
ideals of prosperity, greater opportunity for the

pursuit of happiness at home, equality among our-

selves in all things before the law, and achieve-

ment of a sounder position for attaining a perma-

nent and durable peace abroad.

World Trade Week, 1960

A PROCLAMATION'
Whereas the world has entered a new decade of In-

creasing International development which promises to

surpass all prior periods in economic progress and
prosperity ; and
Whereas this development creates an opportunity for

our Nation and our friends abroad to share the mutual

benefits from expanding world trade; and
Whereas expanded United States exports are essential

to our healthy economic growth, add substantially to the

miUiona of jobs already generated for our people by ex-

port trade, and contribute significantly to our capacity to

sustain our International Investment, travel, and trade;

and

Whereas the Government has inaugurated a national

Export Expansion Program ' to increase the sale of United

States products abroad and to improve the capacity of

American business for international competition through

the full application of the dynamic forces of our free-

enterprise system :

Now, therefore, I, DwiGHT D. Eisenhower, President

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim the

weelc beginning May 15, 1960, as World Trade Week ; and

I request the appropriate Federal, State, and local officials

to cooi)erate in the observance of that week.

I also urge business, labor, agricultural, educational,

and civic groups, as well as the people of the United

States generally, to observe World Trade Week with

gatherings, discussions, exhibits, ceremonies, and other

appropriate activities designed to emphasize the im-

portance of world trade to our economy and to our re-

lations with other nations.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be

affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this sixth day of May
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and

[seal] sixty, and of the Independence of the United

States of America the one hundred and eighty-

fourth.

/CJ C«-*y cJ'ZJOic-u^ Xirto/^

By the President

:

Douglas Dillon,

Acting Secretary of State.

' No. 3346 ; 25 Fed. Reg. 4273.

• Bulletin of Apr. 11, 19C0, p. 560.
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Reduction of Foreign Import Restrictions

Statement hy Charles W. Adair, Jr.

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs'^

The past year has seen an acceleration of the

movement toward a freer system of international

trade. This has been the goal of the United

States and other like-minded countries for over

20 years. In the prewar and wartime lend-lease

agreements the United States and recipient na-

tions agreed to work toward the elimination of

discriminatory treatment in international trade

as soon as this was practicable. In the Gen-

eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade signed in

1947 the Contracting Parties agreed that dis-

criminatory quantitative restrictions to trade were

permissible only under certain exceptional cir-

cimistances. For most important countries these

circumstances no longer prevail. As a result,

over the past year thei'e has been a wholesale

reduction in import restrictions which discrimi-

nate against United States exports.^

Now I want to give you further details on

what has been accomplished in this field and on
the increased opportunities available to United
States exporters. Before doing so, however, I

would like to refer briefly to the place that get-

ting rid of quota restrictions against our exports

has in the broad picture of our foreign relations.

AVe have reached a stage where our friends

abroad are able to assume a larger share of the

responsibility for the security and economic devel-

opment of the fre-e world, and we are now engaged
in improving the mechanisms for sharing this

responsibility. Nevertheless, the United States
interest continues to impose special obligations on
us for contributing to the common defense and
assisting tlie less developed countries in their at-

' Filed with the Senate Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee on Apr. 26 (press release 215).

' For a country-by-conntry summary of relaxations of
restrirtlons on U.S. exports, see p. 873.
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tempt to achieve a self-sustaining pace of economic

growth. The proper discharge of these obliga-

tions will continue to entail sizable transfers

abroad of goods and fimds in support of our

foreign policy objectives. To do this and at the

same time to maintain the value of the dollar as

the basic currency of Avorld trade means that we
must bring to bear the full competitive strength

of the United States economy. Thus the removal

of arbitrary bars to United States exports—the

products of the talent and energy of our farms,

factories, workers, and management—is of direct

importance to the accomplishment of our overall

world objectives.

With the general improvement in economic

conditions during 1958 and 1959, particularly in

the industrialized areas of Western Europe, the

major trading nations found it possible to estab-

lish external convertibility for their currencies.

This movement generally removed the financial

justification for the use of special restrictions

against dollar goods. The balance of payments

and the financial reserves of a number of impor-

tant trading countries have reached the point

where quantitative restrictions against imports

from any country are no longer required on finan-

cial grounds.

Call for Reduction of Trade Barriers

The reduction of trade restrictions abroad, in

particular those which discriminate against the

United States, has long been an important element

in United States policy. As general economic and

trade conditions have improved around the world,

the United States has pressed even more strongly

for the removal of these discriminatory restric-

tions. In the meetings of the International Mone-
tary Fund and the sessions of the Contracting
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Parties to tlie General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade, the United States has called for the rapid

elimination of discriminatory restrictions and for

the relaxation of quantitative controls in general.

Through our association with the Organization for

European Economic Cooperation the United

States has urged that European countries extend

intra-European import liberalization to the United

States and to other GATT countries. At the same

time the United States has made strong represen-

tations directly to the principal trading countries

using import restrictions, urging the prompt re-

moval of discrimination and the early relaxation

of remaining quantitative restrictions, whether or

not discriminatory.

With its rules forbidding discrimination in for-

eign trade except under carefully defined circum-

stances, the GATT has proved extremely effective

in these efforts to remove discrimination. The
major work of the 15th session of the Contracting

Parties to GATT, which met last summer, dealt

with the removal or reduction of government im-

pediments to trade, largely quantitative controls

over imports.^ At that session the Contracting

Parties adopted a report which concluded that dis-

crimination in trade on balance-of-payments

grounds should quickly be ended. Furthermore,

each year there is an examination of the import

restrictions imposed on balance-of-payments

grounds by countries adliering to the GATT. The
countries ai-e urged, during these consultations, to

relax as much as possible their trade restrictions

maintained for balance-of-payments reasons and

to eliminate them if they are no longer required

on financial gi'ounds.

There has been widespread recognition in other

forums also that, with the change in economic and

financial conditions, import restrictions should be

relaxed. The International Monetary Fund has

called upon member countries with current re-

ceipts largely in convertible currencies to elimi-

nate discriminatory restrictions with all feasible

speed.* In a report published this month" the

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

'For a report of the U.S. delegation, see Bulletin of

Dec. 7, 1959, p. 843.

' For text of the IMF announcement and decision, see

i6i<f., Nov. 9, 1959, p. 681.

'Economic Survey of Europe in 1959, U.N. publication

1960. II. E. 1., 364 pp. ; for sale by the International Docu-

ments Service, Columbia University Press, 2960 Broadway,

New York 27, N.Y. ($3).

advises European countries to remove barriers

against American goods in order to absorb excess

purchasing power at home and prevent inflation.

Steps Taken To Reduce Discrimination

The response throughout the world to United

States requests that discrimination be removed

has been encouraging. Since 1958 all of the West-

em European countries have taken steps to reduce

discrimination and many of them have liberalized

over 90 percent of their trade with the dollar area

(based on the 1953 value of private trade) . Japan

has moved to relax import controls and has an-

nounced that further measures will be taken dur-

ing 1960 and early 1961. Many countries in

Africa, Asia, and South America have gone far

toward removing discrimination, although they

maintain many nondiscriminatory quantitative

restrictions.

Specifically, the United Kingdom announced

liberalization moves in August and November

1959 and in January 1960, freeing such commodi-

ties as butter, textiles and clothing, tobacco, ma-

chinery, and photographic equipment from

controls. The United Kingdom now imposes dis-

criminatory controls directed at the dollar area

on only 10 commodities.

In announcements of September, November,

and December 1959 and April 1960, France freed

such commodities as outboard motors, cotton tex-

tiles, nylon and synthetic fabrics, automobiles, and

phonograph records from discriminatory restric-

tions. Although France still imposes quantitative

controls on a fairly large number of commodities,

on only 21 products are these controls discrimina-

tory.

Sweden, Denmark, Portugal, Norway, Switzer-

land, Belgium, and the Netherlands have virtu-

ally removed discrimination and in most cases

have taken steps to relax quantitative controls in

general.

In addition Germany, Italy, Austria, Finland,

and Spain have taken steps within the past year

to lessen discrimination on imports from the

United States.

In other parts of the world Australia and New
Zealand have almost eliminated discrimination

and have taken steps to liberalize trade in general.

India has removed discrimination, but quantita-

tive controls remain in effect for balance-of-pay-

ments reasons. Japan, as noted earlier, has taken
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some steps to liberalize trade and to remove dis-

crimination and has announced its intention to

take further steps in the near future. The Feder-

ation of Khodesia and Nyasaland, Kenya, British

East Africa, Gliana, Malaya, Singapore, Argen-

tina, Chile, Peru, and Uruguay have all taken

some steps to reduce their trade restrictions.

There still are areas where discrimination re-

mains a problem. There are countries which have

moved more slowly than their financial condition

warrants in reducing discrimination, and there are

commodities which more than others are hampered

by general quantitative restrictions. Italy has

lagged behind the other Western European coun-

tries in liberalizing products from the United

States. The list of products under quantitative

import restriction when imported into Italy from
members of the Organization for European Eco-

nomic Cooperation comprises only 133 tariff clas-

sifications; the corresponding list for dollar

imports consists of 2,071 tariff classifications.

There is a similar problem, although less serious,

with Austria, which imposes quantitative restric-

tions on a long list of commodities and which
still maintains discriminatory restrictions on some
important agricultural commodities and textiles.

In general the restrictions which are still ap-

plied by European countries have their most
restrictive effect on agricultural commodities.

Such important United States products as fresh

and processed fruit, wheat, tobacco, canned meats,

poultry, barley, and com are still under quanti-

tative import restriction in many European
countries.

Many of the less developed countries in Africa,

Asia, and South America still employ quantita-

tive import restrictions; in some cases these re-

strictions have been tightened in recent months
because of balance-of-payments difficulties. How-
ever, in most cases these restrictions are not dis-

criminatory and United States exporters have an
opportunity to compete with other exporters for
the available market.

Outlook for Future

We can say, however, that discrimination has
become the exception rather than the i-ule in inter-

national trade. We are confident that there will

be further progress in the coming months and that,

by the end of the year, quota discrimination

against our exports vsdll be virtually a thing of

the past.

As discrimination is removed. United States

exporters have increasing opportimities to partic-

ipate in the new and expanding markets over-

seas. We estimate that the actions taken to re-

move quantitative import restrictions since 1958

in Western Europe alone have increased the poten-

tial American market by roughly half a billion

dollars. The measures taken by the overseas

sterling area countries, by Japan, and by many
other countries in Africa, Asia, and South Amer-

ica will improve United States export prospects

in those areas as well. And as markets grow

overseas, United States exports will also grow.

In September of this year the United States will

again be negotiating for reductions in foreign

tariffs. We hope that as a result of these negotia-

tions the tariff barriers to our exports will be re-

duced and that our exporters will have greater

opportunities to increase their sales.

In concluding I think it relevant to note here

that, as the members of the committee already

know, the executive branch is expanding its facili-

ties to help United States businessmen sell more

goods in the growing markets of the free-world

countries.* Thus we are not only continuing the

work of reducing governmental barriers to United

States exports, but we are seeking to help our

business community extend its activities in the

world market. Wlien you consider that in West-

em Europe alone the overall measure of economic

activity shows an increase from $125 billion in

1950 to $240 billion in 1958, and you realize that

in these countries foreign trade accounts for as

much as a third of the total flow of goods and

services, you gain a better picture of the poten-

tial trade opportimities for United States business

abroad. We hope that the work of this committee

will help bring home to American business the

impressive new potentialities for United States

exports and that our business and industry will

respond with the vigor and initiative which all

the world recognizes as basic American qualities.

'For background, see Bulletin of Apr. 11, 1960, p. 560.
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U.S. Summarizes Moves by Foreign Countries

To Lift Restrictions on U.S. Exports

Following is an annmmcem-ent on trade liberal-

ization rel-eased jointly hy the Departments of

State, Commerce, and Agrieidture, together with

country summaries on relaxation of quantitative

restrictions against U.S. exports.

Department of State press release 208 dated April 25

JOINT ANNOUNCEMENT

The liquidation of many of the restrictions on

foreign trade -which have persisted since World
War II has been accelerating in the past 2 years.

More specifically, foreign countries have been

dropping those quantitative import controls which

discriminate against goods from the United States.

The major exception has been a number of agri-

cultural commodities. This year we expect to see

the virtual elimination of discriminatory treat-

ment including that affecting agricultural prod-

ucts. We also expect that there will continue to be

a sharp reduction in the use of quantitative con-

trols over trade generally.

The immediate spark of the current movement

toward trade liberalization was the establishment

of external currency convertibility in December

1958 by the major trading countries of Western

Europe. This removed the financial basis for the

application of discriminatory controls over im-

ports from the dollar area. The International

Monetary Fund and the Contracting Parties to

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT) have called upon member countries

generally to eliminate discriminatory restrictions

with all feasible speed. In addition a number of

important countries have reached a point where

they no longer require quantitative restrictions

previously justified on financial gi-ounds.

The basic reason for the return to conditions

of greater freedom in world trade is to be found

in the health and vigor of the world economy.

The postwar economic recovery and growth of

Western Europe and Japan have been phenome-

nal. The vigor wliich these economies have

shown could not have been foreseen a decade ago.

Many factors, including Marshall plan aid, have

contributed to this. But the resourcefulness,

imagination, and vitality of the people was the

essential ingredient for success.

The U.S. balance-of-payments deficit, which

has been the subject of much recent attention,

has been in large part the reverse side of this

picture. The recovery of Western Europe and

Japan has made them stronger competitors at

home as well as abroad. This strength has been

reflected in increases in their gold and dollar

holdings. These increases provided the basis for

the movement we are now witnessing—a return

to a healthier and freer world economy. As
American producers take advantage of trade

liberalization abroad, added exports wiU tend to

reduce the balance-of-payments deficit.

Since 1958 the removal of quantitative restric-

tions which discriminated against the United

States increased the potential market for Ameri-

can goods in Western Europe alone by an esti-

mated half billion dollars per year. If American

exporters perform only as well as they have in

recent years, they should be able to enlarge their

exports to Western Europe by roughly this

amount. Similar measures taken by the overseas

sterling area countries, Japan, and elsewhere

have also improved U.S. export prospects in those

areas. As U.S. exporters improve their efforts

and as overseas markets grow, U.S. exports will

also grow.

With government licensing of imports (except

in the case of a number of farm products) rapidly

disappearing as a major factor in limiting U.S.

business opportunities abroad, tariffs are becom-

ing the most important barriers to our export
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trade. Concessions which have been granted by

foreign countries in the form of tariff reductions

or bindings on products imported from the

United States are achieving enhanced significance.

We hope to see these tariff barriers reduced fur-

ther through the multilateral tariff conference

beginning in September 1960, in which the

United States will again be negotiating for re-

ductions in foreign tariffs in return for reduc-

tions in U.S. tariffs.

Attached is a detailed statement of the trade

liberalization actions taken by foreign countries

during the past year. The highlights of these

movements are as follows

:

The United Kingdom announced liberalization

moves in August and November 1959 and in Jan-

uary 1960, freeing such commodities as butter,

textiles and clothing, tobacco, machinery, and

photographic equipment from controls. By these

actions the United Kingdom has eliminated dis-

criminatory restrictions on most commodities and

has greatly reduced the number of commodities

under quantitative restrictions.

During 1959 France freed more goods from
quantitative import restrictions than at any time

since the war. With liberalization announce-

ments in September, November, and December
1959 and April 1960, France reduced the gap
between the OEEC [Organization for European
Economic Cooperation] and dollar liberalization

lists to 21 items. Such U.S. commodities as out-

board motoi-s, cotton textiles, nylon and syn-
thetic fabrics, and automobiles may now be ex-

ported to France more easily as a result of these
moves.

The following other countries have taken steps
in recent months to remove some quantitative and
other restrictions which have hampered the flow
of United States exports: the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Germany, Italy,

Finland, Austria, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, India, the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the Union of South
Africa, Kenya, Malaya, Singapore, British East
Africa, Japan, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
and Uruguay. Many of these countries have
either eliminated discrimination or have reduced
it to a small numl)er of commodities.

In general the restrictions which are still applied
by European countries have their most restric-

tive effect on impox'ts of agricultural products.

Such important U.S. products as fresh and proc-

essed fruit, wheat, tobacco, canned meats, poultry,

barley, and com are still under import controls

in many Euroj^eau counti"ies. Quantitative re-

strictions are also still applied by many countries

in Africa, Asia, and South America on a wide

variety of "luxury" products in order to conserve

foreign exchange for most essential imports ; how-

ever, most of these restrictions are applied on a

nondiscriminatory basis.

In the coming months the U.S. Government

will, through such forums as those provided by

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and

the International Monetary Fund and through

bilateral discussions, continue its vigorous efforts

to bring about the rapid elimination of quantita-

tive restrictions still in force and thus to increase

the potential foreign market for U.S. exports.

COUNTRY SUIV3IVIARIES

Argentina

'

Until the end of 195S Argentina maintained a rigid

import control system. Effective December 30, 1958, a new
foreign trade and exchange system was inaugurated

which abolished the prohibitions and area discrimina-

tions formerly in force.

Under the new arrangement imports were made sub-

ject to exchange surcharges ranging from 20 to 300 per-

cent of their c. & f. value, and advance deposits ranging

from 50 to 500 percent were required. Toward the end

of 1959, however, Argentina took steps to relax this

system, eliminating the high surcharges on certain agri-

cultural machinery and equipment, drastically reducing

certain other surcharges and entirely abolishing the

prior deposit requirement. This action is expected to

result in a moderate increase in the volume of imports

into Argentina.

Australia ^

A series of trade liberalization measures introduced

by Australia on April 1, August 1, and December 1,

1959, and February 23, 1960, remove import licensing

discrimination on all dollar imports except motor vehicles.

The Australian Minister of Trade stated on November

29, 1959, that discrimination on motor vehicles would be

eudetl by October 1, 1960.

While Australia in 1959 continued to exercise control

over the general level of imports by the use of global

' Countries not adhering to the GATT but with which

the United States maintains bilateral trade agreements.

"Countries adhering to the GATT.
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quotas for some products and of nniuliscriniiimtory

ludivldunl licensins for others, later in the year many
raw materials, eonipouents, and equipment for industry

were either exempted from licensing or were placed

under an iminirt replacement system whereby licenses

are obtainable up to the level of current consumption.

On February 23, IDGO, all goods Imported into Australia,

except motor vehicles of dollar origlii and about 200

other items, mainly consumer goods, were exempted
from Import licensing. Licensing controls and global

quotas were continued temporarily on these 200 items,

and quotas were increa.sed by 20 percent.

At the beginning of 1959 controls were designed to

limit global imports to an annual level equivalent to $1.8

billion. However, on August 1, li)59, the annual global

program was raised by $112 million and on December 1,

19.59, by an additional .'?.")() million, so that, at the begin-

ning of 19G0. global imports were being programed at

an annual rate of about $2 billion. With the further

liberalization of February 2.3, 1960, total imports are

expected to increase to an annual rate of about $2.2

billion.

Austria -

Austrian imports fall into three general categories

:

(1) goods not requiring individually validated import

licenses, including all commodities which enter duty free

or which are not listed in annexes to the foreign exchange
law; (2) goods listed in an appendix to the exchange

law which re((uire an individually validated import

lieen.se regardless of source; and (3) commodities listed

in annexes to the exchange law which are liberalized,

depending on source, and which may be imported with

a few exceptions under a general license. There is dis-

crimination in the Austrian system, since in the latter

category the list of "liberalized" commodities applicable

to the dollar area is smaller than that applicable to the

OEEC.
In the first liberalization move since 1956, the Austrian

Government on October 15, 19,59, put into effect an ex-

panded dollar liberalization list which eliminated vir-

tually all discrimination in the liberalized sector between

the licensing of industrial imports from the OEEC area

on one hand and the United States and Canada on the

other. Certain textiles, however, still remain subject to

licensing when imjiorted from the United States and

Canada, though liberalized for OEEC countries. In the

agricultural sector, discrimination in import licensing

remains for corn (maize), barley, rye, and poultry.

Among the more important items added to the liberali-

zation list by the October 15 action are figs, legumes,

dehydrated vegetables, oil fruits and seeds, marine fish,

beer, liqueurs, cocoa butter and powder, chocolate, canned

fruit, cheese, sponges, motor vehicles, vehicle motors,

pneumatic tooLs, perfumes, mirror and plate glass, wax
cloth, unexf)Ose<l films, cotton linters, hemp, jute, felt,

silk, yarn.s, velvet fabrics and ribbom?, tulle, lace cur-

tains, bituminous coal, coke, bituminous coal and lignite

briquette-s, certain wood products, a variety of chemicals,

glycerin. X-ray barium, and synthetic tanning extracts.

Belgian Congo '

The Congo has a single-column tariff, and, although

licen.ses are required, Imiwrts enter freely regardless of

country of origin. Exchange control is a mere formality

and dollar exchange is readily available.

Belgium-Luxembourg ^

Most commodities Imported into Belgium-Luxembourg
(BLEU) are subject only to ordinary customs documen-

tation. BLEU controls over imports from both dollar and
nondollar sources are identical. At present only 160

tariff classifications out of several thousand tariff posi-

tions and subpositions are wholly or partly subject to im-

port licensing including the items under the so-called

Benelux global quotas and the commodities included in

the GATT waivers for these two countries. Except in the

case of a number of agricultural commodities, requests' for

licenses are usually granted.

Global quotas for the whole of Benelux—i.e. Belgium,

Netherlands, and Luxembourg—exist on a small number
of items. These quotas are subdivided into two parts,

one applying to imports from the other Conuuon Market
countries and the other to imports from third countries,

including the United States. The commotlities concerned

are : castor oil other than crude, certain fatty acids,

methyl chloride, penicillin, wooden packing cases, fish

nets, and new and used automobiles. The United States

has a trade interest in several of these conimo<lities, but

the quotas apparently have no appreciable restrictive

effect on United States goods.

Import quotas on some agricultural products are main-

tained by the BLEU countries under the waivers grante<l

by the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade in 1955. These products include : fruits

and vegetables (subject to seasonal controls), meat and

meat products, dairy products and eggs, potatoes, and seed

grain. In the 1959-60 season Belgium oi)ened its market

to apples and pears almost 4 months earlier than usual.

Wheat is effectively controlled by a requirement that im-

ports be only a stated percentage of domestic production.

Brazil

'

With a few limited exceptions, Brazil does not impose

quantitative restrictions, as such, on imports. Imported

goods, however, are subject to control through an exchange

mechanism under which importers are required to bid

at public auctions for the foreign exchange required to

pay for imports. For this purjiose merchandise imjwrts

are classified into two categories : "general"—covering

raw materials, industrial equipment, and essential con-

sumer goods—and "special"—covering nonessential or

luxury goods. Only a small percentage of available ex-

change is allocated for auction in the "special" category.

Purchases for the account of the Government and its

agencies, as well as certain imports considered essential,

such as wheat, newsprint, oil-well equipment, petroleum

and derivatives, rubber, aviation equipment, and equip-

ment for electric-power development, fall outside of these
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categories and are granted foreign exchange at prefer-

ential rates.

Exchange auctions for imports in the private sector are

held in 10 commercial exchanges. Amounts of foreign

exchange allocated for auction are based upon a foreign

exchange budget, prepared on the basis of anticipated ex-

change receipts and the needs of the Government and

other sectors not required to purchase exchange at the

auction.

Exchange certificates supplied on the basis of auction

are valid for imports from specified sources, that is, (1)

countries having convertible currencies and (2) those

with nonconvertible currencies, the latter including a num-
ber of countries with which Brazil has negotiated bilateral

trade and payments agreements. Under this system im-

ports from the United States compete on an equal basis

with those from other countries with convertible curren-

cies. However, in some cases the United States is at a
disadvantage when competing against countries which
have bilateral trade agreements with Brazil. Dried fruit

and fresh deciduous fruit are U.S. exports which are at a
disadvantage under this system.

Bermuda

'

The only import controls employed by Bermuda in 1959
were on 13 commodities, whose importation from the

dollar area was prohibited. On November 21, 1959, this

list was reduced to two items: motorcycles and bicycle

propulsion units. The Government of Bermuda has an-

nounced that even these prohibitions will be lifted and
that from May 1, 1960, no import controls will be imposed.

Burma

'

Burma's import licensing policy continues to be highly
restrictive in view of the country's continuing adverse
balance of payments. Many categories of goods require
specific import licenses, and the importation of less essen-
tial goods is severely limited or prohibited.

During 1959 Burma liberalized considerably its treat-

ment of dollar imports by making the dollar area a per-
missible source of many commodities under open general
license. Some of the remaining discrimination against
the dollar area arises from the reservation of certain
types of imports for procurement under the Japanese
reparations program. Since Burma is now tending to
abandon barter sales, prospects for further liberalisation
of dollar imports in the near future may improve.

Cambodia

'

CainbcKlia restricts imports mainly through licensing

and exchange controls. The Ministry of National Econ-
omy prepares an import budget each year, earmarking
specific amounts for various categories of imports, includ-
ing both those financed by the International Cooperation
Administration (under the commercial import program)
and by Camlwdla from Its own foreign exchange reserves.

Foreign exchange is allocate*! semiannually by the Na-
tional Bank of Cambodia to the Ministry of National
Economy. The latter delegates authority to process ap-
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plications for import licenses and for exchange to the

Committee for Foreign Exchange Allocation {CommissUm.

de repartition des devises).

Some imports are financed outside the import budget,

principally those financed under the so-called EPAO
(Compte cxportation-frais accessoires) system. Under
this arrangement an exporter of selected products is

allowed to retain a certain percentage of exchange pro-

ceeds from exports—either 10 or 13 percent for most
commodities—which he may sell or use himself for im-

porting approved Imports. The retention of 13 percent

is allowed for exports in dollars and other currencies

freely convertible into dollars; the added premium is

designed to encourage sales in hard currencies. Imports

involving no allocation of foreign exchange, with minor
exceptions, are no longer permitted.

With respect to imports financed from Cambodia's own
foreign exchange holdings, more French francs than dol-

lars are allocated. The French franc-riel rate (10 French
francs equal 1 riel) fosters Cambodian exports to France

but tends to discourage Cambodian imports from F'ranee.

Cambodian earnings from exports to France are in resi-

dent francs, which are not convertible and therefore ordi-

narily must be used to purchase French goods.

There was no significant tightening or relaxing of

Cambodian import controls during the year.

Canada

'

Canada eliminated foreign exchange licensing in 1951

and has only a tew items subject to quantitative controls.

Some of these controls are associated with Canadian sub-

sidies on domestic production ; some are imposed for

strategic purposes; while others represent permanent
statutory prohibitions under the tariff and customs law
to protect Canadian production of certain products.

The Export and Import Permits Act provides for the

control of imports for specified purposes. The most im-

portant of these is authority to control imports of any
commodity which is under price support in Canada. At
the present time this applies to butter, butter fat, Ched-

dar cheese, dried skim milk, and turkeys. These require

special import permits. An import quota of 1 million

pounds per quarter was established in 1959 for U.S.

turkeys, but this total of 4 million pounds a year is con-

siderably below the 13 million pounds imported from the

United States in 1956, the last complete year during which
imports were unrestricted. The restrictions affect only

the United States as the United States has been Canada's
sole foreign supplier of turkeys. Canada's import pro-

hibition on swine and uncooked pork and pork products

from the United States, in effect since 1953, was removed
in January 19C0 following notification from the U.S. Gov-
ernment that the United States is now free of vesicular

exanthema.

Under the Canadian Wheat Board Act, wheat, wheat

flour, and wheat starch ; oats, Including ground, crimped,

crushed, rolled, and meal ; and barley, including ground,

crimped, meal, and fiour, are subject to Import licensing

by the Canadian Wheat Board, which is the Government
marketing agency. Imiwrts are small. Despite the com-

petitive strength of Canadian production, there are some
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years when the restriction dire«'tly reduces imports from

the United States. In 1959, for example, oats from the

United States would have entered Canada In substantial

quantities because of the price relationship had not Can-

ada maintained control over imports.

Under the Export and Import Permits Act, Canada can

also control imports (1) of a commodity by arrangement

with the supplying country and (2) of a commodity which

is subject to international allocation. The import control

on tin, effective from October 1, 1958, in order to prevent

Importation of that commodity from the Soviet bloc, was
removed effective March 12, 1959, after Rus.sia reached

an agreement with the International Tin Council In Jan-

nary to limit its exports of tin.

The Customs Tariff Act prohibits the import of oleo-

margarine, butterine, and other butter substitutes, al-

though the ingredients of butter substitutes may be im-

ported. This is a longstanding restriction antedating

GATT and handicaps imports even into those provinces

where the manufacture and sale of oleomargarine are

permitted.

The Customs Tariff Act also prohibits the importation

of u.sed motor vehicles of all kinds manufactured prior

to the year in which importation is sought. Secondhand

aircraft imports, regardless of the year of manufacture,

are also embargoed. This control also antedates GATT.
Under Canada's Atomic Energy Control Act, import

permits are required for the Importation of fissionable

materials and radioactive isotopes or any equipment

which may be used for the production, use, or application

of atomic energy. This control is for strategic rather

than for commercial purposes.

During 1959 control over import and export of gas in

Canada, Including hydrocarbons and export of electric

power, passed to the National Energy Board, a new ad-

visory and regulatory body. The board took over the gas

and power controls formerly vested in the Minister of

Trade and Commerce and the Board of Transport Com-
missioners. The board has reserve power to regulate oil

Import and export. This authority will not be exercised

nntil an order-ln-council Is issued placing the trade under

control.

The Provinces have a monopoly of the sale of alcoholic

beverages, and Provincial licenses are necessary to admit

shipments. Most Provinces are willing to give hotels and

clubs permits to import for private stock but will not carry

U.S. products in the Government-operated liquor stores.

This Provincial licensing antedates GATT.

Ceylon '

While most commodities may be imported freely with-

out an individual Import license, a substantial number of

consumer goods still require an individual license when
imported from the dollar area. In October 1959 the Gov-

ernment of Ceylon relaxed restrictions on imports of some

goods from the dollar area.

All commodities under individual license from the dol-

lar area may now be imported freely by registered Cey-

lonese traders or indent agents. For non-Ceylonese firms

the license quota on textiles was raised from 10 percent to

20 percent of their 1951 imports and the quota for all other

Items under license from the dollar area raised from 50

percent to 100 percent of their 1951 Imports.

Chile'

Chile took steps in 1959 further to liberalize Imports.

On April 29, 1959, a decree was promulgated that per-

mitte<l the Importation of all merchandise into Chile.

Previously only goods appearing on the list of i)ermitted

imports were allowed entry.

The significance of the step was diminished, however,

because the Institution of a requirement of high prior

import deposits made the cost of importing some consumer
goods, and some goods produced in sufficient quantities

domestically, virtually prohibitive. This prior import de-

posit system required importers to deposit from 5 to 5,000

percent of the c.i.f. value (depending on the essentiality

of the import) with an authorized bank in Chile. The de-

posit was returned to the importer 30 to 90 days (also

depending on the essentiality of the import) after the date

of deposit. The Government later announced its intention

to replace the prior import deposit system with surcharges

on imports ranging from 10 to 200 percent of c.i.f. value.

In June 1959 Chile took a first major step in implementing

this plan when it reduced substantially the prior import

deposits on a large list of merchandise to the levels of

newly established surcharges. The reduced deposit is ap-

plied against the surcharge ; so this system amounts to the

collection of surcharges in advance of importation of the

goods. Subsequent decrees have broadened the amount of

merchandise now subject to import duty surcharges, and

the prior deposits have accordingly been reduced to the

levels of the new surcharges for many Items. However,

there remain many goods that are still subject to the old

prior import deposit system.

On December 30, 1959, the 5,000 percent prior import

deposit category was reduced to 3,500 percent, and the

Government has again stated that it Intends to eliminate

the prior deposit system in 1961.

Colombia

Colombia maintained its import austerity program
during 1959 through a system of import licensing and
prohibitions. This program was initiated in mid-1956,

when it became evident that measures would have to

be taken to conserve foreign exchange.

Colombia maintains a list of commodities the impor-

tation of which is prohibited and a list of products

subject to quantitative import licensing restrictions. All

imports into Colombia require prior registration which,

except in the case of books, magazines, and shipments

valued at $20 or less, must be applied for by the importer

prior to placing the order abroad. Import licenses are

Issued subject in each instance to the dLscretionary

approval of the National Superintendency of Imports.

These imports are also subject to advance deposit re-

quirements. In July 1959 these advance deposits were

Increased, for the largest group of imports, from 100 to

130 percent of the value of the order, and at the same

time the period for which these advance deposits are
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retained was extended from 60 to 90 days after clearance

of comnjodlties through customs.

Coffee, from which Colombia receives about 80 per-

cent of her foreign exchange, fell almost 45 percent in

price in the 2 years 1957 and 1958. However, under the

recent coffee agreement with other Latin American and

African producers, Colombia now has an export quota

equivalent to about 90 percent of her exportable coffee

production. Barring any further drastic decline in the

price of coffee, Colombia's payments situation is not ex-

pected to deteriorate further in 1960. Imports may even

be allowed to increase as much as 20 percent from the

1959 level of $31.4 million per month to permit imports

of capital goods and raw materials needed by industry.

Cuba'

Cuba, which had previously employed import restric-

tions only in a few cases, intensified the control system

during 19.59. Import licensing controls on some 200 non-

essential commodities were established in early February

1959. While licensing requirements were not a restrictive

factor in limiting imports during the first 5 or 6 months,

the mandatory mode of payment for the controlled items

(letter of credit) had a restrictive effect on imports of

those specific commodities.

Exchange registration procedures established in late

August in connection with the payment for all imports

had a restrictive effect. Foreign suppliers tightened

credit terms, and many importers found it difficult to

finance peso deposit requirements.

Exchange surcharges, ranging from 30 to 100 percent,

were imposed in September on the 200 nonessential com-

modities then requiring import licenses.

In mid-December a new regulation placed most remain-

ing imports under licensing control. This regulation

was supplemental to the import control regulation of

early February, and the two together now cover all

merchandise trade.

In summary, virtually all commercial imports now
require prior import licenses from the Cuban Monetary

Stabilization Fund. All foreign exchange transfers in

payment for imports also must be approved by the Fund.

There is no evidence that the Cuban Government dis-

criminated against imports from the United States in

1959.

Indirect trade restrictions included the imposition of

Internal taxes on such imported foodstuffs as potatoes,

flour, and rice. In addition to the internal taxes the

Cuban Government established tie-in conditions on im-

ports of rice and flour, requiring importers to purchase

one bag of domestic rice for each two bags iinporled and

one bag of domestic flour for each bag imported. The

tie-in requirement on domestic flour purchases was

abolished in early 1960. Packaged rice in containers

weighing less than 100 pounds is now prohibited.

Denmark

'

Denmark maintains import controls on a very limite<l

number of consumer goods and agricultural products.

Except In the case of agricultural products, licenses are

granted freely, depending upon the availability of foreign

exchange and needs of the national economy.

On January 1, 1959, Denmark increased its dollar

liberalization from 66 to 70 percent (based on 1953 im-

ports). On April 1, 1959, the Danish Government re-

moved licensing controls on a further substantial number

of dollar imports. This move brought the dollar liberali-

zation percentage to 86 percent and eliminated all dis-

crimination against dollar goods in the liberalized sector

of Danish import trade. On November 10, 1959, the

Danish Government proposed an extensive liberalization

of imports from the OEEC and dollar area to take effect

simultaneously with a proposed tariff revision ; this was
effected on March 1, 1960. This step increases the per-

centage of goods which may be imported freely from the

OEEC and dollar area from 86 to 96 percent of 1948

imports. Among the items of interest to the United

States, liberalized on March 1, 1960, are films, tobacco

products, canned pineapple, citrus fruits, apricots and
peaches, toiletries and cosmetics, textile goods, glassware,

metal products, special machinery including agricultural

and electrical, vehicles, musical instruments, and leather

goods.

Effective December 15, 1959, Danish regional import

quotas were made applicable to imports from the dollar

area. This extension applied also to import licenses

already issued but not yet utilized. With this step

Denmark has erased the last significant area of dollar

discrimination.

Dominican Republic'

Import licenses are not required except for wheat,

wheat flo\ir, and several other commodities whose import

value is not significant.

In January 19.59 the Dominican Government removed
several commodities from import licensing requirements,

including : glass bottles, empty sacks, barbed wire, staples,

and treated wood posts. Later in the year import licens-

ing requirements were established for heavy highway-

construction machinery, milk and milk products, and
centrifugal cast-iron pipe and were reestablished on

barbed wire. Imports of automobiles are being limited to

50 percent of the value of a past representative period.

Technically, formal exchange permits have not been

required, but each individual foreign exchange transfer

requires the administrative approval of the Central Bank.

Informally, deferrals of exchange remittances have been

effected, and in the last quarter of 1959 approvals for

exchange transfers in payment of imports were being

granted with considerable delay ; however, there was

some improvement in early 1960.

Internal consumption taxes on ,58 import commodities,

ranging from 5 to 15 i)ercent ad valorem, and some spe-

cific taxes were establislied in June 19,59.

There was no discrimination against U.S. imports

in 1959.

El Salvador >

El Salvador ordinarily does not Impose quantitative

restrictions on Imports from any source.
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Finland 3

Under present Finnish import control procedures, which

were announced on December 31, 1059, goods subject to

Import licensing requirements may be divided into two

main categories: (1) imports which are licensed auto-

matically or without quantitative restrictions; (2) goods

which are licensed under a global quota system.

Import licenses are issued automatically for certain

spe<Mfled goods which may be imported from : (1) countries

with which Finland still has bilateral trade agreements;

(2) the dollar area; (3) those sterling area countries

which remain outside the free-list system. Under global

quota licensing i>articipation is open to all except bilateral

agreement countries.

Restrictions on dollar imports were progressively liber-

alized in 1959. On April 10, 1959, additional quotas were

opened to dollar area imports and licensing of dollar

area goods without quantitative restrictions was admin-

istratively extended to a broad range of commodities.

According to the Finnish Government calculations, in

April 1959, 73 percent of dollar imports (based on 1954

imports) were automatically licensed or licensed without

quantitative restrictions as compared with 40-42 percent

previously.

Imports from the United States and Canada were put

on the same basis as those from Western Europe effective

January 1, 1960. With this move the list of goods which

could be imported without license from Western Euro-

pean countries participating in multilateral trade arrange-

ments with Finland was applied to the United States and
Canada and the global import quotas available to the

participating countries were made fully available to the

whole dollar area. The automatic licensing list previ-

ously applicable to the dollar area remains applicable to

the dollar area other than the United States and Canada.

Under this most recent liberalization the Finnish authori-

ties state that the free list constitutes an 82 percent

liberalization calculated on the basis of 1954 imports.

France ^

During 10.59 France made significant progress in the

liberalization of its dollar imports and in narrowing the

difference in treatment of imports from the dollar area

and the OEEC. Since December 28, 1958, when dollar

liberalization stood at zero, about 88 percent of French

imports from the United States (based on 1953 trade)

have been freed from quantitative import restrictions.

In addition French authorities have taken a series of

measures to remove the differences between the dollar

and the OEEC liberalization lists. At present liberaliza-

tion of only about 20 items has been limited to the OEEC
area, and most of these are expected to be liberalized for

the dollar area within the next 18 months.

Commodities liberalized for the United States cover a

wide range of American products, the most important

of which include, in addition to raw materials and semi-

manufactured products, cotton textiles, wool and rayon
clothing, nylon and other synthetic fabrics, acrylic fi-

bers and threads, tires, many chemicals, certain machine

tools, all automobiles, wheeled tractors, whisl^y, honey,

low-alcohol-content beer, dried and smoked fish, fatty

acids, etc. The removal of quantitative restrictions has
also improved the market opportunities for other Ameri-
can goods such as washing machines, hand tools, absorp-

tion refrigerating equipment, electric water heaters,

si)aco-heating electric apparatu.s, electric irons, and
numerous other goods. However, many agricultural

commodities are still under quantitative restrictions, re-

gardless of the area of origin.

Further trade liberalization mea.sures are expected,

and the French Government has emjihasized that hence-

forth such measures will automatically apply both to the

dollar and OEEC are.is. The French authorities have
stated they intend to abolish all quota restrictions on
industrial imports by the end of 1061.

French Caribbean Territories -

A long list of commodities freed from import licensing
control by France on July 23, 1059 (with the exceptions of
beer, most types of heavy timber, and sawn lumber),
were also freed by French Guiana, Guadeloupe, and
Martinique on August 5, 19.59. Many products that could
be imported only from European suppliers or which
could be obtained from North America only under strict

licensing control may now be imported from the United
States and Canada without such controls.

Liberalization actions taken by France on July 30,

September 26, November 5, and December 24, 1059, are
not yet in effect for the French Caribbean. Issuance of
licen.ses for nonliberalized goods depends upon in-

ternal considerations and the availability of exchange
allotments.

Federal Republic of Germany^

The Federal Republic, which by January 1958 had lib-

eralized 95 percent of private dollar imports (based on
such imports in 1953), reimposed some restrictions in late
1958 but freed further commodities from restrictions

during 1959.

During 1958 excessive accumulation of unmarked coal
in the Federal Republic threatened to cause serious un-
employment in the domestic mining industry, and in

September the Government placed coal under import
restrictions from all countries except members of the
European Coal and Steel Community. In February
1959 a $4.78 per ton tariff wnth provision for a duty-free
quota was imposed on all imports of coal. This arranga-
ment is scheduled to rim through 1060, although the
Federal Government can increase the duty-free quota
(which is based on average annual coal imports from
non-ECSC countries during the jxriod 1955 through 1958)

by 20 percent if overall economic conditions warrant
such action. The temiwrary reimposition of licensing of

coal imports reduced the German dollar liberalization

percentage from 95 to 86.7 at the end of 1958.

In May 1959 the entire problem of remaining German
import restrictions was reviewed by the Contracting

Parties to the GATT. The GATT decision arising from
this review sets forth the Federal Republic's commitment
to liberalize about half by value of those commodities

then subject to quantitative restrictions ; commodities not
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specifically scheduled for liberalization by certain dates

during the following 3 years were made subject to

continuing consultations, with a full review of the prob-

lem scheduled to take place at the end of the 3-year

period. Germany was permitted, however, to continue

restrictions on Imports of jute fabrics, imitation pearls,

and neat leather for a 5-year period, with progressively

Increased import quotas to become effective each year

during that period.

Under the terms of the 1959 GATT decision 160 indus-

trial and agricultural items were liberalized on July 1,

1959, for importation from all currency areas. Effective

January 1, 1960, an additional 77 industrial and agri-

cultural items were added to the liberalization list. There

still remains, however, some discrimination on imports

from the dollar area. Licensing controls still applied by

Germany on imports from the dollar area weigh most

heavily on agricultural imports.

Among the more important items added to the dollar

liberalization list during 1959 were various seeds; fruit

juices ; various vegetable products ; chemicals and chem-

ical products; some machinery items and parts; plastic

household articles; tubes and tires for bicycles, motor

scooters, and motor cars ; several types of leather ; kraft

paper and cardboard ; some types of textiles ; eyeglasses,

and buttons. Also included were poultry (except

chicken), fish, plants, fresh vegetables, fresh fruits (ex-

cept apples and pears), milling products, edible oils, sugar

and chocolate confectionery, milk albumen, bakery prod-

ucts, and flax.

Products not specifically scheduled for liberalization

In the near future under the 1959 GATT decision are the

subject of continuing consultations with the Federal Re-

public. These are mainly products subject to the German
agricultural marketing laws.

Ghana'

The Government of Ghana maintains a system of im-

port and exchange controls which requires the issuance

of a specific import license for a few dollar goods. Such
licenses are freely issued, however, and generally do not

prevent the importation of any U.S. goods.

Effective March 19, 1960, the Government of Ghana
removed licensing requirements for all dollar goods ex-

cept motion picture films, i)etroleum products, gold, un-

manufactured tobacco, tobacco manufactures, arms and
ammunition, and explosives.

Greece >

From April 1953 through 1958, Imports into Greece were
generally free of Import restrictions. Except for nine

items of a luxury nature and certain tools and machinery

subject to licensing controls and for a few items under

state-trading programs (chiefly wheat, flour, fertilizers,

and kerosene), applications to the Bank of Greece to im-

port were approved automatically, provldtnl importers

made the necessary deposits of local currency when filing

applications. The amounts of the deposits varied with
the commodity and were Increased generally from a level

ranging from 15 to 100 percent to a level ranging from
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70 to 140 percent of the estimated cost of foreign purchase

in 1958.

In 1957 and 1958 reserves dropped by about 25 percent.

To halt this decline Greece in April 1959 established

global quotas, not applicable to imports from bilateral

trading partners (and therefore discriminatory against

the United States and many other nations), on imports

of frozen meat, lumber, coal, iron and steel products,

sewing machines, electrical equipment, woodpulp, and
tires and tubes. At the same time imports of textiles,

passenger cars, trucks, buses, and chassis were subjected

to licensing controls. Previously the list of machinery

and tool items subject to licensing had been increased

from 38 to 54 groups of items in January. Sugar was
subjected to licensing in July, and in August the deposit

on applications for licenses to import textiles was in-

creased to 280 percent. In September eight more types

of agricultural machines were added to licensing controls

and imports of kerosene for all areas placed under state

trading.

On October 1 a regulation limiting the size of replace-

ments or additions to the taxicab fleet in the Athens-

Piraeus area to vehicles of not more than 4.5 meters in

length and 13 statutory horsepower became effective,

thereby prohibiting use of any American-made car as a

taxi. This removed the chief market for U.S. cars in

Greece. Later in October, rice, which had been em-
bargoed in September, was placed under licensing con-

trols. Quota control on frozen meat was lifted in October

because of the inability of Greek importers to purchase

required supplies from Soviet bloc nations.

In January 1960 Greece announced import quotas for

the first 6 months of 1960 for the items under quota

control, reserving a special quota of $175,000 for U.S.

pitch pine and Oregon pine lumber. Quotas for tires and
tubes, coal, and lumber are to be allocated on a historical

import basis, while other quotas will be distributed on a

first-come, first-served basis. The latter system applied

to all quotas in 1959.

Haiti >

No general system of import licensing has been estab-

lished in Haiti. A Presidential decree. Imposing sweep-

ing restrictions on imports and dated January 27, 1959,

was made public on February 23, 1959, and set aside on

March 12, 1959, never having gone into effect The orig-

inal action was taken to improve Haiti's dangerously low

exchange reserves position due to the fall in world coffee

prices and the substantial reduction in domestic coffee

production. In view of a subsequent $6 million emer-

gency grant by the International Cooperation Adminis-

tration for balance-of-payments and budget support, the

restrictive measures were no longer necessary and were
set aside.

Shortly after the foregoing restrictions were recalled,

the Haitian authorities became concerned by reports that

there might be difliculties in marketing the full crop of

Indigenous rice. The Ministry of Commerce and Industry

informally notified rice Importers that, pending further

measures, they should obtain authorization from tlie Min-

ister of Commerce and Industry for each import ship-
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mont. These nnthorizntlons have been issued in the form

of brief t.vi)e\vritten letters sipned by the Minister of

Commerce and Industry. On Dei'ember IC, l!t5!), the

Haitian Government issued a communique warning im-

jKjrters to "fulfill certain formalities" at the Ministry of

Commerce and Industry before placing any import orders

for fertilizer. The Haitian authorities state that the

current informal Import controls are provisional pending

further study.

Honduras

Honduras ordinarily does not impose quantitative re-

strictions on Imports from any source.

Iceland >

Under the Icelandic system of import restrictions all

items not included in free lists are subject to import

licensing requirements. Before any imports, whether

lll>eralized or not, may be effected, importers must have

exchange coverage from a Government-authorized foreign

exchange bank.

The import free list (list A) for the OEEC countries

and dollar area covers approximately 33 percent of Ice-

land's Imports from the countries concerned, based on

1953 statistics. Another and overlapping list (list B)

covers items freely importable from countries with which

Iceland has both trade and payments agreements.

No measures to relax import restrictions were taken

In 1959.

India'

India's import licensing policy continues to be highly

restrictive, reflecting an adverse balance of payments.

Quota limitations are placed on a wide range of goods,

with less essential goods severely limited or prohibited.

Special considerations such as credit or investment ar-

rangements govern the import of capital goods costing

more than $42,000.

A change in import licensing policy was announce<l on

December 17, 1959, removing discrimination against im-

ports from the dollar area. Importers in India may now
select any country as the .source of an approved import

(other than more expensive capital goods) where foreign

exchange freely usable by India is involved. Under the

new policy outstanding licenses issued for imports from

the soft<'urrency area also will be valid for imports from

the dollar area up to the full amount of the value of the

license. Movement in the direction of removal of dis-

crimination had been noted for more than a year prior to

the December announcement. During that period licenses

for imports from the soft-currency area were valid for

imports from the dollar area up to 50 percent of their

face value or 5,000 rupees (about $1,000), whichever was
more ; licenses up to 5,000 rupees were usable to the full

extent from soft-currency or dollar areas.

The new policy will permit U.S. products to compete

more effectively on an equitable basis with products from

other countries for the market in India. It removes the

element of discrimination that existed because of the

distinction between dollar and soft-currency licenses.

Indonesia ^

Imports are under strict control and may be effected

only by oflBcially recognized imimrters. All commercial

imports require prior licenses from the Government's Ex-

change Bureau in the form of combined import-exchange

permits. License applications must be accompanied by

evidence that the required amount of prior deposit has

been deposited with an authorized foreign exchange bank.

Since mid-September 1959 this reqtiirement, which for

private, non-Government agencies has amounted to 100

percent of the import's entrepflt c. & f. value, has been

waived entirely for imports by Government agencies.

(Between April and August 1959 it had amounted to 2.'?0

I)ercent for all imports, both Government and non-

Government, and from January to April 19,')9 to l.'53i/4

percent.) In addition imports are classified into six

categories according to essentiality and are subject to

exchange surcharges ranging from nil to 200 percent.

Although Indonesia's licensing controls do not provide

for formal discrimination, license applications are

screened with a view toward fulfilling bilateral trade

agreement aims and toward limiting the overall expend-

iture of foreign exchange.

A definite trend toward increased state trading picked

up momentum in 1959. In June 1959 monopoly responsi-

bility for importing nine of the country's most essential

and largest import commodities (i.e. newsprint, tin plate,

raw cotton, cotton and rayon yarns, textiles, flour, ce-

ment, jute bags, and reinforcing steel) was given to a

group of Government-owned and/or -controlled trading

houses. As of September 1959 these "big ten" trade

agencies reportedly carried on 70-80 percent of the coun-

try's entire import trade, with indications that this por-

tion has since further increased. This trade is in no way
restricted as to origin of commodities.

Some of the factors which made 1958 Indonesia's poorest

year in export earnings since independence were still pres-

ent throughout 1959 and are continuing into 1960. The
1959 trade balance was considerably improved over that

of 1958, and exchange holdings have risen quite steadily

since September 1959. This improvement has resulted

from an increase in value of exports (largely due to the

high price of rubber on the world market) and from a

low level of imports continuing from 1958.

Irani

Except for a variety of items included on a prohibited

import list and for a few commodities subject to special

regulations, importation of goods into Iran is free of im-

port restrictions. Exchange transfer and import author-

ity are granted automatically and on a nondiscriminatory

basis for all nonrestricted imports upon application. This

liberal import system has been renewed each year since

its adoption in 19.57 with the issuance each March of new

import regulations for the year beginning that month.

Though the annual import regulations prescribe a total

import quota for the year in accordance with law, the

quota can be increased if necessary by the Minister of

Commerce and is therefore administrative in nature.

Iranian imports from the U.S.S.R. and several other coun-
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tries are regulated through provisions of bilateral trade

agreements. Special regulations apply to imports from

Japan.

Imports are limited to some extent, however, by the

commercial profits taxes applied to items removed from

the prohibited import list in 1957 and subsequent years.

These taxes are applied mostly to types of goods made in

Iran and to luxury goods and range from very small

amounts to over $1 per pound for some textiles and to

100 percent for such items as metal furniture, cigarette

holders, and canes.

In December 1959 the Bank Melli Iran, which has au-

thority over exchange transfers, decreed that imports of

nine categories of goods shipped after January 15, 1960,

can be made only against procurement authorization of

the International Cooijeration Administration. Imports
of these goods will be financed, at least until new regu-

lations are issued for the fiscal year beginning in March,

from a recent ICA grant of over $30 million in defense

support funds. Affected goods include motor vehicles,

tires and tubes, tractors, iron and steel, yarns and piece

goods, refrigerators, radios, TV sets, and drugs and
medicines.

Imports from Soviet bloc nations were exempted from
the regulation.

Israel '

Israel controls all foreign trade through foreign ex-

change and import and export licensing arrangements.

The controls are designed primarily to conserve foreign

exchange for essential expenditures and to prevent the

export of items in short supply.

Import licenses normally are Issued in accordance with

a system of priorities in which imports under the rep-

arations agreement with Western Germany or imports

carried out under bilateral trade agreements are given

first priority. Next in priority are imports financed by
loans. Imports to be financed from other sources gen-

erally are licensed only if it is Impossible or Impracticable

to obtain imports from the above sources. The needs of

the prospective importer, the prices of the commodities
from alternative sources of supply, their availability

from local resources, size of stocks, and the like are
taken into consideration in the issuance of licenses.

Since October 1957 a large number of items have been
subject to an open import license system under which
licenses are issued to private importers provided they
undertake to import certain minimum quantities of the

commodity concerned. Under this license system each
commodity is subject to a surcharge to keep the internal

price at an established level.

Italy 3

Quantitative restrictions on imports from the dollar

area were reduced in 19.')9. Effective June 9 the number
of Italian tariff items or subitems liberalized was in-

creased to 3,779, or 55 percent of the C>,7S5 separate tariff

positions under the new schedule. Prior to that date only
20 percent of the classifications were on the free list,
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which consisted of certain basic raw materials, a care-

fully selected group of capital goods, and virtually no
consumer goods.

Products liberalized in the 1959 action include numer-
ous organic and inorganic chemicals, certain chemical
industry products, rubber goods, hides, tanned leather, cos-

metics, iron and steel products, industrial equipment, and
many additional types of machinery, as well as measur-
ing and control equipment. Discrimination against dol-

lar goods was further lessened in January 1960, when
some 200 products were removed from quantitative re-

strictions. Items freed include dried prunes, meat ex-

tracts and juices, brandies and liquors, some natural and
synthetic rubber products, various paper and cardboard
products, paints, varnishes, and transmission shafts and
gears. However, at the same time controls were reim-

posed on some commodities.

After allowing for the most recent measures, there re-

main 2,070 statistical tariff classifications subject to

license when imported from the dollar area, whereas the

comparable list for the OEEC area includes only 133 tariff

classifications. Among the principal dollar items remain-

ing subject to license are almost all agricultural prod-

ucts and foodstuffs, explosives, film, paper and paper

products, textiles, copper, aluminum, lead and zinc prod-

ucts, many consumer goods, unassembled machine parts,

motor vehicles, spark plugs, and all other automobile

parts.

Japan ^

AU commercial imports are subject to license. Two
basic systems of import licensing are In general use, the

automatic-approval system and the fund-allocation

system. Approximately one-third of the semiannual

foreign exchange budget is set aside for import of si>eci-

fied items on the automatic-approval list, and licenses are

granted automatically on a first-come, first-served basis.

Under the fund-allocation system, the Ministry of Inter-

national Trade and Industry (MITI) issues import

notices announcing opening and closing dates for filing

Import license applications, currency to be used in pay-

ment, and other matters in regard to delivery prices, etc.

MITI may not necessarily allocate the amount of foreign

exchange applied for and may designate source of supply.

Japan continued in 1959 to liberalize its import trade.

The most important development came in November dur-

ing the 15th session of the GATT in Tokyo, when the

Japanese Government announced (a) removal of discrimi-

nation against the dollar area on certain items; (b) ex-

pansion of the list of items under the automatic-approval

system; (c) establishment of a new, more liberal system

for certain machinery imports; and (d) liberalization of

certain consumer goods.

This announcement followed other actions earlier in

the year by the Japanese Government, which included an

increase in the amount of foreign exchange made avail-

able for imports and under this the larger portion set

aside for purchases under the automatic-approval system,

an Increase in the number of commodities placed on the

automatic-approval list, the abolition in most cases of the
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liistiuftiou between dollars and most oilier currencies,

the reduction iu the number of bilaleial open-account

aKreemeuts, and the sifjnilicant reduction iu the amount of

dei>osit renuirtnl of im|i<>rters and in the use of the re-

tention and link systems for imports.

In early January another lilicralization step was an-

nounced. Effective April 1, 1900, more items were trans-

ferred to both the automatic-approval list and the newly

established automatic-exchange allocation system, and

there was a further reduction iu discrimination against

the dollar area. Concurrent with the announcement of

these measures the Japanese Government stilted that ad-

ditional action further reducing discrimination may be

expected late in ISMJO and at some unspecified date there

will take place various relaxations on foreign exchange.

In this connection it was noteworthy that during 1959 a

special Cabinet-level group was established to review the

country's trade and exchange control system with the

announced purpose of setting up a program for liberaliza-

tion of the control mechanism.

Federation of Malaya '

Previous discriminatory regulations of the Federation

against dollar-area goods (involving restrictions on direct

imijorts, the requirement of specific import licenses when

direct imjwrt was permissible, the necessity of importing

via Hong Kong, etc.) were almost entirely abolished by

liberalization measures of August 1, 1959. Under pres-

ent regulations almost aU dollar goods can be imported

into the Federation under open general license. Even

in the case of a limited number of items, particularly

motor vehicles, watches, and radios, which still require

specific import licenses, dollar exchange is made freely

available.

Mexico

Slightly over one-third of Mexico's import classifica-

tions, accounting for about one-half of its annual imports,

are subject to import control by the Ministry of Indus-

try and Commerce. To import these items the importer

must obtain a permit from the Ministry before placing

firm orders. All agricviltural, livestock, and forestry

products, whether or not requiring a license from the

Ministry of Industry and Commerce, are subject to prior

import licensing by the Ministry of Agriculture.

Though intended primarily to protect national pro-

ducers, import control has balance-of-payments aspects.

The control system does not discriminate against dollar

goods. The trend in Mexico in 19.")9, as in earlier years,

was toward expansion of the list of items subject to

control by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. Im-

port controls were also more stringently applied during

the year. A minor relaxation occurred at midyear, when

the maximum value of any controlled commodity which

can be importe<l without a prior permit from the Ministry

of Industry and Commerce was raised from US.$8 to

US.$16 to facilitate clearance of small imports by

individuals.

Netherlands ^

The Netherlands requires import licenses for only about

I'JO products out of several thousand tariff items. This

requirement is applicable to all countries, including the

United StJites. Inqwrt licenses, where still recjuired,

are usually grante<l liberally. Wheat imports are effec-

tively controlled by mixing regulations, which specify the

amount of domestic wheat to be used iu the production

of Hour.

Most of the protlucts for which imiH>rt licen.ses are

requiretl are subject to Netherlands or Benelux global

quotas. The quotas appear suflicient to accommodate

U.S. exporters of most products.

In February 1959 the Netherlands extended to all

GATT countries, including the United States, the same

degree of trade liberalization that exi.sted for imports

from OEEC countries. Effective July 15, 1959, the

Netherlands removed the import licensing requirements

for the overwhelming majority of products imported from

most sources, including the United States. Previously

import licenses had been required for all goods imi)orted

from most sources outside the OEEC, although these

documents were issued automatically for most products

from the dollar area.

The Netherlands employs sea.sonal restrictions on

apples and pears, iiermltting entry of these fruits only

after a certain date each year. In the 1959-60 season

the Netherlands opened their market to apples and i)ears

from all sources almost 4 months earlier than customary.

In December 1959 It was announced that quantitative

restrictions would be removed from the following prod-

ucts as of January 1, 1960 : seed rye ; rice ; margarine

;

beet, cane, and like sugars; invert sugar and artificial

sugar ; hydrochloric acid ; certain salts of hypochlorous

acid ; various soaps ; various coopers' wares ; and certain

types of blown or pressed glassware.

New Zealand ^

Because of an Improving balance-of-payments situa-

tion, New Zealand in 1959 changed its import licensing

policy and relaxed import controls. In April and June

1959 many quotas were Increased, and a mrniber of com-

modities for which licensing applications are considered

Individually are now licensed more liberally. The New
Zealand import licensing schedule for 1960 released In

October calls for the virtual elimination of discrimina-

tory licensing of dollar goods. On March 10, 1960, the

schedule was amended to liberalize global import licens-

ing and to remove timber from discriminatory control.

Only motor vehicles and timber are still subject to dis-

criminatory licensing. The 1960 schedule as amended

also provides for additional licensing categories and new
procedures which introduce more fiexibility in the licens-

ing system.

Nicaragua '

While Nicaragua has an import licensing system in

connection with its exchange control.s, licenses are granted

for any and all products provided importers meet deposit
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requirements. There is no discrimination against dollar

imports.

Briefly, Nicaragua classifies imports into three cate-

gories or lists: list 1—essentials; list 2—lesser essen-

tials; and list 3—nonessentials. There is no deposit

requirement for items in list 1. In order to obtain nec-

essary permits for commodities on lists 2 and 3, importers

must deposit in a Nicaraguan bank 100 percent of the

c.i.f. value of the proposed import. In the case of list 2

goods, licenses are issued within 48 hours of making the

deposit; for list 3 items, licenses are issued 30 days

after deposit is made.

An effort was made during 1959 to liberalize exchange

restrictions. On April 20 the Government placed 21 items

on list 1, thus freeing them from deposit requirements.

Items affected included certain tires, sandpaper, micro-

scopes and other scientific instruments, special sands,

barrels and casks, laminated foil, electrical parts for air-

craft, and electrical equipment for repairing aircraft. On

the other hand, restrictions were tightened on cotton gin

Imports. In August this item, formerly on list 1, was

placed on list 3.

Norway

'

Norway continued its progressive liberalization of im-

ports during 1959, and following action taken at the mid-

dle of the year, 91.7 percent of Norway's import trade

(base—1953 private import trade) with the United

States was exempt from import license.

On November 19, 1959, the Norwegian Ministry of

Commerce announced that the passenger-automobile quota

for the first half of 1960 would be opened to automobiles

from the United States and Canada. This removed the

only remaining significant discrimination against imports

from the dollar area. At the same time the Ministry an-

nounced that import controls and rationing of automobiles

would be removed October 1, 1960.

Among the products of interest to American exporters

still subject to import controls are: fresh and canned

fruit, coal and coke, cosmetics, paints, synthetic resins,

refrigerators, certain machinery, television sets, phono-

graphs, and phonograph records.

In operating the license control system the Norwegian

authorities have tended to license goods liberally.

Pakistan >

All imports into Pakistan, other than Government pur-

chases, are subject to licensing. However, since 1955

Pakistan has followed a nondiscriminatory import policy,

licenses with few exceptions being valid for any country

in the world.

As a result of a deteriorating balance of payments, a

severely restricted import program for the January-
June 19.j9 shij)i)ing ])eriod was in.stitutod by the Govern-
ment of Pakistan. Exchange allocations were reduced,

and the lunnber of items permitted to be Imported was cut

from 207 to 174. However, with the improvement in the
payments position, there was a relaxation of restrictions

for the July-December 1959 period. The number of items
whli-h rnuld bo iniiiorto<l was Increased during the period

from 174 to 201, and quotas were raised. While the

number of items to be licensed in the January-June 1960

period remained practically the same as in the previous

period, quotas were increased as a result of continued

improvement in the country's foreign earnings, for the

following items : iron, steel, and other metals, tools and

workshop equipment, machinery and parts, wood and

timber, hardware, chemicals, dyes, raw rubber and tires,

motor vehicles and parts, cycles and parts, vessels and

equipment, scientific instruments, books and magazines,

milk food for infants, coconut oil, and fine-count cotton

yarn. In addition, restrictions on imports of drugs and
medicines and of raw materials for their local production

have been very substantially relaxed.

Paraguay >

No quantitative licensing restrictions are maintained

on imports. However, most imports require advance de-

posits ranging from 10 to 400 i)ercent. Deposits are

retained for a minimum of 120 days.

Peru 2

On October 1, 1959, Peru abolished its quota limitation

on imports of automobiles, thus removing the only quan-

titative restriction on imports into Peru. The automo-

bile quota, which limited imports of automobiles for the

year beginning October 1, 1958, to 4,500 units, was orig-

inally established in 1954 in an effort to conserve the

nation's reserves of foreign exchange. High import-duty

surcharges and internal consumption taxes (collected at

the customhouses) established in the interval are now
relied upon to keep automobile imports within the na-

tion's capacity to import.

At the present time, apart from the usual documenta-

tion, consular fees, import duties, and surcharges, there

are no restrictions on the importation of goods into Peru.

Philippines'

The Republic of the Philippines has employed import

restrictions, primarily for balance-of-payments reasons,

since 1949. Import restrictions are effected through a

Central Bank foreign exchange licensing system. This

system imposes an embargo on trade with the Soviet

bloc. Including Communist China, but does not discrimi-

nate among other exporting countries.

Allocations of foreign exchange from the Central Bank
are made either through regular quarterly, recurring

quotas or through special nonrecurring quotas on a case-

by-case basis.

The regular quarterly quota allocations are apportioned

by commodity categories and by types of importers (Gov-

ernment entities, producers, and other qualified import-

ers). The seven categories of controlled items and the

one category of "decontrolled" items, denoting the degree

of essentiality accorded each commodity by the Central

Bank, are used in determining the amount of exchange

' A special trade agreement governs U.S. trade with

the Philippines ; for text, see Treaties and Other Inter-

national Acts Series 3348.
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allotted for imports under the regular quarterly, recurring

quotas.

IJecause of large baluiU'e-of-pnymi'iits doflclts in 1957

and 1058 and a low level of foreign excluuige reserves,

imports were severely restricted in li>59. Individual

quota allocations for Importers were held considerably

below tlieir 1957 levels, and allocations for manufacturers

were limited to their 1957 quarterly partieiiiation. Non-

rei'urring or special alltK'ations of foreign exchange for

imports to establish new enterprises or to expand existing

facilities were also curtailed.

Many imports previously exempted from tlie special

Import tax (levied at 15.3 i>ercent of c.i.f. value in

1959, at 10.2 percent in 1960) were during 1959 made
subject to this charge, and small shipments and goods

accompanying returning residents were made subject

to compensating taxes (similar to sales taxes).

In addition, since July Iti, 19.59, a margin fee of 25

percent has been levied on sales of foreign exchange for

most purposes, including payment for the great majority

of import items.

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

'

Imports from the sterling area are freely permitted

without licensing restrictions or requirements. Excepted

from this general rule are a few items which require a

sijecific license regardle.ss of country of origin.

Almost all U.S. nonagricultural goods may now be

imported freely under open general license. However,

there are several items for which exchange quotas are

provided and one item, industrial fish nets, which is

under administrative licensing. For the majority of

agricultural products, imixjrt permits must be obtained

from the Mini.stry of Agriculture. These are Lssued usu-

ally on the basis of the availability of local supplies.

Prior to 1959 a "prohibited list" of over 100 items

was maintained. This was a list of products for which

licenses to import from tie dollar area were not ordinarily

granted. In late 1959, however, the Federation reduced

the list to 10 items and established exchange quotas for

several of these.

In January 19C0 the "prohibited list" was further

reduced to only five items. Six-month exchange quotas

were established for four of these: clothing (£100,000) ;

piece goods—cotton (£200,000) ; television receiving sets,

electrical record players, etc. (£10,000) ;
gramophones

(£40,000). The fifth item for which no exchange quotas

was set is nets and netting, except sporting goods.

Spain

The Spanish Government maintained imjwrt license

requirements for imports from all sources up until July

1959.

On July 20, 19.59, Spiiln became a full member of the

OEEC. At the same time, Spain freed from license con-

trol a list of products which accounted for approximately

50 percent of private imports, based on 1950 statistics.

This liberalization list ai)plles to all countries with con-

vertible currencies which do not have bilateral trade

and payment agreements with Spain. Aa a part of a

trade liberalization program, Spain Is planning to dis-

continue bilateral agreements with the OlOEC countries.

For an iiiiporlunt part of the remainder of Spain's private

trade, global quotjis are to replace bilateral quotas. Im-

ports under tliese global quotas remain subject to license,

but licenses are issued on a nondiscriminatory basis.

The first list of global quotas for a total amount of $75

million was announced in August 1959. Early In 1900

global quotas totaling $225 million were announced for

the year 1960.

State of Singapore '

In 19.59 Singapore took steps identical with those de-

scribed in the section on the Federation of Malaya toward

relaxation of import restrictions applicable to dollar-area

goods.

Sweden '

Sweden requires import licenses for a relatively small

group of commodities. In general these commodities are

licensed liberally. During 1959 Sweden simplified import

control procedures and took further steps to liberalize

Imports of doUar goods. There is now little discrimina-

tion between imjwrts from the dollar area and from other

countries.

The major action in 1059 was the removal from the

import license list of coal, synthetic and natural fibers,

textile fabrics, except cotton fabrics, and certain textile

products. License requirements were removed for cotton

textiles and a few other commodities on April 1, 1960.

Goods still subject to license which are of significance

to U.S. trade are certain agricultural products such as

apples and pears (which are seasonally controlled),

passenger automobiles and chassis, special motor vehicles

such as fire trucks and crane trucks, and ships. These

goods are licensed on a nondiscriminatory basis. How-
ever, some agricultural commodities, such as poultry,

only require a license when imported from the dollar area.

Switzerland *

Traditionally Switzerland has held to a free, nondis-

criminatory import policy with generally low customs

duties. There have been no currency restrictions. The

importation of dollar goods into Switzerland is almost

entirely free, and in the great majority of cases imports

take place without the formality of import licenses.

A few commodities (mostly agricultural products and

special trucks) are subject to import licenses and quota

limitations. In practice, except for some agricultural

commodities, import licenses have been granted auto-

matically as requested.

At the end of 1959 Swiss imports of cereals, feed, and

bread grains, previously handled by a state monopoly.

* Switzerland has provisionally acceded to the GATT

;

for background, see Bui-letin of Apr. 18, 1960, p. 601.

The United States also maintains a bilateral agreement

with Switzerland (49 Stat. 3917; TIAS 2188, 3328, and

4379).
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were returned to the private sector. This change in

import policy improved prospects for higher wheat im-

ports from the United States.

Thailand

Thailand in 1959 introduced a complete ban against im-

ports from Communist China. Imports from all other

sources, including the United States, are free from quan-

titative import restrictions, with the exception of certain

goods of types manufactured in Thailand. About 70 types

of goods are subject to individual import license because

their importation is considered unduly competitive with

locally produce<l items. None of the items so restricted is

of significance in United States-Thai trade.

Thailand's exchange rate is free and stable, and im-

porters may freely convert local currency into foreign

exchange, including U.S. dollars, for the settlement of

bona fide commitments.

Tunisia

'

All goods imported into Tunisia are subject to import

licenses or import permits.

Prior to 1959 import licenses were granted on an in-

dividual basis for goods deemed necessary for the eco-

nomic development of the country and for other goods

which could be obtained from France or other countries

where exchange was readily available.

In October 1959 Tunisia published a long list of com-

modities, mostly capital goods, for which aU quantitative

restrictions, if imported from specified countries (includ-

ing the United States), were removed. All such imports

are now covered by automatic import permits, though in

some cases spare parts remain subject to license.

Automatic import permits also cover imports paid by
BFAC accounts (specified percentages of traders' export

proceeds which can be used for imports)

.

Some products not covered by the liberalization measure
can be imported under the system of global quotas, which
was expanded in 1959. These quotas were previously re-

served for the former EPU [European Payments Union]
countries but are now open to all suppliers.

Other commodities are licensed in accordance with bi-

lateral trade agreements concluded by Tunisia with a
number of Western and Soviet bloc countries. "While no
such agreement exists between the United States and
Tunisia, the Tunisian Government announced the estab-

lishment of a dollar-import quota program which is now
being implemented.

Turkey -

Turkey's import system, established as a part of the

economic stabilization and exchange-rate reform pro-

grams of August 10r,8, provides for regulation of im-
ports by global import quotas issued in accordance with
available exchange resources and priority needs.

Four import-quota programs have been announced since

August 1958. The first quota, released In September 1958,

provided for .$150 million of imports of raw materials,
essential gootls, machinery and spares, with a si>ecifle
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quota for each item. Each individual importer was

limited to a maximum of 15 percent of each commodity

quota, and imports were subject to price controls. The

second quota, also of $150 million, announced in Febru-

ary 1959, was similar to the first except that applications

to import from clearing-agreement countries (i.e. mainly

U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe) were not limited to 15

percent of commotlity quotas and received priority treat-

ment. Tui-key thus hoped to use its large balances with

clearing countries. Pricing regulations were eased by

requiring price registration of imported goods rather than

advance approval. In May 1959, 160 items, mostly raw

materials and spare parts, on the second quota list were

freed from quota control, making import procedure virtu-

ally automatic. The third quota, of August 1959, provided

for $240 million of goods consisting of $170 million of

goods subject to quotas, $45 million of essential goods

under an automatic allocation system, and $25 million of

liberalized items which were expanded from 160 to 270

commodity groups. The $170 million of quota items was
subdivided into $115 million for dollar and West European

countries and $55 million for clearing countries. The
third quota included many items of a consimier nature

not on previous lists. Including about $3 million

for automobiles, the first authorized automobile imports

in a very long time. The fourth 6-month quota, issued in

March 1960, further increased the automatic and liberal-

ized lists.

Turkey controls imports almost entirely for balance-of-

payments reasons and is expected to free many items

from controls when exchange reserves permit. Items con-

trolled for other than balance-of-payments reasons are

mostly those under traditional state monopoly control,

chiefly tobacco and some alcoholic beverages, and those

reserved to state trading, mainly grains and sugar. In

general quota controls are administered on a nondis-

criminatory basis, though imiK)rts from the clearing coun-

tries where Turkey has funds receive special attention

and a specific allocation.

United Kingdom >

The United Kingdom made further substantial progress

in 1959 in carrying out its program of progressively re-

laxing restrictions on its dollar trade and with the latest

dollar liberalization move on January IS, 19C0, virtually

eliminated all its remaining controls on dollar-area goods.

More than 90 percent of Britain's doUar trade, based on

1953 import patterns, has now been freed of restrictions.

By the end of 1958 controls had been removed on nearly

all raw materials and fomlstuffs, industrial chemicals and

allied products, most industrial, oflice, and agricultural

machinery, and other equipment for industry. During

1959 two major moves were made which substantiall.v

lessened the scope of discrimination against dollar im-

ports. Licensing restrieticms on a wide range of dollar

goods were removed in June, and the Import quotas which

had been open only to goods from Western Europe were

Increased and opened to dollar goods beginning in 1960.

In November a further large group of consumer goods,

including foodstuffs, was liberalize<l. In January ItMiO
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lmix>rt controls on tobacco nnd nmiiufactiires, synthetic

rubber, and transistors were reinovcil.

As a result of these measures the following Koods are

subject to control when imported from the dollar area

but have been lil)eralized from other areas: large air-

craft, alcoholic beverages other than v^hisky, canned fruit,

bananas, fresh grapefruit, orange and grapefruit juice,

pharmaceutical protlucts, pork and pork products, and
cigars.

While imports of these items continue to be restricted,

quotas are available for most of them and licenses are

freely issued within the total quantities i)ermitted under

the quotas. There is, for example, a yearly quota of more
than $15 million for imjwrts of canned fruit from North

America, as well as a dollar allocation for 25,000 tons of

fresh, chilled, or frozen pork and a dollar quota of $560,000

for pharmaceuticals.

In addition to the discriminatory controls applied only

to dollar Imports, the following restrictions remain on

United Kingdom imiwrts from sources other than the

Sino-Soviet bloc and Japan (to which more extensive

restrictions apply) :

(a) On imports from all areas, including the sterling

area : dyes and dyestuffs, jwtatoes, seeds, sugar, jute

manufactures, arms and ammunition, radioactive sub-

stances, and feathers.

(b) On imports from all areas, except the sterling area :

baskets and basketware, coal and coke, apples and pears,

whole hams, and milk and milk products. Out of this

group, U.S. exporters are permitted to participate in

quotas for Northern Hemisphere fresh apples valued at

about $20 million and for quotas of over $5 million for

fresh pears.

Union of South Africa ^

Since 1954 import restrictions in most cases have been

applied in a nondLscriminatory manner. The South

African import control system has been progressively

liberalized since 1954, although a temporary balanee-of-

payments setback in 1958 caused the Government to re-

trench somewhat during 1958-59. A moderate relaxation

of the restrictions was promulgated for 1960.

Under the revised regulations issued in May 1958, as-

sembled passenger cars with an f.o.b. cost of over SAfSOO

($2,240) continue to be prohibited and certain less essen-

tial consumer goods are subject to stricter exchange

licensing quotas. Otherwise, the South African import

system is relatively liberal. Many goods are decontrolled

entirely, while other classes of goods u.sed in industry are

licensed on a basis of meeting "full reasonable require-

ments." Automobiles and parts (except for a.ssembled

passenger cars over SAiSOO) are licensed freely on a

basis of replacement of retail sales. Most consumer goods,

however, remain under import quota.

Uruguay '

Uruguay's austerity program, the consequence of a

serious foreign exchange shortage, was initiated by a de-

cree on March 28, 1957. Considered at the time a tempo-

rary expedient, the program continued in effect until

December 1959. All through this i)eriod Uruguayan im-

ports were limited to the barest e.ssentiul.s and preferential

treatment was accorded to nations having bilateral trade

agreements with Uruguay. This did not include the

United States. During 1959 the Uruguayan Exiwrt-Im-
port Office was permitted to grant exchange permits for

goods from hard-currency areas only uiwn written proof

that the same article was not available from other

markets.

Uruguay established a new exchange and monetary re-

form law effective December 21, 1959. Under this law the

buying and selling rates of foreign currency are to be
determined by the supply and demand of the market.

Further, the law states that restrictions are removed on
all imports except nonessentials, luxuries, or products

competitive with certain domestically produced articles.

According to Government circles, it is intended to free

foreign trade as rapidly as possible from all artificial

restrictions and in particular to remove quantitative con-

trols on trade.

Although Uruguay, at least for the present, maintains
bilateral payments agreements with certain Euroi)ean and
Latin American countries, these are expected to play a
diminishing role in Urguay's trade relations.

The West Indies and Other British Caribbean Ter-
ritories ^

In the early part of 1959, and again from July to Octo-

ber, the federation of The West Indies and other British

territories in the Caribbean approved measures liberaliz-

ing trade with United States and other dollar-area coun-

tries. These steps were in keeping with the decisions

made at the Commonwealth Conference at Montreal in

September 1958 and followed similar actions taken by the

United Kingdom throaghout 1959.

The liberalization measures permit all goods from the

United States and otlier dollar-area countries to be im-

ported under open general license, unless they are among
the few items that appear in schedules of exceptions.

Bahamian importers must still obtain individually vali-

dated import licenses for all shipments, but their issuance

is now a formality except for those goods still subject to

quota restrictions. For most of those goods still under
quotas, however, import licenses will be made available

liberally on an ad hoe basis, according to the Bahamas
Import CJontrol Office.

The federation, composed of 10 major island groups,

has not yet formed a customs union ; therefore, the island

governments at varying times individually approved the

liberalization measures, which differ in content from is-

land to island depending on the need to protect local

industry. Included in the schedules of exception of aU
of the unit territories of the federation (except Barbados,

Jamaica, and St. Kitts, Nevis, and Anguilla) is a group

of commodities on which discriminatory restrictions, im-

posed earlier at the request of the United Kingdom, have

not been removed as yet. This group includes such prod-

ucts as air-conditioning and refrigerating equipment;

lifting, hauling, and transporting equipment; steel

tubes; oil mining machinery and imnips; tap.s, traps,

and valves. Prospects for removal in 1900 of these items
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from the islands' schedules of exceptions should be good,

in view of their liberalization by the United Kingdom on

November 9, 1959. Two additional items, rice and fats

and oils, remain under control in all of the Islands because

of regional agreements between The West Indies and

British Guiana that prohibit the importation of these

items from outside the area unless local supplies are in-

suflBeient to meet needs.

Progress in liberalization during 1959 removed the need

for continued operation of the British West Indies Trade

Liberalization Plan (Token Imiwrt Plan), under which,

since 19.50, a number of imports from the United States

and Canada bad been admitted on a token basis and a

few other imports under open general license by British

Caribbean territories. In October 1959 the Governments

of the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States

agreed to termination of the plan on January 1, 1960, and

consultation "about licensing aiTangements for products

previously covered by the Plan which are not yet liberal-

ized on the understanding that access generally to West

Indian markets for Canadian and United States exports

of these products will be on terms no less favorable than

in the past."

Subsequent liberalization actions were taken on Jan-

uary 2, 1960, by Jamaica and on January 9, 1960, by

British Honduras. The Jamaica measure reduces to 43

the number of commodity groups for which issuance of

specific import licen.ses are required and substitutes a

single open general license for the two licenses—one

applicable to imports from the sterling area and the other

to the nonsterling area—that were in effect prior to this

action. The British Honduras measure removed im-

port controls from goods In all but 10 commodity groups.

Venezuela >

Venezuelan Import controls are effected through import

duties and import licensing. The licensing system was
limited to a moderate list of items until new regulations

were issued on July 7, 1959, adding several agricultural

items and certain goods covered by the United States-

Venezuelan bilateral trade agreement ° including ciga-

rettes, wheat flour, hams, prepared milk, dietetic foods,

podded vegetables, fruit juices, and copper wire.

On November 20, 1959, the Venezuelan Government
added an extensive list of manufactured commodities
considered to be luxury or seniiluxury goods to the pre-

Ucensing requironieiit, including .several additional items
which were coveretl by the trade agreement with the

United States (including whisky, radios, television sets,

passenger automobiles, cameras, unexposed films, phono-

grai)hs, and records). Venezuela is presently experiencing

an unusual balance-of-payments deficit, and the Govern-

ment has announced that import licensing is necessary

for the better use of national income, to further economic

development, and to limit the excessive expenditures on

nonessential products that have been draining dollar

reserves.

On December 10, 1959, the Venezuelan Government de-

creed heavy increases in import duties, as high as 100

bolivares (US.?30) per gross kilogram plus 100 percent

ad valorem for some items, on a large number of luxury

and semiluxury goods. The greater part of this list con-

sisted of the same items that had been placed under

license on July 7 and November 20, and it was announced

that the increased duties replaced the licensing require-

ment. The items covered in the United States-Venezuelan

trade agreement were not included in this tariff increase

and remain subject to the preliceusiug requirement previ-

ously imposed by the resolutions of July 7 and November

20.

Since September 1959 the Venezuelan Government has

implemented drastic restrictions on the importation of

cigarettes, in support of the local industry. Imports of

this commodity, which is covered by the trade agreement

with the United States, are being progressively reduced

so that imports are expected to cease in the near future.

Wheat flour importation is subject to licenses, and this

has been justified by Venezuela as necessary for adherence

to the International Wheat Agreement. However, in a

move to protect the growing domestic industry, flour im-

ports into Venezuela have been drastically reduced

through a systematic reduction of the number of licenses

granted. The views of the U.S. Government with respect

to restrictive measures affecting commodities covered by

the United States-Venezuelan trade agreement have been

made known to the Government of Venezuela. Consulta-

tions were held in Caracas during the latter part of

March 1960. The consultations did not involve any

revision or modification of the existing bilateral trade

agreement but were limited to discussion of the possibil-

ities of relaxing Venezuelan import restrictions on goods

traditionally exported by the United States to Venezuela.

U.S. and New Zealand

Hold Air Talks

Press release 266 dated May 14, for release May 16

United States and New Zealand aviation delega-

tions will initiate consultations on May 16, 1960,

for the purpose of discussing possible modifica-

tions to the United States-New Zealand air trans-

port agreement.^ This consultation will give the

two Governments an opportunity to review the

operations of the respective airlines under this

agreement, which was originally concluded in 1946.

The New Zealand delegation will be headed by

Bruce Eae, head of the New Zealand Air Depart-

ment, while the U.S. delegation will be chaired by

Laurence C. Vass, Director of the Oftice of Trans-

port and Commimications of the Department of

State.

" 54 Stat. 2;{75 and TIAS 2.505.
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TREATY INFORMATION

U.S. and India Conclude Agreement Under Food-for-Peace Program

On May 4 the United States and India signed

an agreement providing for the sale to India of

$1^6 million worth of U.S. wheat and rice over a

i-year period under title I of the Agricultural

Trade Development and Assistance Act (P.L.

480). Following are texts of a White House an-

nouncement and statements made at the signing

ceremony hy President Eisenhower and Secretary

Herter, together with a statement by Ilenry Cahot

Lodge, U.S. Representative to the United Nations,

and a letter from Mr. Lodge to U.N. Secretary-

General Hammarskjold.

WHITE HOUSE ANNOUNCEMENT

White Hoase press release dated May 4

The Governments of the United States and
India on May 4 signed an agreement which pro-

vides for the sale to India over a 4-year period of

16 million metric tons (approximately 587 million

bushels) of U.S. wheat and 1 million metric tons

(approximately 22 million bags) of U.S. rice.

(The Government-owned inventory of wheat is

presently about 1,080 million bushels.)

This agreement, undertaken as part, of the

President's food-for-peace program,' will mean,

on the average, the shipment of more than a ship-

load of wheat for each day for 4 years.

For these commodities, plus some ocean trans-

portation cost, India will pay the United States

$1,276 million in rupees under title I of the Pub-

lic Law 480 program.

The agreement was signed at the "Wliite House
by President Eisenhower and Indian Minister of

Footl and Agriculture S. K. Patil. Present at the

signing were Acting Secretary of State Dillon,

Secretary' of Agriculture Benson, Under Secre-

' For background, see Huli.etin of June 1, lO.'iO, p. 793;

Nov. 9, 19.'')9, p. 672 ; and May 9, 1960, p. 743.

tary of Agi'iculture True D. Morse, Ambassador
M. C. Chagla of India, and Food-for-Peace Co-

ordinator Don Paarlberg.

This is the fifth title I, Public Law 480, agree-

ment to be signed with India. The fii-st agree-

ment with India (and the largest previous agree-

ment with anj' country) was signed in August
1956 in the amount of $360.1 million. Previous

agreements with India total nearly $1 billion in

value. They have provided a significant propor-

tion of India's grain imports during the past 314

years, as well as substantial amounts of cotton,

tobacco, and dairy products. However, in the case

of both wheat and rice, measures have always been

taken to assure usual imports from free-world

sources.

The new agreement is unique in these respects

:

It is almost four times as large as any agree-

ment previously signed with any country since the

beginning of the program in 1954.

It is the first agreement to span a period of

4 years.

It is the first agreement specifically designed to

help a country in establishing substantial food re-

serves; one-fourth of the wheat and all of the rice

will be available for such purpose. The stock-

piling feature of the agreement will provide India

with 147 million bushels of wheat and 22 million

bags of rice over the 4-year period for reserve

purposes.

One-fourth of the amount of financing in the

new agreement ($319 million) will be made avail-

able immediately to finance the first year's ship-

ments of 147 million bushels of wheat and 5.5 mil-

lion bags of rice. The rate and manner in which

the remaining quantities will be shipped will be

agreed upon by the Governments after January 1,

1961, and will be subject to review annually

thereafter.
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Of the rupees to be acquired by the United

States in payment for these commodities, $1,076

million will be made available to the Government

of India for economic development projects

(one-half as loans, one-half as grants). The

remaining $200 million -will be used to pay U.S.

expenses abroad and to finance other U.S. agency

programs including development of foreign mar-

kets for U.S. agricultural products.

The new agreement, reinforced by previous

agreements, is expected to contribute to India's

progress by (1) substantially increasing India's

short food supply, (2) helping to control rising

costs of food, and (3) giving tangible support

to the financing of India's development projects.

The commodity composition of the new 4-year

agreement is:

Commodity Millions

Wheat (587 million bushels) $965

Rice (22 million bags) 116

Ocean transportation (estimated) 195

Total 1,276

Sales of the commodities will be made by U.S.

private traders. Purchase authorizations will be

announced later.

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

White House press release dated May 4

This is a ceremony, Mr. Ambassador and Min-

ister Patil, in which I am both honored and de-

lighted to participate. The agreement that we
have just signed is a practical application of the

term "food for peace." In a world marked too

often by feai-s and distrust, it warms my heart to

take part in an event which is the product of

mutual respect and ever-growing friendship.

Wlien I was in yotrr coimtry last December,^ I

caught the spirit of progress that abounds in the

new India. What we can do to lend encourage-

ment, to lend a helping hand, Ave are most happy
to do.

My thoughts go back to the day—it was Decem-
ber 11—when I was in New Delhi at the opening
of the great World Agriculture Fair. I recall

the words of your Prime Minister, Mr. Neliru,

•when he said that "in this world today, the call is

for ever greater cooperation between individuals,
between groups, between nations."

" ibi-i. ..fnu. ii.mno. p. -ic.
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Wlien Mr. Nehru spoke of cooperation, he was

speaking of time cooperation, joint effort in behalf

of the common good. "WHiat we are observing

here today is the sigi^ing of a cooperative agi"ee-

ment, freely entered into by each nation, pledged

by each of us as equal partners in the world

community.

This is the fifth and by far the largest of such

agreements entered into by our two nations. By
terms of these agreements, 587 million bushels of

wheat and 22 million bags of rice, to be paid in

rupees, will be moved to India over a 4-year pe-

riod. We are fortunate in having this means of

sharing our abimdance.

India is going forward with a zeal and deter-

mination that commands our unreserved admira-

tion and respect. Its people are successfully

embarked on the road to improved economic well-

being in freedom.

The food that we make available imder our spe-

cial programs today will be reflected m India's

accelerated progress tomorrow. This is what we
mean by "food for peace."

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY HERTER

Press release 240 dated May 4

The tremendous scope of this agreement with

India is indicated in the statistics which have been

released with its signing. It is not only the

largest agreement ever concluded with India but

is the largest single title I transaction negotiated

since the Public Law 480 program was established

in 1954.

This agreement deals with food; and food is a

very practical factor in international relations, as

it is in family life. It provides one of the most

genuine links between human beings, the will to

help others.

The President has spoken of this human side of

the agreement with India. We might also well

recall the words that he spoke at the opening of

the World Agriculture Fair at New Delhi

:

Today we have the scientific capacity to abolish from

the world at least this one evil ; we can eliminate the

hunger that emaciates the bodies of children, that scars

the soiils of their parents, that stirs the passions of those

who toil endlessly and earn only scraps.

Men, right now, possess the knowledge and resources for

a successful worldwide war against hunger—the sort of

war that dignifies and exalts human beings.

I devoutly hope that the time is not too distant
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when this typo of war—tlie war on luing:er wliich

the President referred to, along witii the war on

disease, poverty, and ignorance—is the only kind

we know. Some may call this impractical, but

this, I suppose, has been said of the great ideas of

man since the beginning of time. In the end it

was the ideas and not the doubters who survived.

STATEMENT BY MR. LODGE

O.S./n.N. press release 3394 dated May 4

I am happy to report to Secretary-General

Ilaimnarskjold the signature in "Washington to-

day of an agreement between the Governments of

India and the United States of America for the

sale of 17 million tons of foodstulT to India in

the next 4 years. Tliis includes 16 million tons

of wheat and 1 million tons of rice. It is a major

part of President Eisenhower's food-for-peace

program. It means more than a boatload of food

a day for 4 years.

For years there has been frustration at the

spectacle of rotting and wasting food in some

countries and starvation in othere. Here is an

attempt—perhaps the boldest of its kind ever

made—to bring surplus food to himgry people.

It is confirmation of something which we have

long known: that the main trouble in the world

is not oveqjroduction but underconsumption.

Surely if evei-y child in the world could eat to his

heart's content, he would be healthier and hap-

pier, and we would not have any problem with

a food surplus.

This agreement with India is full of hope for

the future, both for consumers and producers.

The United States and the United Nations can

take pride in it.

LETTER TO U.N. SECRETARY-GENERAL

U.S./U.N. press release 3395
Mat 4, 1960

Deab Mr. Secretaey General: I have the honor to

inform you, pursuant to Resolution 685 (XXVI) of the

Economic and i^ocial Council and 1.31C (XIII) ' of the

General Assembly, that today in Washington the Gov-

ernments of India and the United States of America are

signing an agreement for the sale of 17 million tons of

foodstuffs to India over the next four years.

Today's agreement is three times larger than any

previous program of this type. It involves 16 million tons

of wheat and one niillioii tons of rice from United States

reserves, more than u boat-loud of food a day for the

next four years. It is a major component of President

Eisenhower's Food-for-Peace Program.

You are, of course, aware of my country's deep and

abiding concern with the needs of hungry people. Presi-

dent Eisenhower, in his Food-for-Peuce Program, is seek-

ing practical means of using the various agricultural

surpluses of each surplus-producing nation, as he has

stated, "in the interest of re-enforcing peace and the

well-being of free people throughout the world—in short,

using food for peace." *

More than one-fourth (4 million tons of wheat and

one million tons of rice) of the food involved in the agree-

ment is intended for use in building a national food

reserve in India. This is a major step by the Unlteji

States in consonance with the objectives outlined in

General Assembly Kesolution 1025 (XI) and Resolution

685 (XXVI) of the Economic and Social Council, which

encourages governments in food surplus countries to

assist less favored countries in establishing food reserves

for the following purposes

:

(a) To meet emergency situations

;

(b) To prevent excessive price increases arising as

a result of a failure in local food supplies

;

(c) To prevent excessive price increases resulting

from increased demand due to economic development

programs, thus facilitating the economic development of

less developed countries.

In line with further recommendations in the afore-

mentioned resolutions, the United States Government has

consulted with other major food-exporting nations. In

particular, it has consulted Argentina, Australia, Canada

and France, which together with the United States form

the Wheat Utilization Committee established to promote

the Food-for-Peace Program. Care has been taken to

consider the interests of food-exporting countries and to

ensure conformity with the principles of surplus disposal

of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations, particularly the need to avoid harmful inter-

ference with normal marketing and to ensure that the use

of food reserves will result in genuine additional con-

sumption. For these reasons, and because of the pro-

gram's importance to the Freedom from Hunger Campaign

launched by F.\0,'' the Dirc>ctor General of the Food and

Agriculture Organization is being fully informed.

The agreement will also serve to give effect to another

important United Nations action, i.e.. Resolution 1316

(XIII) which "calls upon Member States to undertake a

review of accomplishments to date and, in the light of

' For text, see ibid., Jan. 5, 19.59, p. 41.
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' For text of I'resideut Eisenhower's special message to

Congress on agriculture, see H. Doc. 59, 86th Cong., 1st

sess.

" For a report by Clarence L. Miller, U.S. delegate to the

10th session of FAO, Oct. 31-Nov. 20, 1959, together with

his statement and text of a resolution on the freedom-

from-hunger campaign, see Bulletin of Jan. 18, 1960,

p. 88.
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this review, to cliart their future courses of cooperative

action relating to both the public and private sectors for

the purpose of giving further impetus to the economic

development of the less developed countries."

Taking into account the balance of payments position

of the Government of India, a major part of the food wUl

be sold for Indian currency. Some 80 to 85 ijercent of

the proceeds will then be used for development loans and

grants which will promote the economic growth of India.

The amount available for such loans and grants will be

almost one billion dollars. In this way Indian develop-

ment plans will receive two-fold assistance of major pro-

portions. The loans will provide development capital,

while the supply of foodstuffs will prevent excessive price

increases which might jeopardize economic development

in India.

Sincerely yours,

Henry Cabot Lodge

Current Actions

materials. Effected by exchange of notes at Guatemala
April 7 and 23, 19G0. Entered into force April 23, 1960.

Japan

Protocol supplementing convention for the avoidance of

double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with
respect to taxes on income of April 16, 1954, as amended
(TIAS 3176 and 3901). Signed at Tokyo May 7, 1960.

Enters into force upon exchange of instruments of
ratification.

Saint Christopher Nevis and Anguilla

Convention for the exchange of postal money orders.
Signed at Basseterre, Saint Kitts, June 27, 1959, and at
Washington September 14, 19.o9.

Entered into force: February 1, 1960.

Turkey

Agreement relating to a weapons production program.
Effected by exchange of notes at Ankara March 2,

1960. Entered into force March 2, 1960.
Agreement relating to a special program of facilities as-

sistance. Effected by exchange of notes and an aide
memoire signed at Ankara April 25, 1955. Entered
into force April 25, 1955. TIAS 3243.
Terminated: March 2, 1960 (superseded by exchange of
notes March 2, 1960, supra )

.

MULTILATERAL
Aviation

Protocol relating to certain amendments to the conven-
tion on international civil aviation (TIAS 1591). Done
at Montreal June 14, 1954. Entered into force Decem-
ber 12, 1956. TIAS 3756.
Ratification deposited: Sudan, April 8, 1960.

Trade and Commerce

Declaration on provisional accession of the Swiss Con-
federation to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade. Done at Geneva November 22, 1958. Entered
into force January 1, 1960; for the United States April
29, 1960.

Signatures: Japan and Union of South Africa, March
30, 1960.

Confirmation of signature deposited: Federal Republic
of Germany, April 1, 1960.

BILATERAL
Belgium

Agrooment relating to a weapons production jirogram.
Effected by exchange of notes at Brussels April 6 and
22, I960. Entered into force April 22, 1960.

Agreement concerning a special program of facilities as-
sistance. Effecte<i by exchange of notes at Brussels
November 23, 1954. Entered into force November 23,
19.54. TIAS 3102.
Terminated: April 22, 1960 (superseded by exchange of

notes April 6 and 22, 1960, supra )

.

Finland

Agreement supplementing the agricultural oommoditica
agreement of March 2.3. I960 (TIAS 4443). Effe<ted
by exchange of notes at Helsinki May 6, 1960. Entered
into force May 6, 1960.

Guatemala

Agr«>nient providing a grant to assist In the acquisition of
certain nuclear research and training equipment and

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
AND CONFERENCES

United States Delegations

to Internationa] Conferences

Discussions on Nuclear Research Program

The Department of State announced on May 11

(press release 259) that the following would rep-

resent the United States at discussions, held in

connection -vvith the Geneva Conference on the

Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests, relat-

ing to the research program to improve the capa-

bility of detecting and identifying underground

nuclear explosions, beginning at Geneva on May
11:

Frank Press, chairman. Director, Seismological Labora-

tory, California Institute of Technology

Carl F. Rommy, Assistant Technical Dirwtor, OflJce of

Atomic Energy, Department of Defense

Carlton M. Boyer, Assistant Director, Nuclear Research

and Kelial)ility, Advanced Research Projects Agency,

Dejiartment of Defense

Gerald W. Johnson, Assoidate Director, Lawrence Radia-

tion Laboratory, University of California

Spurgeon SI. Kenny, Jr., Technical Assistant, Oflice of the
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SlHvial Assistant to the I'resideut for SL-ieuco uiid

Technology

Uichanl Liitter, Chief, Physics Division, Rand Corpora-

tion, Santa Moniea, Calif.

Robert C. Scheid, Department of Defense

DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

Safety of Life at Sea

The Department of Stat* announced on May 12

(press release 261) the composition of the U.S.

delegation to the International Conference on

Safety of Life at Sea, which will convene at Lon-

don May 17.

Vice Adm. Alfred C. Eichmond, Commandant
of the U.S. Coast Guard, will serve as chairman

of the delegation, assisted by Robert T. Merrill,

clxief of the Shipping Division, Department of

State, who will serve as vice chairman.^

The collision of the liners Aiidrea Doria and

Stockholm in July 1956 prompted a worldwide re-

view of ship construction standards, operating

procedures, and rules for prevention of collision.

After an analysis of the disaster, the Coast Guard
W!is directed by the Secretai-y of the Treasiiry to

act as the initiating and coordinating agency for

possible revision of the 1048 safety-of-life-at-sea

convention.^ Detailed studies on the subject have

been conducted over tlie past 2 years by a group,

headed by xVdmiral Riclmaond, representing ship-

builders, ship operators, marine underwriters,

labor unions, port authorities, professional socie-

ties, and trade associations, as well as Government

agencies.

The first safety-at-sea conference was held in

1914, largely as a result of the Titanic disaster.

In 1929 a second safety-at-sea conference met in

London. The present convention, in force since

November 1952, is the product of a 2-month con-

ference held at London in 1948. The Conference

will rense this latter convention and also consider

possible revision of the International Regulations

for Preventing Collisions at Sea,' which came into

force January 1, 1954.

It is expected that representatives from most of

the 50 coimtries which have been invited to par-

ticipate will attend the Conference, which will be

in session for a month.

' For a list of other members of the U.S. delegation, see

press release 261.

' 3 UST 3450 and 7 UST 1080.

•4 UST 2956.

Redelegation of Certain Functions

Under Mutual Security Act

AUMIMHTKATION OF MUTUAL SfX'UKITV ACT OF 19,54 AND
ItEUELKOATION OF CERTAIN RELATED FUNCTIONS '

By vlrtne of the authority vested in me by Delegation of

Authority No. 85, it is hereby ordered as follows

:

1. There are re<lelegated to the Director of the Inter-

national Cooperation Administration all the functions

delegated to the Under Secretary of State by sections

2a(6),2a(7), 2a(8), 2a(10), 2a(ll), and 2a(12) of Dele-

gation of Authority No. 85, with the exception of the

functii>n of determining the personnel necessary in the

Department of State, other than the International Co-

operation Administration, under section 527(a) of the

Mutual Security Act of 1954 (hereinafter referred to as

"the Act") and the functions under the Mutual Defense

Assistance Control Act of 1951.

2. The Under Secretary of State shall determine the

number of personnel in the operating agencies to be com-

pensated at the rates authorized by section 527(b) of the

Act.

3. The Under Secretary of State shall approve the

amount of funds to be used by the operating agencies for

the purposes authorized by sections 537(a)(6) and 537

(a) (8) of the Act.

4. The Under Secretary of State shall approve any
agreement, or resolve any disagreement, between the In-

ternational Cooperation Administration and the Develop-

ment Loan Fund with regard to their respective use of

foreign currencies under section 104(g) of the Agricul-

tural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954.

5. For purposes of sections 106(a)(2) and 106(c) of

Executive Order No. 10,575," the Under Secretary of State

shall be deemed to be the successor of the Director of the

Foreign Operations Administration.

6. The Director of the International Cooperation Ad-
ministration may, to the extent consistent with law, dele-

gate or assign any of his functions to his subordinates and
authorize any of his subordinates to whom functions are
so delegated or assigned successively to redelegate or

reassign any of such functions. The Director of the In-

ternational Cooperation Administration or his designees

may from time to time, to the extent consistent with law,

promulgate such rules and regulations as may be neces-

sary and proper to carry out any functions of the Inter-

national Cooperation Administration or the Director or

agencies, officers, or employees thereof.

7. The records, property, personnel, positions, and un-
expended balances of appropriations, allocations, and
other funds of the Foreign Operations Administration

' Departmental Reg. 168 ; 25 Fed. Reg. 3682.
' For text, see Bulletin of Dec. 13, 1954, j). 914.
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transferred to the Department of State by section 302

of Executive Order 10010= sliall continue to be placed

in the International Cooperation Administration.

8 Notwithstanding paragraph 1 of this Redelegation

of Authority, the Under Secretary of State may at any

time exercise any function redelegated to the Director

of the International Cooperation Administration by this

Kedelegation of Authority.

9. Any reference in this Redelegation of Authority to

the Mutual Security Act of 1954 or to any other Act shall

be deemed to be a reference to such Act as amended from

time to time, and any reference herein to any Executive

Order or Order delegating functions thereunder shall be

deemed to be a reference to such Order as amended from

time to time.

10. This Redelegation of Authority shall become effec-

tive on the date of its signature.

Dated : April 12, 1960.

Douglas Dillon,

Under Secretary of State.

Appointments

Jack Bennett as ICA Regional Director for the Near

East and South Asia, effective May 2. (For biographic

details, see Department of State press release 245 dated

May 5.

)

PUBLICATIONS

Recent Releases

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, V.S. Gov-
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President Eisenhower Reports to the Nation

(Collapse of Summit Conference)

Address by President Eisenhower ^

My fellow Americans : Tonight I want to talk

with you about the remarkable events last week

in Paris, and their meaning to our future.

Firet, I am deeply grateful to the many thou-

sands of you, and to representatives in Congress,

who sent me messages of encouragement and sup-

port while I was in Paris, and later upon my
return to Washington. Your messages clearly

revealed your abiding loyalty to America's great

purpose—that of pursuing, from a position of

spiritual, moral, and material strength—a lasting

peace with justice.

You recall, of course, why I went to Paris 10

days ago.

Last summer and fall I had many conversations

with world leaders; some of these were with

Chairman Khrushchev, here in America.^ Over

those months a small improvement in relations

between the Soviet Union and the West seemed

discernible. A possibility developed that the So-

viet leaders might at last be ready for serious

talks about our most persistent problems—those

of disarmament, mutual inspection, atomic con-

trol, and Germany, including Berlin.

To explore that possibility, our own and the

British and French leaders met together, and

later we agreed, with the Soviet leaders, to gather

in Paris on May 16.

Of course we had no indication or thought that

basic Soviet policies had turned about. But
when there is even the slightest chance of strength-

ening peace, there can be no higher obligation

than to pursue it.

'Delivered by television and radio on May 25 (White

House press release; as delivered).

• Bulletin of Oct. 12, 1959, p. 499.

Nor had our own policies changed. We did

hope to make some progi-ess in a summit meeting,

unpromising though previous experiences had
been. But as we made preparations for this meet-

ing, we did not drop our guard nor relax our

vigilance.

Our safety, and that of the free world, demand,
of course, effective systems for gathering informa-

tion about the military capabilities of other pow-
erful nations, especially those that make a fetish

of secrecy. This involves many tecliniques and
methods. In these times of vast military ma-
chines and nuclear-tipped missiles, the ferreting

out of this information is indispensable to free-

world security.

This has long been one of my most serious

preoccupations. It is part of my grave responsi-

bility, within the overall problem of protecting

the American people, to guard ourselves and our
allies against surprise attack.

During the period leading up to World War II

we learned from bitter experience the imperative

necessity of a continuous gathering of intelligence

information, the maintenance of military com-
munications and contact, and alertness of

command.

An additional word seems appropriate about

this matter of communications and command.
"While the Se^retarj'- of Defense [Thomas S.

Gates, Jr.] and I were in Paris, we were, of

course, away from our normal command posts.

He recommended tliat under the circumstances

we test the continuing i-eadiness of our military

communications. I personally approved. Such
tests are valuable and will be frequently

repeated in the future.
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Moreover, as President, charged by the Consti-

tution with the conduct of America's foreign re-

lations, and as Commander in Chief, cliarged

with the direction of the operations and activities

of our Armed Forces and their supporting serv-

ices, I take full responsibility for approving all

the various programs undertaken by our Govern-

ment to secure and evaluate military intelligence.

It was in the prosecution of one of these intel-

ligence programs that the widely publicized U-2

incident occurred.^

Aerial photography has been one of many

methods we have used to keep ourselves and the

free world abreast of major Soviet military de-

velopments. The usefulness of this work has been

well established through 4 years of effort. The

Soviets were well aware of it. Chairman Khru-

shchev has stated that he became aware of these

flights several years ago. Only last week, in his

Paris press conference, Chairman Khrushchev

confirmed that he knew of these flights when he

visited the United States last September.

Incidentally, this raises the natural question-

why all the furor concerning one particular flight ?

He did not, when in America last September,

charge that these flights were any threat to Soviet

safety. He did not then see any reason to refuse

to confer with American representatives.

This he did only about the flight that unfor-

tunately failed, on May 1, far inside Russia.

Now, two questions have been raised about this

particular flight: first, as to its timing, consider-

ing the imminence of the summit meeting; second,

our initial statements when we learned the flight

had failed.

As to the timing, the question was really

whether to halt the program and thus forgo the

gathering of important information that was es-

sential and that was likely to be imavailable at a

later date. The decision was that the program

should not be halted.

The plain truth is this : When a nation needs in-

telligence activity, there is no time when vigilance

can be relaxed. Incidentally, from Pearl Harbor

we learned that even negotiation itself can be used

fo conceal preparations for a surprise attack.

Next, as to our Government's initial statement

about the flight, this was issued to protect the

pilot, liis mission, and our intelligence processes,

" For background, see ibid., May 23, 1960, p. 816, and
May 30, 1900, p. 851.

at a time when the true facts were still undeter-

mined.

Our first information about the failure of this

mission did not disclose whether the pilot was still

alive, was trying to escape, was avoiding inter-

rogation, or whether both plane and pilot had been

destroyed. Protection of our intelligence system

and the pilot, and concealment of the plane's mis-

sion, seemed imperative. It must be remembered

that over a long period these flights had given us

information of the greatest importance to the

Nation's security. In fact, their success has been

nothing short of remarkable.

For these reasons, what is known in intelligence

circles as a "covering statement" was issued. It

was issued on assumptions that were later proved

incorrect. Consequently, wlien later the status of

the pilot was definitely established and there was

no further possibility of avoiding exposure of the

project, the factual details were set forth.

I then made two facts clear to the public : First,

our program of aerial reconnaissance had been

undertaken with my approval ; second, this Gov-

ernment is compelled to keep abreast, by one

means or another, of military activities of the

Soviets, just as their Government has for years

engaged in espionage activities in our country and

throughout tlie world. Our necessity to proceed

with such activities was also asserted by our Sec-

retary of State, who, however, had been careful

—

as was I—not to say that these particular flights

would be continued.

In fact, before leaving Washington I had di-

rected that these U-2 flights be stopped. Clearly

their usefulness was impaired. Moreover, con-

tinuing this particular activity in these new cir-

cumstances could not but complicate the relations

of certain of our allies with the Soviets. And
of course, new techniques, other than aircraft, are

constantly being developed.

Now I wanted no public announcement of this

decision until I could personally disclose it at the

summit meeting in conjunction with certain pro-

posals I had prepared for the conference.

At my first Paris meeting with Mr. Khru-

shchev,* and before his tirade was made public, I

informed him of this discontinuance and the char-

acter of the constructive proposals I planned to

' For texts of statements made by President Eisenhower

at Paris and upon his return to Washington, together

with a Fronch-U.K.-U.S. communique of May 17, see p. 904.
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make. These contemplatod tlio cstublisliment of

a sj'stem of aerial surveillance operated by the

United Nations.

The day before the lii-st scheduled nieetinp:, Mr.

Khrushchev had advised President de Gaulle and

Prime Minister Macmillan tliat he would make
certain demands upon the United States as a pre-

condition for befjinning a summit conference.

Although the United States was the only power

against which he expressed his displeasure, he did

not communicate this information to me. I was,

of coui"se, informed by our allies.

At the four-power meeting on Monday morn-

ing, he demanded of the United States four

things: first, condemnation of U-2 flights as a

method of espionage ; second, assurance that they

would not be continued; third, a public apology

on behalf of the United States ; and, fourth, pmi-

islmient of all those who had any responsibility

respecting this particular mission.

I replied by advising the Soviet leader that I

had, during the previous week, stopped these

flights and that they would not be resumed. I

offered also to discuss the matter with him in per-

sonal meetings, while the regular business of the

summit might proceed. Obviously, I would not

respond to his extreme demands. He knew, of

course, by holding to those demands the Soviet

Union was scuttling the summit confei-ence.

In torpedoing the conference, Mr. Khrushchev

claimed that he acted as the result of his own high

moral indignation over alleged American acts of

aggression. As I said earlier, he had known of

these flights for a long time. It is apparent that

the Soviets had decided even before the Soviet

delegation left Moscow that my trip to the Soviet

Union should be canceled and that nothing con-

structive from their viewpoint would come out of

the summit conference.

In evaluating the results, however, I think we
must not write the record all in red ink. There

are several things to be written in the black. Per-

haps the Soviet action has turned the clock back

in some measure, but it should be noted that Mr.

Klirushchev did not go beyond invective—a time-

worn Soviet device to achieve an immediate

objective, in this case, the wrecking of tlie

conference.

On our side, at Paris, we demonstrated once

again America's willingness, and that of her al-

lies, always to go tlie extra mile in behalf of peace.

Once again Soviet intransigence reminded us all

of the unpredictability of despotic rule and the

need for those who work for freedom to stand to-

gether in determination and in strength.

Tlie conduct of our allies was magnificent.

My colleagues and friends—President de Gaulle

and Prime Minister Macmillan—stood sturdily

with the American delegation in spite of pereist-

ent Soviet attempts to split the Western gi'oup.

The NATO meeting after the Paris conference °

showed unprecedented unity and support for the

alliance and for the position taken at the summit
meeting. I salute our allies for us all.

And now, most importantly, what about the

future ?

All of us know that, whether started deliber-

ately or accidentally, global war w^ould leave

civilization in a shambles. This is as true of the

Soviet system as of all others. In a nuclear war
there can be no victors—only losers. Even
despots understand this. Mr. Khrushchev stated

last week that he well realizes that general nu-

clear war would bring catastrophe for both sides.

Eecognition of this mutual destructive capability

is the basic reality of our present relations. Most
assuredly, however, this does not mean that we
shall ever give up trying to build a more sane and

hopeful reality—a better foujidation for our

conmion relations.

To do this, here are the policies we must follow,

and to these I am confident the great majority of

our people, regardless of party, give their support

:

First. We must keep up our strength, and hold

it steady for the long pull—a strength not neg-

lected in complacency nor overbuilt in hysteria.

So doing, we can make it clear to everyone that

there can be no gain in the use of pressure tactics

or aggression against us and our allies.

Second. We must continue businesslike deal-

ings with the Soviet leadere on outstanding

issues, and improve the contacts between our own
and the Soviet peoples, making clear that the path

of reason and common sense is still open if the

Soviets will but use it.

Third. To improve world conditions in which

human freedom can flourish, we must continue to

move ahead with positive programs at home and

abroad, in collaboration with free nations every-

where. In doing so, we shall continue to give

' See p. 907.
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our strong support to the United Nations and the

great principles for wliich it stands.

Now as t« the first of these purposes—our de-

fenses are sound. They are tailored to the

situation confronting us.

Their adequacy has been my primary concern

for these past 7 years—indeed throughout my
adult life.

In no respect have the composition and size of

our forces been based on or affected by any Soviet

blandishment. Nor will they be. We will con-

tinue to carry forward the great improvements

already planned in tliese forces. Tliey will be

kept ready—and under constant review.

Any changes made necessary by technological

advances or world events will be recommended
at once.

Tliis strength—by far the most potent on

earth—is, I emphasize, for deterrent, defensive,

and retaliatory purposes only, without threat or

aggressive intent toward anyone.

Concerning the second part of our policy—rela-

tions with the Soviets—we and all the world

realize, despite our recent disapix>intment, that

progress toward the goal of mutual miderstand-

ing, easing the causes of tensions, and reduction

of armaments is as necessary as ever.

We shall continue these peaceful efforts, in-

cluding participation in the existing negotiations

with the Soviet Union. In these negotiations we
have made some progress. We are prepared to

preserve and build on it. The Allied Paris com-
munique and my own statement on returning to
the United States should have made this abun-
dantly clear to the Soviet Govenmient.
We conduct these negotiations not on the basis

of surface hannony, nor are we deterred by any
bad deportment we meet. Eather we approacii
them as a careful search for common interests

between the Western allies and the Soviet Union
on specific problems.

I have in mind, particularly, the nuclear test

and disarmament negotiations. We shall not back
away, on account of recent events, from the efforts

or commitments that we have undertaken.
Nor shall we relax our search for new means

of reducing the risk of war by miscalculation and
of achieving verifiable arms control.

A major American goal is a world of open

societies.

Here in our comitry anyone can buy maps and

aerial photographs showing our cities, our dams,

our i^lants, our highways—indeed, our whole in-

dustrial and economic complex. We know that

Soviet attaches regularly collect tliis infonnation.

Last fall Chairman Khrushchev's train passed no

more than a few hvmdred feet from an operational

ICBM, in plain view from his window. Our thou-

sands of books and scientific journals, our maga-
zines, newspapers and official publications, our

radio and television, all openly describe to all the

world every aspect of our society.

This is as it should be. We are proud of our

freedom.

Soviet distrust, however, does still remain. To
allay these misgivings I offered 5 years ago to open

our skies to Soviet reconnaissance aircraft on a

reciprocal basis. The Soviets refused. That offer

is still open. At an appropriate time America will

submit such a program to the United Nations, to-

gether with the recommendation that the United

Nations itself conduct this recomiaissance. Should

the United Nations accept this proposal, I am pre-

pared to propose that America supply part of the

aircraft and equipment required.

[At this point, an aerial photograph was shown on the

television screen.]

Tliis is a photograph of the North Island Naval

Station in San Diego, California. It was taken

from an altitude of more than 70 thousand feet.

You may not perhaps be able to see them on your

television screens, but the white lines in the park-

ing strips around the field are clearly discernible

from 13 miles up. Tliose lines are just 6 inches

wide.

Obviously most of the details necessary for a

military evaluation of the airfield and its aircraft

are clearly distinguishable.

I show you this photograph as an example of

what could be accomplished through United

Nations aerial surveillance.

Indeed, if the United Nations should undertake

I Ills policy, this program, and the great nations of

the world sliould accept it, 1 am convinced tliat not

only can all humanity be assured that they are safe

fi-om any surprise attack from any quarter, but

indeed the greatest tensions of all, the fear of war,

would be removed from the world. I sincerely

liope that the United Nations may adopt such a

program.
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As far as wo in America are concerned, our pro-

grams for increased contacts between all peoples

will continue. Despite the suddenly expressed

hostility of the men in the Kremlin, I remain con-

vmced that the basic longings of the Soviet people

are much like our own. I believe that Soviet citi-

zens have a sincere friendship for the people of

America. I deeply believe that above all else they

want a lasting peace and a chance for a more

abundant life in place of more and more instru-

ments of war.

Finally, turning to the third part of America's

policy—the strengthening of freedom—we must

do far more than concern ourselves with military

defense against, and our relations with, the Com-
munist bloc. Beyond this, we must advance con-

structive programs throughout the world for the

betterment of peoples in the newly developing na-

tions. The zigs and zags of the Kremlin cannot be

allowed to disturb our worldwide programs and

purposes. In the period ahead, these programs

could well be the decisive factor in our persistent

search for peace in freedom.

To the peoples in the newly developing nations

urgently needed help will surely come. If it does

not come from us and our friends, these peoples

will be driven to seek it from the enemies of free-

dom. Moreover, those joined with us in defense

partnersliips look to us for proof of our steadfast-

ness. We must not relax our common security

efforts.

As to this, there is something specific all of us

can do, and right now. It is imperative that crip-

pling cuts not be made in the appropriations

reconnnended for mutual security, whether eco-

nomic or military. We must support this program

with all of our wisdom and all of our strength.

We are proud to call this a nation of the people.

With the people knowing the importance of this

program, and making their voices heard in its be-

half throughout the land, there can be no doubt of

its continued success.

Fellow Americans, long ago I pledged to you

that I would journey anywhere in the world to

promote the cause of peace. I remain pledged to

pursue a peace of dignity, of friendship, of honor,

of justice.

Operating from the firm base of our spiritual

and physical strengtli, and seeking wisdom from

the Almighty, we and our allies together will con-

tinue to work for the survival of mankind in free-

dom—and for the goal of mutual respect, mutual

imderstanding, and openness among all nations.

Thank you, and good night.
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Western Powers To Continue Efforts for Peace

Despite Disruption of Paris Meeting

President Eisenhower arrived at Paris May 15

to attend a meeting of the Chiefs of State and

Heads of Governtnent uf France, the Soviet Union,

the United Kingdom, and the United States. Fol-

loxuing are texts of stateinents he made at Paris,

his remarks on his return to Washington, and a

communique by the three Western Powers, to-

gether with statements hy James C. Hagerty, Press

Secretary to the President, and hy Mr. Hagerty

and Andrew H. Berding, Assistant Secretary of

State for Public Affairs.

PRESIDENT'S ARRIVAL STATEMENT,
PARIS, MAY 15

White House (Paris) press release dated May 15

Once again I am privileged to come to France,

this beautiful France, to salute a great people and
tlieir leader. I have come here to join with the

leaders of France, Great Britain, and the Soviet

Union in discussions of liistoric importance.

The American Government's participation is un-

dertaken not to seek any advantage at another's

expense; rather it hopes to prove, equally with
any other, its sincere dedication to peace with
justice.

Mankind knows that the effects of nuclear war
would be not only horrible but universal. Man-
kind expects the participants in tliis summit
meeting to work honestly and intelligently for

measures towai'd genuine peace.

The hopes of humanity call on the four of us to

purge our minds of prejudice and our hearts of

rancor. Far too much is at stake to indulge in

profitless bickei-ing. The issues that divide tiie

free world from the Soviet bloc are grave and

not subject to easy solution. But if good will

exists on both sides, at least a begimiing can be

made. The AVest, I am sure, will meet Mr. Khru-
shcliev halfway in every honest effort in this

direction. America will go every foot that safety

and honor permit.

It will be a pleasure to meet again with my old

friends. President de Gaulle and Prime Minister

Macmillan. I hope to meet another friend. Chan-

cellor Adenauer, this afternoon. I have talked

with all three of these leaders in recent weeks,

and we have had opportunity to discuss the issues

before us. Unity on great principles and pur-

poses strengthens the Western Powers as the eyes

of the world turn toward Paris. I pray that the

grace of God will be with us to direct our efforts

so that progress toward a just peace may be

achieved.

PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT OF MAY 16'

Having been informed yesterday by General

de Gaulle and Prime Minister Macmillan of the

position which Mr. Khrushchev has taken in re-

gard to this conference during his calls yesterday

morning on them, I gave most careful thought as

to how this matter should best be handled. Hav-

ing ill mind the great importance of tliis con-

ference and the hopes that the peoples of all the

world have reposed in this meeting, I concluded

tliat in the circumstances it was best to see if at

today's private meeting any possibility existed

through the exercise of reason and restraint to

dispose of tliis matter of the overflights, which

would have permitted the conference to go for-

ward.

I was imder no illusion as to the probability of

success of any such approach, but I felt that, in

view of the great responsibility resting on me as

President of the United States, this effort should

be made.

' Made following the May 16 meeting of the four Heads

of Government (press release 271 dated May 17).
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In this I received the strongest support of my
colleagues, Pi-esident de Gaulle and Prime Minis-

ter Macmillan. Accordingly, at this morning's

private session, despite the violence and in-

accuracy of Mr. Kiirushchev's statements, I re-

plied to him in the following temis

:

I had previously been Informed of the sense of the

statement just read by Premier Khrushchev.

In my statement of May 11th' and In the statement of

Secretary Herter of May 9th ' the position of the United

States was made clear with resi)ect to the distasteful

necessity of espionage activities in a world where na-

tions distrust each other's intentions. We pointed out

that these activities had no aggressive intent but rather

were to assure the safety of the United States and the

free world against surprise attack by a power which

boasts of its ability to devastate the United States and

other countries by missiles armed with atomic

warheads. As is well known, not only the United States

but most other countries are constantly the targets of

elaborate and persistent espionage of the Soviet Union.

There is in the Soviet statement an evident misappre-

hension on one key point. It alleges that the United

States has, through official statements, threatened con-

tinued overflights. The importance of this alleged threat

was emphasized and repeated by Mr. Khru-shchev. The
United States has made no such threat. Neither I nor

my Government hag intended any. The actual state-

ments go no further than to say that the United States

will not shirk its responsibility to safeguard against sur-

prise attack.

In point of fact, these flights were suspended after

the recent incident and are not to be resumed. Ac-

cordingly, this cannot be the issue.

I have come to Paris to seek agreements with the

Soviet Union which would eliminate the necessity for all

forms of espionage, including overflights. I see no reason

to use this incident to disrupt the conference.

Should it prove impossible, because of the Soviet atti-

tude, to come to grips here in Paris with this problem and
the other vital issues threatening world peace, I am
planning in the near future to submit to the United

Nations a proposal for the creation of a United Nations

aerial surveillance to detect preparations for attack.

This plan I had intended to place before this conference.

This surveillance system would operate in the territories

of all nations prepared to accept such inspection. For

Its part, the United States is prepared not only to accept

United Nations aerial surveillance but to do everything

in its power to contribute to the rapid organization and

successful operation of such international suneillance.

We of the United States are here to consider in good

faith the important problems before this conference. We
are prepared either to carry this point no further or to

undertake bilateral conversations between the United

States and the U.S.S.R. while the main conference

proceeds.

' For text, see Bxtllhtin of May 30, 1960, p. 851.

• For text, see ibid.. May 23, 1960. p. 816.

My words were seconded and supported by

my Western colleagues, who also urged Mr.

Khrushchev to pursue the path of reason and

common sense and to forget propaganda. Such

an attitude would have permitted the conference

to proceed. Mr. Khrushchev was left in no doubt

by me that his ultimatum would never be accept-

able to the United States.

Mr. Khruslichev brushed aside all arguments of

reason and not only insisted upon this ultimatum

but also insisted that he was going to publish his

statement in full at the time of his own choosing.

It was thus made apparent that he was deter-

mined to wreck the Paris conference. In fact the

only conclusion that can be drawn from his be-

havior this morning was that he came all the way
from Moscow to Paris with the sole intention of

sabotaging this meeting on which so much of the

hopes of the world have rested.

In spite of this serious and adverse development

I have no intention whatsoever to diminish my
continuing efforts to promote progress toward a

peace with justice. This applies to the remainder

of my stay in Paris as well as thereafter.

STATEMENT BY MR. HAGERTY, MAY 17

White House (Paris) press release dated May 17

The President understands from the invitation

of President de Gaulle, the host and chairman,

that the meeting which he has called for this aft-

ernoon will be a formal session of the conference

at the summit. In tliis light, the conference will

address itself to the subjects which had origi-

nally been accepted for discussion.

In accepting this invitation, the President of the

United States assumes that acceptance by the So-

viet representative of the same invitation to attend

this meeting would constitute a withdrawal on his

part of the "conditions" which had already been

refused by the President.

WESTERN COMMUNIQUE, MAY 17

Wbite House (Paris) press release dated May 17

The President of the United States, the Presi-

dent of the French Republic and the Prime Min-

ister of the United Kingdom take note of the fact

that because of the attitude adopted by the Chair-

man of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet
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Union it has not been possible to begin, at the Sum-

mit Conference, the examination of the problems

which it had been agreed would be discussed be-

tween the four Chiefs of State or Government.

They regi-et that these discussions, so important

for world peace, could not take place. For their

part, they remain unshaken in their conviction that

all outstandmg international questions should be

settled not by the use or threat of force but by

peaceful means through negotiation. They them-

selves remain ready to take part in such negotia-

tions at any suitable time in the future.

STATEMENT BY MR. HAGERTY
AND MR. BERDING, MAY 18

White House (Paris) press release dated May 18

Tlie President of France, the President of the

United States, and the Prime Minister of Great

Britain met for 1 hour at the Elysee Palace with

their Foreign Ministers. They heard a report of

the Mmisters on their discussions this morning

concerning the international situation now
prevailing.

President Eisenhower remained behind after

the meeting for a farewell visit with President de

Gaulle. This visit took place this evening rather

than tomorrow morning because of President Ei-

senliower's early departure for Lisbon.

PRESIDENT'S DEPARTURE STATEMENT,
PARIS, MAY 19

White House (Paris) press release dated May 19

Again I have the opportunity to say adieu to

France. I share the disappointment of my col-

leagues that, because of our inability to convene

the summit conference, we could make no progress

toward easing the tensions that so plague mankind.
But I equally share their confidence that because of

this setback we of the Western allies, particularly

France, Britain, and the United States, both

through their Governments and through their

people, are joined even closer than before in their

determined pursuit of peace witli justice in the

world.

And so now I say, or express my deep gratitude

to the people of France, who have made our stay

here so enjoyable personally and who have been
so generous in their extension of courteous

hospitality. It is a lovely country that I hope

in the coming montlis and years to visit often.

Thank you all very much.

PRESIDENT'S REMARKS, WASHINGTON,
MAY 20*

My good friends and fellow citizens: After a

trip of this kind you can well understand what it

means to me to have this kind of a welcome. I am
deeply appreciative of the trouble that each of you

took to come out to this spot. It truly means a

lot to me.

As we planned for the summit the hopes of the

world were not too high. The exi>erience of the

past years had denied us any right to believe that

great advances toward tlie purpose we seek—peace

with justice—could be achieved in any great meas-

ure. Yet it seems that the identity of interest

between ourselves and the Soviets in certain fea-

tures was so obvious that logically we should have

made some progress.

Certainly the subjects on which we wanted to

talk were those that seemed so imi>ortant to them,

for example, disarmament, the widening of con-

tacts so that we would have open societies—or

slightly more open societies—dealing with each

other, then the matter of Berlin and a divided

Germany, and finally, as between Russia, the U.K.,

and ourselves, some agreement on a plan for con-

trol of nuclear testing.

Therefore it was a mystery—and remains a mys-

tery—as to why at this particular moment the

Soviets chose so to distort and overplay the U-2
incident that they ob\aously wanted no talks of

any kind and, in fact, made it impossible to begin

them. I am not going to speculate today as to the

future, but it is quite clear that, since they wanted

no talks whatsoever at this time, we can be watch-

ful for more irritations, possibly other incidents

that can be more than annoying, sometimes creat-

ing real problems.

For example, just today a half hour before I

landed, it was reported to me that there is a C-47

missing in Western Germany. This is an un-

armed, slow plane—no possibility of being used

for militai-y purposes—and in fact, I believe it had

* Made at Andrews Air Force Base, Md. (White House
press release dated May 20)

.
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nine passengers aboard. There was some bad

weather, and its route took it near the Eastern

German border. We do not know at tJiis moment

that any deliberate act dehiyed it, but at least it

is overdue. And so, in tlie atmosphere in which

we now have to thuik and live, we cannot be sure

that the woi-st has not happened.

Now, I may want to talk soon to the Nation

about tJiese matters, and for that part of it, I now
stop. But I do want to tell all of you people about

three or four encouraging features that I encoun-

tered. Fii-st of all was the assurance of the sup-

port of tlie home folks; from friends, and from

the Joint Chiefs of Stalf , from tJie political leaders

of both parties, from newspaper comments and

editorial comment of every kind, I was assured of

the essential solidarity of the United States and

the sincerity of our peaceful purposes.

Secondly was the conduct of my two principal

colleagues of the "West. Mr. Macmillan and Gen-

eral de Gaulle were superb. They spoke with one

voice with our delegation in support of those

things which we thought right and decent and

logical.

Tliirdly was an action on the part of the NATO
Council yesterday when Secretary Herter reported

to them while I was in Portugal. The NATO
resolution unanimously supported the three West-

em Powers in what we were trying to do.

And finally, the Portuguese reception—in a

way I think they wanted to provide the United

States and the West, and even me personally, with

something of an antidote for some of the disap-

pointments we have felt. Government and citi-

zens alike tried to outdo themselves in the warmth

and cordiality of their reception, and, on top of

that, in their assurances from every side—news-

papers, the officials, common people coming in

who were serving us in the Palace—everywhere

they said the West in effect is right and we want

you to know it. Aiid they used every possible

way to do it. And for that day in Portugal yes-

terday I am grateful.

Finally, since most of you will understand that

by our time here it was 1 o'clock when I arose

this morning, I am sure you expected nothing of

eloquence. But I did want sincerely to give you

some of my reactions, convictions as of this mo-

ment, and to say again to each of you : Tlmnk you

vei-y much indeed.

NATO Council Reaffirms

Complete Solidarity

Follaioing is the text of a communique released

at Paris on May 19 follomlng a m^ieting of the

Permanent Council of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization.

Press release 274 dated May 10

The Permanent Coimcil of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization met in Paris on May 19, 1960,

and heard statements from the Foreign Ministers

of France, the United Kingdom and the United

States on the events which prevented the holding

of the summit conference.^

In the communique published at the end of its

meeting in Istanbul,^ the Atlantic Council wel-

comed the prospects of negotiations with the

Soviet Union and expressed the hope that the nego-

tiations would lead to an improvement in inter-

national relations.

It regrets that Mr. Khrushchev's position has

made negotiations in Paris impossible.

Reaffirming complete solidarity of the cotintries

of the Alliance, it fully approves the statement of

the three Heads of State or Government that "all

outstanding international questions should be

settled not by the use or threat of force but by

peaceful means through negotiations" and remains

"ready to take part in such negotiations at any

suitable time in the future".

President Eisenhower Makes

Official Visit to Portugal

Following are texts of remarks made by Presi-

dent Eisenhower during his visit to Portugal May
19-W.

ARRIVAL STATEMENT'

I thank you most sincerely for your warm words

of welcome. It is 9 years since I last visited this

lovely land. It was a January day of beautiful

sunshine, and I recall very vividly the opportu-

nity I had to see from the vantage point of the

Edward VII Park the lovely city of Lisbon. Now
I am particularly fortunate that I come back when

you are celebrating your Fifth Centenary of

" See p. 904.

' For text, see Bulletin of May 23, 1960, p. 840.

'Made at Portela Airport. Lisbon, on May 19 (White

House (Lisbon) press release).
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Prince Henry, the great navigator. His studies

and leadership were the very inspiration for the

great age of exploration. And America joins, the

American people join, your people in the salute to

this great gentleman, a man whose genius did so

much to enrich both our country and yours.

Finally I come back to tell you that there are no

great problems between the United States and

Portugal. Our entire history since the birth of

my Nation has been that of friendship. And in

friendsliip we are members of the United Nations;

we are both members of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization, an alliance that seeks only

security and peace. And our two nations, despite

obstacles set in our paths by others, will continue

the march toward peace and freedom.

LUNCHEON TOAST'

Mr. President [Americo Deus Eodriques

Thomaz], Mrs. Thomaz, ladies and gentlemen : I

am grateful for your words to me, my country,

and the people of the United States.

In the past, hardy Portuguese explorers spent

many months penetrating the uncharted distances

between our two continents. Today the space be-

tween us has been reduced to a few hours on a jet

plane. May this shrinking distance symbolize the

ever more binding ties between our two nations.

Founding partners in the NATO alliance, we
are of a like abiding confidence in its strength and

in tlie ideals which it seeks to preserve and defend.

Ladies and gentlemen, to Portuguese-American
friendship : May it be in the future as it has been

in the past—warm, steadfast, and enduring.

Ladies and gentlemen, will you join me in a

toast to the President of Portugal ?

DINNER T0AST3

Mr. President, Mrs. Thomaz, ladies and gentle-

men: This has been a wonderful day. After the

disappointments arising out of the failure to con-

vene a summit conference, it has given me great

pleasure to revisit Portugal. I know that neither

of our countries will be dismayed by this setback.

On the contrary, it will merely spur our efforts

toward peace with justice.

' Made at n luncheon given in President Eisenhower's
honor liy President Thomaz at Ajiuia Palace, Lisbon, on
May 19 (White House (Lisbon) press release).

' Made at a dinner given in President Thomaz' honor
by President Kisenhower at Queloz Palace, Lisbon, on
May 19 (While House (Lisbon) press release).

I have happy memories of my first trip here in

1951. And it has been particularly gratifying to

renew my acquaintance with President Thomaz
and with Dr. Salazar, who received me so cor-

dially 9 years ago.

Today the Portuguese Government and the Por-

tuguese people have been equally generous in

making this visit a heartwarming occasion. I see

in this gracious welcome traditional Portuguese

hospitality. In it I see, too, evidence of the long-

standing friendship between our two nations and
of our mutual devotion to the cause of maintain-

ing a free and jieacefid world. And so I offer this

toast : To the President and the people of Portugal.

DEPARTURE STATEMENT*

Mr. President and all citizens of this lovely and
friendly country : First of all, Mr. President, will

you permit me a word of congratulations to the

armed services for the beauty and character of the

arrival and departure ceremonies. Never have I

seen any more impressive than this.

Twenty-four hours is far too short a time to

spend in your lovely country. As in my visit here

in 1951, I have been impressed by the beauty of

Portugal and by the friendliness and hospitality

of the Portuguese people. Equally impressive are

the signs of real progress. Today I saw whole

communities which in my visit in 1951 did not

exist.

Brief as this visit was, I believe it has been pro-

ductive of many useful results. My talks with

President Thomaz and with the President of the

Council, Dr. [Antonio de Oliveira] Salazar, have
been conducted in a spirit of complete mutual
imderstanding. All of us realize that we are

united in a common cause and that each of us, in

his own way, shares a part of the responsibility of

striving for a peaceful and better world. More-
over, our talks together have once again affirmed

the spirit of friendship and good will that has

always characterized the relations between Portu-

gal and the United States.

The time has come to say goodby. It is with the

greatest reluctance that I take mj^ leave after this

pleasant stay with you.

But in the name of the American people, I salute

the Portuguese nation, its distinguished leaders,

and its wonderful, warmhearted citizens. My
deepest gratitude and thanks go to all who have

made this visit so pleasant and memorable.

'Made at Portela Airport, Lisbon, on May 20 (White
House (Lisbon) pressrelease; as delivered).
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Japanese-American Friendship

Remarks by Acting Secretary Dillon '

I am highly honored to join with the Japan-

America Society of Washington in commemorat-
ing the Centennial of the fii-st Japanese embassy

to tlie United States and to greet former Prime
Minister Shigeru Yoshida and the otlier distin-

guished members of the Centennial mission.-

The visit of Lord Shimmi and his suite to

Washington 100 years ago ushered in an era of

vast benefits for both Japan and the United

States, which has witnessed the emergence of Ja-

pan as a major industrial power. Japan's present

industrial strength and her remarkable recovery

from the postwar period are highlighted by a

25 percent increase in living standards over pre-

war levels—and that, despite a population rise of

more than 20 million and the need to rebuild cities

and industry.

"\^nien I visited Japan last fall, new buildings

and factories were everywhere evident. I saw
that, thanks to the energy and skill of its people,

Japan has a first-class industrial plant, capable

of pioneering advances.

This plant, these skills, and the energy of the

Japanese people are building a standard of life

beyond the dreams of past generations. These

advances are going forward, moreover, without

sacrificing the true values of Japanese culture and

society. The success of Japan is a living answer

to those who, while making a fetish of crass ma-

terialism, despise, and would destroy if they could,

human and national values.

Parallel with Japan's progress has been the

growth of her relations with the United States.

The events that crowd this centennial year are

sufBicient to illustrate the intimacy of our present

ties:

The year began with highly rewarding talks

between Prime Minister Kishi and President Ei-

senhower and the signing at the White House of

the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security,

which provides a firm foundation for the next

century.'

' Made before the Japan-America Society at Washing-

ton, D.C., on May 20 (press release 275).

' For an article by E. Taylor Parks on "The First Ja-

panese Diplomatic Mission to the United States—1S60,"

see Bulletin of May 9, 1960, p. 744.

•76f(?., Feb. 8, 1960, p. 179.

Today we welcome to Washington a delegation

of Japan's leaders.

Next month the President travels to Japan to

help commemorate the Centennial.

Next September Their Royal Iliglmesses, the

Crown Prince and Princess, will visit this country,

where they will be most warmly welcomed.

The United States is confident that our present

friendship with Japan is no temporary phenome-

non. We have had to overcome enormous barriers

of language, custom, and contrasting civilizations.

Difficulties of the most serious nature have arisen.

To ignore the armed conflict between the United
States and Japan would deny to us both the in-

valuable experience gained from its resolution.

Out of the devastating hostilities of World War II

has grown a firmer relationship and far greater

luiderstanding of the necessity for peaceful settle-

ment of differences. For our part, we shall not

waver in our efforts to intensify friendship with

the people of Japan.

Success in forging our present partnership

would not have been possible without the untiring

efforts of men dedicated to Japanese-American
friendship. We have among us today Mr. Yo-
shida, a man whose contribution to this cause is

unsurpassed. Mr. Yoshida was Japan's Prime
Minister almost continuously during the crucial

postwar years. Without his leadership, his fore-

sight, and his stubborn insistence upon building a

solid foundation for Japanese-American ties the

Centennial events of this year would not have

been possible.

Mr. Yoshida, the United States has many rea-

sons to be grateful to you : for your wise counsel

during the trying occupation period; for your
conspicuous role in framing the peace treaty ; and,

most important, for the close and friendly ties

now linking our two countries. Your presence

here today is dramatic proof that your contribu-

tion to Japanese-American relations continues

midiminished.

The Centennial is a fitting time to look to the

future. There are compelling interests that draw
us together. The imderlying strength of our two

countries gives us a common interest in maintain-

ing peace and in bolstering the stability and wel-

fare of other free countries whose shores are

lapped by the Pacific and whose peoples are

equally dedicated to the cause of democracy and

human freedom.
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United States of America-Japan Centennial Year

A PROCLAMATION'

Whebeas a special Jaijanese mission, comprising

tliree principal officers together with nearly seventy

subordinates, arrived in Washington on May 14, 1860,

presented credentials to President Buchanan on May

17, exchanged the ratifications of the Treaty of Amity

and Commerce of 1858 on May 22, took leave of the

President on June 5, and sailed from New York for

Japan on June 30, 1860; and

Whereas the visit of this mission to the United

States, which was an act of reciprocity for the mis-

sions of Matthew C. Perry and Townsend Harris to

Japan, provided an auspicious introduction of Japa-

nese officials to this country ; and

Whereas the year 1960 marks the one-hundredth an-

niversary of the first Japanese diplomatic mission to

the United States ; and

WuEBEAS in signing the Treaty of Mutual Coopera-

tion and Security on January 19, 1960, the two nations

have envisaged a lasting partnership based on equality

and on mutual interest and understanding ; and

Whebeas both Governments look forward to the cele-

bration of this year as the centennial of reciprocal

United States-Japanese diplomatic relations

:

Now, thebefoue, I, DwiGHT D. Eisenhower, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do hereby pro-

claim the year 1960 to be the United States of

America-Japan Centennial Year.

I call upon all agencies and officers of the Federal

Government, upon the Governors of the States, and

upon the American people to observe this year as the

United States of America-Japan Centennial Year.

I urge that throughout this period—especially dur-

ing the week from September 27 to October 3—appro-

priate steps be taken, through celebrations, visits, and

other observances and activities, to emphasize both the

historical event of a century ago and the inaugura-

tion of a new era in the relations between the two

countries, foimded on amity, common interest, mutual

trust, and cooperation, with the view that intelligence,

imagination, and wisdom among our resi)ective peoples

may be brought into full play to achieve a world at

peace with freedom and justice.

In witness wheeeof, I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the Seal of the United States of America

to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this fourteenth day

of May in the year of our Lord nineteen

[seal] hundred and sixty, and of the independence

of the United States of America the one

hundred and eighty-fourth.

By the President

:

Lot W. Henderson,

Acting Secretary of State.

' No. 3349 ; 25 Fed. Reg. 4443.

Commercial, cultural, and scientific relations

have created a broad community of interest and

interdependence between our peoples. The stake

in accelerating ever-closer ties is not the monop-

oly of a few government leaders. The stake is

widely shared by the cotton growers of our Soutli,

the skilled technicians of Japan's factories, the

grain farmers of Iowa, and the Japanese fisher-

men who provide seafood products for American

tables.

We are also, in a very real sense, neighbors sep-

arated only by tlie brief span of a jet flight from

our newest State, Hawaii.

A community of interest is not, however, a guar-

antee of closer relations. It is essential that we
pursue our common interests cooperatively and in

a spirit of mutual understanding and confidence.

There are several steps we can now take to de-

velo]) what President Eisenhower has called "an

indestructible partnersliip" between our two coun-

tries:

First, we can carry forward the new Treaty of

Mutual C<x)peration and Security and make it a

growing force for peace and security in the Far
East. A great step in this direction was taken yes-

terday by the Lower House of the Japanese Diet.

Its approval of the treaty is a source of great sat-

isfaction to all friends of Japan in the United

States.

Second, we can energetically work to keep trade

cliannels flowing between Japan and the ITnited

States. Japan's capacity to provide the living

standards to which her people aspire depends upon
trade. "We Americans must maintain and increase

our exports if we are to meet our international ob-

ligations. Both countries, therefore, share a com-
mon interest in the task of dismantling as quickly

as possible tho postwar residue of trade restric-
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lions. We must likewise work together to assure

that rising levels of trade are sichieved in an or-

derly fashion and without disrupting establislied

markets. Otherwise it will bo difficult to keep

United States commercial policy moving in a lib-

eral direction.

Japan's dramatic postwar recovery, in which

Mr. Yosliida played such a major role, has made
it a major force in worldwide economic activity.

A measure of Japan's rising economic stature is

the contribution she is already making to the

growth of newly developing areas. Last year,

Japanese investment programs in these coimtries

amoiuitetl to about $130 million. Japan is also

providing some $70 million aiuiually to certain

Far East countries in i-eparations and other post-

war settlements. If significant progress is to be

made in the economic growth of the newly de-

veloping countries, the task of assistance must be

shared among the more fortunate nations. The

United States is determined not to diminish its

own contribution, but the cooperation of all coun-

tries is needed. Japan's participation m the new

Development Assistance Group is, therefore, logi-

cal and most welcome.*

Japan's contribution is not limited to financial

aid. Her technical skills, her intimate connec-

tions in Asia, her experience with problems com-

mon to that region provide a unique basis for

assisting the newly developing nations. In par-

ticular, much can be learned from the accomplish-

ment of Japan in achieving enormous rates of

economic growth without repression and without

sacrificing political democracy and free, private

institutions. The problems faced by the newly

developing nations present a major challenge to

Japan and the United States. Our very survival

may depend upon our success in meeting this

challenge.

In closing I should like to repeat to the

Centennial mission, headed by Prime Minister

Yoshida, the offer made to the first Japanese em-

bassy 100 years ago by our President Buchanan :

"During your residence among us, which I hope

will be sufficiently prolonged to enable you to visit

the different portions of our country, we shall he

happy to extend to you all the hospitality and

kindness justly due to the great and friendly

sovereign whom you so worthily represent."

Gift From People of Netherlands

Symbolizes Friendship With U.S.

White House press release dated May

Following is an exchange of messages between

President Eisenhower and Her Majesty Juliana,

Queen of the Netherlands.

President Eisenhower to Queen Juliana

May 5, 1960

Her Majesty

Juliana

Queen of The Netherlands

The Hague

YoTjR Majesty: I am most grateful for your
thoughtful message. It is indeed appropriate that

today, the fifteenth amiiversary of the liberation

of your gi-eat country, should be the occasion of

the presentation of the monument from you and
the people of The Netherlands to the people of

the United States.^ Personally and on behiilf of

all our citizens I assm-e you of our deep apprecia-

tion. The monument will remain a symbol of the

enduring friendship between our peoples.

Sincerely,

IhviGHT D. Eisenhower

Queen Juliana to President Eisenhower

Mat 5, 1960
The President

The White House
Washington

At the commemoration of our liberation 15 year.s ago
and at the completion of tlie monument of our gratitude

I should like once again to emphasize the moral and
material support your country gave us in so ample measure
during and after the war. Gladly I take this opportunity,

Mr. President, to send you and the people of the United
States of America, also ou behalf of the people of The
Xetherlands, my very best wishes for a peaceful and
prosiKTous future.

Jttuana

*nid., Apr. 11, 1960, p. 577.

' A 127-foot bell tower with a carillon of -40 bells was
formally presented to the people of the United States from
the people of the Netherlands at Washington, D.C., on
May 6 in appreciation of U.S. assistance to Holland during
and after World War II.
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The Growing Importance of Educational Exchange

in the American Republics

hy R. R. Ruhottom, Jr.

Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs ^

I think there is no more appropriate a word to

symbolize the aspirations of our forward-looking

hemisphere than "education." Here, in one word,

is the key to much of the attainment of a better

life for the people of the Americas, of whom a

great many have a perfect right to fuller expecta-

tion. Here also lies the hope for realizing much
of the enormous potential with which nature has

endowed this hemisphere, for among its abundant

I'esources there is none so precious or important as

the human.

Botli the economy and population of Latin

America have entered into an era of vigorous ex-

pansion, but each is dependent on the other for

truly constructive growth. Industry and com-

merce will need trained and well-educated person-

nel in ever-greater numbers at a time when, for-

tunately, the work force will be on the increase.

The Latin America that is underpopulated and

underdeveloped will be passing from the modern
scene, replaced by a new era of transformation in

some of the existing social and political structure

as well as economic vitality.

As this change is ushered in, the adequacy of

human resources is likely to reach a critical stage

in the near future. Ijet us consider a few facts.

The 90 million population of the Latin American
Kepublics 40 years ago is almost 200 million today

and will become 255 million at the end of the cur-

rent decade. This population surge challenges

the entire hemisphere to provide better oppor-

' Address made before the foiirlli annual conference of

the Institute of Ibero-Ameriean Studies at the Catholic
University of America, Washington, D.C., on May 6 (press
release 248).

tunity through education that has not been pro-

vided before. Today the shortage of elementary

school teachers in Latin America stands at

400,000—only slightly less than the number
actually teaching. Of the children who should

be in elementary schools, we are told tliat only 50

to 60 percent are attending. Of the children who
should be in secondary schools, less than 10 per-

cent are attending. Among a population larger

than our own, only about 350,000 are attending

universities as compared with ? million in the

United States. Of the adult population of Latin

America, more than 70 million cannot read or

write. The average educational level of the total

population is less than tlie first grade.

The task that lies ahead is enormous, and yet I

view the prospects for success with optimism.

Much of the groundwork that was prepared with

patience and foresight over the past only now is

beginning to show results, and many of the long-

range programs that are still in process will show
compounded results in the future. We believe a

great deal of progress has been made and tliat a

great deal more is in the offing. To help these

countries raise their educational standards to a

point where they may reap in large measure the

benefits of their true potential is a task that the

United States enjoys sharing with other nations

in our mutually dependent hemisphere.

These results not only will be evident in the

larger numbers of trained and educated personnel

so necessary to economic and social development

but also in the greater understanding that is pro-

vided through educational excliange. The stu-

dents, teachers, professors, and specialists of all

kinds wlio live and study in countries otJier than
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their own aro important links, eacli one, in

strenfjthening the bonds of international coopera-

tion and undoi-standing. In this context we hold

the view that the cnltural pur^ioses of educational

exchange are at least on the same level of impor-

tance as the teclinical purposes.

Landmarks of Educational Exchange

Educational exchange now is truly a vast na-

tional and international endeavor that crisscrosses

both continents in myriad fashion. But it also

dates back to the earliest days of independence in

Latin America. The great freedom fighter Fran-

cisco de Miranda was an observer at Yale Uni-

versity during the early years of the 19th century,

and Simon Bolivar, the Liberator, sent his son to

study at the University of Virginia. The earliest

exchange agreement between governments was
signed between Guatemala and El Salvador in

1876, but it was not until the turn of the centuiy

that mutual cultural interest between the United

States and Latin America began to be stimulated

by greater political and economic relationships.

In the afternii^th of the Spanish-American War
the L'nited States Army initiated a project that

brought 1,250 teachers from Cuba to Harvard
University for advanced training. In the United

States a few universities and colleges began to

pioneer in the field of Latin American history and
civilization.

Wliile I have no wish to recite a history of edu-

cational exchange, I do want to call attention to

one of its most important landmarks, the Con-

vention for the Promotion of Inter-American

Cultural Eelations,- signed at Buenos Aires in

1936. This agi'eement among 17 of the American

Republics, including the United States, marked
the first recognition of cultural exchange as a

major plant in overall U.S. foreign policy, and

since that time it has played a continuing role in

the development of international understanding

and mutual respect. It is significant that this

element, now firmly entrenched in our worldwide

relationships, fii-st took root in our relations with

Latin America.

I cannot say enough in support of educational

exchange as a vital aspect in the conduct of our

foreign affairs. Today the world is divided into

two camps of separate ideologies. Cultural ex-

= 51 Stat 178.

change could be a middle ground, a meeting place,

where ideological differences could be subordinated

to tlie connnon task of searching out the truth. Is

it too much to hope that the pathway of mutual
respect in matters cultural and educational might
lead to broad fields of understanding that previ-

ously have been unattainable? In the Western
Hemisphere, where democracy generally carries

the same meaning everywhere without ideological

misinterpretation, educational exchange is a broad
avenue instead of a pathway, and it leads to a

higher social and economic attainment for our
many peoples. In the final analysis, by far the

majority of exchange programs in the Americas
sei-ve not so much the needs of the individual as the

needs of whole nations. Not that educational ex-

change is a cure-all by itself. Rather it is a cata-

lyst that serves to set the process of change in

motion, with most of the real effort being com-
pleted within the boundaries and through the ef-

forts of the individual countries. If the exchange
of persons is not a cure-all for everything that

needs doing in our hemisphere, it is, in many in-

stances, a strong and solid foundation on which
the framework of progress can be built.

The efforts of our own Government are but a

small part in the whole montage of educational ex-

change between the countries of the Americas. It

is probable that an enumeration of the total num-
ber of programs and persons exchanged has never

been attempted. In the United States alone, ex-

changes are conducted by three Government agen-

cies, philanthropic groups such as the Rockefeller,

Ford, Guggenheim, and Kellogg Foundations, pri-

vate organizations such as the Institute of Inter-

national Education, many universities dealing

directly with foreign countries, businessmen's or-

ganizations such as Rotary International, and even

individual citizens who wish to help foreign stu-

dents receive university training. Of growing
importance is the work of the Organization of

American States, with its many grants under the

fellowship and technical cooperation programs.

What is more significant than the number of

persons exchanged or the money spent or the

organizations involved is an examination of educa-

tional exchange in the light of actual needs and

the promise of fulfillment of national objectives

within our 21 Republics.

Ijet us consider some of the many fields of

endeavor where educational exchange has contrib-
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uted or -will contribute to the advancement of well-

being for people of the Americas, keeping in mind

that these efforts are significant only because the

individual countries have supplemented these pro-

grams with much larger efforts of their own in

attempting to deal with their individual needs.

Progress in Engineering and Science

A large number of gi-ants are focused on the

need for more engineers—electrical, chemical,

civil, electronic, safety, industrial engineers, and

other categories. Hardly any vocation could be

more vital to the economic advancement of the

Americas. In fact, the shortage of engineers

today is acute throughout most of the world.

Some 325,000 current enrollments in our own imi-

versities are not enough for United States needs;

yet in Latin America only some 50,000 univei-sity

students are taking engineering courses. More

than mere numbers, there are too few graduate

courses providing the advanced training so neces-

sary to this critical area of learning.

A number of universities in Latin America ai-e

making valiant progress against this need. I

would like to point out one dramatic example—

the Monterrey Institute Tecnologico of INIonter-

rey, Mexico. Established during World War II

to meet the increasing needs of Mexican industry,

this private institution moved into its impressive

"university city"' home only in 1947 and today

enjoys a growing reputation as the "MIT of

Latin America." In 17 yeare its eni-ollment has

grown from approximately 200 to well ovev 5,000.

Its well-paid faculty works full time on the cam-

pus; its laboratories are extensive ; its administra-

tion is professional ; student discipline is enforced,

and many students live in campus dormitories.

All these factore set it apart from most Latin

American universities.

But the real significance of the Tecnologico to

the Western Hemisphere is its international at-

traction, for within its purely Mexican character

it is international in faculty experience, in stu-

dent enrollment, and in administrative outlook.

This is borne out in its concerted drive to establish

an extensive system of gi'aduate studies. The

founduig of graduate programs in Latin America,

particularly in the sciences, has been slow because

profes-sore with graduate degrees, many of which

must be earned at great cost in foreign countries,

are not available in sufficient numbers. To solve

this problem, the Tecnologico encourages faculty

membei-s to apply for foreign scholarships, as-

sures reemployment of grantees for a specified

number of years, pays supplemental^ costs not

covered by their gi-ants, and assiunes complete fi-

nancial support of their families during the coui-se

of study—which might be as much as 3 yeai-s for

a doctoral degi'ee.

This has stimulated large numbers of professors

to study abroad, and the graduate program is well

miderway. Of the total faculty, approxunately

50 percent have studied so far in foreign universi-

ties. Of these, 90 professors have studied in the

United States and 40 othere in Spam, France,

Italy, Germany, England, Switzerland, Canada,

and Uruguay. The industries that provide most

of the support for tlus farsighted plan will bene-

fit most from it, m terms of new sources of tech-

nological pei-sonnel with the academic background

necessai-y to their production. As the quality and

breadth of its technological training increases, the

influence of the Tecnologico expands in ever-

widening circles as an educational center of high

stature in Latin America. xVt the present time

404 foreign students are enrolled, representing 16

of the 21 American Republics as well as three

European countries.

Throughout Latin America the ferment of rapid

industrialization has stimulated various countries

to seek help in establishing new science co\u-ses

and even new universities. In Sao Jose dos Cam-

pos, Brazil, a model engineering university is

being established—the Aeronautical Institute of

Technology—with the help of United States pro-

fessors who are experts in nucleonics, heat trans-

fer, motive power, and related fields. Supported

by ICA [International Cooperation Administra-

tion] grants, these professors help to develop the

curriculum, train Brazilian professors, and teach

classes. In Chile our National Academy of

Sciences assists the seven universities of that coun-

try in improving scientific and technological train-

ing in an ICA project aimed at increasing the

number of science and technology graduates, im-

proving the training of these graduates, and in-

creasing the role of the univereities in the effective

use of national resources. A Smathere amend-

ment = loan of $850,000 wiis obtained for the pur-

' Seo. 4(H)(b) of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as

amended.
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chase of laboratory equipment and teclmical

lihrarj' Iwoks.

Need for More Teachers

I liave mentioned earlier tlie need for more
teachers. Surely there is no field more important

to the public welfare than education, the well-

spring of all development—social, economic, po-

litical, and cultural. An eiilightened and intelli-

gent populace is the basic measure of progress in

human advancement. In this extensive field the

Pan American Union has prepared excellent ma-

terials to help Latin American goverinnents in

providing basic needs such as adequate reading

materials and specialized pei"somiel. A funda-

mental education series of 68 titles—amounting to

some 4 million booklets—gives the fundamental

details on such topics as health and child care, soil

conservation and cooperatives, economics and com-

munity improvement. Designed for facile under-

standing by adults of limited reading ability, these

pamphlets have been widely reproduced by mem-
ber states. At Patzcuaro, Mexico, 400 education

grantees from various countries have been trained

m the use of these fundamental education pro-

gi-ams by the Latin American regional fimdamen-

tal education center operated by UNESCO [U.N.

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-

tion] .

Another highly significant project is carried out

twice a year by the University of Puerto Kico

—

the teacher development seminars. Here Latin

American teachers are taught new methods and

techniques which might be developed for their own
countries. Initiated in 195G, these seminars have

helped to prepare 300 teachers from 19 countries

for a role of renewed effectiveness in their many
duties.

There is not a single comitry in the hemisphere

that is not working hard to bring more teachers

into the profession in the struggle to diminish il-

literacy. A large amount of help is available fi-om

public and private sources, as for example ICA
assistance to the Government of Peru, where eight

teachers colleges and the LTnivei-sity of San Marcos

are conducting progi'ams of curriculum develop-

ment, teacliing methods, and administration. So

far the qualifications of more than 2,000 Peruvian

teachers have been improved through this program

alone.

The campaign against illiteracy goes beyond

government and becomes a truly civic movement

in which the cooperation of the church, home, and

place of business joins the school in making a wide

and sustained effort. Some of the individuals who
have become imbued with this spirit have accom-

plished monumental results. In Colombia a priest

teaches the fundamentals of reading, writing, and

arithmetic in a radio program beamed at rural

audiences. His success has far exceeded normal

expectations. Since its inception in r.)47 this pro-

gram is credited with lowering the illiteracy rate

in rural Colombia from approximately 70 percent

to 50 percent and at present has an enrollment of

some 700,000 students at the elemental-)' level. Its

success has become so widespread that similar

projects have been promoted in Brazil, Honduras,

Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela.

Problems in Teaching of Economics

In both science and education Latin America is

confronted with the task of overcoming a shortage

of trained personnel. In the teaching of economics

the problem is one of concept. Much of the social

structure of Latin America inclines in varying

degree toward practices in which the state assumes

much if not all responsibility for health, education,

pensions, worker benefits, social secui'ity, and other

provisions. But when these statist concepts ap-

pear in the teaching of economics, as they do in

some universities, the training received by the stu-

dent does not adequately match the needs of the

private-enterprise economy. The economic struc-

ture of this entire hemisphere is resoundingly

private enterprise, based on open competition, with

the maximum possible freedom of management

and labor. Of course, the watchful eye of govern-

ments can be expected to defend the general wel-

fare. Some economics teaching tries to reconcile

statist theory with the practice of private enter-

prise, and this can only result in some confusion

on the part of the student.

There are, of course, many universities that have

not adoi)ted this dichotomy and are still interested

in modernizing their economics teaching in step

with the rapid development of their countries.

Such a case is the Catholic University in Chile,

which has sent a total of 21 outstanding young

Chilean economists to the Univei-sity of Chicago

for studies in economics research for later employ-

ment in the newly established Economic Research

Center, or, in four cases, appointment as full-time
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professors on the faculty of economics. Through

this program a new curriculum, new teacliing

methods, and new selection processes for students

have been installed in the faculty of economics.

Over 4,000 volumes have been added to the

economics library with funds from the overall ICA
contract in collaboration with the university.

In Brazil the rajjid economic development in

recent years has created a demand for managerial

talent beyond the available supply. The develop-

ment of sound business administration through

educating and training managers who will be able

to improve and expand existing enterprises—and

create new ones—is a most important factor in na-

tional advancement. The Getulio Vargas Fomi-

dation, with help from IMichigan State University,

trained professors in a long-raaige plan and now

has established South America's first 4-year cur-

riculum in this important field at the School of

Business Administration at Sao Paulo. U.S.-

trained Brazilian professors have taken over the

conduct of the vmdergraduate 4-year course as well

as the intensive 13-week coui-ses for businessmen.

Efforts are now being directed toward establisliing

training on the gi'aduate level so that Brazil may
train its future professors at the master's degree

level. This, in turn, has led to the Sao Paulo

school's role as host for the training of grantees in

business achninistration imder sponsorship of the

Pan American Union.

Agricultural Studies

In the vast field of agricultural studies we have

another area of critical significance to Latin

America, especially in this nearing era when there

will be so many more mouths to feed. Many of the

countries that are now importing foodstuffs have
fannlands that arc inaccessible or not developed

to their full productive potential. Argentina, for

example, has an immense area the size of Texas
that might veiy well provide food for many other

countries as well as Argentina, once her rural

economy returns to its former solid footing. In
otlier counti-ies the inadequacy of agricultural

methods and te^-hniques and the dependency on a
one-crop economy are still obstacles in the course

toward a greater output and a more stabilized

economy.

To quote from a publication of the I'an Ameri-
can Union :

*
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Agricultural needs in Latin America cannot be well

defined in tliat there is a wide variety of practices rang-

ing from use of fairly modern techniques to traditional

methods several centuries old. The majority of farms

in Latin America are of the second tj'pe. To achieve the

goals necessary for the productivity needed now and in

the future, methods must be found to interest these

farmers in new techniques, to increase the productivity

of the farms, as well as to provide a personal growth

toward better housing and better nutrition. However,

technical cooperation programs cannot ignore the opera-

tor of the large farms. This group of farmers by their

very nature will have a more immediate effect on the

economies. In other words, any technical cooperation

programs in Latin America must be diversified enough

to handle these two extremes.

To meet these needs the OAS carries out several

farsighted and long-range exchange programs.

To cite only one, nearly 4,000 grantees have been

trained in a project entitled "Technical Training

for the Improvement of Agriculture and Rural

Life." The courses include such diverse subjects

as agricultural engineering, sociology, forestry,

statistical methods, agricultural extension, pas-

tures, soils, and many others.

I do not wish to depart from the topic of agri-

cultural studies without mentioning the long-sus-

tained work of the Rockefeller Fomidation in

this field. Beginning in 1914, the Rockefeller

Foimdation has provided extensive grants to

Latin Americans, many of them in the field of

agriculture. During 19,59 this foundation will

bring some 500 persons from abroad to the United

States to cany on advanced studies and research.

In addition to these grants, the foundation has

provided fimds to nonprofit organizations to co-

ordinate technical assistance activities in Latin

America. For 10 years the American Interna-

tional Association has provided special programs

on supervised agricultural credit for small fann-

ers in Brazil and Venezuela, with great impact on

the development of agriculture in these comitries.

So far I have only touched upon some of the

problems and a few examples of how educational

exchange is helping to solve them. It would be

impossible to go into this in great detail, but I

hope j'ou will have an idea of (he inunense effort

being put into the fight for the basic necessities of

life in our hemisphere.

* Technical Cooperation in Latin America (chap. II,

topic l.T of the agenda) ; OEA series E/XI. 1, doc. 13, Nov.

23, 1959.
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Training of USIS Librarians

AVliile I am liei-o at Catliolic Univereity, I wish

to state that this institution deserves hij^li honors

for the excoUent training of U.S. Infonnation

Service librarians, who iia\o conio here from
I^atin America during 1957 and 1958. I am in-

formed tliat these librarians, who are foreign

nationals hired in the host country by our USIS
missions, received not only high professional in-

struction but also personal attention and excellent

hospitality, all under the experienced guidance of

Father James Kortendick, chairman of the De-

partment of Library Science.

Most Americans will not realize how vital books

are in international understanding, but these

USIS librarians will tell j'ou that their small col-

lections of xVmericana, dealing with all phases of

our high order of development, are not to be

found elsewhere. These many programs in edu-

cational exchange dovetail in wondrous fashion at

times, as for example when we find that USIS/
Mexico within the last year has helped with the

translation and publication of 25 U.S. books and

pamphlets on education for use in the Mexican

Government's teacher-training progi'am. In Bra-

zil, Colombia, and Pemi nearly half a million dol-

lars in local currencies are being used for the

translation and publication of about 75 univer-

sity-level books—in such subjects as political sci-

ence, economics, histoiy, geography, sociology,

and others—and several teacher-trainuig texts.

The various book and library projects of our

USIS missions overseas are actually only a small

part of the broad duties of the cultural affaii"s

officer, the top director of many cultural and edu-

cational programs representmg the United

States. His purview takes in the various book

and libraiy progi-ams, cultural presentations such

as a visiting U.S. symphony orchestra, exhibits

of all types of North American art, various Eng-
lish-teaching programs, and virtually everything

to do with our education and culture. This USIS
officer, well educated himself, has one of the more
rewarding jobs in our Foreign Service.

All in all, more than 10,000 Latin American
students will come to the United States to study

this year. About the same number of our stu-

dents will go ovei-scas for foreign studies, but of

these only 1,049 are in Latin America. At the

same time this country's universities are develop-

ing area and language studies of Latin America
in increasing numbers. These programs tend to

grow by themselves, and the normal contacts of

one educational exchange may lead to many
othei-s. An example is the case of Dr. Amorosa
Lima, who came from the Catholic University of

Rio de Janeiro to occupy the chair of Brazilian

studies at New York University. His work has

promoted interest in the Portuguese language and
Bi-azilian civilization in this country while,

through his connections and the Department of

State, New York University was able to establish

a junior-year program with the University of

Bahia. This is one of four such programs that

are being carried out in Latin America this year

for the first time. The others link Fordham with

the Catholic University of Santiago, Chile, the

University of Indiana with the University of San
Marcos in Lima, Peru, and the University of

Kansas with the University of Costa Rica.

My few hours here on your campus bring back

many fond recollections to me, not only of the

student yeare but also of my tenure as a univer-

sity administrator. I hold the opinion that, if

youth is presented with some of life's finest op-

portunities during their campus days, their uni-

versity professors have an equal opportunity in

the process of shaping and guiding their students

into the mold and matrix of the future. Perhaps

I might leave this message for the youth of the

Americas tonight, bearing in mind that 40 per-

cent of the population of Latin America is under

15 yeai-s of age : They will learn much about the

material things of life—and these are essential

—

but the total learning process is spiritual as well

as educational. Without spiritual growth, learn-

ing can be a hollow shell. It is the hope and
vision of our hemisphere that education and
spiritual growth together might furnish the

youth of today with the conviction and knowledge
to provide a solid foundation for their actions as

mature and responsible citizens.
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Africa: A New Situation Requiring New Responses

hy James K. Penfield

Deputy Assistant Secretary for African Affairs ^

During 1960 at least seven countries of Africa

will become independent. Among historians this

may well be recorded as "the African year."

The independence explosion in Africa presents

the world and the United States, as the predomi-

nant free-world power, with a new situation. The
countries and peoples of Asia and the Middle East

that acquired independence in the j-ears following

the Second World War had certain characteristics

lacking in the African scene. Their ancient social

structures provided the basis for effective political

organization. In general a high degi'ee of etlinic

or linguistic unity existed. Smaller geogi-ajihic

areas were involved, with the exception of India

and Indonesia, and even these are dwarfed by the

dimensions of only that j)art of Africa which lies

south of the Sahara.

In Africa, by contrast—and tliis applies partic-

ularly to tropical Africa—the social structure has

long been atomized into commmial tiibal luiits.

Such unity as did exist was further fractured by
the arbitrary boundaries established to separate

European zones of administration. In many areas

little ethnic or linguistic unity exists, with even

the smaller countries further subdivided by bar-

riers of language and tribal rivalries. Enormous
geograpliic areas are involved. The United States

would lit into the African Continent three times

(>\er. Great stretches of Africa, otherwise bounti-

ful, liave not been developed or exploited by the

wliile man because of the climate and the prev-

alence of exotic diseases. While the independ-

ence movement in Asia and the Middle East
evolved over a relatively long period of time, the

great majority of African states have acquired

'Addre.'Js iiindo Ix'fore tbe llth anmuil Bernadotte
Institute on Intcrn.ationiil AEfairs at Gustavus Adolphus
r^ilU-ue. St. Peter, Minn., on May 5 (press release 246).

their freedom relatively suddenly from 1956 to the

present year. Objectively speaking, there has been

little time for either the administering powers or

the new states to prepare for the tide of national-

ism which has engulfed them.

So much for the differences between the con-

temporary independence movements in Asia and

the ^Middle East, as compared with Africa. There

are also imjjortant basic similarities. Perhaps

the most basic is what may be called "anti-

colonial nationalism." Complex factors set in

motion by the upheavals of the Second World War
spelled the end of colonialism and awakened the

long dormant spirit of nationalism among peoples

from Korea to Ghana. Simultaneously there oc-

curred the rising expectations of peoples every-

where for a greater share of the good things of life

wliich 20th-century technology has brought within

reach of the connnon man. The newly emerging

peojjle from Asia to Africa have equally found

themselves confronted with a choice of 20th-cen-

tury forms of government to adopt or adapt to

their particular heritage and conditions—on the

one hand, a system of private enterprise with a

large admixture of state social welfare; on the

other, state enterprise, or statism, with varying

degrees of freedom for private ownersliip and en-

terprise. In those countries of Africa already in-

dependent, we see a diversity of political and

social patterns emerging. Significantly, I think,

no country in Asia, the Middle East, or Africa lias

of its own choice embraced conamunism.

African Response to Challenge of Independence

The people of Africa, both those of Arab and

Muslim heritage in the nortli and of black African

stock in the south, liave exhibited a remarkable
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re;sponse to the challenges of independence. They

liave surprised the doubters with their strong

sense of ii'sponsibility in assuming the burdens of

statehootl, in general rejecting extremes and estab-

lishing govermnents reasonably i-esponsive to the

will of tlie people. They are exliibiting tremen-

dous energy, willingness to work, and a detennina-

tion to demonstrate that they are ready for

iiulependence. I have just returned fi-om the

independence ceremonies in Togo, and I can attest

to the enthusiasm and optimism with which the

l^eople and leadei-s of Togo are embarking on their

new life.

The Africans are likewise demonstrating a will-

ingness to employ new approaches in meeting their

social and political problems and to learn fi-om the

experience of others with a long heritage of inde-

pendence. Some observers are concerned with the

degi-ee of experimentation which certain of these

countries arc undertaking, particularly of a Marx-

ist and Socialist variety. I believe that this might

have been predicted, but I also believe that neither

the people nor their leaders will, or in fact could,

seek ultimately to rely on oppressive forms of gov-

ernment which would completely deny the rights

of the individual, nor resume in any other form the

political colonialism wliich they have so recently

thrown off. I think it is most heartening that the

people of tropical Africa have shown a determina-

tion to modify outmoded social patterns like the

tribal system, while at the same time they are in

general preserving the virtues of tliis system which

give the individual a sense of status and belong-

ing.

Lastly I would note the ability of the Afri-

can to mature rapidly in both political and eco-

nomic realms. Lsirgely lacking firsthand experi-

ence in such affairs, the new states are using to the

fullest the human resources available to them while

engaging in an all-out drive to train their people

at home and abroad to shoulder miaccustomed re-

sponsibilities. Under these conditions it is not

surprising that the new leadership of Africa is

predominantly a young leadership, relatively lack-

ing in experience but intelligent, enthusiastic, and

optimistic.

America's Role in the New Africa

In this new situation the United States is, I

think, obviously called upon to exhibit flexibility,

imagination, and sympathetic vmderstanding to

adapt its existing patterns of assistance and inter-

national relationships to take into account the

iinique features of the African situation. As a

people and a government, we have played, and are

playing, an important part in African develop-

ments. We are the repository of political ideals of

government "of the people, by the people, for the

people." The histoiy of our own independence

and the political philosophy which the founders of

.tVmerica evolved have been, and continue to be,

of tremendous influence on African leaders busy

developing their own forms of government. As
the world's materially best endowed nation con-

fronting an Africa largely living at the subsist-

ence level, we are by tradition, and bj- our own self.-

interest, committed to share some of this well-

being and the techniques which made it possible.

By so doing we can help make democracy meaning-

ful and fitted to the needs of millions who wish to

cast their lot with the free world. Lastly, by rea-

son of our defense potential we are the leaders of

the free world and our responsibility and concern

for the healthy gi'owth of free societies, free of out-

side aggi'ession, cannot be shii-ked.

U.S. Approach Consonant With Needs of Africa

It is basic to the sound conduct of international

relations that each country, while projecting and

advancing its own fimdamental interests and those

of its citizens, must seek to imderstand and ac-

commodate itself to the interests of the other na-

tions of the world family. AVliere good will is

present, a fruitful relationship is the natural re-

sult. In our relations with Africa our basic

interests coincide significantly and much good will

exists. We seek to strengthen individual liberty

and to maintain the right of self-determination for

all peoples as the fimdamentally just and prac-

tical approach to a peaceful world. The new

African nations share our basic aim to strengthen

these rights.

Because most African nations have so recently

won freedom from the European colonial powers,

there does remain a lingering suspicion of their

former colonizei-s, even though most of them are

cooperating in the application of self-determina-

tion and in investing millions in African economic

development. Prime Minister Kwame Nkrumah

of Ghana, for example, has recently spoken of

bilateral agreements between former metropolitan

powers and African states as "disguised colonial-
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ism." This approach seems odd to the American

taxpayer, who feels that all such channels of as-

sistance should be kept open and certainly least

of all blocked by the recipient nation. Further-

more, the American taxpayer wants to see aid dol-

lars bring maximum benefits to the recipients and

feels that bilateral arrangements are often the

most effective way of acliieving this result without

in any way infi-inging on the sovereignty of an

independent recipient country. However, when

we reflect on the anticolonial character of African

national feeling and the revolutionary character

of our own national beginnings, we can mider-

stand the African will often prefer multilateral

channels of assistance such as the United Nations

and its specialized agencies. There do, in fact,

appear to be opportmiities to accommodate our

current assistance procedures to the African pref-

erence for multilateral programs.

Wliile we desii'e to continue bilateral aid worked

out in full cooperation with the African nations,

the United States has a clear record of support

for the multilateral approach to aid to developing

areas accomplished through the United Nations

teclmical assistance programs and through the

specialized agencies. We are the largest con-

tributor of funds to the various specialized agen-

cies. We furnish volimtarily about 40 percent of

the total funds available to the Expanded Tech-

nical Assistance Program and to the United

Nations Special Fiuid. Our large share in the

budgets of these organizations is a concrete

demonstration of our confidence in multilateral

programs. Furthermore, we emphasize this con-

fidence by our agreement to maintain this percent-

age as other countries increase their contributions,

committing us to increase our total contribution

as others increase theirs. It is our hope that

more opportunities will arise for these agencies to

contribute to African developmental requirements.

African Requirements

The size of the developmental task is readily

outlined. In a continent more than three times

the size of the United States with a population of

more than 220 million, the average per capita gross

national product in 1957 ranged from a high of

$191 in Morocco to a low of $31 in Somalia. The
comparable figure for the United States is $2,450.

It is therefore often hard for us to appreciate the

meaning of the phrase "subsistence-level exist-

ence," which describes the life of most Africans.

In terms of the daily life of the Somali nomad this

means a few handfuls of grain for food and a

never-ending trek from waterhole to waterhole

with his family and cattle. For the Ethiopian

farmer it means poor housing and a meager crop

after arduous labor with crude implements. To
the lowest Rhodesian copper miner it means a

wage of $30 per month, or to the workers in trade

and industry in Tunisia it means a standard wage

of 17 cents an hour.

Except for the extractive industries, industrial

and commercial activity is for the most part rudi-

mentary. Transportation facilities are sparse;

major portions of the continent are isolated from

participation in trade and the benefit of economic

progi'ess. In all of Afi'ica there are estimated to

be only 735,000 miles of roads compared to 3 mil-

lion miles in the United States.

The climate of large areas supplies either ex-

cessive rainfall or none at all. Much of the soil

is deficient in mineral and chemical nutrients.

The consequent protein and vitamin shortages in

human diets result in reduced resistance to en-

demic diseases such as malaria, sleeping sickness,

bilharziasis, yaws, and leprosy, while others take

their toll of domestic animals.

To overcome these great problems there are so

few Africans trained in the scientific exploitation

of known resources that real economic advance is

not likely in the foreseeable future without outside

help. Illiteracy in some African countries is high,

in certain areas over 90 percent. The niunber of

children in school is in many places but a fraction

of the total school-age population. Even in the

most advanced territories the nimiber of Africans

with technical and managerial competence is far

short of the essential minimimi.

In spite of the enormous tasks, African political

develojjments are proceeding at an accelerated pace

with at least seven territories achieving independ-

ence in 1960 alone. After political independence

economic development becomes the most urgent

job of the national leaders. They are called upon

to respond to the rising material expectations of

their people or to face rejection as political leaders

with the likelihood that the leaders replacing them

may not be as moderate in their methods. For

this reason and because of the remarkable natural

talents which the Africans bring to the task they

have set themselves, we are challenged to respond

adequately with the needed outside help.
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But acceptable progress cannot be made until

some means is foimcl to provide the necessary tech-

nical and managerial skills. In newlj' independent

areas trained people are lacking t« replace the civil

servants of the former administering power, many
of whom withdraw upon mdependence. Lacking

also are the highly trained people needed to run

the institutions of planning and development

which must assume responsibility for the ambitious

tasks set by the Africans. In the long run, of

course, Africans will be trained to do the job, but

in the meantime additional technicians have to

be foimd to replace those departing or supplement

those remaining.

Of equal significance is the supply of invest-

ment capital. Large sums are necessary for non-

profitnuiking but essential facilities, such as ports,

highways, communications networks, flood con-

trol, and irrigation structures, and for productive

and profitmaking projects and services, such as

processing of agi-icultural products, extraction and

reduction of minerals, and expansion of manufac-

turing industries.

U.S. Response to Requirements of Africa

Now let us consider how the United States has

been able to respond to the situation which is pre-

sented by the needs of the newly independent

African nations. Under our mutual security

legislation we now operate programs in 13 Afri-

can nations and territories. By June 30, 1960, we
will have about 780 American technicians in all of

Africa, and we expect this number to increase to

about 1,000 in the coming year. By June 30th,

training programs also will have been arranged

for over 800 Africans, and we expect an increase to

about 1,000 in the next year. However, because

economic projects are not planned overnight, par-

ticularly in areas where resources are still under

exploration, our programs in Africa are not yet as

substantial as they should be. Basic scientific

knowledge is still lacking about large areas of the

continent, and extensive studies will be required

before sound decisions to invest are made.

Existing U.S. Government programs do, how-

ever, supply useful illustrations of some of the

ways we can meet the requirements of technical

and managerial skills. In Ethiopia our technical

cooperation program has helped establish a broad

base of educational institutions and training pro-

grams so essential to that country's future de-

velopment. The Imperial Ethiopian Agricultural

and Mechanical College, aided by teachers from

Oklahoma State University, the Iluile Selassie I

Public Health Center at Gondar, where our tech-

nicians cooperate with those of the World Health

Organization, the United Nations Children's

Fund, and the Ethiopian Health Ministry, have

already made important contributions to the train-

ing and health of Ethiopia's people. In Tunisia

U.S. teclmical assistance has helped establish agri-

cultural schools which are training farmers, more

than 400 of whom have now returned to their

farms. In Libya the development of rural action

committees for self-help projects is the direct re-

sult of ideas generated by our technicians working

in agricultural extension, sanitation, and com-

munity development projects. In Ghana the Par-

liament has passed a resolution praising our

assistance in agriculture and expressing apprecia-

tion for our aid. These programs provide iVnieri-

cans who can train Africans in the skills they

need.

Because of the sudden political emergence of so

much of Africa and the enormity of the task of

development, we are recommending a new ap-

proach during the coming fiscal year to teclmical

cooperation with tropical Africa. That is a $20

million education fund which is intended to sup-

plement more traditional projects. Aimed di-

rectly at the crucial lack of trained personnel, this

program is designed to concentrate on key educa-

tional and training problems and to include pro-

fessional training for civil servants, entrepreneurs,

and technicians as well as special training tlirough

agi-icultural extension services, community de-

velopment, and public-healtli programs. The spe-

cial program is intended to support multicoimtry

planning in response to regional problems like the

tsetse fly, which closes large parts of the contment

to livestock development. Other possible regional

activities might involve support for various Afri-

can schools and colleges with programs serving

regional needs for educational research, for an ed-

ucational materials and docimientation center, or

for a regional English-language training pro-

gram.

At the same time that we are pursuing these

aims through bilateral arrangements, we will, of

course, continue as one of tlie major contributors

to the United Nations programs. We should tally

here the truly significant work carried out under
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these programs. Secretary-General Hammar-
skjold said upon liis return from his recent visit to

24 African territories

:

On the continent of Africa tliere Is the problem of per-

sonnel. There is the problem of money. There is the

problem of education, and there is the problem of, let us

say, moral support in the reshaping and shaping of a

nation.

As you can readily see, the Secretary-General's

assessment of the African scene is similar to our

own. The United Nations, following a line of

action similar to ours in responding to these needs,

maintained in Africa, in 1959, 600 tecluiical ex-

perts and provided fellowships for study abroad

to well over 400 Africans. An experimental pro-

gram, called OPEX, to supply experienced opera-

tional and executive persomiel to sei-ve as govern-

ment officials upon request promises a direct

response in a sensitive area to critical government

pei-sonnel needs.

The specialized agencies are also doing increas-

ingly important work in Africa. Anaong them,

the World Health Organization, the United Na-
tions Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-

zation, the International Labor Organization, and
the Food and Agriculture Organization are mak-
ing their contributions in the form of technical

assistance.

U.S. Response to Needs for Investment Capital

In addition to the problems of acquiring tech-

nical and managerial personnel for African de-

velopment, as Secretary-General Hammarskjold
said, "Tliere is the problem of money." Here the

natural approach of Western democracies is first

of all through private investment channels. But
conditions must be attractive, offering political

stability, reasonable opportunity to repatriate

profits, and freedom from the threat of nationali-

zation. Because of th» predominance of private

enterprise systems in capital-exporting countries,

it would ajipear to be in the interest of African
govermnents to recognize the pluralistic character

of democratic nations, where govermnents in times
of peace have no power to marshal private re-

sources for foreign aid. The African nations

them.selves, as responsible members of the family
of nations, are accommodating to this basic situ-

ation in other democratic countries.

Early in the era of independence it is more

difficult for new governments to attract the neces-

sary amounts of capital tlirough private channels.

The very fact of their recent independence sug-

gests the need for an interval to assess a new
government's attitude toward private investment.

In this situation it is in keeping with our desire

to strengthen the independence of these new na-

tions for our Government to contribute to stabil-

ity. Certainly it is not a normal fmiction of

Ijrivate investors to finance the equipment and

trainmg of a police force nor to make a currency-

stabilization loan. Likewise, few would consider

providing the teachers required to establish a

technical school or the doctors to staff a hospital.

These fields of activity are the ones to which gov-

ernment should be prepared to address itself in

order to help create the conditions of stability

which attract private capital.

There is one additional contribution which gov-

ernments are called upon to make. Tliis results

from the classic chicken-and-egg situation. I re-

fer to the stability which results from a satis-

factory economic situation which, in turn, is

essential if private investment is to be attracted.

To achieve this stability a firet round of invest-

ments must somehow be initiated. One institu-

tion which can be helpful in this situation is our

Export-Import Bank, originally created to facili-

tate the overseas transactions of LT.S. private en-

terprise. Today it is serving economic develop-

ment as well by financing exports, including those

directly related to expansion of productive capac-

ities in underdeveloped areas. Because other

free-world sources of financing, uicluding the In-

ternational Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment, have limitations on their activities, the

Development Loan Fund was created under our

mutual security legislation. It is intended to pro-

vide a flexible source of funds for sound economic

development projects which do not fall within

the scope of other lending agencies. Export-

Import Bank loans for transactions with Africa

have amounted to $240,164,260. Those of the De-

velopment Loan Fund have amounted to $64,-

090,000 since its founding only 3 years ago.

Activities of the Development Loan Fund vary

from support for the establishment of a paper-

pulj) mill in Tunisia to a guaranty of small-busi-

ness loans by the branch of an American bank in

Liberia or the construction of a warehouse in the

p>ort of Lagos, Nigeria.
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Free-World Response to Africa's Needs

1 think it is clear that it is in our national inter-

est that the fi"ee world's i-esponses to the ne«ds of

the new Africa be positive, timely, and effective.

If they are not, wc can be sure that these newly

independent countries will turn elsewhere and

that they will not turn in vain. "We already liave

evidence of the interest and ability of the Com-

munist bloc to provide technical aid and assistance

to countries of their choice in Africa. We realize,

of course, that such assistance has for its ulti-

mate objective the advancement of the worldwide

political objectives of the Commmiist system.

Moreover, it is clear from, for instance, the his-

tory of U.S.S.E.-Yugoslav relations in recent

years that Soviet aid is turned on and off solely to

facilitate current Eussian political objectives.

But countries lacking almost all the paraphernalia

of modern economic and social life cannot be ex-

pected to give full weight to these considerations.

Indeed, African leaders with whom we have close

and friendly relations have indicated clearly that

their situation requires that they accept assistance

from the materially developed and technically

advanced countries of the world without regard

to the ideologies of their governments. The Pres-

ident of Guinea, when he was in the United States

last fall,^ stated that for Africans the world was

not divided into the Communist or non-Commu-
nist, the free or the imfi-ee, but into the devel-

oped and the undeveloped. In their approach to

international politics many of the new African

countries incline to a policy of "positive neutral-

ity," by which they mean that they want to stand

aloof from what they regard as great-power rival-

ries and concentrate on their own overwhelming

problems, the consolidation of their political and

economic independence.

To us these attitudes may appear shortsighted,

but when we try to look at the world through their

eyes, we can see how they aiTive at their conclu-

sions and appreciate that they are not based on

procommimism or anti-iVmericanism. This is a

' Bulletin of Nov. 16, 1959, p. 719.

situation, I should like to emphasize, which we
welcome, because wo are as opposed as are the

Africans to making their continent a pawn in the

so-called cold war. Our motives and our objec-

tives in responding to the drive of the African

people to establish stable, viable, and free societies

are positive, not negative. Wo do not wish to

engage in a superlicial popularity contest or

merely react to Communist initiative, and assist-

ance predicated on such motives would be distaste-

ful to Africans as well.

We are prepared, in cooperation with our free-

world colleagues and the United Nations, to de-

velop balanced and adequate programs of eco-

nomic, technical, and cultural aid designed to meet

realistic African needs over the long pull. In

this effort the European powers concei-ned will, we
expect, continue to play a major role. It is our

hope that these powers will maintain close and

cordial relations with those territories which have

already acquired, or will soon acquire, independ-

ence. In this connection it is important to note

that tropical Africa alone is now receiving over

$500 million amiually from Europeaii comitries

for major development projects. Assuredly there

will continue to be a great need for European capi-

tal, technical assistance, and markets. The aid

which the United States is able to furnish should

supplement and not replace that of Western

Europe.

I shoidd like to close on an optimistic note. The
countries of Africa which are acquiring independ-

ence this year have done so, in general, on the

basis of peaceful evolution, consultation, and ne-

gotiation with the governing powers, as well as

through the good offices of the United Nations in

the case of trust territories. As a result there is

an important residue of good will on which to

build new, imaginative, and peaceful relations.

The United States and the American people, in

particular, have a history of friendship with

Africa. The dramatic developments now taking

place on that continent will test the bonds of this

friendship and, I feel sure, tie them more firmly.

I feel equally sure that the new Africa will respond

maturely and positively to our initiatives.
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THE CONGRESS

The Mutual Security Program for Fiscal Year 1961

Statement hy Acting Secretain/ Dillon ^

It is a pri^-ilege to appear before you today in

support of the President's request for appropri-

ation of funds for the Mutual Security Progi'am.^

As you know, the President asked appropria-

tion of $4,175,000,000 for the program for fiscal

year 1961. As a result of the recommendations

of the conference committee on the authorization

bill, this amount has been reduced to $4,086,000,-

000. We are, therefore, now requesting that

amount. Of this sum, $2,000,000,000 is needed

for military assistance; $700,000,000 for the De-

velopment Loan Fund; $1,236,000,000 for eco-

nomic and tecluiical assistance; and $150,000,000

for the contingency fund. Detailed testimony

on each will be presented to you by subsequent

witnesses.

At this highly dangerous point in history the

world scene is dominated by two great groups of

powers, each devoted to widely divergent ideol-

ogies which are in clear conflict.

One, the Communist bloc, believes that the tri-

lunph of its ideology of state control of man's
destiny must and should be speeded by any and all

possible means.

For our part, we believe in the right of man to

choose his way and are prepared to defend and
protect that right.

To prevent tliis confrontation from exploding
into global war, it is essential to explore, with in-

finite patience and persistence, every opportunity
to find ways and means for living with each other

' Made before the Senate Appropriations Committee on
May 13 (press release 2<)4).

*Por text of the President's message to Confess of
Feb. 16, see Bulletin of Mar. 7, 1060, p. 309; for an ex-

cerpt from a special message of May 3, see thid.. May 23,

1960, p. H37.

in this world, with the sacrifice of neither peace

nor freedom. Such an opportunity is aiforded by

the impending summit meeting.

The opportunity for such discussions—the fact

that we are able to talk over problems, however

imcertain the prospects for progress—does not ex-

ist solely because we prefer it tliat way. It exists

because we have made it clear, in word and deed,

that the forceful expansion of the Communist em-

pire, the imposition of its control on other peoples,

is intolerable and would meet with determined and

effective response. We have made this plain

through our own strong defenses, by our entry and

participation in jomt and collective defense ar-

rangements, and by our mutual security programs

to provide arms and equipment for the men of

other nations who stand ready with us to defend

free-world ideals. Our policies and progi'ams are

concrete evidence, to both our friends and our ene-

mies, of our determination and capability. It is

because of them that the opportimity to seek peace-

ful settlements still exists. Without them what

barrier to Commmiist expansion and our ultimate

subjection would exist?

Economic Aid to Developing Nations

There is another and equally important barrier

we have erected to Communist dreams of world

domination : our economic assistance progi-ams to

millions of people in the free world who have but

recently begun to emerge from centuries of op-

pression or neglect. To tlieni, escape fi'om pov-

erty and privation has become a primary goal

which can and must be attained. Their principal

aim in life today is material improvement. If

progi-ess does not come under free institutions,
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progress will be soiifjht through other means.

Conimunisni is esigerly oli'erliig them such a means.

We can be certain that Soviet leaders will seize

all possible opportunities to penetrate and subvert

the free world, particularly its newly developing

sector. They fully intend to move forward under

the guise of what they call "peaceful coexistence."

We have their word for it. The true meaning of

"peaceful coexistence" was recently spelled out

with surprising candor by a high Soviet official,^

who emphatically denied that "peaceful coexist-

ence" means noninterference in the internal afl'airs

of other states. On May 1st Pravda, the official

organ of the Communist Party of the U.S.S.R.,

quoted tliis official as saying, in typical Communist
language

:

Recently, some people in the West have been trying to

assert that peaceful coexistence must be broadened to in-

clude even the internal political life of the countries of

capitalism. . . . But this is an obvious distortion of the

basic principles of Marxism-Leninism. . . . Even in con-

ditions of the peaceful coexistence of states on the world

scene, the class war in the countries of capitalism will not

be extinguished but, on the contrary, will become sharper.

This, in effect, is a directive to the forces of

world communism to step up their efforts to under-

mine independent governments and free institu-

tions. Soviet aid programs m support of these

forces in the newly developing coimtries can be ex-

pected to grow.

In the face of this clear Communist intent, we
must continue our own efforts to help promote

political, social, and economic growth in the newly
developing lands within a framework of freedom.

Our past and present mutual security programs

have proved their worth in helping to meet the

long-deferred and wholly legitimate demands of

millions of himian beings for an existence which is

compatible with the dignity of man. Their con-

tinuation at adequate levels is dictated by plain

common sense.

Outline of Major Requests

I would like to outline briefly the need for the

major requests before you

:

First, the $2 billion sought for military as-

sistance is urgently required if the level of deliv-

eries of equipment of the past several years is

not to be sharply reduced. Appropriations of

much larger amounts many years ago made it pos-

sible to maintain an annual level of over $2 billion

despite smaller recent appropriations. These re-

duced appropriations—and particularly the very

severe cut in the amount requested last year—have
eliminated the possibility of future reliance on the

pipeline. They have, in fact, necessitated a sub-

stantial reduction in equipment and materiel sup-

plied to our allies this year.

Provision of $2 billion will make it possible to

maintain the fighting forces of our allies and to

share with them in the costs of essential moderni-

zation with new weapons. This sum represents

a judgment of the minimum necessary for our

security. It was reached after the most careful

consideration by a committee of experts outside

government and by our military authorities. It

takes fully into accoimt the increasing capability

of some of our allies to meet a greater share of the

common defense burden. Without this amount, we
will face the prospect of a progressive weakening

of our common defense, which may be interpreted

by both our friends and our enemies as a lessening

of our will to withstand the pressures of

aggression.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have gone on record

that provision of these funds equals in importance

those provided for our own defense forces. I

tell you in all sincerity that all of these funds

are necessary if we are to have adequate defenses.

Certainly the very moment when the Soviet lead-

ers are once again threatening our allies with

rocket attacks is no time for us to tell these allies

that the United States no longer has the will to

provide the assistance they need for the common
defense against Communist aggression.

The amount sought for the Development Loan
Fund is less than the available authorization. It

is in our judgment the minimum required for a

reasonable rate of progress in the emerging nations

of the world. The Fund is now a going concern.

Its procedures and organization are smoothly in

gear. It is functioning effectively. Tlie capital

requested is modest. Although we recognize the

growing capacity and willingness of other indus-

trialized nations to share in the work of helping

the less fortunate nations, we must continue to

provide leadership in this great task. As the

President said recently :
* "The very moment when

' B. Ponamarev, who directs the Central Committee ap-

paratus dealing with foreign Communist parties. * Bulletin of May 23, 1960, p. 811.
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other countries are recognizing their responsibili-

ties is no time for us to walk away from our own."

For the balance of the program—economic and

technical assistance, other programs, and the con-

tmgency fund—we are also asking minimal

appropriations

:

For defense support we are asking $20 million

less than was appropriated last year—reflecting

a modest improvement in the economies of some

recipient countries.

For special assistance we are asking $11 million

more than was appropriated last year, in response

to the needs of newly emerging sub-Sahara Africa.

For technical cooperation we are asking an in-

crease of just over $2'5 million, largely concen-

trated in Africa.

For various multilateral and other programs

—

such as aid to refugees and escapees, atoms for

peace, and administrative expenses—we are asking

slightly less than $99 million of new appropria-

tions, or approximately last year's level.

For the contingency fund we are asking $150

million, which compares with an appropriation of

$155 million last year. This fund has been one of

the most useful and essential elements of the Mu-
tual Security Program. It supplies that margin

of flexibility which is so essential to effective ad-

ministration of the program. It is primarily

needed and has been primarily used to deal with

newly developing and unforeseen situations which

arise during the course of the fiscal year. It also

enables the President to provide assistance in

amounts larger than those specifically appropri-

ated by the Congress for various categories of aid

when, in his judgment, such action will serve the

purposes of the legislation and is important to the

security of the United States.

All of these progi-ams of economic and technical

assistance have been as tightly budgeted as we be-

lieved possible, and the appropriation of the full

amounts requested is necessary.

In sum, gentlemen, we need the money requested

to do the job and to carry out the programs au-

thorized by the Congress. We also need—and the

world needs—a reaffirmation of the readiness and

determination of the United States to meet its re-

sponsibilities and to defend and protect its way

of life. Such reaffirmation can best be provided

by the unmistakable act of appropriation.

Thank you.

President Signs Mutual Security

Authorization Bill

Statement hy President Eisenhower ^

1 have signed into law the Mutual Security Act

of 1960.

I am highly gratified by the action of the Con-

gress on this measure. The act embodies essen-

tially all of the requests I have put forward as

necessary for the successful continuation of the

Mutual Security Program, and, with one regret-

table exception,^ the Congress has resisted the addi-

tion of amendments which would adversely affect

our foreign relations or impair the administra-

tion of the program.

I believe it is impressive tJiat, after extensive and

searching hearings on the bill conducted by the

authorizing connnittees of both Houses, the Con-

gress concluded that substantially all of the funds

requested are necessary for carrying forward im-

portant economic aspects of the program. The

same high degree of responsibility and regard for

our national interests will, I trust, result in not

only the full sums now authorized for certain eco-

nomic programs but also in the full appropria-

tions which I have requested as necessary to pro-

vide for the Development Loan Fund and the

niilitai-y assistance program.

' Made on May 14 (White House press release dated

May 16) upon the signing of H.R. 11510, a bill to amend

further the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended, and

for other jjurposes.

' For text of a letter of May 2 from Acting Secretary

Dillon to Senator J. W. Fulbright on the free<lom-of-

navigation amendment, see Bulletin of May 23, 1960,

p. 8;i2.
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Sino-Soviet Bloc Trade and Its Implications for the United States

Statement hy Thwnas C. Mann,

Assistant Secretary far Economic Affairs '

United States policies on trade with the coun-

tries of tlie Sino-Soviet bloc fall in a special

categorj' for the purposes of this committee's

examination of United States foreign trade, and
I am glad to have an opportmiity to discuss these

policies with this committee.

First, there is the question of trade with Com-
munist China. The United States Government
has maintained a virtually complete embargo on

trade and financial transactions with Communist
China and north Korea sincei 1950. This trade

embargo is an integi'al part of the general United

States policy of nonrecognition of Coimnunist

China.

Our trade policy with that area is both sub-

stantive and sj-mbolic of the firmness of United

States purposes in the Far East. It is designed

to lunder as much as possible the rapid buildup

of Communist China's military power and its in-

dustrial ba.se and, in a broader political sense, to

limit the expansion of its influence with free-

world countries.

Any relaxation in the United States trade em-

bargo would be widely regarded throughout the

world as evidence of a fundamental change in the

United States attitude toward Comnmnist Cliina

and as a harbinger of a possible political accom-

modation. In countries friendly to the United

States, pres.sures would be unleashed to seek a

similar accommodation with Peiping. This

would tend to set in motion politicjil and economic

changes all tending to weaken our influence while

strengthening tliat of Peiping and opening the

' Made before the Senate Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee on May 5 (press release 244).

way to Communist Chinese penetration into the

vulnerable, less developed areas, particularly of

the Far East.

The policy on trade with the European Soviet

bloc is more flexible because it does not involve

the same political imperatives which affect our
relations witli Communist China. However, the

United States does have certain necessary restric-

tions on its trade relations with the Em-opean
Soviet bloc. These restrictions do not constitute

a significant burden on the potential total volmne
of United States-Soviet-bloc trade. The Presi-

dent has made it clear that the United States

favors the expansion of peaceful trade with the

Soviet Union and other countries of the European
Soviet bloc.

The United States stands ready to sell a wide
range of nonstrategic commodities to the Euro-
pean Soviet-bloc countries at any time that they
wisli to buy them and are in a position to pay for

them. The only limitations imposed on exports
are limitations required for purposes of national

security. The United States strategic export con-

trols are intended to prevent the Soviet bloc from
acquiring materials and technologj' which woidd
contribute significantly to their military potential.

As the committee is undoubtedly aware, the se-

curity export controls exercised by the United
States Government are generally paralleled by the
controls of other important trading coimtries of

the world either through the operations of the mul-
tilateral Coordinating Committee (COCOM) or

through administration of the provisions of the

Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951

(Battle Act). The controls on direct exports of

strategic commodities to the Soviet bloc are sup-
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plemented by financial and transshipment controls

designed to prevent luiauthorized diversions from

free-world destinations to the Soviet bloc.

The principal legislative or administrative re-

strictions of a nonsecurity character are the pro-

visions of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of

1951 and the Johnson Act of 1934. Under the for-

mer act, section 5 requires the withdrawal of

trade-agi'eement benefits from the U.S.S.E. and

other Soviet-bloc countries and thus prevents the

application of most-favored-nation tariff treat-

ment to imports from those areas. Section 11 of

the Trade Agreements Extension Act explicitly

prohibits the importation of certain dressed and

undressed furs and fur skins from the Soviet

Union and Communist China.

The Johnson Act has the effect of preventing

private credits other than normal short-term (180

days) commercial credits to countries which are in

default on debts to the United States Government

and are not members of the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development and the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund. The Soviet Union and

certain other countries of the European Soviet bloc

are affected by this law.

In addition, a Treasury finding was made in

1951 that Soviet canned crabmeat was produced by

convict, forced, and indentured labor; accord-

ingly, in conformity with the mandatory provi-

sions of section 307 of the Tariff Act of 1930, im-

ports of Soviet canned crabmeat are prohibited

from entry into the United States. The adminis-

tration is of course alert to the possible applica-

bility of the antidumping provisions administered

by the Treasury Department.

U.S. Would Welcome East-West Trade

So mucli for the limitations by the United States

on trade with the countries of the Sino-Soviet bloc.

I pointed out earlier that such trade controls do not

constitute a significant obstacle to the expansion of

the general level of trade between this country and
the bloc. The United States would welcome a

higher level of East-West trade. The low level of

such trade is, in our view, the result of conscious

policy on the part of the Soviet Union and its Eu-
ropean satellites. They confine their import in-

terest to a narrow range of capital goods and
technology and agricultural or industrial raw ma-
terials for which there may be a temporary import
rcfiuiremcnt.

United States exports to Eastern Europe, in-

cluding the Soviet Union, have increased from

$11.2 million in 1956 to $112.6 million in 1958 and

$90 million in 1959. In the latter 2 years United

States exports to Poland represent the largest por-

tion, reflecting exports financed out of credit and

agricultural sales agreements with Poland. They
also reflect the more liberal export policy applied

to Poland, which permits exports of conmiodities

essential to the Polish civilian economy.

United States exports to the Soviet Union and

other Eastern European countries for the fourth

quarter of 1959 were valued at $20.5 million, repre-

senting only 0.4 percent of total United States ex-

ports, whereas imports from the same Eastern Eu-
ropean countries were valued at $18.2 million,

representing only 0.5 percent of total United States

imports.

From a purely economic standpoint, the true

limitation on the magnitude of United States ex-

ports to Eastern Europe is the ability of these

countries to earn dollars through exports to the

United States or to other hard-currency markets.

The demand in American markets for commodities

of Eastern European origin or manufacture ap-

pears to be somewhat limited. A more active

policy of sales promotion by these countries in the

American market would probably increase some-

what the general level of trade, but the increase

could not be expected to be large.

The economic and political implications of tlie

continued expansion of the trade of the Soviet

Union with free-world countries can most clearly

be seen if we consider them under four headings.

I suggest that we look at tlie relationship of this

trade to Soviet internal economic development, to

Soviet relations with the industrialized countries

of Western Europe and with Japan, to Soviet rela-

tions with the newly developing countries, and to

American exports to third countries.

Foreign Trade and the Soviet Economy

Let us turn first to the role of foreign trade with

respect to the Soviet economy itself. Probably the

most important gain the Soviet Union can make
from its trading relations with countries outside

the bloc is the acquisition of ad,vanced machinery

and technology. It is sometimes believed that,

since the Soviet Union can send a rocket to the

moon, it must be technologically at least as ad-

vanced as Western countries. In fact, however,
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Soviet development has been most uneven ; its im-

pressive achievements liave been attained at the

cost of the neglect of other areas of development.

Soviet backwardness is most evident in the fields

which serve consumere. Certain fields of basic

industry have been developed rapidly ; other areas

have been left almost untouched. Wliat may be of

even greater importance is the fact that, although

some processes in those fields in which great prog-

ress has been made may be technically on a par

with those in the West, other processes are still

carried on in primitive ways. Thus, for example,

while the best Soviet iron and steel installations

achieve more impressive results in some respects

than Western mills, many auxiliary operations are

carried on with very little or no mechanization.

The process of Soviet economic development has

been, by and large, one of reproducing the indus-

trial structure of Western countries and not that

of finding new materials and production tech-

niques of a sort appropriate to "socialism." And
this is true despite Soviet claims of doing the

latter.

After the Soviet Union has learned from the

West what path it should follow in its economic

development, it can still gain a very great deal by

trading with the West. It would undoubtedly be

possible, for example, for the Soviet Union in

time to reproduce recent Western advances in

plastics and synthetic-fiber technology. Basic

laboratory processes are either well known or can

be learned without undue difficulty. But there is

a tremendous job of engineering which must be

done before laboratory processes can be adapted to

the industrial production of plastics and synthetic

fibers. Since time is of the essence in a "race with

capitalism," it is greatly to the advantage of the

Soviets if they can buy advanced teclinology in

this as in other fields.

Another important function which extra bloc

trade has for the internal economic development

of the Soviet Union is to make up for errors or

shortfalls in planning. Some finished or semi-

finished industrial products either turn out to be

in short supply or are overlooked in the physical

output planning of the Sovdet Union. In many
cases it is both faster and more convenient to fill

these gaps through imports than by producing

them.

As examples of the technological type of assist-

ance gained through trade by the Soviet economy.

we may note that in its trade agreements for 1960

the U.S.S.R. has provided for imports of synthetic

plants, tire-cord plants, petrochemical plants,

coal mining and sorting machinery, a high- and a

low-pressure polyethylene plant, a polypropylene

plant, automation machines, electric calculators,

and similar sophisticated production goods. As
examples of Soviet imports to fill in gaps in do-

mestic production, we may note Soviet purchases

of large-diameter steel pipe, deep-drawing steel

sheets, and special rolled steel shapes.

We should note that the Soviet system of foreign

trade, based on a complete state monopoly, en-

ables the U.S.S.R. to purchase items it needs with-

out developing the sort of long-term, stable

relationship of interdependence which character-

izes international trade among the industrialized

nations of the free world. The fact that foreign

trade is conducted by organs of the Soviet Gov-
ernment means that the political power of the

Soviet Union is a factor in what would otherwise

be normal commercial relations; similarly, the

Government of the U.S.S.R. is able to use its com-
mercial dealings for various political purposes.

Soviet Relations Witii industriaiized Countries

Let us now consider Soviet economic relations

with the industrialized countries of Western
Europe and Japan. The Soviet Union is able to

work toward a major political objective—the

splintering of the cohesion of the principal indus-

trial coimtries—by playing on commercial rival-

ries. It can make attractive offers to one coimtry

of the group, which tempt that country to violate

its obligations under COCOM. It can also set

businessmen at odds with their governments, and
in general it can sharpen commercial rivalries for

its own political benefit.

The Soviet Union would have others believe that

it seeks to expand trading relations in order to

foster good political relations. It manages to

achieve a linking of the profit motive with the

natural desire of reasonable men for a relaxation

of tensions.

I do not wish to suggest that all Soviet trade

with the industrialized countries is wholly gov-

erned by the considerations I have mentioned.

There is a natural complementarism between the

Soviet economy and the economies of Western
Europe. But it should be noted that not only are

price considerations relatively unimportant in
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Soviet foreign trade but the wishes and preferences

of Soviet consumers receive no serious considera-

tion. Furthermore, as a large bulk trader the So-

viet Union has sometimes shown itself at least an

inconsiderate supplier. There seems to be no con-

clusive evidence that the Soviet Union has as yet

followed a deliberate policy of dumping in the

usual sense, but its operations have on occasion

proved imsettling to normal trade relationships.

Relations With Less Developed Countries

My third point relates to Soviet-bloc trade rela-

tions with the less developed countries. Until the

latter half of the 1950's the Soviet Union showed

little interest in developing trade relations with

the newly emerging countries. Even such import

essentials as rubber were bought not directly from

the producing countries but on the London mar-

ket. Beginning in 1954, however, the U.S.S.R.

began to expand its trade relations with the newly

developing countries, combining this trade offen-

sive with extensive offers of "aid." The trade-aid

offensive is, in fact, a carefully integrated whole.

Soviet aid has with few exceptions taken the form

of long-term credits, repayable essentially in raw
materials produced by these countries. Its exjwrts

of manufactured goods to them, similarly, have

normally been possible only as a part of these bi-

lateral transactions.

The Soviet Union has on occasion appeared on

the markets of the newly developing countries as

an unexpected rescuer, a "buyer of last resort." It

has more often professed its willingness to pur-

chase otherwise unsalable surpluses of raw materi-

als. Its complete control of its foreign trade activ-

ities gives the Soviet Government much gi-eater

freedom in contracting for these surpluses than

is enjoyed by free-enterprise economies. More-
over, the very fact that until 1954 the U.S.S.R. had
withdrawn from world trade to a very large extent

gave its offei-s the added impact of novelty and
unexpectedness.

Because it can open, break off, and shift its trade

relations without regard to any interests other

than its own, the Soviet Union is often able to

make greater political use of its trade potential

than is possible for countries for which trading is

a private activity. It has found a way to make
(lie flag follow trade as a means for establishing

its presence in areas with which it has not previ-

ously had trade relations. The Soviet Union has

found trade agreements and trade missions ex-

tremely useful tools for establishing its political

influence.

Because it can direct its trade as it wishes, the

Soviet Union has been able to concentrate the main

impact of its trade offensive on a relatively small

number of coimtries. Its total trade with the free

world is only a small percentage of overall free-

world trade, but its share of the foreign trade of

such sensitive countries as Guinea, Afghanistan,

Egypt, and Iceland is proportionately quite large.

The 2X)litical effectiveness of Soviet trade is, there-

fore, by no means measurable in terms of its per-

centage share in total free-world trade.

Competition on Exports to Third Countries

Now I turn to the question of Soviet competition

with American exports in third countries. The
Sino-Soviet bloc is not a major competitor of the

United States in world markets, and it is hardly

capable of displacing the United States in all mar-

kets. Nevertheless, in any area in which it wishes

to concentrate its efforts the Soviet Union can offer

competition with American exports. We have al-

ready seen that, as a supplier of raw materials to

the industrialized countries, the Soviet Union can

add to its geographical proximity and to its nat-

ural advantages a complete independence of the

kind of cost-and-price considerations which moti-

vate private tradere. It has, for example, been

willing to offer oil at a price quoted at 25 cents a

barrel below Persian Gulf posted prices. In gen-

eral, it can quote prices without regard to domestic

costs. Specific exchanges of this kind are not even,

in the special situation of the Soviet Union, neces-

sarily uneconomic. The goods it acquires in ex-

change for its exports may be and as a rule are

of crucial importance to the Soviet planners. The
goods which it sells are those with which it can

most easily dispense, and there is no governing

price relationship between these two categories of

goods for the simple reason that there is no in-

ternal market in the Soviet Union to regulate the

distribution of gowls or the cost of labor.

It would be hazardous in the extreme to make

any quantitative predictions of the further expan-

sion of Soviet trade. The industrialized countries

are eager to expand their exports, and in order

to export tliey are willing to import. The under-

developed countries must expand their export

oaiMiings, and some of them may consider that
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trade relations with "botli camps" are a harmless

sign of newly won independence.

Accordinglj- it seems most likely that the Soviet

Union will continue to be able to equip itself with

the latest achievements of "Western inventive abil-

ity and en<rineering skill at a price which it can

easily alTord to pay. It may well be able to estab-

lish and expand trading relationshii>s with the

newly developing countries and tlicreby improve

its prospects of extending its political influence

over them.

Although the potential expansion of Sino-So-

viet bloc trade competition raises the problems I

have mentionetl—including particularly that of

competition in the limited areas upon which the

Soviet Union chooses to concentrate—there are

certain factors which should serve to render these

problems manageable for tlie United States. We
have a dynamic and expanding economy oriented

to production for free markets. We have unparal-

leled research facilities specifically directed to the

development of new products for the satisfaction

of human wants. We are used to the principle of

competition, and we know how to sell competitively

abroad as well as at home. We are participating,

through our trade agreements program, in a broad

multilateral effort to lower trade barriers and to

foster the expansion of world trade. We have an

established network of trading relations and a good

reputation as a valued customer and a reliable sup-

plier of quality products. The Sino-Soviet bloc

has none of these advantages.

Furthermore, our trade, aid, and mutual security

policies are parts of a whole. Together they en-

able other free countries, which might not other-

wise have the strength to do so, to resist Sino-

Soviet bloc attempts to undermine their inde-

pendence by exerting political pressure, by prof-

fering investment and technical assistance, by

offering to trade on noncommercial terms, or by a

combination of these methods. Our mutual se-

curity, aid, and trade policies, adapted as appro-

priate to meet the requirements of specific situa-

tions, give us room for optimism that Sino-Soviet

bloc capabilities in the field of trade need not pose

an unanswerable challenge to the United States.

By keeping its markets open to others, by assisting

less developed countries to diversify their exports

and to accelerate their economic development, and

by joining with other free-world countries to re-

duce trade barriers throughout the free world,

the United States can incresise the ability of all

free-world countries to maintain their economic

and political freedom and independence.
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diciary Committee made by its Subcommittee To Ex-
amine and Review the Administration of the Trading
With the Enemy Act pursuant to S. Res. 51), K(>th Con-

gress, 1st session, as extended, together with individual

views. S. Rept. 1.390. May 18, 19()0. 8 pp.

Providing for Adjustments in Ammities Under the Foreign

Service Retirement and Disability System. Report to

accompany S. 1.^02. H. Rept. 1026. May 18, 1960.

3 pp.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Calendar of International Conferences and Meetings ^

Adjourned During May 1960

Meeting of Experts on the Inter-American Telecommunications Mexico, D.F Apr. 19-May 6

Network and ITU/CCITT Plan Subcommittee.

U.N. ECOSOC Statistical Commission: 11th Session New York Apr. 20-May 6

U.N. Economic Commission for Europe: 15th Session Geneva Apr. 20-May 6

ILO Petroleum Committee: 6th Session Geneva Apr. 25-May 6

U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Narcotic Drugs: 15th Session . . . Geneva Apr. 25-May 13

ICAO Panel of Teletypewriter Specialists: 4th Meeting Montreal Apr. 25-May 14

ICEM Executive Committee: 15th Session Naples Apr. 26-May 4

U.N. ECAFE Committee on Industry and Natural Resources: Tokyo Apr. 26-May 5

4th Session of Mineral Resources Development Subcommittee.
North Atlantic Council: Ministerial Meeting Istanbul May 2-3

FAO Group on Citrus Fruits: 1st Session Madrid May 2-11

U.N. ECOSOC Commission on Commodity Trade: 8th Session . New York May 2-13

GATT Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions Geneva May 2-28
13th World Health Assembly Geneva May 3-20

13th International Cannes Film Festival Cannes May 4-20
International Rubber Study Group: 62d Meeting of Management London May 5-6

Committee.
ICEM Council: 12th Session Naples May 5-14
GATT Committee II on Expansion of International Trade . . . Geneva May 9-13
FAO Advisory Campaign Committee on Freedom From Hunger . Rome May 9-14
UNESCO/ILO Committee of Experts on Neighboring Rights . . The Hague May 9-21

IAEA Symposium on Fuel Element Fabrication With Special Vienna May 10-13
Emphasis on Cladding Materials.

UNESCO Advisory Committee on the 3d Major Project on Arid Paris May 10-20
Zone Research and Symposium on Arid Zone Problems.

UNESCO Symposium on Arid Land Problems Paris May 11-18
FAO/ECE Meeting on Problems of Methodology and Definitions Geneva May 16-20

in Agricultural Statistics in European Countries.
Meetings of Chiefs of State and Heads of Government Paris May 16-17
U.N. ECE Working Group on Coordination of Agricultural Sta- Geneva May 16-20

tistics.

UPU Executive and Liaison Committee Bern May 16-28
International Cotton Advisory Committee: 1st Session of Com- Mexico, D.F May 18-23

mittee on Extra-Long-Staple Cotton.
FAO Group on Coconut and Coconut Products: Working Party on Rome May 18-20

Copra Quahty and Grading.
ITU/CCITT Study Group 2/1 Geneva May 18-25
North Atlantic Council: Ministerial Meeting Paris May 19 (1 day)
8th Pan American Highway Congress Bogota May 20-29
ILO Governing Body: 145th Session Geneva May 23-28*
FAO Group on Coconut and Coconut Products: 3d Session . . . Rome May 23-31
SEATO Military Advisers Washington May 25-27
U.N. Special Fund: 4th Session of Governing Council New York May 25-27

in Session as of May 31, 1960

ConfRrence oil the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests . . . Geneva Oct. 31, 1958-
Ten-Nation Disarmament Committee Geneva Mar. 15-
U.N. Trusteeship Council: 26th Session New York Apr. 14-

' Prepared in the Office of International Conferences, May 20, 1960. Asterisks indicate tentative dates. Following is

a list of abbreviations: CCITT, Comit6 consultatif international t^l^graphique et t616phonique; ECAFE, Economic
Commission for Asia and the Far East; ECE, Economic Commission for Europe; ECOSOC, Economic and Social Council;
FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization; GATT, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; IAEA, International Atomic
Energy Agency; lA-ECOSOC, Inter-American Economic and Social Council; IBE, International Bureau of Education;
ICAO, International Civil Aviation Organization; ICEM, Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration;
ILO, International Labor Organization: IMCO, Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization; ITU, Inter-
national Telecommunication Union; NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organization; PAHO, Pan American Health Organ-
ization; SEATO, Southeast Asia Treaty Organization; U.N., United Nations; UNESCO, United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization; UNICEF, United Nations Children's Fund; UPU, Universal Postal Union; WHO,
World Health Organization; WMO, World Meteorological Organization.
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CiATT Contracting Parties: 16th Session Geneva May 16-
IMCO International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea London May 17-
ICAO Panel on Origin-and-Destination Statistics: 2d Meeting . . Montreal May 23-
International Cotton Advisory Committee: 19th Plenary Meet- Mdxico, D.F May 23-

ing.

U.N. Tin Conference New York May 23-
International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property: 24th London May 28-

Congress.
ITU Administrative Council: 15th Session Geneva May 28-
International Commission for Northwest Atlantic Fisheries: 10th Bergen, Norway May 30-

Meeting.
International Commission on Irrigation, Flood Control, and Madrid May 30-

Drainage: 4th Congress.
U.N. ECE Working Party on Mechanization of Agriculture . . . Geneva May 30-
SEATO CouncU: 6th Meeting Washington May 31-

Scheduled June 1 Through August 31, 1960

FAO Group on Grains: 5th Meeting Rome June 1-
International Labor Conference: 44th Session Geneva June 1-
World Power Conference: 13th Sectional Meeting Madrid June 5-
U.N. ECE Housing Committee: 20th Session (and Working Geneva June 6-

Parties)

.

FAO Committee on Commodity Problem: 33d Session Rome June 7-
UNESCO Committee of Governmental Experts on a Draft Inter- Paris June 12-

national Convention and Draft Recommendations on Various
Aspects of Discrimination in Education.

7th Annual Electronic, Nuclear, and Cinematographic Exposition . Rome June 13-
U.N. ECE Subcommittee on Road Transport: Working Party on Geneva June 13-
Construction of Vehicles.

IAEA Board of Governors: 17th Session Vienna June 14-
International Conference on Large Electric Systems: 18th General Paris June 15-

Assembly.
U.N. ECE Coal Committee: 50th Session Geneva June 20-
U.N. ECE Rapporteurs on Comparisons of Systems of National Geneva June 20-

Accounts.
U.N. ECOSOC Consultants on Standardization of Cartographic New York June 20-
Names.

International Whaling Commission: 12th Meeting London June 20-
10th International Berlin Film Festival Berlin June 24-
ILO Governing Body: 146th Session Geneva June 24—
GATT Working Party on Polish Participation in the Tarifif Con- Geneva June 27-

ference.
International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering: Stockholm June 27-

6th Congress.
WMO Executive Committee: 12th Session Geneva June 27-
UPU Consultative Committee on Postal Studies: Annual Meeting Eastbourne, England June 27-

of Management Council.
U.N. ECE Steel Committee: 24th Session Geneva June 27-
International Wheat Council: 30th Session London June 28-
lA-ECOSOC Permanent Technical Committee on Ports: 3d Rio de Janeiro June

Meeting.
Inter-American Seminar on Strengthening the Family Institution . Caracas June
International Lead and Zinc Study Group: 2d Session of Standing New York June
Committee.

Permanent International Commission of Navigation Congresses: Brussels June
Annual Meeting.

7th International Meeting of Tonnage Measurement Experts . . . Europe June
UNICEF Committee on Administrative Budget New York June
GATT Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions Geneva July 4-
Development Assistance Group: 2d Meeting Bonn July 5*-
U.N. Economic and Social Council: 30th Session Geneva July 5-
UNESCO/IBE: 23d Conference on Public Education Geneva July 6-
IBE Council: 26th Session Geneva July 9-
Caribbean Commission: 30th Meeting San Juan July 11-
8th International Grsissland Congress Reading, England July 11-
Inter-American Nuclear Energy Commission: 2d Meeting .... Petropolis, Brazil July 11-
U.N. ECOSOC Ministerial-Level Meeting Geneva July 11-
UNESCO Intergovernmental Conference on International Ocean- Denmark July 11-

ographic Ships.
South Pacific Commission: 11th Meeting of South Pacific Research Noumda, New Caledonia . . . July 12-

Council.
Latin American Symposium on Nuclear Energy Petropolis and Brasilia .... July 18-
International Sugar Council: 7th Session London July 18-
GATT Intersessional Committee Geneva July 18-
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics: 12th General Helsinki July 25-

Assembly.
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Calendar of International Conferences and Meetings

—

Continued

Scheduled June 1 Through August 31, 1960— Continued

Inter-American Indian Institute: Governing Board
U,N. ECOSOC Technical Assistance Committee
3d FAO Latin American Meeting on Soils and Fertilizers

U.N. ECE Committee on Agricultural Problems: Working Party on
Standardization of Conditions of Sale for Cereals.

FAO Latin American Forestry Commission: 7th Session
5th Inter-American Conference on Agriculture (to be held jointly

with 6th Regional Conference for Latin America).
2d U.N. Conference on Prevention of Crime and Treatment of

Offenders.
PAHO Directing Council: 12th Meeting
Regional Committee of WHO for the Americas: 12th Meeting . . .

International Union of Crystallography: 5th General Assembly . .

21st International Geological Congress
7th International Congress of Soil Science
5th World Forestry Congress
U.N. Ad Hoc Committee of General Assembly To Consider General

Questions of Transmission of Information.

Mexico, D.F July
Geneva July
Raleigh, N.C Aug. 1-

Geneva Aug. 1-

undetermined Aug. 5-
M6xico, D.F Aug. 8-

London Aug. 8-

Habana Aug. 14-
Habana Aug. 14-
Cambridge, England Aug. 15-
Copenhagen Aug. 15-
Madison, Wis Aug. 15-
Seattle Aug. 29-
New York Aug. 29-

Opportunities for Cooperation

on Behalf of New States

Following is a statement inade on April 14- at

the £9th session of the U.N. Economic and Social

Council hy Christoplier H. Phillips, U.S. Repre-

sentative, during dehate on the item ''^Opportuni-

ties for International Cooperation on Behalf of

Former Trust Tenitories and Newly Independent

States,^'' together with the text of a resolution

adopted iy the Council that day.

STATEMENT BY MR. PHILLIPS

U.S./D.N. press release 3385

Close to 900 million people have found na-

tional independence since 1918, most of them since

the end of the Second World War. The process

which began in the Middle East and in Asia is

now repeating itself at an accelerated rate in

Africa. One of the first official acts of any of

these newly created states is usually to seek ad-

mission to the United Nations. We are happy to

receive Ihem. Once tlie flag of a new state is

raised in front of this great building, its repre-

sentatives add their voices to those demanding
that special attention be given to the economic
and social needs of the less developed countries.

This is only natural. The problems of these

new states are many, but they are also one. The
difficulties, the needs, Xho ills of many of the coun-

tries and the emerging territories are practically

all translated into the same problem of develop-

ment, or, more specifically, of economic develop-

ment. But such simplification of the definition

of the scope of the problem does not simplify the

problem itself.

I shall address myself today specifically to the

situation in Africa, for this is the area which the

General Assembly had primarily in mind when

at its 14th session it approved Resolutions 1414

and 1415 asking the Council and the Secretary-

General to give special consideration to the needs

and aspirations of former trust territories which

had become independent and of otlier newly in-

dependent states.

It is hardly necessary in this forum to point out

the magnitude of the problem of economic devel-

opment in Africa. The real impetus for the de-

velopment of Africa comes out of the yearning of

some 200 million people to shake off the weight

of ignorance and disease and all those other fac-

tors which have prevented them from enjoying

a better life. This surge within 200 million indi-

viduals adds up to a movement of tidal force. It

is the kind of force, I may say, which had a large

part in the building of my own country. It was

the force that sent the early American pioneers

into the wilderness looking through the sternest

of toil for a better life, tlie kind of force wliich

made every American want to improve his lot and

willing to work to do so. My countrymen under-
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stand the African's intense desire to advance not

only politically but also economically and socially,

and my countrymen are anxious to help him in

his quest.

Responsibility To Aid in Development

We recognize and accept the fact that the coun-

tries of Africa newly arrived to statehood will

need both moral support and material help from

the U.N. organizations. Their newly found politi-

cal independence must be buttressed and strength-

ened by sound economic growth and social prog-

ress in assured freedom. Much can and is being

done by the aid efforts of the former administer-

ing powers and by other coimtries, big and small

—

including my own—which for some time liave

known the blessings of freedom and the fuller

life which it makes possible. But, beyond this,

the fact cannot be shirked that the U.N. and its

associated organizations have a special responsi-

bility in aiding the newly emerging states and

that their contribution to the development of these

states may well be of crucial importance. Having

had the privilege, earlier this year, to attend the

second session of the Economic Commission for

Africa,^ I know that our African friends them-

selves look with high hopes to the family of United

Nations organizations for assistance. Indeed, we
have a collective responsibility, for in many cases

the U.N. has had an important share in paving

the way to self-government and to independence.

It is not only up to us to do something, but it is

up to us to do it now. The individual who ye^irns

for a better life for himself and his children is

not likely to be satisfied with the hope of some-

thing for his grandchildren, and it might not take

long for his yearning to change into frustration

and despair. We cannot sit by while an impetus

such as this with its great constructive potential

turns itself into something with an equal potential

for destruction. I am sure there is no one in this

room wlio does not recognize the opportunities

and dangers which we are facing, but we some-

times forget that time slips by even as we talk

about what we must do. Debates and studies take

time, and the interval between debates and studies

usually takes even more time. If we are to meet
the challenge of Africa, as we all feel we must,

the time to act is now.

It is not my purpose to point out here the aid

whicli the United States has provided in Africa

in the past or to underline the proposals for an

increased United States effort in tropical Africa,

which the United States Congress is now con-

sidering.^ Rather, I want to urge a greater inter-

national effort toward the solution of Africa's

problem of development. We will continue our

effoi'ts to provide aid to Africa on a bilateral basis,

and we shall continue to coordinate our programs

with any corresponding multilateral programs in

order that our efforts in this important endeavor

might be working together and in one direction.

But we feel strongly that increased assistance can

and should be made available through the United

Nations.

It is in this context that I want to commend
warmly the note of the Secretary-General on "Op-

portunities for International Co-operation on Be-

half of Former Trust Territories and Other

Newly Independent States" reproduced in docu-

ment E/3338. It is a carefully and judiciously

worked document pregnant with thought and sug-

gestion. The Secretary-General very properly

points to tried and proven programs of the U.N.

which, if properly used, have a real contribution

to make in advancing economic and social prog-

ress in Africa as they have done elsewhere. He
points to the technical assistance programs of the

U.N. financed out of the regular budget. He re-

fers to the Expanded Program of Technical As-

sistance and to the new Special Fund. He points

to OPEX, under which operational, executive, and

administrative personnel can be provided.' I

should like to see added to this enumeration the

program of advisory social welfare services which

may be of special significance in a continent which

requires many adjustments in its social patterns

and institutions to facilitate economic progress

and attain higher levels of living.

All these are programs readymade for action

and designed to meet some of the most urgent

' For a statement made by Mr. Phillips, see Buixetin
of Mar. 28, 1960, p. 502.

' For President Eisenhower's me.ssage to Congress on the

Mutual Security Program for fiscal year 19G1, .see ibid.,

Mar. 7, ]!>60, p. 3G9 ; for a statement hy Assistant Secre-

tary Satterthwaite on the program for Africa, see ihid.,

Apr. 18, 1960, p. 603.

' The OPEX program, which was approved by the Gen-

eral Assembly in 1958 for an experimental 1-year period,

is intended to help requesting governments recruit from

outside their country experienced operational, executive,

and administrative personnel to work as civil servants

on a temporary basis.
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needs of the emerging states. Through these and

related acti\aties of the U.N. and its associated

organizations, studies and surveys can be initiated

which will give the new leaders of Africa and all

of us a better understanding of their problems and

define tlie most urgent needs and the most promis-

ing opportunities for assistance. They are pro-

grams which can assist these countries in the de-

velopment of constructive programs in the eco-

nomic and social field. They provide for a trans-

fer of technical knowledge and experience and

tlie adjustment of such knowledge and experience

to local conditions. They provide for the employ-

ment of experts and the training of local person-

nel at all levels. Of special importance, they offer

facilities for improvements in administration and

the provision of trained administrative personnel.

All these are basic needs which have to be met
in order to attract and make possible the most
effective use of sorely needed capital, whether

from private sources, from individual govern-

ments, groups of governments, or through such

multilateral organizations as the IBKD [Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment], IFC [International Finance Corporation],

and IDA [International Development Associa-

tion]. In one word, we do not need to cast around
for new programs or institutions—we already
have the necessary mechanisms to offer effective

multilateral aid. What is needed is a strengthen-

ing of these programs, a concentration of efforts,

and additional money to put these programs to

work on the required scale.

Need for Additional Funds

This raises a fundamental point on which there
must not remain any equivocation or doubt. It is

this
: We cannot and must not strip tlie programs

going on in other parts of the world to build up
the programs in Africa. We know that in recent

years some of the assistance given to countries in

Asia and the Far East, in the Middle East, and in

Latin America had to be curtailed in order to

make available a minimum of assistance to Africa.

I have no hesitation in saying that tliis is an
intolerable situation.

Wliat is required now is additional funds. My
delegation feels tiiat a special effort should be
made to have governments increase their pledges
at the next pledging conference in the fall in order
that there might bo a substantial increase in the
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operations in Africa of the Expanded Program

and the Special Fund, while at the same time fully

maintaining or even increasing the assistance

given to other less developed countries. It is not

too much to hope that the present figure of about

$72 million jjledged to those two programs for

1960 might be increased to $100 million for 1961,

the figure contemplated by the General Assembly

in 1957 when it set up the Special Fund. That
increase would allow an orderly expansion of the

major technical assistance programs of the U.N.
and its related organizations to permit an effective

attack on the most pressing needs of the newly
emerging states of Africa without neglecting the

needs of other less developed parts of the world,

which we fully realize are also pressing. It would
be a clear indication to the countries newly arriv-

ing at statehood of the concern for their welfare

existing in other countries, particularly within the

organization of the U.N., to which they all look

for comfort and guidance as well as constructive

assistance.

Beyond this the time has come to contemplate

possible increases in the funds available under the

regular budgets of the U.N. and the specialized j

agencies. As far as the U.N. goes—and this is our
own most immediate responsibility—even rela-

tively small increases in the funds available for

the regular technical assistance programs and to

OPEX could go a long way in providing needed

additional assistance in the economic and social

development of Africa.

I am not prepared at this stage to suggest in

terms of specific figures the extent to which the

regular progi-ams of the U.N. as enumerated might

need additional funds. This is a matter of further

study which we hope the Secretary-General will

undertake prior to the smnmer session of the

Council. I repeat, however, that any increases

should be adequate to develop effective programs

in Africa while at the same time continuing, if

necessary at an accelerated rate, assistance to other

less developed parts of the world.

Mr. President, my delegation, in cooperation

with the delegation of Sudan, which has become

the voice of Africa in this Council, and with the

cosponsorship of the delegations of Denmark,

Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, has submitted

a resolution which is now before the Council. This

resolution follows closely the argiunents and sug-

gestions which I have just advanced. It requires
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little additional explanation. In its operating

part it gives recognition to the special needs of

t Ive newly emerging states of Africa and elsewhere

and calls for effective assistance within the frame-

work of existing programs of the U.N. and the

si)ecialized agencies. It then specifies the several

existing programs and available machinery which

can and should be used in providing such assist-

ance. It asks the Secretary-General to undertake

a more specific examination of these opportunities

for international cooperation on behalf of former

trust territories and other newly independent

states, including an examination of the extent to

which additional funds might be required. The
Secretary-General is requested to prepare his re-

port, to be submitted to the 30tli session of the

Council, in consultation with the governments of

countries which were formerly under trusteeship

and which have become independent; with the

executive heads of the specialized agencies, which

have a great role to play, I am sure, in the devel-

opment of adequate assistance; and with such

other international governmental and nongovern-

mental organizations as may be competent to make

a contribution to his study.

Without any waste of unnecessary words the

resolution addresses itself squarely and without

equivocation to problems on which we shall have

to reach clear-cut decisions, first at the next ses-

sion of the Council this summer and later in the

General Assembly tliis fall. I trust that on the

basis of the Secretary-General's report this Coun-

cil will be able to elaborate next July a set of

precise recommendations which should enable the

General Assembly to act promptly so as to permit

technical and related assistance on a scale com-

mensurate with needs.

Mr. President, I trust that all the nations of

this great family of nations, and particularly those

represented on this Coimcil, will join wholeheart-

edly in this efTort to make sure that those new
countries that look to us for sympathy, for en-

couragement, and for help shall receive more than

words in return.

TEXT OF RESOLUTION

«

The Economic and Social Council,

Having considered General Assembly resolution 1414

(XIV) of 5 December 1959 calling for a study of oppor-

' U.N. doc. E/RBS/752 (XXIX) ; adopted unanimously

on Apr. 14.

tunitiea for international co-operation on bt-lialf of tlie

former Trust Territories whieb have become independent,

together with Assembly resolution 141.") (Xl\') of 5 De-

cember 1!);")!) regarding assistance to territories emerging

from a trust status and to newly indeiiendent States,

Recognizing that there Is an urgent need for interna-

tional assistance to strengthen the newly-found independ-

ence of these countries by sound economic growth and

social progress,

Noting the desire of the Economic Commission for

Africa, as expressed in its resolution 10 (II) of 5 Febru-

ary 19G0, to co-operate with the Secretary-General and

the Economic and Social Council in this matter, in view

of its terms of reference and of the advantages inherent

in the fact that it is situated in the African continent,

Having considered the note by the Secretary-General

entitled "Opportunities for international co-operation on

behalf of former Trust Territories and other newly inde-

pendent States",

1. Takes note tpith appreciation of the Secretary-Gen-

eral's observations which form a valuable basis for

further consideration of the problem
;

2. Believes that special efforts need to be made in sup-

port of the newly emerging States of Africa and elsewhere

to provide without delay effective assistance within the

framework of existing jjrogrammes of the United Nations

and through the specialized agencies

;

S. Expresses the hope, in accordance with General As-

sembly resolutions 1382 (XIV), paragraph ,5, and 1383 A
(XIV), paragraph 5(b), of 20 November 1959, that addi-

tional funds will be made available to the Expanded

Programme of Technical Assistance and the Special Fund
in 1961 and following years to permit a substantial in-

crease in the activities of these programmes in Africa,

at the request of former Trust Territories and other

newly independent States, while fully maintaining, or in-

creasing, assistance given to other regions under these

programmes

;

4. Requests the Secretary-General, bearing in mind ex-

isting bilateral and multilateral aid programmes, to pre-

sent to the Council at its thirtieth session a report based

on a further and more specific examination of the oppor-

tunities for international co-operation on behalf of former

Trust Territories and other newly independent States,

including opportunities offered

:

(o) Under the regular assistance programmes, specifi-

cally those established by General Assembly resolutions

200 ( III ) of 4 December 1948 concerning technical assist-

ance for economic development, 723 (VIII) of 23 October

1953 concerning technical assistance in public adminis-

tration and 12.56 (XIII) of 14 November 1958 concern-

ing operational, executive and administrative personnel,

and having regard to the possible need for the provision

of additional funds in the United Nations regular budget

for these purposes

;

(6) Under General Assembly resolution 418 (V) of 1

December 19.50 regarding advisory social welfare services

;

5. Further requests the Secretary-General, in prepar-

ing the above-mentioned report, to consult the Govern-

ments of countries which were formerly under trustee-

ship and which have become independent, as suggested
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in General Assembly resolution 1414 (XIV) ; the execu-

tive heads of the specialized agencies as contemplated

under Assembly resolution 1415 (XIV) and as he has

indicated at the twenty-ninth session of the Council ; and,

as appropriate, such other international governmental and

non-governmental organizations as may be competent to

make a contribution to the study

;

6. Decides to consider the report of the Secretary-Gen-

eral at its thirtieth session with a view to further action

and the submission of its report to the General Assembly

at its fifteenth session.

GATT Contracting Parties

Convene at Geneva

The Department of State announced on May 15

(press release 263 dated May 13) that problems

of major importance for the future development

of international trade will confront the 42 coun-

tries that participate in the work of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) when

they convene at Geneva on May 16 for their 16th

session. Among the more important subjects to

be dealt with at the session will be the elimination

of quantitative restrictions on imports, the Euro-

pean Free Trade Association, the Latin American

Free Trade Association, the avoidance of market

disruption caused by sharp increases in imports

of particular commodities, and the trade problems

of less developed countries.

Charles W. Adair, Jr., Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary of State for Economic Affairs, will be

chairman of the U.S. delegation to the session.

Walter A. Edwards, Deputy Assistant Secretary

of Commerce for Domestic Affairs, will serve as

vice chairman, and Alfred Eeifman, Assistant

Chief of the Commercial Policy and Treaties

Division, Department of State, as assistant

chairman.'

Tlie GATT, as the basic instrument regulating

commercial relations between the United States

and the principal trading nations of the free

world, is the cornerstone of U.S. commercial pol-

icy. Its provisions are designed to x-educe

governmental interference with the flow of inter-

national trade. The Contracting Parties to the

GATT account for more than 80 percent of

international trade.

During the 16th session the convention of the

European Free Trade Association (EFTA),

which has recently been ratified by Austria, Den-

mark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland,

and the United Kingdom, will be examined by

the Contracting Parties. The U.S. Government,

together with other contracting parties, will con-

sider the convention in the light of relevant pro-

visions of the GATT and seek to assure that the

convention will be administered in a liberal man-

ner which guarantees equitable treatment to the

trade of countries outside the Association.

Another regional market arrangement, the

Latin American Free Trade Association, will also

be on the agenda for the session. The arrange-

ment was provided for in the treaty of Monte-

video, signed February 18, 1960, by representa-

tives of four countries which participate in GATT
(Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Uruguay) and three

which do not (Argentina, Mexico, and Paraguay).

It is expected that the Contracting Parties will

hear a preliminary explanation of the Montevideo

treaty by the signatory countries and that indi-

vidual countries will indicate their general reac-

tions to the various aspects of the treaty.

Acting on a suggestion of Under Secretary Dil-

lon, the Contracting Parties decided at their last

session, held at Tokyo in November 1959, to study

the problem of market disruptions caused by sharp

increases of imports over a brief period of time

and in a narrow range of commodities.^ Mr. Dil-

lon pointed out that the problem is to find the

means to ameliorate the adverse effects of an

abrupt invasion of established markets while con-

tinuing to provide steadily enlarged opportunities

for trade. This problem will be considered at the

16th session with the help of a factual report which

has been prepared on the subject, including a sur-

vey of import restrictions which various countries

maintain in order to prevent market disruption.

The GATT Committee on Balance of Payments

Restrictions holds several series of consultations

each year with those countries which still main-

tain import restrictions to safeguard their mone-

tary reserves. In these consultations, required by

the provisions of the GATT, the Contracting Par-

ties examine quantitative import restrictions still

' For a list of other members of the U.S. delegation,

see press release 263.

' For Mr. Dillon's statement and text of a communique

issued at the conclusion of the 15th session, see Bulletin

of Xov. IG, 1059, p. 703 ; for a report on the 15th session

see ibid., Dec. 7, 1959, p. 843.
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ill force, their effects, and the prospects for their

removal or reduction. The Connnitteo has been

an important influence leading to the reduction of

((uantitative import restrictions, particidarly those

discriminating against U.S. exports. Consulta-

tions are being held before and during the 16th

session with Austria, Brazil, Greece, India, South
Africa, and Uruguaj'.

The Contracting Parties will review the reports

of the committees wliich have been studying ways

to (1) expand international trade in agricultural

commodities and (2) assist the exports of less

developed countries. In addition the session will

deal witli a variety of trade issues, including im-

port restrictions maintained by Italy, Germany,

and Belgium ; developments within the European

Economic Community ; reports prepared by panels

of experts regarding restrictive business practices,

subsidies, state-trading enterprises, antidumping

and countervailing duties, and facilities for the

temporary admission of pi'ofessional equipment

:\nd packing materials; means for improving the

handling of GATT business between the semi-

annual sessions; and a number of other matters

in the field of international trade.

IBRD Issues Financial Statement

for Period Ending March 31

Tlie International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development reported on May 5 that its reserves

had risen by $64.7 million in the first 9 months

of the current fiscal year to a total of $484.6

million.

The additions to reserves in the 9-month period

ending March 31, 1960, are made up of net earn-

ings of $44.7 million which were placed in the

supplemental reserve against losses on loans and

guarantees and loan conamissions of $20 million

which were credited to the special reserve. On
March 31 the supplemental reserve totaled $326.7

million and the special reserve was $157.9 million.

Gross income, exclusive of loan commissions,

was $110.2 million. Expenses totaled $65.5 mil-

lion and included $56.7 million for interest on

the Bank's funded debt, bond issuance, and other

financial expenses.

During the period the Bank made 22 loans total-

ing $554.7 million—in Algeria and Sahara,

Avistria, Belgian Congo (3 loans), Chile, Colom-

bia, India (2 loans), Iran (2 loans), Italy, Japan

(3 loans), Mauritania, Norway, Pakistan (3

loans), the United Arab Republic, and Uruguay.

This brought the total number of loans to 256 in

52 comitries and raised the gross total of commit-

ments to $5,076.6 million.

Disbursements on loans were $353.9 million,

making total disbursements $3,731.3 million on

March 31.

The Bank sold or agreed to sell the equivalent

of $142.8 million principal amounts of loans. At
March 31 the total amount of such sales was $711.3

million, of which all except $69 million was with-

out the Bank's guarantee.

Repayments of principal received by the Bank
amounted to $55.5 million. Total principal repay-

ments amounted to $620 million on March 31

;

this included $319.7 million repaid to the Bank

and $300.3 million to the purchasers of borrowers'

obligations sold by the Bank.

The outstanding funded debt of the Bank
amounted to $2,066.5 million on March 31, 1960,

reflecting a net increase of $161.3 million over the

past 9 months. In this period new bond issues

and private placements of Bank obligations

amounted to the equivalent of $349.4 million.

These consisted of three public issues : a U.S. dol-

lar bond issue in the amoimt of $125 million, of

which $27.6 million is subject to delayed delivery,

a sterling stock issue in the amount of £10 million

($28 million) , and a Swiss franc bond issue in the

amount of Sw Fr 60 million ($13.9 million) ; and

five private placements of obligations totaling the

equivalent of $182.5 million, including DM200
million ($47.6 million) of deutsche mark notes

which had not been drawn down by March 31.

Outstanding debt was increased a further $28.1

million as a result of the delivery of $15.4 million

of bonds which had been subject to delayed deliv-

ery arrangements and through the drawing down

of an additional $12.7 million equivalent from the

deutsche mark note of 1958. Funded debt matur-

ing amounted to $125.8 million, and sinking and

purchase fund transactions amomited to $15.2

million.

Pursuant to the increase in the Bank's author-

ized capital from $10 billion to $21 billion on Sep-

tember 15, 1959, the subscribed capital had been

increased to $18,931.2 million by March 31, 1960.
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United States Delegations

to International Conferences

International Cotton Advisory Committee

The Department of State announced on May 20

(press release 276) tlie designation of Thomas C.

Mann, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic

Affairs, as chairman of the U.S. delegation to the

19th plenary meeting of the International Cotton

Advisory Committee, which will convene at Mex-

ico, D.F., May 23. The Department also an-

nounced that F. Marion Rhodes, Director, Cotton

Division, Commodity Stabilization Service, De-

partment of Agriculture, will serve as vice

chairman.

Other members of the delegation include

:

Delegate

Edwin Dean White, Associate Director, Office of Food and

Agriculture, International Cooperation Administration

Alternate Delegates

Edelen Fogarty, Commodities Division, Office of Inter-

national Resources, Department of State

George A. Sallee, secretary of delegation, Bureau of

Foreign Commerce, Department of Commerce
Robert C. Sherman, Director, Cotton Division, Foreign

Agricultural Service, Department of Agriculture

Oovernment Advisers

Thomas R. McMuUen, Business and Defense Services Ad-
ministration, Department of Commerce

Burl Stugard, Agricultural Attach^, American Embassy,
Mexico, D.F.

Rodney Whitaker, Deputy Director, Cotton Division, Ag-

ricultural Marketing Service, Department of Agri-

culture

Industry Advisers

George C. Cortright, George C. Cortright Co., Rolling

Fork, Miss.

Read r. Dunn, Jr., Director of Foreign Trade, National
Cotton Council of America, Washington, D.C.

Harris O. Jackson, American Cotton Shippers Association,

Hillsboro, Tex.

Donald J. May, American Cotton Manufacturers Insti-

tute, Inc., Washington, D.C.

The International Cotton Advisory Committee
was established at "Washington in 1939 in accord-

ance with a resolution of an international cotton

meeting of 12 principal cotton-exporting coim-

tries. Its task is to observe developments in the

world cotton situation and to suggest, when ad-

visable, to member governments any measures

considered suitable and practicable for the fur-

therance of iut<'rnational collaboration.

TREATY INFORMATION

United States and Nepal Sign

Investment Guaranty Agreement

The United States and Nepal signed an invest-

ment guaranty agreement at Washington on May
17. Following are a Department announcement

and texts of remarks exchanged at the signing

ceremony hy Acting Secretary of State Douglas

Dillon and Gen. Subarna S. J. B. Rana, Deputy

Prime Minister of Nepal and Minister of Finance,

Planning, and Development.

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

Press release 270 dated May 17

The U.S. Government investment guaranty pro-

gram, which is designed to encourage new private

U.S. investment in newly developing countries,

was extended to the Kingdom of Nepal on May 17.

The program was extended to Nepal by a formal

exchange of notes between Acting Secretary Dillon

and Gen. Subarna S. J. B. Rana, Deputy Prime

Minister of Nepal and Minister of Finance, Plan-

ning, and Development, in a ceremony in the dip-

lomatic reception room of the Department of

State.

Under the investment guaranty program, which

is administered by the International Cooperation

Administration as part of the Mutual Security

Program, the United States will now offer three

types of gaiaranties for investment of private U.S.

capital in Nepal. These are: (1) guaranty that

capital and local currency receipts from such in-

vestments will remain convertible into dollars, (2)

guaranty against losses from expropriation, and

(3) guaranty agauist losses due to war damage.

The U.S. Government guaranties will be avail-

able for new U.S. investments of capital goods,

services, patents, and loans which are approved

for purposes of ICA guaranty by the Government

of Nepal. For tliis insurance the U.S. investor

will pay a premium of one-half of 1 percent per

year for each of the three types.

With the addition of Nepal the U.S. investment

guaranty jn-ogram is now available for new pri-
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vate invesdneiits of U.S. capital in -34 countries.

Tlie investment guaranty program is limited by

law to investments in underdeveloped countries

and areas.

As of March 31, 1960, a total of $498 million in

ICA guaranties had been issued for investments in

countries already participating in the program,

and applications pending in ICA exceed $1 billion

at the present time.

Inquiries and applications for ICA guaranties

should be addressed to the Investment Guaranties

Staff, International Cooperation Administration,

Washington 25, D.C.

EXCHANGE OF REMARKS

Press release 272 dated May 17

Acting Secretary Dillon

I am very glad to have participated in this sign-

ing of the investment guaranty agreement between

the United States and Nepal. This is another step

in the economic cooperation between our two coim-

tries, and I hope and am sure that it will be help-

ful in the further development of Nepal. It indi-

cjxtes the interest of your Government in the pro-

j motion of private investment, and by this and

L' through this agreement the United States Govern-

ment will be able to extend guaranties against in-

convertibility, against expropriation, and against

war damage to private investments that take place

in Nepal.

This is part of a large program. We have such

guaranty agreements now with 34 countries, and

they have been successful. And we hope that tliis

as in other cases will help to promote the economic

development and prosperity of Nepal.

General Subarna

I am indeed very happy to sign this investment

guaranty agreement with the Government of the

United States of America on behalf of His

Majesty's Government of Nepal. The guaranties

which tlus agreement gives to private American

investors will, we hope, help us in attracting pri-

vate investment in Nepal to a great extent. We
feel certain that the industrial climate in our coun-

try is one that welcomes private investors and that

the specific investment opportunities in the coun-

try are many.

We recognize that pi-ivate enterprise has to play

a major role in our economic development. Witli

increasing assistance from your Government and
the growing interest of the private investors of

this great country I am confident our rate of eco-

nomic progress will be accelerated.

I take pleasure in saying that economic coopera-

tion between our two countries has been steadily

growing. With your Government's assistance we
have been able to carry out many of our develop-

ment programs which have contributed in a sub-

stantial measure to the welfare of our people.

We deeply appreciate the help we have received

from your Government, and are grateful for it..

The agreement just signed is an important step

which I do hope will prove very helpful in tlie eco-

nomic development of our country. I should like

to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Dillon and
the United States Government for helping us in

attracting private United States investment to our

country.

United States and Mexico

Conclude Air Talks

Press release 268 dated May 16

The conversations between the Governments of

the United States of Mexico and the United States

of America, which began on April 26 for the pur-

pose of studying the air transport situation be-

tween the two countries, were concluded on May
13, 1960. A full exchange of views took place re-

garding the terms of an agreement governing air

transport services to be provided between the two

countries subsequent to the expiration on June 30,

1960, of the existing provisional arrangement.^

Both delegations offered concrete proposals

aimed at a further expansion of the extensive net-

work of air services between the United States and

Mexico in view of the geographical position of

the two countries and of their cultural and com-

mercial ties. Having completed a detailed exam-

ination of various proposals, both delegations

agreed to consult their respective Governments to

review the progress made during the discussions

and obtain further instructions.

'Treaties and Other International Acts Series 3776,

4099, and 4269.
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Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

ographic research stations in the Bahama Islands
(TIAS 3927). Effected by exchange of notes at Wash-
ington May 12, 1960. Entered into force May 12, 1960.

Trade and Commerce
Declaration on the provisional accession of Tunisia to the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Done at

Tokyo November 12, 1959. Effective between Tunisia

and any contracting party on 30th day following ac-

ceptance, by signature or otherwise, on behalf of Tu-
nisia and of that contracting party. Enters into force

for the United States June 15, 1960.

Signatures: Finland, November 20, 1959; Norway, Jan-

uary 20, 1960; Sweden, February 9, 1960; Israel,

February 29, 1960; Belgium' and France, March 9,

1960; India, March 17, 1960; Austria,' March 21,

1960 ; Tunisia, April 21, 1960 ; United States, May 16,

1960.

Declaration on relations between contracting parties to

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the
Government of the Polish Peoi)le's Republic. Done at

Tokyo November 9, 1959. Enters into force when it

has been accepted, by signature or otherwise, by Po-
land and by two-thirds of the contracting parties.

Signatures: Poland, November 9, 1959; France, Novem-
ber 18, 1959; Finland, November 20, 1959; Norway,
January 20, 1960; Sweden, February 9, 1960; Italy,

February 11, 1960; Belgium' and Israel, February
29, 1960; India, March 17, 1960; United States, May
16, 1960.

BILATERAL

Greece

Agreement approving the procedures for the reciprocal
filing of classified patent applications. Effected by ex-
change of notes at Athens April 26, 1960. Entered into
force April 26, 1960.

Iceland

Agreement amending the agricultural commodities agree-
ment of March 3, 1959, as supplemented (TIAS 4185
and 4344). Effected by exchange of notes at Reykjavik
May 10, 1960. Entered into force May 10, 1960.

Muscat, Oman, and Dependencies
Treaty of amity, economic relations, and consular rights.

Signed at Salalah December 20, 1958.
Ratifications exchanged: May 11, 1960.
Enters into force: June 11, 1960.

Treaty of amity and commerce. Signed at Muscat Sep-
tember 21, 1833. Entered into force June 30, 1834. 8
Stat. 458.

Terminates: June 11, 1960 (replaced by treaty signed
at Salalah December 20, 1958, supra).

Nepal

Agreement relating to investment guaranties authorized
by section 413(b)(4) of the Mutual Security Act of
19.54, as amended (68 Stat. 847; 22 U.S.C. 1933). Ef-
fecte<l by exchange of notes at Washington May 17,
1960. Entered into force May 17, 1960.

United Kingdom
Agreement regarding the application of the agreement of
November 27, 1956, for the establislimeut of an ocean-
ographic research station in the Turks and Caicos Is-
lands (TIAS .3690). Effecteil l)y exchange of notes at
Washington May 12, 1960. Entered into force May 12.
1960.

Agreement regarding the application of the agreement of
November 1, 1957, for the establishment of ocean-

' Subject to ratification.

PUBLICATIONS

Recent Releases

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. Address
requests direct to the Superintendent of Documents, ex-

cept in the case of free publications, which may fie

obtained from the Department of State.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. TIAS 4385.

9 pp. lOt".

Declaration on relations between contracting parties to

agreement of October 30, 1947, and Yugoslavia. Done at
Geneva May 25, 1959. Entered into force with respect to

the United States of America November 19, 1959.

Status of United States Forces in Lebanon. TIAS 4387.

3 pp. 50.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Lebanon. Exchange of notes—Dated at Beirut July 31
and August 6, 1958. Entered into force August 6, 1958.

Background of Heads of Government Conference, 1960.

Principal Documents, 1955-1959 (With Narrative Sum-
mary).

Pub. 6972. International Organization and Conference
Series 10. xxxix, 478 pp. $1.25.

This volume contains documents covering the principal
developments leading to the May 1960 Paris Conference,
with a narrative summary referring to the meetings held
during World War II and reviewing briefly the relations

between the Soviet Union and the Western Powers in the
early postwar years.

Check List of Department of State

Press Releases: May 16-22

I'ress releases may be obtained from the OflSce of

News, Department of State, Washington 25, D.C.
Releases issued prior to May 16 which appear in

this issue of the Bulletin are Nos. 244 and 246 of

May 5, 248 of May 6, and 263 and 264 of May 13.

Subject

Aviation talks with Mexico.

Mann : statement on 1954 convention
on oil pollution of seas.

Investment guaranty agreement with
Nepal.

Eisenhower : statement, Paris meeting.

Dillon, Rana: U.S.-Nepal investment
guaranty agreement.

Yugoslav decision on 1948 claims agree-

ment.

NATO communique.
Dillon : Japan-America Society.

Delegation to International Cotton Ad-
visory Committee (rewrite).

tllold for a later issue of the Bulletin.

No.
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Secretary Herter Reports to Foreign Relations Committee
On Events at Paris

Statement hy Secretary Herter ^

I. THE GENESIS OF THE SUMMIT

A. The Threat to Berlin

In order to understand what happened in Paris

we need to look back over the preceding 18 months.

In November 1958 tlie U.S.S.R. began a new

strategy directed toward altering the situation in

Berlin and East Germany in its favor.^ If the

Western Powers refused to give up their present

position in Berlin and make West Berlin a so-

called "free city," the Soviet Union stated its in-

tention to proceed unilaterally at the end of 6

months, turning over full sovereignty to the so-

called German Democratic Republic and thereby

confronting the Allies with the alteniative of ca-

pitulation or resort to force which would be met

b}' Communist force. Though the strategy as it

imfolded proved to Ije more flexible than its orig-

inal statement, it is still the official policy of the

U.S.S.R. Its force lies in the Soviet ability to

threaten Berlin, where we are morally committed

but physically exposed.

The Western Powers, of course, promptly re-

jected the Soviet proposal and reaffirmed their de-

termination to stand by Berlin.

In the months that followed, while the U.S.S.R.

elaborated and pressed its strategy, tlie Western

Powers concerted their plans to meet it. They
souglit to engage the U.S.S.R. in negotiation,

thereby clarifying its intentions and either attain-

' Made before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

on May 27 (press release 284).
' For texts of a Soviet note of Nov. 27, 19.58, and a

U.S. reply, see Bulletin of Jan. 19, 19159, p. 79.
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ing solutions acceptable to the West or, as a mini-

mum, convincing it that unilateral action against

Berlin would not be sound.

B. Engaging the U.S.S.R. in Negotiation

It was by no means a foregone conclusion that

the U.S.S.R. would negotiate on an acceptable

basis. In January 1959 the U.S.S.R. proposed a

conference to adopt a peace treaty with the two

parts of an indefinitely divided Germany. The
Western Powers continued to maintain that a

peace treaty could be negotiated and signed only

with a united Germany, hence that the reunifica-

tion of Germany must be settled first. They also

maintained that the only proper solution for Ber-

lin lay in its becoming the capital of a unified

Germany, and therefore they were unwilling to

discuss Berlin as an isolated issue.' But the

U.S.S.R. had held for some time that reunification

was solely the business of the Germans and there-

fore refused to discuss it.

The West persisted during February and March
in its efforts to get the Russians talking somehow.

It proposed a meeting of foreign ministers, with

the prospect of a possible summit meeting when
due preparations had been made. The U.S.S.R.

had repeatedly indicated a desire for one since

1956. Finally a compromise agenda, which did

not prejudice the substantive views of either side,

was adopted for a foreign ministers meeting, and

' For an exchange of notes between the United States

and the Soviet Union, together with the text of the

XI.S.S.R.'s proposed treaty with Germany, see ibid.. Mar.

9, 1959, p. 333.
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a date was set in May, shortly before the expira-

tion of the original Soviet deadline for meeting

their arbitrary demands on Berlin.^

C. Foreign Ministers' Deadlock

During the intensive preparations for the meet-

ing the AVestern Powers developed a new version

of their basic position regarding Germany, which

was submitted at Geneva as the "Western peace

plan.= It consisted in approaching the unification

of Germany through a series of stages, thereby

offering the U.S.S.R. a chance to adjust its posi-

tion gradually to the eventual loss of its hold on

East Germany which free elections would pre-

sumably bring. The plan showed flexibility and

imagination; it appealed to world opinion; but

its rejection by the U.S.S.E. was nonetheless flat.

The U.S.S.R. stuck adamantly to its previously

announced proposals for a peace treaty with a

divided Germany. Thus the basic positions re-

mained totally unreconciled.

Finding no progress possible on Germany, the

Western Powei-s and the U.S.S.R. explored the

possibility of an interim agreement on Berlm

which, without contemplating a basic solution of

Berlin as a separate issue, would do something

to mitigate difficulties which the U.S.S.R. pro-

fessed to find there. Though some progress was

made in this direction, the U.S.S.R. insisted on

language which would have implied the eventual

erosion of the Western position in Berlin. Ac-

cordingly, despite the labor of 3 months with

only one short adjournment, the foreign ministers

meeting ended in deadlock.

D. High-Level Trips

The failure of the foreign ministers meeting did

not result in a war crisis, however, because a par-

allel train of events had meanwhile brought hope

in a different direction. We took the opportunity

of Mikoyan's visit to the Soviet Embassy here in

January " (o arrange informal exchanges of views

' For background on the foreign ministers meeting at

Geneva, May 11-Aug. 5, 1959, see ibid., Apr. 13, 19.')9, p.

.TOT; .Tunc 1, lira), p. TT.T; .Tune S, 1959, p. 819; June 15,

1959, p. 8.59; .Tiuie 29, 19.59, p. 943 ; .July 6, 19.59, p. 3 ; Aug.

3, 19.59, p. 147 ; Aug. 10, 19.59, p. 191 ; and Aug. 24, 1959,

p. 265.

° For text, see ihid., .Tune 1, 19.59, p. 779.

• Anastas I. Mil<oyan, Soviet First Deputy Premier, was
in the United States on an unnfTioial visit .Tan. 4-20,

1059.

between the Soviet leader and top U.S. officials.

This was followed in June and July by further

visits and exchanges, of [Frol R.] Kozlov to this

country and the Vice President to the U.S.S.R.

The fact that these visits took place without public

incident and made possible somewhat more realis-

tic communication than usual with the Soviet

leadership seemed to offer a possibility—only a

possibility, of course—that means of avoiding war

and eventually getting Soviet-Western relations

mto somewhat less dangerous shape might be

found by developing these informal contacts.

Accordingly the President decided to go ahead

with a move which he and his advisers had long

had in mind when the time seemed right. He
invited Chairman Khrushchev to visit this coun-

try, and the visit was annoimced before the for-

eign ministers ended their Geneva meeting.

During that visit no progress was made, or in-

deed expected, on resolving outstanding problems,

but a somewhat greater degree of mutual under-

standing was seemingly attained, particularly on

the need to settle international questions by peace-

ful means rather than by force.^ There was also

a suspension, later publicly acknowledged, of

whatever was left of the Soviet ultimatum on

Berlin.

E. Preparation for the Summit

After the Khrushchev visit it was judged

feasible and desirable by the Western Powers to

move toward renewed discussion, this time at the

sununit. Some flicker of liope for progress on

Berlin had appeared at Camp David, whereas

Geneva had ended in deadlock. During his

American visit Khrushchev had also evinced an

interest in the equally vital field of disarmament,

and even though disarmament talks were to start

in the Connnittee of Ten at Geneva, it was felt that

Khrushchev might reserve his constructive moves,

if any, for the summit.

Accordingly, after due consultations among the

Western Heads of Government, an invitation to a

summit was sent to Klirushchev and accepted by

him, and after some difficulty over earlier dates,

the time was finally set for May IG.* This move

found broad support in Western public opinion.

' For text of a communique on the tnllis between Presi-

dent Eisenhower and Mr. IChrushchev at Camp David,

Md., see Bulletin of Oct. 12, 1959, p. 499.

' Ihid., Jan. 18, 1960, p. 77.
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There ensiiod an iiifensivo and protracted series

of preparations on the "Western side, involving

repeated meetinj^ not only of the foreign ministers

and of NATO but even of the Heads of Govern-

ment. AVitliiu our own CTOverniuent we also

studied most carefully the possibilities of making
progress not only on Berlin and Germany but most

particularlj- in disarmament, as well as other as-

pects of general Soviet-Western relations.

At the December meeting of Western Heads of

Goveriuiient " a consensus emerged that the May
summit might be only one of a series of such meet-

ings and that it would be largely exploratory.

Some modest progress was hoped for, but no

major solutions on anj' front. But if a begin-

ning coidd !)e made, the series of talks, possibly

in a gradually improving atmosphere over the

years, might do substantially more.

F. Summit Prospects Dimmed

In the first weeks after the Khrushchev Amer-
ican visit there was a general improvement of

atmosphere and people began talking, partly in

hojie, partly in some confusion, about detente.

There were comparatively conciliatory speeches on

each side ; there was progress in the test-ban talk?

at Geneva ; a new Soviet-U.S. cultural agreement
was signed November 21 ;

^° and on December 1 the

U.S., the U.S.S.R., and other powers signed the

Antarctic treaty."

But clouds began to gather even then. One of

the earliest signs was the strong Soviet protest on

November 11 against West German plans to build

a broadcasting station in West Berlin." Another

was the Khrushcliev speech on November 14,

which was harder in tone, boasted again of Soviet

missile prowess, and began a concentrated attack

on [Chancellor Konrad] Adenauer and the Ger-

man Federal Eepublic which later increased and

seemed to be a central feature of Soviet presummit

tactics. The reason for this attack is still a matter

for speculation. Perhaps they thought it would

undermine the Western position on Berlin by

helping to divide the Western allies. It had no

* Ibid.. .Tan. 11, 1000, p. 43.

" For background and text of agreement, see ihiil., Dec.

7, l!).-n. p. S4S. and Dec. 28, 19.50. p. 951.

" For back^rround and texts of final act and treaty, see

md., Dec\ 31, 19.-)9, p. 911.

" For text of Soviet note and U.S. reply, see ibid., Jan.

4, 1960. p. 7.

such elTcf't, of course, but naturally rallied us to

sjjeak out in defense of our German ally.

Khrushchev as early as December 1 also began

repeating his threats to sign a separate peace

treaty with East Germany. He repeated these

threats in his speech to the Supremo Soviet on
January 1-1 and in his remarks during his visit to

Indonesia and other countries in January. On
February 4 the Warsaw Pact powers issued the

first formal bloc-wide commitment to sign a

separate G.D.R. peace treaty. Thus Khrushchev's

threatening Baku speech of April 2.'5, though it

was the most sweeping since February 1959, was

only a harsher version of what he had been saying

for months before. I shall make full documenta-

tion on his speeches available to the committee.

Not until April did we reply at length to this

mounting crescendo of Soviet statements. We did

so in order to keep the record straight—notably in

the speeches of April 4 ^^ and 20," which Khru-

shchev attacked for starting arguments that he in

fact had begun.

The unity of the four Western Powers on Ber-

lin, meanwhile, presumably signaled to the

U.S.S.R. that prospects for eroding the Western

position or obtaining Soviet terms on Berlin re-

mained slight. President de Gaulle and other

leaders were quite firm in discouraging expecta-

tions on this front. The NATO Council in

Istanbul May 2-4 also reafHrmed the Western

position on German reimification and regretted

Soviet refusal to discuss specific practical meas-

ures of disarmament.^^ Thus, as the summit drew

near, the prospects for important agreement

seemed slender so long as the U.S.S.R. re-

mained committed to driving the Western Powers

out of Berlin and to discussing disarmament in

terms of general principles rather than concrete

steps.

The Western outlook consistently remained,

however, that the summit would be worth while.

It would afl'oi'd an opportunity for an exchange

of views which would clarify each side's position;

it might contributB to some reduction of tensions

over Berlin and nairow some of our differences

" For text of an address by Secretary Herter, see ibid.,

Apr. 2r>. 1960, p. 0.S5.

" For text of an addre-s-s by Under Secretary Dillon, see

ihid.. May 9, 1960, p. 723.

" For text of conitnunlque, see ihid.. May 23, 1960, p. 840.
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on disarmament. It could be at least a small first

step in a long process of improving Soviet-

Westeni relations.

II. THE U-2 INCIDENT

On iVIay 1 occurred the mifortmiate failure of

an intelligence mission. The U.S.S.E. at once

seized on it to complicate the approach to the

summit. "With regard to the role of the U.S.

Government in this matter, I camiot hope to im-

prove on the lucid and straightforward account

which the President gave to the Nation Wednes-

day night.''' I will, therefore, not attempt to go

into detail, although I am, of course, ready to

answer questions concerning my responsibilities.

Here I would only like to reemphasize four

central points which stood out in the President's

accomit

:

1. The U-2 program was an important and effi-

cient mtelligence effort. We Imew that failure of

any mission tuider this program would have seri-

ous consequences, but we considered that the gi-eat

benefit derived justified the risks mvolved.

2. The decision not to suspend this program of

flights, as the summit meeting approached, was

a somid decision. Conditions at a later season

would have prevented obtaining vei-y important

information. There is never a "good time" for

a failure of an intelligence mission. We believed

it unwise to lower our vigilance because of these

political negotiations.

3. Initial statements by the U.S. Government

properly sought first of all to protect the pilot,

his intelligence mission, and everything connected

with it that might still be kept secret. But when

it became clear that plane and pilot were in So-

viet hands, we believed the Congress and the

American people should be given the facts. Thus,

up to May 7, U.S. statements followed the gen-

eral line of the cover stoi-y and thereafter were

adjusted to the situation as it developed."

4. Since the U-2 system had been compromised,

it was discontinued as any other mtelligence mis-

sion would be in such a case. Announcement of

its discontinuance was withheld until the Presi-

dent coidd convey the fact personally in Paris.

f

Based on these four points, I believe most

Americans will agree that the main course of our

actions, given what we Imew at any particular

time, was sound. In particular, I have doubts

that any alteration in the language of U.S. state-

ments would have made any difi'erence in the

arbitraiy Soviet demands which followed.

III. THE EVENTS IN PARIS

A. Narrative

I should like to give you an account of the major

developments at Paris.'^ I shall be as brief as

possible, since the details have been widely publi-

cized. But I would like to tell you of those events

which in my opinion had a determinant effect

there and jjarticularly those which influenced the

decisions of the President.

On my arrival in Paris on Friday, May 13,

there was already considerable speculation at the

news that Mr. Khrushchev was arriving in Paris

on Saturday rather than on Sunday, the day on

which the President and Mr. Macmillan were due

to arrive.

Mr. Khrushchev's statement on arrival at Orly

Airport gave no indication of his subsequent posi-

tion. It was mild in character and conveyed the

distinct mipression that he would proceed with the

summit conference despite the U-2 mcident. Sub-

sequent events showed that this was deliberately

designed to conceal his real purpose.

On Sunday at 11 a.m., at his request, Mr.

Khrushchev, accompanied by Foreign Minister

Gromyko and Marshal Maiinovsky—which is in

itself an unusual procedure which I shall revert to

later—called on President de Gaidle at the

Elysee Palace. During this meeting he left with

President de Gaulle a memorandum setting forth

the conditions which would have to be met by the

United States before Khrushchev would be pre-

pared to attend a sunmiit conference. The French

delegation provided a copy of this memorandum

to the American delegation early that afternoon.

The memorandum was sul)sequently presented by

Mr. Khrushchev, without change, as the opening

part of his statement to the four-power meeting

on Monday morning. May 16.

" Ibif!., .Tune G, lOfiO, p. 899.

" For texts of U.S. statements, see ibid., May 23, 1960,

p. 816, and May 30, 1900, p. 851.
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the Western communique, see ibid., June 6, 1960, p. 904.
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After visit in j; PresidiMit do Gaulle Sunday
morning, Khrushchev called on I'rime Minister

Macniillan at 4:30 p.m. on the same day and read

the same statement of position to him.

The copy of the statement received fi-oni the

French delegation was, of coui'se, the subject of

inmiediato consultation witli (ho President and

with members of the American delegation as to

its significajice and meaning. It was our general

conclusion, subsequently borno out by the facts,

that the position and totally unacceptable demands

set forth in this docimient had been drawn up in

Moscow prior to j\Ir. Khrushchev's departure. In

tills sense it represented a fixed Soviet govern-

mental position from which even Mr. Khrushchev

would not have the authority to depart while in

Paris.

I might digress here to observe that it had

been our experience at previous conferences with

tlie Soviets, at least since the death of Stalin, that

tlie So\net representative, no matter how highly

placed he might be, was bound by the collective

decisions on basic policy matters made prior to

his departure from Moscow. Any substantive

changes in these positions apparently required

reference back to Moscow before they could be

midertaken.

I should like to emphasize the opinion which

was thus unanimously arrived at in the American

delegation, smce it bore directly upon the position

which the President took at the meeting on Mon-

day morning.

It was out of the question, of course, that there

should be any acceptance by the President of the

humiliating and arrogant conditions of Mr.

Ivlirushchev. We had very muck in mind, how-

ever, the impoi'tance of showing the world that

it was Mr. Khrushchev, and no one else, who was

placing this siunmit conference in peril.

The President, therefore, decided before the

Monday meeting that the proper course of action,

consonant with the great responsibility which he

bore and the seriousness of the issues which were

to have been discussed at the conference, was for

him not to engage in vituperation with Mr.

Khrushchev but to demonstrate the restraint and

dignity which was incumbent upon the office he

holds and which befitted the leader of a great

country. In connection with this decision, the

President resolved to announce to the conference

his previously taken decision to suspend further

flights of U-2 aircraft over the Soviet Union.

Although the original intention had been to re-

strict the first meeting of the conference at the

summit to the Chiefs of State and Heads of Gov-
ernment and their interpreters, the President, on

learning tliat Mr. Khrushchev wished to bring

Foreign Minister Gromyko and Marshal Mali-

novsky, asked Secretary Gates and me to accom-

I)any him to this meeting.

I do not need to describe this meeting in detail

beyond saying that Mr. Khrushchev read a state-

ment which, with interpretation, took fully an
hour. He read this entire statement from a pre-

pared text before him. The first part of this

statement was the memorandum wliich he had left

with President de Gaulle, plus certain additions

which were in the same vein as regards the United

States and which referred to Soviet willingness

to hold a simimit conference within 6 to 8 months.

The major addition was the cancellation of the

invitation to the President to visit the Soviet

Union.

Apart from his statement, which was made pub-

lic,^^ the President only once joined in the ensuing

discussion—in order to make clear to Mr. Khrush-

chev and his colleagues that the suspension of the

U-2 flights was not merely for the duration of the

conference but for as long as he was in office.

The balance of the discussion at this meeting,

which I should point out was the only one during

the entire period in Paris at which the Soviets

were present, was largely devoted to attempts by

President de Gaulle and Prime Minister Macmil-

lan to dissuade Mr. Khrushchev from the irrevo-

cable step of publishing his abusive statement,

whose unacceptable conditions would render im-

possible any conference at the summit, and to

Khrushchev's adamant insistence that he would
publish this statement and do so at a time of his

own choosing. The meeting broke up on the basis

of a suggestion by President de Gaulle that the

conferees should reflect on this matter for 24 hours

and then examine the situation.

This meeting completely confirmed our con-

clusion of the night before that Mr. Klirushchev

was operating within the fixed limits of a policy

set before his departure from Moscow. It is sig-

nificant in this connection that the statement he

issued later that day—INIonday, May 16—which

was identical with the one he had made at the con-

ference, took no cognizance whatsoever of the dis-

'Ibid., p. 905.
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cussion at the conference and in particular of the

President's statement concerning the suspension

of U-2 overflights.

The rest of the proceedings in Paris were anti-

climactic. It was apparent to all the Western

representatives that there was no possibility of a

summit conference short of a changed position on

Mr. Khrushchev's part. On IMonday Mr. Mac-

niUlan visited Mr. Khrushchev in a fruitless eflort

to persuade him to withdraw his impossible

demands.

On that same day President de Gaulle decided,

with the agreement of the President and Prime

Minister Macmillan, to call a session of the sum-

mit conference for 3 p.m. on Tuesday, May 17,

which was after the 24-hour recess which he had

proposed on Monday. He sent invitations in

writing to the three other participants. The
President, in accepting, made clear his view that

acceptance by the Soviet representative would

mean that the Soviets had abandoned the demands

which the President had previously found com-

pletely unacceptable.

Mr. Khrushchev did not show up at the ap-

pointed time for the Tuesday meeting. After a

great deal of telephoning between the Soviet Em-
bassy and the French Foreign Office it became

clear tliat he was refusing to attend a summit con-

ference and would only join in what he termed a

preliminary meeting to ascertain if conditions

could be created for a summit conference. By
this reference to "conditions'' he obviously meant

the acceptance by the United States of all of the

conditions he had set forth previously, and indeed

he so stated in a written communication to Presi-

dent de Gaulle later that same day.

In the light of Mr. Khrushchev's refusal to

attend the summit conference, except on terms

which all three Western representatives deemed
unacceptable, the three Western Heads of Govern-

ment met briefly at 9 :30 p.m. on May 17 to ap-

prove the final tripartite communique, a copy of

which I should like to insert in the record.

Thus the summit conference was ended by Soviet

intransigence before it began, without addressuig

the great international issues witii which it was
supposed to deal.

The following day, Wednesday, May 18, was
marked by tripartite meetings of the Western
Heads of Government and their foreign ministers

to consider the situation. In tlipse meetings we

sought to analyze the reasons for the Soviet atti-

tude, prospects for the future, and the measures

that the tlu'ee Western Powers might adopt.

This day was also marked by Mr. Khrushchev's

press conference, which was fully reported by

press, television, and radio. It was apparently an

unparalleled performance of vituperation, abuse,

and loss of temper. It should be noted, however,

that despite the apparently uncontrolled nature of

his remarks and actions at this press conference

Mr. Khrushchev was very careful not to commit
himself to any sjjecific course of action in the inter-

national field.

B. Analysis

We have naturally given a gi-eat deal of thought

to the I'easons for this extraordinary action by the

Soviets in coming all the way from Moscow to

Paris for the sole purpose of sabotaging the

conference.

I should like to say right off that there are many
obscure aspects of this Soviet behavior and that we
do not know all considerations and factors which

went into its determination. We probably never

shall. I hardly need to emphasize here to the mem-
bers of this committee the complete secrecy in

which decisions are arrived at in the Soviet Gov-
ernment and in the hierarchy of the Conununist

Party, which is the effective ruler of that country.

It is only possible to try to deduce from Soviet

actions, after they are taken, the considerations

which brought them about. ^Vliat I give you now,

therefore, is at best a tentative estimate of why
the Soviet Union behaved as it did, an estimate

which may have to be revised in the light of further

information and future events.

There is one thing, however, that can be re-

garded as certain : This is that the decision to

wreck the conference was made prior to Khru-

shchev's departure fi-om Moscow. At no point

during his stay in Paris—neither when he dis-

closed his true intentions to General de Gaulle at

11 :00 a.m. on Sunday the 15th nor subsequently

—

did Khrushchev deviate one inch from his demands

that the United States (1) denotmce the over-

flights, (2) apologize to the Soviet Union, (3) pun-

ish those "dii-ectly responsible," and (4) prom-

ise not to repeat these flights. Neither the state-

ment made by the Pivsident at the one meeting

held on Monday nor the serious and rasponsible

efforts of General de Gaulle and Mr. Macmillan in
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bilaU'i-al talks with Mr. Khrushchev befoi'o and

after the Tii'sident's annouiu'eineiit. of suspension

of flights could pei-suado liim to withdraw these

unacceptablo demands. Indeed, it is a logical de-

duction from his behavior in Paris that he had no

authority to modify his position to any sigiiificant

tiegrce.

The fact that he was accompanied everywhere

—

and literally everywhere—by Foreign Minister

(rroTuyko and Mai-shal Malinovslcy is an interest-

ing sidelight on this point. There is much specu-

lation as to this change from his previous attitude

during his visits both to the United States and

France, when he insisted upon having meetings

alone with the President and with Pi'esident de

(Jaulle, with only interpreters present. The best

uuess as to the significance of this new factor is

that, first, in view of the brutal and threatening

attitude he adopted at Paris it was considered

desirable to have some tangible evidence of Soviet

armed strength in the person of Marshal Mali-

novsky; secondly, Gromyko and Malinovslcy

would be able to testify upon return to Moscow
that he had stuck strictly to the agreed position.

It also seems certain that the decision to cancel

the in^^tation to the President was made before

Khrushchev left Moscow.

As to what led the Soviets to this extreme

position in regard to the summit meeting which

had previously appeared so much desired by Mr.

Khrushchev, we enter into the realm of pure

speculation, as I indicated earlier. The most we

can hope to do in the absence of reliable informa-

tion is to evaluate the elements and factors which

appear to have entered into tlus decision. I shall

try to list them briefly.

1. There was considerable indication, particu-

larly during April, that Mr. Khrushchev had con-

cluded that there was little likelihood of his having

his M-ay, particularly in regard to Berlin, at the

summit. Evidence of Western determination and

unity on this point in speeches and statements by

Western leaders appears to have brought him to

this conclusion. Thus in his Baku speech on April

25 he not only reiterated with the utmost finality

his position on Berlin, including his intention to

conclude a separate peace treaty with the East

German regime, but he also began for the first time

seriously to cast doubts upon the success of the

simimit. By this, of course, he meant success on

Soviet terms.

2. Although the evidence is highly inconclusive,

there are a number of indications that Mr. Khru-

shchev's conduct of Soviet foreign policy, particu-

larly his overpersonalization and, in Communist
eyes, overcommitment through personal visits to

the U.S. and France, was arousing at least serious

questioning if not opposition in the Soviet hier-

archy. It would seem a logical deduction that

some of the opposition to his conduct of foreign

relations which was openly voiced by tlie Chinese

Communists found a sympathetic response among
some of his associates, and very probably among
the Soviet military.

3. It was against this background that the U-2
incident occurred.

A combination of these three factors, in our

judgment, is what resulted in the definite and

brutal decision to disrupt the Paris conference. To
determine how each of these factors should be

weighed is, for the moment, beyond our reach.

The U-2 incident was most certainly seized

upon and magnified beyond its ti'ue proportions as

a justification for this decision. It is debatable

whether it would have been possible for Mr.

Khrushchev to devise another pretext for so rad-

ical and violent a position.

It might well be that a lack of success at the

summit would have confronted Khrushchev with

a much more difficult choice, from his point of

view, than no conference at all. He and his asso-

ciates may have therefore much preferred to

avoid facing the consequences of failure of nego-

tiation by the simple expedient of torpedoing the

conference.

It may seem incredible to you that responsible

leaders of a great power should have come all the

way to Paris merely for the purpose of wrecking

the conference, thereby incurring worldwide con-

demnation of the Soviet Union and enhancing

the sense of unity and purpose among not only

the Western Powers represented there but also

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and free

nations everywhere.

I believe the answer lies in a basic miscalculation

in Mr. Khrushchev's and the Soviet's thinking.

Mr. Khrushchev undoubtedly hoped—and this

explains his early arrival in Paris—to divide the

Allies and isolate the United States. He antici-

pated that the United States would refuse the

demands he had set forth and that the conference

would then collapse, with the United States bear-
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ing responsibility for the rupture before world

opinion.

His plans miscarried because our two allies stood

solidly and loyally with the United States and re-

fused to be parties to Mr. Khrushchev's scheme.

The result, as the whole world knows, was that the

position which Mr. Khrushchev brought to Paris

resulted in the complete isolation of the Soviet

Union rather than the United States and in placing

the responsibility for the disruption of the con-

ference squarely where it belongs—on his own
shoulders.

This estimate of the reasons for Mr. Kliru-

shchev's behavior is strongly supported by the at-

tack which he made at his press conference on

General de Gaulle and Prime Minister Macmillan

for what he termed their lack of objectivity, lack

of will, and subservience to the allied relation-

ships—in other words, in plain English, for their

solidai'ity with the United States, their loyalty to

our common purpose, and their refusal to play the

Soviet game.

IV. THE FUTURE

"VA-liat conclusions should we draw for the

future?

I believe the signs are that there has been as yet

no radical alteration in Soviet policy, though we
can expect the continuance of a propaganda effort

designed to split off the United States from its

allies. This conclusion is supported by Mr.
Khrushchev's Paris statements, including those at

his press conference. It is supported, somewhat
more specifically and definitely, by the statements

which he made in Berlin on his way home.

We must remember, however, that, given the

nature of the Soviet state, the men who run it can

meet in secret at any time and change existing

policy without public debate or even foreshadow-

ing any such change. It is for this reason that any
statement about a phase of Soviet policy must be

regarded as qualified, with no certainty that it will

remain valid in the future.

Tims, though the world's hopes have been keenly

disappointed by the fact that the summit confer-

ence was not held as planned, the signs so far are

that the basic realities of the world situation have
not been greatly changed. Whether this continues

to be so depends, as I have indicated, on actions of

the leading Communist countries.

Provisionally, however, I conclude that the im-

plication for U.S. policy is that the main lines of

our policy remain sound and should be continued.

The lesson of Paris is that we should prosecute

those lin&s with renewed effort. Proponents

within the Commimist bloc of an aggressive course

must not be encouraged by signs of weakness on

our part. Proponents of a peaceful course should

be encouraged by our readiness to get on with out-

standing international business in a sober and ra-

tional manner.

We must remain prepared to withstand ag-

gressive pressures, not only in Berlin but also else-

where. I trust that our evident readiness will

deter such pressures.

Among the lessons of Paris, the most important

for the free world, including ourselves, it seems to

me, is fresh realization of the dangers we face and

consequent need for closing of ranks and moving

ahead with our own and our allies' programs for

strengthening the free world. We came back from

Paris with a keener sense of what it means to have

allies, and I am sure that our alliances will take

new life from this experience.

At the same time I would stress equally the need

to expand imaginatively and generously our col-

laboration with the newly developing comitries.

On both accounts I hope the Congress will give

wholehearted support to our mutual security pro-

grams as authorized by this committee, which are

now more important than ever.

We must continue, as the President has said, to

seek in a businesslike way to make progress on out-

standing problems with the Soviet Union. We in-

tend to go ahead with existing negotiations, to

stand by our commitments, and to foster open com-

munication and peaceful exchanges. Above all,

we shall not cease from the most determined,

patient, resourceful endeavor to find ways to bring

the arms race under control and thus to meet the

nuclear menace that hangs over mankind.

I believe in this period it is incumbent upon us,

all of us, to keep a calm and steady gaze on the

world scene and to avoid actions, statements, and

attitudes which might tend unnecessarily to in-

crease international tension. If sucli an increase

is to occur, it should be clearly the fault of the

Soviets and we should not do them the favor of

providing pretext for action by them which would

have this effect.

We should not define as "hard" or "soft" our at-

titude or policy toward the Soviet Union. To do
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so is not only (o deflect our fjaze. from the grim
reality tiiat confront,s us but even more to plunge

us inevitably into fruitless and damaging do-

mestic recrimination. AVe must now, as in the

future, maintain a vigilant, calm, and resolute

posture and, insofar as it lies in our power to do

so, be accui-ate in our estimates and effective in

our actions.

I would close in expressing the hope that we
will not become so fixed in preoccupation with the

Soviet challenge as to lose sight of our own con-

structive purposes—which are larger and more

important than merely resisting or reacting to

external threats. We have our own vision of the

future toward wliich we want to see the world

evolve. We have our own programs for helping

to bring that future about—for holding high the

light of freedom, for sharing its message and re-

wards witli emerging nations, for tiying to create

an international community in which the rule of

law will replace the rule of force. It is to these

programs that our talents and energies should

be rededicated in the uncertain times that lie

ahead.

Security Council Rejects Soviet Complaint of U.S. Aggression

The U.N. Security Coxtncil convened on May 23

to exaTTiine Soviet allegations of '^aggressive acts

by the Air Force of the United States of America
against the Soviet Union, creating a threat to U7ii-

versal peace.'''' Follotiying are statements made in

the Council hy U.S. Representative Henry Cabot

Lodge, together with texts of a Soviet resolution

rejected on May 26 and a four-power resolution

adopted on May 27.

STATEMENT OF MAY 23

U.S. /U.N. press release 3404

The United States has not committed any ag-

gressive acts against the Soviet Union or any

other country, either through its Air Force or

through any other agency of the United States

Government. And in the remarks which I am
about to make I will try to show why my conten-

tion is true.

Now let me take up the Soviet representative's ^

main points. He asserts first that flights over the

U.S.S.R. continue to be "the State policy" of the

United States. This assertion is directly and, I

fear, deliberately contrary to fact. Surely the

Soviet representative knows this, because he was

present when President Eisenhower in Paris on

May 16 said :

'

. . . these activities had no aggressive intent but rather

were to assure the safety of the United States and the

free world against surprise attack by a power which

boasts of its ability to devastate the United States and

other countries by missiles armed with atomic warheads.

As is well known, not only the United States but most

other countries are constantly the targets of elaborate

and persistent espionage of the Soviet Union.

There is in the Soviet statement an evident misappre-

hension on one key point. It alleges that the United

States has, through official statements, threatened con-

tinued overflights. The importance of this alleged threat

was emphasized and repeated by Mr. Khrushchev. The
United States has made no such threat. Neither I nor

my Government has intended any. The actual statements

go no further than to say that the United States will not

shirk its responsibility to safeguard against surprise

attack.

In point of fact, these flights were suspended after the

recent incident and are not to be resumed. Accordingly

this cannot be the issue.

I will read that last paragraph once again:

In point of fact, these flights were suspended after the

recent incident and are not to be resumed. Accordingly

this cannot be the issue.

Now Mr. Gromyko has just claimed, as does the

Soviet memorandum,^ that this is merely a "tacti-

' Andrei A. Gromyko, Soviet Minister for Foreign

Affairs.

' Bulletin of June 6, 1000, p. 004.

' U.N. doc. S/JSl.T and Corr. 1.
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cal step," a "temporary suspension" aixnouiiced

witli "the object of deluding world opinion."

Well, you have just heard the President's words

yourselves. These flights were suspended after the

recent incident and are not to be resumed. And
let me say for the information of this Council

that this decision was made before the President's

departure for Paris and cannot be characterized in

the way Mr. Gromyko has tried to characterize it.

Furthermore I am authorized to say that the

United States is prepared to negotiate an open-

skies treaty with the Soviet Union wluch would

have continued force and effect and which would

obviate forever the necessity of such measures of

self-protection.

The U.S.S.R. asserts secondly, and I quote from

its memorandum, that the United States has

undertaken "fliglits inside the frontiers of the

U.S.S.R. for aggressive purposes."

Now I realize that the term "aggression" has

never been officially defined, but any commonsense

definition of the term shows that tlie T:>resence of

a light, unarmed, single-engine, nonmilitary, one-

man plane is not aggression. Yet this, Mr.

President and gentlemen, this is what all the

trouble in Paris and here at the United Nations is

said to be all about—about this one plane.

Chairman Khrushchev said both in Moscow and
Paris that he has known of these flights for a long

time. These flights were not considered dangerous

enough to complain about last year, when Chair-

man Khrushchev and the President met pHvately.

Therefore it is hard to undei-stand why such

flights are suddenly described as aggressive and of

urgent concern wlien Chairman Khrushchev met
President Eisenhower jmblicly, ostensibly for

peaceful negotiations. We can only speculate

about Soviet reasons for increasing tension now
by luinging tbis matter to the Security Council

today.

Soviet Espionage Activity

Now, Mr. President, if we were to use the same
reasoning which the Soviet Union has used, we
could bring up as an aggressive act the ]iresence

of the Soviet vessel which was riglit off the shores

of Long Island, right off Montauk Point here,

a few weeks ago and which was deliberately inter-

fering with vessels of the United Stales Navy.
We could do that, but we will not do so.

AVe could, under the same interpretation of ag-

gression, bring up as an aggressive act the re-

peated violations of our American ground space

and the ground space of many other countries

represented here by Soviet spies. We could, for

instance, enter in detail into the cases of the fol-

lowing illustrative list of spies, all of whom are

among those unmasked in the United States in

the period of time which has elapsed since the

death of Marehal Stalin. I will read a few of

these names

:

Amosov, Igor Aleksandrovich—^lie is a com-

mander
Pivnev, Leonid Yegorovich—lieutenant colonel

Bubchikov, Ivan Aleksandrovicli—colonel

Krylov, Yuriy Pavlovich—major

Kurochkin, Nikolay Ivanovich

Molev, Vasiliy Mikhaylovich

Kovalev, Aleksandr Petrovich

Martynov, Maksim Grigoryevich—he is a

colonel

Petrov, Viktor Ivanovich

Gladkov, Boris Fedorovich—he is a captain

Kirilyuk, Vadim A.

Let me point out that this agent Kirilyuk was

actually cauglit in an act of espionage seeking data

on cryptograpliic machines during the visit of

Chairman Khrushchev to the United States—as a

matter of fact, at the very moment that Chairman
Khrushchev was speaking from the rostrum of

the General Assembly about disarmament.

We might even make something of the fact that

at least one of the agents whose names I have

listed was getting photographs of United States

strategic places, and, may I say, these photographs

were taken at heights far lower than 65,000 feet.*

We understand also that at least 360 Russian

espionage agents have been convicted in different

countries of the fi'ee world. All of these convic-

tions were obtained under free court systems,

which means that ample proof of the charges was
made.

The number of these convictions represents only

a minor proportion of those cases in which Soviet

espionage activity has been actually involved.

We remember Fuchs, Guzenko, Petrov, and Gubi-

chev. AVe do not need to recall the case of Colonel

Rudolpli Ivanovich Abel right here in New York.

We sliall not dwell on these thiniis or all the

* For a memorandum from Mr. Lodge to the Secretary-

General giving detailed information on the list of Soviet

espionage agents, see U.N. doc. S/4325.
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names of spies caught while Marshal Stalin was

in power or bring any of thena up, using tlio logic

which the Soviet Union has used, as aggressive

acts.

But, Mr. President, what we do strongly deplore

is the refusal of the Soviet Union to accept the

President's open-sky plan in 1955:° its refusal to

heed General Assembly resolution 914 of the 10th

session calling on it to permit aerial inspection; ®

its rejection of the Arctic aerial inspection zone in

1958, which all 10 other membei-s of the Security

Council voted for;' and its refusal to consider

technical measures to prevent surprise attack at

the conference in the fall of 1958.' Now those are

the things wliich we do deplore.

Soviet Use of Force and Threats of Force

Just contemplate the situation for a moment.

Here is a Government, well known for its expan-

sionist proclivities and armed to the teeth, which

has repeatedly in contravention of article 2, para-

graph 4, of the charter, which is the article which

forbids both the use and the threat of force, and

this Government has repeatedly used force and

tlu'eats of force in its relations with other sover-

eign states. Now that is a clear charter violation.

"V^Hien such a government insists on secrecy, it

is in effect also insisting on preserving its ability

to make a surprise attack on humanity. If the

free world failed to attempt to protect itself

against sucii a danger, it would be inviting de-

struction. If it should ever be accepted that the

Soviet Union can maintain a double standard

whereb}' they have thousands of spies and sub-

versive agents everywhere while protesting one

single harmless observation flight, the free world

woidd surely be in gi-eat and peculiar danger.

This afternoon the Soviet representative has

had something to say about international law.

One may ask where the Soviet Union's concern

for international law was when Communist
armed forces invaded the Republic of Korea in

1950 or where that concern was when the Soviet

Union forcibly and brutally snuffed out the inde-

pendence of Hungary in 1956.

' Bulletin of Aug. 1, lO.-..^, p. 173.

" For background and text of resolution, see ibid., Jan.

9, 19.o6, p. 55.

' For background, see ibid.. May 19, 1958, p. 810'.

' For a Department statement, see ibid., Jan. 5, 1959,

p. 1.3.

Illegal uses of force like these violating inter-

national law and the solemn treaty obligations of

the United Nations Charter cannot fail to make

tiie rest of the world apprehensive for its safety.

And this was the background against which

measures were taken to try to secure information

in advance of possible further Communist

assaults.

Mr. President and members of the Council, that

is the heart of the matter, and we shall not get

very far here if we dwell on tlie symptoms of the

disease and neglect the disease itself; and the dis-

ease is the danger of wholesale sudden death by
surprise attack.

At an appropriate future time the United
States intends to make proposals to get at the

heart of the matter, and we hope that our pro-

posals will appear constructive and that discus-

sion of them will tend to reduce world tension.

The United States remains committed to seek

a solution of international problems through ne-

gotiations rather than force. We have said, and
we repeat, that we are willing to negotiate at any
time and in any place and in any manner which
offei-s hope for agreement. We shall continue to

woi-k for progress toward the goals of general and
complete disarmament with effective international

controls. We will continue, Mr. President, to

work toward an agreement on cessation of nu-

clear weapons tests. We shall continue to work
toward international cooperation in the peaceful

uses of outer space.

These, Mr. President, are a few of the things

the United States is prepared to do. We shall co-

operate with other members of the Council in

seeking to create a better international atmos-

phere in which mankind will be freed from tlie

specter of war.

FIRST STATEMENT OF MAY 26

U.S./U.N. press release 3407

I^t me take a few moments to restate some of

the principal elements of the United States

position.

Neither the United States Air Force nor any
other agency of the United States Government
has engaged in any aggi-essive acts against the

Soviet Union. Indeed, the Soviet Union has not

made its case. A mere a.ssertion has no probative

value. It is clear that the Soviet Government
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knows that the incident of which it complains

was not aggressive, and it is not believable that

ill*. Gromyko with liis long experience in this

kind of work would not have submitted proof, if

any proof there were.

May I add that Mr. Gromyko and, I believe,

Chairman Khrushchev know very well that there

is not the slightest chance of an aggression by

the United States against the Soviet Union. As
a matter of fact such a thing would be impossible

under our system. And why they wish to pre-

cipitate a discussion such as this in which they

ti-y to make the United States the whijiping boy

is a mysteiy to me.

Now, Mr. President, we deplore also the threats

of force and threats of nuclear devastation which

have been made by the Soviet Union against 22

countries in 1 year. These threats, added to the

record of Soviet actions and the closed and secret

character of the Soviet Union, have miderstand-

ably made the world anxious about its safety.

We also point out that the Soviet Union has a

vast network of spies and subversive agents all

over the world. Its conduct in this comiti-y, as

shown by the cases of 11 Soviet spies which I

cited on Monday, speaks for itself. This record

makes it particularly luisuitable for the Soviet

Union to adopt a "Iiolier than thou" attitude and

to criticize others. The truth is they do not come
into court with clean hands.

U.S. Accusations Not Fanciful

Then, Mr. President, the representative of the

Soviet Union has characterized the data on Soviet

intelligence operations which I gave on Monday
as "fanciful." Well, it so happens that I have

here today a concrete example of Soviet espionage

so that you can see for yourself.

Let me say that some time ago a hand-carved,

wooden replica of the Great Seal of the United

States was presented by Eussians to the American
Ambassador in the Soviet Union, and it was himg
up in his office right in back of the Ambassador's

desk. Then a clandestine listening device was dis-

covered inside of this replica of the Great Seal

of the United States. At the time of discovery

there was a plaster-of-paris ring around the edge
of the Seal, which joined the front and tlie back

so that it looked as though it was a solid piece of

wood. It was not until the detection of the clan-

destine device that this ring was broken off, reveal-

ing that the Seal was made in two pieces and de-

signed to conceal technical listening equipment.

Now, here is the Seal. I would like to just show

it to the Council. It is quite a beautiful piece of

carving. And you will note how it opens up into

two pieces. Here is the clandestine listening de-

vice. You can see the anteima and the aerial,

and it was right imder the beak of the eagle. I

might add that it is really quite an interesting

device.

I might add that in recent years the United

States has found within its embassies, missions,

and residences in the Soviet Union and the satel-

lite countries well over 100 technical clandestine

listening devices. Twenty-five of these were un-

covered in United States offices and residences in

Poland. Our latest discoveries have been, I might

say, witliin the past month.

I just say that to show that our accusations of

Soviet espionage are not "fanciful."

Soviet Propaganda Buildup

Then we submit that the Soviet Union, for rea-

sons wluch remain undisclosed, has deliberately

seized on tlie U-2 incident, magnifj'ing it out of

all proportion, and has used it as a pretext to abort

the smmiiit meeting, to which so many had looked

with hope for serious discussion of international

problems. The fact that the head of the Soviet

Govermnent publicly declared that he had known
of such flights for a long time and yet did not

mention them to President Eisenhower last fall

on his visit to the United States brings one irre-

sistibly to this conclusion. Mr. Gromyko, let me
say, this morning completely failed to explain,

as Chairman Khrushchev did previously, about
the torpedoing of the sunnnit meeting and the fail-

ure to discuss these matters last September. Wliy
the Soxdet Union, after speaking of friendship and
peaceful coexistence for the last year, is suddenly

beating the drums of the cold war I do not know.

But surely people all over the world must ask

tliemselves this question.

Note well that the propaganda buildup to blame
a summit failure on the United States began in

Pravda and Izvestia, the two leading papei"s of

the Soviet Union, long before the plane incident.

All through March and April the United States

was the target of a mounting barrage of scur-

rilous cartoons and articles in those two papers

—

wliich contrasts their omission of all such ma-
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teriixls in the nioiulis preceding the summit meet-

ing of IDjo. The signiticance of that fact in a

counti-y where the press is an integral instrument

of government is cknir.

The Tresident in Paris on May IG revealed that

the flights had already been suspended and were

not to be resumed. Yet the Soviet Union has con-

tinued to exacerbate relations and evinces an ap-

parent tendency to distort the President's state-

ment, as if they wished he had not made it.

U.S. Prepared To Negotiate Open-Skies Treaty

I was also authorized here, as I said in my open-

ing statement, to declare that the United States

was pi'epared to negotiate an open-skies treaty,

with all of the continuing and binding force and

effect which that would represent, which would

obviate fore\"er the necessity of such measures of

self-protection. That offer still stands and we will

continue to make every effort to reach such an

agreement. As President Eisenliower said last

night,^ "At an appropriate time Ajnerica will sub-

mit such a program to tlie United Nations, to-

gether with the recommendation that the United

Nations itself conduct this aerial reconnaissance.

Should the United Nations accept this proposal,"

said President Eisenhower, "I am prepared to pro-

pose that America supply part of the aircraft and
equipment required."

Mr. Gromyko asked tliis morning what the re-

action of the United States would have been if a

Soviet plane had been caught flying over the

United States. The answer is very simple. The
United States in effect invited Soviet planes to do

this very thing when President Eisenhower made
our open-skies proposal in 1955, wliich would

have had reciprocal flights by American planes

over the Soviet Union and Soviet planes over the

United States.

Mr. President, American policy is to support

the charter of the United Nations. It is also our

policy to work witli the Soviet Union and other

comitries for effective disarmament. It contin-

ues to be our policy to seek early agreement on a

treaty for the discontinuance of nuclear weapons
tests. In a like spirit we are anxious to advance

the work of international cooperation in the

peaceful uses of outer space. We intend to work

steadfastly toward these goals.

As the President said last night,

. . . we and all the world rcalizi'. despite our recent

disapiKiintiiieut, tliat progress toward the goal of mutual

undt'istaiidiiig, easing the causes of tensions, and reduc-

tion of aniianicnts is as necessary as ever.

The Soviet Union, which complains of tlie

symptom, lias refused to deal with the disease,

which is the danger of sudden death by surprise

attack. The Soviet Union, which professes to

believe in "peaceful coexistence," has refused to

cooperate in peaceful measures of international

protection whicli would assure eciuitably to tliem

as well as to us that no one was making prepara-

tion for sudden assault.

Mr. Gromyko totally ignores this morning the

distrust which Soviet secrecy causes—and which

can only be overcome by continuing negotiations

instead of breaking them off.

In English common law there is a principle

which says, "Pie who seeks equity must do eqiiity."

I think that idea illustrates in a flash the weak-

ness of the Soviet case.

To sum up, the Soviet draft resolution ^^ charg-

ing the United States with aggression is without

foundation. The resolution would also make no

contribution to a solution of the serious problems

which underlie the world situation today. The

United States will therefore vote against this

draft and trusts that it will be defeated by a large

vote.

[After an intervention by Sir. Gromyko, Mr. Lodge

made the following comment.]

I am constrained to say that I do not think the

representative of the Soviet Union was paying

very close attention.

I did not produce any pictures. I did not pro-

duce any works of art. I produced a wooden

carving of the Great Seal of the United States

which was given by some Russians to the Amer-

ican Ambassador to the Soviet Union and which

liung in his office behind his desk and which con-

tained an electronic device which made it possible

for pei-pons on the outside, possessing a certain

type of technical device, to hear everything that

went on.

I produced that as a piece of evidence that is

direct, fresh, authentic evidence to show the ef-

fectiveness and the thoroughness of Soviet espio-

nage. It is not a picture. It is not a work of art.

It is not out of any play. It is out of the Soviet

Union.

» Ihid., June 6, lOCO, p. 809.

June 13, 1960
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SECOND STATEMENT OF MAY 26

U.S./O.N. press release 3408

The United States welcomes the initiative taken

by four members of the Council in proposing this

new matter. It is a responsible action.

Since the Second World War the world has lived

in a pei'iod of constant tension due to the fear of

war. Recently mankind had come to hope that

negotiations by the Heads of Government might

to some extent lessen these tensions. In the past

few days that hope was suddenly dashed to the

ground.

The four-power initiative gives the Council an

opportunity to reverse the trend toward increased

international tensions. The Soviet charge, the

discussion of which the United States favored in

order to expose its fallacies, would have damaged
our efforts for peace. The four-power item, on the

other hand, fortifies them.

The pending resolution " is a call to pick up tlie

pieces and to go back to work.

It is elementary that members of the United Na-

tions forgo action which might increase feelings

of international insecurity. Beyond avoiding

such acts, the next objective must be to hold those

gains which were made before hopes for a serious

meeting were shattered. In this connection I

would like to repeat a statement which I made to

the Council a few days ago

:

We shall continue to work for progi-ess toward the goals

of general and complete disarmament with effective inter-

national controls. We will continue ... to work toward
an agreement on cessation of nuclear weapons tests. We
shall continue to work toward international cooperation in

the peaceful uses of outer space.

And I added:

... we are willing to negotiate at any time and in

any place and in any manner which offers hope for

agreement.

As President Eisenhower made clear last night,

we will continue our efforts to promote exchange
of people and ideas with the Soviet Union. Tlie

recent exchanges of citizens and leaders from many
walks of life has broadened public knowledge of

our two countries. We believe this process of get-

ting to know each otlier hiis only begun and should

be broadened. We continue to work for open
societies througliout the world.

This four-power resolution looks in the riglit

" U.N. doe. S/4.32.3.
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direction—to the future. It does so construc-

tively—by stressing the importance of the Soviet

Union and the United States getting back to work
on such pressing matters as disarmament, nuclear

test suspension, and outer space.

It would be a pity if these meetings of the Se-

curity Council had no affirmative result. The
four-power resolution, if adopted, would give the

world new hope. The United States will vote

for it.

STATEMENT OF MAY 27

U.S. /D.N. press release 3409

Yesterday the Soviet representative declared

that President Eisenhower in his speech of

Wednesday night said that the United States—and

I now quote from Mr. Gromyko's speech of

yesterday,

. . . that the United States intended to continue the

policy of military espionage and sabotage against the

Soviet Union, a policy of dangerous provocations which,

indeed, place mankind on the brink of war.

Mr. President, that is what the representative of

the Soviet Union, on liis authority as spokesman

here for the whole Soviet Government—for Chair-

man Khrushchev and the whole Soviet Govern-

ment—that is what he said about Dwight T>.

Eisenhower, whose love of peace is a household

word throughout the world.

Now, there isn't any doubt that he said it. I

read it in tlie text and then I checked on the re-

cording, and that is what he said.

Now, Mr. President, any honest reading of the

President's speech of last Wednesday night shows

that he said no such thing. For one thing, the

United States has never engaged in sabotage, and

Mr. Gromyko cannot cite one instance—cannot

cite one instance of sabotage by the United States.

The United States has also never engaged in acts

of aggression, and Mr. Gromyko's resolution to

that effect was soimdly rejected by the Council

yesterday.

The United States, in common with many other

countries, tries to get information, and no war has

over been made to break out because of attempts to

get information. The structure of the world is

not perfect, but it is not so fragile that war can be

made to break out because of attempts to get

information.

Please let us use words aceurately and in a inat-
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ter of this importance call things by tlioir proper

names.

Now, of course, Mr. Groniyko knows all this

just as well as I do. AVhy floes he therefore say

the reverse? Why does he continue to talk as

tliough he regi-ets President Eisenhower's state-

ment stopping the flights, because that is how he

has been talking?

Well, obviously it is because he has an ulterior

motive. For some reason emanating from the ob-

scurities of Soviet internal politics he wants to

have a pretext for a new zigzag in Soviet foreign

policy.

It is said of Communist agitatoi-s that nothing

succeeds like failure. In other words, they must

have a grievance as a i-allying point and as a pi-e-

text for what they do. You give a Communist

agitator what he wants, and he loses his pretext,

and he loses his rallying point. I suspect that it

is rather in this spirit that Mr. Gromyko appears

to regret President Eisenhower's statement ending

the U-2 flights.

I am sure this must be the explanation of Mr.

Gromyko's astounding declaration about Presi-

dent Eisenhower yesterday. The only other pos-

sible explanation for his implication that President

Eisenhower places us on the brink of war is that

Mr. Gromyko has taken leave of his senses, and I

do not consider that this has happened.

But certainlj' all these plirases about "Hitler-

ism," "imperialism," and the "brink of war" can-

not be taken at face value. There is a hidden

meaning. Some sort of game is being played here.

In this game Mr. Gromyko wishes the pending

resolution, introduced by Argentina, Ceylon, Ec-

uador, and Tunisia, to be a pawn. He sees in it

something which moves in the direction of good

relations and of easing tensions. Accordingly,

Mr. Gromyko offers three amendments '- whicli

'The Soviet amendments (S/4326) read as follows:

1. Insert the following after the first preambular para-

graph:

"Considering that the incursion of foreign military air-

craft into the territory of other States is incompatible

with the principles and purposes of the United Nations
and constitutes a threat to peace and international

security".

2. Add the following words to the end of operative para-

graph 2:

".
. , including the dispatch of their aircraft into the

airspace of other States".

3. Redraft operative paragraph .3 to read as follows :

"Requests the Governments concerned to continue their

are obviously designed to tuni the four-iwwer

resolution from the constructive document that it

is into another condemnation of the United States.

This is deplorable and repreliensible action on

his part.

The proposed Soviet amendments are contrary

to the declared intentions of the four spon.sors.

We hope the Council will reject them.'''

SOVIET DRAFT RESOLUTION "

The Security Council,

Having examined the question of "Aggressive acts by
the Air Force of the United States of America against the

Soviet Union, creating a threat to universal peace",

NotiHff that violations of the sovereignty of other States
are incompatible with the principles and purxx>8e8 of the

Charter of the United Nations,

Consideriny that such actions create a threat to uni-

versal peace,

1. Condemns the incursions by United States aircraft

into the territory of other States and regard.s them as
aggressive acts

;

2. Requests the Government of the United States of
America to adopt immediate measures to halt such actions
and to prevent their recurrence.

FOUR-POWER RESOLUTION >'

The Security Council,

Mindful ot its responsibility for the maintenance of in-

ternational peace and security.

Noting with regret that the hopes of the world for a

successful meeting of the Heads of Government of France,

the United Kingdom, the United States of America and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have not been
fulfilled,

Considering that these developments have caused great

disappointment and concern in world public opinion,

Considering also that the resulting situation may lead

to an increase of international tensions likely to endanger
peace and security.

Being convinced at the necessity to make every effort

to restore and strengthen international good will and cou-

efforts towards the achievement of general and complete
disarmament and the discontinuance of all nuclear
weapons tests under an appropriate international control

system as well as their negotiations on measures to prevent
surprise attack".

"I'aragiaphs 1 and 2 were rejected on May 27; the
U.S.S.R. did not press for a vote on paragraph 3.

" U..N. doc. S/4321 ; rejected by the Council on May 26
by a vote of 7 to 2 (U.S.S.R. and Poland)

; Ceylon and
Tunisia abstained.

""U.N. doc. S/4328(S/4.323/Rev. 2); adopted by the
Council on Slay 27 by a vote of !) to : the U.S.S.R. and
Poland al>staine<l.
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fldence, based on the established principles of interna-

tional law,

Being especially aware of the mounting danger of the

continuation of the armaments race,

1. Recommends to the Governments concerned to seek

solutions of existing international problems by negotiation

or other peaceful means as provided in the Charter of the

United Nations

;

2. Appeals to all Member Governments to refrain from

the use or threats of force in their international rela-

tions; to respect each other's sovereignty, territorial in-

tegrity and political independence; and to refrain from

any action which might increase tensions

;

3. Requests the Governments concerned to continue

their efforts to achieve a constructive solution of the

question of general and complete disarmament under

effective international control in accordance with resolu-

tton 1378 (XIV)'" of the General Assembly and the dis-

continuance of all nuclear weapons tests under an

appropriate international control system as well as their

negotiations on measures to prevent surprise attack, in-

cluding technical measures, as recommended by the Gen-

eral Assembly

;

4. Urges the Governments of France, the United King-

dom, the United States of America and the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics to resume discussions as soon

as possible and to avail themselves of the assistance that

the Security Council and other appropriate organs of the

United Nations may be able to render to this end.

Technical Assistance to Cuba
To Be Terminated in 180 Days

Department Statement ^

Tlie American Embassy at Habana yesterday

[May 26] delivered a note informing tlie Govern-
ment of Cuba that the Mutual Security Act of

1960 provides that no assistance under the act be

given to Cuba unless determined by the President

to be in the national and hemispheric interest of

Mie TTnited Stale^s. The President on May 14,

1960, determined, iis authorized under the act, that

the orderly termination of the technical assistance

program in ('uba including the transfer of project

functions and responsibilities to Cuban technicians

required that assistance to Cuba be continued for

no more than 180 days. Assistance to Cuba, as

affected by this determination, consists solely of

technical cooperation and is limited, at the present

time, to activities in agriculture and civil aviation.

"For text of resolution a.s adoirte<l by Committee I on
Nov. 2, lO.IO, see Bulletin of Nov. 23, l!)5i), \). 700.

' Kend to news corresiK>n(lents on May 27 by Lincoln
Wliilc. director of the OtHce of News.

First Anniversary of Death

of IVir. Dulles

Statement hy Secretary Herter

Press release 278 dated May 24

On the first anniversary of the death of a great

statesman, Jolni Foster Dulles, we in the

Department of State and in our Foreign Service

throughout the world honor his memory. His wise

policies have continued to serve us. His sound

principles have continued to guide us. The quest

for peace with justice to which he dedicated him-

self to the last will go on. Today with freedom-

loving peoples everywhere I pay tribute to a man
who devoted a lifetime to the service of his

country.

U.S. Gives Grain to Libya

Press release 289 dated May 27

An additional grant of U.S. surplus grain, total-

ing 50,000 metric tons, has been made available

to Libya to help alleviate a threat of famine. The
gift, comprising 30,000 tons of barley and 20,000

tons of wheat, is for the relief of needy persons in

the Libyan provinces of Tripolitania, Cyrenaica,

and the Fezzan. Some of the grain will be used

as livestock feed. A critical shortage of grains,

ranging as high as 50 jiei-cent of requirements in

Fezzan, has developed as a result of severe drought

conditions, which have prevailed for nearly 2

yeare.

The grant was made under authority of title II,

Public Law 480 (Agricultural Trade Development

and Assistance Act), which provides that the

President may furnish emergency assistance on

behalf of the people of the United States to

friendly peoples in meeting famme and other ur-

gent relief.

The Coimnodity Credit Corporation will make

available the surplus agi'icultural commodities.

The International Cooperation Administration

will pay the ocean freight charges. The Govern-

ment of Libya will pay the costs of discharge, in-

land transportation, and distribution.

During 1059 and the eai'ly part of 1960 other

grants of feed and wheat amounting to 71,000 tons

were made available to Libya to relieve shortages

created by drought.
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Exhibiting America's Cultural Ideals Abroad

hy Robert H. Thayer ^

You have asked me to come here today and
speak to you on tlie subject of "The Dilemma of

Man in tlie Mid-20th Ceutuiy." I felt honored

by your invitation but was both startled and wor-

ried by the cosmic implications of my assignment.

Firet of all, I am afraid that I have not the uni-

versal mind nor the cosmic conscience required to

treat this subject in the way it ought to be treated,

and so I shall have to approach it in simple mun-
dane terms. Secondly, I am disturbed at the use

of the word "dilemma." It is a word that I would

prefer to avoid and speak to you instead about

problems or alternative courses of action, to use a

bureaucratic phrase.

I am not at all sure that we are faced with a

dilemma. If there is a dilemma facing mid-20th

century man, I am afraid I am not capable of

perceiving what that dilenuna is. Neither, how-

ever, am I prepared to state delinitely that there

is no dilenmia facing man in tliis age in which we
live. A dilemma, as you know, is a situation in

which two alternative courses of action are pos-

sible, both of which are unsatisfactory. Without
any hesitation I can say that frequently in my
pei-sonal life I, as I am sure is true of all of you,

have been faced with dilemmas. But as I look

back I realize that we are seldom confronted with

dilemmas when moral issues are involved, for

tlien the significance of the alternatives that lie

before us is clear. We do believe that we have

freedom of choice, we do believe Lii moral values,

and we have ever with us concepts of good and
bad and heaven and hell.

I prefer therefore not to tiiink of the present

plight of man in the light of the word "dilemma."

' Address made before the Adult Education A.<isociation

of Mifliigan at East Lansing, Micli., on May 12 (press

release 257 dated May 11). Mr. Thayer is Special iissist-

ant to the Secretary of State for the Coordination of

International Educational and Cultural Relations.

I cannot take such a pessimistic view of human
life and of the world crisis in which we find our-

selves. I believe that on the great issues of this

age we have freedom of choice and that we are

not on those issues confronted with alternatives

that are equally unfortunate. Also, on some is-

sues which appear as present dilemmas, time may
prove that what we thought was a dilemma really

was not and that tlie action taken, tliough seem-

ingly unsatisfactory, has proved both satisfactory

and good. As must already be painfully evident

to you, I am afraid I am an optimist.

Proper Use of Freedom of Choice

To me our great problem today is that we as a

nation with freedom of choice before us have not

always made the choice that is required of us—

•

required of us in the midst of this crisis of which

we are a part. I am not sure that all of us have

been really willing to face up to the time meaning

of the crisis, face up to our obligations and re-

sponsibilities, whicli has to be done before we can

make a free choice. I think that we have pre-

ferred to play ostrich, preferred to consider that

we are confronted with a dilemma, and have

shifted back and forth and so have been impaled

first on one imaginaiy honi and then on the other

imaginaiy horn, when there has really been no

need to be impaled at all. Though the horns of

our imaginary dilemma are also imaginary, they

are sharp indeed.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, this matter of ex-

ercising intelligently the privilege of free choice

is not just a matter of theology, but it does seem

to me that it lies at the very heart of the problem

of democracy. Democracy means freedom, and

freedom of choice is a means of maximizing free-

dom, of increasing tlie number of the alternatives

that lie before us. Surely the more alternatives
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we have the greater is the freedom and the fewer

the chances of being confronted with frustrating

dilemmas.

We have probably carried our concept of free-

dom further than any other nation of the world.

We have done tliis without becoming anarchistic

and have woven a social fabric that is, indeed,

substantial.

I have just come from a conference at Harvard

University, which was sponsored by the Depart-

ment of State, on the cultural relations of the

United States and the Soviet Union. At that

conference I heard our concept of freedom dis-

cussed. One member of our conference thought

that it was one of the glories of our comitry that

he, a public figure, could take exception to the

position of his Government on its failure imtil

recently to make clear its attitude toward

South Africa and remain free and completely

unmolested.

At the same conference there was mucli discus-

sion of the relations of the universities to the

Government in the conduct of the exchange pro-

gram. Academicians of great distinction defined

tiie fimction of the university in almost the

monastic terms of the 13th century. The imi-

versity, we were told, exists to increase and diffuse

knowledge and no more. From this position the

university becomes remote from political respon-

sibility and all control by Government. I am not

sure that I can wholly agree with the definition

of the function of the university given us, for by
that definition I would assume that no land-gi-ant

university can really call itself a university, and
also today the word really should not be "uni-" but
"multi-vei-sity" if we seek to view our institutions

of higher learning for what they are. But no
matter. My point is that the university today can
state that it is a peculiar institution and will only
do those things thiit the Government may wish it

to do if they are consistent with the purposes of the
university, however defined. This is a high concept
of freedom. Thougli some of us do not l>elieve

that the modern univei'sity is quite the monastic
world as dofir.ed, none would challenge—and none
could challenge witli autliority—the right of the
university to be its peculiar self and to meet the
Government on its own terms.

The universities say (liey wish to be partners
with the Goveniment in international educational
and cultural exchange. In how many countries of
the world can universities inform their govern-

ment that they wish to be partners in an enterprise

and, I might add, partners largely on their own
terms? And then, more largely, in how many
coimtries of the world can and would a Secretary

of State in charge of foreign affairs, as is Mr. Her-

ter, call a conference with the full agreement of the

head of the nation to discuss freely and openly

with distinguished citizens outside of government
such an important political problem as our cul-

tural relations with the Soviets? I wish that all

of you could have participated in the free intel-

lectual inquiry into the nature of our society, the

structure and significance of Soviet society, and the

impact of our cultural relations with that society

that continued for most of 2 days. In many ways
the freedom of our society, the rights of indi-

viduals, the rights of institutions, above all, the

right of free inquiry was epitomized at our Har-
vard conference.

What meaning does all this question of the

proper use of the unusual freedoms with which we
are endowed have for you and for others so deeply

concerned with our international programs? I

will begin with several simple questions to which

there are no simple answers.

What is, and ought to be, the concern of each

and every American with the less favored nations

of the earth ? What is, and ought to be, the concern

of those most particularly occupied with educa-

tion, for in education we train the young and the

adult to citizenship ?

Are we, in our foreign programs, exhibiting

clearly and effectively the high ideals of this

nation ? Are we projecting abroad the total image
of the culture of America ?

And if we are not, why not, and what are the

ideals of our culture that we should be exhibiting

and by what means ?

Economic Development Not Enough

I suspect that we are not exhibiting the total

image of the culture of America nor the ideals

of our culture, if I understand what those ideals

are. Since the end of the war we have moved
from crisis to crisis and done much that is good in

the world, but there has been little time for deep

thought, for the development of needed theory

and assumption, for becoming conscious not so

nmch as to our position in the world, though that

is important, but conscious of the needs of other

coimtries—their real needs, not just their assumed
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needs. We liave fouiul ourselves acting in re-

action to sudden situations, not striking out

boldly on our own initiative. We have chosen

hastily in our foi-oign work, picked up quickly

the tools at hand, and we liave not liad the time

to shape an instnnnent worthy of the great enter-

prise on which we are embarked. The tools which

we have picked up and wliich lay so close, to

hand are nnich the Siime tools as the Soviets have

been using, tools which they may use better than

we; that is, tools which can be more immediately

effective when used with totalitarian authority

and a large disregard of the moral value of human
life.

The tools to which I refer are those which

concern raising material standards, the tools of

economic development alone, without a due re-

gard for political and social value. Of the need

in every part of the world for economic develop-

ment there can be little question; and this need is

just as pressing today as it ever was, and to cut

the economic assistance we are giving to foreign

nations would be foolhardy indeed. But the

economics of a nation—national accoimts—cannot

be said to be the whole nation. In Rostow's

'

of MIT theories as to the "takeoff point" for

self-sustained economic development there is little

room for human life. The political, which ex-

presses so much of human life, so much that

deals with the immaterial, finds a cold welcome

in the theories of the pure, rigid economist.

And so I ask you, have we not overemphasized

the scientific and technical aspects of our great

success by neglecting the other parts of the cul-

ture of America, and have we not exhibited to

the so-c<alled underdeveloped coimtries our tech-

nology in the raw in the misguided hope that

technology, economic development, and scientific

advance would alone give them strength and sta-

bility ? Man's problem is, surely, basically politi-

cal, and I thei'efore ask how we can hope to

assist other nations to solve their political prob-

lems through only economic means.

And spejiking more directly to this audience,

with its regard for education, I ask you whether

we can afford in our great economic programs to

treat education as subordinate to economic devel-

opment. Education is certainly required for

economic development and for all growth and

' Walt Whitman Rostow, professor of economic histc«7,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

development, but surely education is not just

technical and a haiidmaidcii to economic develop-

ment. And (hougli we nuist have training pro-

grams, education is more than training.

Sir Ernest Barker lias written that "Education

is a matter of social theory, of gi-asping and com-

prehending the purposes, the character and needs

of society and the state and of discovering the

methods by which the young can be trained to

achieve these purposes, to maintain and even im-

prove that character and to satisfy those needs."

It does seem to me that in this definition of etluca-

tion we can see the problem of our nation and
l)egin to come to grips with what is required of us.

How can we—better still, how can you as pei-sons

concerned with education, and specifically adult

education, which is so important in many foreign

countries—work toward projecting abroad an ac-

curate image of the ideals of our culture, which
are not just our ideals but those of the Western
World? How do we train people not just to be

skillful government administrators but teach them
of the long growth of concepts of public admin-
istration? Public administration is not just a

matter of the efficient preparation of such a tiling

as a budget but involves a whole concept of the

state; and this image of tlie meaning of democracy
is more important for a competent public admin-
istrator to grasp, to my mind, than efficient work
on the budget. How do we give these people of

foreign lands with whom we are now, and forever

more will be, associated the concept of the im-

portance of the rule of law as we know it? How
do we help them in a transition from tribal-custom

law to that modem law, required for the operation

of a modern state, which also preserves freedom ?

I have given you but an example or two. Here
is where we need to face realistically the basic

problem and to make an intelligent and meaning-
ful choice. We have drifted into exhibiting to our
friends only the practical, technical side of our
society, and it is now time tliat we choose to ex-

hibit by all possible means the ideals of our society

as a whole that made our technical progress pos-

sible and the social fabric which is oui-s.

I have been emphasizing the educational prol>

lem of other lands and of the need for us to exhibit

to tliem the ideals of our society; but let us not

forget that liere at home we have our own im-

portant educational problem. We need increas-

ingly to give reality to our ideals here at home and

to be sure that we live up to them. As we seek to
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raise the standards in other countries we will most

certainly be raismg our own. We need, further-

more, to revnew om* own educational efforts to be

sure that they are adequate to introducing Ameri-

cans to this mid-20th century world of ours, and in

so doing we will equip America for the enormous

task abroad.

Role of Academic and Cultural Community

Wliat is your role in tliis? And in answer to

that I wish to quote the President's letter to Dr.

Nathan Pusey of Harvard on the occasion of our

conference last week

:

Officials in the Government, faced as they are with the

daily necessity of making decisions and taking action,

find it difficult at times to And the opportunity for lei-

surely and objective contemplation of the problems con-

fronting our society. It is important that we do what
we can to overcome this obstacle, that we take stock of

ourselves from time to time to see where we are going,

and that we search our minds for the assiuuptlons and
ideas that should direct future action.

What is my role as director of the cultural af-

fairs of the Department of State and coordinator

of cultural activities of other Government agen-

cies? My role is not only to see that proper em-
phasis is given to projecting the lohole of the image
of America abroad but to stretch out tlie hand of

invitation to the academic and cultural commmiity
of the United States for active and energetic as-

sistance in projecting this accurate and complete
image.

The Government cannot alone project the image
of American culture abroad. It must be done
by American citizens and American institutions

in partnersliip with Government, and this part-

nership must be a real one in which there is a frank
discussion of our objectives and a complete meet-
ing of minds on how we are to attain them. My
job is to come before you as I am tonight and ask
the full cooperation of the academic community in

redressing fhe balance of our efforts to help the

new nations of the world and in concentrating on
revealing to them throtigh our educational i)roc-

esses the fundamental cultural values of our coun-

try as well as the teclinical progress we have made.
I have just spent 3 weeks in the vast continent

of Africa. The peoples of Africa arc calling to

this countiy for assistance in setting up a system
of education which will equip tliem witli the man-
power to establish sound social, political, and eco-

nomic systems and enable them to take their right-

ful places in the family of free nations. We have

a rare opportunity to answer tliis call; but we
must answer it by giving to Africa examples of the

basic freedoms and moral values on wliich this

nation was founded and let them build thereon

as our ancestors did tlie basis from which a normal

economy and liigh technical standards can nat-

urally flow.

The Governnient of the United States is seeking

ways and means to enlist the support of the aca-

demic community in the Government's effort to

assist the new countries of the world. We do not

wish to impose our system upon them, but we wish

to show them our basic freedoms, our spiritual and

moral values, to show them not only part of oui'

heritage, not only the technical and material

progress that we have been able to make, but to

show them the whole of the image of America. To
do this we need the wholehearted partnership of

the academic community, we need a closer rela-

tionship between the Government and the univer-

sities, a relationship built not on the stilted legal

phraseology of contracts but on the mutual imder-

standing of each other's problems that comes as a

result of constant communication and discussion

at all levels. If we can achieve this we can make
a substantial contribution to the status of mid-

centuiy man in world affairs and can for a long

time avoid the use of the word "dileimna."

U.S. Sends Relief to Victims

of Disasters in Chile

STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

White House press release dated May 27

The people of the United States are appalled at

the disaster that has struck the friendly, hard-

working people of Chile. Earthquakes, tidal

waves, avalanches, and volcanic eruptions have

brouglit exti'emely serious personal casualties and

lioavy material damage that will take years to

overcome.

Many people in Chile are homeless, injured, and

poorly clothed. It is now winter in Chile. The
disaster area is one of lieavy rainfall. Hence the

extent of personal suffering being experienced by

Chileans is almost beyond comprehension.

The United States Government is doing all it
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can to assist the Governineiit of Chile and the

Chilean people in tliis catastrophe.

In addition, I urge all our people promptly to

demonstrate once again the great generosity so

characteristic of them. The Chileans need help

of many kinds—medicines, tents, clothing, food,

and otlier things. Cash contributions can be made
to tlie American Red Cross. Contributions of ma-

terial goods can be made through numy voluntary

organizations which, I am informed, are issuing

local appeals. I have asked General Alfred M.

Gruenther, President of the American Red Cross,

to arrange for the coordination of this voluntary

material assistance.

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

Press release 2S3 dated May 26

The U.S. Government, working in close coop-

eration with the Government of Chile, is speeding

relief to the victims of the earthquakes and tidal

waves in soutliern Chile.

Under Secretary Dillon has authorized the use

of Mutual Security Program funds to enable the

U.S. Air Force to airlift two U.S. Army field

hospitals to the stricken area with their full com-

plement of pliysicians and surgeons, nurses, and

enlisted medical pei-sonnel. This airlift began at

1 :30 a.m. on May 26.

Two water purification units and three medical

maintenance units, together with 10,000 doses each

of tetanus and antigangrene serum, 30,000 indi-

vidual blood-transfusion units, large quantities of

dried jilasma, and other medical supplies, are also

being sent to aid the many thousands of people

reported homeless in southern Chile. The Carib-

bean Command, Canal Zone, has already airlifted

2,000 blankets and 40 twelve-man tents to help in

the relief eifort.

The voluntary foreign agencies section of the

International Cooi^eration Administration reports

that various private agencies, such as the i\jneri-

can Red Cross, Church World Service, Catliolic

Relief Services, and Lutheran World Relief, are

making cash donations and sending, by air and

sea, clothing, drugs, and food totaling in value

nearly $350,000. ICA has directed its public-

health oiRcials in Peru and Guatemala to place

themselves at the disposal of Chilean health

authorities.

Individual American citizens are also forward-

ing voluntai-y contributions to aid in relief work,

througli the American National Red Cross and

otlior agencies. Transportation companies servic-

ing routes between the United States and Chile

are providing special facilities for relief

shipments.

U.S. stocks of surplus agricultural products,

now warelioused in Cliiio iiiider the P.L. 480 pro-

gram, arc being mailo available to the Govern-

ment as needed.

The U.S. role in tlie relief effort is being coor-

dinated by Ambassador Walter Howe who, as soon

as the extent of the disaster became known, uti-

lized the $10,000 emergency fund at his disposal.

The iVmbassador has cabled his admiration for the

courageous manner in which the Chilean people

are meeting the catastrophe and has stated that

the Goveriunent is undertaking a well-organized

relief program.

President To See Chief Executive

of Ryukyus at Tokyo

White House press release dated May 19

President Eisenliower, in response to a re-

quest from Seisaku Ota, Chief Executive of the

Government of the Ryukyu Islands, and as an in-

dication of liis interest and that of the people of

the United States in the welfare and well-being

of the people of the Ryukyus has agreed to see the

Chief Executive for a brief courtesy call at the

Embiissy i-esidence in Tokyo on the morning of

June 21.1

Import Quotas Increased

on Certain Cheeses

White House press release dated May 11

WHITE HOUSE ANNOUNCEMENT

The President on May 11 issued a proclamation

modifying the import quota on certain cheeses as

recommended by the U.S. Tariff Commission.

The President's proclamation increases the an-

nual quota for Edam and Gouda clieeses from

' For an announcement of President Eisenhower's visit

to Japan, see Buixbttin of Hay 2, 19C0, p. 685.
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4,600,200 pounds to 9,200,400 pounds and also in-

creases the annual quota on Italian-type cheeses

from 9,200,100 pounds to 11,500,100 pounds.

The Tariff Commission, with two members dis-

senting, reported on April 8, 1960, its finding that

circumstances had changed since the quotas were

imposed in 1953 and that the additional imports

of the specified cheeses could be permitted without

materially rnterfermg with the dairy price-sup-

port program. The Commission's investigation

was made in response to the President's request of

October 20, 1959.^

PROCLAMATION 3347

'

Increasing Import Quotas on Certain Kinds of Cheese

Whereas, pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural

Adjustment Act, as amended (7 U.S.C. 624), I issued on

June 8, 1953, Proclamation No. 3019 (3 CPR, 194S)-1953

Comp., p. 189) imposing fees or quantitative limitations

on imports of products specified in Lists I, II, and III

ai>pended to, and made a part of, that proclamation,

which was amended by Proclamation No. 3025 issued

June 30, 19.53 (3 CFR, 1949-1953 Comp., p. 194), and

Proclamation No. 3195 issued August 17, 1957 (3 CFR,

1957 Supp., p. 40) ; and

Whereas, at my request, the United States Tariff Com-

mission has made a supplemental investigation under

the authority of subsection (d) of section 22 of the Agri-

cultural Adjustment Act to determine whether changed

circumstances warrant the modification of Proclamation

No. 3019, as amended, so as to permit the importation of

certain kinds of cheese in excess of the quotas specified

therefor in List II appended to that proclamation as

amended ; and

Whereas the Commission has submitted to me a report

of its supplemental Investigation and its findings and rec-

ommendations in connection therewith ; and

Whereas, on the basis of such investigation and re-

port, I find that changed circumstances require the mml-

ification, as hereinafter provided, of Proclamation No.

3019, as amended, in order to carry out the purposes of

section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as

amended

:

Now, thereI'ORe, I, DwiOHT D. Eisenhower, President

of the United States of America, acting under and by

virtue of the authority vested in me by section 22 of the

Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, do hereby

modif.v, effective July 1, 19C0, Li.st II appended to Proc-

lamation No. 3019, as amended, (1) by deleting the figure

"4,«00,200" specified for "Edam and Gouda cheese" and

substituting therefor the figure "9,200,400", and (2) by

deleting the figure "9,200,100" siiecified for "Italian-type

chee.se, made from cow's millc, in original loaves (Romano
made from cow's niilli, Reggiano, I'armesano, Provoloni,

Provolette, and Sbrinz)" and substituting therefor the

figure "11,500,100".

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be

afiixed.

Done at the City of Washington this eleventh day of

May in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred

[seal] and sixty, and of the Independence of the United

States of America the one hundred and eighty-

fourth.

/Cj i,t^yL4%jO-lL.U^ A-*o-^

By the President:

Christian A. Herteb,

Secretary of State.

United States Participation

in Trade-Agreements Negotiations

DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

Press release 285 dated May 27

The Interdepartmental Committee on Trade

Agreements (TAC), with the approval of the

President, on May 27 issued formal notice of the

intention of the U.S. Government to participate,

under the authority of the Trade Agreements Act

of 1934 as amended and extended, in multilateral

tariff negotiations within the framework of tlie

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT).
This notice has attached to it a list of products ^

on which the United States may consider offering

tariff concessions for the purpose of obtaining

from other countries concessions of benefit to

U.S. export trade. A separate release ^ concerning

export products on which the ITnited States may
request tariff or other concessions from other

countries was issued on the same date with the

authorization of (he Committee on Trade

Airreemcnts.

• Bulletin of Nov. 10, 1959, p. 729.

' 25 Fed. Reg. 4343.

' Not printed here. For the list of products to be con-

sidered for possible U.S. concessions, see Department of

State publication 6986, for sale by the Superintendent of

Documents, U.S. Government Printing Oflice. Washinglon

2.-), D.C. (40 cents).
' Press release 286 dated May 27. not printed hero. For

the list of products on which the I'nited States may seek

concessions from other countries, see Department of State

publication 6987, for sale by the Superintendent of Docu-

ments (30 cents).
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Tlie list of products attached to tho notice is

merely a pielimiiiary one designed to provide an

opportunity for all intei-ested persons to submit

any information they may wish on whether or not

the IT.S. Government sliould oll'er concessions on

individual products. No decision has been reached

regai'ding the possibility of offering a taritf con-

cession on any article on the list. Such a decision

will be made only after there has been an oppor-

tunity to appraise all information obtained from

the public during the hearing process now being

started, as well as that otherwise available to the

agencies of the Government.

A number of so-called basket categories of prod-

ucts have been included in the list. The extent to

which offere of concessions on items included in

these basket categories may be made will depend

on the information that is developed with regard

to the content of the categories. An opportunity

will be provided for importers and other interested

persons to submit detailed information on specific

articles included in those categoi-ies.

The negotiations, which are being sponsored by

the GATT, are scheduled to begin at Geneva,

Switzerland, in September I960.' The conference

is to be held in two phases, with the fii-st being

concerned principally with two types of renegoti-

ations and the second with negotiations for an ex-

change of new concessions.

During the first phase, the ^•arious contracting

parties will have an opportunity to negotiate with

the European Economic Community, pui-suant to

article XXIV :6 of the General Agreement, con-

cerning the establislunent of a new schedule of

tariff concessions for the Conunon Market as a

whole to replace the present national tariff sched-

ules of the individual member states. During tliis

phase of the negotiations contracting parties will

also have an opportunity to negotiate, pursuant to

article XXVIII of the agreement, the modification

or withdrawal of individual concessions in their

existing schedules before the current 3-year period

of finn validity of schedules ends on December 31,

1960.

During tho second phase of tho conference,

scheduled to begin in January 1961, a number of

the contracting parties, including the member
states of the EEC, expect to negotiate with each

' For an article on "The 1960-61 GATT Tariff Confer-

ence" by Honors M. Catudal, see Bulletin of Feb. 22,

1000, p. 291.

other for an exchange of new concessions. Several

countries will also be negotiating for tho purpose

of acceding to the GATT. Tho negotiations in

tliis i)haso will have as their aim the reduction of

tarills and other charges on imports through the

exchange of reciprocal and mutually advantageous

tariff concessions.

On the basis of presently available information,

the United States expects to negotiate with the

Commission of the European Economic Com-
munity on behalf of the six member states (Bel-

gium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and

the Xetherlands), with 17 other GAIT contract-

ing parties (Australia, Austria, Canada, Chile,

Denmark, Dominican Republic, Finland, Haiti,

India, Japan, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,

Peru, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Uru-

guay), and with Israel, Spain, Switzerland, and

Tunisia, which have acceded to tho GATT provi-

sionally or have been or are expected to be invited

to negotiate for accession to the GATT. If there

proves to be a basis for negotiation, the United

States may also negotiate with some additional

GATT coimtries.

U.S. participation in the negotiations will be

under the authority delegated to the President in

tho Trade Agieements Act, which was most

recently extended and amended by Public Law
686, 85th Congress, in 1958. No concession can be

made in excess of that authority. Under the Trade

Agi-eements Extension Act of 1958, the President

is authorized to enter into trade agreements with-

in the 4-year period ending June 30, 1962. In such

trade agreements the President is authorized to

reduce U.S. duties in stages by any one of three

alternative methods as follows:

1. Reducing the rate existing on July 1, 1958, by

not more than 20 percent, provided that no more

than a 10 percent reduction may be made effective

in any one year.

2. Reducing the rate existing on July 1, 1958,

by not more than 2 percentage points ad valorem

(or its ad valorem equivalent, in the case of a

specific rate or a combination of ad valorem and

specific rates). The reduction in any one year

under this alternative may not exceed 1 percentage

point.

3. Reducing to 50 percent ad valorem or its

equivalent a rate which is in excess of that level,

provided that not more than one-tliird of the total

reduction may liecome effective in any one year.

Tiie issuance of the notice of intention to nego-
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tiate and the list of products which may be con-

sidered in sucli negotiations, together with related

notices issued by the Committee for Reciprocity

Information (CRI) and the United States Tariff

Commission, sets m motion the usual domestic

procedures for obtaining full information in

preparation for negotiations. The related notices

concern (a) CRI arrangements for the submission

of oral and written views on the forthcoming

negotiations and (b) tlie Tariff Commission's

arrangements for public liearings in connection

with its "peril point" investigation of the extent

to which concessions on listed products in the U.S.

tariff may be made without causing or threatening

serious injury to a domestic industiy producing

like or directly competitive products.

The United States will grant no concession on
any product not included in this or a subsequent

published list. Appearance of a product on the

public list is exclusively for the purpose of af-

fording interested pei-sons an opportimity to pre-

sent their views on the possibility of a concession

;

it does not carry witli it the implication tliat a

concession will in fact be offered or made on tlie

product.

Domestic producers, importers, and other in-

terested persons are invited to present their views

as to whether concessions should or should not be

made on products on the published import list,

together with all possible pertinent information

about such products. Submissions may also be

presented to assist in compliance with the jiolicy

recommended in the President's message to the

Congress of March 30, 1954,^ relating to avoid-

ance of concessions on products made by workers
receiving wages which are substandard in the ex-

porting country which is the principal supplier.

All views and infonnation will be carefully con-

sidered in arriving at a decision on each product
as to whether or not a concession should be made
by the United States.

The list of export products, issued separately in

Department of State publication G987, on which
tlie United Statas will reqiiest tariff concessions
from otlier countries is a preliminary one on which
the interdepartmental trade agreements organi-
zation would welcome views of interested persons.
In order to make the negotiations as meaningful
as possible for domestic producers and exporters,

' For toxt, SCO thill., Apr. 1!», lOr.4, d. 0O2.

970

the organization would appreciate receiving views

on products to be added to or deleted from the

export list, the countries from whicli concessions

should be requested for particular products, and
the extent to which existing customs treatment

should be modified to permit development of

trade in those markets.

Details concerning the submission of briefs and

applications to be heard on concessions which the

United States might either grant or obtain are

contained in the notice of the Committee for Reci-

procity Information. The hearings before the

Committee will open on July 11, 1960. Applica-

tions for oral presentation of views and informa-

tion should be made to the Committee not later

than the close of business Jime 27, 19G0. Pereons

desiring to be heard should also submit written

briefs or statements to the Committee by the close

of business June 27, 1960. Only those persons

will be heard who presented written briefs or

statements and filed applications to be lieard by

the date indicated.

The U.S. Tariff Commission also annoimced on

May 27 that it would hold public hearings begin-

ning July 11, 1960, in connection with its "peril

point" investigation, as required by section 3 (a) of

the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as

amended, on tlie extent to which U.S. concessions

on listed products may be made in the negotiations

without causing or threatening serious injuiy to a

domestic industry producing like or directly com-

petitive products. Copies of the notice of the

Tariff" Commission may be obtained from the

Commission.

Views and information recei\ed by tlie Tariff

Conunission in its hearings referred to above will

be made available to the Committee for Reci-

procity Information for consideration by the In-

terdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements

and the Trade Policy Committee. Persons whose

interests relate only to import products included in

Ihe list and wlio have appeared before the Tariff

Commission need not—but may if they wish

—

appear also before the Committee for Reciprocity

Infonnation if tliey apply in accordance with the

procedures of tliat Committee as outlined above.

Persons desiring to suggest items, either import

or export, additional to tliose in (he lists for con-

sideration in the negotiations shoukl present their

views to the Committee for Reciprocity Informa-

tion. As mentioned !il)()\e, if any additional items
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are considered for llio o:raiitin<i; of cxincessions by

tlie I'liiti'd States, (hey will bo the subject of a

further public notice and no concession will be

made without such notice.

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO NEGOTIATE

Intebuepautmental Committee Ofi Trade Agkeements

Trade-Agreement Negotiations under the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

Pursuant to Section 4 of tlie Trade Agreements Act

approved June 12, 11)34, as amended (43 Stat. 045, eh.

474; 05 Stat. 73, cli. 141), and to imragraph 4 of Executive

Order 100S2 of October 5, 194!), as amended (3 CFR, 1940-

1953 Comp., pp. 281-355), notice is hereby given by the

Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements of

intention to conduct trade agreement negotiations under

the General Agreement on Tariffs aud Trade with foreign

goveriuuents which are contracting parties to that agree-

ment aud with the Goverumeuts of I.srael, Spain, Switzer-

land and Tunisia, or with instrumentalities of any such

foreign governments, and including in each case areas in

resi)ect of which such governments or instrumentalities

thereof have authority to conduct trade agreement nego-

tiations. It is proposed to enter into negotiations with

these governments or instrumentalities for the purpose

of negotiating mutually advantageous tariff or other trade

concessions to be embodied in schedules to be applied

under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. It is

anticipated that contracting parties or instrumentalities

thereof will also negotiate, under provisions of the Agree-

ment, compensjitory adjustments in relation to action

taken or to be taken with respect to existing concessions,

such as, but not limited to, (i) the granting by the Euro-

pean Economic Community, under paragraph 6 of Article

XXIV, of concessions compensatory for increases in duties,

beyond those now r)ermitted by the schedules of members
of the Community, resulting from formation of the com-

mon external tariff of the Community, and (ii) the con-

tinuation of negotiations, previously announced and
commenced by the United States under Article XIX, for

the granting of concessions compensatory for certain

escape clause action taken under that Article.

There is annexed hereto a list of articles imiwrtod into

the United States to be considered for possible modifica-

tion of duties or other import restrictions, imposition of

additional import restrictions, or specific continuance of

existing customs or excise treatment in the trade agree-

ment negotiations of which notice is given above.

The articles proposed for consideration in the negotia-

tions are identified in the annexed list by specifying the

numbers of the paragraph.s in the tariff schedules of Title

I and Title II of the Tariff Act of lO.'iO, as amended,

in which thoy are provided for togetlier with tlie language

used in such tariff paragraphs to provide for such articles,

except that where necessary the statutory language has

been modified in order to narrow the scope of the original

language. Where no qualifying langiiage is used with

regard to the type, grade, value, et cetera, of any listed

article, all types, grades, values, et cetera, of the article

covere<l by the language used are included. In ca.se of

any listed article that is subject to an Import tax under

the Internal Revenue Code of ]0.'i4, as aiiiciidcd, the tax

on such article will be considered for jtossible modifica-

tion or liinding against increase.

In the case of each article in the list with resi)ect to

which the corresponding product of Cuba is now entitled

to preferential treatment, the negotiations referred to will

involve the elimination, reduction, or continuation of the

preference, perhaps in some cases witli an adjustment or

si>ecification of the rate applical)le to the product of Cuba.

No article will l)e considered in the negotiations for ik>s-

sil)le modification of duties or other import restrictions,

imposition of additional import restrictions, or siJecific

continuance of existing customs or excise treatment unless

it is included, si)ecifically or by reference, in the annexed
list or unless it is sul)sequently included in a supplemen-

tary pulilic list or has already been included in a prior

list published in relation to a negotiation for compensji-

tory adjustments which is being continued as part of the

negotiations announced herein. Except where otherwise

indicated in the next sentence of this notice or in the list

it.self, only duties imposed under the paragraphs of the

Tariff Act of 1930 specified in the list, with regard to

articles included in such paragraphs, and import taxes

applicable to any such articles under the Internal Reve-

nue Code of 19.j4 will be considered for a possible decrease,

but additional or separate duties or taxes on such articles

imposed under any other provisions of law may be bound
against increase as an assurance that the concession

under the listed paragraph or section will not be nullified.

In addition, any action which might be taken with re-

spect to basic duties on products may involve action with

resiject to compensatory duties imposed on manufactures

containing such products.

In the event that an article which as of February I,

19G0 was regarded as classifiable under a description

included in the list is excluded therefrom by judicial

decision or otherwise prior to tlie conclusion of the trade-

agreement negotiations, the list will nevertheless be con-

sidered as including such article.

Pursuant to Section 4 of the Trade Agreements Act, as

amended, aud paragraph 5 of Executive Order 10082, as

amended, informati(m and views on any aspect of the

proposals, including the list of articles, announced in this

notice may he submitted to the Committee for Reciprocity

Information in accordance with the announcement of this

date issuetl by that Committee. Persons interested in

export articles may wish to express their views regard-

ing any tariff or other trade concessions that might be

requested of foreign governments, or instrumentalities

thereof, with which negotiations are to be conducted,

whether or not such articles are include<l in the list of

export articles on which the United States is considering

requesting such concessions, issued today, in Department

of State Publication Xo. G9S7, i)ursuant to authorization

of the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agree-

ments. Any other matters appropriate to be considered

in connection with the negotiations proposed above may
also be presented.

Public hearings, in connection with the "peril point"
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investigation of the United States Tariff Commission,

pursuant to section 3 of the Trade Agreements Extension

Act of 1951, as amended, with respect to the articles in-

cluded in the list annexed to this notice are the subject

of an announcement of this date issued by that

Commission.

By direction of the Interdepartmental Committee on

Trade Agreements this 27th day of May, 1960.

John A. Birch
Chairman

Interdepartmental Committee

on Trade Agreements

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

Committee fob Recipeocity Information

Trade-Agreement Negotiations under the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

Submission of Information to the Committee for

Reciprocity Information.

Closing date for Applications to Appear at Hearing J\ine

27, 19G0.

Closing date for Submission of Briefs June 27, 1960.

Public Hearings Open July 11, 19G0.

The Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements
has issued on this day a notice of intention to conduct

trade agreement negotiations under the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade with foreign governments
which are contracting parties to that agreement and with
the Governments of Israel, Spain, Switzerland, and Tu-
nisia, or with instrumentalities of any such foreign gov-

ernments, and including in each case areas in respect of

which such governments or instrumentalities thereof have
authority to conduct trade agreement negotiations.

Annexed to the notice of the Interdepartmental Com-
mittee on Trade Agreements is a list of articles imported
into the United States to be considered for possible con-

cessions in the negotiations. A list of export articles on
which the United Slates is considering requesting tariff

or other trade concessions from one or more of the gov-
ernments or Instrumentalities referred to above is being
is.sued today in Depnrlnient of State Publication No. 0987,

pursuant to authorization of the Intordepartniontal Com-
mittee on Trade Agreements.

Pursuant to paragraph 5 of Executive Order 10082 of
October 5, 1949, as amended (.3 CFR, 1949-1953 Conip. pp.
281-355), the Conuuittee for Reciprocity Information here-
by gives notice that all applic'ations for oral presentation
of views in regard to any aspect of the proposed negotia-
tions shall be submitted to the Committee for Reciprocity

Information not later than June 27, I960. The application

must indicate Ihe import or export article or articles on
which the applicant desires to be heard and an estimate
of the time required for oral presentation. All persons
who make application to be heard shall also submit to the
Committee their views in writing in regard to the fore-

going proposals not later than June 27, 1960. Such com-

munications shall be addressed to "Committee for

Reciprocity Information, Tariff Commission Building,

Washington 25, D.C." Fifteen copies of written state-

ments, either typed, printed, or duplicated, shall be sub-

mitted, of which one copy shall be sworn to.

Written statements submitted to the Committee, except

information and business data proffered in confidence,

shall be open to inspection by interested persons. Infor-

mation and business data proffered in confidence shall be

submitted on separate pages clearly marked "For Official

Use Onl.v of the Committee for Reciprocity Information".

Public hearings will be Iield before the Committee for

Reciprocity Information, at which oral statements will be

heard, beginning at 2 :00 p.m. on July 11, 1960 in the Hear-

ing Room in the Tariff Commission Building, Eighth and
E Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. Witnesses who make
application to be heard will be advised regarding the time

and place of their individual appearances. Appearances

at hearings before the Committee may be made only by

or on behalf of those persons who have filed written state-

ments and who have within the time prescribed made
written application for oral presentation of views. State-

ments made at the public hearings shall be under oath.

Persons or groups interested in import articles may
present to the Committee their views concerning possible

tariff concessions by the United States on any article,

whether or not included in the list annexed to the notice

of intention to negotiate. However, as indicated in the

notice of intention to negotiate, no tariff reduction or

specific continuance of customs or excise treatment wUl
be considered on any article which is not included in the

list annexed to the public notice by the Interdepartmental

Committee on Trade Agreements, unless it is subsequently

included in a supplementary public list (or in a prior list

in the case of a continued negotiation of compensatory

adjustments).

Persons or groups interested in export articles may
present their views regarding any tariff or other trade con-

cessions that might be requested of the foreign govern-

ments, or instrumentalities thereof, with which negotia-

tions are to be conducted, whether or not such articles are

included in the list of export articles published today by

the Department of State, and may specify the governments

or instrumentalities from which such concessions might

be requested. Any other matters appropriate to be con-

sidered in connection with the i)roposed negotiations may
also be presented.

The United States Tariff Commission has today an-

nounced public hearings on the import items appearing in

the list annexed to the notice of intention to negotiate to

run concurrently with the hearings of the Committee for

Reciprocity Information. Oral testimony and written in-

formation submitted to the Tariff Commission will be

made available to and will be considered by the Inter-

dei)artmental Committee on Trade Agreements. Conse-

quently, interested persons may present oral testimony

with regard to import articles included in the foregoing

list at the Tariff Commission hearings only, but they may,

if they wish, appear also before the Committee for

Reciprocity Information.
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Copies of llie list of iiiiiiort iuticlt's attiichcd to tlie

notice of Intcutiou to noKotiiite Ihmiis; issiictl liy the Inter-

(lepnrtiuentul Coniuiittoe on Tnule Afireenioiits jiiid of tlie

list of export articles being issued by the Department

of State may be obtained from the Committee for Reci-

procity Information at the address designated above and

may be inspected at tlie tiold offices of the Department of

Commerce.

By direction of the Committee for Reciprocity Informa-

tion this 27th day of May, 1960.

Enw.\KD Yardley

Secretary,

Committee for Reciprocity Information

^ Claimants Advised of Yugoslav

Decision on 1948 Claims Agreement

7'he Goveiiiment of Yugoslavia jyuhJished in its

official gazette of April 6 the text of a decision

concerning the i/nplem-entution of article 3 of the

Agreement on the Settlement of Pecuniary

Claims, tohich was signed at Washington on

July 19, 191^8} Folloioing is a Departinent an-

nouncement which advises American claimants of

the decision and which reproduces the texts of

the decision and of article 3 of the agreement.

Press release 273 dated May 19

Tlie American claimants mentioned in article 3

of the agreement who did not possess American

citizenship at the time of the nationalization or

other talking of their property in Yugoslavia be-

tween September 1, 1939, and July 19, 1948, and

acquired American citizenship by July 19, 1948,

are informed of a decision made by the Federal

Executive Council of Yugoslavia published in the

Official Gazette of the Federal PeopWs Republic

of Yugoslavia on April 6, 1960, in implementation

of article 3 of the settlement.

An unofficial translation of the text of the deci-

sion as printed April 6, 1960, in the Official

Gazette of the Federal PeopWs Republic of

Yugoslavia is as follows

:

Official Gazette of the FPRY
No. 14, Item No. 186,

Belgrade, AprU 6, 1960.

Based on Article 79, Paragrapli 1, Point 1, of the Con-

stitutional Law, and Article 30, paragraph 3, of the Regu-

lation on the Organisation and Work of the Federal

'For text, see Bulletin of Aug. 1, 1948, p. 137.

June 13, 1960

Executive Council ("Official Gazette of llie Fl'KV" Nos.

20/58 and 21/59), the Federal lixcH-utive ('ouiicil renders

this

Dlcisign on thk Implementation of Aiiticlk 3 of the
Agkeement Between the United States of America
AND the FeDEKAL PEOI'LE'S REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA
on monetauy claims of the united states of

America and Its Citizens, of Jitly 19, 1948

1. Those citizens of the United States of .\inerica who,
at the time of the talking over of their property in Yugo-
slavia, did not have that citizenship and because of that

have not obtained compensation on the basis of the

Agreement between the Governments of the United States

of America and of the Federal People's Republic of Yugo-
slavia on the monetary claims of the United States of

America and its citizen.s, of July 19, 1948 (hereinafter

referred to as: the Agreement of July 19, 1948), may, in

accordance with Article 3, of that Agreement, file a

claim for compensation.

2. Compensation in accordance with paragraph 1 of

this Decision, may be claimed by tho.se citizens of the

U.S.A. who had citizenship of the U.S.A. on the date of

the signature of the Agreement of July 19, 1948.

3. Compensation on the basis of the provisions of this

Decision may be given for property which the Y'ugoslav

authorities took over between September 1, 1939, and

July 19, 1948, on the basis of agrarian reform or nation-

alization. Compensation may also be given in other cases

of the taking over of property, if justifiable reasons exist

for such compen.sation.

4. The property liquidated on the basis of peace trea-

ties concluded after the Second World War, on the basis

of the Final Act on German War Reparations, or on

the basis of other international agreements, and the

property of those persons whose conduct during the last

war had been in favour of the enemy and hostile tovi'ards

the struggle of the Allies, in particular towards the

struggle of the Yugoslav i)e<)ples for liberation, is not

embraced by the preceding paragraph.

5. Compensation on the basis of the provisions of this

Decision .shall be paid from the Federal budget.

(5. Decisions on compeiLsation on the basis of submitted

claims shall be rendere<l by the Commission for fixing

of compensation to citizens of the U.S..\. pursuant to

Article 3, of the Agreement of July 19, t948, which shall

be formed under the Office for Protection of Yugo.slav

Property in Foreign Countries (hereinafter referre<I to

as: the Conmiission). The Commission .shall consist of

a president and four members, whom the Feiieral State

Secretary for the Affairs of Finance shall appoint.

7. A complaint may be filed against a decision of the

Commission with the Federal State Secretariat for the

AfTairs of Finance.

8. Claims for compensation shall have to be filed with

the Commission within one year following the date of the

entry into force of this Decision. A claim for compen-

sation must be accompanied by all the necessary data on

ownership, the composition of the property at the time

of its taking over, and other imiiortant data.
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9. The criteria and procedure for the fixing of compen-

sation on the basis of the submitted claims shall be

prescribed by a separate regulation of the Fetleral Execu-

tive Council.

10. This Decision enters into force on the eighth day

following the date of its publication in the "Official

Gazette of the FPRY".

K.p. No. 71,

Belgrade, March 15, 1960.

Federal Executive CouNcn,

Secretary

Veljko Zekowo
Vice-President

MlJALKO TODOEOVIC

In accordance with the normal rule of inter-

national law, this Government is precluded from

espousing or presenting the claims of individual

claimants who were not nationals of the United

States at the time their claims arose. The Depart-

ment of State is prepared, however, to furnish,

upon request, lists of attorneys practicing in

Yugoslavia.

Claimants are informed tliat their claims must
be filed on or before April 14, 1961. The Yugo-

slav Government has stated that it is not necessary

to submit claims on an official claims form. To
avoid delay and to expedite the filing of claims,

direct correspondence with the Bureau for Pro-

tection of Yugoslav Property Abroad, Yugoslav

Federal Secretary for Financial Affairs, Belgrade,

Yugoslavia, is advised.

Article 3 of the United States-Yugoslav Agree-

ment of July 19, 1948 is as follows

:

The claims of nationals of the United States to which
reference is made in Article 1 of this Agreement do not

include claims of individual nationals of the United States
who did not possess such nationality at the time of the

nationalization or other taking, which claims shall be
subject to compensation by the Government of Yugoslavia,
either by direct negotiations between that Government
and the resjiective claimants or under compensation pro-

cedures prescribed by Yugoslav law.

U.S. Mission Chiefs and Officials

Meet at Tangier, Morocco

Press release 2S1 dated Miiy 25

A conference of the chiefs of American diplo-

matic missions and principal consular oHiccrs from
nortli and west Africa will be lield at Tangier,
Morocco, from May 30 to June 2. Such meetings
are called periodically in different parts of tlie

w()il<l liy the Department of State to permit Wash-

ington officials to discuss questions of mutual

interest and exchange ideas with American diplo-

matic representatives abroad. The last meeting

in Africa was held at Lourencjo Marques, Mozam-
bique, in June 1959 for American diplomatic and

consular officers serving in east, central, and

south Africa.

Joseph C. Satterthwaite, Assistant Secretary of

State for African Affairs, will be cliairman of the

conference, whicli will be attended by American

ambassadors and principal officers from 17 diplo-

matic and consular posts of west and north

Africa. Among other officials attending from

Washington will be Raymond A. Hare, Deputy

Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, and

George V. Allen, Director of the United States

Information Agency.

U.S. and Canada Hold Talks

on Columbia River Basin

Following is the text of a communique released

at Washington, D.C., on May 21f. at the close of

the fourth meeting of U.S. and Canadian delega-

tions to discuss development of the Columbia
River Basin.

Press release 280 dated May 24

The fourth in a series of meetings between the

Canadian and United States delegations assigned

to explore plans for the cooperative development

of the water resources of the Columbia River was

held in Washington on May 23 and 24.

The Chairmen of the Delegations, tlie Honour-

able E. D. Fulton, Canadian Minister of Justice,

and the Honorable Elmer F. Bennett, United

States Under Secretary of the Department of the

Interior, annoimced at tlie close of the meeting that

the area for negotiation had been more precisely

defined. Among the questions under discussion

were the division of power benefits in kind only,

compensation for flood control, protection and the

treatment of transmission costs for each country's

share of the power benefits.

In tlie coming weeks, technical advisors to the

delegations will continue to work jointly on eco-

nomic and engineering data relevant to the several

specific programs of development that have been

suggested. The delegations will liold their next

meeting in Ottawa on June 20 and 21.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
AND CONFERENCES

U.S. Presents Views on European

Free Trade Association

Statement hy Charles W. Adair, Jr.^

Tlio present session affords the Contracting

Parties their first opportunity to review the

Stockhohn Convention, one of tlie more significant

postwar developments in international commercial

policy.

-

The European Free Trade Association has now
been ratified by all seven member states and will

shortly enter into force. In our view it represents

an important effort to lower trade barriers and to

strengthen economic cooperation among its mem-
ber's. As such it commands the sympathetic and

serious consideration of us all.

"We have at hand considerable material to help

in our review of the EFTA. There is the text of

the Stockliolm Convention itself and, of course,

the relevant provisions of the General Agreement,

which must be the point of departure for our re-

view. Moreover, we have available the very de-

tailed answei-s to our questions provided by the

.Seven. The United States would like to express

its deep appreciation to the seven governments

for the full mformation they have provided. We
also have the good work done by the intersessional

committee in exploring the various provisions of

the Stockliolm Convention as they relate to the

General Agreement. Thanks are due to the chair-

man and members of this committee as well as to

the secretariat for their diligent work. Lastly,

we have the invaluable traditions and experience

of the Contracting Parties on which to draw.

In my preliminai-y remarks today, Mr. Chair-

man, I do not propose to discuss the details of the

' Made before the 16th session of the Contracting Par-

ties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade at

Geneva, Switzerland, on May 17. Mr. Adair is Deputy

Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs ; he was

chairman of the U.S. delegation to the GATT meeting.

"The Stockholm Convention, signed on Nov. 20, 1959,

calls for the formation of a free-trade area among the

following seven countries: Austria, Denmark, Norway,

Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.

The first tariff reduction will take place on July 1, 19C0.

Stockholm Convention or their specific relation-

ships to particular provisions of the GATT.
These details and rclat ionships, in our view, should

bo left for consideration by an appropriate work-

ing party which would nuvko recommendations to

the l7th session as a basis for whatever action may

bo indicated.

My present remarks will therefore bo directed to

general observations with respect to the Stockholm

Convention and to the approach to it which we

think should be taken by the Contracting Parties.

Our overall view of the Stockholm Convention

is that, on balance, it deserves the support and ap-

proval of the Contracting Parties. While there

will be questions concerning specific aspects of the

trade arrangements provided for in the convention

and, we hope, responsive adjustments on the part

of the parties to the convention, nevertheless, as a

whole, it is in our judgment in harmony with the

spirit and broad objectives of the General

Agreement.

Together, the seven countries which make up

the EFTA represent a group with considerable

influence on the volume and direction of inter-

national trade. Like all regional trading ar-

rangements, the EFTA will mean change. It will

require adjustments for producers and consumers

inside the Association and in countries which trade

with the Seven. These adjustments may raise

problems. But they will also pro^'ide opportuni-

ties. If soimd and liberal policies are followed by

the Seven in the endeavor they are now beginning,

the result can be increased trade and prosperity

both for the member states and for their trading

partners. Ministers of the Seven meeting at

Stockholm on November 20, 1959, pointed out that

"as world trading nations, the countries of the

European Free Trade Association are particularly

conscious of Europe's links with the rest of the

world." As the EFTA enters mto force, the

United States is confident that the convention will

be carried out in a manner to maximize trade-

creating effects and to minimize problems for other

countries, both in Europe and in other parts of

the world.

We believe that the procedures whereby the Con-

tracting Parties will consider and, we hope, ai>

prove the Stockholm Convention are important.

For reasons which we will set forth in detail in the

working party my delegation is of the opinion that

the provisions of article XXIV alone are not fully

adequate to cover the Stockholm Convention.
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The exemption from the free-trade provisions of

the EFTA of the entire economic sector of agri-

culture and the question as to how the third-

country trade in agriculture will be affected by

bilateral agreements related to the EFTA seem to

us to warrant consideration of the Stockholm Con-

vention by the Contracting Parties under GATT
procedures other than those set forth in article

XXIV.
I would like to expi-ess satisfaction with the

declaration in article 37 of the Stockholm Con-

vention wliich reaffirms the obligations of member
states undertaken in the GATT. Also it is re-

assuring to have the statement contained in the

replies from the member states to the questions

submitted by contracting parties that member
states intend to administer and interpret the origin

rules in a liberal spirit, I think it unnecessary to

discuss in detail provisions of the Stockholm Con-

vention relating to quantitative import restric-

tions. My delegation would, however, like to

indicate its view that the imposition, maintenance,

and administration of quantitative import restric-

tions for financial reasons should depend exclu-

sively on the balance-of-payments position of

individual member states.

Mr. Chairman, this in brief is a general state-

ment of our views. My delegation will listen with

great interest to the vdews of other contracting

parties and will be prepared to cooperate in what
we are confident will be a friendly and constructive

review of the Stockholm Convention.

SEATO Council of Ministers

Meets at Washington

The Department of State announced on May 28

(press release 290) that Vice President Kichard
M. Nixon will be the principal speaker at cere-

monies opening the sixth Council of Ministers

Meeting of the Southciust Asia Treaty Organiza-
tion (SEATO) on May 31, at Washington. Sec-

retary Herter, who will serve as chairman of the

conference, will lead the U.S. delegation.

Following the opening ceremoni&s. President

Eisenhower will receive the heads of member coun-
ti-y delegations at the White House, where they

will have lunclieon with the President.

The Council meeting, which was preceded by the

12t.h SEATO Militai-y Advisers Meeting, May 25-

27, is the fii-st to be held outside the treaty area.

Previous SEATO conferences have been held at

Bangkok, Karachi, Canberra, Manila, and Well-

ington. Member countries of the Organization

are Australia, France, New Zealand, Pakistan, Re-

public of the Philippines, Thailand, United King-

dom, and United States.

The delegations of Australia and New Zealand

will be led by Prime Ministers R, G. Menzies and

Walter Nash, respectively, both of whom are also

Foreign Ministers of their countries. At the head

of their respective delegations will be Foreign

IMinisters Maurice Couve de Murville of France,

Manzur Qadir of Pakistan, Felixberto Sei-rano of

the Republic of the Philippines, Thanat Khoman
of Thailand, and Selwyn Lloyd of the United

Kingdom. Each chief of delegation is scheduled

to make brief remarks following the address by

the Vice President.

TREATY INFORMATION

Department Supports U.S. Acceptance

of 1954 Oil Pollution Convention

Statement by Thomas C. Mann
Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs

'

I am glad to have the opportunity to appear in

support of United States acceptance of the 1954

International Convention for the Prevention of

Pollution of the Sea by Oil. In the submission of

the treaty to the Senate - a considerable amount

of background information was submitted con-

cerning this convention.

Many governments, including the United States,

have laws prohibiting the discliarge of oil and oily

wivstes within their territorial waters. The 1954

convention deals with oil discharged on the high

seas l)eyond territorial waters, some of which

drifts ashore in quantities sufficient to foul beaches

and to injure wildlife.

'Read by Edward M. Martin, Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary for Economic Affairs, before the Senate Foreign Re-

lations Committee on May 17 (press release 269).

" S. Ex. C, 86th Cong., 2d sess.
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As earl)' as 1022 tlio Congress called attention

to this problem in a joint resolution.

In 1926 an international conference on this

problem was held in Washington, but no gov-

ernment actually adopted the convention whicii

was drafted at this conference.

In 1020 private shipowners' organizations also

met in an international shipping conference, and
although no delinitive action was taken at tliis

conference, it was followed by the creation of

"gentlemen's agreements" on the part of a number
of shiiDowners to refrain from discharging oil

within 50 miles of any coast.

In 10:U and again in 19.'56 this problem was con-

sidered by commissions of the League of Nations,

again without definitive results. In 19i9 and
again in 1053 the problem was discussed within

the United Xations.

In 1954 the United Kingdom convened an inter-

national conference.' Because of the shortness of

time for preparation and difficulties of reconcil-

ing conflicting domestic views, the United States

delegation did not sign the convention developed

at this conference. Nevertheless 12 nations which
have under their registry somewhat more than

50 percent of the gross tonnage of the total

world tanker fleet have formally adopted this

convention.

One of the recommendations of the 1954 con-

ference M-as that nations should establish national

committees for the purpose of keeping the prob-

lem of oil pollution under review, of fostering

research and study, and of referring pertinent

infonnation to an international clearinghouse.

In 1056 a United States National Committee for

the Prevention of Pollution of the Seas by Oil

was organized and held its first meeting.* This

Committee is composed of representatives of the

interested Departments of the United States Gov-
ernment and has worked in close collaboration

with private associations interested in this prob-

lem. Available to the National Committee have
been the results of the veiy useful research which
the United States shipping and petroleum indus-

try associations have carried out in tliis field since

1926. These associations have supplied all Amer-
ican-flag vessels with manuals of instruction and
warning posters as well as other educational ma-
terial designed to train ships' crews in the preven-

tion of oil pollution. Also available to the

' For background, see Bxtlletin of Aug. .30, 1054, p. 311.

'Ihia., Oct. 1, 1950, p. 521, and Mar. 4, 1957, p. 349.

National Connnittce have been the valuable ad-

vice and reconunendations of the Oil Pollution

Panel, a United States shipping industry group
wiiich reports to the Commandant of the United
States Coast Guard (who also is the Chainnan
of the National Conunittee). The National Com-
mittee has also been aided by views e.xpressed by
rei)resentatives of localities adversely affected by
oil pollution, including hotels, motels, beach re-

sorts, and municipalities, as well as those inter-

ested in the conservation of birds and other
wildlife.

The National Committee has concluded, after
long and careful study, that the 1954 convention
constitutes a necessary and constructive beginning
in the direction of effective intergovernmental co-

operation. The Oil Pollution Panel has recom-
mended to the oil and shipping industries that
they not oppose a determination by the Govern-
ment of the United States to accept the conven-
tion subject to certain reservations. Conservation
and other groups have expressed their unquali-
fied support of United States adherence to the
convention.

The National Committee agi-ees with the Oil
Pollution Panel that United Stat&s adherence
should be accompanied by certain reservations and
recommendations. These are described in detail

beginning on the middle of page 6 of E.xecutive C
document of the Senate and ending on page 7 of
that document. They include an understanding
concerning the supremacy of United States law-

wit h in United States territorial waters, a reser-

vation that the United States shall not be obliged
to construct, operate, or maintain shore facilities

for disposing of oily wastes, and a reservation
that amendments to the convention shall not be
binding on the United States imtil after notifica-

tion of its acceptance of them. There are also

certain recommendations largely relat ing to prob-

lems of enforcement.

In regard to the reservation concerning shore
facilities, it should be pointed out that the Federal
Government maintains no such facilities except in

United States Navy yards. In view of the non-
U.S. Government facilities which already exist,

we believe that reliance can be placed upon port

authorities, oil terminals, and private contractors

to improve and expand disposal facilities as the

need arises.

United States adherence to the convention will

help create confidence on the part of other nations
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in ultimately achieving effective intergovern-

mental coojjeration in this field. We hope that it

will encourage adherence by other nations. We
believe that the reservations which are recom-

mended will be acceptable to other parties to

the convention.

The convention will require implementing legis-

lation by the Congress. It is our view that this

legislation should not change in any way our pres-

ent laws dealing with pollution of United States

territorial waters. It should prohibit discharge

by ships of American registry of oil or oily wastes

in any of the zones specified in the convention and

its annexes (as other parties to the convention have

done with respect to their ships). It should re-

quire American ships to carry oil record books

which could be insjDected in United States ports

and in ports of other convention comitries. It

should authorize appropriate United States offi-

cials to examine oil record books of all sliips sub-

ject to the convention when in our ports with the

view to enforcement of the convention's prohibi-

tion, and it should prescribe penalties. We would
not actually deposit our instrument of acceptance

imtil this legislation had been adopted.

In conclusion the Department of State recom-

mends that the Senate signify its advice and con-

sent to acceptance of the 1954 convention with the

reservation and recommendations already referred

to, as a conci'ete way of encouraging effective in-

ternational cooperation in the prevention of oil

pollution of the seas.

Burma, April 19, 1060 ; China, April 25, 1960 ; Chile,

April 28, 1960 ; Iran, May 2, 1960 ; Ethiopia, May 3,

1960 ; Finland and Laos, May 4, 1960.

Narcotics

Protocol for limiting and regulating the cultivation of the
poppy plant, the production of, international and whole-
sale trade in, and use of opium. Dated at New York
June 23, 1953.'

Notification ly Federal Republic of Germany of appli-

cation to: Land Berlin, April 27, 1960.

Postal Services

Universal postal convention with final protocol, annex,
regulations of execution, and provisions regarding air-

mail, with final protocol. Done at Ottawa October 3,

1957. Entered into force April 1, 1959. TIAS 4202.

Ratifications deposited: Sudan, March 1, 1960; Korea,
March 14, 1960; Hungary, April 5, 1960; Union of
South Africa, April 7, 1960; Vatican City, April 13,

1960.

Wlieat

International wheat agreement, 1959, with annex. Opened
for signature at Washington April 6 through 24, 1959.
Entered into force July 16, 1959, for part I and parts
III to VIII, and August 1, 1959, for part II. TIAS 4302.

Accession deposited: Guatemala, May IS, 1960.

BILATERAL
Belgium

Agreement approving the procedures for reciprocal filing

of classified patent applications. Effected by exchange
of notes at Brussels May 6 and IS, I960. Entered into
force May IS, 1960.

Ecuador

Agreement extending the agreement of April 24, 1957, as
amended and extended (TIAS 3833, 4164. and 4282), for
the establishment and operation of a rawinsonde obser-
vation station at Guayaquil. Effected by exchange of
notes at Quito February 12 and May 4, 1960. Entered
into force May 4, 1960.

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

France

Agreement amending and extending the agreement of
October 22, 1948, as amended (TIAS 1S77, 3031, and
3281), for financing certain educational exchange pro-

grams. Effected by exchange of notes at Paris April 29,

1960. Entered into force April 29, 1960.

Aviation

Convention on international civil aviation. Done at Chi-
cago December 7, 1944. Entered into force April 4, 1947.
TIAS 1591.
Adherence deposited: Kuwait, May 18, 1960.

Health

Amendments to articles 24 and 25 of the World Health
Organization Constitution of July 22, 1946 (TIAS 1808).
Adopted by the 12th World Health Assembly, Geneva,
May 28, 10.59.'

Acceptances deposited :T\\m9,m, March 18, 1960; Jordan,
Philippines, and United Arab Republic, March 25,
1060; Morocco, March 28, 1060; Austria, March 29,
1960; Sudan and United Kingdom, April 1, 19()0; New
Zealand, April 4, I'HiO; Yugoslavia. April S. 1960;

' Not in force.

DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

Designations

Nedville E. Nordness as Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Mutual Security Information, effective May 15.

C. Alphonso Smith as Special Assistant for Mutual Se-

curity Informalion, effective May 15.

Gardner E. Palmer as Coordinator for Commercial

Activities, Bureau of Economic Affairs, effective May 23.
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Southeast Asia Treaty Organization Reemphasizes
Unity of Purpose

Following are texts of a weJcomiiu/ address by

Vice President Nixon, and remarks by /Secretary

Herter made at the opening session of the sixth

annual meeting of the Council of Ministers of the

Southetust Asia Treaty Organization, held at

Washingtoii, D.C., May 31-Jxine 2, togetlier with

President Eisenhoioefs remarks to the SEATO
delegates at a luncheon in their honor at the White

House, the text of a cammuniqite issued at the close

of the meeting, and a list of the V.S. delegation.

ADDRESS BY VICE PRESIDENT NIXON, MAY 31

I iim honored to extend on behalf of President

Eisenliower a warm welcome to the distinguished

delectations attending tiiis sixtli conference of the

Council of Ministers of the Southeast Asia Treaty

Organization. I Imow tliat I speak for all the

American people in expressing the hope tliat your

stay here will be a pleasant one and tliat your

deliberations will furtiier the peaceful purposes

to wiiich this Organization is dedicated.

Nothing could have moi-e vividly pointed up the

need for collective security organizations like

SEATO than ilr. Khruslicliev's conduct at the

Paris sunnuit meeting. Consequently, I believe

it would be appropriate, as this conference opens,

to consider how the developments in Paris have

changed tiie international climate and wluit poli-

cies the free world in general and SEATO in

particular should adopt to meet the new situation.

No constructive purpose would be served by
attempting to review in detail the events which led

up to ilr. Khnislichev's breaking up of the con-

ference,' Mr. Ivlirushchev him.self must now be

beginning to realize that he lias made a major

'For a stJitement by Secretary H<>rtpr on the events at
Paris, see Biti.letin of June 13, .TOCO, p. 947.

propaganda blunder—not only in shattering the

world's hopes for progress toward peace b^' scut-

tling the conference but in claiming that the rea-

son for his conduct was his shock at discovering

that the United States was engaged in intelligence

activities to protect itself from surprise attack.

By this jiatent subterfuge lie has only called at-

tention again to the most insidious web of espio-

nage and subversion the world has ever known:
the apparatus maintained by the Communist or-

ganization which he heads.

But while it is proper to note that ilr. Khru-
shchev's hands are not clean, it would be a tragedy

to allow the debate over the summit to degenerate

into a sordid squabble over who spied on whom,
with each side defending itself by saying "you're

another."

In the first place, for us m the free world the

distasteful business of gathering intelligence in

peacetime is not a matter of choice. It is a matter

of necessit}' for protecting ourselves against sur-

prise attack. For the Communist nations the use

of espionage and subversion in peacetime has been

and is a standard instrument of conquest directed

against every non-Communist nation in the world.

But even more important, we must recognize

that espioiuige is only a .symptom of a disease ; it is

an effect, not a cause, of world tension. The cause

is tlie threat to the ])eace of the world ]>resented

by the aggressive iK)licies and power of tlie Com-
munist nations. It was this cause that the summit
conference was designed to deal with. Mr. Khru-
shchev must assume sole responsibility for block-

ing discussions which might have produced

progress in resolving some of the basic issues

wliicli threaten the peace of the world.

Mr. Khru.shchev's conduct since the summit has

been somewhat ambiguous. His words have been

bellicose, intemperate, and ill-mannered. But his

deeds have been restrained.
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I tliink we all will agree that the conduct of

President de Gaulle, Prime Minister Macmillan,

and President Eisenhower both at and since the

conference has been exemplary in the face of great

provocation. To respond in kind to Mr. Khru-

shchev's insulting remarks would serve no useful

purpose. Trading of msults would only result in

a war of words which might raise the temperature

of world conflict to the igniting point which would

set off nuclear destruction.

Importance of Collective Security Organizations

This does not, of course, mean that retreat or

appeasement should be our course. If one fact has

become clear in international relations it is that

peace cannot be purchased by weakness and con-

cessions on the part of free nations. It does

mean that we should be guided by one all-impor-

tant principle in these critical years ahead if we

are to keep our differences from resulting in war—
firnmess without belligerency.

As the President pointed out in his report to

the Nation,^ diplomatic firmness must be combined

with military strength adequate to deter any po-

tential aggressor. And despite our disappoint-

ment at the results of the summit meeting, we must

and shall continue to explore every possible avenue

for negotiating the outstanding differences we

have with the Communist nations. The outcome at

Paris changes our attitude in tliis area in only one

respect. Wliile we do not rule out any meeting

which might contribute to the cause of peace, cer-

tainly the world will now have greater confidence

in the traditional methods of diplomacy and in

discussions in the United Nations than in the

summitry on which Mr. Khrushchev has in the

past insisted.

As a result of developments of these past few

weeks the necessity of maintaining SEATO and

other collective security organizations is of even

greater importance than it was before. For its

part, the United States in acting as host for the

Council of Ministers solemnly renews its pledge

of fidelity to SEATO and its determination fully

to carry out its SEATO commitment.

SEATO was formed when Communist aggres-

sion was directly challenging Viet-Nam, Laos,

Cambodia, and other countries of southeast Asia

and when the unity of the non-Communist coun-

tries was by no means so clear as it is today. In

the 6 years of its existence, overt Communist ag-

gression has been deterred. But probing actions,

indirect aggression, and subversion have contin-

ued. We need recall only the events of the past

year—the incidents along the Indian-Chmese

frontiers, the rebellion in Laos stimulated across

the north Vietnamese border, the continuing

Communist-instigated violence in south Viet-

Nam. But while communism has not changed

materially in these 6 years, the free countries of

the area have gained greatly in strength at home

and in their posture of preparedness and soli-

darity.

As we look to the future of southeast Asia it is

interesting to note the reaction of the Chinese

Commimist govemnnent to the developments at

Paris. Peiping, almost imique among the cap-

itals of the world, has received the news of Mr.

Khrushchev's sabotage at Paris with undisguised

satisfaction. The Chinese Communists have

long been openly disgrmitled with even the ap-

pearance of peaceful intent by the Soviet leaders.

Since Chairman Mao's 100 flowers flourished with

the alarming vitality of liberty,^ the Chinese Com-

munists have made no secret of their unswerving

adherence to the Stalinist line. As recently as 2

months before the summit conference Chairman

Mao caused to be published throughout the coun-

try his thinly veiled suggestions that, rather than

fearing an atomic war, a third world war might

assure his ultimate goal of a Communist world.

The Chinese Communists have seized upon the

failure of the conference as an opportunity for

renewed emphasis on the "orthodox" Communist

philosophy of the need for force as an essential

inoredient in world Communist tactics. In the

world in which we live today this emphasis is as

dangerous as it is anachronistic. Fortunately

there are good indications even since the Paris

conference that this view is not shared by Mr.

Khrushchev.

Answering the Communist Challenge

The record of SEATO as a defensive military

alliance is an impressive one. SEATO also has

been designed to cope with more subtle threats

than overt aggression, particularly with Commu-

nist subversion. Much progress has been made

in the field of exchanging experience and infor-

mation and in strengthening our societies against

' Ihid., June C, 19G0, p. 899.
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intenial cl:iii<rors. Uiulor article III of tlio

SEATO treaty tlie United States has been able

to participate actively throupjh its several instni-

nieiitalities for economic cooperation in common
ellorts to strengthen free institutions and to co-

operate in economic measures of technical assist-

ance desijxned to promote economic progress and
social well-being.

We must recognize, however, that, no matter

how strong and effective SEATO and our other

organizations of collective security may be, they

by themselves are not an adequate answer to tlie

challenge of communism in this last half of the

20th century. We are always careful to empha-
size that SEATO, NATO [North Atlantic Treaty

Organization] and CENTO [Central Treaty Or-
ganization] are defensive alliances. This is cer-

tainly correct in fact, and from a militai-y

standpoint it is the only just and proper function

of an alliance. But economically and ideologi-

cally defense is not enough to meet the offensive

on which the Communists are embarked through-

out the world.

Let us examine the nature of the Communist
challenge. The Communists believe that time is on

their side. They believe they are on the wave of

the future because they have a clear purpose : the

Communist domination of the world. "Wliatever

we may think of the Communist idea, it is posi-

tive, it is on the march, and it offers change to

millions of people who want change.

Our answer to this challenge cannot be to adopt

the antithesis of the Comminiist purpo.se. No one

of the free nations desires to dominate the world.

The very essence of our belief is that each nation

should have the right to choose the kind of gov-

ernment and economic system it wants.

And it is a wholly inadequate answer to the chal-

lenge of commimism to adopt as our sole purpose

the defense of the non-Communist world against

the change the Communists would impose. This is

admittedly a worthwhile goal in itself for those of

us wlio know the deadly tyranny of Communist

nile and the mirage of Commimist promises. But

it is not enough for those who are determined to

change their desperate plight.

We are living in what has been called a revolu-

tion of expectations. I have no doubt but that the

gi-eat majority of the leaders and people of the

newly developing nations would prefer to realize

their expectations of progress toward a better life

without losing their freedom and iiuhqiendence.

But if the choice with which they are confronted

is progress Communist-style—at the cost of free-

dom—or no progress, they will take communism.
Our answer, therefore, nuist be progress with

freedom, not only for ourselves but for other peo-

ple throughout tlie world. Let us recognize that,

if we are to win this battle, our sole and primaiy
aim must not be the negative objective of fighting

communism. The proud peoples of Asia, Africa,

and the Near East understandably resent being

treated as pawns in a struggle between great pow-
ei-s for world domination.

If there were no communism, there would still

be poverty, misery, disease, and tyranny in tlie

world. And we who live in more fortunate cir-

cumstances would consider it our obligation as

members of the world community to cooperate

with other peoples in achieving the economic
progress to which they are entitled. In other

words, we must wage a war on poverty, misery,

and disease wherever they exist because they are

evils in themselves. As we succeed in this grand
endeavor, the evil seeds of communism will find

no soil in which to grow.

This I submit is a purpose worthy of the proud
heritage of the peoples .so splendidly rei)resented

at this conference today.

REMARKS BY SECRETARY HERTER, MAY 31

Your Excellencies and distinguished guests: I

join with Vice President Nixon in extending our

warmest welcome to this distinguished gathering

of the Council of Ministers of the Southeast Asia

Treaty Organization. The United States is hon-

ored and proud to be accorded this opportunity to

be lio.st for the first time to an organization with

which this nation has been closely associated from

its inception.

I would like to pause for a moment to pay trib-

ute to tlie late John Foster Dulles. There is no

doubt today of the clarity of his foresiglit back in

tliose dark days when communism in all its mani-

festations and disguises was scoring successes on

many fronts. His tireless dedication to the cause

of freedom was the catalyst in the coalescence of

like-minded free-world leaders which led to the

formation of SEATO.
That SEATO has become a most effective de-

terrent to aggression and a vital link in the system
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of collective security is expressive testimony to

the solidarity of its members in exercising their re-

sponsibilities to insure that freedom will flourish.

SEATO is a tangible demonstration of the de-

termination of its members to maintain their own
independence through collective security. Of per-

haps equal significance is the fact that SEATO
also contributes to the maintenance of tlie inde-

pendence and integrity of nonmember neighboi-s.

The existence of SEATO has given to the general

geograjjhic area southwest of mainland China

—

to SEATO members and nonmembers alike—

a

greater sense of security behind which they, the

governments and peoples concerned, liave been

able to cope with their problems of internal prog-

ress and development in greater confidence.

Tlie United States for its part is convinced

that SEATO has made sound contributions to the

cause of peace in freedom and to the development

of stability and well-being in the area. The
United States is determined to continue to carry

out its responsibilities in concert witli the otlier

members.

In closing, I wisli to say that I look forward
very much to participating, along with my col-

leagues, in the deliberations of this conference.

Tliank you.

REMARKS BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER, MAY 31

White noiise press release dated May 31

Excellencies and distinguished guests: It is a

deep personal honor to welcome as our honored
guests today the Council members, their senior

civil and military advisers, the Secretary General,

and the Chief of the Military Planning Office of

the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization.

I liavo long held an unwavering conviction that

our collective security arrangements are indispens-

able safeguards of freedom with justice in today's

world. In an address called "The Chance for

Peace," * which I made soon after taking office in

1953, I advocated "united action" for southeast

Asia. This policy was realized in September 1954,

when our eight countries concluded a solemn coni-

mitnient at Manila. It was an extraordinary

event when countries with such diversity and geo-

gi-aphical separation united to preserve freedom
and security and to promote the economic well-

'/(-'/.
, Apr. 1>7, 1953, p. 590.
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being and development of the peoples of the treaty

area. I am particularly pleased that we have with

us today two of those who were present on that

historic occasion : Secretary General Sarasin, who
was then a member of the Thai delegation, and

Senator [Mike] Mansfield, a member of the Ameri-

can delegation.

We can take much satisfaction in the fact that

our first objective of preventing further Commu-
nist domination through aggression or subversion

in the treaty area has been realized. However,

we cannot aft'ord to relax our vigilance or slacken

our cooperative efforts to further the high princi-

ples of the Pacific Charter.

No defensive alliance of which we are a member
faces a greater challenge or protects a more vital

segment of the fi-ee world than SEATO. To-

gether we can continue to measure up to the task

and, in the process, deei>en our mutual understand-

ing tlirough intimate consultations such as those

you are initiating todaj'. Under these circum-

stances the responsibilities which devolve upon

you who are directly charged with promoting

SEATO's high objectives are indeed great.

COMMUNIQUE, JUNE 2

The SEATO Council lipid its Sixth Meeting in Wash-
ington, D.C. from Ma.v 31 to June 2, 1060 under the

Chairmanship of the Secretary of State of the United

States, the Honorable Christian A. Herter. The inaugural

address was delivered by the Vice-President of the United

States, the Honorable Richard M. Nixon.

Tribute to John Foster Dulles

The Council Members joined in paying tinbute to the

memory of the late John Foster Dulles, former Secretary

of State of the United States and one of SEATO's prin-

cipal architects.

General Observations

The Ciiuncil meeting was held at a time when the inter-

national policies of the Communist countries and their

future relations with the rest of the world were (piestions

foremost in the minds of governmenls and i>eoples. Only

a few days earlier the Summit Conference in Paris, which 1

many had hoped would result in at least some limited
|

agreement from which further reductions in world ten-

sions might be developed, had been prevented from meet-

ing by Premier Khrushchev. The Council, therefore, did

not meet in that improved international climate which

had been hoped for. Moreover, the Council noted lliat the

Communist Chinese, who had not concealed their liostility

to a Summit Conference, continued their uncompromising
attitude.

Department of State Bvlletin



In these clronmstanees the overall review of matters af-

fti'tiiiK the Treaty Area, which has always been an ini-

l>ortMHt item of the C'onnoil's agenda, took on special

siKniticanee. In their frank exclianf;e of views on this

suhjeet. the Council Mcmliers save i)arlicular attention

to the intensilicatiou during the past year of Comniuuist

suhversion, insurgency and terrorism in several countries

in the Treaty Area, as well as to the iHjtential threat of

:i riiied aggression.

The Council availed itself of this timely oi)portunity

to re-emphasize the tirm unity of purpose of the member
countries of SKATO and their determination to maintain

ami develop, both individ\uilly and collectively, their

capacity to meet all forms of Communist threat to the

[K'ace and security of the Treaty Area. xVt the same time

it re-affirmed the faith of its members in the purposes

and principles of the United Nations Charter and their

desire to settle all international disputes by peaceful

means.

The Council recognized that the Communist challenge

posed not only a potential military threat to the inde-

pendence of countries in the Treaty Area but also an

immediate and direct threat to their cultures and ways
of life. The members of the Council therei'ore re-stated

their firm belief that, while military preparedness to meet

armed aggression is an essential element in the work of

the Treaty Organization, a true and complete defence

against aggression in its broadest sense must be found

in the minds and spirits of men. For tliis reason a signifi-

cant iiart of the effort of the Treaty members has been,

and is being, directed towards mutual support in the

economic, educational and cultural fields. This effort has

the positive objectives of strengthening the sense of com-

munity throughout the Treaty Area and of developing

conditions in which its people will enjoy their freedom

to the fullest extent and will therefore hold to it the more

resolutely.

The Council also emphasized the importance which

Treaty members placed on maintaining and developing

good relations with other countries of the area which al-

though not members of the Organization, had the same

interest in the preservation of their independence.

Counter-subversion

The Council noted that further improvements have been

made during the year in the arrangements for thorough

and ui>-to-date joint study of subversion and insurgency,

which are at present the preferred Communist tactics in

the Treaty Area, and for exchanging views on the most

effective methods of countering these activities. In this

connection .special note was taken of the usefulness of the

Second Counter-Subversion Seminar held in Lahore in

February and of the continuing work of the Committee of

Security Experts.

Military Defence

The Council exi)ressed satisfaction with the progress

reporte<l by the Military Advisers. Their work on plan-

ning and miliUiry exercLses constitutes a rtMis-surance

that SEATO will be able successfully to resist aggres-

sion. The Council commended the efforts of the oflficers

and men who participated in the exercises of the past

year.

The Council placed on record Its appreciation of the

outstanding .services rendered the Organization by Briga-

dier L. W. Thornton, C.B.E., of New Zealand, who is

completing his tour of duty as Chief, SEATO Military

rianniug Office, and welcomed his successor, Maj. Gen.

J. G. N. Wilton, C.B.E., D.S.O., of Australia, and Commo-
dore S. M. Ahsan, S.Q.A., D.S.C, of I'akisuin, the newly-

appointed Deputy-Chief, Military I'lauuing Office.

Economic Co-operation

In the field of economic co-operation there has been
substantial progress reflected in such projects as:

The SEATO Graduate School of Engineering in Bang-
kok, which is expected to provide much needed talent es-

sential to the economic development of South-East Asia

;

The SEATO skilled labour projects in the Philippines,

Thailand and Pakistan, which are developing essential

skills in short supply in the Treaty Area
;

The area-wide SEATO meteorological communications
project, which has moved forward as a result of a survey
team visit to Pakistan, Thailand and the Philippines.

This project would bring about improved radio communi-
cations, greater safety for air travel, and a reduction of

typhoon damage and crop and property losses by provid-

ing advance warning of weather conditions.

The Treaty Area being heavily dependent on a few
valuable staple crops, the Council approved a United

States proposal to study the possibility of establishing an
Institute of Tropical and Sub-Tropical Agriculture, which
would seek means of preventing diseases that threaten

those crops, and of developing greater agricultural

diversification.

It was also agreed that the SEATO Cholera Research

project in Thailand be converted to a SEATO Aledical

Research Laboratory which would contribute to the

eradication, not only of cholera but also of other diseases.

The Council agreed that the Committee of Economic
Experts should be entirely free to discuss on a technical

and advisor.y basis relevant e<'onomic problems of member
countries, bearing in mind the established functions of

other international agencies. Decisions on such matters

will be left to the Council Representatives or to Member
Governmeut.s.

Cultural Activity

During the past year, SEATO awarded a large number

of Research Fellowships, Professorships, Post-graduate

and Undergraduate Scholarships, and Travelling liivture-

ships. In view of the effectiveness of this programme in

bringing about a greater understanding among people

of the SEATO nations, the Council decided to continue

these activities during the coming year. It looked for-

ward with expectation to the Conference of Heads of Uni-

versities, sche<luled to be held early next year, to be at-

tended by eminent educators from both SEATO and other

Asian countries.
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Secretary-General

Appreciative references were made to the outstanding

services of the Secretary-General His Excellency Mr. Pete

Sarasin, and it was decided to ask him to continue in

office until the conclusion of the 1963 Conference. The

Secretary-General accepted.

Expression of Gratitude

The Council expressed its gratitude to the Government

of the United States for its hospitality and the excellent

arrangements made for the Conference. The Meeting

closed with a warm vote of thanks to the Chairman, the

Honorable Christian A. Herter.

Next Meeting

The Council accepted with pleasure the invitation of

the Government of Thailand to hold its next meeting in

Bangkok In March 1961.

Leaders of National Delegations

The leaders of the national delegations to the Council

Meeting were:

The Right Honourable Robert Gordon Menzies, Prime Min-

ister of Australia

Mr. Maurice Couve de Murville, Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs of France

The Right Honourable Walter Nash, Prime Minister of

New Zealand

Mr. Manzur Qadir, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Com-
monwealth Relations of Pakistan

The Honorable Felixberto M. Serrano, Secretary of For-

eign Affairs of the Philippines

Mr. Thanat Khoman, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Thai-

land

The Right Honourable Selwyn Lloyd, Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom
The Honorable Christian A. Herter, Secretary of State

of the United States

U.S. DELEGATION
Press release 291 dated May 30

U.S. Representative

Christian A. Herter, Secretary of State

Alternate: Douglas Dillon, Under Secretary of State

V.S. Council Representative

U. Alexis Johnson, Ambassador to Thailand

Senior Advisers

Theodore C. Achilles, Counselor of the Department of

State

Andrew H. Berding, Assistant Secretary of State for Pub-

lic Affairs

Adm. Harry D. Felt, USN, Commander in Chief, Pacific

John N. Irwin II, Assistant Secretary of Defense for In-

ternational Security Affairs

J. Graham Parsons, Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs

John E. Pickering, Assistant Director for Far East, U.S.

Information Agency
Gerard C. Smith, Assistant Secretary of State for Policy

Planning

Advisers

Daniel V. Anderson, Director, Office of Southeast Asian

Affairs, Department of State

Frederic P. Bartlett, Director, Office of South Asian Af-

fairs, Department of State

John J. Conroy, U.S. Member of SEATO Permanent Work-
ing Group, American Embas.sy, Bangkok

Sterling J. Cottrell, Minister, Political Adviser to CINC-

PAC
Lt. Col. Joseph M. Flesch, USA, Office of Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense

Lewis E. Gleeck, Jr., Special Assistant for SEATO Af-

fairs, Department of State
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The Challenge of Our Times

hy Ivan B. White

Deputy Assistant Secretary for European Affairs ^

Greetings to the class of 1960 from that of 1929 !

In the intervening 31 years a portion of my time

has been spent teaching my friends east of the

Mississippi River the proper pronunciation of the

name of the oldest university west of the Missis-

sippi. On a similar occasion in 1929 our com-

mencement address was given by a leading jour-

nalist, who assured us that we were departing into

a prosperous world where we would find the

abundant life. Our graduating class marched

joyously from Waller Hall into the stock market

crasli of 1929 and the depression of the 1930's.

Fortunately the American people have learned

enougli about the control of business cycles so that

you will not be faced with such an unfortuitous

beginning for your future. I would be remiss,

however, if I led you to believe that the world into

which you are marching is one typified by the

good positions you are obtaining or by the vast

range of consumers goods which you will be

purchasing.

It is true enough that the young people of today

have advantages which their parents never pos-

sessed ; they have been freed from certain types of

material hardships, and certain old-fashioned

challenges no longer concern them. The fact re-

mains that you face new difficulties and challenges

that are so imposing as to be terrifying. Some of

these difficulties and challenges are virtually im-

possible to cope with on the basis of individual

effort, since they derive from the entire interna-

tional environment in which modern Americans

must live. Many aspects of the individual's per-

sonal life today—his job, his career, his family

plans, and his personal security—depend in largo

' Address made at commencement exercises .it Willam-

ette University, Salem, Oreg., on June 5 (press release

301 dated June 3).

measure upon world events over which the indi-

vidual himself has little direct control. One can-

not reasonably be envious of today's college

graduate simply because he has escaped the hard-

ships of a great economic depression, when we re-

alize that he must live constantly under the shadow

of annihilation and that he may be compelled to

live out his entire life within the framework of a

gigantic and unceasing struggle for the survival of

his form of civilization.

I do not want to imply that the international

scene presents the only challenge to the young

people of today. There are many others, and, in

fact, unless we meet the challenges at home we

cannot and will not meet them abroad. However,

I feel strongly that there is no challenge more dif-

ficult or consequential than that which emanates

from the sphere of international relations. It is

here that the destiny of modern man is most likely

to be decided. The entire world has changed

drastically during the last 20 years, and the task

of adjusting ourselves to survive and prosper in

the perilous international climate of today is one

of the most staggering tasks that has ever con-

fronted mankind in any stage of its history.

Major Changes in Last 20 Years

Let us look briefly at some of the things that

have happened to the world during the last 20

years and which have produced the present perils

in the international situation.

In the first place, the world has grown incredi-

bly smaller. I recently flew to Europe in the same

number of houre as the days required to make a

similar voyage by sea a few years earlier. All

over the world more rapid means of transporta-

tion and communication have revolutionized our

geographic concepts and have forced the United
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States to be an integral part of the world com-

munity, whether or not we might otherwise have

chosen to do so. Only a few fanatics can pretend

any longer that a policy of isolation is reasonable

or even possible. "We must remember that the days

of isolation were the days when the United States

was relatively invulnerable to military attack

from abroad or to jDolitical and economic events in

other lands. This invulnerability lias been irre-

trievably lost, and tlie "alien breeds beyond the

law" are now sitting in our living room.

Jesus of Nazareth once defined the term "neigh-

bor" to encompass the entire human species re-

gardless of creed, nationality, or geographic

location. Despite centuries of Christian teaching,

this concept never received more tlian partial ac-

ceptance by many of the citizens of the Western

World. But today the radio, the jet plane, and tlie

guided missile have accomplished what teaching

alone might never have accomplished. All men
indeed have become neighbors—not as a matter of

choice but as a matter of fact.

Concurrent with this geographic shrinkage has

come an equally astounding growth in the eco-

nomic interdependency of nations. There are few

nations which have been so favorably endowed

with human and material resources as the United

States. Even in our own countiy, however, our

prosperity depends increasingly on foreign mar-

kets, and American business and industry have

simultaneously become increasingly dependent

upon foreigia sources of raw materials. There are

now more than 50 key commodities which are im-

portant both to peacetime production and to na-

tional defense which America is compelled to

import from foreign lands. As a result the job of

an American w-orker in a small Pacific Coast fac-

tory may often depend upon a minor political or

economic development in a province of Asia or

Africa whose name he has never heard of.

A third major development in the international

situation during the last 20 yeai-s lias been the ter-

rifying growth of w'eapons teclinologj'. All of us

are familiar with tliis problem, and I need not

dwell on it at great length. Yet it continues to

stagger my imagination when I realize tliat a

single American bombing plane can today carry

more explosive power tiian was used by all the

bombs and gunfire in the First World War, the

Second World War, tlie Korean war, and all tlie

otiier wars of human histoiy combined. Nor is it

comforting when we also realize that a nation

whose rulei-s are hostile to our way of life possesses

an abundant supply of these same weapons.

The galloping development of weapons tech-

nology has presented us with a political and moral

dilemma imparalleled in history. Despite our

inmierous efforts at international organization,

the peaceful settlement of disputes, and the ap-

plication of international law, military force is

still the final arbiter of conflicting interests on

the international scene. Under present condi-

tions no sensible nation can afford to dispense with

its weapons any more than the frontiersman of

the 19th century could afford to relinquish his

revolver and his rifle. At the same time what we

have now developed is a form of ahsolute force,

a series of weapons systems so powerful and hor-

rible that their use on a broad scale niiglit result

in the utter physical devastation of all antago-

nists in a major war and perhaps the destruction

of the remainder of human civilization as well.

Shift in Power Balance

What makes our dilemma especially painful is

the fact that the development of techniques of

absolute destruction has in no way removed or

alleviated the jiolitical, economic, and social con-

flicts wliich have so often led to war in the past.

On the contrary we are currently engaged in a

conflict which is fully as intense and momentous

as any other in history. One of the most striking

events of the past 20 years has been the shift of

the world power balance—the vast growth of a

Communist empire which now embraces approx-

imately one-third of the world's population and

territory. The rulers of this vast empire have

expressed a fierce determination to continue the

process of expansion—to bring additional peoples

and territories imder Communist control, until

the Communist system attains overwhelming su-

periority in population, resources, science, indus-

trial and economic capacity, and all the other

elements of power. Their ultimate goal, wliich

they proclaim without hesitation or apology, is a

univei-sal Communist state of which the United

States would become merely a province.

The threat emanating from the Communist

drive for world doinination has inevitably pro-

duced a bitter and unceasing struggle for survival

on the part of the United States and other free

nations, a struggle that has l>t>en aptly described

as the "cold war." This struggle has many facets.
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Some people tliiiik of tlie cold war primarily in

terms of the armaments race—the vast buildup of

weapons and delivorv systems by both sides. This

is certainly an important antl dan<ierous element

in the struggle. At the same time we must recog-

nize that the Communist rulei-s have become ex-

traordinarily adept at applying a variety of

techniques of aggression. They undoubtedly

have a natural itdtictance to unleash a nuclear

holocaust which might well prove suicidal to

themselves, but this does not mean that they are

willing to abandon their efforts to secure control

of foreign peoples and territories by other means.

Their techniques include fomenting and aggra-

vating civil strife, the sabotage and subversion of

existing governments and social institutions, the

constant search for superiority in science and

technology, the continuous outpouring of clever

and voluminous propaganda, and the employment

of crafty economic inducements and pressures.

Because their entire economic system is under the

control of the state, they are able to use their

foreign aid programs and even their commercial

intercourse with other nations as a deadly means

of political penetration. It should be clear that

Americans and other fiTe peoples who wisli to

resist the Communist champaign for world dom-
ination will be required to do battle on many
fronts, including areas of activity where American

knowledge and experience are often inadequate.

Side by side with the continuing cold war there

have been other radical changes in the interna-

tional environment. The colonial empires of the

past centun- have largely disappeared, and the

peoples of Africa and Asia are rapidly achieving

independence. Simultaneously these people are

demanding urgent action through an improve-

ment of their economic and social conditions. In

brief, more than half the world's people are cur-

rently in a state of political and economic revo-

lution. In many places this revolution is long

overdue, and there is reason to liope that its

consequences will be a period of rapid ]>i-ogress

toward the elimination of oppression, fear, ig-

norance, poverty, and disease—in other words, a

period of genuine progress toward human free-

dom and well-being.

At the same time we would be foolish not to

recognize that the widespread revolutionary cli-

mate simultaneously protluces dangerous oppor-

tunities for Communist penetration. The people

of Africa and Asia are in a very great hurry to

improve their political, economic, and social con-

ditions and thus may be receptive to offers of as-

sistance from those who pi-omise them an "easy

way" to achieve their goal. Most African and

Asian leaders reulize that this "ea.sy way" is a

bitter fraud, but unless other ways can be found to

permit them to realize their aspirations for free-

dom, security, and well-being, these emerging peo-

ple may become gradually ensnared by a new form

of imperialism more brutal and more diflicult to

shake off than anything they have experienced in

the past.

The world picture which I have briefly sketched

is neither attractive nor comforting. But it is

very real. It is the world in which the youjig

people of today must live.

Encouraging Developments

Now at this point I would like to remind you

that realism is not the same thing as pessimism.

I don't want to hoist only storm warnings nor to

leave the impression that the intei'national pic-

ture is one of unrelieved gloom. If we review re-

cent history. Me find several developments from

which we can take comfort and confidence.

Despite a number of international crises and

despite dire threats by the rulers of the Soviet

Union and Communist China, we have thus far

avoided general war. "With each passing year, as

the dangers of modern weapons become more ap-

parent, there is reason for hope that all the gov-

ernments of the world, whatever their political

complexion or ambitions, will understand more

clearly the terrible risks involved in any resort to

military force.

Recent efforts to extend Communist power and

influence have encountered stubborn resistance.

In Europe there have been no Communist terri-

torial gains since NATO was formed and Com-

munist political power has lessened in almost ev-

ery free European country. "WHiile undeveloped

Asia aiul Africa may be somewhat more vulner-

able to Communist penetration, there have been

no Communist territorial gains in this vast area

since the partition of Viet-Nani in 1954, with the

northern half becoming Communist. Moreover

there is considerable evidence that the Asians and

Africans are gradually becoming more keenly

aware of the true character and purposes of Sino-

Soviet imperialism.

The free nations have maintained and improved

their strength and unity. The United States has
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alliances with 44 free nations, which in combina-

tion add substantially to the military strength of

our own country. These alliances also provide a

framework for growing political and economic

cooperation. The economic position of many of

our allies, like the United States itself, has im-

proved greatly since the dark days following

World War II. During recent years we have

heard much of the rate of economic growth in the

Soviet Union, but it is significant that Western

Europe has surpassed tlie Soviet Union in this re-

spect. All told, the actual and potential resources

of the free world, both human and material, are

still far superior to tliose of the Communist bloc.

Most important of all, I think, has been the

evolution of American and allied attitudes.

Thoreau once said that our "frontiers are neither

East nor West, but wherever a man faces a fact."

I believe we have learned to face facts and to meet
difficult problems and constructive action. Thirty

years ago tlie idea of spending large sums of

money to protect the military security and pro-

mote the economic growth of other nations would
have seemed incredible. Today tlie necessity of

this kind of action is largely taken for granted,

not only here but in several allied nations. In the

same way we have learned to live with anxiety and
tension without giving way to panic. We know
that there is no easy escape from our perilous in-

ternational environment, and so we have begun to

cut our clothes to fit the cloth. That the govern-
ments and peoples of the entire free world re-

mained relatively calm during the recent crisis at

the summit is in itself a fact of tremendous
significance.

Outlook for Future

What can we say at this time about the outlook
for the future? Most of us can agree that the
future course of international events is highly
speculative, but there are certain facts which stand
out with great clarity.

First, we are required to take every reasonable
step to resolve our differences and conflicts with
the Communist bloc on a peaceful basis. General
warfare is a luxury which mankind can no longer
afford. At the same time we must recognize, para-
doxically enougli, that our ability to avoid war
will probably depend in large measure upon our
capacity and willingness to fight for our funda-
mental interests. There are worse dangers than

the dangers of the arms race or a military stale-

mate. The day that the Soviet rulers decide that

the peoples of the United States and the free world

have become unable or unwilling to defend them-

selves might well be the day when a third world

war would become inevitable.

As you know, our Government and our allies

have recently engaged in a broad effort to resolve

certain critical international difficulties with the

Soviet bloc. We are trying to achieve general dis-

armament under effective international controls,

which would not only reduce the danger of war by

accident or miscalculation but which would also

permit us to devote an enormous quantity of money
and resources to more positive purposes. We have

attempted to resolve certain inflammatory politi-

cal issues, such as the continued division of

Germany and the threatened isolation of West
Berlin. We are also attempting to reach agree-

ment on an enforcible ban on nuclear testing and

on United Nations cooperation in the field of outer

space.

The recent summit meeting, as you know, was
deliberately torpedoed by the Soviet leaders. It

is too early to assess what effect this will have on

the future course of negotiations. The United

States and its allies remain ready to negotiate seri-

ously on these and other outstanding issues, and we
hope that the Soviet rulers will eventually recog-

nize that their own interests will best be served by

doing likewise. We believe the Soviet rulers

themselves wish to avoid all-out military hostili-

ties and hope that they will eventually join in a

series of concrete agreements designed to reduce

dangers of a suicidal war.

At the same time it is equally important for us

to recognize another fact. Whatever agreements

we may achieve with the Soviet Government

—

whatever political problems may be resolved,

however much progress we may make toward re-

ducing the danger of military hostilities—we have

no reason to expect that the Soviet riilers during

the foreseeable future will abandon their ambi-

tions or efforts to make communism prevail

throughout the world. It is almost inconceivable

that the Communist propaganda mill will cease

operations, that Communist political parties in

otiier lands will bo dissolved, or that (he Commu-
nist empire will stop using its trade and aid pro-

grams to promote Communist political influence.

Thus we would sadly delude ourselves if we should

assume that there is likel}- to be an early end of
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tho international stnijiirlo known us the cold war,

or any real reduction of the intensity or signili-

cance of this strugjile. The best that we can hope

for under present circumstances is that the strup:-

glo can bo conducted without resort to military

force.

The Comnnniist propagandists liave often por-

trayed the cold war as a product of suspicion and
misunderstanding in which both sides are equally

culpable. They have urged the end of the cold

war and the begiiniing of an era wliich they de-

scribe as "peaceful coexistence." Unfortunately

their definition of peaceful coexistence dilfers very

little from the free world's definition of the cold

war. As tlie Soviet rulers visualize peaceful coex-

istence, they would be free to continue to promote

Communist influence by all means short of mili-

tary hostilities, whereas the free world would be

asked to abandon all efforts at organized resistance

to Communist penetration. Meanwhile the Iron

Curtain would remain firm and the peoples under

Communist rule would continue to be shielded

from access to the ideals and instruments of free-

dom. In effect, when the Soviet rulers speak of

peaceful coexistence, they are asking us to engage

in a sort of football game under special rules

which would require the entire contest to be played

inside their opponent's 50-yard line.

Wliat I am saying adds up to a pretty grim

conclusion. In all probability the young people

of today will be compelled to continue an intensive

political and economic contest with the Communist
bloc for an indefinite period, perhaps for their

entire lifetimes. It is a struggle that must be

fought in remote corners of the world with

strange weapons. It is a struggle in which vic-

tories and defeats must be calculated in terms of

the income of a peasant in the rice paddies of

Burma, tlie safety of a citizen of Berlin, and the

status and dignity of a native of the Congo. It is

a struggle which is immensely complicated in

terms of the techniques to be employed and the

goals to be attained. But it is a struggle which

must eventually be won if American society and

free civilizations are to endure.

For myself, however, I am not pessimistic about

the outcome of the struggle. There are some his-

torians who suggest tliat the Spartans will always

defeat the Athenians and the barbarians will al-

ways overwhelm Romans—that the societies based

upon brutality and power will always triumph

over the societies whicli give primary attention
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to human values. But (he lessons of history are

complex and variable. A\'iiile liistory has recorded

the fall of a number of higldy developed civiliza-

tions, we must remember tliat history is also a vast

graveyard of tyrants. Brutality and oppression

do not always win; in the long run they almost

always lose. If free societies understand the na-

ture of the struggle which they face, and if free

peoples maintain the intelligence and stamina to

carry on this struggle, we have every reason for

confidence that free civilization will survive.

For some years it was unclear whether our
struggle with international communism was of

tho character of a 100-yard dash or of a marathon
contest. In retrospect it is clear that it is both.

Over tlie short term the problem is essentially

one of physical survival. Over the longer sweep
of events the challenge is whether we can be so

responsive to the aspirations of the underpriv-

ileged, uncommitted peoples as to attract them
to a free civilization and away from tlie godless,

freedomless enticements of the Communist world.

This dual challenge will require of you the

courage of our forefathers wjio came West in the

covered wagon, the selfless dedication of Oregon's

circuit riders, and the intelliirent application of

the knowledge and understanding which Willam-

ette's liberal education has given you.

Secretary Herter Deplores Remarks

by Premier Khrushchev

Statement hy Secretary Herter

Press release 305 dated June 4

All America, I am sure, shares the disgust I feel

at the ill-tempered attacks emanating from Mr.

Khrushchev. It is understandable (hat Mr.

Khrushchev, in seeking to divest himself of the

responsibility—known to all the world—for the

disruption of the Paris summit conference,' should

seek to confuse the issue in any way that he can.

This, however, does not excuse his personal at-

tempts at vilification. I can only add that I de-

plore the degradation of the standards of inter-

national relations which he is attempting to bring

about. Ilis remarks reflect credit neither on liim-

self nor on his Government.

' For background, see Bulletin of June 13, 19G0, p. 947.
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U.S. Protests Cuban Campaign

of Slander Against United States

Press release 304 dati>d June 4

Following is the text of an aide memoire deliv-

ered on June 4 to the Foreign Ministry of Cuba.

In view of the campaign of slander being di-

rected against the United States by representa-

tives of the Government of Cuba, including the

Prime Minister and the President during the lat-

ter's present visit to certain countries in Latin

America, the United States desires to set the record

straight with respect to its efforts to maintain its

traditionally friendly relations with the people

of Cuba and to make clear to everyone the nature

of the response which has been received from the

Government of Cuba.

1. President [Osvaldo] Dorticos, when recently

in Montevideo, expressed a desire to end cam-

paigns of "lie and deceit"', yet at the same tune

amiounced that properties of United States cit-

izens in Cuba had not been "confiscated" but had

actually been "expi-opriated"' and their owners

reimbursed for such properties. In fact, how-

ever, to our knowledge not a single American

property owner has been reimbursed for the lands

taken from him.

2. The United States lias a long record of co-

operation with coimtries seeking to carry out somid

policies of agrarian reform and in various official

communications to the Government of Cuba over

the past year it has voiced its sympathy with the

legitimate aspirations of the Cuban Revolution.

On January 20, 1000, the President of the United

States made special reference to this point in his

statement on United States-Cuban relations.^ Tlie

United States Government, however, cannot but

protest in the stronge„st way the utter disregard

for international and Cuban law with which

American property owners in Cuba have been

treated since the enactment of the Agrarian Re-

form Law of June 3, 1959.^ Property has been

confiscated, expropriated or intervened, frequently

without receipt, and the owners, many of wliom

have made substantial contributions to Cuban

• BrnxETiN of Feb. 15, 1060, p. 23T.

'For tpxt of a note statine certain views of tiie tJ.S.

Government on the .Agrarian Reform Law, see I'biV., June
29. 19.TO, p. 958.

national development, have physically been ex-

pelled from their lands.^ Individually owned
properties as well as large corporations with

thousands of small stockholders, both Cuban and
American, have been subjected to arbitrary inter-

vention and control by the Government of Cuba,

which has resulted in a tremendous loss in capital

values and the destruction of vital credit standings.

3. Payments due to American exporters for

goods shipped to Cuba in good faith over the past

year have accumulated to over $100 million al-

though in the same jjeriod dollar exchange has

been found by the Government of Cuba to pur-

chase armament worth tens of millions of dollars

and to increase total dollar reserves.

4. On April 11, 1960, this Government asked

the Government of Cuba if the views expressed by

Dr. Ernest Guevara, President of the National

Bank of Cuba, on March 2, 1960, with regard to

United States-Cuban economic relations, repre-

sented the official position of that Government.

Among other things. Dr. Guevara had asserted

that "the representatives of the (American) sugar

companies are trying to show that by selling to an-

other country (L^SSR) we are enslaving ourselves,

and they have never stopped to analyze what
amount of slavery the three million tons of our

sugar wliicli we customarily sell at supposedly

preferential prices to the giant of the north has

meant and means for the people of Cuba". To
date no reply lias been received from the Cuban
Government.

5. The Prime ^linister of Cuba recently charged

the United States Government with a desire to

cause serious harm to Cuba because of its decision

to terminate in an orderly manner the Ignited

States program which has been providing tech-

nical assistance to Cuba for over eight years.'*

With regret it must be stated that this absurd

charge cannot be dismissed as an inadvei-tent or ill-

considered remark which has no place in the

reality of present Cuban policy toward the United

States. For many months the Ignited States Gov-

ernment has watched tlie development by the

Government of Cuba of a calculated campaign to

misrepresent and denigrate the special economic

relationships between our two countries wliich

have worked to the mutual benefit of both peoples

for over 50 years.

' Ff)r l)arkfn-onn(1, seet6i(7., Feb. 1, 1960, p. 158.

' Ihiil.. .Tune IZ, I960, p. 962.
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<!. Tho Govm-nment ami people of the United

States eini)lmtically reject the theme often re-

peated by various high officials of the Government
of Cuba tliat the close economic association be-

tween our two countries has worked to the detri-

ment of the Cuban economy and well being. On
tlie contrary, we believe that this association has

made constructive contributions to the overall de-

velopment of Cuba.

7. With regard to the unauthorized fliglits over

the territory of Cuba there is evidence that certain

Cuban officials, far from cooperating with the

United States to pi-event them, have conspired and
connived in the violation of United States laws and

regulations designed to protect Cuba from such

incursions.

8. The United States Government told the Cu-

ban Government on March 7, 1960 that it vigor-

ously rejected and protested the unfounded and

irresponsible implication voiced by the Prime M'm-

ister, of I'nited States responsibility for the un-

fortunate explosion of the ship. La Coubre, in

Habana harlmr on March 4, 1060. Notwithstand-

ing this, and in the absence of any evidence to sup-

port this charge, the Cuban Government has

recently distributed a pamphlet imputing the re-

sponsibility to the United States Government for

this tragedy, an act which this Government finds

to be offensive.

9. On May 14, after the Cuban Prime ^^inister

had boasted that a Cuban patrol boat had tired

upon a United States submarine and pursued it

for thirty miles, the United States requested of the

Cuban Government an explanation for this unpro-

voked attack on a United States vessel while on

the high seas." At the same time our Government

vigorously rejected the false allegation of the Cu-

ban Prime Minister that the submarine had been

within Cuban territorial waters. No reply to this

representation has been received from tlie Cuban

Government.

These are some illustrations of tlie unwarranted

campaign against the United States with which

the present Cuban regime seeks to sow distrust

and animosity, despite its protestations that it

seeks friendsliip and understanding. An intense

official campaign of slander like tliis does not

' Ibid., May 30. lOGO, p. 8.'A.

promote tlie climate of economic cooperation and
peaceful development which the people of the

United States, lilce those of all this hemisphere,

certainly seek.

President Eisenhower Holds Talks

With Prime Minister of Canada

7'he Prime Minister of Canada, John G. Diefen-
baker, at ths invitation of President Eisenhower,
made an ofjicuil visit to Washington, B.C., June
3-^. FolJoioing is the text of a com,nvunique re-

leased on June If. following the Prime Minister''s

visit, together with Secretary Ilerters welcoming
remurks at Washington National Airport on June
3 and a list of the members of the Pnme Minis-

tci'^s party.

JOINT COMMUNIQUE

White House press release dated June 4

The Prime Minister of Canada, the Right Hon-
orable Jolui G. Diefenbaker, and the President of

the United States have consulted on a wide range

of subjects of both an international and bilateral

nature. The Canadian Ambassador at Washing-
ton [A. D. P. Heeney] and the Secretary to the

Canadian Cabinet [R. B. Bryce] assisted in the

discussions, together with the United States Sec-

retary of State and the United States Ambassador

at Ottawa [Livingston T. Merchant].

The Prime Minister and the President were in

agreement on measures which should be taken to

maintain the security of the free world. They

i-eafiirmed their determination to continue to work

for peace with justice. Particular attention was

paid to the importance of achieving, with effec-

tive international control, an end to nuclear test-

ing and progress toward general disarmament.

The Prime Minister and the President reviewed

the course of relations between their countries

during recent years and noted with pleasure the

extent to which the problems arising in such re-

lations have yielded to the process of friendly and

continuing consultation. Tiiey considered that

satisfactory means of carrying on such consulta-

tion have Ijeen established in personal exchanges
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as well as by regular diplomatic arrangements

and the various joint committees that have been

created. They expressed their belief that there

has been established between the two countries a

model for the relationsliip between neighboi-s.

REMARKS BY SECRETARY HERTER

Press release 302 dated June 3

Mr. Prime Minister: On behalf of the President

and Mrs. Eisenhower, it is an honor and a pleas-

ure to bid you and Mrs. Diefenbaker welcome to

Washington. Canada is our great neighbor to the

north, and we deem it of special significance that

you have been able to come here to discuss with

the President our many mutual interests. Your

trip here emphasizes the warmth and friendliness

of the relations between our two covmtries, a fact

which we prize highly.

The American people, I can assure you, join in

these sentiments and wish you a most pleasant and

useful visit to our nation's Capital. "We look

upon you and your country not merely as neigh-

bors but also as close friends bound together over

many generations by ties of respect, good will, and

mutually fruitful cooperation.

MEMBERS OF PARTY

The Department of State announced on May 31

(press release 293) that the following persons

would accompany Prime Minister Diefenbaker

during his visit to Washington.

Mrs. Diefenbaker

A. D. P. Heeney, Ambassador of Canada

Mrs. Heeney

R. B. Bryce, Clerk of the Privy Council and Secretary to

the Cabinet

H. B. Robinson, Special Assistant to the Prime Minister

M. J. Deacey, Private Secretary to the Prime Minister

Mr. Bacon Named U.S. Commissioner
on U.S.-Canada Joint Commission

The White House announced on June 1 that

the President had on that day appointed Edward
A. Bacon to bo a Commissioner on tlie part of the

United States on the International Joint Com-
mission, United States and Canada, vice Douglas

McKay, deceased.

U.S. Expresses Sympathy to Japan

on Tidal-Wave Damage

SECRETARY HERTER TO FOREIGN MINISTER
FUJIYAMA

Press release 2S2 dated May 26

Secretary Herter on May 25 sent the following

message to His Excellency Aiichiro Fujiyama,

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Japan.

I was distressed to learn of the extensive loss

of life and damage suffered in the tidal wave that

struck northern Japan. I wish to express through

you to the people of Japan the heartfelt sympathy

of the Government of the United States.

MESSAGES OF FOREIGN MINISTER FUJIYAMA

Press release 296 dated June 2. for release June 3

Mr. Fujiyama to Secretary Herter

The following message loas received on May
30 hy Secretary Herter from Aiichiro Fujiyama,

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Japan.

May 28, 1960

Dear Mr. Secretart: On behalf of the Gov-

ernment and the people of Japan, I wish to ex-

press my deep appreciation for the warm
sympathy extended by you and the American

people on the distress caused by the recent tidal

waves.

Sincerely yours,

AncHiRO Fujiyama

Mr. Fujiyama to Ambassador MacArthur

Foreign Minister Fujiyama's message was sent

to Ambassador Douglas MacArthiir II under

cover of the folloioing transmittal letter.

May 28, 1960

Dear Mr. Ambassador : I should be most grateful if you

could forward to Secretary Herter the enclosed letter of

api)roci.Ttion for the warm sympathy extended to the

people of Japan suffering from the recent tidal waves.

I also wish to express my heartfelt appreciation for

the warm sympathy of yourself and your kind offer of

help to the distressed people.

Lastly let me convey the deep thankfulness of the

communities concerned for the active cooperation in the

relief work now being given by the United States Forces.

Yours sincerely,

Aiichiro Fujiyama
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Need for Public Understanding of the Mutual Security Program

by Under Secretary Dillon ^

It is a privilege to take part in your delibera-

tions at this critical stage in international affairs.

There is no need for me to dwell on recent

events—events which clearly demand that we in-

tensify our efforts to strengthen the free world,

militarily, economically, and spiritually. These

events underscore our national need for the De-

fense Executive Keserve.

Your organization grew out of the realization

that, so long as international tensions persist, the

United States will require a ready civilian reserve

to meet sudden emergencies, just as it requires a

trained ready reserve for the Armed Forces. You
are dedicated to the proposition that the United

States must keep up its own defenses and those

of its allies so that no aggressor will be tempted

to strike.

One of our dearest national dreams is a just

and lasting peace for all the world. We earnestly

and tenaciously seek practicable ways of reducing

armaments through internationally controlled

agreements. Yet hindsight enables us to see

clearly that, whenever the United States lets down
its guard or disarms unilaterally, aggressors are

tempted. If aggi-ession should come to us or to

our allies in such circumstances, we would in some

measure have brought it upon ourselves.

"We learned in two world wars and on the hills

of Korea the terrible cost of halting aggression

and tlie enormous cost of restoring peace and re-

building shattered economies. AYe sliould also

have learned that the cost of maintaining peace

by deterring aggression is infinitely less. We
should have learned for all time that lowering

our guard encourages aggression against both our

allies and ourselves.

' Address made at the second national training con-

ference of the National Defense Executive Reserve at

Washington, D.C., on May 23 (press release 277).

One would think that after the lessons of two

global conflicts and after our experience in Korea

there would be little risk of our making the same

mistake all over again. Unfortunately this is not

the case. Today we as a nation are once more

in danger of falling into the same tragic error.

Continuing Need for Mutual Security Program

We would be taking a giant step in this direc-

tion if, through indifference or apathy, we per-

mitted the President's request for mutual security

appropriations to be substantially reduced. Un-
fortunately there are men of influence who have

publicly served notice of their desire to slash the

President's request drastically. The American

people should know that if they allow this to

happen the possibilities of armed aggression in

the years immediately ahead will be immeasurably

increased.

The time has come to talk fully and frankly

of this peril. We who have the facts would be

derelict in our duty if we did not point out the

danger which may be brought upon our people

if they lack knowledge and understanding of the

crucial importance of the Mutual Security Pro-

gram and of the necessit}' of maintaining it at

adequate levels.

The President on May 2, in a remarkable ad-

dress here in Washington,- pointed out tlie overall

importance of mutual security and warned of the

assault that was being mounted against it—an

attack which, if successful, would threaten the

security of our country by undermining the

capacity and the will of our allies to resist

aggression.

Such action on our part at this time could only

be construed by the Soviet leaders as a confession

• Bulletin of May 23, 1960, p. 811.
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of weakness and as an open-ended invitation to

accelerate their aggressive designs. Copies of the

President's message have been made available at

this conference. I urge any of you wlio have not

previously done so to read it carefully. I hope

you will pass it on to your friends and associates.

Tlie time to widen public understanding is short.

Tlie Congress has once again completed action on

legislation authorizing the continuation of the

Mutual Security Program substantially as rec-

ommended by the President. This session of the

Congress is expected to end early in July, and

action on the vital appropriation bill will be

taken before then.

Those who support this program in the face of

unremitting attack deserve encouragement. Those

who are undecided need help in placing the na-

tional interest above local and parochial concerns.

Those who are opposed need help in understand-

ing that failure in this area must inevitably mean

retreat and crisis for America. Every American

can and should enlist in this great crusade.

Military Assistance Program

Tonight I want to talk with you about two

aspects of the program that ai-e not well enough

undei-stood : the military assistance progi-am and

the increasing efforts of our friends and allies in

the whole field of mutual security.

The military assistance program dates prin-

cipally from the Korean war, when large sums

were appropriated for military aid to our friends

and allies, both in NATO [Nortli Atlantic Treaty

Organization] and elsewhere around the globe.

In the summer of 1953, after the termination of

liostilities, we found that wo had $81/^ billion of

militai-y assistance funds appropriated and un-

spent. This is what has come to be known as the

"military assistance pipeline." Oliviously a care-

ful and orderly program to build the militaiy

strength of our allies could not possibly use that

ivmcli in a single year's time.

"We could conceivablj' have canceled all or a

substantial part of tliis unused appropriation and

put ourselves immediately on an annual basis

where outgo equaled approiu'iation. Instead we
chose lo draw gradually on llie \nuised funds in

the pipeline to supplement annual appropriations

that were deliberately kept at a level well below

required exi)endit\ircs. Tliis course had tiie full

approval of both the administration and the

Congress.

As a result the pipeline has now been drawn

down to about $2 billion, because for the past 7

years we have been relying upon it to supplement

our annual military assistance appropriations.

Thanks to this pipeline we have, ever since 1953,

been appropriating each year some $900 million

less than what we actually needed and what we
actually spent.

Unfortunately this arrangement is no longer

possible. We cannot further reduce the pipeline

without sharply cutting our deliveries of military

equipment. This is why we now need substan-

tially increased appropriations for military

assistance.

For the past 4 or 5 years exi^enditui-es under

onr military assistance program have been stabi-

lized at about $21/3 billion annually. "Wliile the

size of the overall program has remained rela-

tively constant, its direction has shifted signif-

icantly. In general, expenditures for our

economically resurgent NATO allies—the United

Kingdom, France, and Germany—have substan-

tially declined as they have regained the capacity

to cari-y their share of the common defense burden.

Meanwhile the costs of maintaining and

strengthening allied forces in the Far East have

increased.

Last year we conducted a thorough and detailed

review of the program. Our own efforts were

supplemented by a bipartisan panel of outside ex-

perts under the direction of William H. Draper.^

The conclusions of the two studies were nearly

identical: Both agreed that a minimum program

of about $2 billion annually would be required for

some years to come. Bear in mind that this repre-

sented a reduction of nearly 15 percent below the

level of previous yeare.

It is for this reduced program that we are ask-

ing $2 billion for next year. It is true tliat this

sum represents an increase of $700 million over the

current year's appropriation. But we must re-

member that this year, for the last time, we were

able to draw down substantially from the pipeline,

which is now reduced to the point where future

deliveries must be fidly covered by new appropria-

tions.

' The Composito Ueport of tho I'lvsiflent's Committee To

Study the ITnitpd Statos Military Assistance TroKram is

for sale by the Siiperiuteiuleiit of Documents, II. S. Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. The price for

vol. T is CD cents, for vol. II (annexes) $1.
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Today we luive a clear clioice: Either we appro-

priate tiio $2 l)illion required to maintain tlie free

world's streiifftli or else we tell our allies that we

are no longer willinji to support the militaiy forces

that our Joint Chiefs of StaH' have afjreed are the

minimum required in our own national interest.

The views of our military leaders are categoric

and are on the record many times over. They con-

sider mutual security to have a priority fully

equal to any portion of our own defense program

—

of which it is part and parcel. All of our military

leaders have said that they would not willingly

accept additional funds for their own services if

they were obtained at the expense of mutual

security needs.

Efforts To Improve Administration of Program

Those who would slash mutual security often

de«ry what they describe as "waste" in its ad-

ministration. They also stress allegations that the

military services have in the past "overcharged"

the Mutual Security Program for certain items of

equipment. Undoubtedly there have been some

overcharges and some individual cases of waste.

But you do not sink the Navy, disband the Army,

ground the Air Force, or close up your business

because of errors. Instead you strive to correct

the errors. That is precisely what we are doing in

administering the militai-y assistance program

—

and with real success.

We Americans must not pcmiit ourselves to be

misled by reckless charges of "waste" and "mal-

administration" or distracted from the primary

job of maintaining free-world defenses. We must

renew our determination to do the job and to do it

as effectively as possible. We must use the infor-

mation developed by continuing investigations to

strengthen and improve the Mutual Security Pro-

gram, not to destroy it and, witli it, the safety of

our families and of our country. Certainly tiie

very moment when the Soviet leaders are once

again threatening rocket attacks is no time for us

to tell our allies that the United States has lost

the will to provide the assistance they need for the

common defense against Communist aggression.

I have dwelt so heavily on military assistance

because it is such an important part of our overall

mutual security effort and because it is utterly in-

conceivable to me that our people would know-

ingly let down their giuird in the face of the recent

Soviet threats.

The Piv.sident originally asked for an appropri-

ation of $4,175 million for the whole program.

Congi'essional action in approving the autiiorizing

legislation has reduced that figure to $4,086

million.

This is the sum we are now seeking. Last year

wo received $8(i0 million less than we are now
requesting. Critics argue that we somehow man-
aged to live with that amount. But they overlook

some simple arithmetic : This year we require $700

million more merely to continue the military as-

sistance program as it has operated in the pa.st,

since we no longer have the pipeline to fall back

upon.

The remaining difference between last year's-

appropriation and this year's request is accountwl

for by an increa-se of $150 million for the Devel-

opment Loan Fund—our primary national in-

strument in the battle to give hope to the hundreds

of millions in the newly developing lands. Witli

the exception of this modest increase in much-

needed economic assistance, our contemplated

program is no larger than last j'ear's. The big

difference is that at last the time has come when
we must foot the bill on a pay-as-you-go basis

instead of depending upon unexpended funds

originally appropriated during the Korean war.

I ask you and eacli and every one of you to

explain to your friends and associates back home
these simple facts about mutual security tliat so

deeply affect our future as a free people. Once
tiiey are generally and fully understood, there

can be no doubt whatsoever that the American

people will respond affirmatively in meeting this

important national need.

Allies' Contributions to Mutual Security

Now to another matter which also is too little

understood : I refer to the demonstrated willing-

ness of our sironger friends and allies to assume

a greater share of the common defense burden

and to play larger roles in liel[)ing the peoples

of the newly developing lands in their epochal

struggle against the evils of hunger, poverty,

disease, and illiteracy.

There is a widespread illusion in our country,

even among some who are otherwise well informed,

that only the American taxpayer is can-ying a

significant share of this expense. This is simply

not true. The people of England, France, Can-

ada, and Germany are all making large and
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steadily increasing contributions. The people of

Japan and Italy are also playing significant parts.

In the case of both the United Kingdom and

France the share of national income devoted to

military and economic assistance already approxi-

mates the portion of our own national income

that we devote to these programs.

In addition, our NATO allies are steadily and

substantially increasing their own defense ex-

penditures. In each of the past 2 years they have

increased these expenditures by more than a bil-

lion dollars. Again this year they are spending

substantially more than last, and there is every

indication that 1961 will see a fui'ther increase.

Furthermore, except for a few prior commit-

ments for specific military items, we are no longer

furnishing military equipment on a grant basis

to England, France, or Germany. These coun-

tries are now able and willing to purchase their

own equipment.

In the field of economic assistance the United

Kingdom has, over the past 3 years, doubled the

amount of aid she is providing to newly develop-

ing countries. France for some years has poured

very substantial amounts of economic help into

the territories of the French Community. These

countries are now rapidly achieving independ-

ence, and France has volunteered to continue to

provide them with assistance on the same scale

after they become independent.

In speaking of England and France we have

no right whatsoever to ask : "Wlien will they begin

to do their share?" They are doing it today and

give every indication of continuing to do it.

It is true that certain other countries have re-

cently developed sufficient economic strength to

join more fully in the development task. West
Germany and Italy, in particular, come to mind.

However, leaders of both these countries have
publicly recognized their responsibilities and have
signified their intention to develop programs that

will assume a fair share of the overall effort.

Free-World Participation in Development Field

I have been speaking of direct contributions to

development needs by our stronger allies. On a

wider scale tlie whole free world is joining to form
the new International Development Association.

This is to be a billion-dollar organization closely

related to the "World Bank. Of its total capital,

other industrialized countries will contribute

nearly $3 for every $2 that we put up.

As the President has so well said, "The very

moment when other countries are recognizing

their responsibilities is no time for us to walk
away from our own." *

His admonition has been forthrightly seconded

by one of our national Capital's leading newspa-

pers," which said in a recent editorial urging full

support of the President during these trying

times:

Not only are foreign economic and military assistance

keystones of the Eisenhower program, they are also a

means of demonstrating to the Soviet Union that this

country and its allies cannot be divided by bluster and
threat and that American purposes overseas are not the

selfish or aggressive ones that Mr. Khrushchev says they

are.

And a highly respected New York newspaper *

comments that mutual security

. . . means solidarity of the United States with our allies

and friends of the free world, and a determination to do

our best to preserve that freedom and independence for aU
nations outside the Soviet orbit . . . against a military

threat and a politico-economic offensive of increasing

magnitude. A wholehearted vote for mutual security

would be the one thing that could most surely and quickly

strengthen the President's hand in the present crisis.

The other side of the coin is equally important:

Any substantial cut would signify to the rest of

the world that the United States in this hour of

uncertainty no longer has the will to do its share

in defense of freedom. We must not, we cannot,

let this happen. Future generations of Ameri-

cans will look to see how their forebears met this

crisis. I am certain that, once the American peo-

ple understand what is at stake, history will not

find us wanting. Meanwhile we can all do our

country a great service by spreading the simple

facts—facts which are too little known—facts

which must be known if we are to make the right

decisions.

Thank vou.

• Bulletin of Jlay 23, 1900, p. SIX
' The Washington Post, Jlay 19, 1900.

' The New York Times, May 21, 19G0.
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Thai-United States Cooperation

by U. Alexis Johnson
Ambassador to Thailand^

It is indeed an honor to have been invited to

join with you tliis evening in this honors convo-

cation. Altliough I today arrived from ahnost

half a world away, Bangkok and Detroit, and the

American Embassy in Bangkok and Wayne State

University, are no strangers to each other. Last

year we had the pleasure of welcoming in Bang-
kok a group of Detroit's outstanding business-

men and industrial leaders sponsored by the

Board of Commerce. Mj' only quarrel with them
is that their stay was all too short. We look for-

ward to more such visits. However, we have

long had an especially close connection with

Wayne State, for it is your university that has

been responsible for one of the most important

and successful programs in the field of Thai-U.S.

cooperation for economic development.

You will note that I do not say "U.S. aid to

Thailand" but rather "Thai-U.S. cooperation,"

nor do I say the economic development just of

Tliailand but rather economic development in

general. I do this advisedly because our relation-

ship, especial!}' witli Thailand, is not just one of

United States "aid" to that country but rather

one in which there is full cooperation between our

two Governments in seeking common objectives

and in which we, the United States, are simply

.supplementing, often in a very small way, the very

major efforts of the Thai Government itself. I

also speak of economic development in general

rather than just the economic development of

Thailand, for it is obvious that the economic

growth of the United States can no more be di-

vorced from that of Thailand and other similar

countries than can the economic growth of De-

troit be divorced from that of Chicago, Nashville,,

or Astoria, Oregon. However, I know that this

is a point that I need not labor in Detroit, with

your location here on an international boundary

and your long record of enlightened interest in

international trade and international affairs.

Thailand, the Country and Its People

Although tonight I am wearing this academic

cap, I am really appearing before you wearing

two other hats to which I am more accustomed.

I desire first to put on my hat (I suppose I should

say "top hat") as Ambassador to Thailand and

briefly to discuss that country with you and then

even more briefly put on my hat as SEATO
[Southeast Asia Treaty Organization] Coun-

cil Representative and discuss with you that or-

ganization, which will be holding its annual

Council meeting in Washington the end of this

month.^

Although I know that this is not true of many

of you in Wayne University, I am sure that the

impression of most Americans of Thailand is

confined to that Hollywood interpretation of

Thailand a century ago known as "The King and

I." Needless to say, whatever historical accuracy

there may have been in that entertaining film, it

bears little resemblance to the Thailand of today.

However, next month the United States will have

the opportunity to see for itself a real King of

Thailand, togetiier with his Queen and their four

children, as Tlieir Majesties undertake an ex-

tensive official visit as state guests of the United

States. I liave no doubt that this visit is going to

contribute much to a better understanding and

' Address made at Wayne State University, Detroit,

Mich., on May 17. " See p. 083.
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knowledge of our two countries, as both the King

and Queen well epitomize those qualities of charm

and friendliness -which are so characteristic of

the Thai people and which Americans find so at-

tractive. The American people will also see wliy

the Thai people regard their sovereign with such

genuine respect and real affection. This feeling

of the Thai people for their royal family is also

an important political fact, for it contributes much

to tliat inlierent basic political stability of Thai-

land which has few parallels in Asia. In spite of

changes in governments, the Thai monarchy gives

a sense of stability and continuity that is in many
ways unique.

However, above all, the Thai—whose name liter-

ally means "free"—are proud and conscious of the

fact that, alone of all the nations in South and

Southeast Asia, they maintained their freedom

and independence throughout the period of colo-

nial expansion in that jiart of the world. Thus
tliey are not now under the necessity of going

through the inevitable birth and growing pains of

those countries which are now newly independent;

they do not have those complexes and sensitivities

which seem to be the inevitable concomitant of the

newly independent and whicli we can see even in

our own early history. The remarkable fore-

sight and abilities of the Thai kings during the

19th and early 20th century—the direct ancestors

of the present King—are in large degree responsi-

ble for this fact. Instead of futilely resisting

change in a changing world and waiting for mass
discontent from below or pressures from the out-

side to force changes, the leaders of Thailand at

that time ably cliarted a course that preserved tlie

independence of the country and its essential in-

ternal stability.

It is to tliis tradition that the present leaders

of Thailand are heirs. Internally, as witli many
other countries of the area, Thailand is still in the

process of attempting to find a system which will

reconcile its own culture and institutions with

modern ideas of representative government. Also,

as in other areas, the attempt too literally to fol-

low tlie institutions which grew up in the very
different environment of Europe was not success-

ful. A constituent assembly is now attacking this

•lifliiMilt and complex problem.

Thailand is in (he very happy position of not
being overpopulated, its density of population

being only a fraction of that of most otlier coun-

tries of Asia. Thus there is no mass distress or

starvation, and there is substantial opportvmity for

growth in indixadual living standards.

Thailand is also unique as compared with many
other countries, not only in Asia but in other parts

of the world as well, in that there is little if any

problem of land tenure, which is so often a basi-

cally unstable factor in the economic, political,

and social structures of a country. The over-

whelming majority of the people of Thailand are

engaged in agriculture, and the overwhelming ma-

jority of them not only own their own land but

individually tliey own about as much land as they

can cultivate. Thus there is no large class of se-

riously distressed or dispossessed peasantry ready

to embrace radical doctrines as supposed solutions

for their problems.

Thailand also has an exceptional record of

financial responsibility and conservative fiscal

management. Although by no means a rich

coimtry, it has throughout recant years main-

tamed the stability of its currency, and the Thai

currency has for long been one of the very few

"hard currencies'' in Asia. This has been done

without the imposition of rigid controls but

rather in largely a free-market atmosphere for

both currency and foreign trade.

The relationship between Thailand and the

United States also has many miusual features,

the first treaty between the two countries being

concluded in 1833, or many years before we were

able to establish relations with any other Far

Eastern country. There has never been a serious

dispute or issue between the two countries, and

since "World War II Thailand has taken an es-

pecially forthright position in defense of freedom,

notably in the United Nations, Korea, and as a

stanch member of SEATO. Although gcograplii-

cally exposed and at that time witliout any mutual

defense alliance, Thailand was courageously

among the very first countries that in 19.50 of-

fered forces to tlie United Nations Connnand in

Korea. It is, besides the United States, one of

only two countries still maintaining a force in

Korea.^

It is against this background that Thailand is

attoinpting to develop its economy in fiwnlom

and against wliich it has sought and is receiving

' The third coimtry is Turko.v.
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the modest cooperation of tho United States. I

feel that Tliuiland is fully deserving of tiiat co-

operation and tliat tliey have used it wisely and

well.

Thai Program for Development

\Vliat Tiiailand is attempting to do is to develop

what the economists often call the social overhead

and infrastructure upon wliich private economic

development can take place. That is, Thailand

is attempting to develop its educational system,

including tlic technical fields, improve its public

hcaltiu increase the productivity of its farmei-s,

locate its mineral resources, improve its public

administration, increase its power suppl}', im-

prove its very limited road sj'stem, and establish

an efficient system of conmiunications. In each of

tliese fields the Thai must and are doing the major

part of the job for themselves. They have asked

and are receiving our cooperation in supplying

what is often the missing element, or that part

which they could not supply for themselves and

without which the program would fail or be of

limited success.

As illustrative of what I am discussing I men-

tion the technical education program with which

you here at Wayne have been so closely associated

and have played such an important part. In 1952

the Thai Ministry of Education made a small be-

ginning in this field with the establishment of

some vocational training classes in a few of the

then existing schools in Bangkok. Today, only 8

years later, there is a technical institute in Bang-

kok with ;34 buildings, over 5,000 students, and

200 faculty members. There are a total of 1,500

more students in other technical institutes opened

at important centers in the south, north, and

northeast.

The greater part of this progi-am has been ac-

complished by the Thais themselves, but an im-

portant and essential element in its success has

been tliat played by Wayne State Univei-sity

under contract with the Thai Ministry of Educa-

tion and the United States Government. This

has involved sending to Thailand, under the

capable lesidership of your Dr. Gordon Rivers, a

team of Americans who share their own experi-

ence and skills with tlieir Thai counterparts in

organizing and equipping these institutes. It has

also involved sending 70 Thai faculty members to

the United States for advanced training, many

riglit iiere at Wayne. This program is now well

along the road to completion and approaching

the point where it will be able to stand on its own

feet without furtlier United States assistance.

That is, Wayne State is ably doing what it is

supposed to do—work itself out of a job as

rapidly as possible.

Although Thailand's needs are still vast, this

technical-institute program also well illustrates

another very important fact with regard to Thai-

land—that is, the country is well along with the

establishment of the essential public foundation

upon wliich private development can be built.

Also, very importantly and significantly for the

United States and Southeast Asia, Thailand has

oflicially and formally adopted the philo.sophy of

encouraging private enterprise and private for-

eign investment as the road to that economic de-

velopment. Vai'ious measures of tax and import

duty incentives have been adopted, and an invest-

ment board specifically charged with encouraging

foreign private investment has been established

within the office of the Prime Minister. The Gov-

ernment is particularly seeking American invest-

ment. A few American firms have already estab-

lished themselves and some others are seriously

considering various manufacturing enterprises,

for, while modest in size, Thailand offers an at-

tractive market for many goods.

We in the Embassy and our economic mission

are also devoting much thought and energy to

the same end, for we feel that the success of this

endeavor is important not only to our good friend

Thailand but also can be an important example

to other similarly situated countries. In addition,

a stable and prosperous Thailand, based on what

we Americans believe is the best and most efficient

relationship betwe<>n government and private

business, is important to our own prosperity and

well-being. With Wayne State having contrib-

uted much to the laying of the foundations, you

private businessmen here in Detroit now have

much to contribute to this end. I hope that, in

considering what you can do to assist in the prob-

lems this troubled world is facing, you will not,

in your own interest, overlook the jiossibility of

investment in Thailand. The Embassy, as well

as the Department of Commerce and other agen-

cies of the Government, is always anxious to be

of help.
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SEATO's Role in Southeast Asia

I Mill now put on my hat as SEATO Council

Eepresentative briefly to speak of that Organiza-

tion and its important role in Southeast Asia.

First let me say that all too often I hear people

attempt to compare SEATO with NATO [North

Atlantic Treaty Organization], with the OAS
[Organization of American States], or other simi-

lar mutual security organizations. I feel that this

is a serious mistake as each of these organizations

was designed to meet difi'erent aspects of Com-
munist aggression and to serve vastly differing

areas. Thus I believe it correct to consider these

organizations only on their own merits and in the

light of the situation existing in the area they

were designed to serve.

To do so I need to go back a few years to 1954.

To some of you this may seem somewhat remote,

but to me personally it is still very recent and
vivid. In April of that year I sat down with the

American delegation at Geneva across the table

from Molotov, Chou En-lai, and Pham Van Dong
(leader of the Communist Viet Minh delegation),

and I sat there for three trying and critical

months. Also represented at the table were
France, the United Kingdom, Laos, Cambodia,
and free Viet-Nam. '\^'^lile we were sitting there

the Communist Viet Minh with direct Chinese

Communist support were pressing the French
forces ever harder. The Viet Minh pushed into

most of Viet-Nam, across Laos to the very bor-

ders of Thailand, and south into Cambodia. Then
there was the catastrophe of the loss of the entire

French force at Dien Bien Phu. Those were dark
days for the free world around that table at Geneva
but even darker days for the actual and poten-

tial victims in Southeast Asia. The Communists
were flushed with victory and made little effort to

conceal their glee nor their confidence that they

could readily push on further. The remaining
free nations of Southeast Asia, including Thai-
land, looked to the future with foreboding.

It was against this background that tlie ITnited

States had quietly proposed the formation of what
was to become SEATO. Tliis was, of course, not
unknown to tlic Communists, nor was it intended

to be. Thus it was clear to the Communists that, if

they continued to press into Southeast Asia, they

stood the real risk of involving the United States.

It was against this background, in turn, that tlio

Communists entered into an armistice with the
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French, Laotian, and Cambodian Governments

that confined the Communist gains to the area in

Viet-Nam north of the I7th parallel.

Following this, in the fall of 1954 the Manila

Pact,* which established SEATO, was concluded

with Australia, France, Pakistan, the Philippines,

New Zealand, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and

the United States as members. In recognition of

Thailand's key position in the pact, Bangkok was

selected as the headquarters of the Organization.

The pact not only contained provisions for mutual

defense by members of the pact but an unusual and

very important provision that the jiarties to the

treaty would, at the request or with the consent of

the government concerned, defend the territory of

south Viet-Nam, Laos, or Cambodia against Com-
munist aggression. Thus the benefits of the treaty

are extended to those latter countries, although

they are not parties to the treaty or members of

the Organization.

I am fully aware of the criticisms that have been

leveled at SEATO both within and without the

United States. By some it has been criticized for

being too little—that is, it should have more mem-
bers. By others it is ci'iticized for being too

much—that is, it is provocative to the Communists

and a divisive force among the non-Communist

countries. To both of these I would ask, "Has it

worked ?" That is, has the treaty thus far accom-

plished its objective of halting further Commu-
nist aggression into Southeast Asia ? To this the

answer can only be yes, for since those dark days

of 1954 there has been no further Communist ex-

pansion into Southeast Asia. One can argue as to

how important a factor SEATO has been in bring-

ing about this fact—personally I feel that it has

been a very important factor—but one cannot ar-

gue that it has not been a factor.

I also know that the very existence of SEATO
has given the area—members and nonmembers

alike—a greater sense of security beliind which

they have been able with more resolution and con-

fidence to cope with their own problems of sub-

version, as well as turn their attention to problems

of internal development. I would not pretend to

you that SEATO or any other organization or

magic formula could solve the stupendous prob-

lems of Southeast Asia ; however, it has served to

alleviate the verj' real concern of open Chinese

Communist aggression. That this concern is not

*For to.\t, see Bulletin of Sept. 20, Wr,i, p. .393.
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witliout fouiulation lias most dramatically been

shown in Tibet ami the borders of India in recent

months. It is also shown in our own talks with

the Chinese Communists, where they continue to

refuse the basic and simi)le proposition of renounc-

ing the use of force as an instrument of their

national policy, especially in relation to Taiwan.

In my more than 2 years of talks with them at

Geneva, and now in Ambassador [Jacob W.]
Beam's talks with them in Warsaw, they have

made it all too clear that to them anj' understand-

ing with the United States involves nothing less

than an abandonment by the United States of all

the free countries of Asia and especially Taiwan.

I know of no free Asian that would have us pay

that price, and they derive confidence from our

steadfast miwillingncss to pay that price. Thus
I have no hesitancy in sajing that the coun-

tries of Southeast Asia, including those who are

not meml)ei's of SEATO, have an increasingly

better understanding and appreciation of United

States policy in the area.

Fostering Cohesion and Unity in Southeast Asia

Southeast Asia is a very diverse area with coun-

tries and peoples widely diverse in race, language,

religion, and culture and deeply divided in many
cases by memories of bloody wars, invasions, and

countcrinvasions. Means of direct communication

or land transportation between each other are al-

most totally lacking. Visitors in Bangkok are

usually startled when I tell them that to send a

telegram to Eangoon, which is not much further

than from here to Chicago, it will go via London
and may take up to 2 days, or that to send a tele-

gram to Saigon, which is not nmcli further, it will

go via Paris and take about the same time. They
are also startled when I tell them that it is my
guess that, for every Thai who has been to Ran-

goon or Saigon, more than 100 will have been to

London, Paris, or New York. Thus Southeast

Asia is largely a geographic expression and the

countries of the area are only slowly developing a

sense of unity or cohesion. In this i-egard it is still

probably at about the same point as Europe several

generations ago but without the physical base of

transportation and communication that then ex-

isted in Europe. Such a sense of cohesion and

unity cannot be forced from the outside but rather

must come from within, and there is increasing

discussion of this by the leaders of various coun-

tries in the area.

SEATO has a part to play in this for SEATO
is more than just a military alliance. Article III

of the Manila Pact provides

:

Tlic rartios undertake to strengthen their free Institu-

tions and to cooperate with one anotlier in the further

development of economic measures, including technical

assistance, designed both to promote economic progress

and social well-being and to further the individual and
collective efforts of governments toward these ends.

In addition to our bilateral programs with the

SEATO countries the United States is partici-

pating in the support of various specific SEATO
projects of a multilateral character. Among these

are a graduate school of engineering located in

Bangkok which is open to students from all South;

east Asian countries, whether or not members of

SEATO; a program for the training of skilled

labor in Thailand, Pakistan, and the Philippines;

a program for fundamental research on the dis-

ease of cholera, which periodically sweeps through

much of the area; and at present a program is

under study for the establishment of a modern
telecommunications system to facilitate the ex-

change of meteorological information between the

Asian members of SEATO. Additionally, the

SEATO organization itself is devoting funds to

finance exchange professorships, research fellow-

ships, undergraduate and postgraduate scholar-

ships, traveling lectureships, and conferences of

scholars and university heads.

All of these programs are designed to promote

mutual understanding and good will not only

among the peoples of the member countries but

also with other free countries in the area. Thus,

rather than dividing the countries of the area,

SEATO is seeking to do what it can to promote

greater understanding among all free countries

in Southeast Asia and to contribute to their welfare

and well-being.

Tlie SEATO Coimcil, which is composed of

the Secretary of State and the Foreign Ministers

of the other members of SEATO, will tliis year

be holding its annual meeting in Washington be-

ginning the thirty-first of this month. This will

be the first time that the Coimcil will have met

outside of the treaty area. Just prior to this the

militai-y advisers to the Council will have had

their semiannual meeting, also in Washington

this year. The military advisers will report to

the Council upon the basis of the work done by

the Military Plamiing Office, w-hich also has its
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permanent headquarters in Bangkok. Thus the

Council members will have in front of them the

work, reports, and recommendations of both the

civil and military aspects of the Organization.

I am sure that this meeting will be important

and significant in further developing the contri-

bution of SEATO to the peace, stability, and

well-being of the area it serves. SEATO is also

thus an important and even vital link in that

system of collective security which has forged

such strong bonds against Communist aggression

througliout the free world. The maintenance

and strengthening of those bonds are our best

liope that the Communists will enter into mean-

ingful negotiations that will remove the threat

of war and permit the world to develop in that

peace which is sought by all men of good will.

NATO Science Fellowships Awarded

The Department of State and the National

Science Foundation on May 28 (press release 288

dated May 27) announced award of 41 North At-

lantic Treaty Organization postdoctoral fellow-

sliips in science.

This fellowship program was instituted by

NATO in the belief that full development of

science and technology is essential to the culture,

economy, strength, and welfare of the Atlantic

Community. Designed to encourage further

study abroad, these awards will enable 41 U.S.

fellows to study in 10 foreign nations, while out-

standing foreign scientists from other NATO
countries will come to the United States for fur-

ther training.

At the request of the Department of State, the

National Science Foundation administers the fel-

lowship program for U.S. citizens.

Of the awards amiounced today, 18 are in the

life sciences and 23 in the ])hysical sciences, m-

cluding mathematics and engineering. Fellows

will attend institutions in Canada, Denmark,

France, Germany, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands,

Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

The 41 U.S. citizens who are being offered

awards were selected from l(i2 apyiliciints. All

applicants were evaluated for the Foundation by

panels of scientists appointed by the National

Academy of Sciences-National Research Coimcil.

Final selex-tions were made by the Foundation.
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NATO fellows will receive a basic (12-month)

stipend of $4,500. In addition, limited round-

trip travel and dependency allowances will be

provided.^

U.S. and Philippines

Conclude Air Talks

Press release 297 dated June 2

Aviation delegations representing the Philip-

pines and the United States met at Washington

during the period April 26 to June 2, 1960, for the

purpose of reaching an understanding with re-

spect to a new air transport agreement. Discus-

sions were conducted in a spirit of frankness and

mutual good will.

Although major efforts toward an understand-

ing were exerted on both sides, complete agree-

ment on all issues was not found possible. The

Philippine delegation expects to return to ilanila

this week.

Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

86th Congress, 2d Session

Amistad Dam and Reservoir. Hearings before the Sub-

committee on Inter-American Affairs of the House

Committee on Foreign Affairs on H.R. SOSO, a bill to

authorize the conclusion of an agreement for the joint

construction by the I'nited States and Mexico of a

major international storage dam on the Rio Grande in

accordance with the provisions of the treaty of Febru-

ary 3, lt>44, with Mexico, and for other purposes. Feb-

ruary 8-March 19, 1900. 274 pp. J
Philippine War Damage Claims. Hearings before the I

Subcommittee on the Far East and the Pacitic of the

House Committee on Foreign Affairs. March 17-Apnl

28, 19G0. 93 pp.

Relative Water and Rower Resource Develoimient in the

U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. Report and staff studies to the

Senate Committees <m Interior and Insular Affairs and

Public Works pursuant to S. Res. 248, S.^>th Congress,

2d session. S. Doc. 71. May 5, 19(!(). 206 pp.

Overall Limitation on Foreign Tax Credit. Report, to-

gether with minority views, to aceonipany H.R. 10087.

S. Kept. 1393. May 19, 19(i0. 27 pp.

Import Duties on Certain Coarse Wool. Report to ac-

company H.R. 9322. S. Rept. 1402. May 19, 19(50.

9 pp.

Expressing the Sense of the Congress With Respect to

Official Recognition bv the I'nited States of the Cen-

tennial Anniversary of the Unity of Italy. Report to

aci'oiupany H. Con. Res. 22.1. H. Rept. 1030. May 19,

1900. 2 pp.

' For a list of the 41 individuals, showing residence ad-

dress, field of study, current aihliation, and name and

location of the fellowship institution for each awardee,

see press release 288.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

U.S. Opposes Introduction

of Political Issues in WHO
^ 'itcment by Uorace E. Uenderson *

The delepiition of the United States supports the

(Iruft resohition conceniinir K.\ec'iiti\'e Board reso-

lution EB-J5.1\t)2 whicli we have submitted and

cosponsored with tlie delegations of Argentina,

Canada, France, Italy, Japan, Pakistan, and the

I'liited Kingdom.- AVe jointl}' consider it to be

jnemature to study the question of the utilization

of any resources rele^ased by agreed disarmament

under etl'ectivo international control.

Mr. Chainnan, my delegation notes with satis-

faction that the 13tli AVorld Health Assembly thus

far has been generally free of political issues and
political discussions. This is as it shoidd be. The
United States delegation sincerely hopes that in

this case an issue with political implication can be

properly avoided, in iiccordance with the impor-

' Made before the 13th World Health A.s.senibly at

Geneva, Switzerl.Tnd, on Jlay 10. Mr. Henderson is

Deputy A.ssistant Secretary of State for International Or-

ganization Affairs ; he was a U.S. delegate to the

Assembly.

The U.S.S.R. had submitted to the Assembly a resolu-

tion re<iuesting the Director General "to submit to the

Executive Board, as soon as agreement ha.s been achieved

on general and complete disarmament, proposals for the

utilization of any re.sources released as a result of such

an agreement to meet urgent world needs in the field of

health, particularly in under-develo])ed countries." The
United States and .seven other countries then introduced

a resolution in which the oi)erative paragraphs read as

follows

:

"The World Health Assembly, . . .

"1. Considers that until sufficient actual progre.ss

towards agreetl disarmament under effective international

control has been made it would be premature to study the

question of the utilization of any resources released

thereby : and
"2. ArFiP.\fS its belief that international co-operation in

the furtherance of the objectives of the World Healtli

Organization should not pause in its efforts while waiting

for such disarmament."

The Soviet draft rc!K)luti<jn was not brought to a vote.

The l'.S.-si)onsored resolution was approveil by the A.s-

sembly on May 20 by a vote of 4.'> to 10, with 18

abstentions.

f ant princii)le that the 13th "World Health Assem-
bly should devote its time and energies to develop

the maximum concentration and tledication to tlie

great challenge and responsibility it has been given

by peoples everywhere to meet the world's de-

manding health needs. Therefore we oppose the

intervention of issues with political implications.

The (luestion of disarmament inevitably compre-

hends political issues which should be avoided in-

a technical specialized agency of the United Na-

tions. The United Nations (Jeneral Assembly is

the place where such issues shoidd be debated. As
recalled in the preambular paragraph of the res-

olution before us, the General As.sembly has al-

ready taken action on this matter and has invited

all member states to consider this question.

It is certainly not a question of lack of interest

in or support for disarmament. The jiosition of

my Government on general disarmament under

etl'ective international control is clear. President

Truman, after World War II, suggested the idea

that nations could apply the savings of agreed dis-

armament for assistance to the emerging countries.

In his first inaugural message in 1953, President

Eisenhower stated that the United States stood

ready to engage with any and all others in a joint

effort to remove the causes of mutual fear and dis-

trust among nations and thus make possible agreed

disarmament. In fact, Mr. Chairman and fellow

delegates, there is no doubt whatsoever but that

every member state here present supports the ob-

jective of general disarmament under effective

international control as indicated by tlie unani-

mous approval of resolution 11-18 (XII)^ of the

12th General Assembly of the United Nations.

Nor is it a question of lack of interest and sup-

port of tlie financial needs of the AVorld Health

Organization and the liealth activities of the mem-

ber states. Here again the record of my Govern-

ment is clear. Our support and contributions to

the l)udgets and special voluntary accounts of the

World Health Organization liave l)een substantial

because of the demonstrated technical competence

' For text, see Buixetin of Dec. 16, 1957, p. iMi2.
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ofWHO to serve as the best means of international

cooperation in health. And, as the Director Gen-

eral's statement has confirmed, the programs and

activities of the "World Healtli Organization are

growing and expanding at a rate consistent with

the availability of competent technical personnel

and adequate supporting facilities to efficiently im-

plement projects for the vast majority of the needs

and problems of most areas of the world.

Sir, it is also not a question of our not being

concerned about tomorrow's needs and require-

ments in world health. The best means for meet-

ing tomorrow's needs is to do all that we can

today—to meet and overcome today, now, the ill-

ness and disease that i-avage mankind without

concern for political philosophy, racial back-

ground, or religious beliefs. This is the challenge

and responsibility of the World Health Organi-

zation. We must not be distracted nor deterred in

our mission by the intervention of issues with

political implications which can only tend to di-

vide us and distract us from our determination

to work vigorously together today, right now, for

a common assault against the enemy of all

mankind.

Thus, Jlr. Chairman, in our Aaew, this is not a

question of support for disarmament and it is not

a question of what we might possibly do tomor-

row, but it is a question of what we must do today.

Tlie delegation of the United States takes the

position that tlie 13th World Health Assembly
is here presented witli an issue which has political

implications that should not be raised in WHO.
Fellow delegates, I respectfully request your sup-

port for this resolution for we must not permit
the technical character and the high competency

ofWHO to be challenged or compromised. Thanlc

you, Mr. Chairman.

United States Delegations

to International Conferences

International Labor Conference

The Department of State aiuiounccd on May 31

(press release 294) that the President had desig-

nated (he following persons as the principal U.S.
delegates to the 44th session of the International

Labor Conference, scheduled to bo held at Geneva
Juno 1-23

:

Representing the Government op the United States

Delegates

George C. Lodge, chairman. Assistant Secretary of Labor,

International Affairs

Horace E. Henderson, Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for International Organization Affairs

Substitute Delegate

Allen E. De Long, Special Assistant to the Secretary,

Department of Commerce

Representing the Employers of the United States

Delegate

Cola G. Parker, Director, Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenan,

Wis.

Representing the Workers of the United States

Delegate

Rudolph Faupl, International Representative, Interna-

tional Association of Machinists, Washington, D.C.

Tliis session will consider, among other things,

workers' housing, protection of workers against

ionizing radiation, improvement of standards of

living and working conditions among rural work-

ers, and reduction of hours of work.

Current U.N. Documents:

A Selected Bibliography ^

Security Council

Letter Dated 28 April 1960 From the Representative of
Tunisia Addressed to the President of the Security
Council Concerning French Actions in Algeria. S/4307.
April 28, 1960. 2 pp.

Letter Dated 2 May 1060 From the Permanent Repre-
sentative of France to the President of the Security
Council Concerning the Algerian-Tunisian Frontier.

S/43(19. May 3, 1960. 3 pp.
Cable Dated 18 May 1960 From the Minister for Foreign

Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Ad-
dressed to the President of the Security Council, With a
Copy to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
S/4314. May IS. l".)(i(). 1 p.

Cable Dated 19 May liHjO From the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Ad-
dressed to the President of the Seciirity Council, Trans-
mitting an Explanatory Memorandum in Amplification
of His Cable Dated 18 May 1960 (S/4314). S/4315.
May 19, 1960. 5 pp.

Cable Dated 19 May 1960 From the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Rei)ublics Ad-
dressed to the President of the Security Council, Trans-

' Printed materials may be secured in the United States
from the liitfrnational DiK'uments Sc^rvice, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 2960 I'.roadway, New York 27, N.Y. Other
materials (mimeograjibed or processed documents) may be
consuUed at certain designated libraries in the United
States.
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inittin^' an i:x[)liin!it(iry Mi'iuoniiulum in Anipliflcntion
i.f His CaMc l);ilf(l is May I'.HiO (S/4:il4). S/43ir>/-
Corr. 1. Jlay 120, I'.KiO. 1 p.

Letter l>ateil i;o Slay I'.IOO From tlu' rernianent Represent-
ative of India Addressed to the President of the Secu-
rity Council. S/4317. May -'0, 1!H!0. 2 pp.

Cable Dated liO May 1900 From the I'rime Minister of the
Republic of Togo Addre.ssed to the St.H letarv-General of
the United Nations. S/4:US. May 121, l!»l!Ol 1 p.

Letter Dated 21 May 19C0 From the I'ernianent Represent-
ative of France Addressed to the President of the Se-
curity Council. S/4320. May 2."{. VMM. 1 p.

Letter Dated 2:i May llHiO From the Representatives of
Argentina, Ceylon, Ecuador and Tunisia Addressed to

the President of the Security Council. S/4323. May 23,
liHJO. 2 pp.

Letter Dated 24 May 19C0 From the Permanent Represent-
ative of Tunisia Addressed to the President of the
Security Council. S/4324. May 24, 1960. 1 p.

Letter Dated 27 May 1900 From the Permanent Represent-
ative of India Addressed to the President of the Security
Council. S/4327. May 26, 1900. 4 pp.

TREATY INFORMATION

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Antarctica

The Antarctic Treaty. Signed at Washington December
1, 1959.'

Ratification deposited: United Kingdom, May 31, 1960.

Aviation

International air services transit agreement. Done at

Chicago December 7, 1944. Entered into force for the

United States February 8, 194.5. 59 Stat. 1693.

Acceptance deposited: Kuwait, June 17, 1960.

Cultural Relations

Agreement for facilitating the international circulation of

visual and auditory materials of an educational, scien-

tific, and cultural character, and protocol. Done at Lake
Success July 15, 1949. Entered into force August 12,

1954."

Senate advice and consent to ratification given: May 26,

3960.

Accession deposited: Ghana, March 22, 1960.

Law of the Sea

Convention on the territorial sea and contiguous zone.

Done at Geneva April 29, 1958.'

Senate advice and consent to ratification given: May 26,

1960.

Convention on the high seas. Done at Geneva April 29,

1958.'

Senate advice and consent to ratification given: May 26,

1960.
Convention on fishing and conservation of living resources

of the high seas. Done at Geneva April 29, 1958.'

Senate adricc and consent to ratification given uith an
uihU isttinilitiij: May 2(i, 19(10.

Convention on the continental shelf. Done at Geneva
April 2!), 1958.'

Senate advic-c and consent to ratification given: May 26,
1960.

BILATERAL

Brazil

Agreement providing a grant to assist in the accjuisition of
a sub-critical assembly for the Aeronautical Institute of
Technology. Effected by exchange of notes at Rio de
Janeiro October 20, 1959, and February 27, 1960.
Entered into force February 27, 1960.

Denmark
Interpretation of paragraph 4. a. (4) of the agreement of
April 12, 1900, relating to a weapons production program.
Effected by exchange of letters at Copenhagen May 11
and 18, 1900. Entered into force May 18, 1900.

Honduras

Agreement continuing in force and amending the agree-
ments of March 6, 1950, establishing a United States
Air Force mission and a United States Army mission to
Honduras (TIAS 2040 and 2041). Effected by exchange
of notes at Tegucigalpa April 22 and May 20, 1960.
Entered into force May 20, 1960.

United Kingdom
Agreement extending area of civil air terminal, at United

States Kindley Air Force Base in Bermuda, designated
in agreement of March 23 and April 25, 1951 (TIAS
2282). Effected by exchange of notes at Washington
May 25, 1960. Entered into force May 25, 1960.

General agreement for technical cooperation in respect of
the territories for the international relations of which
the Government of the United Kingdom are responsible.
Signed at London July 13, 1951. Entered into force
July 1.3, 1951 (TIAS 2281).
Notification ly United Kingdom of application to: Fed-

eration of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, April 8, 1960.

DEPARTMENT AND FOREIGN SERVICE

A Tribute to Americans
Serving Overseas

Remarks by Under Secretary Dillon ^

I am deeply grateful for the honor j'ou pay me
today, and I want to thank all the members of

the Advertising Club of New Jersey, which is

such a vital force in the growth of this djaiamic

' Not in force.
" Not in force for the United States.

' Made before the Advertising Club of New Jersey, at

Newark, N.J., on June 3 (press release 295 dated June 2).

Mr. Dillon received an award as the "outstanding citizen

of New Jersey, 1959."
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and prospering State—the State that I am proud

to call home.

This award means a great deal to me. But I

feel that it rightfully belongs to the 400 men and

women from Xew Jersey who serve abroad with

the 3 agencies most directly concerned with our

country's international relations: the Foreign

Service of the United States, the International

Cooperation Administration, and the United

States Information Agency. For they are truly

"outstanding citizens of New Jersey"—in this or

in any other year. I consider it a privilege to be

associated with them.

Kegrettably these dedicated men and women

are too little known to most of their fellow Amer-

icans. Their lives are spent for the most part in

the far corners of the earth—often under condi-

tions of ])ersonal hardship and even danger

—

with only occasional assignments in Washington

and brief, irregular periods of leave here at home.

They represent ii typical cross section of our coun-

try and of our State. They are talented, hard-

working, straightforward Americans whose only

difference from the rest of our population is that

their jobs require them to spend their time over-

seas representing the best interests of the United

States. They are on the job in scores of coun-

tries—and it's a 24-hour job, too.

Tliese overseas Americans are in a very real

sense your official "eyes, ears, and hands" abroad.

They are, in fact, your first line of defense in

peacetime. If tliey have any request of tlieir fel-

low Americans at liome, it is for the moral support

and confidence of their countrymen, coupled with

a minimum of recognition for their efforts in wag-

ing peace and defending freedom in distant lands.

I should like to think that this award consti-

tutes just such recognition. For they merit yotir

full support and admiration. I accept it gladly

on tlu'ir belialf.

For my part, I can only repeat: Thank j'ou.

Thank you most sincerely.

Consulate at Izmir, Turkey
Raised to Consulate General

PrcRs rplcnso 202 dntod Mny .31

The Department of State annoiinoed on May 31 tli:it

the Aniprlcnii consuluto ut Izmir, T\irkoy, will lio elcvntcd

to the rank of consulate general effective June 1, lOCO.

Kenneth A. Byrns will serve as (•(insiil f;eu<'r;il iind

I)rinciiial officer.

PUBLICATIONS

Recent Releases

For sale tij the Superintendent of Doetiments, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Wa.iliington 2.j, D.C. Address
requests direct to the Superintendent of Documents, ex-

cept in the case of free publications, ichich may he
obtained from the Department of State.

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Pub. 6045. In-

ternational Organization and Conference Series 9. 263
pp. $1.00.

This report, covering fiscal year 19of>, is the 12th annual
report by the United States to the United Nations on the
administration of the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands.

Strengthening Friendship and Trust Among the Ameri-
can Republics. Pub. 6074. Inter-American Series 59. 22

pp. 20c.

A record of President Eisenhower's visit in February and
March 1060 to Brazil. Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay,
which includes texts of addresses and joint statements
made in the individual countries and the text of the Pres-
ident's report to the Nation upon his return.

Economic Assistance to Bolivia. TIAS 4395. 3 pp. 5tf.

Agreement between the I'nited States of America and
Bolivia, amending agreement of November 6, 1953. Ex-
change of notes—Signed at La I'az August 24 and Novem-
ber 11, 1059. Entered into force November 11, 1959.

Radio Communications Between Amateur Stations on
Behalf of Third Parties. TIAS 4399. 4 pp. 5(f.

Agreement between the United States of America and
Haiti. Exchange of notes—Signed at Port-au-1'rince .Jan-

uary 4 and 6, 1900. Entered into force February 5, 1900.

Surplus Agricultural Commodities. TIAS 4401. 8 pp.
lO^*.

.Agreement between the United States of America and Is-

rael. Signed at Washington January 7, 1960. Entered
into force January 7, 1960. With agreed minute.

Surplus Agricultural Commodities. TIAS 4403. 7 pp.
10?'.

Agreement between the Unite<i States of America and
Greece. Signed at Athens January 7, 1900. Entered into
force January 7, 1960. With notes.

WTialing—.\mendments to the Schedule to the Interna-
tional VVhaling Convention signed at Washington on De-
cember 2, 1946. TIAS 4404. ', pp. 5^
Adopted at the Eleventh Meeting of the International
Whaling Commission. London, June 22-July 1, 1959. En-
tered into force October 4, 1959, and January 3, 1960.

Surplus Agricultural Commodities. TIAS 440G. 5 pp. 5^.

Agreement betwwn the United States of America and
Uruguay, supplementing agreement of February 20, 19.59,

as supi)lemente<l. Signed at Montevid(H) January 13, 1960.

Entered into force January 13, 1900.

Annual and Progressive Reduction in Japanese Expen-
ditures llnder Article XXV 2(b) of the Administrative

Agreement of February 28, 1952. TIAS 440S. 8 pp. 10(?.

Agreement between the United Slates of America and
Japan, amending agreement of April 6, 1959. Exchange
of notes—Signed at Tokyo January 8, 1060. Entered into

force J.anuary 8, 1960.
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Asia. Tlmi-Uiiitwl States CooiHratloii (.Idhnsim) .

Aviation. I'.S. and Philippines Conclude Air

Talks

Canada
Mr. Hacon Named I'.S. Commissioner on CS.-

Cauada Joint Commission

President Eisenhower Holds Tall<s With I'rimo

Minister of Canada

Communism. The Challenge of Our Times

(White)

Congress. The. Congressional Documents Relating

to Foreign Policy

Cuba. U.S. Protests Cuhan Campaign of Slander

Against I'nited States (text of aide memolre) .

Department and Foreign Service

Consulate at Izmir, Turkey, Raised to Consulate

General

A Tribute to Americans Serving Overseas

(Dillon)

Disarmament. U.S. Opposes Introduction of Polit-

ical Issues in WHO (Henderson)

Educational and Cultural Affair.s. NATO Science

Fellowships .\warded

Health, Education, and Welfare. U.S. Opposes In-

troduction of I'dlitical Issues in WHO
(Henderson)

International Organizations and Conferences

Internatiiinal Labor ("onfereuce (delegation) . .

Southeast Asia Treaty Organization Reemphasizes

Unity of Puriwse (Eisenhower, Herter, Xixon,

text of communique)

U.S. Opposes Introduction of Political Issues in

WHO (Henderson)

Japan. U.S. Expresses Sympathy to Japan on

Tidal-Wave Damage (Herter, Fujiyama) . . .

Mutual Security. Need for Public Understanding

of the Mutual Security Program (Dillon) . . .

North Atlantic Treaty Organization. NATO Sci-

ence Fellowships Awarded
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President Kisenhdwcr Holds Talks With Prime
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The University and the World Community

Address by Secretary Herter ^

It is a privile<fe to be with you today iiiul a

pleasure to share in this ancient ritual. The
gowns and lioods we wear remind us of the an-

tiquity of the university tradition and the legacy

of faith as well as knowledge on which it draws.

We are made aware of the significance of the life

of this university to the city, the State, and the

Nation. You are part of that "republic of learn-

ing" which knows no frontiers and which in our

times is perliaps more vital tlian ever before in

history if the barriei's which separate peoples are

to be broken down and man is to measure up to

the potentialities and opportunities of our un-

paralleled era.

Our Changing World

AVe now live, together with all peoiDles, in a

relatively small world, the dimensions of which
are further rapidly shrinking. This fact has al-

ready completely revolutionized the relations be-

tween man and man, between different societies,

nations, and continents. Our world is a neighbor-

hood. Science has wrought wonders which tend

to create the physical, the technical basis for a

world community. The material foundation of

such a community lies ready to our hands; it

exists in rudimentary form.

We are, all of us, confronted today by new and
cliallenging frontiers, not between men and na-

tions but frontiers surromiding us all, as indi-

viduals, beckoning us on to new endeavors and
concerted etforts. You of the community of learn-

ing bear a special responsibility, that our connnon
cultural heritage be preserved and made pertinent

and applicable to the great tasks that challenge

us on many fronts. For we are truly engaged in a

' Made at commencement exercises at the University of

Pittsbiirgli, Pittsburgh. Pa., on .Tune 8 (press release .309

dated June 7). Secretary Herter was awarded an honor-

ary degree of Doctor of Civil Law.

contest of wliicli tlie stakes and tlie outcome are

the fate of our culture and our civilization.

Let >is bo clear in our minds al)out what has

been happening. Many of us here can recall the

days when most of our world seemed far away
from us—rather luireal, in fact. Our people, in

town and country, were preoccupied with local and
personal—or at the most, national—affairs.

Europe and Asia were far away. So was Latin
America. Africa was a great unknown. News-
papers recorded little of world events, usually only

at a time of disaster or war.

Now these times are gone beyond recall. We
would not call them back if we could. We live in

a new and utterly different kind of world.

It is a startling thought that it now has become
possible, for the first time in history, for all

peoples of the world to live together. The so-

called "backward" peoples can now begin to enjoy
the benefits of our modem civilization. The tecli-

niques are available whereby all members of the

Inunan race can be well fed and clothed and
housed. We seem on the verge of conquest of the

abysmal poverty and disease and misery that have
long been the lot of most of mankind. The basic

and central reality is the essentially political fact

that all nations now miist live together and that

a community of interests must come into existence.

Open and Closed Societies

This poses one of the great issues of our times,

the conflict between the concepts of open and
closed societies. In America we have a.spired to

an open society and have sought increasingly to

realize it in our world relationships. In such a

society there is an absence of needless and artificial

barriei-s and a cross-fertilization and free compe-

tition of ideas. This is a fundamental aspect of

our tradition and heritage, of our national style.
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In general this concept is shared and exemplified

in the other countries of the free world, vrhere

there is freedom of communication, of expression,

of travel, and of initiative.

The other concept, that of a closed society, stiU

prevails in many parts of the world even though

it is gradually being mollified by the influx and

pressure of modern forces and ideas. In such

societies men must live largely separate and se-

cluded fi-om their fellow men elsewhere, bound

by tradition and often superstition, subservient to

Tovernments and institutions over which they have

fittle control. Their thoughts are patterned after

the concepts and ideologies imposed upon them

from above. t i

It will be difficult to resolve the central political

problem of our times so long as closed societies of

repressed and unfi-ee peoples exist. This is par-

ticularly true when aU peoples are being pulled

more and more into the couree of world history.

Hermit nations are an anachronism. There is no

room for unfree nations, whether subjected to the

tyranny of human despots or to the tyramiy of

false and outworn systems and ideas. Our world

can never become a true community so long as a

part of its peoples remain shut off from the main

currents of history.

One reason why a closed society is a danger to

our world community is that it harbors secrecy; it

cherishes estrangement from and hostility toward

the outside world. In states so dominated conceal-

ment becomes a fetish. Such states instill fears of

other nations in their peoples. Excessive secrecy

is regarded as a great military asset, the equivalent

of so many divisions or missiles.

I believe it is this same fetish of secrecy that

obstructs progress toward arms control. The

Soviets profess to want disarmament, but their

obsession with secrecy has made them unwilling

to accept the type of inspection arrangements

which are absolutely indispensable to any safe

and acceptable system of controlled disarmament.

It is even more true now than when it was stated

by President Eisenhower before the United Na-

tions General Assembly hi 1958 that
:

=

The nature of today's weapons, the nature of

modern communications, and the wideninR circle of new

nations malce it plain that we must, in the end, be a

world community of open societies. ... the concept of

the open society Is the ultimate key to a system of arms

control we all can trust.

' Bulletin of Sept. 1, 1958, p. 3.37.

1016

Relations With tiie U.S.S.R.

The important thing is to face our tasks of the

future in a constnictive frame of mind. jSIutual

recriminations about past actions are futile. Nor

is it helpful to try to define our policy toward the

Soviet Union as either "hard" or '"soft," nor to

depict the international conflict in colors of black

and wliite. Our posture should be calm, resolute,

and vigilant, at the same time that we explore

every available opportiinity to move our relation-

ships on to a more hopeful plane of increased

understanding and mutual cooperation.

International Exchange Programs

Eeturning to our main political problem, that

of creating the reality of a world of peoples living

together and through their relationships building

the foundations of a true world conununity, I

would refer to the special significance in this con-

nection of our exchange program. This process

of exchange was well called by the late Secretary

Dulles "a curative and creative force in world

affairs." It fosters human contacts, serving as a

catalytic agent, strengthenmg bonds between

friends, diminishing the gulf between antagonists.

These contacts are of almost every conceivable

kind—social, busmess, labor, cultural, educational,

scientific, atliletic, diplomatic, even political.

Much of this program relates to what might be

called cultural and educational exchanges in the

literal sense. It involves mainly students and

scholars. It plants many seeds of intellectual

o-rowth which are bound to ripen and bear fruit,

to the benefit of both countries concerned.

Closely related to this is the exchange of spe-

cialists in various fields of useful endeavor—agri-

cultural, industrial, teclinical, military, atliletic.

Artists and entertainers communicate not merely

their talents but increased understanding of and

respect for the genius of the nation they represent.

All this is to the good. But I would especially

emphasize that this jirogram is and should be, to

a large extent, political in the best sense. The

leader exchange program is designed to fill this

need. This is so because it brings about the mutual

interchange of pei-sons who are, or are destined

to be, leaders and persons of distinction in their

respective countries. These are people of promi-

nence or promise in political, governmental, busi-

ness, and labor act ivitics. Each year this program

brings to our shores key personalities of other

Department of Sfafe Bu//ef;n



nations. We exhibit to them America as it is—not

a glamorized picture fixed up by propagandists,

nor yet the sordid version so often propagated

abroad by certain of our "realistic"' scliool of

writei"s.

You are all aware of the special progress we
have made in recent yeai-s in what are called East-

West exchanges or, more properly, exchanges be-

tween the We^it and the Soviet bloc. You know
that these have been at many levels and of diverse

types.

Role of the Universities

Surely no institutions are better fitted than our

universities to advance these purposes. Their role

in the advancement of scientific knowledge is too

obvious to require elaboration. Let me stress, how-

ever, their role in our progress toward a world

of open societies as the basis of world community
and in contributing to the exchange of ideas among
peoples out of which eventually may emerge a

sense of community and a consensus about those

things on which the very survival of our civiliza-

tion depends.

The University of Pittsburgh

The University of Pittsburgh has caught the

vision of this new horizon. We in the Department

of State fully appreciate what you have done in

various ways.

You have a long record of active interest and

participation in the international exchange idea.

By creating the Office of Cultural and Educa-

tional Exchange you have added a new dimension

to the intellectual life of the university. In fact,

Pittsburgh has shown an increasing awareness of

our nation's responsibility to assist other peoples

and to learn from other cultures and has made
this the basis of its programs to a degree found in

verj' few .ilmerican universities.

You have made great advances in affiliation with

foreign universities, in the number of foreign stu-

dents and faculty members, in new and varied

programs of study in international affairs, and in

the growing number of Pittsburgh faculty mem-
bers and students who study abroad.

Moreover, your university has not confined its

interest to the campus but has enlisted the support

of the entire community through the Pittsburgh

Council for International Visitors. The modem
city of Pittsburgh is rich with the history and

contributions of many nationalities and is a strik-

ing example to the world of the benefits born of

mutual cooperation and friendly exchange.

You have organized tlie Intereollegiato Re-

gional Council for International Educational Ex-
change, together with affiliated colleges and uni-

versities in a five-state area, thus pooling the great

intellectual and cultural resources of the region

for exchange activities.

In addition, your Chancellor [Edward H.
Litchfield] has contributed greatly to the success

of the exchange of leaders program through the

Governmental Affairs Institute.

These outstanding achievements of the Unir
versity of Pittsburgh deserve the highest com-
mendation. I bring to you from the Department
of State my warmest congratulations and
appreciation.

AVliat you have accomplished moves me to make
certain comments and suggestions.

Firsts I should like to repeat and emphasize

what I have indicated throughout my address;

namely, that a cultural exchange program in the

broadest sense is of vital imiwrtance in our whole

foreign policy in the swiftly changing and dy-

namic world in which we live. T\niatever the im-

portance we attach to political, economic, and
military programs, we must always remember that

what touches men's minds and influences their

thinking is perhaps the most determining factor

of all in shaping historic events and the course of

civilization.

Second, I would suggest that our higher insti-

tutions of learning, so far as possible, att;ich pri-

mary importance to the educational exchange

program, in their planning and in their budgeting

and staffing, for it is an integral part of their

responsibilities and activities.

Third, I would appeal to industrial, labor, and
private organizations generally to make system-

atic efl'orts to contribute to such an exchange pro-

gram within the range of their special interests

and capacities.

Fourth. I believe tliat the Federal Government
should give increasing emphasis to the exchange
program as one of the essential components of a

sound foreign policy.

Conclusion

IvCt me conclude by pointing to our long-term

goals as a nation. Aware as we must continue

to be of the Communist threat, and with all our
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precautions to dccal with it, we must never be so

preoccupied with the Soviet challenge as to for-

get our own constructive purposes. We have our

vision of the future. We must press forward

toward the new horizon. The values of our cul-

ture are not ours alone. They are a heritage

wliich we must seek to conserve and pass on to

coming generations.

A new world is dawning—a world, we trust,

swept by the winds of freedom, in which free-

dom's massage and rewards may be shared by

the newly emerging nations, in which a true world

community will come into being resting on the

rule of law and not of force.

The cause of civilization is not the selfish in-

terest of any one nation. The miiversities are

luiiquely fitted, intellectually and philosophically,

to interpret this new world to us and to our

friends in other lands. It is the common task of

all of us—educators and scholars, scientists and

religious leaders, businessmen, labor leaders, and

all those groups wliich make up our free and open

society—to find ways, together with the Govern-

ment, to work with people in other countries so

that we may all move forward together, building

better societies and sti'engthening gradually the

foundations of a true world community.

Letters of Credence

Ethiopia

The newly appointed Ambassador of Ethiopia,

Mikael Imru, presented his credentials to Presi-

dent Eisenhower on June 8. For texts of the Am-
bassador's remarks and the President's reply, see

Department of State press release 312 dated

June 8.

Guatemala

The newly appointed Ambassador of Guatemala,
Carlos Alejos, presented his credentials to Presi-

dent Eisenhower on June 8. For texts of the Am-
bassador's remarks and tlio President's reply, see

Department of State press release 310 dated
JimeS.

Korea

Tlio newly appointed Ambassador of Korea,
Chong Il-kwon, presented his credentials to

President Eisenhower on Jime 8. For texts of the

Ambassador's remarks and the President's reply,

see Department of State press release 311 dated

June 8.

U.S. Replies to Soviet Note
\

on Disarmament

Press release 308 dated June 7

Following is the text of a note delivered hy the

A7nencan Embassy at Moscow to the Soviet Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs on June 7.

The Embassy of the United States of America

presents its compliments to the Ministry of For-

eign Affairs of the USSE and has the honor, upon
insti-uction of its Government, to commmiicate the

following

:

The Government of the United States of Amer-

ica will give most careful and serious study to the

disannament proposals transmitted by the letter

of June 2 ^ from the Chairman of tlie Council of

Ministers to the President of tlie United States.

The United States agrees that the proper place

for detailed examination of this proposal is the

Ten Nation Disarmament Committee wliich re-

sumes on June 7 in Geneva. It is the hope of the

United States that the Soviet Union will give the

same careful and constructive attention to the

Western plan of March 16.=

The United States believes that progress in dis-

armament is of overwhelming importance to the

future security of all countries and that efforts

must be redoubled to find ways to make a start on

the control and balanced reduction of armaments.

The U.S. representative in Geneva will partici-

pate in the negotiations in this spirit.

' Xol printed. The Soviet Government on June 2 made

pul)lic the text of a note which it had sent to all Heads

of Government with representiitives in Moscow and had

also sent to the United Nations (U.N. doe. A/4374/Rev. 1).

The note contained certain revisions of the Soviet dis-

armament proposals of Sept. IS, 19.59 (U.N. doe. A/4219).

For text of a workintr paper on general disarmament

I)repared by Canada, France, Italy, the United Kingdom,

and the I'nitiHl States, see Bulletin of Apr. 4, 19(50, p. .'jll.
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The Challenge of Overseas Service

hy Under Secretary Dillon^

Thank you for the gracious welcome you have

extended to all of us who are being honored

today by Williams College. For some time I

have been hoping for an opportunity to discuss

the challenge of overseas service. I can think of

no more appropriate setting than this justly

famed campus, where there is a perpetual re-

minder of the five students who met for prayer

in the shelter of a haystack in 1806 and dedicated

their lives to the chui'ch ovei"seas. Out of their

dedication was bom the American Board of For-

eign Missions, imder whose auspices thousands of

American men and women have earned the mes-

sage of America to other peoples wliile serving

their God and their country in far-distant lands.

It is for me a very special pleasure to be here,

and in talking to you this afternoon I claim a

special dispensation. For your distinguished

president, Jim Baxter, was my faculty tutor at

Harvard some 30 yeai-s ago and so must bear a

measure of responsibility for me and for what I

have to say.

Looking back I am struck by the profound

changes that have radically reshaped the world

over the past 30 years

:

First, the transformation of the United States

from a relatively isolated nation to an active par-

ticipant in every sphere of international life as

a leader of the free world.

Second, the enormous growth of the Soviet

Union as a military and industrial force, i\\& pas-

sage of Eastern P^urope into the Commimist orbit,

and the emergence of Communist China as a

potential world power center.

' Address made at commencement exercises at Williams

College, Williamstown, Mass., on June .T (press release

300 dated June 3). Mr. Dillon was awarded an hon-

orary degree.

Finally, the collapse of colonialism, which is

now clearly a thing of the past, and the achieve-

ment of nationhood by scores of new countries,

wliose leaders are struggling desperately to give

independence real meaning by enriching the tra-

ditionally barren lives of their impoverished

peoples. The full impact of this socioeconomic

revolution is most dramatically evident in Africa,

where but 4 nations existed 30 years ago—and
where there soon may be 29.

Demands of Today's World

These sweeping changes, accompanied by in-

creasuigly rapid communications, the fateful re-

lease of nuclear energy, and man's adventurous

probing into space, have fashioned a world wliich

simply didn't exist when my generation was
graduatiiig from college. Todays slirinking uni-

verse, the inextrical)l_v interdependent world mia
which you are graduating, makes demands upon
us as a nation and as a people that were undreamt
of 30 years ago. If we are to meet today's press-

ing demands and respond to the formidable chal-

lenges of the coming 30 years, we must enlist every

resource—human, material, intellectual, and spir-

itual—at our command.

On the home front we must strengthen our de-

fenses against possible aggre.ssion. We nnist ex-

pand our educational opportunities to enable our

citizens to lead more fruitful, more purposeful

lives. Special priority must be given to accelerat-

\ng tlie growth of our economy along sound, pro-

ductive lines. Unless we do so, there ciin be no

a.ssurance that the future will bring increasing

opportunities for our people. Nor can there be

any assurance that we as a nation can sustain our

capacity to meet our international obligations, to

counter the Communist threat, or to project to the
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newly developing lands the image of our system

of free institutions as one worthy of emulation in

the struggle for nationhood. We must clarify our

national goals and promote better imderstanding

by all our citizens of the policies that must be fol-

lowed to fulfill them. This is especially true in

international affairs, which are now the concern

of every American.

On all fronts we must reinforce the free world's

system of collective security so that we and our

allies can withstand the mounting pressures of

Communist imperialism. In particular, we must

continue to provide military equipment and train-

ing to nations on the periphery of the Sino-Soviet

empire. For without our help many of them can-

not support the defense establishments they ur-

gently require to insure internal security and to

discourage aggression from without.

We and our stronger allies must exert ourselves

to speed the growth of the newly developing lands.

These are the areas where most of mankmd lives

and where the future course of history will ulti-

mately be decided. The Commimists are making

massive efforts, through trade, aid, and propa-

ganda, to persuade the peoples of these coimtries

that communism offers them their only hope of

rapid progress. But even if the Communist lead-

ers were to suddenly renounce their expansionist

ambitions and cease their efforts to penetrate and

capture the developing nations, the need for us to

help these peoples achieve a lietter life would still

exist. For our free way of life and our prosperity

simply cannot survive in a sea of hopeless poverty.

Tlie peoples of the newly developing areas must be

given reasonable hope that the well-being we now
enjoy can eventually be theirs to enjoy.

At the same time we must do everything in our

power to achieve rational communication with the

Communist world, no matter how difficult this

may be. We must seize any opportunity to reach

agreements with the Communists that could bring

genuine progress toward peace.

The immense tasks stretching before us make
heavy demands upon the talents, training, and
good sense of the men and women M'ho represent

our country abroad. For the humnn factor is the
overriding factor in determining whether we can

meet the ciiallonges that confi'ont us. These chal-

lenges place a premium on qualified people,

whether they are negotiating with the Soviets, ad-

ministering foreign aid, tolling Americ^a's story

abroad, or serving overseas with American busi-

ness, philanthropic foimdations, or church mis-

sions. We have irretrievably committed ourselves

to participation in international activities. No
matter how admirable our intentions, no matter

how well conceived our policies and programs,

their success in the final analysis depends upon

people. Therefore it is of people that I will speak

today.

Responsibilities of Americans Working Overseas

It is a measure of our present involvement in

world affairs that the number of American citi-

zens representing ovu- public and private interests

abroad has multiplied to more than a million and

a half. Of this total, more than two-tliirds are

members or employees of our Armed Forces and

their dependents. The rest are civilians and their

families. Aside from students and teachers study-

ing abroad, American civilians actually working

ovei-seas number roughly 100,000, divided about

equally among businessmen, missionaries, and

Government employees.

Even though their backgrounds and working

assignments may be widely separated, these over-

seas Americans share a common responsibility:

The very fact that they reside in another country,

where they participate in the daily lives ajid cul-

ture of its people, inevitably means that our coun-

try and oui- people are judged by their individual

competence and conduct.

It is an exacting and, at times, a burdensome re-

sponsibility. If these overseas Americans are to

help project a positive image of America to other

peoples—as, in fact, they must—they should pos-

sess far more than purely technical or professional

skills. They should have a knowledge of local

languages and an informed respect for local

customs. They should be able to participate with-

out ostentation in the daily life of the country to

which they are assigned. They should know its

history, institutions, and national goals, for only

if they understand other peoples' traditions and

aspirations can they help to bring about reciprocal

ujulersf anding of the United States and the Ameri-

can people.

It is important that our citizens overseas keep

constantly abreast of international developments,

since their service abroad involves them personally

in international affairs. It is equally important

that they have some Imowledge of Communist

theory and tactics because they are in the forefront
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of tJio epochal competition between communism
and freedom.

Above all, 1 hold that no American is qualified

to represent the United States abroad unless he

has a basic knowlixlge of his<;*6'« country's history,

culture, and institutions, as well as an informed

undei-standinj; of our national goals and aspira-

tions. I cunnot stress too strongly the fact that

an American working abroad is the United States.

His assignment carries with it an obligation he

cannot escape. Indeed, it is an obligation that

foi-eignere will not permit him to escape. Our
position of international leadei-ship and the con-

sequences which our actions can have upon other

peoples far across the globe, raise compelling ques-

tions about our domestic affairs, our international

policies, and particularlj' about our national pur-

poses. Other peoples are eager for accurate and
infoniiative answei-s. If our citizens ovei-seas are

incapable of answering questions such as these,

they serve us poorly.

Moreover, our overseas citizens must be on the

alert to counter the propaganda of Communists
and their imwitting dupes, who are ready, willuig,

and sometimes able to distort the true image of

our country.

Despite the effective work of our United States

Information Agency and the widespread impact

of our news services, our motion pictures, books,

and magazines, nothing can substitute for person-

to-pei-son contact and discussion. Such person-to-

pei-son dealings are especially important in newly

developing lands, where channels of communica-

tion are limited and where there is a residue of

resentment against former colonial powers which

sometimes rubs off on us because of our close ties

with Western Europe.

The pride and sensitivity of the newly emerging

peoples makes it incumljent upon us to remember
that in providing them with military, technical, or

financial assistance on a government-to-govern-

ment basis—or, for that matter, in bringing them
the benefits of American business and other pri-

vate undertakings—the manner in which our help

is extended is equally as important as the aid itself.

In assisting the developing peoples we must never

attempt to impose 20th century institutions upon
an oxcart economy. We cannot export our way of

life intact. We can only help to adapt some of its

most useful features to meet differing foreign

needs in conformity with local customs and
traditions.

Historian Arnold Toynbee has propeily called

techniovl and financial assistance "the greatest idea

in foreign policy to emerge from the Twentieth
Century." But clumsily or unwisely given, it can
be useless—or worse. Mindful of this, wo in Gov-
ernment are constantly striving to improve our
foreign aid programs and to recniit and retain the

best qualified pex)ple to operate them. Despite

the occasional errore which are inevitable in any
now endeavor, an honest, overall appraisal of our
efforts in this radically new approach to foreign

relations clearly demonstrates that they are highly

effective. Credit for their effectiveness rightfully

belongs to the hard-working, dedicated Americans
who are out in the backlands and the rice paddies

helping less fortunate peoples to realize their

mounting expectations for a better life.

The need in our foreign aid programs for people

with talent and the sort of sensitive awaren&ss that

leads to friendly understanding and appreciation

of alien cultures underscores the need for out-

standing people in aU of our international activi-

ties, public and private. The task of representing

the United States abroad in today's highly tech-

nological world presents both private citizens and
those in govermnent with challenges tliat mount in

complexity with each day that passes.

Our representatives are confronted with prob-

lems ranging from atomic energy to sales of sur-

plus American farm products, from educational

exchange to the intricacies of currency stabiliza-

tion, from immigration policies to nationalist

sentiment as it affects private investment. They
are directing huge construction projects, healing

the sick, and introducing modern manufacturing
and marketing methods.

In truth it is difficult to think of any problem

—

be it political, economic, scientific, cultural, educa-

tional, or spiritual—that does not carry with it

heax'y responsibilities for the men and women who
represent us ovei-seas.

Training for Foreign Service

Educational institutions such as Williams have

a vital role to play in preparing present and future

generations for overseas assignments, whether on
govermnent service or with private business and
agencies. Special training is particularly neces-

sary in languages, area knowledge, international

politics, and in American history and institutions.

Some special schools and courses already exist.

But many more are needed.
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Fortunately the need for intensive training is

being more and more recognized in Washington.

For example, the Department of State now oper-

ates a Foreign Service Institute, where specialized

facilities are available for the indoctrination of

new Foreign Service officers going overseas and

for further training of all officers at later stages in

their careers. Both the International Cooperation

Administration and the United States Informa-

tion Agency also conduct special training pro-

grams. In addition our Government agencies

make good use of the highly specialized courses of

study wliich have recently become available at

many of our leading universities.

Private American business and other groups

are also recognizing the need to prepare their

representatives for work abroad. Many of them

rmi their own company or institutional programs.

Others send their people to our imiversities. Ke-

cently, leading executives of U.S. companies do-

ing business overseas established the Business

Council for International Understanding, which

has the active cooperation of the Department of

State and the USIA. This program fills two

closely related needs : first, to send overseas indi-

viduals who are better prepared to make a suc-

cess of their assignments for their companies;

and, second, to build good will for the United

States. Although it has been in operation for

less than a year, this program holds out gi-eat

promise, for the the private sector of our economy
is the veiy antithesis of the state enterprise that

is central to Communist doctrine. It is perforce

the very best advertisement of freedom at work.

They are especially needed for service in the

newly developing lands, where i>olitical leaders

are also intellectual leaders. These leaders are

abnost always highly educated and cultured indi-

viduals. They respect tlie qualities of America's

arts and literature, as well as our scientific and
economic achievements. They have high regard

for the quality of excellence in eveiy field.

Hence, the enduring leadership which the United

States must provide can only be rooted in endur-

ing excellence. This is a quality which we must

increasingly export through our overeeas repre-

sentatives. We can best do this by recruiting

young men and women for foreign service who
exemplify our finest cultural, intellectual, and

spiritual heritage.

Make no mistake : It is ovistanding talent that

we are seeking. The service of our country de-

mands nothing less. I am hopeful that some of

the mast talented among you will consider gov-

ernment service as a career. You will not become

wealthy. You will probably never make the

headlines. You may experience! hardship over-

seas, even danger. But you will find warm satis-

faction in carrying the human spirit of the

American people to those with M'liom we wish to

live in peace and prosperity as members of the

world community. Your greatest reward will

come from the knowledge that you in some way,

large or small, are contributing as an individual

to ihe> security and well-being of your fellow citi-

zens and of freedom-loving peoples everywhere.

Making Government Service a Career

Now I should like to say a special word to

today's graduates about government as a career.

Our efl'orts to strengthen and unify the free

world, our attempts to increase connnunication

with the Communist world, depend in large meas-
ure upon the apparatus of American diplomacy.

The eirecfiveness of our diplomacy depends, in

turn, uj>on the people wlio M-age it. Over the

years we have been foi-tunato in altraeting to

foi-eign sen'ice men and women who measure up
to their exacting responsibilities admirably. You
can well lie proud of your fellow citizens who
represent you abroad. But our increasing inter-

national obligations call for more and more of
our most outstanding young citizens to make gov-
enunent a career.

Nine NATO Countries To Participate

in Antisubmarine Research Center

I'ress release 314 dated June 9

The Govermnents of Canada, Denmark, France,

the Federal Kepublic of Germany, Italy, the Neth-

erlands, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the

United States have completed arrangements for

tlie participation of these countries in the work of

the SACLANT [Supreme Allied Command, At-

lantic] Antisubmarine Warfare Research Center

at La Spezia, Italy.

The SACLANT center was fonnally established

on May 2, 1959. Italy has provided physical fa-

cilities for tlio center at the La Spezia naval base,

and the United States lias undertaken to finance
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the uiitial i>cri(xl of the center's operation under

the mutual weapons de\"olopment progi"am.

The mission of the center is to provide tecluiical

advice and assistance to tJie Supremo Allied Com-
mander, Atlantic and other NATO conmianders

and to the cooperatinj; frovcmments in the field

of antisubmarine warfare. The nine NATO na-

tions participating in the work of the center will

send scientists to the center and will furnish tech-

nical information which the team of scientists will

use in developing new techniques of antisubmarine

weapons. A scientific council, comj^sod of scien-

tists appointed by the participating govenunents,

a representative of the Science Adviser to the Sec-

retiiry General of NATO, and the SACLANT
Deputy for the center, makes recommendations,

ad\nses on programs, and examines progress made
by the center.

Intelligence and Research: Sentinel and Scholar in Foreign Relations

by Allan Evans and R. D. Gatewood

'•''The fate of the Nation well may rest on accu-

rate and complete Intelligence data which may
serve as a trustworthy guide for top-level govern-

mental decisions on policy and action in a troubled

world, where so many forces and ideologies work
at cross purposes.'''

These grave words were pronounced by the

Hoover Commission in 1955. It is now self-evi-

dent that the gathering of intelligence data is vital

to the national security of the United States. The
full scope of intelligence results can be disclosed,

of course, only on the basis of the "need to know."

It is equally tnie. however, that in democratic so-

cieties the public needs to know how some of these

results are obtained, particularly the ones which

assemble many of those facts and informed opin-

ions on foreign developments which have been

called the building stones of our foreign policy.

The continuous task of quarrying and shaping

tliese materials in the Department of State rests

primarily with the Bureau of Intelligence and

Research (INR). This bureau also represents

the Department in the manifold activities of the

"intelligence community'," a constellation of Gov-

ernment agencies that has appeared in the postwar

"Washington firmament.

No single definition of "intelligence" has so far

met with universal acceptance, but its principal

characteristics are readily apparent.

First, intelligence is a resource indispensable to

policymakers in reaching their dex;isions. Though
analogies are dangerous, one may say that the in-

telligence officer serves the policymaker as the di-

agnostician serves the surgeon, who relies on

judgments of the practiced evaluator of data—all

the more because the data are usually to some de-

gree incomplete. Ambassadors and other rank-

ing officers abroad are usually Icnowledgeable

enough to be their own intelligence officers when
they have to make decisions: even so, they often

seek expert opinions from their colleagues and

consult intelligence reports. Like other policy-

makers, they receive services from intelligence

and research which they cannot perform for them-

selves because of lack of time or specialized

knowledge.

Second, to be most useful intelligence requires

knowledge (and the more specific the better) of

the purposes for which it will l>e used. Its utility,

therefore, largely depends on the degree of coop-

erative relationship that exists between intelli-

gence officers and policymakers.

• Mr. Evans is Special Assistant to the

Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and
Research; Mr. Gatewood is Deputy Director

of the Office of Intelligence Resources and

Coordination.
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Tlurd, intelligence may involve research into

subjects that appear remote or academic, but in

fact it will be found that they are always essen-

tially timely and designed for cm-rent needs. For

example, INK did research on the Constantinople

Convention of 1888 but did so for information rel-

evant to the Suez crisis of 1956. The systematic

efforts of INK to compile information on the com-

plex religious structure of Lebanon bore fruit

when the Lebanese crisis developed in 1958. Any
attempt to start such a compilation at that time

would inevitably have been too late.

Finally, intelligence is both a process that in-

volves numerous stages and a product that reflects

different degrees of refinement.

As Gen. Matthew B. Kidgway has said, ade-

quate intelligence "constitutes the fundamental

basis for the calculation of risks . . . the alloca-

tion of resources, and the conduct of operations."

The logical task of assessing facts in order to de-

termine a course of action is familiar enough, but

the intelligence process warrants some elaboration.

The Process and the Organization

The cycle leading to the production of intelli-

gence has three main parts: collection, distribu-

tion, and evaluation. The finished product is then

disseminated, and the process is repeated. This

cycle governs the organization and procedures of

everj^ intelligence agency, including INK.
The present Director of Intelligence and Re-

search is the former Ambassador to Indonesia,

Hugh S. Cnmming, Jr., who ranks with the As-
sistant Secretaries. His primary responsibility is

to develop a program of positive foreign intelli-

gence pertinent to the formulation and execution

of policy. For those who wonder what "positive"

intelligence means, it may be identified as the

counterpart of the security and counterintelli-

gence information (acquired by Government
agencies other than INK) which "negates" intelli-

gence efforts directed against the United States

by other countries. Information of the negative

type has its own high value, and INK maintains

close relations with pi-oducers to insure that it

receives an adequate supply of their intelligence.

The bureau's most dramatic responsibility in-

volves reporting promptly all significant items

from the flow of new intelligence on developments
abroad so that the Department may be warned of

any need for action. This task of alerting others

extends to all components of the bureau, starting

at the top. Every working day (and as otherwise

required) the Director, briefed by his staff each

morning, provides the Secretary of State's staff

meetings with a review of the latest events upon
which intelligence can shed special light. These

briefing items, together with a concise assessment j

of the trends they indicate, comprise a capsule 1

form of current intelligence, regularly supple-

mented by short papers on mattere of most im-

mediate concern to the Department.

The bureau's program as a whole, however, com-

prises other important elements, and the Director

is watchful to maintain a careful balance between

the efforts devoted to these immediate problems

of current intelligence, the resources assigned to

long-range accumulation of essential factual data

("basic intelligence"), and the time spent upon

the projection of trends into tlie future, as prac-

ticed characteristically in "estimates."

At the same time the Director represents the

Department in its relations on intelligence mat-

ters with other agencies. In particular he is the

Department's member of the U.S. Intelligence

Board, which implements intelligence directives of

the National Security Council. This Board,

chaired by the Director of Central Intelligence,

includes also representatives of the Department

of Defense, the three Armed Services, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the

National Security Agency. As the embodiment

of the intelligence community the Board deter-

mines both technical rules of procedure and sub-

stantive judgments about situations abroad. It is

advised by a substantial number of specialized

joint intelligence committees on which INK officers

re]iresent the Department.

Last year INK was reorganized into a group

of eight substantive offices, with an luichanged

executive staff for administrative support. This

fragmentation of the former two large offices of

the bureau is designed to reduce the span of con-

trol of the office directors so as to permit more

specific concentration of effort and more detailed

programing. The functions of the offices cor-

respond naturally to th(> elements of the intelli-

gence cycle; but the different components of the

bureau all live on two-way streets in which there

is a constant interchange of opinions and guid-
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ance between colleclore, tiniilysts, iuul adminis-

trators. Iiitcrchanjro and intordopondenco arc tlic

essential characteristics of a liealthy intelligcnco

organization—tlio indispensaijle preconditions to

improvement in tlie methods of obtaining and

evahiating intelligence.

Collection and some distribution functions are

performed by the Office of Intelligence Resources

and Coordination (IRC), its main object being to

insure that end-usei-s, both in the Department and

in other agencies of the intelligence community,

will have rapid access to available data. IRC
acts in each case, of course, after consultation with

other interested oflices of the bureau and fre-

quently with other bureaus as well.

IRC is made up of two divisions and three

statfs: the Departmental Library (LR), the Divi-

sion of Intelligence Collection and Distribution

(ICD), and the stall's of the Geographer, the Co-

ordinator for Maps, and the Coordinator for For-

eign Publications. The Library serves as the res-

ervoir of published materials for ready reference

not only for IXR but also for all other bureaus

and the International Cooperation Administra-

tion. The Division of Intelligence Collection and

Distribution has the principal tasks of maintain-

ing a steady flow of data from the Department and

the Foreign Service to other parts of the Gov-

ei-nment ; reciprocally, insuring that relevant in-

formation collected by other agencies is made
fully available to the Department; preventing

duplication of the niunerous requests for intel-

ligence data ("requirements") sent to the field;

and contributing to the efficiency of field reporting

by eliciting guidance from INR offices both in the

form of lists of selected questions and in periodic

evaluations of the reporting from each post.

The seven other offices are producers of intel-

ligence research. Five of them deal with par-

ticular areas: the Offices of Research and Analysis

for the American Republics (RAR) , for non-Com-

mimist Asia (RAS) , for the Mid-East and Africa

(RME) . for Western Europe (REIT) , and for the

Sino-Soviet Bloc (RSB). Of their 16 divisions,

11 cover component portions of the regions listed

while 5 deal with functional and international as-

pects of the geographic areas. For the first time

a single office, RSB, now deals with research on

all Communist activities abroad.

The Office of Current Intelligence Indications

(RCI) has two divisions, regional and functional.

Its research concentrates on immediate affairs

rather tlian on long-term views. It is the focal

point for the bureau's interdepartmental activities

in the field of current intelligence, actively con-

ducting, among other operations, an around-the-

clock intelligence watch and exchange of informa-

tion with other members of the intelligence

community.

The seventh unit, the Office of Functional and
Biographic Intelligence (RFB), consists of a staif

to review and coordinate the Department's con-

tributions to the National Intelligence Surrey and
three divisions: the Functional Intelligence Divi-

sion (DFI), which deals with certain global and
interregional problems (chiefly economic) ; the

Biographic Intelligence Division (BI), which
provides biographic dat<a for all areas (from a col-

lection of nearly 1,500.000 names) ; and the Ex-
ternal Research Division (XR), which serves as

the chief focus of liaison between the Department
and universities, foundations, and other centers of
private research.

The External Research Division has two princi-

pal functions: to .select and transmit data and in-

sights from scholars to Government officials and
to serve as a clearinghouse of information about

Government-sponsored contract research on for-

eign areas and on U.S. programs. In carrying

out these varied duties XR is in touch with sevei-al

thousand scholars in the social sciences; arranges

consultations between private scholars and Gov-
ernment experts; and provides certain specialized

materials such as foreign press digests and broad-

cast reports. In this and other ways the division

complements the M-ork of the Historical Office of

the Bureau of Public Afl'airs, wliich arranges ac-

cess for scholars to unpublished records of the

Department.

The Product

The Department is primarily responsible, in the

intelligence field, for providing the Government
with evaluated and integrated information on po-

litical, sociological, and (with a few exceptions)

economic conditions in foreign countries. Most of

the underlying information is obtained from a

broad variety of overt sources. The Foreign Serv-

ice gathers most of these materials and also has

the duty of collecting scientific and technical in-

formation. Among all sources the one that con-
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tinues to be of central value to INR is the report-

ing by Foreign Service officers from field posts,

particularly those penetrating and comprehensive

analyses of conditions abroad which the posts are

sending in more frequently than ever before.

These analyses round out the picture conveyed by

the factfinding type of work and notably facilitate

the correlation of embassy reports with other

sources. INH constantly reviews guidelines and

priorities for collection and production of mtelli-

gence of all types and works them out through

interagency agreements, instructions to the field,

and directives within the bureau, so as to

reflect the needs of end-users throughout the

Government.

Tlie size, shape, and character of the packages

that bear the Department's intelligence production

are now relatively well known but may be briefly

noted. The products of INR range from tlie spot

check by telephone ("Who is the Minister of

Communications in Country A?") to the Intelli-

gence Information Brief that sets forth primarily

facts and figures or highly tentative judgments

("Chronology of Events Relating to the Berlin

Crisis," "Preliminai-y Ap2:)raisal of Khrushchev's

Visit to Country B'"), and Intelligence Reports

("Pressures That Threaten Stability in Country

X," "Prospects for Success of the Five-Year Plan

in Country Y," "Attitudes Toward tlie United

States in Country Z"). Biographic work appears

in Biographic Briefs and Biographic Reports,

with a few comprehensive volumes known as Bio-

graphic Directories.

External Research Reports describe for the De-

partment and the intelligence community the host

of private research projects throughout the coun-

try which have relevance to the conduct of foreign

affaii-s, while the periodical. Lists of Recently

Completed Studies, presents some 4,000 titles rang-

ing from population research and linguistics to

case studies of international relations. External

Research Papers reproduce selected private

studies of value to (lovernment research and
policy officers which would not otherwise become
available in time or at all. A classified publica-

tion sent to practically all field posts summarizes

for ready reference the monthly pro<luction of the

bureau and includes one or two of the bureau's

reports on subjects of broad general interest.

Half the producing officers of INR devote them-

selves to basic rcseiirch in preparing those sections

of the interdepartmental National Intelligence

Survey (NIS) which cover systematically the po-

litical, economic, and sociological conditions in

individual foreign countries. At intervals all

hands man the pumps to help this giant program
meet its deadlines.

Finally, as the capstone of its work structure,

the bureau writes the Department's contributions

to National Intelligence Estimates ("The Pros-

pects for Country Y Over the Next Two—or

Five—Years"), for which INR summons up its

courage to peer into the future. Estimates have

been described as completed jigsaw puzzles, but

the comparison is seriously misleadmg. Intelli-

gence materials cannot simply be pieced together

in mechanical fashion nor can they result in a

perfectly clear picture. The gaps and uncertain-

ties which inevitably obscure a clear view even of

the present require imaginative though discreet

interpretation, and the future can be portrayed in

no way as a finished representation but, at best,

in terms of a most likely projection of factors and

trends. The estimates should be seen as the latest

results of an oi-ganic process of selecting signifi-

cant facts and evaluating and integrating them in

the light of unfolding situations. Like all such

products, each estunate has its own bitter or sweet

flavor, eniphasized by the subsequent experience

of events.

The People

The people in INR are representative of the

diversity of the Department in respect to grades,

length of service, types of positions, and meiul)er-

ship in the Foreign and Civil Sei-vices. The in-

telligence process requires a wide variety of skills,

some of them close to those acquired in field sei-v-

ice with our embassies, others (as in the Library)

so technically specialized in nature as to make it

impractical to use Foreign Service oilicers for

cei-tain tasks. In most of the processes, however,

a great deal of the work is now being done by

Foreign Service officers, whose divereity of experi-

ence is being complemented, especially in research,

by the continuity and knowledge in depth of civil

service experts.

In the coui-se of its 14-ye:ir histoiy INR has

often been described as an "ivoiy tower."

Whether the term is really applicable can quickly

be tested by reviewing the major concerns of the
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bui-eixu's varied pei-soiuiel. An officer assigned to

collection must discriminate luid select; he selects

what is relevant in terms of the bui-eau s program,

which in turn ivflects the events of the day.

Officers who prepare guides for tJie collection of

data in the field must have in mind the needs of

end-users, wlio are the makei-s of everyday policy,

as well as the filling of those infonnation "gaps"

which, if found in material needed to analyze a

crisis, would reduce the ellectiveness of producere

within INR. Distributors, as they guide the

circulation of the bure^iu's annual 3,000,000 copies

of incoming and outgoing documents, must be

aware not only of who "needs to know" but also

of what they need to know, both within the bureau

and throughout the Department.

The man}' I\R officers at all levels who put at

least part of their effort into building up the ac-

cumulation of data and information daily tackle

the problem of storing the materials in a way so

logically related to the stre<am of current events

that the information will be readily retrievable

to answer unexpected questions. Administrators

worry about deploying resources of budget and

pei-sonnel so that the bui-eau may meet require-

ments that constantly shift with the changing

pattern of foreign policy problems. As for the

research officere—who display their "capacity for

absorbing facts, capacity for stating them, and a

point of view" in evaluating and reshaping the

mass of inflowing information—they are riveted

to actuality by the flood of questions and re-

quests poured upon them by officers in all other

areas of the Department and in the national se-

curity complex. If all this be a tower, it surely

is not in the usual sense ivory—rather it is a

lighthouse which in a significantly practical way
helps our pilots orient themselves as they steer

tlie craft of policy.

To sum up, intelligence research comprises a

great variety of activities and is built around the

principle of cooperative action, both within its

ranks and between its practitioners and the offi-

cers who use their products. The results the

bureau achieves derive from a tireless and anony-

mous collective effort, and the fniits of these

labors at once suiDport the Department's own
work and insure that the views of the Department

of State are fully reflected in the intelligence

aspects of national policy formulation.

United States Joins Mexico

in 1960 Celebrations

ProBK release 315 dated June 9

This year the people of Mexico are celebrating

the 1.50th annivei-sary of the l)eginning of the

Mexican War of Independence under Miguel

Hidalgo, the 100th anniversary of the victory of

Benito Juarez in the War of the Reform, and the

50th anniversary of the Mexican Revolution.

Numerous outstanding events will take place in

Mexico during the year. Many of these, such as

the Second Inter-American Biennial of Paintings

and Engravings, the Fourth Mexican Home Prod-

ucts Fair, and the First Mexican Congress on

Public Health, will have an appeal and an attrac-

tion to U.S. as well as Mexican citizens. The cele-

bration will culminate in festivities to be held in

Mexico City in September.

The United States has accepted the invitation

of the Government of Mexico to send a special

diplomatic mission to be present during the fes-

tivities in Mexico City. The Secretary of State

will head the U.S. delegation. The United States

will also be represented in a parade to be held on
September 16 in Mexico City. Cadets from the

three U.S. service academies will share the high

honor of marching with similar units of Mexico
and other countries of the hemisphere.

On September 16, as the Post Office Department
has just announced, the United States and Mexico
will join in the release of a practically identical

stamp. This unique release by the United States

conmiemorating the independence of a foi-eign

country recognizes the close geographic and cul-

tui-al relationships with Mexico. The stamp, de-

signed by artists of the two countries, will be green,

white, and red, the Mexican national colors. The
fact of joint issue is singularly expressive of the

rich history and culture the two countries share.

It reflects the inspired efforts of the two peoples
and the creative statesmanship of the last 50 years

that have brought them to a relationship of un-
common understanding and respect.

During the next few months many cities and
communities across the Nation, large and small,

will demonstrate the admiration that the people of

the United States so widely and deeply feel for

the gi-eat republic to the south.

These demonstrations and the official acts of the
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U.S. Government will constitute an expression of

the heartfelt appreciation by the Ajnerican people

of the meaning and significance which 1960 holds

for the people and the Govermnent of JNIexico.

U.S. Protests Cuban Propaganda

in OAS

Folloioing is the text of a note delivered on

June 8 1)1/ John C. Dreier, U.S. Representative on

the Council of the Organization of American

States, to Carlos Lechuga, the Cuban Representa-

tive on the Council.

The Representative of the United States of

America on the Council of the Organization of

American States presents his compliments to His

Excellency the Representative of Cuba on the

Comicil of the OAS and has the honor to refer to

the fact that the members of the Delegation of

the United States of America have received in a

manner described to be "With the compliments

of the Cuban Delegation to the OAS" a pamphlet

entitled "Patria o Muerte" wluch is identified as

a document of the Department of Public Relations

of the Ministry of Foreign Relations of the Re-

public of Cuba. This document contains thinly

veiled charges, completely unsubstantiated by evi-

dence, which strongly imply the involvement of

the Government of the United States of America

in a disaster which took place in the harbor of

Habana, Cuba on March 4, 1960.

Under instructions from his Government, the

Representative of the United States of jVmerica

on the Council of the OAS states to the Delega-

tion of Cuba tliat the above-mentioned implica-

tion contained in tlie pamphlet is not only com-

pletely fallacious but is also offensive to the

Government of tlie United States of America. As
the Representative of Cuba on the Council of the

OAS is well aware, the categoric and emphatic

denial by the United States Govermnent of

chai'ges made by the Prime Mmister of Cuba im-

plying mvolvement of this Govenunent in the

disaster, as contained m the pamplilet mider refer-

ence, was made known to the Charge dAffaires

of Cuba on March 7, 1960,^ and this Govermnent
strongly objects to the continued dissemination of

these baseless charges in the propaganda material

transmitted to the United States Delegation by the

Delegation of Cuba.

Washington, June 7, 1960.

King and Queen of Thailand

Visit the United States

Tlie Department of State announced on Jime

10 (press release 316) that arrangements have

been completed for the visit of His Majesty

Bliumibol Adulyadej, King of Thailand, who will

visit the United States at the invitation of Presi-

dent Eisenhower. His Majesty will be accom-

panied by Her Majesty Sirikit, Queen of

Thailand.

Their Majesties and party will arrive at the

Military Air Transport Service Terminal, Wash-
ington National Airport, on June 28, where they

will be met by President Eisenhower.

The arrival at Washington will be preceded by

a 3-day stop in Honolulu and 9 days in the Los

Angeles area. The Los Angeles visit is jirivate

with the exception of one day, June 21.

Their Majesties will remain in Washington

until July 2, when they will depart for a tour

which will include visits at Williamsbui'g, Va.,

New York, N.Y., Boston, Mass., Knoxville, Tenn.,

Colorado Sjirings, Colo., Yellowstone National

Park, and San Francisco, Calif. They will de-

part for Geneva, Switzerland, from Ontario

International Airport at Los Angeles on July 14.

' For background, see Bitlletih of Mar. 28, 1960, p. 488.
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THE CONGRESS

Department Recommends Senate Approval

of Mutual Security Treaty With Japan

Statement hy Secretary Herter^

A Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security

was signed on January 19, 1960, bj' Japan and

the United States and lias been submitted by the

President to the Senate for its advice and consent

to ratification.^

The Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Secu-

rity represents a significant strengthening in treaty

relations between Japan and the United States.

The impressive strides made since 1952 in develop-

ing a pattern of close cooperation with Japan and

expanding the scope of oui- relations are reflected

in the new treaty, whicli lays out the basis for, in

the words of President Eisenhower, "an inde-

structible partnership between our two coimtries

in which our relations would be based on complete

equality and mutual miderstanding."

The Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Secu-

rity is a logical consequence of the developments

which have taken place since April 28, 1952, when
Japan's sovereignty was restored.^ Since that

date the security relationship with Japan has been

guided by the Security Treaty signed at San
Francisco on September 8, 1951,* and now to be

replaced by the new treaty. In 1952 Japan was

militarily completely dependent upon tlie United

States forces stationed in that country. Reflect-

ing this situation, the Security Treaty gave the

United States the right to station troops in Japan
for the puq^ose of contributing to the defense of

' Made before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on June 7 (press release 307).

' S. Ex. E, 86th Cong., 2d sess. ; for text of treaty and
related documents, see also Bulletin of Feb. 8, 1960,

p. 170.

'For text of the Treaty of Pence With Japan, see

Treaties and Other International Acts Series 2490.
' For text, see Bulletin of Sept. 17, 19.51, p. 464.
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Japan and the maintenance of peace and security

in the Far East but imposed no treaty obligation

upon us to assist in Japan's defense.

From the outset there was recognition that

there would be a future need to revise the Security

Treaty under appropriate circumstances. The
Senate was informed at the time regarding our

expectation of subsequent treaty revision. In his

statement summarizing the Security Treaty the

Honorable John Foster Dulles said in part :

'

... it is in the mind of the parties that the present

bilateral arrangement is only an initial step in an evolu-

tionary process. ... It is to be presumed that the

United States would welcome developments which would
reduce Japan's initial, almost total, dependence on the

United States for security.

The provisions of the 1952 treaty itself also

quite explicitly anticipate its revision. The pre-

amble of the treaty defines it as "a provisional

arrangement for Japan's defense," and article IV
states that it shall expire whenever, in the opinion

of both Governments, there are satisfactory alter-

native provisions for the maintenance of inter-

national peace and security in the Japanese area.

By 1957 Japan had made great progress toward
lessening its dependence upon the United States.

Its restoration to a respected position in the com-
munity of nations was attested by its election to

the Security Council of the United Nations, its

defense capabilities were growing, and its eco-

nomic health was vastly improved. In that year
Japan became the second best market for United
States exports. In June of 1957 Prime Minister

[Nobusuke] Kishi and President Eisenhower met
in Washington' and charted the development of

' S. Ex. A, B, C, and D, 86th Cong., 2d sess.
' Bulletin of July 8, 1957, p. 51.
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a new relationship between the United States and

Japan firmly based on equality and mutuality,

common interest and trust. During these dis-

cussions, looking forward to a revision of the

Security Treaty, they reaffirmed that this treaty

was designed to be transitional in character.

In September 1958 Foreign Minister Aiichiro

Fujiyama met with the late Secretary Dulles and

proposed the opening of negotiations looking to

a general revision of the United States-Japan

security arrangements.' After consultations

with members of this committee, we agreed to

the Japanese proposal, believing that the incon-

sistency of the provisions of the Security Treaty

with Japan's altered position and the mutual de-

sire for a broad partnership based on sovereign

equality made new treaty arrangements particu-

larly desirable.

The negotiation of the new treaty arrangements

commenced in October 1958. These negotiations

were conducted over a 15-month period in Tokj'O

by Ambassador Douglas MacArthur II and cul-

minated in the signing at the Wliite House of the

new treaty on January 19, 1960.

Terms of Treaty

I should like to describe the terms of the new
treaty and the general provisions of the other

security arrangements which have been trans-

mitted for the information of the Senate.

The treaty consists of a preamble and 10 sub-

stantive articles. The preamble sets forth tlie

spirit and purposes of the treaty. It declares the

desire of both countries to strengthen their friend-

ship, to uphold their free institutions, to encour-

age economic cooperation, and to promote their

economic stability and well-being. It reaffirms

their faith in the United Nations and the desire

to live in peace with all peoples and governments.

It recognizes the inherent right of individual or

collective self-defense affirmed in the charter of

the United Nations and reflects the common con-

cern of both nations in the maintenance of inter-

national peace and security in the Far East.

Article I generally corresponds ta the compar-
able articles of other Pacific bilateral treaties to

which the United States is a party. Under the
terms of the first paragraph both parties reaffirm

their solemn obligations under the charter of the

' Ihiil., Oct. 6, 1958. p. m2.
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United Nations to settle by peaceful means any

international disputes in which they may be in-

volved and to refrain in their international rela-

tions from the threat or the use of force against

the territorial integrity or political independence

of any state or in any other manner inconsistent

with the purposes of the United Nations. In ad-

dition, the article provides that both parties will

endeavor to strengthen the United Nations so that

its mission of maintaining international peace and

security may be discliarged more effectively.

Article II, which corresponds to a similar article

in the North Atlantic Treaty, reflects the broad

community of interest of the United States and

Japan in furthering the freedom and well-being

of their peoples. Under its provisions both par-
,

ties pledge themselves to contribute to the develop-
|

ment of peaceful and friendly international

relations by strengthening their free institutions

and by promoting conditions of stability and

well-being. Further, they will seek to eliminate

conflict in their international economic policies

and encourage economic collaboration.

Article III embodies in the treaty the prmciple

of the Vandenberg resolution, which is also con-

tained in other Pacific treaties. Both parties

pledge, by means of continuous self-help and mu-
tual aid, to maintain and develop their capacities

to resist armed attack, subject to their constitu-

tional provisions.

Provision is made under article IV for consul- i

tation regarding the implementation of the treaty *

and whenever the security of Japan or interna-

tional peace and security in the Far East is

threatened.

Article V provides that

:

Each Party recognizes that an anned attack against

either Party in the territories under the administration

of Japan would be dangerous to its own peace and safety

and declares that it would act to meet the common danger
in accordance with its constitutional provisions and
processes.

This article also makes clear once again that

there is to be no conflict witli the United Nations

Charter. Measures taken to deal with an armed
attack are to be reported immediately to the Se-

curity Council of tlie United Nations. Such steps

as are taken will be terminated when the Security

Council has taken the measures necessary to re-

store and maintain international peace and
security.

The language of this article corresponds to the
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comparable pi'ovisions in previous Pacific treaties

except for tlie recojjnition given to the particular

constitutional problems faced by Japan. Article

9 of the Japanese Constitution provitlcs tliat "the

Japanese people forever renounce war as a sov-

ereijj^n right of the nation and the threat or use

of force as means of settling international

disputes. . .
." And to accomplish this aim

"land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war
potential, will never be nuiintained.''

Japan considei-s that this provision limits it to

actions in the self-defense of Japan. The treaty

area is therefore defined as the territories under

the administration of Japan, and article V, as

well as aiticle III, refers to constitutional

provisions.

Agreement Regarding U.S. Forces

Under article VI the United States is granted

for its forces the use of facilities and areas in

Japan for the purpose of contributing to Japan's

security and the maintenance of international

peace and security in the Far East. The use of

these facilities and the status of the U.S. armed
forces in Japan are to be governed by a separate

agreement and by such other arrangements as

may be agreed upon.

The President has transmitted this separate

agreement to the Senate for its information.

This agreement, which is commonly described as

the Japan status-of- forces agreement, will replace

the Administrative Agreement* under which we
are now operating in Japan. There are very few

major changes from the old agreement. The
changes that have been made bring the agreement

into conformity with the letter and spirit of the

new treaty and reflect our experience of the past

8 years with status-of- forces agreements in Japan

and elsewhere. Several of the new provisions

have been adapted from the NATO status-of-

forces agreement and the supplementary status-

of-forces agreement with Germany. There has

been no change in the criminal jurisdiction pro-

visions, which are identical in substance with the

XATO status-of-forces agreement.

An exchange of notes related to this agreement

has also been submitted to the Senate for its in-

formation. This exchange is concerned with the

' For text of tlie Administrative Agreement and proto-

col, see ibid.. Mar. 10, 1952, p. 382, and Nov. 2, 1953, p.

595.

settlement of certain claims against U.S. forces

under article XII, paragrapli G, of the agreement.

A further arrangement under article VI of the

treaty is a very imjiortant exchange of notes ex-

pressing the agreement of the United States to

conduct prior consultation with Japan in certain

situations. Tliese consist of major changes in the

deployment into Japan of U.S. armed forces,

major clianges in their equipment, and the use

of facilities and areas in Japan as bases for mili-

tary combat operations other than in defense of

Japan. In connection with this exchange of notes

President Eisenhower assured I'rime Minister

Kishi, during the latter's visit to Washington in

January to sign the treaty, that the U.S. Govern-
ment has no intention of acting in a maimer con-

trary to the wishes of the Japanese Government
with respect to these matters involving prior

consultation.

Article VII affinns that the obligations of the

parties under the treaty do not affect in any way
their obligations under the charter of the United
Nations and recognizes the responsibility of the

United Nations in maintaining international

peace and security.

Articles VIII and IX provide that the treaty

will enter into force on the date of exchange of

instruments of ratification in Tokyo and that the

present Security Treaty will expire when the

Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security en-

ters into force.

Under article X the treaty remains in force

until both parties are of the opinion that United

Nations arrangements have come into force sat-

isfactorily providing for the maintenance of inter-

national peace and security in the Japan area. It

provides further that either party may give notice

of its intention to terminate the treaty after the

treaty has been in force for 10 years, in which

case the treaty is terminated 1 year after notice

has been given.

Documents Related to Treaty

In an agreed minute to the treaty, Japan ex-

presses its concern for the safety of the people of

the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands administered by

the United States under article 3 of the 1952 peace

treaty with Japan and its desire that the two

parties consult under article IV of the present

treaty if there is an armed attack or a threat of

such against these island.s. Japan also expresses
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its intention in the minute to explore with the

U.S. measures Japan might take for the welfare

of the people of these islands in the event of an

armed attack. The United States in turn agrees

to consult with Japan in the event of an armed

attack against these islands and states its inten-

tion to take the necessary measures to defend the

islands and to do its utmost to secure the island-

ers' welfare. This is the only reference in the

treaty and related agreements to the Ryukyu and

Bonin Islands. Their status was not discussed

during the negotiations, and they remain under

United States administrative control.

There are two additional exchanges of notes

in connection with the treaty. The first refers

to the exchange of notes between Prime Minister

Yoshida and Secretary of State Acheson, signed

on September 8, 1951, regarding the support in and

about Japan of United Nations forces. Under
this exchange of notes Japan agrees to continue

in force this exchange of notes of September 8,

1951, as long as the Agreement Regarding the

Status of United Nations Forces in Japan® re-

mains in force.

The second exchange of notes establishes a

United States-Japan Security Consultative Com-
mittee which could as appropriate be used for con-

sultations between the Governments under article

IV of the treaty, under the aforementioned ex-

change of notes under article VI of the treaty,

and on any matters underlying and related to

security affairs.

In sum the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and
Security is entirely consistent with the funda-

mental objective of postwar United States policy

toward Japan : the development of a relationship

of mutual confidence which would permit the

closest possible friendship and cooperation be-

tween the United States and Japan. The United
States has steadfastly pursued this objective

throughout the postwar period—during the occu-

pation, in the Treaty of Peace With Japan, and
in the posttreaty period.

Furthermore, by reflecting the political and eco-

nomic aspects of relations with Japan as well as

the security arrangements, the treaty gives full

recognition to the broad scope of naitual interests

between the two countries.

Finally, this treaty is designed to advance the

cause of peace and freedom throughout the world.

"nAS2i)95.

It connotes no aggressive intentions, and no nation

need fear that the partnership between the United

States and Japan, reflected in this treaty, repre-

sents a threat to it. The treaty with Japan is

entirely defensive in character and intent. I be-

lieve it is an important contribution to our cease-

less effort to strengthen the fabric of international

peace and security.

Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

86th Congress, 2d Session

"Gross-Up" in Connection With Foreign Tax Credit Al-

lowed Domestic Corporations on Dividends From a
Foreign Subsidiary. Hearings before the House Ways
and Means Committee on H.R. 10S59 and 10S60, bills

relating to the amount includible in gross income by
domestic coriwrations receiving dividends from foreign
corporations and to the computation of the foreign tax
credit allowable with respect to such income. April
11, 1960. 84 pp.

Foreign Commerce Study : International Travel. Hear-
ings before the Senate Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee on S. 3102, a bill to strengthen the
domestic and foreign commerce of the United States by
providing for the establishment of an Office of Inter-
national Travel and Tourism and a Travel Advisory
Board, and S. 3162, a bill to establish a U.S. Travel
Commission and a U.S. Offlce of International Travel.
May 2-3, 1960. 195 pp.

Authorizing Appropriations Incident to United States
Participation in the Internationa! Bureau for the Pro-
tection of Industrial Property. Report to accompany
H. J. Res. 627. H. Rept. 1631. May 19, 1960. 3 pp.

"

The Nature and Feasibility of War and Deterrence. A
study prepared by Herman Kahn, physics division, the
Rand Corporation. S. Doc. 101. May 24, 1960. 37 pp.

Amending the International Claims Settlement Act of
1949, as Amended. Report to accompany S. 2634. S.

Rept. 1419. May 24, 1960. 9 pp.
Amistad Dam and Reservoir. Report to accompany H.R.

12263. H. Rept, 16.'i4. May 25, 1960. 15 pp.
Communication from the President transmitting proposed

supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year 1961 for
the President's Special International Program and the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and State. H.
Doc. 400. May 26, 1960. 3 pp.

Extension of Defense Production Act. Hearing before
Subcommittee No. 1 of the House Banking and Cur-
rency Committee on H.R. 12052. May 26, 1960. .'5 pp.

Fifth NATO Parliamentarians' Conference. Report of
the United State.« House delegation to the conference
of NATO Parliamentarians, held in Washington, D.C.,

November 16-20, 1959. H. Rept. 1663. May 26, 1960.
15 pp.

Background Documents on Events Incident to the Summit
Conference. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.
May 27, I960. 75 pp. [Committee print]

International Travel. Report to accompany S. 3102. S.

Rept. 1193. May 27, 1960. 23 pp.
Providing for Certain Pilotage Requirements in the Navi-
gation of U.S. Waters of the Great Lakes. Report to
accompany S. 3019. H. Rept. 1666. May 27, 1960.
8 pp.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

GATT Contracting Parties

Conclude 16th Session

FresB release 300 dated June U

Oil Satiii-day, June 4, the 42 countries which

participate in the work of tlie General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) ended their 16th

session. This was after 3 weeks of intensive work

in Geneva on current problems of uitemational

trade. Noteworthy developments at the session

included announcements by a number of coun-

tries on planned reductions of import restric-

tions; an examination of the European Free

Trade Association and tlie Latin American Free

Ti-ade xVrea; agreement to attack the problems

involved in "market disruption" which may be

caused by sudden increases m imports of specific

commodities; further progress in cariying out

the GATT "program for the expansion of inter-

national trade"; and agreement on arrangements

lookmg toward the provisional accession of Spain

and Portugal to the General Agreement.

Removal of Import Restrictions

During tlie session various delegations an-

nounced actions they are taking or plan to take

in the fui-tlier removal of import restrictions.

According to statements made by rei^re^entatives

of Belgium, Germany, Italy, Malaya, and the

Netherlands, these countries will annomice new
liberalization lists in the near future. It is ex-

pected that import restrictions will be removed
on a number of products of particular interest in

the United States. Furthermore, Australia and
the United Kingdom stated that action will be

taken looking toward the easing of remaining

restrictions. These amiouncements are particu-

larly gratifying to the United States, which has

played a leading role in the drive for the removal

of important i-estrictions by countries which have

emerged from balance-of-payments difficulties.*

' For text of a joint State-Commerce-Agrlculturc au-

nouncement of Apr. 25, 1960, on trade liberalization

and country summaries on relaxation of quantitative

restrictions against U.S. exports, see Buluttin of May 30,

1900, p. 873.

The GATT Balance-of-Payments Committee
held consultations tefore and during the scission

with a number of countries (Austria, lirazil,

Greece, India, South Africa, and Uruguay)
which still maintain import restrictions for bal-

ance-of-payments reasons. The United States

took an active part in these consultations in order

to encourage the maximum possible degree of

progress in the further removal of restrictions that

hamper the expoit of American goods.

The Contracting Parties discussed the question

of the best way to deal with the import restric-

tions that may be retained after a country re-

nounces its resort to the balance-of-payments

exception in the agreement. Tliere was a consen-

sus that the fidl influence of the Contracting

Parties should be used to minimize the extent of

such restrictions and that the existing procedures

of the Contracting Parties should be applied ef-

fectively and expeditiously to any restrictions

that are retained. To expedite action a contract-

ing party that emerges from balance-of-payments

difficulties should promptly report any residual

restrictions to the Contracting Parties, present its

plans and policies for dealing with them, and
stand ready to consult with other coimtries whose
export interests are affected by the restrictions.

Specific commodity problems were discussed

by the U.S. delegation on a bilateral and informal

basis with other delegations, including those of

Austriii, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, and Italy.

The discussions included a number of agricul-

tural and industrial commodities for which Ameri-

can producers and exporters had requested

information and assistance regarding trade re-

strictions. It is hoped these conversations will

result in the relaxation of restrictions on U.S.

products in the near future.

Regional Market Arrangements

The Convention for the Establishment of the

European Free Trade Association (EFTA),
which had recently been ratified by Austria, Den-

mark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland,

and the United Kingdom, was examined by the
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Contracting Parties in the light of relevant pro-

visions of the GATT. The spokesman for the

Seven emphasized that the Stockliolm Conven-

tion had been drawn up with the intention of

freeing their trade not only with one another but

also with the rest of the world. He stated that

the signatories to the convention were agreed

that their cooperation in the EFTA should be

firmly based on the principles of the GATT.
The U.S. representative expressed the belief that,

while certain aspects of the trade arrangements

provided for in the convention raised questions

which might call for an adjustment on the part

of the member states, the Stockholm Convention

on balance deserved the support and approval of

the Contracting Parties to the General Agree-

ment.- The provisions of the convention were

subsequently examined and discussed in detail by

a working party, which submitted an interim re-

port. It was agreed that the consideration of

the Stockholm Convention should be continued

at the 17th session.

The Latin American Free Trade Area was also

discussed at the current session. This new free-

trade area was established by the Treaty of Mon-

tevideo, signed on February 18, 1960, by repre-

sentatives of four countries which participate in

the GATT (Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Uruguay)

and three which do not (Argentina, Mexico, and

Paraguay). The spokesman for the signatory

governments explained the purposes and the gen-

eral provisions of the treaty, emphasizing the

conviction that it would contribute to an expansion

of world trade. The U.S. delegation endorsed

the treaty objectives of achieving higher stand-

ards of living and accelerating economic develop-

ment through elimination of intraregional trade

barriers and the maximum utilization of produc-

tive factors. Tlie signatory governments were

assured that the United States would give sym-

patliotic and serious consideration to the treaty

duiing the GATT review. The Contracting

Parties created a working party to examine the

treaty in the liglit of its conformity witli the

objectives and provisions of tlie General

Agreement.

The European Economic Community (EEC)
reportetl on the progress it has made dui-ing the

' For text of a statement mkkU" by ("liarlps W. Adair, Jr.

on May 17, see iUd., June 13, 1960, p. 975.

last G months in integrating the six member states.

The spokesman stated that the more quickly inte-

gration is achieved, the more dynamic, open, and

liberal will be the trade policy of the Common
Market. In the ensuing discussion the United

States and other contracting parties emphasized

the importance of liberal trade policies by the

Community. The United States and other agri-

cultural exporters expressed concern about some

of the agricultural proposals now imder consid-

eration in the EEC and stressed the need for

assuring the highest possible level of interna-

tional trade in agricultural products. In a sep-

arate statement an EEC Commission spokesman

discussed the Commission's preparations for par-

ticipation in the 1960-61 tarilf negotiations,

which, to a large degree, will be concerned with

the new EEC common external taritf

.

Avoidance of Market Disruption

There is serious concern that sharp increases in

imports in a narrow range of conmiodities could

have adverse economic, political, and social reper-

cussions in some importing countries. As a result

quantitative restrictions on trade, particularly

against manufactured exi^orts coming from Japan

and the less developed countries of Asia, continue

to be widespread.

To meet these two related problems the Con- \
tracting Parties laid out a broad work program
with the view to finding practical ways to facili-

tate an expansion of trade while avoiding possible

adverse effects stemming from sharp increases.

Tlie new program designed to deal with the

problem of "the avoidance of market disruption"

will be undertaken by a special working party

established at the session. Its first task will be

to consider certain factual material already com-

piled by the GATT secretariat on instances of

possible market disruption and to suggest multi-

laterally acceptable solutions consistent with the

GATT principles for those problems which call

for immediate action. The working party will

try to develop suitable and temporary safeguards

which would prevent market disruption and

would permit further progress in eliminating the

restrictions whicli now limit exports from Japan

and tlie less developed countries.

Tlie second part of the working party's pro-

gram will consist of a study of the basic factors

involved in problems of market disruption. The
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study will incliule an exaiuiiiation of tlie relevance

to iiiteniatioiial trade of ditlVi-ences in wapes, so-

cial oharjre.s, and prmluctivity among countries.

In niakinjjf arrangements for the study, the work-

ing l':u(y is exiH'cted to draw upon the services

of experts in the field and of the International

Labor Oflice.

Program for the Expansion of International Trade

At tlie UUh session tlie Contracting Parties re-

viewed tlie work of two special committees which

had l>een set up to help promote the cxi)ansion of

international trade and wliich had been meeting

between sessions.

Committee II continued its consultations with

individual countries on their agricultural policies

as part of its work in carrying out its mandate to

explore ways of expanding agricultural trade.

Since the consultations began last September, 29

countries have consulted, including the most im-

portant agiicultural exporters and importei-s.

This i)hase of the work is soon to be completed.

The data gathered on a country basis will now be

studied commodity by commodity to focus atten-

tion on the specific obstacles to expanding trade

in particular products.

Committee III is seeking ways to expand the

export earnings of the less developed countries,

thus accelerating their development and enabling

them to be less dependent on foreign aid. The
Contracting Parties approved the report of the

committee's March meeting, where principal ob-

stacles to increased exports of the lass developed

countries have been identified. These consisted of

high levels of revenue duties and internal fiscal

charges; higher tariffs imposed on imports of

processed goods compared to raw materials ; tariff

preferences; severe quantitative I'cstrictions, some

of which discriminate against less developed

countries; state monopolies; and price-support

policies of the industrialized countries. The com-

mittee will examine the progress the industrial

countries make in reducing these obstacles.

Additional Participation in the GATT

During the session just ended, Portugal and

Spain announced their desire to accede to the Gen-

eral Agreement. There was widespread support

for these applications. It is anticipated that

Portugal and Spain will engage in the negotia-

tion of tariff concessions during the GATT Tariff

Conference to be held in Geneva beginning Sep-

temlKM- 1, I960.'

In addition the GATT Executive Secretary was

asked to begin consultations looking toward the

eventual aw'ession to tlie GATT of the newly

independent countries of Cameroun and Togo.

Paris Economic Meeting

The C<jntracting Parlies discussed the meetings

hehl in I\iris in Janiiary ' and March I'JGO on eco-

nomic matters. These meetings, attended by the

18 OEEC countries, tlie United States, Canada,

and tlie Commission of the I'^EC, considered the

reconstitution of the OEEC and certain European
trade mutters. The discussion of this item at the

IGth session centered mainly on the proposal for

a new Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD). Some concern was ex-

pressed by the Contracting Parties which would

not be participating in the new organization about

the role of the OECD in the trade field. The U.S.

delegation reallirmed its view that the GATT had
a primary position in the field of international

trade. Other delegations whose governments are

participating in the Paris meetings also assured

the Contracting Parties that it was not the inten-

tion to weaken in any way the position of the

GATT. It was also made clear that any actions

in the trade field would be in accordance with the

provisions of the GATT. As evidence of their

determination to observe GATT principles, the

participating governments pointed to the fact that

the Executive Secretaiy of the GATT took part

in the discussions in Paris.

Other Business

A number of other items of importance for in-

ternational trade were dealt with at the 16th

session.

Because of the increasing number of contract-

ing parties to the GATT and the growing volume

and importance of their joint tasks, it was agreed

that new procedures sliould be introduced to facil-

itate the conduct of GATT business. A group of

representatives of contracting parties, meeting at

regular intervals between sessions, will lighten

the burden of routine work now done by the Con-

* For an article on "The 1;K!0-«1 GATT Tariff Confer-

ence" by Honors M. Catudal, see ibid., Feb. 22, 1960, p. 291.

• For background, see ifcirf., Feb. 1, 1900. p. 1.S9.
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tracting Parties and also make possible more

thorougli preparation of material to be considered

at the semiannual sessions. The work of this

group should enable the Contracting Parties to

devote more of their time at regular sessions to

questions of major policy importance.

The Contracting Parties gave their approval to

reports prepared before and during the session by

a GATT panel of experts concerning proposed

conventions which are designed to provide for the

temjDorary free importation of packing materials

and professional equipment, including motion pic-

ture and television equipment. Draft conventions

on these subjects had been prepared by the Cus-

toms Cooperation Council in Brussels, to whom
the report of the GATT experts will now be sent.

The Contracting Parties also dealt with tech-

nical reports which had been prepared by groups

of experts regarding restrictive busmess practices,

subsidies, state trading enterprises, and antidump-

ing and countervailing duties.

The chairman of the U.S. delegation was
Charles W. Adair, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary for Economic Affairs, Department of State.

Walter A. Edwards, Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Domestic Aifairs, Department of Commerce,
served as vice chairman, and Alfred Reifman, of

the Office of International Trade, Department of

State, as the assistant chairman. Other members

of the U.S. delegation were from the Departments

of State, Treasury, Interior, Agriculture, Com-
merce, and Labor.

The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

Following are statements made in the U.N.

Trusteeship Council by Delmas H. NucJeer, U.S.

Special Representative in the Tnisteeship

Council.^

OPENING STATEMENT, APRIL 25

U.S./D.N. press release 3390

It is a privilege and honor to again appear be-

fore this body as the Special Representative for

the Administering Authority of the Trust Terri-

tory^ of the Pacific Islands to report on the prog-

ress of our admmistration since July 1, 1959. I

shall attempt to bring the Covmcil up to date on

significant political, social, and economic develop-

ment in the territory.

Intermediate Targets and Dates

The United States continues to support the con-

cept of intei-mediate targets and dates in all fields

of development in the Trust Territory of the Pa-

cific Islands. These targets and dates have been

' Mr. Nueker Is High Commissioner of the Trust Terri-

tory of tlie Pacific Islnnds. For a review of the previous

year, see Bulletin of Aug. 17, 1959, p. 242.

set forth in some detail at previous sessions, and,

as shall be noted later in this report, considerable

progress toward the attainment of specific goals

announced earlier has been accomplished during

the past year.

The goal of our general administration program
is to replace American staff with trained and

qualified Micronesians through a planned and

steady procass, and we have continued to press

forward on this aspect the past year. An event

worthy of note in this area occurred last October

in the commraiications field. In five of our seven

districts, Micronesian radio operators took over

management of the district radio station from

their American counterparts. A special school

for these "station managers" has been established

in Truk, and in turn these five Micronesian super-

visory radio operators will receive the benefit of

additional supervisory training. In education an

outstanding event was the replacement of two

American teachers at the Pacific Islands Central

School by qualified Micronesian teachers. From
all i-eports these two Micronesian teachers have

done an excellent job. We are well on the way
toward meeting our target goal of having a com-

plete Micronesian staff at the school by 1965.
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The Council will recnll th:it liust year I set fortli

as one of our target goals in the administration

field the replacement by 19C4 of two of our Ameri-

can assistant district administratoi-s with quali-

fied Micronosians. I am pleased to report that the

first step toward meeting this particular goal will

have been accomplished by .luly 1 of tliis year.

In Palau District two new positions—those of spe-

cial assistants in the fields of political and eco-

nomic atl'aii-s and in administration affairs—have

been established. These positions will be training

jobs and, it is hoped, will lead by 1964 into the

positions of assistant district administrators.

During the j'ear our first Micronesian served as

an acting district administrator. On two occa-

sions the Micronesian Finance Officer of Eota

served in that capacity and handled the operations

of this small district competently and to our com-

plete satisfaction.

To further our progi'am of planned replace-

ment, an intensive inservice training pi'oject has

been started at headquarters. Outstanding Micro-

nesian employees in fields such as general admin-

istration, finance, public works, supply, and other

operations now are undergoing "internship" train-

ing in their selected fields at headquarters. Three

trainees a month currentlj' are participating in

tliis project, and by July 1 of tliis year some 12

outstanding Micronesian employees will have

completed this specialized internship progi-am.

We have now reached the stage where Micro-

nesian employees have acquired basic training in

our fields of operation and need specialized train-

ing in their chosen careers. To provide this ad-

vanced training, special courses and scliools are

scheduled. In the past j^ear 10 special training

courses were conducted. These were: a training

school for trial assistants, a training school for

public defenders, a training school for public

prosecutors, an industrial safety school, a school

for surveyoi-s, a training school for supervisoiy

radio operators, a training couree in trochus de-

velopment, and three training schools in various

aspects of agricultural extension training. Addi-

tionally the jear saw the opening of a permanent

school for dental hygienists in the Marshalls.

Two important improvements to the Micro-

nesian Title and Pay Plan are ready for imple-

mentation. Starting witli the new fiscal year on

July 1, 19G0, a longevity wage scliediile will bo

added to the present Micronesian Title and Pay

Plan. A nolewortliy step also will be the forth-

coming adoption of a special wage schedule on

July 1, 1960, for senior professional and executive

Micronesian employees. It will l>e rec^illed that

proper renuuieration for Micrunesians wlio fill top

])rofessional and executive positions, particularly

thosi^ replacing American civil service i)ei-sonnel,

has lieen discussed at previous sessions of the

Council. The new salaiy scales for professional

and executive categories, we believe, will ade-

quately compensate the Microncsians who meet

the qualifications for these top positions.

Economic Development

The appreciable increase in copra production

this year was due to better transportation service

plus increase in prices paid for copra to the pro-

ducei-s. The favorable price of copra on the

world market enabled the Copra Stabilization

Board on November 7, 1959, to raise the copra

price to $150 per short ton for grade-one copra

in the field. In the first 9 months of the present

fiscal year a total of 8,200 short tons of copra was

produced in the trust territory. If the present

rate of production continues, we anticipate that

copra production at the end of June 1960 will be

approximately 11,200 tons. Though this antici-

pated production will not reach the 13,000-ton

pretyplioon level of 1958, the total cash income

will be greater since the producers are receiving

a higher pric« for their copra. Income from

copra this present year may well reach $1,500,000,

the highest level thus far attained in the territory.

Although trochus shell jiroduction in 1959 dem-

onstrated a slight inci-ease over the previous year,

the reduced market activity of the past few years

has had a deleterious effect on the overall trochus

revenue of the territory. It is too early to antici-

pate the trochus income for this present year,

since much of the trochus has still to be harvested

and sold.

Though trochus income has declined, income

from fish exports has steadily increased. In Pa-

lau, partly through the efforts of the pilot fishing

project, a fisheries marketing coopenitive has l)een

established and regularly exports fish to the Guam
market. In Ponape District, a fishing cooperative

also has been formed, although this is a coopera-

tive of the fishenuen rather tlian simply a market-

ing association. The Ponape fishing cooperative

provides fresh fish for the local district market
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and frozen fish for interdistrict sales and for ex-

port to Guam. Fish exports to areas outside the

territory in 1959 brought in revenue of slightly

over $19,000. We expect fish exports to double

this present year. Further, if local and mterdis-

trict sales of fish are included with export sales,

the revenue from fisheries this present year may
well reach $100,000.

The cacao subsidy program, described in some

detail last year, is developing faster than we orig-

inally anticipated. Some 80,000 cacao seedlings

will have been planted by the end of June under

this year's subsidy program—double the original

goal of 40,000 trees. Additionally during the year

some 55,000 cacao seedlings were planted outside

the subsidy program, and it is estimated that there*

are approximately 200.000 cacao trees planted in

the field. The keen interest demonstrated by the

Micronesians in this project led to the holding of

a cacao training school for Micronesian extension

agriculturists at the cacao headquarters in

Ponape.

On a district level, interest and concern in eco-

nomic development continues to grow. In the

past year several districts established economic

development boards or committees to study local

possibilities of economic development. Prelimi-

nary discussions also were carried out on a

Washington level for the undertaking of a compre-

hensive economic survey in line with recommenda-

tions made by the 1959 visiting United Nations

mission and at the 24th session of the Council.

During the year a branch of the Bank of Hawaii
was establishexi on Kwajalein, thus bringing bank-

ing facilities to the people of the northern Mar-
shalls. After conducting a banking survey in Truk
District, tiie Bank of xVmerica this month re-

quested permission from the Federal Reserve Sys-

tem to open a subbranch in Truk. We anticipate

that permission will be granted, and banking
facilities should be available to the people of Truk
District witliin the next few months.

Keen interest in credit unions is found. A
month-long credit union seminar was held last

Januaiy in Palau witli an attendance of 42 mem-
Ijcrs, 12 representing various district government

activities and 30 representing mimicipalities,

hamlets, and associations. This credit seminar

already has resulted in refjuests for formal char-

tering of two credit unions. Ii^torest in forming

credit unions in other districts is also high.

Tlie past year has seen considerable improve-

ment in transportation facilities. An additional

field-trip sliip, the MV Ran Annim, was put in

operation for the Truk District. This ship is a

sister ship to the present AKL's, tlie MV Roque
and MV Errol, and her acquisition enabled us to

replace the former inadequate Truk station vessel.

Preliminai-y arrangements also were made for the

procurement of another ship comparable to the

MV Kaselehlia. Like the MV Kaselehlia, the

new field ship will be built to our specific needs

and will be able to perform needed field-trip serv- \
ice more efficientlj' and more economically than

the larger AKL's.

Agriculture

In our agriculture program major emphasis

was placed on tlie program of coconut-grove re-

habilitation. The status of the tj'phoon rehabili-

tation programs in the Jlarshalls, Truk, and Yap
Districts is eminently satisfactor3^ In Jaluit J
and Namorik Atolls, for example, the typhoon

"

rehabilitation programs have progressed much
more rapidly than was thought possible. Our
original typhoon sui'vey indicated that it would

take 3 years to replant Namorik with coconut and

subsistence crops, while a 6-year replanting pro-

gram was anticipated for the veiy badly damaged
Jaluit Atoll. The rehabilitation work by the

people of these two atolls has been outstanding,

and the joint etforts of the administration agri-

culturists and the local people have modified

considerably the original timetable.

Namorik Atoll was completely replanted in a

year and a half. The i-cplanting on Jaluit Atoll

now has reached the halfway mark, and if the

present rate of progress continues, its i-eplanting

program shall be completed by the end of 1961

or in half the time originally scheduled. This

does not, of course, mean that these two atolls will

soon be self-sufficient, since it will take another

5 to 6 years oefore the new coconut groves will

bear a commercial crop. The progress made,

though, bears witness to tlie industry and coopera-

tion of the people of these two atolls.

Similar fine cooperation has resulted between

the administration agricidturists and the people

of the islands hit by typhoons in the Truk and

Yap Districts. The people of the typhoon-dam-

aged areas still have a long and arduous task
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before them, but they are facing it with fortitude

iiiui witliout coinphiiut.

Tlio ft^rioulturo extension progi-am has been

o.\pan(le<l considerably witii particular emphiusis

placed on pi-oviilin<; additional training to Micro-

nesian agricultural extension agent.s. As men-

tioned above., a special training course in c&c&o

development was held during the year. Last

month, territory wide (raining coui-ses in copra

processing and animal husbandry were conducted

in Ponape.

Our insect eradication program continues to

receive close attention. In addition to control

projects described in previous reports, a new and

important project was launched a few months ago

in Rota, Tinian, and Saipan. There the U.S.

Department of Agriculture in collaboration with

the trust territon- administration is attempting

through experimental use of in-adiated flies and

other means to bring under control the oriental

fruit fly and the melon fly, which are a serious pest

to the vegetable growers of this region.

Our fisheries development program is aimed at

the encouragement of small-scale local fishing

enterprises as well as the expansion of the pilot

fishing project in Koror. Through the providing

of ice at low cost, the scheduling of training

courses in fishing techniques, giving aid in setting

up marketing cooperatives, the pilot project in

Koror has enabled the local fishermen of Palau

materially to increase their catch. The pilot

project carried out long-line fishing operations

during the year using the project fishing boat

and local crews. This experiment demonstrated

conclusively that local crews can successfully con-

duct the long-line fishing operations which are

essential to any commercial fishing venture in-

volving the freezing or camiing of fish for export

purposes. Since bait procurement now is the

principal problem facing the pilot fishing project,

research continues in an attempt tfi find a solution

to this aspect.
^

AVork on tlie rehabilitation and construction of

essential project items such as freezing and re-

frigerated storage facilities moved forward, and

procurement of processing equipment for fish by-

pi'oducts was initiated. If the i)resent rate of

progress continues, our next step will be to develop

preliminaiy plans for a small pilot canning

factory.

Trochus survey work also remains part of the

fisheries program. A 2-month trochus training

course was conducted for fisheries personnel from

Palau, Ponape, Truk, and Mai-shalls Districts. A
trochus transplanting project for Yap District

currently is under way.

Public Health

In the field of public health we have acliieved

our target goal of turning o\or district public-

health activities to qualified Micronesian medical

officers in all districts other than Saipan. Post-

graduate education to provide specialized and ad-

vanced training for licensed medical oflicers is

being provided through a variety of sources. A,

medical officer returned to the territory after a

year of postgraduate training at the Scliool of

Public Health, Univereity of California. Cur-

rently he is interdistrict consultant in public-

health administration. His present assignment is

in Yap District, and after aiding that district to

work out a better public-health program, he will

move on to other districts. A medical officer from

Palau at the present time holds a World Health

Organization fellowship in pul)lic-health adminis-

tration in the Philippines. Four additional stu-

dents were enrolled at the Central Medical School

in Suva last January, bringing the total of trust

territory medical students at the Suva school to

10. In this new group was a young woman from

Palau District who has the distinction of being the

first tiiist territory woman candidate for medical

officer training. The Council will be interested to

learn that arrangements have been completed, in

line with recommendations made at the last ses-

sion, to enroll one student each from Paluu and

Yap Districts in the premedical course at the Uni-

versity of the Philippines. These two candidates

will start premedical training there next month.

Although completion of a medical education for

-the,se candidates still lies considerably in the fu-

ture, the administration intends to augment the

corps of medical officers trained at the Suva .school

with Micronesian medical personnel who will have

full medical degi-ees.

Our program of dental care was intensified with

the opening in Majuro last Xoveml)pr of a ]>erina-

nent school for dental hygienists. A Micronosian

District dental officer is being groomed for pro-

motion this coming year to the position of Tem-
tory Director of Dental Services.

Other specialized public-health trainin*r was
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carried out. Twenty-seven sanitarians attended

a special school in commiuiity hygiene and sani-

tation in Truk. A territorywide health-education

training course for public-health and education

staff is slated to be held tliis coming autumn in

Ponape.

Major attention was focused on the serious

problem of tuberculosis. A standardized attack

on tuberculosis now is under way in several dis-

tricts under the direction of the Assistant Director

of Public Health. District by district, a special

team of doctors and nurses is being organized and

trained for specialized tuberculosis treatment and

control work. The BCG program was continued.

New hospital construction has started in those

districts wjiere it has been most sorely needed.

In Koror, Palau District, the construction of the

new hospital is well under way, and ground for

the new hospital plant in Majuro has been broken.

Actual work on the Majuro hospital will start

within the next few months. Additionally, re-

modeling of hospital units was carried out this

year in Ponape and Yap Districts.

Education

In the field of education emphasis is placed on
the strengthening of a system of education de-

signed to provide training of permanent value

to the youth of Micronesia and intended to equip

them to live better within the framework of their

own society. Prior reports to this body have

given in detail the various levels of our education

system and methods of operation. In this brief

review I wish only to cite a few noteworthy events

of the past year which, in my estimation, have
improved our overall education program.

Tlie Pacific Islands Central School opened its

doors at its new plant in Ponape last October to

the largest student body in its history. An event

of special significance was the attendance at tlie

official dedication of the Honorable Fred A. Sea-

ton, Secretary of the Interior. The scliool now
has physical facilities which are equal to those

of a modern high school anywhere in the world.
Its faculty has been enlarged to enable the school

to implement the new and improved curriculum
which places suitable stress on the vocational arts

and agriculture as well as on general education.

During the year a more unified elementary
school curriculum was developed. Its implemen-
tation should substantially improve the level of

the community elementary school. Progress has

been made toward imiformity of standards,

teacliing staff, and teaching methods. Prelimi-

nary work on revision of the intennediate school

curriculimi has been started.

Through summer training sessions, teacher in-

stitutes, model schools, and field programs of the

teacher-trainer projects, the better training of

elementary scliool teachers is being accomplished.

Minimum qualifications for elementary school

teachers have been set up in all districts, and

standardization of teachers' salaries, at least on

district levels, now is fomid.

Our school population continues to grow. Cur-

rently some 14,000 students are enrolled in the

public and private schools of the territory. If

the challenge of the strong desire for education

is to be met, it is essential that municipal coun-

cils, district congresses, local school boards, and
the administration join forces and work in close

cooperation. Each district congress which met
this past year devoted major consideration to

problems of elementary school education. The
bulk of all congress revenue now goes to the sup-

port of the district elementary school teachers.

Through the grant-in-aid program the admin-

istration helps in the construction of new elemen-

tary schools. Eleven new elementary schools have

been built under this program, three of these being

under constiiiction at the present time.

A long-awaited event in Rota was the opening

of the first year of a public intermediate school.

The second year will be added this j^ear and the

third and final year in 1961. Thei-e are now eight

public intermediate schools providing junior

secondary education in the territory.

The providing of advanced education outside

the tenitory is an important aspect of the overall

education program. Following recommendations

made by the Inter-District Advisory Committee

and district scholarship boards, this year we have

sliifted somewhat our emphasis in the scholarship

program. Three scholarships per district were

offered, as has been done in the past, but definite

fields of stiuly were specified. Thus, for 1960 one

scholarship per district in the industrial arts was

offered, three scliolarships were offered in the field

of agriculture, and tlio remaining seven district

scholarships were in education and general fields.

The degree scholarship program remains an

important part of our scholai-ship program.
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There are now eight degree scholars stud3'ing in

various lields, and additional grants in this cate-

gory are planned.

Construction

Our construction program moved forward in

all districts. An outstanding achii'veinent was the

completion of the Pacific Islands Central School

plant ill Ponape. A m.ijor operation, and one

which will take several years to linisli, is the con-

struction of a new dock and harbor facilities at

Ti'uk. TVork progresses satisfactorily on this

project. Considerable construction occurred on

hospital projects, as noted in the comments on

public health. New intermediate schools are un-

der construction in the ^furshalls and in Truk
District. In Yap a new administration building

is about 50 percent completed. Eehabilitation and

construction of warehouses, refrigeration plants,

administration housing, roads, and other activities

continues as a part of our regular construction

program.

Claim Settlement

Etfort was exerted to wipe out remaining land-

claim settlements in the territory. Final settle-

ment for the Ulithi claims in the Yup District was

made, and partial settlement for administration

retention are^is was completed at Majuro. Fur-

ther negotiations on the only large remaining area

of land-claim settlement, that of Kwajalein Atoll,

were attempted, but as the Council is aware from
the presence of the petitioners from Kwajalein,

no agreement has been reached on settlement for

that area.

Status of Displaced Marshallese

The status of the people of Kill and Ujelang
has been satisfactorj'. Both groups received an-

nual interest payments from their tru.st funds,

amounting to over $10,000 for the people of Kili

and $4,.500 for the people of Ujelang. Adequate

transportation and service for both groups were

provided. The Kili boat, the Libra, regularly

plied between Kili and Jaluit, making at least one

trip a month. The larger field-trip vessel of the

Marshalls District also services Kili at regular

intei-vals.

The islands in the Jaluit lagoon belonging to

the Kilians were hit by the full force of the 1958

typhoon; Jebet and Jar Islands, for example,
were so severely damaged that rehabilitation in

the foreseeable future is not possible. On these

two small islets most of the lopsoil was washed
away and the entire configuration of the islands

changed. Bokalaplap, the third islet, was not as

severely damaged, and planting of coconut and
subsistence crops is progressing satisfactorily

there. The Kili land on Jabor Island has also

been replanted.

An American agriculturist was stationed on
Ujelang for the greater part of the jiresent fiscal

year and devoted full time to agricultural re-

habilitation of that island. By a combination of

field-trip service from the Marehalls District and
Ponape District, the former isolation of Ujelang
has been broken and field-trip ships visited the is-

land this past year on an average of once every

2 months.

The rehabilitation program for Rongelap
moved slowly but steadily toward completion.

The rehabilitation project now has reached the

point where only 50 percent subsistence of the

Rongelapese by the administration is needed, and
by July of this year a further reduction in subsist-

ence feeding is anticipated. As has been noted

before in this Council, the administration is de-

sirous of making the Rongelapese self-supporting

and self-suiRcient as quickly as possible. We are

extending every assistance to the Rongelapese

people to enable them to achieve this end. Re-

habilitation of the coconut groves has been

stressed, and several hundred acres of land have

been prepared for planting new coconut seedlings.

Some 100 acres of marginal land still need to be

replanted if Rongelap is to support from its own
resources the present population of 250, which,

the Council will recall, is over three times greater

than the population of 82 which lived on the is-

land in 1954.

During the past year the pre-sence of an Amer-
ican agriculturist encouraged progress on the sub-

sistence and coconut rehabilitation projects and
additionally brought about an apjireciable increase

in copra production. The curtailment of scien-

tific expeditions also has aided the Rongelapese

to readjust to life on their home atoll. In the

period between July 1959 and the end of Febru-

ary 1900, the Rongelapese produced 48 tons of

copra, which they sold for $0,420. In return, trade

goods were purchased amounting to $4,170, leaving
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a sizable amount of surplus income on the island.

Though the Rongelapese in this 9 months' period

were engaged in fishing, clearing land for new

coconut groves, and working on their subsistence

crops, they were also able to produce an average

of 5 tons of copra a month. This is a favorable

sign of progress when compared to the monthly

production of only 1.7 tons of copra during the

fii-st year of their return, 1957. Further increase

in copra production is expected as coconut reha-

bilitation work is completed and extra work re-

quired for planting new subsistence crops is

reduced.

Altliough a large-scale medical survey was not

considered necessaiy this year, a small team com-

posed of trust territory medical stail and two

AEC [Atomic Energy Commission] specialists

briefly visited the island last month and con-

ducted a routine medical check. The preliminaiy

results of this latest medical survey again indi-

cated that no aftermaths of the fallout are dis-

cernible and the general health of the Rongelapese

is satisfactory.

Political Development

In the area of local government we have con-

tinued to stress development and growth on all

levels. It is our belief that political development

at the district and interdistrict level must be co-

ordinated with development on the municipal level

if a firm political foundation for the territory is

to result.

Tlie fourth annual meeting of the Inter-District

Advisory Committee to the High Commissioner

took place last November. This body, whose mem-
bers are elected by representative district con-

gresses, advanced still another step toward tlie

eveiitual target goal of converting this gi'oup into

an elected territorial advisory council. At its No-

vember meeting the Advisory Committee voted

to establish a Hold-Over Sub-Conunittee in Social

Affairs. This subcommittee has been given the

responsibility of studying major social problems

of the territory and will report its findings and
recommendations to the Inter-District Advisory

Committee at the 19G0 meeting. The holdover

committee, composed of elected members from
Yap, Truk, and the Marshalls Districts, is meeting
in Ponape District next month. Additional sub-

committees in economic and political areas very
likely will be formed at forthcoming meetings.

These subcommittees will be available to us for

consultation on specific problems during the year.

On a district level, the district congresses de-

voted attention to problems affectuig local affaire.

The keen interest and concern these legislative

bodies have demonstrated in the field of education

already has been noted. Increasingly the district

congresses are expanding activities and imdertak-

ing more and more local responsibilities. This

past year district congi-essas, in addition to paying

teachers' salaries, made appropriations for schol-

arships, road repairs, community recreation fields,

and public-health activities. Laws were passed in

such areas as inheritance of land, control of ex-

cessive notes of interest, alcoholic beverage control

rules, and the like.

Twenty municipalities were chartered in 1959,

double the number our informal target goal had
as its aim. As expected, the municipalities wliich

are the most accessible to the district centers have

been cliartered first, and there will be no doubt

some slowing down from now on as transportation

and contact problems become greater.

In line with recommendations made by the

Council, attention has been given to the standard-

ization of the voting age. The Palau Congress

currently has tlie question of a reduction in voting

age in that district under consideration.

At previous meetings of the Council I have ex-

pressed doubt as to the enactment of organic legis-

lation for the territory by 1960, as was announced

a number of years ago. 1960 is now here, and

my doubts have turned into reality. At this time

an organic act is not in readiness for presentation

to the Congress. Work continues on tlie drafting

of an organic act which will reflect the needs of

the Micronesians, and I am confident that in time

suitable organic legislation will result.

Judiciary

In the judiciaiy field a number of significant

highlights can bo noted. In November 1959 a new
Associate Justice was aj)pointed, and the work of

the High Court as a result was greatly facilitated.

The Micronesian administrative assistant to the

Chief Justice continued his training program for

district clerks of courts and other court officials.

A valuable achievement was the issuance by the

Cliainbers of the Cliief Justice of a Ilandhooh for

DiMnct and Community Court Judges, Clerks of

Courts, and Trial Assistants. A training school
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for trial assistants was heUl in Tiuk, one of the

significant features of this school being that the

course was planned and directed by a Microno-

sian Public Defender.

Earlier this month the 1960 Trust Territory

Judicial Conference was held at hcadquai-ters with

District Court judges, clerks of courts, Iligli Court

judges, and other judiciai-y and leg.al staff in at-

tendance. The theme of this conference was on

how to make the work of Micronesian District

Court judges more effective.

International Relations

Our contacts and relatio7islups this past year

with international organizations have been fre-

quent and rewarding. Four Mieronesians are

abroad on United Nations and related agency fel-

lowship grants. These include a young doctor

under World Health Organization auspices in the

Philippines, a UNESCO [TTnited Nations Edu-

cational, Scientific and Cultural Organization]

trainee in radio broadcasting in New Zealand and

Western Samoa, a United Nations fellow in com-

munity development in the Philippines, and a

United Nations fellow in social defense in Hawaii.

In 1059 four Micronesians and two staff advisers

attended the Fourth South Pacific Commission

Conference in Rabaul. Our Director of Educa-

tion participated in a South Pacific Commission

sponsored conference of education officers of the

Pacific area in Brisbane, Australia; our Director

of Dental Health attended a World Health Or-

ganization sponsored Dental Congress in Ade-

laide. Australia ; and next month our Director of

Public Health will participate in a World Health

Organization conference on tulserculosis control in

Sydney.

I am grateful to have the opportunity to pre-

sent this report and will endeavor to provide, as

far as I am able, any additional infonnation

members of the Council may desire.

CLOSING STATEMENT, MAY 4

U.S. /U.N. press release 3390

There is general agreement in the Council re-

garding the needs of the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands and (ho dii-ection in which the

administration should proceed. Therefore I think

that in this closing statement I need only to clarify

our thinking regarding the steps through which

the trust territory can most succe.ssfully attain the

desired goals and also to comment on certain spe-

cific suggestions.

It would appear from the statements of the

various delegations that there is general consen-

sus that satisfactory progress continues to be made
in the education and health fields. The Admin-

istering Authority shares the concern expres.sed

by certain nipmbers of the Council that more em-

phasis sjiould be placed on increasing op|)ort uni-

ties for secondary education. Our present edu-

cational program is designed to meet this growing

need. New and enlarged inteiTnediate schools are

under way or are planned for all districts. The
new Pacific Islands Central School allows ample

opportunity for growth and expansion.

We appreciate the comments of the World
Health Organization on the territoiy's health pro-

gram and assure the Council that these comments

will be carefully studied by our public-health staff.

This, Mr. President, bi-ings \is to the economic

and political fields, which, in my thinking, are

somewhat intertwined. In today's world, politi-

cal self-government or independence does not ap-

pear to depend upon economic viability. This is

a subject which could be discussed for hours, and

I do not wish to pursue it at that length. It does

seem clear to me, however, that for Micronesia to

be more than fictionally self-governing or inde-

pendent there should be a better proportion l>e-

tween subsidization and local revenue than the

present 5 to 1 ratio.

For this reason we are as anxious as other mem-

bers of this Council to improve the economy of

the territory. Suggestions have been made for

the development of pineapple, fish, and other ex-

port products. We look forward to the jn-oposed

economic survey exploring thoroughly the produc-

tion and marketing economics of these and other

possibilities. I emphasize both production and

marketing because it does little good to produce

an item that cannot find a market at a jirice that

will make its production worth while. On our

part, however, we hope that an economic survey

will reveal some p^ential economically feasible

projects. If it does, we shall certainly pursue

them in all earnestness.

In the meantime, however, I wish to emphasize

again that economic progress is l)eing made. I

liave, in reply to questions, mentioned the (isliing

project, the expanded planting of cacao, and the

introduction of pepper and other agricultural
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products. Continuing attention is being given to

copra production. Production of copra had

shown a steady and gratifying increase up to the

time of the four typhoons in late 1957 and in

1958. It had, in fact, ahnost reached prewar pro-

duction levels prior to that setback. We have high

hopes for its rapid recoveiy and expansion be-

yond prewar levels. Because of the important

role of shipping in the development of the econ-

omy, steps were taken last year to improve our

transportation service, and procedures are cur-

rently under way for the acquisition of an addi-

tional vessel for field-trip service.

Progress Toward Political Goals

Assuming tliat it were possible to divorce en-

tirely political development from economic de-

velopment, the territory would still, in my opinion,

be some years away from the political goal which

members of this Council would like to see achieved

within a few short years. And I would like to

say at this point that, insofar as goals are con-

cerned, the United States accepts either self-

government or independence as being proper.

In saying that achievement of either of these

goals is some yeare away, I cannot agi-ee that this

is due to any lack of effort on the part of the Ad-

ministering Authority. In the tradition of the

United States, as in that of many other countries,

sound government rests upon three independent

branches of government—executive, legislative,

and judicial. In areas such as the trust territory

it is logical and desirable that the initial emphasis

be placed upon development of the legislative

branch. Tliis gives the executive branch an initial

access to the thoughts and wishes of the people.

Considering the fact that such legislative bodies

were unknown prior to the present administration,

I believe that our progress in the establisliment of

district cx)ngresses and the beginning of a Terri-

torial Council has been noteworthy.

This does not mean, however, that a district

congress can be given absolute powers of legisla-

tion. There are two principal reasons for this.

First, the traditional societias, such as that in the

Mnrshall Islands, are undergoing a change from
the old hcrcdit ary chieftainship concepts to a moi-e

democratic concept. In the process of such a

change it is tlie understandable desire of some to

seek legislation to preserve their preferred status.

Some authority must be able to review and, if

necessary, veto such laws.

A second reason is that a legislative body hav-

ing complete authority would desti'oy the checks

and balances inlierent in a three-branch govern-

ment. This then behooves us to develop, along

witli the legislative branch, the executive and

judicial branches. Again, m the development of

the executive branch, I believe that, if the cir-

cumstances are considered, our progress has been

noteworthy. Our training programs, be they

scholarships, inservice, or special, have had, in

these initial yeai-s, to be spread over all fields of

activities, not concentrated solely on the develop-

ment of an administrative corps for top positions

in the executive branch of the government.

We now, however, have Micronesians serving in

all levels of district government except for district

and assistant district administrators, and I have

stated to the Council our plans in this regard. I

submit that this is a good record in light of the

fact that, for training purposes, we have had only

one generation of young Micronesians with which

to work for any extended period of time. These

yoimg men have shown ability and are developing

well, but a good administrator must have sound

practical experience in governmental methods.

This experience is being provided, and the execu-

tive branch of the Micronesian government will

benefit from it and will be in a position to par-

ticipate in the check-and-balance system between

the executive and legislative branches. J

Insofar as the judicial branch of the govern-
"

ment is concei-ned, I was much disturbed at the

statement made by the oral petitionee as to their

lack of confidence in the trust territory High ,

Court. This court consists of an American Chief |

Justice and Associate Justice in whose impartial-

ity I have complete faith and who participate in

the training of lower-court judges, one of whom
incidentally is an uncle of one of the oral

petitioners.

In our program to develop the judicial branch

of the government we have had regular judicial

conferences for the improvement of the court pi'o-

cedures and have had special training courses for

those who appear before the courts as public de-

fenders and trial assistants. At the recent Judicial

Confei-ence the theme of the 5-day conference was

the imijortance of the three equal and independent

branches of the govermnent and of tlie role in par-

ticular of the judiciary. Our efforts to improve

the judicial branch will continue in order that the
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third branch of the government may bo full}' pre-

piired to accept its position in our government.

We hope, thus, to bring all three branches of

the goverinnent of tlio trust territory as rapidly

as possible to the point that they may operate fully

and effectively in a Micronesian government.

'I'here is no desire on our part to hold back such

a government. We are prepareil to have it de-

velop as rapidly as possible. We do want it, how-

ever, to be a sound government. We want not

only the legislative bodies but the other branches

as well to understand governmental financing and

sound administrative practices. In the light of

tlie territory's potential economic and financial

imsition such miderstandings are assential. We
I', el that our programs for municipal chartering,

legislative development, and administrative train-

ing will provide this undei-standing.

Legal Process for Land Condemnation

The question has been raised as to the legal

position of the administration regarding expro-

priation or condemnation of land for public pur-

pose. The question arose, I believe, because the

annual report - did not mention that we do in fact

have a trust territory law which establishes the

basis and procedures upon which any land con-

demnation action must be brought. Until recently

the trust territory government has been able to

reach mutually agreeable settlements with land-

owners for land needed by the administration.

Consequently legal procedures in the absence of

agreement were not needed. This gap, however,

in the legal process for the condemnation of land,

when necessary, has now been filled by the promul-

gation of a condemnation statute. I hope this

clarifies the situation.

The integration of the i-sland of Rota with the

administration of the Saipan District has been

raised by several of the delegates during this ses-

sion. This matter has been under close study

between the two departments concerned. Like-

wise the continued administration of the Saipan

District by the Department of the 'Navy has been

reviewed by my Government during the past year.

To date, no decision has been reached to change

the status quo. If it appears that the administra-

tion of the Saipan District cannot soon be trans-

ferred, consideration will be given to the request

' U.X. doc. T/1,513.
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of the people of Rota, in their petition presented

to the last visiting mission, that their island bo-

come part of the Saipan District.

Petitioners' Viewpoints To Be Studied

I have listened witli keen interest to the oral

petitionei-s. Though I cannot accept many of the

argunaents set forth by them, they are entitled to

their opinions, and as is our practice in the terri-

tory their viewpoints shall be carefully studied in

light of the total problem. The administration

will make a special attempt to look into statements

made by the petitioners that the Mai-shallese on
Ebeye live in poverty and want. This I do not

believe to be the case, for less than 2 months ago
I visited Ebeye and I find it hard to accept that

living conditions have deteriorated to tlie extent

implied by the petitioners. I assure this Council

that, if living conditions at Ebeye are imperiled

by virtue of large numbers of outisland Marshal-

lese having been drawn to Ebeye by the lure of

"bright lights"' and jobs at Kwajalein, we shall

take innnediate and remedial steps.

The petitioners have expressed their strong

opinion that only a monthly or annual rental pay-

ment at a price they feel is just is acceptable to

them. I do not intend to dwell on this aspect,

since in my answers to the Council and to the

Standing Committee on Petitions I have stated

the administration's position fully and in detail.

In brief this is that any montldy payments—if

that method of settlement is to be considered

—

must be based on the true value of the land as it

existed at the time of acquisition, plus normal

interest, not on an inirealistic formula based on

a copra production schedide which is not found

anywhere in the Marshalls or, in fact, throughout

the entire territory. We hold that a lump-sum

payment which would enable the people to invest

the moneys received and thus maintain the princi-

pal and enjoy the fruits of their investment is a

much more realistic approach to this perplexing

problem. We contend also that our role as a tnis-

tee demands asstn-ance of a fair iuid equitable

division of any payment among those having an

interest in the land.

In closing, Mr. President, may I state that, as in

previous years, the administration will distribute

the closing statements of the member delegations

throughout the Ti-ust Territory of the Pacific

I$lands. The staff membei-s, Micronesian and
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American, take a real interest in the deliberations

of tills body, and I am desirous of enabling them

to judge for themselves the viewpoints expressed

by the members of this Council on the progress of

our admuiistration.

May I also thank you, Mr. President, and the

members of the Council for their interest in the

administration of the territoi-y.

U.S. Makes Additional Contribution

to World Refugee Year

D.S./U.N. press release 3417

Henry Cabot Lodge, U.S. Representative to the

United Nations, transmitted on June 10 a check

for $1,150,000 to the United Nations High Com-

missioner for Refugees. This represents an addi-

tional U.S. contribution for World Refugee Year

progi-ams of assistance to refugees in various parts

of the %yorld and is over and above amounts cur-

rently pledged for refugee programs. It brings

the total U.S. contribution to World Refugee Year

programs to $5,050,000.

TREATY INFORMATION

Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Fisheries

Amendment of paragraph 1 (b) of the annex to the inter-

national convention for the high seas fisheries of the

North I'acitic Ocean of May 9, 1%2 (TIAS 2786).

Adoiited at Seattle November 7, 1959, at the sixth

meeting of the International North Pacific Fisheries
Commission. Entered into force May 24, 1960.

Acceptances deposited: Japan, May 10, 1960; Canada,
May 14, 1960; United States, May 24, 1960.

Health

Constitution of the World Health Organization. Opened
for signature at New York July 22, 1046. Entered into

force .\pril 7, 1!)4S. TIAS 1808.

Acceptances deposited : Cameroun, May 6, 19G0; Kuwait,
May 9, 19G0 ; T.)go, May 13, 19(>0.

Telecommunications

Telegraph regulations (Geneva revision, lO.W) annexed
to the international telecommunication conventi<m of
December 22, I'.l.'iS (TIAS 3266), with appendixes and
final protocol. Done at Geneva November 29, 1958.

Entered into force January 1, 1960. TIAS 4390.

Notifications of approval: Byelorussian Soviet Socialist

Republic, April 1, 1960; China and Bulgaria, April
6, 1960.

Whaling
International whaling convention and schedule of whaling

regulations. Signed at Washington December 2, 1946.
Entered into force November 10, 194S. TIAS 1849.

Ratification deposited (with a reservation) : Argentina,
May 18, 1960.

Protocol amending the International whaling convention
of 1946 (TIAS 1849). Done at Washington November
19, 1950. Entered into force May 4, 1959. TIAS 4228.
Adherence deposited (with a reservation): Argentina,
May 18, 1960.

BILATERAL

Brazil

Agreement amending agreement for a cooperative pro-
gram for reconnaissance and investigation of the ura-
nium resources of Brazil of December 26, 1957 (TIAS
8964). Effected by exchange of notes at Washington
December 2, 1958.
Entered into force: December 23, 1059.

Agreement extending the agreement for a cooperative
program of uranium reconnaissance of December 26,

1957, as amended (TIAS 3964). Effected by exchange
of notes at Washington December 23, 1959, and January
6, 1960. Entered into force January 6, 1960.

Indonesia

Research reactor agreement for cooperation concerning
civil uses of atomic energy. Signed at Washington
June 8, 1960. Enters into force on date each Govern-
ment receives from the other written notification that
it has complied with statutory and constitutional

requirements.

Check List of Department of State

Press Releases: June 6 12

Press releases may be obtained from the Oflice of
News, Department of State, Washington 2.", D.C.

Release is.sued prior to June 6 wliich appears in

this issue of the Bulletin is No. 300 of June 3.

Subject

Report on 10th session of GATT.
Herter : statement on mutual security

treaty with Japan.
U.S. note on Soviet disarmament pro-

posals.

Herter : "The University and the World
Community."

Guatemala credentials (rewrite).
Korea credentials (rewrite).
Ethiopia credentials (rewrite).

Atomic energy agreement with Indo-
nesia.

SACLANT antisubmarine warfare re-

search center.

Mexico anniversary celebrations.

Visit of Thai King and Queen (re-

write).
Herter: Sulicommittee on National

Policy Machinery.
Forci<in Relations, /5-i2, Volume I pub-

lislied.

tHeld for a later issue of the Bulletin.
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